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ELEMENT 1 – EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Governing Law: The educational program of the charter school designed, among other things,
to identify those whom the charter school is attempting to educate, what it means to be an
“educated person” in the 21st century, and how learning best occurs. The goals identified in that
program shall include the objective of enabling pupils to become self-motivated, competent, and
lifelong learners. Education Code Section 47605(b)(5)(A)(i).
The annual goals for the charter school for all pupils and for each subgroup of pupils identified
pursuant to Section 52052, to be achieved in the state priorities, as described in subdivision (d)
of Section 52060, that apply for the grade levels served, or the nature of the program operated,
by the charter school, and specific annual actions to achieve those goals. A charter petition may
identify additional school priorities, the goals for the school priorities, and the specific annual
actions to achieve those goals. Education Code Section 47605(b)(5)(A)(ii).
If the proposed charter school will serve high school pupils, the manner in which the charter
school will inform parents about the transferability of courses to other public high schools and
the eligibility of courses to meet college entrance requirements. Courses offered by the charter
school that are accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges may be
considered transferable and courses approved by the University of California or the California
State University as creditable under the “A” to “G” admissions criteria may be considered to
meet college entrance requirements. Education Code Section 47605(b)(5)(A)(iii).

I. Vision & Mission
ECS’ vision is that students are equipped with the knowledge and skills to graduate
from college, inspired to discover their own sense of purpose, and empowered to
become quality stewards of their communities. Our mission is to reimagine public
education in low-income communities of color to prepare conscious, critical thinkers
who are equipped to graduate from college and create a more equitable and
sustainable world. Our values are:
JUSTICE - We examine bias, racism and prejudice. We deliver culturally-responsive
curricula. We succeed when students’ race and class cease to predict their level of
1
achievement.

Noguera, Pedro. Student Achievement Symposium, July 13, 2017. Almansor Court, Alhambra, CA.
Keynote Address

1
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COMMUNITY - We care. We collaborate. We respect the rights and voices of our
stakeholders.
CURIOSITY - We question. We explore. We innovate.
SUSTAINABILITY - We think globally and act locally. We adapt. We encourage systems
thinking to create a sustainable future.
LEADERSHIP - We listen. We think critically. We advocate. We shift public discourse.
We are our own superheroes.
Environmental Charter School campuses are vibrant places where real-world, hands-on
learning builds students’ intellectual curiosity and cultivates their passion to care about
themselves and their futures, to support each other and their families, and to take action
to sustain their communities. Teachers act as facilitators of inquiry, seeking real-world
examples and unique, hands-on learning opportunities that bring the subject matter to
life for their students. By creating these learning experiences, teachers give students a
bigger window to see what is possible for their future.
Environmental Charter High School 2 (hereafter ECHS 2) offers our students a unique
program that sets it apart from other schools. ECHS 2 is dedicated to three overarching
premises which are enacted daily in every curricular area – first, that interdisciplinary
learning best prepares students for higher levels of academic challenge; second, that
the environment provides a ready lens for the application of academic concepts; and
third, that attending to adolescent development and collaborative skills will enable
students to succeed in any higher education atmosphere. Our schools’ physical
environments – the classrooms, the buildings, and the grounds – act as teaching tools
that connect students to the world around them. Our goal is for 100% of ECHS 2
students to graduate with the tools they need to thrive in college, their chosen careers,
and in their vocations. Because of the success of its programs, our first high school,
Environmental Charter High School in Lawndale (hereafter ECHS 1), is viewed as an
exemplary high school and national green school model as evidenced by:
1. The US News and World Report Gold Medal, ranking ECHS 441 in the
Nation and 73 in California.
2. ECHS receiving the inaugural Green Ribbon School Award from the U.S.
Department of Education and its best practices being replicated at other
schools, through ECS’ Green Ambassadors Institute.
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Our approach to interdisciplinary learning and project-based instruction asks students to
draw connections that they might not see when subjects are atomized within strongly
demarcated disciplinary boundaries. Essential questions push students to draw
connections and think more deeply and creatively about content, a practice consonant
with the demands of the Common Core.
The second driving premise of ECHS 2 is that student engagement through
environmental studies and practices helps students connect their learning to the outside
world and develop a consciousness to act positively and thoughtfully on behalf of their
environment and community. Environmental studies provide an intrinsically interesting
lens through which students can connect their skills to immediate, local problems.
Students can learn about Environmental Justice issues that may include topics like
“food deserts” in urban areas in science, they can learn how to address those problems
by planting and harvesting food at their own campus, and they can learn how to create
and present a policy plan in their Senior Thesis or Intersession projects.
Our students find it particularly important that they become leaders in environmental
causes because their community is largely underrepresented in the environmental
movement and their community (and others like it) tends to be most detrimentally
affected by environmental problems such as tainted water, carcinogenic air, and the
health problems that derive from environmental problems. This fact adds a greater
sense of purpose and motivation to our students who embrace these issues on a
personal, intellectual, and moral level.
Finally, our developmental approach involves both a comprehensive counseling
program outside of the classroom and the daily use of a community-building curriculum
(“Tribes”) to teach students the skills of building a strong classroom and school
community. Teachers, administrators, counselors, and staff challenge students to
understand themselves in relation to others, work together, and learn to be positive
community members, students, and friends.
ECHS 2 encourages the participation of the entire family in the education process and
emphasizes the importance of developing a passion for life-long learning. With a strong
commitment to providing an educational setting that will benefit adolescents at all points
of the ability spectrum, the school encourages cooperation and a strong sense of
community while fostering respect for ethnic, ability, cultural, and economic diversity.
All students inherit the exciting opportunity as well as the great responsibility of shaping
our future. ECHS 2 believes that well-educated, socially aware and personally
6
6

responsible youth will create a better society for us all because they will continue to be
contributing, caring citizens as adults. Empowered to be leaders, ECHS 2 students will
subtly but profoundly come to appreciate a very special place, the natural landscape of
their youth.
II. Charter School Annual Goals and Actions to Achieve State Priorities
ECHS 2 recognizes the importance of ensuring all students, including all student
subgroups and students with exceptional needs, are learning and demonstrating growth
and progress throughout their schooling at ECHS 2. One way we ensure this is by
aligning our programs and practices with the eight state priorities as outlined in
Education Code 52060. The following table identifies how our educational program
meets the identified eight state priorities. Full details of the goals, actions, and methods
of assessment are found within the stated areas of our petition.
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State Priority #1— Basic Services
State Priority Subgoals

Detailed Information & Location in
Petition

Subgoal A- The degree to which
teachers are appropriately assigned
(E.C. §44258.9) and fully credentialed

Element 5— Qualifications for School
Employees
Section: Teacher Qualifications and
Credentials

Subgoal B- The degree to which every
pupil has sufficient access to
standards-aligned instructional materials
(E.C. § 60119)

Element 1— Educational Program
Section: Curriculum & Instructional
Design

Subgoal C- The degree to which school
facilities are maintained in good repair
(E.C. §17002(d))

Element 6 and Other Operational
Issues— Health and Safety
Section and Facilities

State Priority #2— Implementation of Common Core State Standards
State Priority Goal

Detailed Information & Location in
Petition

Implementation of Common Core State
Standards, including how all students
(and each numerically significant
subgroup) will be enabled to gain
academic content knowledge and
English language proficiency.

Element 1— Educational Program
Section: Curriculum & Instructional
Design and Plan for Diverse Learners

State Priority #3— Parental Involvement
State Priority Goal

Detailed Information & Location in
Petition

Parental involvement, including efforts to
seek parent input for making decisions
for schools, and how the school will
promote parent participation.

Element 4— Governance Structure of
the School
Section: Parental Engagement

8
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State Priority #4— Student Achievement
State Priority Subgoals

Detailed Information & Location in
Petition

Subgoal A- California Assessment of
Student Performance and Progress
(“CAASPP”) or other statewide adopted
standardized assessment

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

Subgoal B- California School Dashboard

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

Subgoal C- Percentage of pupils who
have successfully completed courses
that satisfy UC/CSU entrance
requirements, or career technical
education

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

Subgoal D- Percentage of ELs who
make progress toward English language
proficiency as measured by the ELPAC

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

Subgoal E- EL reclassification rate

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

Subgoal F- Percentage of pupils who
have passed an AP exam with a score of
3 or higher

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

Subgoal G- Percentage of pupils who
participate in and demonstrate college
preparedness pursuant to the Early
Assessment Program (E.C. §99300 et
seq.) or any subsequent assessment of
college preparedness

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods
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State Priority #5— Student Engagement
State Priority Subgoal

Detailed Information & Location in
Petition

Subgoal A- Student engagement as
measured by school attendance rates

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

Subgoal B- Student engagement as
measured by chronic absenteeism rates

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

Subgoal C- Student engagement as
measured by high school dropout rates
(EC §52052.1(a)(3))

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

Subgoal D- Student engagement as
measured by high school dropout rates

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

Subgoal E- Student engagement as
measured by high school graduation
rates

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

State Priority #6— School Climate
State Priority Subgoals

Detailed Information & Location in
Petition

Subgoal A- School climate as measured
by pupil suspension rates

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

Subgoal B- School climate as measured
by pupil expulsion rates

Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

Subgoal C- School climate as measured
by other local measures, including
surveys of pupils, parents, and teachers
on the sense of safety and school
connectedness

Element 1— Educational Program
Section: Curriculum & Instructional
Program
Elective Courses and Tribes Program
Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

State Priority #7— Course Access
10
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State Priority Goal

Detailed Information & Location in
Petition

The extent to which pupils have access
to, and are enrolled in, a broad course of
study, including programs and services
developed and provided to unduplicated
students (classified as EL,
FRPM-eligible, or foster youth; E.C.
§42238.02) and students with
exceptional needs.

Element 1— Educational Program
Section: Curriculum & Instructional
Program

State Priority #8— Other Student Outcomes
State Priority Goal

Detailed Information & Location in
Petition

Pupil outcomes, if available, in the
subject areas described above in #7, as
applicable

Element 1 – Educational Program
Section: How Learning Occurs at ECHS
2
Elements 2 & 3— Measurable Pupil
Outcomes & Assessment Methods

III. Students to be Served
ECHS 2’s educational program is designed for students to develop the skills,
knowledge, and attitudes that prepare them for success in college preparatory courses
and in college and career, as well as preparing them to be effective stewards of their
community. ECHS 2 seeks to attract families that share the school’s core beliefs about
how learning best occurs, including active collaboration between families and school.
ECHS 2’s educational program addresses students of all abilities in a manner that
meets the individual needs of every student.
A.

Projected Student Enrollment
High School:
School Year

Grades Served

Total Enrollment
11

11

2020-2021

9

125

2021-2022

9-10

250

2022-2023

9-11

375

2023-2024

9-12

500

2024-2025

9-12

500

ECHS 2 provides a free, nonsectarian, public education to students in grades 9-12. At
capacity, each grade level will serve approximately 125 students per grade in grades
9-12, with a total high school program enrollment of about 500 students.
2

B. Community Demographics
The community that ECHS 2 will serve is a densely populated, ethnically diverse, urban,
working-class locality challenged with underperforming schools, high poverty, high
crime, low parent college attendance, and a dearth of services for the large youth
population. We expect to draw our students primarily from Inglewood and secondarily
from the communities south of Inglewood—Gardena and Harbor/Gateway.
Inglewood is a high-poverty city with a minority population that totals over 95% of the
residents. According to the latest U.S. Census information, half of the residents speak a
language other than English at home, 20% are living below the official poverty level, and
of those residents over the age of 25, only 17.7% hold a bachelor’s degree or higher.
Inglewood is a high-poverty city with a minority population that totals over 95% of the
residents. According to the latest U.S. Census information, half of the residents speak a
language other than English at home, 20% are living below the official poverty level, and
of those residents over the age of 25, only 17.7% hold a bachelor’s degree or higher.3
Gardena is a city with a minority population that totals over 87% of the residents.
According to the latest U.S. Census information, half of the residents speak a language
other than English at home, 17% of families with minor children are living below the
official poverty level, 50% speak a language other than English at home and of those
residents over the age of 25, only 24% hold a bachelor’s degree or higher. Harbor
Gateway is a highly diverse residential and industrial neighborhood with a population

2
3

U.S. Census Bureau
U.S. Census Bureau
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comprised of 53% Latino, 16% Black, 16% Asian and 11% white residents Only 12.4%
of residents over the age of 25 hold a bachelor’s degree or higher. 4
We anticipate that the population ECHS 2 will serve will be similar to the population
served by our middle schools and by ECHS-Lawndale and will include many immigrants
and children of immigrants who received little education in their home countries or in the
U.S.
IV. An Educated Person in the 21st Century – Our Student Learning Outcomes
ECHS 2’s vision of an educated person in the 21st century is a reflection of our school’s
Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs):
SLO #1 - Critical Reasoners:
Our students investigate, hypothesize, analyze, evaluate, self-reflect, and synthesize.
SLO #2 - Collaborative Communicators:
Our students are effective listeners, readers, writers, and speakers across media of the
21st Century.
SLO #3 - Creative Contributors:
Our students are addressing and finding solutions to environmental, political, economic,
and cultural challenges in the local and global community.
An educated person is a self-motivated lifelong learner who possesses the academic,
intellectual, and social-emotional skills necessary for successful problem-solving,
effective communication, and ongoing inquiry and discovery. An educated person will
be a critical thinker. They will have an understanding of the world and their
interdependence with our increasingly global society.
An educated person communicates clearly and participates constructively in private and
public life, as demonstrated by economic self-sufficiency, participation in civic activities,
and through healthy relationships with others. An educated person works cooperatively
to seek constructive answers to society’s complex issues while analyzing evidence
critically and thinking creatively. An educated person recognizes their dependence on
those around them, and conversely understands how one’s actions (or lack of action)
affect others.
4

US Census 2000
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An educated person works effectively both independently and in collaboration with
others, demonstrating respect for cultural, gender, ethnic, ability and social differences.
An educated person knows how to obtain, evaluate, and use information to increase
their understanding of themselves and the world around them.
An educated person demonstrates an appreciation of the natural environment and
makes choices to practice community responsibility and environmental stewardship. An
educated person develops their own sense of purpose and strives to make a positive
difference through their involvement in causes that they care about in their work,
personal, and/or social communities. An educated person perceives themself as not
only responsible for improving the world around them, but as capable of making a
meaningful and targeted impact. An educated person finds creative ways to improve
their community and world.
Self-Motivated, Competent, Lifelong Learning – Our Collaborative Skills
ECHS 2’s experiential approach facilitates multiple and diverse opportunities for
students to engage in the process of authentic inquiry. Students become inquirers
when “their natural curiosity has been nurtured. They have acquired the skills necessary
to conduct purposeful, constructive research. They actively enjoy learning and their love
5
of learning will be sustained throughout their lives.”
This philosophy is promoted by a commitment to structured inquiry as a leading
vehicle/pedagogical approach for learning. Inquiry is defined as a process initiated by
the learner or the teacher who moves the learner from his or her current level of
understanding to a new and deeper level of understanding. ECHS 2 recognizes many
forms of inquiry based on students’ genuine curiosity, and on their inherent drive and
desire to know more about the world. These include: exploring, wondering and
questioning, experimenting and playing with possibilities, researching and seeking
information, collecting data and reporting findings, etc. This process of inquiry nurtures
students’ innate curiosity and promotes a love of learning. It is authentically
individualized and permits students to develop deeper and more extensive projects
according to their individual capacity. The teacher will nurture and stimulate further the
students’ natural curiosity by being a careful and thoughtful participant and a monitor of
the exploration and investigation the students engage in or initiate; and by stimulating
their curiosity and inquiry through the presentation of new ideas.
5

International Baccalaureate Organization, The Basis for Practice.
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ECHS 2 Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) are valued as equal to academic
standards. They are explicitly taught and assessed in each class and allow students to
succeed in college and in 21st century careers.
SLO #1 - Critical Reasoners:
Our students investigate, hypothesize, analyze, evaluate, self-reflect, and
synthesize.
SLO #2 - Collaborative Communicators:
Our students are effective listeners, readers, writers, and speakers across media
of the 21st Century
SLO #3 - Creative Contributors:
Our students are addressing and finding solutions to environmental, political,
economic, and cultural challenges in the local and global community.
By guiding students to practice, reflect, and improve in these skills, we assist their
development in becoming self-motivated, competent, lifelong learners.

V. How Learning Occurs at ECHS 2
Environmental Charter Schools’ instructional design has evolved over our twenty years
of service to and collaboration with low-income communities of color in Lawndale,
Gardena, Inglewood and adjacent neighborhoods. In 2014, teachers and administrators
from ECHS, ECMS-Gardena and ECMS-Inglewood collaboratively designed our ECS
Best Practices. Our Best Practices are not only implemented into the daily life of the
school and its programs, our teachers are trained and evaluated based on their
progress on these practices. These include: 1) Small Learning Communities; 2)
Interdisciplinary Curriculum and Authentic Assessment; 3) Relevant and Engaging
Instruction; 4) Environmental and Experiential Learning; and 5) Collaboration with
Partners (see Appendix 3: Best Practices Rubric).
A. Small Learning Communities
ECHS 2 believes that small learning communities promote more personal and
supportive relationships between and among students, teachers, parents, and their
15
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communities. The benefits of small schools, which are well documented in research,
include: improved student attitudes toward school; lower incidences of negative social
behavior such as truancy, classroom disruption, vandalism, aggressive behavior, etc.;
higher levels of extracurricular participation in a greater variety of activities; higher
attendance rates, especially for minority and low-SES students; improved retention
rates; improved students’ self-concepts and sense of belonging; and favorable
6
interpersonal relationships among students.
ECHS 2 is structured to nurture the transition from adolescence to young adulthood,
providing a supportive learning environment wherein each student is known well by a
small group of caring and skilled educators. Incoming students participate in a two-week
summer bridge program, where they are mentored by older students, introduced to
ECHS school culture and presented with the supports available to them. Our ratio of
counselors to students ensures our young adults receive both college counseling and
assistance developing socially and emotionally. . In grades 9-12, teachers work together
on grade-level teams, sharing a common group of students. Additionally, all students
have an academic advisor, who meets with them in small groups each week during an
advisory period and works with them throughout their four years in high school.
For students, the benefits of advisory include reduced apprehension at starting a new
school year, increased continuity, and more in-depth relationships with teachers and
7
with peers. When advisory teachers stay with students from 9th through 12th grade and
then loop back to 9th grade, they become more familiar with the developmental stages of
adolescents and have more time to develop effective working relationships with both
8
students and parents. The long-term relationships developed in advisory have been
shown to support student learning as teachers can implement a more coherent
9
instructional plan appropriate to the student’s development.

Cotton, Kathleen. Review of Research on Class and School Size. Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, 1996.
7
McClellan, “Looping Through the Years: Teachers and Students Progressing Together” 1995. Retrieved
on 4/15/17 from
http://web.archive.org/web/20010708041327/http://ericps.ed.uiuc.edu/eece/pubs/mag/magfal95.html.
Rutter, M. (1990). Psychosocial resilience and protective mechanisms. In J. Rolf, A.S. Masten, D.
Cicchetti, K.H. Nuechterlein, & S. Weintraub (Eds.), Risk and protective factors in the development of
psychopathology (pp. 181-214). New York: Cambridge University Press.
8
Mazzuchi, D., & Brooks, N. (1993). The gift of time. In D. Sumner (Ed.), Multiage classrooms: The
ungrading of America's schools (pp. 39-41). Peterborough, NH: Society for Developmental Education.
9
Grant, J., Johnson, B., Richardson, I., & Fredenburg, A.(Ed.). (1996). THE LOOPING HANDBOOK.
Peterborough, NH: Crystal Springs Books. ED 399 083.
6
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The dedicated advisory period allows teachers an opportunity to check in with each
student. Each student’s advisor coordinates family communication, including teacher
conferences. Advisors strive to meet with every student’s family at least three times
each year. Advisors also serve as facilitators connecting students to other resources
available at school and in the community. High school advisory programs help
strengthen connections between students and staff in ways that have been correlated
with a reduction in dropouts.
ECHS 2 utilizes the Tribes community-building program to support students’
social-emotional learning. Tribes was rated effective by CASEL in its 2013 guide
Effective Social and Emotional Learning Programs. Research indicates that schools
with well-implemented Tribes programs have fewer incidences of bullying and both
10
teachers and staff at Tribes’ schools report a reduction in bullying and fighting. A study
of three urban high schools with comprehensive social emotional programs found
students “reported more positive educational experiences, felt more connected to their
schools, demonstrated higher levels of psychological and emotional support,
engagement, and empowerment, and were more socially engaged than students in the
11
comparison schools.”
In addition, ECHS 2 will be implementing a restorative justice approach to student
discipline that includes restorative practices in the classroom and advisory settings.
Effective restorative justice and practices foster awareness of how others have been
affected by inappropriate behavior. This is done by actively engaging participants in a
process which separates the deed from the doer allowing participants to make amends
for the harm caused. In his book Crime, Shame and Reintegration John Braithwaite tells
us (in shorthand): Restorative Justice and Practices allow:
● The act (unacceptable behavior) to be rejected because they failed to
meet expectations or standards
● Whilst: Acknowledging the intrinsic worth of the person and their potential
contribution to society (the community, school, workplace, etc.)

Ryan, W (2009) Links between school climate and bullying: A study of two tribes schools
Hamedani, M. G., & Darling-Hammond, L. (2014). “Social emotional learning in high school: How three
urban high schools engage, educate, and empower youth.” Palo Alto, CA: Stanford Center for
Opportunity Policy in Education (SCOPE).
10

11
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Every instance of wrongdoing or conflict is seen as an opportunity for learning and can
be addressed either informally through the conversational use of key questions or more
12
formally through a restorative conference.
The International Institute of Restorative Practices defines five main strands of
restorative practices on a continuum as follows:
1. Affective Statements which are brief comments about how others were impacted
by the person’s behavior.
2. Affective Questions which are one step further, asking the wrongdoer questions
like who was affected, how they were affected, etc.
3. Small Impromptu Conference where you bring together a few people to talk
about the incident, its impact and what to do next
4. The Large Group or Circle which allows everyone to have some say in what
should happen as a result of the wrongdoing and...
5. The Formal Conference which involves more planning and preparation and tends
13
to be more structured and complete.
Small communities allow for these practices to be fostered and developed as a learning
community often prior to needing to respond to inappropriate behavior through
restorative justice. In short, the more that restorative practices permeate a community,
the less that community will need to rectify behavior through restorative justice.
Our Teacher Development System (TDS) requires that teachers build community in their
classrooms to create emotional and intellectual safety. Building community is
complemented by a classroom management plan that incorporates appropriate
procedures and accountability that will result in a positive, supportive, and safe learning
environment. Faculty participate in ongoing professional development and individualized
coaching that focuses on helping them to guide students toward positive and productive
interactions with adults and peers by nurturing students as individuals and helping them
to develop their emerging identities. In these supportive environments, teachers must
therefore understand and incorporate knowledge of life experience and culture into their
planning.
B. Interdisciplinary Curriculum & Assessment

Braithwaite, John (1989). Crime, Shame and Reintegration Cambridge University Press. As quoted in
International Institute of Restorative Practices 2006 “Restorative Justice and Practices handout
13
International Institute of Restorative Practices 2006 “Restorative Justice and Practices handout
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AT ECHS 2 subject areas and disciplines are integrated and interrelated in a richly
networked curriculum organized around a thematic focus– the environment. The
curriculum connects subject areas to central concepts or key ideas. Skills, activities,
projects, and higher order processes are used to construct meaning, solve problems,
and discover relationships. The thematic approach puts teachers and students in
charge of the curriculum and allows them to explore their interests. The interdisciplinary
approach allows for students to engage with the content in a much deeper, more
meaningful way, thereby increasing motivation and comprehension. This is evidenced
by student work, school-wide assessments, and standardized assessments.
ECHS 2’s curriculum provides students with a unique learning model that utilizes
authentic experiences and environmental service learning to inspire students to find
meaning in their studies. The curriculum includes: English language arts, social
science/history, mathematics, science, Spanish, the Arts, College Prep and ECS’ own
Green Ambassador Course, a service learning course, which has been approved as a
CSU/UC A-G elective class at our high school in Lawndale. Teachers work in
departmental and interdisciplinary teams to create learning experiences that are
standards-based, are relevant to the students, and have a connection to solving
real-world challenges.

Each January, all grade levels engage in a 4-week intersession project that immerses
students of all backgrounds in rigorous standards-based, interdisciplinary curriculum.
While interdisciplinary projects are embedded throughout the year, in the month of
January these projects really come alive. Each grade level team, ninth through twelfth,
creates a unit of study that links the standards between teachers and subjects, making
them relevant for students as they question, investigate, construct meaning, discover
relationships, and solve problems. Grade level teams are generally made up of an
English, Math, History, Science, Spanish, and Elective teacher, and these teams
collaborate in the planning and implementation of the unit. Our students learn to solve
real-world issues by connecting and synthesizing different subjects and disciplines.
ECHS 2 teachers implement an Interdisciplinary Unit Design Cycle to create their
interdisciplinary units. Staff development days scheduled throughout the school year are
dedicated to interdisciplinary planning. Through each interdisciplinary unit, Common
Core (English/language arts and mathematics), Next Generation Science, and
California Content standards are taught, in addition to the ECHS 2 Student Learning
Outcomes and California's Environmental Principles and Concepts. Each
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interdisciplinary unit includes essential questions, relevant standards, performance task
descriptions, culminating learning experiences, guiding questions, standards,
assessments, vocabulary, and a pacing calendar.
Achieving high levels of practice in this area requires that teachers demonstrate
proficient understanding of their content and carefully plan relevant and rigorous
lessons and assessments that engage students across disciplines. Teaching these
standards also requires that teachers understand how to assess and score students’
proficiency on each standard. Therefore, teachers strive to create formative
assessments that reveal students’ strengths and areas for growth. They use this data
then to organize learning for mastery in an ongoing process of teaching, assessing,
re-teaching, and reassessing. This means understanding both local classroom
assessments and standardized test data. Teachers track student progress and make
necessary adjustments to their teaching. Critical thinking is a key goal of the entire
process, and teachers work to return to essential questions that tie learning to big ideas.
C. Relevant and Engaging Instruction
In order to create and deliver relevant and engaging curriculum, teachers must be sure
that their objectives are clear and that activities are tightly tied to objectives. Teachers
must plan activities that are purposeful in terms of time and that information and skills
are introduced so that students can digest and internalize. Teachers are expected to
vary instructional strategies and allow for individual attention to struggling students.
Throughout, teachers must attend to equity in the classroom, accounting for the needs
of student groups, English Learners, socio-economically disadvantaged students, and
students with special needs.
Project-based learning (PBL) is a model that organizes learning around projects that:
are complex tasks based on challenging questions or problems that involve students in
design, problem-solving, decision making, or investigative activities; give students the
opportunity to work relatively autonomously over extended periods of time; and
14
culminate in realistic products or presentations. At ECHS 2, project-based learning
features authentic content, authentic assessment, teacher facilitation, cooperative
learning, reflection, technology integration, and measurable learning goals. In addition,
students often participate in field studies, expeditions, and collaborations with
community partners to enhance their learning. At ECHS 2, project-based learning is a

Jones, B. F., Rasmussen, C. M., & Moffitt, M. C. (1997). Real-life problem solving.: A collaborative
approach to interdisciplinary learning. Washington, DC: American Psychological Association.
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school-wide learning method that is supported with resources, professional
development, and mentoring by experienced teachers and curriculum developers.
The learning environment of ECHS 2 is deliberately hands-on, tapping into the natural
curiosity of adolescents. Technology is integrated into classrooms, so that students of
multiple learning modalities can explore the content and demonstrate their
comprehension in a variety of ways. Being developmentally appropriate also means an
understanding that the young people we teach develop physically, emotionally, and
intellectually at different paces. Therefore, our teachers are trained to differentiate
instructional practices that appropriately address the learning needs of a diverse group
of learners in a single classroom.
To be conscious, critical thinkers who are able to create a more equitable and
sustainable world, our students need to be able to participate in text-based research,
argumentation and communication at ever-increasing levels of sophistication. We use
15
the Reading Apprenticeship approach to ensure ECS students approach reading in all
content areas with curiosity, joy, and competence. Reading Apprenticeship (“RA”) is a
research-based approach to both classroom instruction and professional learning that
gives teachers the tools and perspective to “apprentice” students by sharing their
expertise as a trained reader in a subject area. It develops students’ academic literacy
while building their knowledge, collaborative skills, persistence, and confidence.
Through this shared instructional approach to literacy across grade levels and content
areas, we shift the cognitive load from teachers to our very capable students.
Teachers and students engage in a continuous metacognitive cycle of planning, naming,
and reflecting as they collaboratively demystify the reading process. Students routinely
grapple with complex texts, receive ongoing mentorship in disciplinary literacy, and
engage in reading as a problem-solving process, which aligns closely with the Common
Core emphasis on all students’ capacity to read appropriately challenging texts
“independently and proficiently.”
We want our students to recognize that through reading, they will gain access to the
inspiration, information, tools, and strategies they need to identify opportunities and
solve problems in their community. We know that independent reading is essential to
academic success and lifelong learning. In fact, the ability to comprehend complex texts
is one of the clearest differentiators between students who are likely to be ready for
college and those who are not. Reading Apprenticeship will ensure that reading
15

Shoenbach, Ruth et. al., Reading for understanding, WestEd, San Francisco, 2012
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complex texts provides ECHS 2 students a gateway, not a barrier, to success in high
school, college, and beyond.

D. Environmental & Experiential Learning
ECHS 2 uses an environmental service learning approach to learning that has proven to
be an effective methodology as exploration is the aspect of a successful high school
curriculum that most directly and fully reflects the nature and needs of adolescents.
Teachers use learning expeditions, projects, problem-based learning, thematic
instruction, and service learning instructional strategies to teach the standards. Solving
real world issues allows students to examine the world from a variety of perspectives
and, more importantly, practice life.
In a comprehensive study of student performance in 40 schools that report using the
environment as an integrating context, including comparative data of students in
16
traditional classrooms, the following benefits were evidenced :
● Higher scores on standardized measures of academic achievement in reading,
writing, math, science, and social studies; reduced discipline and classroom
management problems; increased engagement and enthusiasm for learning; and
greater pride and ownership in their accomplishments.
● Students taught using the environment as an integrating context scored higher,
on three of four comparative studies of standardized science achievement data,
than their peers from traditional programs.
● All five comparative studies of achievement data from programs where math was
integrated with environmental studies found that standardized measures affirm
the academic benefits of environment-based learning.
● On average, the students taught using the environment as an integrating context
outperformed their peers from traditional programs at all five of the schools that
conducted these analyses;
● All 17 comparative studies of language arts achievement data found that
standardized measures affirm the academic benefits of environmental-based
learning for reading, writing, and general language skills. On average, the
students taught using the environment as an integrating context outperformed

Lieberman, Gerald A. and Hoody, Linda. (1998). Closing the Achievement Gap: Using the Environment
as an Integrating Context for Learning. San Diego, CA.
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their peers from traditional programs at all nine of the schools that conducted
these analyses; and
● Ninety-six percent of educators responding to the learning survey reported that
students in environmentally-themed programs developed higher-level,
critical-thinking skills than those of their traditional peers. Educators reported that
environmental-themed learning has important effects on students' thinking skills
including (percent of survey respondents): a. increased ability to think creatively
(98%); b. greater proficiency in solving problems and thinking strategically (97%);
and, c. better application of systems thinking (89%).
● All nine of the comparative studies (100%) indicate that students taught using the
environment as an integrating context demonstrate better behavior, attendance,
and attitudes than traditional students.
Two hallmarks of our work in these areas include our Green Ambassadors class and
our outdoor education trips. In Green Ambassadors (“GA”), students learn many
environmental tools and perspectives, while studying environmental problems and
solutions. Teachers model sustainable practices, such as gardening, composting,
worm-based composting, harvesting, recycling, and repairing. Students learn about key
environmental topics such as human impact on the environment of our earth, our
oceans, and our natural environs. As students progress through school, they start to
see their learning in the context of civic action. They respond to real world problems and
work on potential solutions.
ECHS 2 students will attend multiple overnight trips during their school year that help
them develop an appreciation of wilderness and open space, and learn about their own
roles in environmental conservation. These trips may include Catalina Island, Joshua
Tree National Park, Sespe Wilderness, and a Los Angeles Urban Adventure. Students
interact with National Park Service staff as well as group leaders from local partners.
Students learn valuable leadership and community skills, and meet new physical
challenges. Through these activities and other aspects of the ECHS 2 program,
students develop the resilience they need to persist through college.

E. Collaboration with Partners
ECS defines “partners” to include not only the outside partners we work with regularly to
build our program, but also the parent community, their own colleagues, and the outside
professional worlds to which they belong. Teachers are encouraged to work with
families as they partner for student success. They work in grade-level and departmental
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teams to analyze data and plan curriculum and projects. They work with administration,
counselors, Special Education and English Language Development peers to plan
services to specific students. They collaborate regularly and are expected to be
responsible and responsive members of those partnerships.
Building on the dozens of partnerships that ECS has already established with
businesses, universities and colleges, parents, and local community organizations,
ECHS 2 provides students with opportunities to participate in challenging and authentic
projects and fieldwork. Partnerships help teachers harness the power of adventure and
discovery in order to engage students in action, leading students to become active
community participants. High school students at ECHS 2 will have comparable
partnership experiences to that of students at ECS’s other high school,
ECHS-Lawndale, which have included transforming their neighborhood with From Lot to
Spot, planting fruit trees in the neighborhood with Common Vision, mentoring middle
school students in the design and construction of aquaponic systems with funding from
State Farm Youth Advisory Board, and refurbishing trailheads with the Pacific Crest Trail
Association. Parents and family members enhance the learning environment by
providing authentic audiences for exhibitions of student work, providing a cultural
context to learning activities, and partnering with teachers to support student learning
and healthy development.
ECHS 2’s many community partnerships will provide internships and class-based
projects that enable our students to take part in real-world work involving the same
concepts and skills that they are studying in school. For example, Grade 12 economics
students at ECHS-Lawndale participated in an apprenticeship program called In True
Fashion, created and sponsored by JAMAH, a designer handbag company, and The
Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship. In this semester-long program, students
worked on teams with professional mentors to create an authentic product, while
receiving a hands-on education in all aspects of running a small business — design,
sales, marketing, manufacturing, teamwork, and communications. ECHS 2 seeks to
partner with organizations to provide similar opportunities to its own high school
students. ECS partners provide opportunities for low income students to intern and
volunteer, deepening students’ understanding of their communities, developing their
interests in social justice and entrepreneurship, and building their resume of activities
for college applications.
VI. Curriculum & Instructional Design
A. Course Sequence
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ECHS’ course offerings use the Common Core State Standards in mathematics and
English/language arts, the Next Generation Science Standard, the History-Social
Science Content Standards for California, the California English Language
Development (ELD) Standards (hereinafter, collectively “State Standards”), as well as
the University of California/California State University entrance requirements and the
Eight State Priorities for Local Control and Accountability.
The following is a sample list of courses at each grade level including core content
areas and electives:

Subject Area

9th Grade

10th Grade

11th Grade

12th Grade

Math

Math 1* or
Accelerated
Math 9*

Math 2* or
Accelerated
Math 10*

Math 3* or
Statistics,
Pre-Calculus* Pre-Calculus,* or
AP Calculus*

English

English 9*

English 10*

English 11*

English 12*

Science

Environmental Biology*
Science*

Chemistry*

Physics* or AP
Environmental
Science*

World
History,*
Advanced
Placement
European
History* or
World History
through
Literature

U.S. History*
or Advanced
Placement
US History*

Government*/
Economics*

Social Science/
History

College Prep

College Prep
9

College Prep
10

College Prep
11

Senior Seminar

Core Electives

Art: Drawing
and Design*
or Beginning
Drama*

Spanish I* or
Spanish for
Native
Speakers I*

Spanish II* or
Spanish for
Native
Speakers II*

Spanish III* or
Advanced
Placement
Spanish Language
and Literature*
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Other Electives

Varies:

Green
Varies: e.g.,
Ambassadors* Advanced
e.g., Art*,
Art*,
Ethics*,
Business,
Environmental
Peer Tutor, or
Horticulture
Internship

Varies: Advanced
Art*, Business,
Peer Tutor, or
Internship

Interdisciplinary Intersession 9
Electives

Intersession
10

Intersession
11

Intersession 12

Advisory

Advisory 9

Advisory 10

Advisory 11

Advisory 12

Grade-Level
Fieldtrips

e.g., Catalina
Island

e.g., Joshua
Tree National
Park

e.g.,
Backpacking
Sespe
Wilderness

e.g., Los Angeles
Urban Adventure

* ECHS-Lawndale has already submitted these courses and received approval from the
University of California for these courses meeting college preparatory course requirements.

B. High School Graduation Requirements
Graduation requirements for the high school program at ECHS 2 are as follows:
ECHS 2 Graduation Course Requirements
Credits required
English:
40
English 9, English 10, English 11, & English 12
Mathematics (must include a min of 3 years)
Math 1 or Accelerated Math 9
Math 2 or Accelerated Math 10
Math 3 or Pre-Calculus
Statistics, Pre-Calc or AP Calc

30-40

Lab Science
Biology, Chemistry, Physics or AP Env Science

20

Social Science

30

World History, World History through Literature
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AP European history
US History or AP US History
Government/Economics
World Language

20; 30 Recommended

Spanish I or Spanish I for Native Speakers
Spanish II or Spanish II for Native Speakers
Spanish III or AP Spanish or Spanish Literature &
History Through Film
Visual and Performing Arts

10

Art: Drawing and Design or Beginning Drama
College Prep Electives

20

Environmental Science, Horticulture, Green
Ambassadors
ELD Courses (Critical Analysis and Critical
Reading)Additional Year of Math, Science, and
Foreign Language. Other UC approved elective
Other Electives (59 units)
Interdisciplinary Electives, Advisory
College Prep, Senior Seminar
10 units = 1 year long course
Students must enroll in the most challenging course load available to them

Total Units Required = 239
Additional Requirements:
● Successful completion of the culminating Senior Thesis Project, including thesis
paper, civic action, and presentation.
● Complete 80 hours of Community Service.
● All students shall apply to at least one college or university. Note: In accordance
with California’s Free Schools Guarantee, ECHS 2 shall be responsible for the
costs for each student to apply to one college/university of the student’s
choosing, and no student shall be required to pay such application costs. ECHS
2 will work with students to secure application fee waivers in appropriate cases,
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but ECHS 2 shall make clear to all students/families that ECHS 2 is responsible
for the costs of a college/university application regardless of the family’s ability to
pay. (Families may voluntarily choose to cover the costs themselves.). In any
case in which a student is required to pay a fee for the college/university
application for any reason, ECHS 2 will cover the cost of the student’s
application.
● Students not admitted to a college or university shall complete a graduation plan
with their counselor. The plan shall include the following:
1. Name and Student ID
2. Description of post-graduation plan (3 paragraphs and evidence as
described immediately below)
a. If the student’s plan is to attend additional educational
programming, student is to describe (i) student’s intended route for
degree/certificate (ii) the steps for admission into the specified
program and, (iii) if possible, include a copy of the application for
enrollment.
b. If the plan is to secure employment, student is to revise student’s
previously completed resume and attach it to the graduation plan.
Student may also include any evidence of steps taken to secure
employment. For example, the student may submit completed job
applications.
c. If the plan is different from either of these options, student should
outline plan with a brief explanation of why student is not pursuing
options above, and include any evidence of steps student has
taken towards implementing the plan.
3. Reflection on student’s academic performance while attending ECHS or
another high school (1-3 paragraphs).
4. Paragraph outlining the future the student envisions – including hopes and
dreams.
Plan to Inform Parents of the Transferability of Courses and the Eligibility of
Courses to Meet College Entrance Requirements
Pursuant to Education Code Section 47605(b)(5)(A)(iii), ECHS 2 will inform all parents
about the transferability of courses to other public high schools and the eligibility of
courses to meet college entrance requirements by publishing this information in the
Student/Parent Handbook, which is reviewed and signed by parents annually. ECHS 2
expects that most courses offered in grades 9 through 12 at ECHS 2 will be approved
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by the UC/Cal State System and that ECHS 2 will be accredited by the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges (“WASC”) as its sister HS, ECHS has been for the
last 19 years, and as such, most courses will be considered transferable. Courses
approved by the University of California or the California State University as creditable
under the A-G admissions criteria may be considered to meet college entrance
requirements. In addition to describing this transferability of courses in the ECHS 2
Student/Parent Handbook, each ECHS 2 Student Advisor will review the coursework
necessary for graduation with each advisee and his/her parent annually.
College preparatory courses at ECHS 2 will be modeled on college preparatory course
at ECHS. Complete course descriptions for ECHS college preparatory courses are
available on the University of California A-G website.
C. Interdisciplinary Projects & The Unit Design Cycle
Based on extensive experience with interdisciplinary instruction, ECHS 2 has developed
a Unit Design Cycle to facilitate the development of deeply interconnected units, which
authentically integrate English, history, math, and science standards, environmental
principles, and student learning outcomes. This cycle is constantly being tested and
refined with the entire teaching staff in order to increase proficiency and to make it a
truly replicable model.
ECHS 2 develops teachers' abilities to create common, valid, reliable performance
assessments. Each interdisciplinary project/assessment, consists of a rubric, project
description, unit vocabulary, and the task itself, usually consisting of both group and
individual components, completed through both drafting and on-demand writing in all
content areas including math. Teachers draft assessments, and then complete them,
following their own instructions in order to refine the rubric and to determine which skills
are necessary to teach to students. When benchmarks have been administered,
teachers score anonymous samples in order to calibrate and come to consensus on
rubric ratings. This requires and encourages teachers to expand their content
knowledge to include other grade-level standards, which in turn leads to more richly
integrated classroom instruction. A key component of the ECHS 2 program is a 4-week
intersession project that starts in January. Intersession interdisciplinary projects
immerse students of all backgrounds in rigorous standards-based curriculum. Our
students learn to solve real-world issues through connecting and synthesizing different
subjects and disciplines. While interdisciplinary projects are embedded throughout the
year, in the month of January these projects really come alive. Each grade level team,
ninth through twelfth, creates a unit of study that links the standards between teachers
and subjects, making them relevant for students as they question, investigate, construct
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meaning, discover relationships, and solve problems. Grade level teams are generally
made up of an English, Math, History, Science, Spanish, and Elective teacher, and
these teams collaborate in the planning and implementation of the unit.
The project itself consists of four components (group project, presentation, individual
writing, reflection), each outlined on web-based planning template created as Google
documents. There are two parts to how the students are assessed at the end of the
month. Students take part in an Interdisciplinary Unit Exam (IUE), which is an individual,
on-demand writing assessment where students are asked different questions showing
their ability to make connections across subject matter in their mastery of content
standards. Students also complete a Culminating Performance Task (CPT), which is a
group assessment where students are asked to present in a variety of ways to share
their learning with the community. The CPT takes place on Community Forum day when
members of the community (parents, councilmembers, local businesses, etc.) are
invited on campus to hear from the students and see their projects in action. All
students participate in these assessments, including English learners and students with
exceptionalities. Making connections across content areas, creating differentiated
lessons, and providing instruction in multiple modalities allow teachers to target
remediation and enrichment for students who need them. Because every team is
designing a real-world project unique to their grade level, students have a high level of
buy-in. The skills students utilize in this unit (concentration, critical thinking,
organization, etc.) prepare them for the performance tasks on CAASPP and can be
applied to real world situations. Since every grade level team is tackling a different
project, this component looks different in each grade level.
Sample Intersession Essential Questions & Projects
Grade 9
Essential
Question

How do our decisions affect our quality of life?

Project

Students construct model homes, building a 3-D community,
incorporating green technologies, plants and aesthetics that are
environmentally and financially sustainable. Students learn about
equity investment as a means to finance their homes and present
their community in an oral and digital presentation.
Grade 10
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Essential
Question

What does Los Angeles need to thrive?

Project

Students investigate the changes of the Los Angeles Basin from
the Industrial Revolution to present day and into the future and
analyze how that growth has influenced and impacted the
ecosystems of the region. They collect, interpret and present data
in a museum exhibit to demonstrate their understanding of what
Los Angeles will need to thrive in the future.
Grade 11

Essential
Question

How does gentrification affect education, transportation, business,
housing and the environment in a community?

Project

Students interview community members and gather data, resulting
in the creation of a digital website about the effects of gentrification
on, or in their own neighborhoods.
Grade 12

Essential
Question

In what way(s) can I impact my community the most effectively and
sustainably?

Project

Students enter a self-reflective process that includes identity, race,
socioeconomic status, and gender, leading them to a better
understanding of their individual value and self-worth in their
community. With that knowledge students participate in a variety of
civic actions. In previous years at ECHS-Lawndale for example,
students argued either in support of or opposition to a November
2016 ballot measure to overturn California’s Single-use Plastic Bag
Ban. Students collected evidence of their participation and
statistics that allowed them to measure their potential reach and
impact on this issue.

The skills, standards, and projects are aligned from 9th to 12th grade, resulting in
students building on prior knowledge and graduating with a better understanding of how
to take a research question, work with a team, and create a civic action project that can
benefit their community. Skills gained from 9th-11th grade Intersession projects prepare
students for their 12th grade Senior Thesis Project.
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When planning the Intersession Interdisciplinary unit, ECHS 2 teachers complete the
Unit Design Cycle:
(1) Choose a cluster of learning objectives;
(2) Find thematic connections;
(3) Design an Interdisciplinary Benchmark Project;
(4) Collaborate to deepen content knowledge and improve instructional strategies;
(5) Collaborate to plan instruction;
(6) Analyze formative assessment data and plan for re-teaching; and
(7) Reflect on the unit and project.
Standards from each content area, as well as environmental principles, Collaborative
Skills, and SLOs are integrated to create objectives for the course work, which are then
assessed in the project. It is through a marriage of these resources that standards are
chosen, connections are made, questions are created, and the unit planning process
begins. Teams also plan field trips that strengthen their students’ ability to understand
the depth and breadth of sustainability beyond our school walls. Possible destinations
include local landfills, water treatment plants, city planning commission hearings, and
sustainable buildings.
During Intersession, students are placed in heterogeneous groups, based on formal and
informal data from the fall semester. Groups of students travel to each class together,
reinforcing teamwork and collaboration, strengthening student connections across the
campus and adding to the student body feeling safe, comfortable, and willing to take
risks. Within these groups, a grade level team often chooses to create smaller groups
or committees as well, in order to further instill organization, leadership and teamwork,
resulting in the students taking complete ownership of their learning.
Student interdisciplinary work culminates in a senior thesis project, which all students
are required to complete and submit as part of the graduation requirements at ECHS 2.
The senior thesis project includes an argumentative research paper, civic action, and
panel presentation. In their senior thesis, students are asked to address such questions
as: “What current environmental or social injustice do you see in the world that affects
you and your community? How can you address that injustice and use your own
personal power to create civic action that will help others facing the same issue?” Many
students choose a research question and topic based on an interest that has sparked
from previous grade level Intersession projects. In addition to the research, students
apply the knowledge they gain to their community in an effort to create change related
to their social or environmental injustice. This component is also leveraged by
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student-initiated community partnerships. For the panel presentation, students present
both their paper and civic action to teachers and community members. In this project
students take initiative by choosing a social or environmental injustice, conducting
research, collaborating with their peers, teachers, and community partners, and creating
a plan for how to organize their work throughout the entire project. Students ask
questions, problem-solve, critically analyze, and evaluate academic research.
The Senior Thesis Project is aligned with the CAASPP Smarter Balanced argumentative
writing rubric; the California Common Core State Standards for English; Next
Generation Science Standards; History and Spanish standards, and the English
Language Development Standards, to ensure that students are not only prepared for
the Early Assessment Program, but also prepared for college level coursework.
D. Core Classes
ECHS 2’s curriculum is aligned to the State Standards and our Student Learning
Outcomes (SLOs), with English/language arts and mathematics integrated throughout
the curriculum. Following this written description of the core subjects is a matrix that
describes the primary curricular themes and benchmark assessments as well as the
interdisciplinary and environmental integration of the course at each grade level.
College preparatory courses at ECHS 2 will be modeled on University of California A-G
approved college preparatory courses at ECHS. Complete course descriptions for
ECHS college preparatory courses are available on the University of California A-G
website.
1.

English Language Arts

While reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills are embedded throughout the
curriculum in all courses, the English courses will anchor the program with a carefully
planned sequence of lessons and practice activities. Every teacher of English Learners
will teach and assess one ELD standard in every unit in addition to the subject area's
content standards. This practice is reviewed by the Principal in unit plans and classroom
observations. Teachers utilize a variety of strategies to teach and reinforce the skills and
content that are developmentally and intellectually appropriate and challenging.
ECHS 2 will closely follow the Common Core State Standards in English. ECHS 2
recognizes that fluent independent reading and writing are essential to academic
success and life-long learning and thus will strive to strike a complementary balance
between providing reading experiences that will motivate students to enjoy and continue
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reading and to provide students with the skills needed to improve their reading
comprehension and writing skills. To this end, ECHS 2 will facilitate reading and
language skill development for its high school students using research proven strategies
including implementing Reading Apprenticeship pedagogy across content areas. As
well, ECHS 2 will use a variety of the following strategies:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Independent Reading
Family Literacy Activities
Art and Literary Magazine
Writer’s Workshop
Interdisciplinary Content Integration
Speaking and Listening Instruction

2. History/Social Science
Grade 10-12 students at ECHS 2 will take a three-year sequence of Social
Science/History courses. The Social Science courses are taught in coordination with the
English Language Arts Common Core State Standards to focus student learning in an
authentic manner. When feasible and appropriate, reading selections will be of a historic
nature, including primary source historical documents and writing. Research and oral
assignments feature social science content. The grade level curricula adhere to the
following courses of study.
a. Grade 9-- Ethnic Studies
Ethnic Studies courses operate from the consideration that race and racism have been,
and continue to be, profoundly powerful social and cultural forces in American society.
These courses focus on the experiences of African Americans, Asian Americans,
Chicanas/os and Latinas/os, American Indians, and other racialized peoples in the
United States. Courses are grounded in the concrete situations of people of color, and
use a methodological framing that emphasizes both the structural dimensions of race
and racism and the associated cultural dimensions. (Adapted from UC Berkeley,
Department of Ethnic Studies). The major purpose of this course is to educate students
to be politically, socially, and economically conscious about their personal connections
to history. Ethnic Studies focuses on themes of social justice, social responsibility, and
social change. The course spans from the past to present, including policies, social
reform, resistance, allowing students to identify social patterns and universal qualities
present in all ethnic/cultural aspects of society, including their own.
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This yearlong course will focus on the theme of humanization and dehumanization
throughout the year, with an in depth look at the dynamics and history of ideological,
institutional, interpersonal, and internalized oppression. This course will also include an
identity unit in which students will consider concepts related to their own personal,
group and/or national identity (e.g. race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation).
b. Grade 10: World History, Culture, and Geography: The Modern World
Students in grade 10 will study major turning points that shaped the modern world, from
the late eighteenth century through the present, including the cause and course of the
two world wars. They will trace the rise of democratic ideas and develop an
understanding of the historical roots of current world issues, especially as they pertain
to international relations. They will extrapolate from the American experience that
democratic ideals are often achieved at a high price, remain vulnerable, and are not
practiced everywhere in the world. Students will develop an understanding of current
world issues and relate them to their historical, geographic, political, economic, and
cultural contexts. Students will consider multiple accounts of events in order to
understand international relations from a variety of perspectives.
c. Grade 11: United States History and Geography: Continuity and Change in
Modern United States History
Students in grade 11 will study the major turning points in American history in the
twentieth century. Following a review of the nation's beginnings and the impact of the
Enlightenment on U.S. democratic ideals, students will build upon the tenth grade study
of global industrialization to understand the emergence and impact of new technology
and a corporate economy, including the social and cultural effects. They will trace the
change in the ethnic composition of American society; the movement toward equal
rights for racial minorities and women; and the role of the United States as a major
world power. An emphasis will be placed on the expanding role of the federal
government and federal courts as well as the continuing tension between the individual
and the state. Students will consider the major social problems of our time and trace
their causes in historical events. They will learn that the United States has served as a
model for other nations and that the rights and freedoms we enjoy are not accidents, but
the results of a defined set of political principles that are not always basic to citizens of
other countries. Students will understand that our rights under the U.S. Constitution are
a precious inheritance that depends on an educated citizenry for their preservation and
protection.
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d. Grade 12: Government & Economics
In this course students will gain a deeper understanding of the institutions of American
Government. They will do an in-depth study of the system of government in the world
today and analyze the changing interpretations of the Constitution, the Bill of Rights,
and the current state of the legislative, executive and judiciary branches of government.
An emphasis is placed on analyzing the relationship among federal, state, and local
governments. This course will help to create informed and active stewards of the
community as students prepare to vote, participate in community activities and assume
the responsibilities of citizenship.
Economics is a social science course that deals with the allocation, or use, of scarce
resources for the purpose of fulfilling society’s needs and wants. The two primary
objectives for the study of economics at the high school level are to equip students with
the knowledge and skills to be informed and active citizens regarding public economic
policies as well as individuals prepared to make responsible decisions about their own
personal management of resources.
e. Grades 10-12: Advanced Placement European History
Students in grades 10-12 will have the option of taking A.P. European History, either in
lieu of World History, or as an additional college prep elective. The study of European
history since 1450 introduces students to cultural, economic, political, and social
developments that played a fundamental role in shaping the world in which they live.
Without this knowledge, we would lack the context for understanding the development
of contemporary institutions, the role of continuity and change in present-day society
and politics, and the evolution of current forms of artistic expression and intellectual
discourse. In addition to providing a basic narrative of events and movements, the
goals of AP European History are to develop (a) an understanding of some of the
principal themes in modern European history, (b) an ability to analyze historical
evidence and historical interpretation, and (c) an ability to express historical
understanding in writing.
3. Mathematics
ECHS 2 drives students to develop proficiency in mathematics. It is clear that there is a
need for substantial achievement in mathematics for all students, particularly in closing
the achievement gap. In our experience at ECHS Lawndale, we find that most students
arrive at the Charter School performing up to two years below grade level. Our teachers
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focus on operations and the ability to justify mathematical claims, use symbolic notation
with expertise, and make mathematical generalizations based on real-world problems.
ECHS 2 prides itself on the activity of mathematical practice, the actual application of
learning and doing math. The Common Core State Standards in mathematics are
addressed in a linear fashion, as required by the sequential, skill-building nature of the
subject, and practiced throughout the year to maintain and reinforce learning. We
emphasize teaching math across the curriculum, and our Interdisciplinary Benchmark
assessments provide an opportunity for all core teachers to obtain familiarity with math
content and find opportunities to reinforce students’ understanding and practice.
Integrated Mathematics
For students at ECHS 2, mathematics will be conceptualized as a language that
enables one to describe, in precise and unambiguous terms, whatever one is observing.
This is an essential step in problem solving, and will give students additional tools to
understand the world around them. Each different branch of mathematics will provide
one with more vocabulary for comprehending the world and solving problems, as just
about any observable object, phenomena or relationship can be described, to some
degree, with the vocabulary of any of the branches of mathematics.
A student who understands “topic x” of mathematics can then find a way to apply that
knowledge to solve most problems, whether they be of a scientific or social scientific
nature.
a. Integrated Math 1 (Math 1)
Integrated Math 1 (Math 1) is the first course of a three-course sequence including
Integrated Math 1, 2, and 3. This one-year course will satisfy the Common Core State
Standards in integrated mathematics. Math 1 will focus on the six critical areas
suggested by the CCSS framework:
(1) use quantities to model and analyze situations to interpret expressions, and by
creating equations to describe situations;
(2) interpret functions given graphically, numerically, symbolically, and verbally,
translate between representations, and understand the limitations of various
representations;
(3) analyze and explain the process of solving an equation, justify the process used
in solving a system of equations, develop fluency writing, interpreting, translating
between various forms of linear equations and inequalities and using them to
solve problems and apply related solution techniques and the laws of exponents
to the creation and solution of simple exponential equations;
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(4) use regression techniques to describe approximately linear relationships

between quantities and use graphical representations and knowledge of the
context to make judgments about the appropriateness of linear models;
(5) establish triangle congruence criteria based on analyses of rigid motion and
formal constructions, solve problems about triangles, quadrilaterals, and other
polygons and apply reasoning to complete geometric constructions and explain
why they work;
(6) use a rectangular coordinate system to verify geometric relationships, including
properties of special triangles and quadrilaterals and slopes of parallel and
perpendicular lines.
b. Integrated Math 2 (Math 2)
Integrated Math 2 (Math 2) is designed to follow Integrated Math 1. Integrated Math 2
will build on students’ knowledge of linear and exponential functions and expressions
from Integrated Math 1 by comparing functions, graphs, tables, and models. In
Integrated Math 1, students learned about rigid transformations and congruence. Math
2 builds on this experience, and students will learn about dilations and similarity. Math 2
students will continue the geometry topics that they started in Math 1, adding proofs,
circles, parallelograms, and right triangle trigonometry. In Math 1, students learned the
basics of interpreting statistical data, and in Math 2, students will examine topics in
probability. Math 2 prepares students for the third year course, Integrated Math 3 (Math
3), by introducing piece-wise defined functions, evaluating expressions for important
characteristics such as zeros, maximums, minimums, intervals of increasing and
decreasing value, and average rates of change. Students completing Math 2 and
entering Math 3 will be prepared to learn to solve problems involving the Fundamental
Theorem of Algebra, rational expressions, polynomials of degree higher than 2, and
logarithms. Students’ Math 2 geometry knowledge will prepare them for Integrated Math
3 lessons in Law of Sines and Cosines and radian measure. The statistics and
probability knowledge from Math 1 and Math 2 will allow students entering Math 3 to be
prepared to learn to make decisions about the best ways to collect and express data.
c. Accelerated Math 9
Accelerated Math 9 is the first course of a four-course sequence including Accelerated
Math 9, Accelerated Math 10, Pre-Calculus, and Calculus/Advanced Placement
Calculus. This one-year course will satisfy the CCSS for advanced integrated math.
Accelerated Math 9 focuses on the six critical areas of Integrated Math 1 and the first
three sections of Integrated Math 2:
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1. use regression techniques to describe approximately linear relationships
between quantities and use graphical representations and knowledge of the
context to make judgments about the appropriateness of linear models;
2. extend the laws of exponents to rational exponents and explore distinctions
between rational and irrational numbers by considering their decimal
representation, explore relationships between number systems: whole numbers,
integers, rational numbers, real numbers, and complex numbers, understand that
equations with no solutions in one number system may have solutions in a larger
number system;
ECHS 2 will follow a math sequence of Math 1, Math 2, Math 3, and Pre-Calculus.
More advanced math students may begin 9th grade with Accelerated Mathematics 9 and
progress through Accelerated Mathematics 10, Pre-Calculus, and Advanced Placement
Calculus or regular Calculus. If a student demonstrates particular difficulty in the
subject, remedial assistance will be prescribed in after school classes, a tutorial period,
or additional tutorial practice sessions at school or at home. ECHS 2 will utilize
assessment and intervention tools to assist in the individualized instruction of each
student. Standardized assessments like the MAP by NWEA or Smarter Balanced
Interim Assessments will be used to determine exactly what a student has mastered or
failed to master in a course.
Accelerated Math 10
Accelerated Math 10 is the second course of a four-course sequence including
Accelerated Math 9, Accelerated Math 10, Pre-Calculus and AP Calculus. This one-year
long course satisﬁes the Common Core Standards for two units of Integrated Math II
and all of Integrated Math III. Students in Accelerated Math 10 cover the following:
(1) similarity and proof;
(2) irrational and complex numbers and number systems;
(3) polynomial, rational, exponential, and radical functions including the fundamental
theorem of algebra;
(4) applications of probability;
(5) circles and solid geometry;
(6) quadratic relations and conic sections; and
(7) trigonometry of general triangles and trigonometric functions.
The modeling standards will be integrated within the units. In this accelerated course,
students learn through inquiry, collaborative study, projects, interacting with technology,
and skills development assignments. Students in Accelerated Math 10 experience a
deeper and more thorough education in the concepts and applications of the Common
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Core Standards than students in the non-accelerated integrated track, and the Math
Practice Standards are central to the curriculum.
Trigonometry/Pre-Calculus
Pre-Calculus uses the techniques that students have previously learned from the study
of algebra and geometry. The trigonometric functions studied are defined geometrically
rather than in terms of algebraic equations. Facility with these functions as well as the
ability to prove basic identities regarding them is especially important for students
intending to study calculus, more advanced mathematics, physics and other sciences,
and engineering in college.
Honors Pre Calculus
This course combines the content standards of Trigonometry and Mathematical
Analysis from the California Mathematics Framework, and also includes the plus (+)
standards from the CCSS. Emphasis is placed on the many trigonometric, geometric
and algebraic techniques needed for the preparation of the study of Calculus. The
course takes a functional point of view towards topics and is designed to strengthen and
enhance conceptual understanding and mathematical reasoning used when solving
problems. The course also emphasizes the use of the graphing calculator as a tool to
interpret results as well as a method of obtaining an answer. Students in Honors
Precalculus are required to use a graphing calculator and a scientiﬁc calculator
throughout the course. Students in Honors Precalculus are coming from our
Accelerated Mathematics 10 program, and will gain knowledge and understanding in
order to take Advanced Placement calculus the following year.
Calculus
An intensive course in the calculus of one variable including limits; di erentiation;
maxima and minima, and the chain rule for polynomials, rational functions, trigonometric
functions, and exponential functions. This course also introduces students to integration
with applications to area and volumes of revolution. Calculus is a culmination, where
the concepts and skills mastered in algebra, geometry, advanced algebra and
trigonometry reach their ultimate crescendo in combination with the new tools of
calculus, enabling students to tackle a vast realm of challenging, relevant problems.
Calculus is also a beginning, laying a solid analytical foundation should students wish to
pursue higher mathematics, science, or engineering at the college level.
Advanced Placement Calculus
Advanced Placement Calculus AB is primarily focused on developing the student’s
understanding of the concepts of calculus and providing experience with its methods
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and applications. The course emphasizes a multi-representational approach to calculus,
with concepts, results, and problems being expressed graphically, numerically,
analytically, and verbally. The connections among these representations are also
important.
4. Science
Students at ECHS 2 will take a four-year sequence that is aligned to the Next
Generation Science Standards: Environmental Science, Biology, Chemistry, and
Physics or Advanced Placement Environmental Science. Investigation and
Experimentation skills will be embedded in each year of science. The Green
Ambassador course (described in detail below) will serve as a natural laboratory for the
Science core, as students will engage in hands-on projects and experiments to actually
experience what they are learning, thereby acquiring a much deeper, authentic
understanding of the skills. When feasible, the science standards will be integrated with
the other core subjects through an exploration of common guiding questions.
We agree with the NGSS Executive Summary(2013) when they state:
There is no doubt that science—and, therefore, science education—is
central to the lives of all Americans. Never before has our world been so
complex and science knowledge so critical to making sense of it all. When
comprehending current events, choosing and using technology, or making
informed decisions about one’s healthcare, science understanding is key.
Science is also at the heart of the United States’ ability to continue to
innovate, lead, and create the jobs of the future. All students—whether they
become technicians in a hospital, workers in a high tech manufacturing
facility, or Ph.D. researchers—must have a solid K–12 science education.
Investigation and Experimentation
Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting careful
investigations. As a basis for understanding this concept and addressing the content in
the other strands, students should develop their own questions and perform
investigations. All the science classes will feature the Investigation and Experimentation
standard. These skills are essential in the project-based learning approach of ECHS 2
and will be developed and honed throughout the four years in high school.
Our science courses will implement the science and engineering practices laid out in the
framework as much as is appropriate for the courses.
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Scientific and Engineering Practices in the NGSS
The Framework identifies eight science and engineering practices that mirror the
practices of professional scientists and engineers. Use of the practices in the
performance expectations is not only intended to strengthen students’ skills in these
practices but also to develop students’ understanding of the nature of science and
engineering. Listed below are the science and engineering practices from the
Framework:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Asking questions and defining problems June 2013 NGSS Release Page 9 of 11
Developing and using models
Planning and carrying out investigations
Analyzing and interpreting data
Using mathematics and computational thinking
Constructing explanations and designing solutions
Engaging in argument from evidence
Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information

Grade 9: Environmental Science
The primary objectives of the Environmental Science Course are:
▪ Students will increase their scientific literacy and develop a sound understanding
of some of the basic guiding principles of biology, earth science, and chemistry.
▪ Students will demonstrate an understanding of local decision-making as it relates
to issues of environmental concern.
▪ Students will use cross disciplinary data to analyze environmental issues, think
critically about problems, and make decisions based on empirical evidence and
reasoning.
▪ Students will demonstrate and employ various sociological and scientific
research methods, such as observation, survey, interview, and scientific
experimentation.
▪ Students will demonstrate how to utilize various tools and technology in the
gathering of data.
▪ Students will show understanding of the connections between math, science, and
technology and will be able to use mathematical relationships to formally
communicate scientific findings.
▪ Students will demonstrate an understanding of complex environmental issues
facing the community.
Grade 10: Biology
The Biology course at ECHS 2 will focus on the following topics:
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▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

The fundamental life processes of plants and animals depend on a variety of
chemical reactions that occur in specialized areas of the organism’s cells.
Mutation and sexual reproduction lead to genetic variation in a population
A multicellular organism develops from a single zygote, and its phenotype
depends on its genotype, which is established at fertilization.
Genes are a set of instructions encoded in the DNA sequence of each organism
that specify the sequence of amino acids in proteins characteristic of that
organism.
The genetic composition of cells can be altered by incorporation of exogenous
DNA into the cells.
Stability in an ecosystem is a balance between competing effects.
The frequency of an allele in a gene pool of a population depends on many
factors may be stable or unstable over time.
Evolution is the result of genetic changes that occur in constantly changing
environments.
As a result of the coordinated structures and functions of organ systems, the
internal environment of the human body remains relatively stable (homeostatic)
despite changes in the outside environment.
Organisms have a variety of mechanisms to combat disease.
Plate tectonics operating over geologic time have changed the patterns of land,
sea, and mountains on Earth’s surface.
Heating of Earth’s surface and atmosphere by the sun drives convection within
the atmosphere and oceans, producing winds and ocean currents.
Each element on Earth moves among reservoirs, which exist in the solid earth, in
oceans, in the atmosphere and within and among organisms as part of
biogeochemical cycles.
Life has changed Earth’s atmosphere, and changes in the atmosphere affect
conditions for life.

Grade 11: Chemistry
The Chemistry course at ECHS 2 will address the following learning outcomes:
▪ Students will be able to demonstrate all abilities necessary to conduct scientific
inquiry.
▪ Students will be able to identify the basic properties of atoms and molecules, and
compare and contrast the relationships that exist for both types of matter.
▪ Students will be able to analyze and calculate using formulas and concepts of
chemical reaction.
▪ Students will be able to generalize the relationship of acids and bases, and
solutions composed of these substances.
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▪
▪

Students will be able to articulate the relationship between the concepts of
chemistry and the world around them.
Students will be able to connect the nature of scientific knowledge and historical
chemistry endeavors with their impact on world cultures past, present, and future.

Grade 12: Physics
The course objectives will include mastery of the following concepts and lab work
featuring the following topics:
● Scientific Method, order of magnitude estimates
● Mechanics
● States of Matter
● Waves and Light
● Electricity and Magnetism
● Quantum Theory
● Nuclear Physics
Grade 12: Advanced Placement Environmental Science
The goal of AP Environmental Science is to provide students with the scientific
principles, concepts, and methodologies required to understand the inter-relationships
of the natural world, to identify and analyze environmental problems both natural and
human-made, to evaluate the relative risks associated with these problems, and to
examine alternative solutions for resolving or preventing them. The course will be
interdisciplinary by nature as it embraces a wide variety of topics from different areas of
study. Yet, there are several major unifying constructs, or themes, that will cut across
the many topics included in the study of environmental science. The following themes
provide a foundation for the structure of the course:
1. Science is a process.
2. Energy conversions underlie all ecological processes.
3. The Earth itself is one interconnected system.
4. Humans alter natural systems.
5. Environmental problems have a cultural and social context.
6. Human survival depends on developing practices that will achieve sustainable
systems.
5. Spanish
ECHS 2 will offer two Spanish sequences for students– one designed for students who
are native Spanish speakers, and the other for those who are learning Spanish for the
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first time. Students will be required to complete two years of either sequence, although
three years is recommended.
Spanish I
In Spanish I, students will acknowledge the influence of the Spanish language and
people of Spanish speaking countries in their community. Students will comprehend a
basic core vocabulary in context when listening to language as it might occur in
Spanish-speaking countries. Students will recognize a basic core of reading vocabulary
and will read sentences and identify the main ideas of authentic language. Students will
communicate on everyday topics with short responses and in simple question-answer
form.
Spanish II
Students will continue their study of the Spanish language, as well as the cultures of
Spanish speaking peoples. They will expand their vocabularies, fluency in conversation,
and reading comprehension. Student communication in Spanish will develop through
extensive practice.
Spanish III
In Spanish III, students’ ability to express themselves and communicate with others
becomes more complex. Students will learn how to express past and future actions and
events, possession, preferences, demands, interests, and how to make comparisons.
They will learn how to apply all of their newly acquired language skills in real-world
contexts, such as reading, writing, and speaking. In addition, students will continue their
study of the geography, history, and culture of Spanish-speaking countries.
Spanish Language & History through Literature & Film
Spanish Language & History Through Literature & Film is a language course designed
for students who have taken the AP Language and Culture Class during their second
year of Spanish. It is a two-semester course, which reinforces and strengthens students’
ability to discuss, read, and write in Spanish through the analysis of Spanish Language
ﬁlm and literature. This course will allow students to continue developing their Spanish
language skills while also working to master new concepts in Spanish. The course will
continue to expand their understanding of grammar and introduce them to new
vocabulary. These skills will be developed through an exploration of historic events in
the Spanish-speaking world as they explore readings and ﬁlm. The focus on history will
work to enhance the students’ knowledge of the cultural diversity and historical
complexity of the Spanish-speaking world. The emphasis on improvement of listening,
speaking, reading, and writing skills will be considerable, and the student will be
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required to create presentations, analyze ﬁlms, read literature and history documents,
and write analytical essays in Spanish using the readings and material that were
presented in class. To show understanding, students will create a presentation, take an
exam and write an essay at the end of each unit. To enhance their grammar skills
students will write extended paragraphs as well as analytical essays and other various
forms of writing, showcasing the vocabulary and verb tenses introduced and practiced
in this course. By the end of the course, students should be able to demonstrate an
expanded understanding of Spanish grammar and vocabulary while also showing
insight into important historical and cultural events throughout the Spanish-speaking
world.
Spanish II for Native Speakers
Students will continue their study of the Spanish language by engaging in
conversations, providing and obtaining information, expressing feelings and emotions,
and exchanging opinions. Students will understand and interpret written and spoken
language on a variety of topics. Students will present information, concepts, and ideas
to an audience of listeners or readers on a variety of topics. Students will reinforce and
further their knowledge of other disciplines through Spanish, and show evidence of
becoming lifelong learners by using the language for personal enjoyment and
enrichment.
Advanced Placement Spanish Language and Literature
The AP Spanish Language course is comparable to an advanced level (5th- and
6th-semester or the equivalent) college Spanish language course. Emphasizing the use
of Spanish for active communication, it will encompass aural/oral skills, reading
comprehension, grammar, and composition. The course will enable students to
understand Spanish spoken by native speakers at a natural pace, with a variety of
regional pronunciations, in both informal (interpersonal) and formal (presentational)
contexts; develop an active vocabulary sufficient for reading newspaper and magazine
articles, contemporary literature, and other non-technical writings (websites, letters and
emails, advertisements, signs and instructions) in Spanish without dependence on a
dictionary; and express oneself by describing, narrating, inquiring, and developing
arguments in Spanish, both orally and in writing, with reasonable fluency, using different
strategies for different audiences and communicative contexts. In this course, special
emphasis will be placed on the use of authentic source materials and the integration of
language skills.
The AP Spanish Literature course is comparable to a third-year college introduction to
Hispanic literature course. It will be based on a required reading list. The works on the
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list will be of literary significance and represent various historical periods, literary
movements, genres, geographic areas, and population groups within the
Spanish-speaking world. The objective of the course will be to help students interpret
and analyze literature in Spanish.
E. Electives
Every student at ECHS 2 participates in electives designed to support holistic
development and mastery of State Standards. Today’s students need to be taught to
apply their thinking and see results. They need to develop practical skills to build their
17
self-confidence, self-reliance and independence.” Working with their own creativity
helps students be more open to academic learning. “Musical, visual, and kinetic arts
enhance the important and distinct neurological systems that drive attention, emotion,
18
perception, motivation, motor coordination, learning and memory”. Electives also
provide teachers and students with a greater variety of experiences through which aid
the learning of the Common Core State Standards, thereby increasing the depth and
nuance of student learning. The variety of experiences exposes students to numerous
and diverse opportunities to discover their passions and purpose.
In addition to supporting students’ development of essential skills and providing a varied
context through which to learn the standards, the elective classes at ECHS 2 also play a
significant role in shaping a healthy and vibrant school climate. Because, when
possible, we align elective activities to core content, students may find a valuable entry
point to content that might otherwise prove elusive.
1. College Prep
For students in grades 9 through 12, College Prep supports the development of skills
embedded in the “hidden curriculum” which are necessary for academic success in the
core courses. Courses promote academic literacy, college Prep, career readiness,
financial literacy, and organization.
Learning Targets for College Prep Courses:
College Prep 9
1. Academic Students will independently implement literacy skills that enable them to
Literacy
construct meaning from a variety of texts and convey that meaning to
others
17
18

Mitchell, D. and Livingston, P. Will-Developed Intelligence. 1999, AWSNA.
Jensen, Eric. Learning with the Body in Mind. The Brain Store, Inc.. San Diego. 2000.
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2. College
Prep

Students will employ skills and strategies to explore a wide range of
reasonable post-secondary college options on the pathway to their
goal(s).
3. Career
Students will develop and practice skills to prepare them for entering a
Readiness
professional workforce. Students will know important strategies for
self-promotion in the hiring process, such as job applications, resume
writing, and interviewing skills.
4. Financial
Students will understand and recognize their personal relationship with
Literacy
and thoughts about money, in order to build financial literacy.
5.
Students will demonstrate the ability to structure and organize their
Organization Cornell notes, class work and other relevant materials, as well as
maintain an agenda within a 3” binder.
6 Self Identity
Through integrated activities and readings students will explore and
solidify their self identity. Students will be expected to create/revise their
own ethical framework for aligned to their identity and view of life.
College Prep 10
1. Academic Students will apply reading strategies, analyze text, increase vocabulary
Literacy
and participate with independent and in-class reading students, as well
as be prepared and participate fully during sustained silent reading.
2. College
Students will continue developing collegiate level skills, including:
Prep
vocabulary, critical thinking abilities, as well as begin to evaluate and
identify best college matches for them.
3. Career
Students will develop and practice skills that will help them prepare for
Readiness
entering a professional workforce. Students will know important
strategies for self-promotion in the hiring process, such as job
applications, résumé writing, interviewing skills, and continue adding
‘best work’ into an online portfolio.
4. Financial
Students will learn how to manage money effectively, and develop skills
Literacy
involved in making financial decisions
5.
Students will demonstrate the ability to structure and organize their
Organization notes, class work and other relevant materials, as well as maintain an
agenda within a 3” binder
6 Mission,
vision and
Students will explore their “why” and develop a personal mission, vision
values
and values that align to their sense of purpose.
College Prep 11
1. Academic Students will use reading comprehension strategies to help them
Literacy
comprehend and analyze a variety of texts and articulate their analyses
orally and through writing.
2. College
Students will identify reasonable post-secondary options through critical
Prep
reflection and understand the particular steps needed on the pathway
towards their goal(s).
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3. Career
Readiness

Students will identify reasonable career options through critical reflection
and understand the appropriate schooling and experience needed to
achieve their goal(s)
4. Financial
Students will find and apply financial information to set financial goals
Literacy
aligned with post-secondary goals and career aspirations.
5.
Students will demonstrate the ability to structure and organize their
Organization Cornell notes, class work and other relevant materials, as well as
maintain an agenda within a 3” binder.
In preparation for the onslaught of college applications coming their way
senior year, students will be guided through ownership and refinement of
their own life narrative. Students will be able to articulately and concisely
6. Personal
Life Narrative communicate their life narrative in a variety of modalities
Senior Seminar
1. Academic Students will independently implement literacy skills that enable them to
Literacy
construct meaning from a variety of texts and convey that meaning to
others.
2. College
Students will employ skills and strategies to complete school with the
Prep
academic preparation to gain access to a wide range of reasonable
post-secondary college options on the pathway to their goal(s).
3. Career
Students will employ strategies to achieve future career goals with
Readiness
success and satisfaction.
4. Financial
Students will find, evaluate, and apply financial information and set
Literacy
financial goals that build and protect wealth.
5.
Students will demonstrate the ability to structure and organize their
Organization Cornell notes, class work and other relevant materials, as well as
maintain an agenda within a 3” binder.
6. Senior
Seminar
Students will collaborate and work together to ensure quality completion
of all Senior Seminar requirements
2. The Arts
The Art course at ECHS 2 will be primarily a drawing and painting course that
addresses the Fine Arts Content Standards and is approved to meet the Visual and
Performing Arts requirement of the University of California. The course objectives will
include the following:
Students will demonstrate an understanding of:
▪ Free and perspective linear techniques.
▪ Value in drawing.
▪ The elements of art and the principles of design.
▪ Symmetrical, asymmetrical and radial balance.
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▪
▪
▪

Positive and negative space.
The methods of abstraction.
Drawing to scale.

Students will demonstrate the ability to:
▪ Design using space, placement, and scale.
▪ Illustrate the elements of design using positive and negative space.
▪ Use pattern to create surface texture in work.
▪ Create a three-dimensional effect on a two-dimensional surface.
Students will demonstrate an understanding of:
▪ Artists from other cultures and movements as they relate to specific
art elements and principles.
▪ A variety of artistic techniques and styles.
Students will demonstrate the ability to:
▪ Discuss their personal progress through written and verbal
self-evaluation and critique.
▪ Respond to works of art through observation, analysis,
interpretation, and judgment steps of the critique process.
▪ Recognize and discuss how a work of art is the result of an
emotional and intellectual expression of an individual.
▪ Understand the role that art plays in the development of the holistic
person and his/her ability to communicate
▪ Analyze and compare his/her artwork to that of the masters.
Students will demonstrate the ability to:
▪ Discuss ways in which art is present in our everyday lives and in
contemporary society.
▪ Compare and contrast how different artists and cultures have
represented the same subject matter.
▪ Identify and discuss different career options in the visual media.
▪ Develop the ability to organize and analyze visual images and
refine sensory perception skills.
▪ Grow beyond the practical perception and advance toward a
critical, creative, and imaginative observer.
3. Beginning Drama
This yearlong, foundational class, designed for high school students with little or no
theater experience, will promote enjoyment and appreciation for all aspects of theater.
Class work will focus on the exploration of theater literature, performance, historical and
cultural connections, and technical requirements. Improvisation, creative dramatics, and
beginning scene work will be used to introduce students to acting and character
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development. Incorporation of other art forms in theater will also help students gain
appreciation for other art forms, such as music, dance, and visual art.
Beginning Drama will provide opportunities for students to develop skills in critical
listening and thinking, as well as stage presence, ensemble work, and aesthetic
awareness culminating in periodic classroom and/or public performances. Students will
additionally learn about the organizational structure of theater and theater literature. Of
importance in Beginning Drama will be the students’ opportunity to develop fundamental
group- and self- assessment skills, problem-solving skills; the ability to connect the
literature being studied to a variety of cultures, history, and other content areas; and
development of 21st-century skills that will help students be successful after high school
graduation.
4. Green Ambassadors
A hallmark of ECS is its environmental education programs. This expertise has been
leveraged by ECHS 2 in the implementation of its own environmental education
program, Green Ambassadors. The Green Ambassadors sequence aims to empower
students with awareness of environmental issues, problem solving methods, and
advocacy skills to promote solutions among their peers and within their community. The
course engages students by utilizing hands-on activities and service-learning projects,
and by empowering them to be valuable resources within their own community and
beyond. Students are taught to identify problems, investigate, build and evaluate
models, and present information to their classmates and the larger community.
The Green Ambassador course is expected to be approved by the University of
California as an approved “G” elective credit course, as it is currently an approved “G”
elective course at ECHS-Lawndale. Additionally, the course supports the achievement
of the State Standards by integrating those skills and content. The primary objectives of
the course and program are:
▪

To educate and motivate youth, inspiring them to set a "Green" example in their
communities through open idea exchange and social action.

▪

To create a learning environment that will inspire new thought, helping young
people to develop confidence in themselves and in their fellow students.

▪

To network communities, share ideas, empower local and global environmental
solutions.
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▪

To create "Green Ambassadors" for our community and the world, inspiring hope
within us all for a just, sustainable and peaceful planet.

F. After School Program
The After-School Program provides all students with a rich assortment of learning
opportunities and activities. ECHS 2 believes that learning opportunities and activities
that engage the whole student result in students who are more balanced and able to
respond well to the rigorous demands of a college preparatory curriculum and the
challenges facing urban youth.
Opportunities for physical activity occur in the after school program, which will include
athletic and exercise-oriented course offerings. Our sister high school, ECHS, offers a
range of sports teams including baseball, women’s softball, men’s and women’s
basketball, men’s and women’s soccer and track & cross country. ECHS 2 will develop
our athletic program as we grow, depending on students’ interests, available funding
and our ability to locate willing partners with appropriate facilities.
A sample of possible after-school courses and programs that are available to all ECHS
2 students include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Dance
Math Science Engineering in Achievement (MESA)
Robotics
Solar Boat
Bike Shop
Concert Band
Social Enterprise
Leadership
Speech
Green Ambassador II Internship
Internships
Organic Gardening
Recycled Fashion
Basketball
Soccer
Baseball
Softball
Cross Country
Yearbook
Math Literacy Lab
English Literacy Lab
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VII. Schedule and Instructional Time
A. Typical Day at ECHS 2
Each morning, students arrive on foot, by public transport, by car and by bike. This
morning the student-run bicycle refurbishment and repair shop is open, and students
are assembling new bikes from reclaimed parts or fixing their peers’ bikes, skills they
learned from a community partner who owns the local bicycle store. Other students are
sitting at picnic tables chatting. School breakfast is being served, but some students are
snacking from grape vines and fruit trees that dot the campus.
When first period block begins, students head off to classrooms. The environmental
science teacher gathers the class outdoors, preparing students for today’s water-testing
lab. They will be collecting water samples from the small pond that is fed with rainwater
and condensation captured from surrounding roofs.
The aroma of cooking food comes from the tenth grade Green Ambassadors class,
where students are preparing for the upcoming People’s Food event. In groups of four,
students are researching recipes that meet set criteria for healthfulness and
sustainability. Two students are exploring how cauliflower can be used in vegan tacos
and calculating the reduction in carbon emissions when beef is replaced by vegetables.
Another student is using a Chromebook from the classroom cart to research how the
recipe’s ingredients are sourced and comparing costs. The final group-member is
preparing shareable recipe cards, which will be distributed, along with samples of vegan
tacos, to families and community members during the evening event. At the end of the
evening, a panel of judges made up of local partners including area restaurateurs will
award prizes to student groups with the tastiest and most sustainable recipes.
During second period, we find our Accelerated Math 9 class using trigonometry to solve
real world problems. They are preparing for their rocket launch next week. Each student
has built, sanded and painted a rocket as the culminating project of a unit on quadratics,
When the rockets are launched students will use their homemade tangents, constructed
from rulers, cardstock, string and a binder clip, to measure the rocket’s altitude by
utilizing trigonometric ratios. It’s another group’s advisory period and they are being led
to a neighborhood park for team building challenges, while the advanced art class
spreads across campus to work on college murals. Each year, as graduating students
are accepted to new colleges, the mural needs to be updated.
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When lunch starts, students spread across campus. Some line up for lunch, while
others congregate near the dry creek bed that extends from the rainwater catchment
pond. Seated on stumps and rocks, they take their lunch from their reusable cloth lunch
bags. During lunch, student clubs meet and most classroom doors are open, so
students can meet with teachers. In once classroom the anime club and the knitting club
share space. In another, the Black Student Union is preparing for their Poetry Slam for
Black History month. In the amphitheater, students gather to watch their teachers
competing in a lip synching contest. A counselor is looking for a student, because they
need to discuss their upcoming trip to the east coast with College Match.
After lunch, students separate their waste into containers marked “landfill”, “recyclable”,
and “compost”, and they move to their third block of the day.
In College Prep, it’s “Mock Interview” month. Students are creating resumes and flexing
their job readiness muscles with the help of local community volunteers. In Senior
Seminar, our twelfth graders are working on their civic action projects. They’ve each
been researching a social or environmental justice issue since end of junior year and
have finished writing their senior thesis papers. Topics include depression in high
school, the impact of the Affordable Care Act on victims of sexual abuse, the use of the
term “green” in marketing, the impact of racism on soccer, pesticides and fast food and
the impact of depopulation on the environment. Today students are exploring how to
measure the impact of their civic action projects, through which they work to address
and/or change the injustices identified in their papers. Their projects delineate specific
plans and actions in their community or in the environment and identify policy
implications of their proposed plans or actions. Some students are planning to canvass
parks and college campuses with fliers and surveys, and others are corresponding
passionately with local and national politicians.
In addition to the ingenuity and critical thinking that these students put into their theses,
they work on “soft skills” such as communicating with interested parties and community
leaders and collaborating with each other to plan and execute their civic actions.
After school dismisses, many students remain on campus. The cross-country team is
stretching before their practice. The girls’ softball team and coaches are loading into a
school van to head to game. The MESA club is working with the physics teacher to
design robots for an upcoming competition. The Green Ambassadors Interns are
studying for their upcoming Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
Green Associate exam. The exam measures knowledge of green building practices and
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understanding of how to support others working on LEED projects. Part of the ECSS
Green Ambassadors Interns’ work is visiting local businesses and advising them how to
improve their sustainability practices. LEED is the most widely used green building
rating system in the world and successfully passing the exam will provide students with
a foundational credential for supporting organizations that are seeking LEED
certification.
B. Key Features of the Schedule
The ECHS 2 instructional calendar is included as Appendix 1. ECHS 2 complies with
the requirements set forth in Education Code 47612.5.
● More Instructional Time: Our calendar and schedule provide students with more
instructional minutes than the minimum requirements for each grade level
served.
● Block Schedule: 95-120 minute instructional blocks allow for deeper instructional
practices, fewer transitions throughout the school day, and a calmer learning
environment. Longer advisory periods allow advisors to provide more in depth
experiences and lessons, as upper graders are prepared for college.
● Electives: College Preparatory High School Classes are enriched elective
courses to further meet the developmental needs of the students while
supporting the deeper understanding and integration of the core content and
developing college readiness.
● Interdisciplinary Teaching Teams: Grade level teaching teams allow for
curriculum to be integrated and for students to be better supported by a small
group of teachers.
● Looping: Advisory teachers loop with students from 9th through 12 grade.
● Advisory: Students meet regularly with their advisory teacher to reflect on
important events, to review priorities and ensure they are on track to complete
upcoming assignments, projects, exams, or school events, and to discuss social
issues that are relevant to the students. Advisory teachers monitor academic
progress and facilitate communication between home and school to foster close
and mutually respectful and productive relationships.
● ECHS 2 Planning Time: The high school schedule provides for common planning
time for departments and teachers schedules are designed with consideration of
who shares common prep time and how to best support teaching teams. Grade
level teams have student-free release days and built in time during the
professional development calendar to plan for intersession and other
interdisciplinary experiences.
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● Professional Development: Weekly professional development for school-wide or
subject-level teams to work together each Monday afternoon during the school
year.
● Break/Lunch: 45 minutes of breaks for nutrition, lunch, meeting with teachers,
socializing, and playing help to promote a community that works, eats, and plays
together. ECHS 2 will have informal student gathering spaces to facilitate talking,
playing cards, meditating, relaxing and sharing ideas. Equipment will be provided
to support student recreation and activity during breaks.
● Supplemental Instruction: Optional after-school program offers enrichment
(MESA, Dance, Music, Film, athletic teams), remediation (Math and Literacy
Labs), and support (homework help and core teacher tutoring hours).

C. Allocation of Instructional Minutes
See Appendix 4 for Bell Schedules
9th Grade:
Math = 430 minutes per week
English/Language Arts = 240 minutes per week
Science = 240 minutes per week
Social Science = 240 minutes per week
Spanish or College Prep = 240 minutes per week
Ethnic Studies = 240 minutes per week
Advisory = 95 minutes per week
10th Grade
Math = 240 minutes per week
English/Language Arts = 240 minutes per week
Science = 240 minutes per week
Social Science = 240 minutes per week
College Prep = 240 minutes per week
Green Ambassadors = 240 minutes per week
Spanish = 240 minutes per week
Advisory = 95 minutes per week
11th Grade
Math = 240 minutes per week
English/Language Arts = 240 minutes per week
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Science = 240 minutes per week
Social Science = 240 minutes per week
College Prep = 240 minutes per week
Green Ambassadors = 240 minutes per week
Spanish = 240 minutes per week
Advisory = 95 minutes per week
12th Grade
Math = 240 minutes per week
English/Language Arts = 240 minutes per week
Science = 240 minutes per week
Social Science = 240 minutes per week
Senior Seminar = 240 minutes per week
Green Ambassadors = 240 minutes per week
Spanish = 240 minutes per week
Advisory = 95 minutes per week
Students in grades 11 and 12 are encouraged and supported to participate in
concurrent enrollment, internships and other electives that are described in the
Sequences of Courses table elsewhere in the petition. These choices include additional
academic supports, (e.g., math enrichment & senior thesis support), credit recovery
(APEX) or enrichments (e.g., Advanced Art/Business Elective).
D. Rationale of Allocation of Instructional Time
ECHS 2
All high school classes that are intended to meet the Cal State/UC A-G requirements
will adopt the required number of course hours specified. Classes are arranged into an
alternate day schedule--where students and teachers meet every other day for
extended time periods rather than meeting every day for shorter periods. This allows
students to focus on fewer classes, quizzes, and homework assignments each day. The
longer time blocks support “in-depth study, such as individual student projects, peer
19
collaboration, and one-on-one work between teachers and students” Ninth graders
receive daily blocks of math instruction. The number of instructional minutes devoted to
College Prep increases each grade level to provide support for college preparation,
Northeast and Islands Regional Educational Laboratory. (1998) Block Scheduling: Innovations with
time. Providence, RI.
www.brown.edu/academics/education-alliance/sites/brown.edu.academics.education-alliance/files/publica
tions/block.pdf

19
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including developing study skills, test preparation, ensuring rigorous college searches,
supporting in-class completion of college and financial aid applications and writing and
revision of personal statements.
VIII. Plans for Diverse Learners
A. Student Success Team Process
ECHS 2 has a Student Success Team (“SST”) process to respond to students’
academic and affective needs. This program is designed to address the educational
needs of students within the general education classroom prior to referral to special
education. The team utilizes classroom-based and school-wide interventions such as
tutoring, counseling, instructional modifications, and increased parental participation
opportunities to respond to the needs of the student. In team meetings, members
(including and administrator, counselor, ELD coordinator, Special Education coordinator
(when appropriate and/or necessary), teachers, paraprofessionals, or other
staff/administrators) meet to discuss student progress, look for scheduling inefficiencies
or duplication of efforts, evaluate services from outside providers (such as outside
counselors, occupational therapists, and speech therapists), and share information on
any parent communication or teacher input. Core concepts of this process include early
intervention, using a problem-solving approach to make decisions, research-based
interventions/instructions, monitoring progress to inform instruction, and using data to
make decisions. Because early intervention is a key component, teachers or
administrators can choose to accelerate the multi-step process if student issues are
serious.
·

Step 1 – High Quality Classroom Instruction

In the classrooms, ECHS 2 teachers use multiple assessment tools to monitor student
progress and adjust instruction to meet the needs of individual students. They note
student challenges and attempt to remedy issues within the classroom setting prior to
SST recommendation. Teachers document the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of such
strategies for the purpose informing team decisions and troubleshooting through
possible Tier 1 and Tier 2 interventions that may support maximizing student learning.
·

Step 2 -- Grade Level Team Meeting
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If these adjustments are not sufficiently effective to resolve concerns, the core teachers
evaluate student strengths and challenges and collaborate on possible strategies to
support student success at their weekly team meetings. When the Tier 1 and Tier 2
interventions and supports implemented with fidelity fail to adequately support the
growth of a student, a teacher will be designated as the referring teacher and refer the
student into the pre-SST process. The student is registered in the online SST system
monitored by the counseling team, where they record intervention methods attempted,
the results of these intervention methods, and the student’s academic/behavior history
as indicated in their cumulative records. Each month, at staff meetings, grade level
teams review their pre-referred students as well the effectiveness of the individualized
interventions and supports that have been prescribed through the pre-SST process.
Para-educators, elective teachers, counselors, administrators, and campus safety
supervisors are available to provide a global perspective on the student. When the
pre-SST interventions and support prove ineffective, students are then moved into the
SST process.
The SST team is comprised of a school administrator, counselor, teacher(s), parent(s),
other professionals as deemed necessary, and possibly the student, if the team agrees
that the student’s participation would be beneficial to the student. The meeting provides
an opportunity for each of the participants to share information and ideas that would
improve the student’s ability to participate in his or her classroom. The team may
recommend program modifications, use of alternative materials or equipment, and/or
strategies or techniques that will enable the student to participate more effectively in the
regular classroom.
The SST assists students by providing modifications and alternatives to meet the
student’s needs. ECHS 2 is committed to resolving learning issues. SST participation
stimulates the school community to work together with a common focus of providing
appropriate interventions and assistance for students with special needs in the least
restrictive environment.
The SST is not a special education function. It is not subject to the special education
timelines or legal requirements. The conclusion of the SST process may result in the
referral for services through the provisions of a Section 504 Plan, services for English
Learners, academic remediation, or for Special Education Assessment. ECHS 2 will
refer a student for a special education assessment when the team identifies that the
modifications or assistance provided in the general education classroom are not
sufficient in meeting the student’s needs.
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In the event that a parent makes a written request for a special education evaluation,
the ECHS 2 will respond within 15 days(not counting school vacations greater than five
days). Should ECHS 2 determine testing is merited, they would respond by sending an
assessment plan and a Prior Written Notice (PWN) and Procedural Safeguards.
Course Completion
The counseling department carefully tracks students’ progress towards graduation.
Each student receives a personalized graduation plan each semester, and the
counseling department meets with students who are struggling to meet their course
requirements.
For students having difficulty meeting A-G requirements in English and in Math, ECHS 2
will offer a summer school program that offers credit recovery in Math and English
through courses taught by a classroom teacher. These courses will emphasize meeting
the standards as well as growth and preparation for the next course in the sequence. In
addition, APEX will be available for credit recovery for seniors. APEX has been used for
credit recovery at ECHS-Lawndale and found to be effective. This program is utilized in
order to help students get back on track to graduate, and it is usually reserved for a very
small number of students based on their needs, academic abilities, and graduation
progress.
B. English Learners
ECHS 2 meets all requirements of federal and state law addressing equal access to the
curriculum for students who are English learners (ELs). The goal is to develop high
quality instructional programs and services for ELs that allow them to achieve the same
challenging grade level and graduation standards, in the same proportions, as
native-English speaking students. The Principal will be responsible for overseeing the
identification, assessment, monitoring, and reclassification of English Learners with
support from the ELD Coordinator. ECHS 2 will implement policies to assure proper
placement, evaluation, and communication regarding ELs and the rights of students and
parents.
It is expected that ECHS 2’s English Learner population will be comparable to nearby
middle and high schools. We anticipate between 25% and 35% of ECHS 2 students will
be identified as English Language Learners and of these English Learners, at least 60%
will be LTELs (see proportion of LTELs in Table I).
Table I. Percentage of English Learners/LTELs at Nearby Middle and High Schools
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Percentage of English
Learners*

Percentage of
LTELs**

Percentage of
ELs who are
LTELs**

Gardena Senior
High

20.%

11.0%

53%

Hawthorne High

18.2%

11.7%

64.3%

Morningside High

26.6%

20.1%

75.4%

ECMS-Gardena

17.3%

15.6%

90.0%

ECMS-Inglewood

31.8%

29.8%

93.9%

**Source: CDE Enrollment by ELAS, LTEL, and At-Risk by Grade 2018-2019 https://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/sd/sd/filesltel.asp

Social Sciences, and Science, and designated ELD should build into and from content
instruction. This statewide shift is perfectly in line with ECHS 2’s integrated approach to
curriculum and instruction.
1. Home Language Survey & English Language Proficiency Assessment
ECHS 2 will administer the home language survey upon the initial enrollment into the
Charter School of any student who is new to the USA or who has never been in a public
school in California. All students who indicate that their home language is other than
English will be tested with the English Language Proficiency Assessments for California
(“ELPAC”). The ELPAC has four proficiency levels (Level 4: well developed; Level 3:
moderately developed; Level 2: somewhat developed; and Level 1: minimally
developed) and is aligned with the 2012 California ELD Standards.
The ELPAC consists of two separate assessments:
Initial Assessment (“IA”)
The ELPAC IA is used to identify students as either an English Learner, or as fluent in
English. The IA is administered only once during a student’s time in the California public
school system based upon the results of the home language survey. The locally scored
IA will be the official score. The IA is given to students in grades K–12 whose primary
language is not English to determine their English proficiency status.
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Summative Assessment (“SA”)
ELs will take the SA every year until they are reclassified as fluent English proficient.
The ELPAC SA is only given to students who have previously been identified as an EL
based upon the IA results, in order to measure how well they are progressing with
English development in each of the four domains. The results are used as one of four
criteria to determine if the student is ready to be reclassified as fluent English proficient,
to help inform proper educational placement, and to report progress for accountability.
Both the ELPAC SA and IA are paper–pencil assessments administered in seven grade
spans—K, 1, 2, 3–5, 6–8, 9–10, and 11–12. In kindergarten and grade 1, all domains
are administered individually. In grades 2–12, the test is administered in groups,
exclusive of speaking, which is administered individually.
Testing times will vary depending upon the grade level, domain, and individual student.
Both the ELPAC IA and SA are given in two separate testing windows through the
school year.
The IA testing window will be year-round (July 1–June 30). Any student whose primary
language is other than English as determined by the home language survey and who
has not previously been identified as an English Learner by a California public school or
for whom there is no record of results from an administration of an English language
proficiency test, shall be assessed for English language proficiency within 30 calendar
days after the date of first enrollment in a California public school, or within 60 calendar
days before the date of first enrollment, but not before July 1 of that school year.
The SA testing window will be a four-month window after January 1 (February 1–May
31). The English language proficiency of all currently enrolled English Learners shall be
assessed by administering the test during the annual assessment window.
ECHS 2 will notify all parents of its responsibility for ELPAC testing and of ELPAC
results within thirty days of receiving results from publisher. If the summary results arrive
after the school year ends, the school has 15 days to notify parents of results after the
beginning of the school year. The ELPAC shall be used to fulfill the requirements under
the Every Student Succeeds Act for annual English proficiency testing.
2. English Language Development
ECHS 2 supports ELs through:
● A teaching staff qualified in second language pedagogy and strategies
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● Engaging instructional methods and projects that provide many opportunities for
collaboration, active listening, close reading, writing, arguing, analyzing language
choices and persuading.
● A social-emotional program that supports the development of a safe classroom
community, helping lower English Learners affective filter. Through Tribes, social
skills and behavior expectations are explicitly named and practiced, supporting
English Learners as they learn both language and expectations.
● Schoolwide implementation of ELD standards
● After-school and summer school programs with a strong language literacy focus
● Supportive instructional practices
● Additional bilingual teacher’s aides in the classroom to assist ELs in English
intensive classes
● Additional after or before school ELD classes, as deemed necessary
● Bilingual peer tutors
ELD students will receive ELD services specific to their needs. Newcomers and
emerging students will participate in introductory instruction, while students at
Expanding and Bridging stages will participate in a more specialized program
appropriate to the length of time they have been classified as ELs. We will draw from
the ELA/ELD Framework to choose our learning objectives. This provides an intensive,
accelerated pathway to support the needs of English learners, including students who
are at risk of becoming or who are long-term English learners (LTELs), whose academic
performance is below grade level, and whose language proficiency precludes them from
performing at grade level. The California ELA/ELD Framework contains a matrix that
identifies the CA ELD Standards and the corresponding CA Common Core State
Standards for ELA that must be addressed in the program. The ELD teachers work with
core teachers to backwards plan instruction and assessments from this core group of
learning objectives, addressing the needs of students at the Emerging, Expanding and
Bridging levels, in order to increase our rate of reclassification and ELA proficiency.
ECHS 2 offers both whole class and small group ELD supports. For students who are
not proficient in English, core content is delivered in a sheltered English environment.
Sheltered content classes are subject matter courses with instructional content
designed especially for EL students. The curriculum content for the EL students will be
the same curriculum delivered to English only students.
Core Classes: Integrated English Language Development
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The ECHS 2 instructional program is uniquely suited to develop English Language skills
across all core content areas. Interdisciplinary project work provides opportunities to
build and show mastery of English, math, history, and science grade level standards.
Context-rich, thematic instruction is a research-based best practice that helps students
make connections between hands-on experiences, prior knowledge, and concepts from
different courses. Throughout this process, students are working with the “Critical
20
Principles for Developing Language and Cognition in Academic Contexts” used to
outline the California ELD standards. Through targeted professional development, staff
will increase their ability to explicitly link these standards-based assessments to the
correlated ELD descriptors. English Learners receive daily, integrated ELD instruction
(based on the CA ELD standards and framework) provided throughout the day in all
core content areas and in elective classes. All ECHS 2 teachers are required to assess
at least 2 ELD standards in each unit and this is monitored through unit learning plan
reviews and PowerTeacher grade book checks.
For English Learners the Interdisciplinary Benchmark assessments will include
appropriate ELD standards and these will be taught in preparation for the benchmark
assessments. During presentation components of IBMs, speaking ELD standards will
be assessed. Additionally, students will actively and orally interact with the texts
(literature, non-fiction, social science content, etc.) through class and small-group
discussions, reading circles, writing conferences, peer writing critiques, simulations,
theatrical productions, and public readings of their written work.
Elective classes offer valuable opportunities for integrated ELD. For example, in Green
Ambassadors (GA), our environmental service learning class, projects create engaging
and relevant opportunities to learn and use new vocabulary. In Green Ambassadors
students learn about key environmental topics, respond to real world problems in their
community and work on potential solutions, providing a rich context for both practical
and academic vocabulary use. When Loyola Marymount University’s Center for Urban
Resilience and Center for Equity for English Learners (CEEL) developed professional
development and curriculum to improve outcomes for LTELs, they chose to use urban
ecology as the vehicle for English language development. Our approach is informed by
their work.
Designated English Language Development

“Critical Principles for Developing Language and Cognition in Academic Contexts.”
http://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/rl/cf/documents/chapter02dec2013.pdf
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Since the ELD standards are written as “pathways to, or benchmarks of, the
21
English-language arts standards,” the English Language Arts teacher takes the lead
on instruction for English Learners and works with her colleagues to ensure that
students’ individual English Language Development needs are addressed across the
curriculum. At each grade level, as teachers collaboratively develop their curriculum
they include ELD standards that are suitable for the English Learners they serve. The
EL students will be instructed in research based, standards driven, curricular material.
While we acknowledge that the grade level standards are the goal for every student, we
know that the EL student must be taught at his instructional level on his path toward
meeting the standards.
All English Learners receive designated English Language Development instruction
through a tiered system. Student scoring at level three and four on the ELPAC receive
designated English language development in their core ELA classrooms. English
learners scoring level two receive designated ELD in their core ELA classrooms and
from the ELD coordinator during small group instruction that occurs two days a week for
at least 30 minutes. ELs scoring level 1 also receive designated ELD in their core ELA
classrooms and during small group instruction that occurs at least three days a week for
at least 30 minutes. ECS has been serving students from Lawndale, Gardena,
Inglewood and surrounding neighborhoods for nearly 20 years. During this time we
have observed that when we enroll English Learners scoring level 1, often these
students are not newcomers; they are almost students with disabilities. For these
students coordination between English language development coordinator/teacher,
educational specialists and other special education service providers will ensure
students are receiving an appropriate balance of mainstream and small group
instruction. Delivery of designated ELD for ELs with IEPs scoring level 1 will be
coordinated between the certificated staff supporting students with disabilities who are
English Learners and will be at least 3 days each week for 30 minutes.
Currently, ECHS are expected to assess at least 2 ELD standards in each unit.
Selecting an ELD standard that is complementary to a language standard provides
opportunity for explicit language instruction. To ensure all English learners receive
regular, protected instruction in how English works, ELA teachers are required to teach
a language target, as defined by the Observation Protocol for Academic Literacies
(OPAL), each week. For example, a content learning target in ELA might be “Student
will write an expository paragraph about insects.” A corresponding language learning
target would be, “Student will use transitional phrases to elaborate on a point.”
21

California English Language Development Standards. 1999. Page 12
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Additionally, every ELA unit must include academic vocabulary terms from Kate
Kinsella’s list of academic vocabulary. The delivery of designated instruction in English
will be monitored by regular reviews of unit plans and by classroom observation.
During the charter term we will explore additional ways to include designated ELD in
other courses, including in College Prep and science, as we feel these courses provide
rich and authentic opportunities to focus on language processes. We anticipate creating
a 3-year EL plan that will strategically expand when and where designated ELD occurs
and identify effective formative assessments for all ELPAC domains, so we can improve
the responsiveness of designated ELD and better measure its effectiveness.
Professional development will develop the capacity of teachers across content areas to
provide designated ELD.
Intervention
All ELs are monitored regularly to ensure adequate progress toward acquiring English
proficiency and mastery of grade level academic content. Evaluating progress includes
considering the achievement of the student’s peers (those with similar language
proficiencies, cultural and experiential backgrounds). If both English learners and
several “true peers” are not progressing, this often suggests that the core instruction is
less than optimal for both groups of students and the intervention should focus on
improving the quality of instruction. However, if a particular student is struggling while
their peers progress, the student requires intervention to accelerate learning.
These students will be identified through the Response to Intervention process. For
these students, additional services will be provided that may include an ELD class
(either during the school day or as an additional period), after-school tutoring, an
in-class aide, or in-class peer tutor. The intervention process includes in depth and
collaborative analysis of data to determine specific area of need and instruction that
targets those needs, entry and exit criteria for participation in the intervention, and
frequent (weekly) progress monitoring to ensure the effectiveness of the intervention.
Support for Reclassified Students
Students who have been reclassified, either before entering ECHS 2 or while attending,
will be supported and monitored by the ELD coordinator and the teachers. A review of
the progress of RFEP students will take place three times per year when standardized
assessments, such as NWEA MAP or IABs, are administered, and again when the
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CAASPP results are posted. This will enable us to be sure that we are adequately
supporting RFEP students to proficiency and high school readiness. Teachers’ attention
to ELD standards implementation and SDAIE strategies, along with regular consultation
with the ELD coordinator will also ensure that reclassified students continue to receive
academic support and monitoring. We will provide continued monitoring of students'
progress on assessments, such as NWEA MAP, CAASPP, Achieve3000, Freckle,
SBAC’s Interim Assessment Blocks, and Interdisciplinary Benchmark assessments. The
ELD teacher continues to service ELs in mainstream classroom and has the flexibility to
provide RFEP students supports when needed.
ECHS 2 recruits credentialed teachers who also have bilingual or ESL endorsements
(state authorization to teach ELs such as BCLAD, CLAD, SB1969), and who not only
have training in second language pedagogy, but also have experience teaching second
language learners and sheltered English classes. ECHS 2 teachers are trained and
expected to use the state English Language Development standards. Teachers attend
appropriate training offered through outside providers, such as LACOE, as well as other
research-based workshops offered throughout the county or region. This will allow these
teachers to become qualified to train other teachers during ECHS 2’s in-service
professional development.
Non-standard English Speakers
Recognizing that many students at ECHS 2 may not be Standard English speakers,
many of the same guidelines and programs listed above will be utilized to assist their
transition into Standard English. Specific strategies include:
●
●
●
●
●

Modeling standard English
Building student communication skills through structured classroom participation
in oral language presentations for project-based learning culminations
Training teachers to recognize when non-standard English language interferes
with learning
Establishing a culture of appreciation for home language usage and culture
Articulating and recognizing the importance of standard English usage in the
world of work and education

C. Socioeconomically Disadvantaged Students (SED)
ECHS 2 recognizes that economic circumstances faced by low-income families can add
to the pressures already experienced by many adolescents, and has put in place
several programs to help support the needs of these students. ECHS 2 will identify
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Socioeconomically Disadvantaged/Low Income Students via Free- and Reduced-Price
Lunch forms. The school provides a Free and Reduced Meal program to ensure that
students from low-income families have the opportunity to eat healthy fresh fruit, salad
and fresh vegetables, and entrees that are low-fat, low-sugar, and low-salt. Learning
about healthy lifestyle choices will also occur in ECHS 2’s Green Ambassador course,
where social and environmental justice includes an examination of food deserts and
other examples of the intersection between social/environmental justice and healthy
living. Our advisory program will also include content pertaining to student health
issues and our partnerships with outside community groups, like Peer Health Exchange
or More than Sex Ed, will improve students’ access to information and resources.Part of
the School-Family Agreement include a pledge that the Charter School will provide
students with healthy food options and that students will not bring high-sugar beverages
and treats to school. workshops for family with include information on healthy lifestyle
choices and events, like the “People’s Health” event and the Earth Carnival, will provide
students with opportunities to teach their families and community about health equity.

ECHS 2 will reinforce healthy lifestyle choices through its academic program. Tribes,
ECHS 2’s social emotional learning program, has been shown to benefit economically
disadvantaged students. A meta-analysis of research on social emotional learning
programs found that highly effective high schools that are socioeconomically and
22
racially diverse are also engaged in supporting social emotional learning. A range of
research cited by Hamedani et.al. shows “that gaps in educational opportunity
experienced by students of color and students in low-income contexts can be reduced
by understanding how students’ psychological, social, and emotional needs are
frequently unmet—and can be undermined—by their experiences in school and by
intervening to meet those needs (cf. Becker & Luthar, 2002; Boykin & Noguera, 2011;
Carter, 2013; Farrington et al., 2012; Ladson-Billings, 2006; Oyserman, 2013; C. M.
23
Steele, 2010; Walton & Cohen, 2011)” Hamedani’s study of three high performing high
schools with social emotional foci found that students “report a more positive school
24
climate and more positive relationships with teachers.” This matches our data. When
surveyed, 40% of our ECHS-Lawndale students strongly agreed they felt connected to
school compared to 11% of students in Centinela Valley Unified, the residential district
for the vast majority of ECHS students.

Hamedani, MarYam G., Zheng, Xinhua, Darling-Hammond, Linda ( ). Social Emotional Learning in High
School: How Three Urban High Schools Engage, Educate, and Empower Youth. page
23
Hamedani, M. et.al., page 4
24
Hamedani, M. et.al., page 32
22
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ECHS 2’s schedule supports the achievement of socio-economically disadvantaged
students. Grade level teams’ shared planning facilitates their collaboration to provide
effective supports to students. Grade level teams identify students who need academic
support and focus, and teachers choose 2-3 interventions they will use in the classroom
to support those students. Low-SES ECHS 2 students also benefit from their
participation in College Prep classes, which were initially inspired by the AVID program
and have evolved to become a pivotal part of ensuring high rates of college acceptance
for ECHS-Lawndale low-SES students.

College Going Rate Among
Low Income Students
2018
2017
ECHS
82.4%
90.4%
(LESD)

2016

2015

88.0%

75.9%

Hawthorne
(CVUHSD)

59.8%

61.5%

62.2%

56.2%

Lawndale HS
(CVUHSD)

70.0%

69.0%

71.3%

70.4%

58.9&

63.3%

63.0%

66.1%

57.6%

57.4%

58.8%

58.9%

Leuzinger
HS
(CVUHSD)
Centinela
Valley UHSD

College Prep will provide students with assistance in the college application process,
college essays, financial aid and selecting colleges to apply to. As part of our college
preparatory program, all students will be required to take the PSAT and then the
SAT/ACT, in addition to participating in field trips to colleges and universities. In their
College Prep class, students complete PSAT and SAT prep courses. Families will be
supported with workshops on accessing financial aid and evaluating aid packages. Like
ECHS-Lawndale, ECHS 2 will seek out partners such as College Match, The Posse
Foundation, and local community colleges to provide awareness and opportunities for
our low-income students and their families. As a result of these processes, in each of
the past three years between 96% and 97% of ECHS-Lawndale seniors have been
accepted to a 4-year institution. During this time, ECHS rate of low-income students has
remained above 80%.
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Finally, our advisory program supports the needs of low-income and at-risk students.
The program is designed to facilitate communication between home and school and to
foster close and mutually respectful and productive relationships. Students should have
the same advisor for all of high school, giving advisors time to develop strong
communication ties to families. This advisory period allows teachers another opportunity
to check in with each student. Each student’s advisor coordinates family
communication, including teacher conferences. Advisors strive to meet with every
child’s family at least three times a year and during advisory conversations track
progress toward graduation, including reviewing academic grades, interventions,
ELPAC, PSAT, SAT, AP and CAASPP results (where applicable). A user-friendly
Graduation Plan is shared with parents and maintained by students and their advisor.
Advisors also serve as facilitators connecting students to other resources available at
school and in the community. Our school counseling team maintains a list of available
services in the community, and advisors can access this resource and make referrals as
requested or indicated by their advisees.
When the components described above are not sufficient, the ECHS 2 Student Support
Services Team is designed to respond to student needs. As described earlier, the
program addresses the educational needs of students within the general education
classroom prior to referral to special education and utilizes classroom-based and
school-wide interventions such as tutoring, counseling, enrichment programs,
instructional modifications, and parental participation to respond to the needs of the
student. Advisors review grades, state test scores, and other standardized test results
(e.g., NWEA MAP or IAB). ECHS 2 schedules regular parent conferences, recommends
individual and group counseling services, and, if needed, makes referrals to outside
therapy services with partners, such as Antioch Counseling Center and LMU
Counseling. ECHS 2 surveys the needs of our parents to ensure that programming is
flexible and meets parents’ work schedules and child-care needs. Research indicates
that the parents of disadvantaged children can and do “…make a positive contribution to
their children's achievement in school if they receive adequate training and
encouragement in the types of parent involvement that can make a difference. Even
more significant, the research dispels a popular myth by revealing, as noted above, that
parents can make a difference regardless of their own levels of education. Indeed,
25
disadvantaged children have the most to gain from parent involvement programs.”

25

Ibid.
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The research reveals that the most successful parent participation efforts are those that
“…offer parents a variety of roles in the context of a well organized and long-lasting
program. Parents will need to be able to choose from a range of activities which
26
accommodate different schedules, preferences, and capabilities.” The research
indicates that it is most effective to provide orientation and training for parents, but
27
“…that intensive, long-lasting training is neither necessary nor feasible.”
ECHS 2 school/family partnership features the following elements:
● Professional development for the teachers underscoring the importance of family
involvement and the many means of communication possible at ECHS 2
● Parent orientation program on the first day of school for all new parents
● Additional orientation meetings for parents of students in grades 10, 11 and 12
who are new to ECHS 2
● Informing parents of state testing program and interpretation of scores
● Allowing parents to observe the school’s programs and visit classrooms
● Providing parents easy access to students’ standards grades and assignments
via weekly printed progress reports and the online PowerSchool program
● Weekly bilingual newsletter, informing parents of school events, due dates, and
parent education opportunities
● Class meetings with students’ core teachers that provide parents with a
description and explanation of the instructional program, forms of academic
assessment, and levels of progress students are expected to meet
● Soliciting feedback and suggestions from parents at parent meetings on
decisions relating to the education of their children
● Advisory program with advising teachers staying with students for all four years
of high school
● A small learning community that is accessible to families
● Parent-teacher conferences three times a year for all families.
● Repeated invitations for a wide range of volunteer activities—such as Dia de Los
Muertos, Community Forum, assisting with school events, helping in classrooms,
assisting in handwork class, chaperoning field trips, and helping with fundraisers
and fairs
● Invitations to attend fairs, performances,festivals, student presentations and
parent education events
● Participation in school site council
● Participation in DELAC/ELAC
● Participation in Equity & Diversity Committee
26
27

Ibid.
Ibid.
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● Summer Bridge program for new families
● Parent workshops
D. Foster & Homeless Students
ECHS 2 recognizes foster and homeless youth face significant barriers to achieving
academic success due to their family circumstances, disruption to their educational
program, and their emotional, social, and other health needs. Homeless students can
lack transportation, school supplies, clothing, etc. Homeless students are twice as likely
28
to repeat a grade or be expelled or suspended. Less than one out of four homeless
29
students graduate from high school. In 17-18, the four-year adjusted cohort graduation
30
rate for foster youth in California was only 53.1% . ECHS 2’s instructional design,
including our small learning environment and our social-emotional learning program,
makes it easier for us to quickly identify student needs, provide needed resources and
coordinate wrap around services. Unlike most small schools, ECHS 2 employs a team
of counselors for the students. One counselor from this team serves as our homeless
and foster liaison to provide necessary supports.
E. Special Education Program
Most students with disabilities are mainstreamed into the general educational setting for
most of their school day. Depending on each student’s needs, additional support is
available through SAI classes, which are taught by a credentialed education specialist.
Paraeducators push into general education classes to support students with disabilities
as well as other students. Teachers are trained on implementation of IEP
accommodations and modifications according to students IEPs. In addition, we offer
RSP support for students whose IEPs indicate the need for RSP. RSP is extra,
individualized support in core curriculum and provides students time to work on
individual goals on the Individualized Education Plan. It can be a pull out or push-in
service. We also partner with outside counseling services, such as Didi Hirsch and
Richstone, who provide individual and group DIS counseling as indicated in student
IEPs.
1. Process for Students with Disabilities

“America’s Youngest Outcasts”, www.homelesschildrenamerica.org; 2009
The National Center on Family Homelessness, The Cost of Homelessness, 2012.
30
DataQuest, CDE. 2017-18 Four-Year Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate, Statewide Report
https://dq.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/ . Retrieved 8/10/19
28
29
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ECHS 2’s Special Education Coordinator is available for consultation and advising of
ECHS 2’s general and special education staff. ECHS 2 will take the following steps for
students who are referred for Special Education Assessment by the SST:
a. Referral for Assessment
At ECHS 2, the referral process is a formal, ongoing review of information related to
students who are suspected of having disabilities and who show potential signs of
needing special education and related services. Parents may refer their child for
assessment for special education services. Within fifteen days (not counting school
vacations greater than five days) of the receipt of a referral for assessment, the parent
will receive a written response from ECHS 2.
The parent must consent to the Assessment Plan (AP) by signing the AP before the
assessment can take place. ECHS 2 has 60 days (not counting school vacations
greater than five days) from the receipt of the parent’s signed AP to complete the
assessment and hold an IEP meeting.
If the parent does not consent to the AP, ECHS 2 may take steps to protect the student
if it is believed that the student is being denied necessary services. ECHS 2 may
request that the parent meet to resolve this difference of opinion, or failing that, initiate a
due process hearing to override the parent’s refusal to consent.
b. Assessment
The assessment will gather information about the student to determine whether the
student has a disability, and if eligible, the nature and extent of special education
services that the student may need. Assessments may include individual testing,
observations of the students at school, interviews with the student and school personnel
who work with the student, and a review of school records, reports and work samples.
ECHS 2 guidelines for assessment:
● Student will be assessed only after parent consents to the Assessment Plan.
● Student will be assessed in all areas related to his or her suspected disability.
● Assessment will be administered in the student’s primary language in instances
wherein the primary language is the dominant language or a qualified interpreter
will be provided.
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● Assessment will include a variety of appropriate tests to measure a student’s
strengths and needs. The person administering the tests will be qualified to do
so.
● Assessment will be adapted for students with impaired sensory, physical, or
speaking skills.
● A multidisciplinary team, including at least one teacher or other specialists with
knowledge of the student’s suspected disability, will assess the student.
● Testing and assessment materials and procedures must not be racially, culturally,
or sexually discriminatory.
● ECHS 2 shall conduct assessment and standardized testing of students with
disabilities using state guidelines for modifications and adaptations.
If the parents disagree with ECHS 2‘s assessment of their child, the parents may obtain
an independent educational assessment and have the right to obtain the independent
educational assessment at public expense only if the school is not able to demonstrate
that its evaluation was appropriate. Upon the parent’s request, ECHS 2 will provide
information about how to obtain this independent assessment by a qualified examiner.
c.

Development and Implementation of an Individualized Education Program
(IEP)

After a student has been assessed, an IEP meeting will be held. The IEP meeting will
be held at a time and place convenient for the parent, the charter school, and any
invited district of residence representative, if applicable. At the IEP meeting, the IEP
team will discuss the assessment results and determine whether the student is eligible
for special education services, based upon state and federal criteria. If the student is
eligible, then an IEP will be developed at the meeting. The IEP team will include:
● The parent and/or their representative. The parent is an important member of the
IEP team. If the parent cannot attend the IEP meeting, ECHS 2 will ensure the
parent’s participation using other methods, such as conferencing by telephone.
ECHS 2 will ensure that the parent understands what is going on at the meeting.
If necessary, the charter school will provide an interpreter if the parent has a
hearing disability or their primary language is not English.
● An ECHS 2 staff member or qualified representative who is knowledgeable about
the program options appropriate for the student, as well as a member of the
administrative team.
● The student’s teachers. In the case of new students who may not presently be
assigned to teacher(s), a teacher with the most recent and complete knowledge
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of the student and who has observed the student’s educational performance will
participate as an IEP team member. If a teacher with the most recent and
complete knowledge is not available, the teacher on the IEP team will be a
special education teacher qualified to teach a student of his or her age.
● A representative from the charter authorizer and the district of residence (if
applicable).
● Other persons, such as the student, whom the parent or the school wishes to
invite.
● When appropriate, the persons who assessed the child or someone familiar with
those assessment procedures.
The team must consider the least restrictive setting. Mainstreaming to regular education
will be considered to the extent possible. After the written IEP has been finished, it will
be implemented by ECHS 2. The parent can review and request revisions of the plan.
The IEP will contain:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The services that student will receive.
How these services will be delivered.
The instructional settings where these services will be delivered.
The rationale for placement decisions.
Student’s present level of performance, indicating strengths and challenges
Annual goals and short-term objectives focusing on the student’s current level of
performance.
How the student’s progress will be measured and frequency of progress
reporting
Instructional, testing and/or behavioral accommodations
Special factors for students who need assistive technology, if necessary
Statewide assessment to be taken
An individual transition plan, beginning in the IEP that will be in effect upon the
student’s 16th birthday
English language development goals as necessary.

Times for IEP meetings:
● Once a year, the IEP team will meet to review and determine the student’s
progress and placement to make any needed changes to the IEP.
● Every three years, the IEP team will meet to review the results of a mandatory
comprehensive reevaluation of the student’s progress.
● After a student has received a formal assessment or reassessment.
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● When a parent or teacher feels that the student has demonstrated significant
educational growth or a lack of anticipated progress.
● When a parent or teacher requests a meeting to develop, review, or revise an
IEP.
● When a student is approaching a transitional moment, such as high school to
college.
● When a student with an IEP is faced with a suspension for more than ten days or
an expulsion, the IEP will meet to determine whether the student’s misconduct
was a manifestation of his or her disability.
● Student discipline and procedures for suspension and expulsion shall comply
with federal and state laws and regulations, and shall include positive behavioral
interventions.
d. IEP Review
If a student is receiving special education services, the IEP will be reviewed in an IEP
meeting at least once a year to determine how well it is meeting the student’s needs. In
addition, every three years, the student progress will be reassessed and their IEP
reviewed in accordance with the 2004 IDEA regulations.
If a parent or teacher has concerns that the educational needs of students already
enrolled in special education are not being met, either the parent or the teacher may
request a reassessment or an IEP meeting to review the IEP anytime during the school
year. The parent or teacher may request a reassessment by sending a written request
to the school or completing a Request for Special Education Assessment that can be
obtained at the charter school. ECHS 2 will have written permission from the parent
before it reassesses the student. ECHS 2 will convene an IEP meeting within 30 days in
response to a parent’s written request.
ECHS 2 will make available to all parents and teachers, the charter authorizer, state,
and federal literature regarding special education programs, regulations, and laws.
The retention of special education students is an IEP team decision.
e. Description of Due Process and Procedural Safeguards
The charter authorizer may invoke dispute resolution provisions set out in a charter,
initiate due process hearings, and/or utilize other procedures applicable to ECHS 2 if
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the charter authorizer determines that such action is legally necessary to ensure
compliance with federal and state special education laws and regulations.
In the event that a parent or guardian of a student attending ECHS 2 initiates due
process proceedings, ECHS 2 will be named as the respondent. Whenever possible,
the charter authorizer and ECHS 2 shall work together in an attempt to resolve the
matter at an early stage (informal settlement or mediation).
During due process proceedings and any other legal proceedings or actions involving
special education, ECHS 2 will be responsible for its own representation. If ECHS 2
retains legal representation for a due process proceeding or other legal proceeding or
action, ECHS 2 will be responsible for the cost of such representation.
Because ECHS 2 will manage, and is fiscally responsible for, its students’ special
education instruction and services, ECHS 2 will be responsible for any prospective
special education and related services, compensatory education and/or reimbursement
awarded by a due process hearing officer, court or settlement based on an allegation or
allegations that ECHS 2 failed to fulfill its responsibilities under state and federal special
education laws and regulations (which include, among other things, identifying students
with disabilities, assessing students, conducting IEP team meetings, developing
appropriate IEPs, and implementing IEPs).
If parents’ attorneys’ fees and costs are to be paid because parents are the prevailing
party as a result of a due process hearing or settlement agreement based on ECHS 2’s
alleged failure to fulfill its responsibilities under state and federal special education laws
and regulations, ECHS 2 will be responsible for payment of those attorneys’ fees and
costs.
2. Charter School Special Education Responsibilities
ECHS 2 will adhere to the provisions of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA) and state special education laws and regulations to ensure that all students with
disabilities are accorded a free, appropriate public education (“FAPE”). ECHS 2 will also
ensure that no student otherwise eligible to enroll in their charter school will be denied
enrollment.
ECHS 2 will comply with Section 504 of the Federal Rehabilitation Act, the Americans
with Disabilities Act, and all Office of Civil Rights mandates for students enrolled in
ECHS 2. (See 504 Plan below)
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ECHS 2 has entered into an MOU with a SELPA that delineates special education
funding and responsibilities in detail. ECHS 2 will develop, maintain, and review
assessments and IEPs in the format required by the SELPA and will enter accurate
assessment and IEP data into the SELPA’s designated data system in accordance with
our current SELPA’s Policies and Administrative Regulations (Appendix 2) and
Procedural Guide
(http://charterselpa.org/program-support/procedural-guide/). The
charter will maintain copies of assessments and IEP materials for district review. ECHS
2 will submit to SELPA all required reports, including but not limited to CASEMIS,
SESAC and IEPs, in a timely manner as necessary to comply with state and federal
requirements.
ECHS 2 is responsible for the management of its special education budgets, personnel,
programs, and services. ECHS 2 will ensure that its special education personnel or
contracted personnel is appropriately credentialed, licensed or on waiver consistent with
California laws and regulations.
ECHS 2 will implement the programs and services, including providing related services,
required by the IEPs of the students enrolled at ECHS 2. ECHS 2 may request related
services from the SELPA per local educational plan allocation model and subject to
availability and on a “fee-for-service” basis. ECHS 2 may also provide related services
by hiring credentialed or licensed providers through private agencies or as independent
contractors.
For students transferring to ECHS 2 from other school districts, ECHS 2 shall provide
related services required by the students’ IEPs upon the students’ enrollment regardless
of the type of service provider (school, NPA, or private). IEP team meetings for such
students will be held within thirty (30) days of the student’s enrollment in accordance
with state and federal law.
The referral process shall include Student Success Team meetings to review prior
interventions, accommodations and modifications and to recommend further
interventions as appropriate. ECHS 2 will identify and refer students with disabilities
who demonstrate early signs of academic, social, or behavioral difficulty that may
require assessment for special education eligibility and placement in a special education
program. See the section above on the identification process.
Upon parents’ request for assessment, ECHS 2 will be responsible for the development
of assessment plans for students with suspected disabilities. The assessment plan will
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describe the types of assessments that may be used to determine the eligibility of
students for special education instruction and services. Assessments will be conducted,
within legal timelines, after receiving the parents’ written consent. ECHS 2 shall conduct
an Individualized Education Program (IEP) team meeting that includes required team
members within mandated timelines for each student assessed to discuss results,
determine eligibility, and (if eligible) specify special education instruction and services.
ECHS 2 will make decisions regarding eligibility, goals, program, placement, and exit
from special education through the IEP process according to federal, state and SELPA
timelines.
In the event that ECHS 2 is unable to provide an appropriate placement or services for
a student with special needs, ECHS 2 will contact the SELPA to discuss placement and
service alternatives.
ECHS 2 will support movement of students with disabilities into less restrictive
environments and increase interactions of students with disabilities with non-disabled
students. ECHS 2’s general program of instruction for students with disabilities shall be
responsive to the required sequence of courses and related curricular activities provided
for all students at ECHS 2. Assessment and standardized testing procedures shall be
implemented, including guidelines for modifications and adaptations, to monitor student
progress.
ECHS 2 shall provide planned staff development activities and participate in available
appropriate SELPA or charter authorizer trainings to support access by students with
disabilities to the general education classroom, general education curriculum,
integration of instructional strategies and curriculum adaptations to address the diverse
learner, and interaction with non-disabled peers.
ECHS 2 will ensure that the teachers and other persons who provide services to a
student with disabilities are knowledgeable of the content of the student’s IEP. ECHS 2
will maintain responsibility for monitoring progress towards IEP goals for the student
with special needs.
ECHS 2 will ensure that it makes the necessary adjustments to comply with the
mandates of state and federal laws, including the IDEA and Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, regarding discipline of students with disabilities. Discipline
procedures will include positive behavioral interventions. ECHS 2 will collect data
pertaining to the number of special education students suspended or expelled.
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3. Funding for Special Education
ECHS 2 shall receive its allocated share of AB602 special education funds and shall be
fiscally responsible for the provision of special education services and instruction to the
students they serve. The allocated amount shall be calculated using a funding model
determined by agreement between ECHS 2 and the SELPA. In addition to AB602
funding, the school will receive IDEA Local Assistance funding based on the number of
special education students ECHS 2 serves. ECHS 2 shall keep daily attendance for
each student and such attendance shall be reported and certified.
4. Supplemental Instructional Materials
Specialized, adapted, and modified instructional materials will be provided for students
as determined by their individual IEP requirements to allow access to general education
curriculum and the Common Core State Standards and Next Generation Science
Standards. Social skills and transitional skills will be addressed. Adaptive technologies
that will be implemented for students who require them will include audio-books,
manipulatives for math, text-to-speech and speech-to-text programs, and occupational
therapy materials.
F. Section 504
ECHS 2 is solely responsible for its compliance with Section 504 and the ADA. Facilities
of ECHS 2 will be accessible for students with disabilities in accordance with the ADA.
ECHS 2 has adopted a policy that outlines the requirements for identifying and serving
students with a 504 accommodation plan. ECHS 2 recognizes its legal responsibility to
ensure that no qualified person with a disability shall, on the basis of disability, be
excluded from participation, be denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to
discrimination under core instructional activities of the school.
A 504 team will be assembled by the site administrator and shall include the parent or
guardian, the teacher, and any other qualified persons knowledgeable about the
student, the meaning of the evaluation data, placement options, and the legal
requirements for least restrictive environment. The 504 team will review the student’s
existing records, including academic, social and behavioral records, and is responsible
for making a determination as to whether an evaluation for 504 services is appropriate.
The 504 designee will be responsible for overseeing the identification, assessment,
monitoring, and servicing of students with 504 Plans.
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If the student has already been evaluated under the IDEA and found to be ineligible,
those evaluations may be used to help determine eligibility under Section 504. The
student evaluation shall be carried out by the 504 team who will evaluate the nature of
the student’s disability and the impact upon the student’s education. This evaluation will
include consideration of any behaviors that interfere with regular participation in the
educational program and/or activities. The 504 team will consider all applicable student
information in its evaluation including, but not limited to, the following information:
● Tests and other evaluation materials that have been validated for the specific
purpose for which they are used and are administered by trained personnel.
● Tests and other evaluation materials including those tailored to assess specific
areas of educational need and not merely those that are designed to provide a
single general intelligence quotient.
● Tests selected and administered so as to ensure that when a test is administered
to a student with impaired sensory, manual or speaking skills, the test results
accurately reflect the student’s aptitude or achievement level or whatever factor
the test purports to measure rather than reflecting the student’s impaired sensory,
manual or speaking skills.
The final determination of whether the student will or will not be identified as a person
with a disability is made by the 504 team in writing and noticed in writing to the parent or
guardian of the student in their primary language along with the procedural safeguards
available to them. If during the evaluation, the 504 team obtains information indicating
possible eligibility of the student for special education per the IDEA, a referral for special
education assessment may be made by the 504 team.
If the student is found by the 504 team to have a disability under Section 504, the 504
team shall be responsible for determining what, if any, accommodations are needed to
ensure that the student receives the free and appropriate public education (“FAPE”). In
developing the 504 Plan, the 504 team shall consider all relevant information utilized
during the evaluation of the student, drawing upon a variety of sources, including, but
not limited to, assessments conducted by professional staff at ECHS 2. The parent or
guardian shall be invited to participate in 504 team meetings where program
modifications for the student will be determined and shall be given an opportunity to
examine in advance all relevant records.
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The 504 Plan shall describe the Section 504 disability and any program modification
that may be necessary. In considering the 504 Plan, a student with a disability requiring
program modification shall be placed in regular instruction at ECHS 2, along with those
students who are not disabled to the extent appropriate to the individual needs of the
student with a disability.
All 504 team participants, parents, and guardians, teachers must have a copy of each
student’s 504 Plan. A copy of the 504 Plan shall be maintained in the student’s file.
Each student's 504 Plan will be reviewed at least once per year to determine the
appropriateness of the Plan, continued eligibility, or a discontinuation of the 504 Plan.
G. Advanced Learners
In order to provide programs and curriculum for academically high achieving students,
ECHS 2 offers a continuum of approaches and options that can meet a wide range of
abilities, interests and learning styles. ECHS 2’s block scheduling and thematic,
interdisciplinary, project-based approach assists high achievers to develop and pursue
extensions of what is being taught. Utilizing a small, personalized environment, teachers
are able to move students in and out of groups, allowing high achievers an opportunity
to work with their peers or independently. Service learning projects and opportunities to
work with community partners will give students the chance to be mentored by adults.
Students, who during the course of the academic school year demonstrate an ability to
advance at a faster pace and/or a higher cognitive level in core academic areas, will be
challenged through an individualized learning plan in which learning outcomes are
based on the State Standards. The individualized learning plan will be developed by the
core curriculum teachers in consultation with the student's parents. The plan will include
specific goals and strategies and progress will be evaluated when performance reports
are issued and reviewed at parent teacher conferences.
Individualized learning plans may include supplemental advanced reading material and
in-depth projects that are developed on an individual student basis to customize
learning expectations. Students will also, at times, be grouped heterogeneously to work
with and learn from each other.
In addition to the strategies outlined above, ECHS 2 offers advanced learners:
● Accelerated math courses
● Advanced Placement courses
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● Dual Enrollment with community colleges
It is ECHS 2’s policy that students always enroll in the most rigorous coursework
available.
IX. Professional Development
Professional development is essential to the continuous improvement of the educational
program and structures of the school. The Principal serves as the instructional leader of
the school and facilitates professional development utilizing the principles and structure
of a Professional Learning Community.
Time for professional development has been built into the schedule to allow for two
hours of all-staff professional development sessions per week, with additional meeting
time for teaching teams and individual teachers and their coaches. In addition, there are
8 full days of professional development planned during the school year and an
additional 10 days of professional development prior to the start of the school year. New
teachers begin one week earlier than returning teachers, receiving an additional 3-5
days of professional development and onboarding) ECHS 2, its mission, core values,
and instructional strategies.
Figure 1
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Each spring, in concert with school site LCAP development, ECS principals and home
office directors meet to develop a limited number of organizational priorities, which are
then supported through professional development and the student-centered coaching
cycles (see Figure 2). When selecting these priorities, site leaders consider input from
their stakeholders, including Instructional Leadership Teams, School Site Councils,
English Learner Advisory Committees and family, student and staff surveys, as they
work with their colleagues to evaluate data and determine the ECS-wide focus areas for
the following year. The Professional Development (PD) days scheduled at the end of
the school year in June feature a comprehensive review of student group and
school-wide data. That analysis is used to refine actions and strategies in support of the
organization-wide priorities. The PD days in August, before the school year begins,
include training (or re-training) in the strategies that were identified in June. Ongoing
analysis of student data and the effectiveness of the identified strategies continue
throughout the school year on the PD days. It is during these sessions that teachers
may receive training on the identified best practices and strategies. In addition,
student-centered coaching cycles and administrator observations identify teachers in
need of additional, targeted support, which is coordinated by the principal. Whatever the
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organizational focus is for the year, pictured in Figure 2 as “The Thing”, it is supported
by both professional learning in teams, departments, and whole staff settings and by
one-to-one student-centered coaching cycles.
Figure 2

Each week, two hours are spent in professional development. Groupings for these
meetings include by subject, grade or proficiency level. Professional development may
also include paraeducators, campus supervision or other classified staff. Professional
development goals are aligned to school-wide goals and objectives and are driven by
data.

Professional Learning Community

A.

Based on the work of Richard DuFour and R. Marzano, ECHS 2’s professional
development meetings and trainings are focused on the ongoing exploration of three
crucial questions that drive the work of all teaching staff:
●

What do we want each student to learn?
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How will we know when each student has learned it?
● How will we respond when a student experiences difficulty in learning?
●

All Professional Development time and resources are devoted to answering those
questions with the overall goal of improving student learning. Therefore, the
professional learning community (PLC) not only supports teachers and students with
assessing the quality of the learning that is taking place, it also helps to set the course
(and the continual adjustment to that course) of implementing strategies to respond
when some students struggle to learn.
Led by the Principal, all teachers and paraeducators work on grade-level teams serving
common students to analyze and understand standards, student performance, and
student data. Collaboratively they identify and implement/modify teaching and learning
strategies and measure the impact of those strategies. This collaborative work helps to
create a culture of learning among students and teachers alike. The powerful
collaboration that characterizes professional learning communities is a systematic
process in which teachers work together to analyze and improve their classroom
practice. Teachers work in teams, engaging in an ongoing cycle of questions that
promote deep team learning. This process, in turn, leads to higher levels of student
achievement.
In addition to being systematic and school-wide, the professional learning community's
response to students who experience difficulty is:
Timely. The school quickly identifies students who need additional time and
support.
● Based on intervention rather than remediation. The plan provides students with
help as soon as they experience difficulty rather than relying on summer school,
retention, and remedial courses.
● Directive. Instead of inviting students to seek additional help, the systematic plan
requires students to devote extra time and receive additional assistance until
they have mastered the necessary concepts.
●

Professional learning communities judge their effectiveness on the basis of results.
Working together to improve student achievement has to ECHS 2 is strongly focused on
Best Practice 2: Interdisciplinary Curriculum & Assessment, since developing rich
curriculum is the foundation on which our other best practices are built. Based on
extensive experience with interdisciplinary instruction, the school has developed a Unit
Design Cycle to facilitate the development of deeply interconnected units that
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authentically integrate English, history, math, and science standards, environmental
principles, Collaborative Skills, and SLOs. Through this process, each grade level team
of teachers will:
(1) Choose a cluster of learning objectives;
(2) Find thematic connections;
(3) Design the Interdisciplinary Benchmark Project;
(4) Deepen content knowledge to improve instructional strategies;
(5) Collaborate to plan instruction;
(6) Analyze formative assessment data and plan for re-teaching; and
(7) Reflect on the unit and project.
This cycle is constantly being tested and refined with the entire teaching staff in order to
increase its effectiveness and to make it a truly replicable model that we can share with
other educators.
Our academic calendar (Appendix 1) also accommodates the professional development
needed for our Interdisciplinary Unit Design Cycle. Time is devoted to interdisciplinary
planning and professional development. The January Intersession is preceded by winter
break. Teachers have a full planning day for intersession before students return from
break and two at the end of intersession to reflect and collaboratively grade student
work.
The core of our work continues to be developing teachers' ability to create common
valid, reliable performance assessments. Each IBM consists of a rubric, project
description, unit vocabulary, and the task itself, usually consisting of both group and
individual components, completed through both drafting and on-demand writing in all
content areas including math. Teachers draft assessments, and then complete them
following their own instructions in order to refine the rubric and to determine which skills
are necessary to teach to students. When benchmarks have been administered,
teachers score anonymous samples in order to calibrate and come to consensus on
rubric ratings. Then teachers score random sets of student work from each grade level not necessarily their own students - in order to increase reliability of ratings. Each core
teacher, regardless of core content area, will score all standards on the assessment.
This requires and encourages teachers to expand their content knowledge to include
other grade-level standards, which in turn leads to more richly integrated classroom
instruction. As teachers collect data on student performance on IBMs, they initiate the
next phases of the Unit Design Cycle that are most appropriate for their grade level
teams.
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Effective professional learning communities require hard and careful work. All ECHS 2
teachers receive training and on-going coaching to support the work of the PLC. ECHS
2 uses a comprehensive accountability system to gather, organize, and analyze student
performance, including the use of standardized assessments, such as the Measure of
Academic Progress (“MAP”) from the Northwest Evaluation Association (“NWEA”) or
SBAC Interim Assessment Blocks (IABs). Using this data, teachers are able to better
identify underperforming students and subgroups and implement instructional
interventions to address their specific areas of need.
Each student-centered coaching cycle reinforces the practice of using data to inform
instruction. In consultation with their coach, each teacher sets goals for student learning
to be used during the coaching cycle. The core practices for student-centered coaching
are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Organizing coaching through cycles
Setting goals for coaching cycles that are student-learning focused
Using standards-based learning targets
Using student evidence to co-plan instruction
Co-teaching with a focus on effective instructional practices
Measuring the impact of coaching on student teacher learning
31
Partnering with the school leader

As we implement student-centered coaching, our ECS Home Office will be providing
monthly professional development for instructional coaches and regular professional
development for administrators to support their coaching of instructional coaches.
Figure 3: Measuring the Impact of a Coaching Cycle

32

At the Beginning of the
Coaching Cycle

During the Coaching Cycle

At the End of the coaching
Cycle

Set a goal for student
learning using the
language, “Students will…”

Engage in weekly
meetings to analyze
student evidence and
co-plan instruction.

Identify the instructional
practices that the teacher
is implementing on a
regular basis.

After the goal is set, it is

Post-assess to measure

Sweeny, D. & Harris, L.. Student Centered Coaching: The Moves. Thousand Oaks, CA, Corwin. 2017
Sweeny, D. Student Centered Coaching: A Guide for K-8 Coaches and Principals. Thousand Oaks, CA,
Corwin. 2011
31
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unpacked into
student-friendly learning
targets. This becomes the
success criteria.

Work side-by-side to
implement instructional
practices that will support
students to reach the goal.

Pre-assess to determine
how they are doing in
relation to the goal. This
provides baseline data.

Continuously assess
students using a learning
target.

student performance in
relationship to the goal for
student learning. This
provides growth data.
Decide how to meet the
needs of students who
haven't reached mastery.

B. Additional Training
Teaching staff also participate in several of the following trainings (over the summer,
when possible) to implement specific aspects of the curricular program:
●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

Special Education training for general education teachers
Integrating ELD standards and supports into the regular education classroom
Universal Design for Learning training
Arts Integration training (provided by LACMA instructor)
Implicit Bias training
Training in Tribes and restorative practices
Training in utilizing Smarter Balanced Interim Assessments, NWEA MAP and
CAASPP data to inform classroom instruction
Ongoing training and conferences as needed for the continuous improvement of
the curricular program
CMC, CABE, CSTA, CATE, CCSS conferences
Training in using the environment as an integrating context Mandated trainings,
such as blood-borne pathogens and safety plans
Achievement First’s Charter Network Accelerator, an intensive cohort-based
training program for charter management organization leaders
Marzano Art & Science of Teaching and Observation with Synergy Academies,
regarding teacher evaluation, inter-rater reliability, and technology utilization
Loyola Marymount University’s Center for Equity for English Learners “Reparable
Harm” district capacity training to improve instruction for Long Term English
Learners
Charter authorizer administrative trainings
CDE CAASPP implementation trainings
National Conference for Teachers of Mathematics
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● California African American Superintendents and Administrators
● National Science Teachers Association Conference
Development & Evaluation
ECHS 2 is focused on helping teachers implement our Best Practices, which have been
carefully chosen as effective research-based strategies leading to multi-faceted student
achievement. Teacher learning is the foundation of student learning and our system is
designed to create a supportive and challenging environment for professional
development. Our evaluation system measures both teacher input and student output,
using varied sources of information. Teachers’ access to coaching positions and other
leadership opportunities is determined by their levels of practice.
One-on-one support with implementation of initiatives and with improving practice is
focused on teacher capacity-building through student-centered coaching.
Student-centered coaching refocuses the work of teacher and coach on student
outcomes and tightens the feedback loop, better enabling site leaders to monitor
student-outcomes and evaluate the impact of professional development on student
learning.
As part of the ECS coaching model, site administrators use the ECS Best Practices
Teaching Rubric to identify, gather, and score a variety of evidence of instruction and
student learning. This rubric was developed and continues to be refined through a
collaborative process including administrators and teachers. We analyzed numerous
frameworks and incorporated the most supported research-based strategies from the
33
California Standards for the Teaching Profession, Marzano’s “Art & Science of
34
Teaching Framework” (2012), Charlotte Danielson’s “Framework for Teaching,” and
35
the “OPAL” protocol for English Language Learners (Lavadenz, 2010) . Our teacher
evaluation system is designed to determine whether or not there is a correlation
between our Best Practices and student achievement on local, state, and national
assessments. We compare the two data sets and adjust our Best Practices as needed
in light of their relationship to student success.
In order to improve reliability of the teacher evaluation process, each teacher will be
evaluated by their principal in coordination with the Director of Curriculum & Instruction
Commission on Teacher Credentialing (2009). California Standards for the Teaching Profession
Marzano, R.J. (2012). Marzano Art and Science of Teaching Framework: Learning Map; Blairsville, PA:
Learning Science International.
35
Lavendez, E. & Armas, A. (2010) Observation Protocol for Academic Literacies. Los Angeles, CA.
33
34
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and/or the Chief Academic Officer. The Director of Curriculum and Instruction or Chief
Academic Officer develops and monitors systems to ensure evaluation is reliable and
valid. Instructional coaches and site administrators attend monthly training on effective
techniques for observing instruction, collecting evidence, and preparing and delivering
meaningful feedback using the ECS Best Practices Rubric.
Our Best Practices serve as “standards” for practice. Throughout the school year, we
also look at multiple sources of student achievement data – from our own valid and
reliable local performance assessments, to nationally-normed computer-adaptive and
state standardized tests.
36

As described in a recent Task Force on Educator Excellence report , quality “evaluation
must focus on strengthening the knowledge, skills and practices needed to improve
students’ academic growth by using reliable data sources that fairly and accurately
depict both teachers’ practices and students’ learning – and the relationship between
the two. Studies show that when evaluations provide teachers with frequent feedback
on the important elements of their practice and enable them to reflect on the
37
connections to student learning, student achievement increases.”
ECHS 2 Teachers begin by evaluating themselves on the Best Practices Rubric. In
collaboration with an instructional coach teachers then select 1-2 goals for the year,
based on areas of desired growth. During the first few weeks of the year, instructional
coaches and site administrators conduct mini-observations, collect data, and provide
initial formative feedback on instruction and the teacher’s identified goal(s). As the year
progresses, instructional coaches and administrators work collaboratively with teachers
to review their professional goals, monitor progress, and reflect on professional growth
in a formal goal cycle throughout the school year.
Teachers also participate in a series of mini-observations, conducted by their site
principal, assistant principal, instructional coach, and colleagues with special expertise
in Special Education, English Language Development, counseling, and subject area
content, throughout the academic year. The purpose of these brief classroom
observations is to provide every ECHS 2 teacher with regular individualized mentoring
and formative feedback to prompt reflection and improve teaching and learning in the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Tom Torlakson’s Task Force on Educator Excellence,
“Greatness by Design: Supporting Outstanding Teaching in a Golden State,” September 2012
37
Milanowksi, A., Kimball, S.M., & White, B. (2004) The relationship between standards-based teacher
evaluation scores and student achievement. Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin-Madison, Consortium
for Policy Research in Education; From Greatness by Design (2012) State Superintendent Tom
Torlakson’s Task Force on Educator Excellence.
36
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classroom. These mini-observations also provide ECHS 2 administrators with frequent
up-to-date data about classroom instruction and implementation of the educational
program and the impact of coaching cycles.
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ELEMENTS 2 and 3- MEASURABLE PUPIL OUTCOMES and
METHODS OF ASSESSING STUDENT OUTCOMES
Governing Law: “The measurable pupil outcomes identified for use by the charter
school. “” for purposes of this part, means the extent to which all pupils of the charter
school demonstrate that they have attained the skills, knowledge, and attitudes
specified as goals in the charter school's educational program. Pupil outcomes shall
include outcomes that address increases in pupil academic achievement both
schoolwide and for all groups of pupils served by the charter school, as that term is
defined in subparagraph (B) of paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) of Section 47607. The
pupil outcomes shall align with the state priorities, as described in subdivision (d) of
Section 52060, that apply for the grade levels served, or the nature of the program
operated, by the charter school.” California Education Code 47605(b)(5)(B).
Governing Law: “The method by which pupil progress in meeting those pupil outcomes
is to be measured. To the extent practicable, the method for measuring pupil outcomes
for state priorities shall be consistent with the way information is reported on a school
accountability report card.” California Education Code Section 47605(b)(5)(C).
I. Measurable Pupil Outcomes and Actions to Achieve State Priorities
ECHS 2’s founding comes on the heels of a period of remarkable transition in California
public education--new computer-based tests, new Common Core State Standards and
Next Generation Science Standards, new funding structures (LCFF & LCAP), and a
new state accountability system, based upon multiple measures that drive for equity and
continuous growth. The next five years will also see considerable changes in how public
schools are evaluated and the content they teach. There will be data from new
assessments to measure English Learners’ progress and science achievement and new
frameworks for Social Sciences/History. ECHS 2 welcomes the new changes, and in
response has crafted Measurable Pupil Outcomes to reflect ongoing developments in
how the state measures school success, our evolving understanding of interdisciplinary,
project-based instruction and assessment, and the state’s evolving focus on equity.
ECHS 2 recognizes the importance of ensuring all students, including all student
groups, unduplicated students, and students with exceptional needs, are learning and
demonstrating growth and progress throughout their schooling at ECHS 2. One way we
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ensure this is by complying with the eight State Priorities as outlined in Education Code
52060 and described the table below.

LCFF STATE PRIORITIES
GOAL #1
ECHS 2 will ensure operations and facilities are mission-aligned, meet needs of the
educational program and facilitate achievement of student learning outcomes

Related State Priorities:
☑1
☐4
☑7
☑2
☐5
☐8
☐3
☐6
Local Priorities:
☐:
☐:

Specific Annual Actions to Achieve Goal
Priority 1 (Basic Services)
Priority 1 Outcome 1 -100% of core teachers will be appropriately assigned and fully credentialed in the subject area and for
the pupils they are teaching
● ECHS 2 will hire, supervise, evaluate and retain qualified teaching staff.
● School will maintain required insurance and will offer competitive employee benefits packages
● ECHS 2 will ensure verification of proper credentials and Department of Justice clearance prior to start
● of employment.
● ECHS 2 will actively recruit qualified teachers reflecting student ethnic demographics
● 100% of teachers will receive Professional Development aligned with CCSS ELA/ELD
Priority 1 Outcome 2 - ECHS 2 students (school wide and all significant student groups) will have access to standards-aligned
instructional materials
●
●
●
●

ECHS 2 will provide appropriate, standards-aligned (including CA CCSS and the academic content and performance
standards) online, text-based and project-based curriculum materials.
ECHS 2 will review alignment of instructional materials to standards.
ECHS 2 will maintain an annual inventory of instructional materials and complete respective purchases of materials.
ECHS 2 budget will be reviewed every year to ensure adequate budget for instructional materials is in place.

Priority 1 Outcome 3 - School facilities are maintained in good repair
● ECHS 2 will employ staff necessary for school operations and facilities to ensure student safety and support
implementation of educational program
● ECHS 2 facilities will be maintained and cleaned by custodial staff
● ECHS 2 will do annual and monthly facility inspections to screen for safety hazards.
● ECHS 2will utilize Site Inspection Lists and provide daily general cleaning and spot checks by custodial staff
Priority 2 (Implementation of State Standards)
Priority 2 Outcome 4 - 100% of core and special education teachers will regularly assess content standards, such as
CCSS, NGSS, History-Social Science Standards, or World Language Standards.
Priority 2 Outcome 5 - 100% of core and special education teachers of English learners will teach and assess ELD
standards
● 100% of ECHS 2 teachers will receive Professional Development in the content area and student population they
teach that is aligned with the CCSS, NGSS, State content standards, ELD standards and applicable frameworks.
● ECHS 2 will provide CCSS-aligned ELA and math instruction using integrated ELD instructional strategies to all
students, including ELs.
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●

ECHS 2 will provide PD to teachers examining CAASPP, IABs, ACT/SAT, Interdisciplinary assessments, and other
state and internal assessment scores and regularly review data as part of the data-cycle. Administrators and teachers
will use data analysis to inform decision-making.

Priority 7 (Course Access)
Priority 7 Outcome 6 - 100% of students will have access to the ECHS 2 educational program as outlined in the charter
● ECHS 2 will ensure all academic areas as described in the petition will be available to all students, inclusive of all
subgroups and all grades.
● Instruction and curriculum will promote collaboration, creativity, communication and critical thinking through the use
of interdisciplinary, environmentally themed, project-based instruction
● ECHS 2 will provide sufficient technology (e.g., Chromebooks) to ensure access to web resources for all students
Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
Outcome #1: 100% of core teachers will be appropriately assigned and fully credentialed in the subject area and for the pupils
they are teaching
Metric/Method for Measuring: Method of measurement will be Misassignments and Credentialing information reported
annually in the School Accountability Report Card.
Outcome #2: ECHS 2 students (school wide and all statistically significant student groups) will have access to
standards-aligned instructional materials
Metric/Method for Measuring: 100% of all pupils and all statistically significant student groups will have access to
standards-aligned instructional materials as outlined in our charter petition
Outcome #3:School facilities will be maintained in good repair. Any non-compliant items will be cured within a reasonable
amount of time.
Metric/Method for Measuring: 90% of items on the ECS Site Inspection Checklist will be rated good or better. School staff
will plan to cure or repair any facility item identified as non-compliant as quickly as possible. When necessary a plan to repair
or cure will be submitted to the authorizer within 10 business days.
Outcome #4:100% of core and special education teachers will regularly assess content area standards, such as CCSS, NGSS,
History-Social Science Standards, or World Language Standards.
Metric/Method for Measuring: Administrator review of teachers’ Unit Learning Goals and PowerTeacher grade books.
Outcome #5:100% of core and special education teachers of English learners will teach and assess ELD standards
Metric/Method for Measuring: Administrator review of teachers’ Unit Learning Goals and PowerTeacher grade books.
Outcome #6:100% of students will have access to the ECHS 2 educational program as outlined in the charter
Metric/Method for Measuring: Principal annual review of student schedules

LCFF STATE PRIORITIES
GOAL #2
Improve academic outcomes for all students by improving instruction and programs

Related State Priorities:
☐1
☑4
☐7
☐2
☐5
☑8
☐3
☐6
Local Priorities:
☐:
☐:

Specific Annual Actions to Achieve Goal
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Priority 4 (Pupil Achievement)
Priority 4 Outcomes 1 & 2– Performance on standardized tests and overall schoolwide assessments including the new
California School Dashboard
●

Implementation of educational program as described in this petition, including:
1. Implementation of ECS Best Practices Rubric
2. Professional Development plan including Student-Centered Coaching
3. Leveraging data management systems to track student progress toward proficiency and to evaluate efficacy
of best practices and professional development
4. Implement Reading Apprenticeship across content areas
5. Integrated and designated ELD instruction
6. Formative and summative assessments will be used to measure student progress and learning in core subject
areas and progress toward proficiency on standardized tests.
7. Students in need of intervention will be provided with appropriate instructional materials meant to scaffold
their progress toward meeting grade-level standards in addition to core coursework on grade level

Classroom instruction will incorporate testing strategies in preparation for the CAASPP
Priority 4 Outcome 3 – A-G Completion Rate
● Ensure CAASPP scores are reported to the CSU system for the Early Assessment Program
● Ensure all students complete a-g coursework
● Counselor and Community Partners will provide:
1. Academic and Graduation Progress monitoring
2. College and Financial Aid counseling and guidance
3. Social and Emotional Support
4. Monitoring of student attendance
● Implement SST process and work with grade level teams to provide necessary interventions for at-risk students
● Special Education staff will provide instructional support to students with disabilities and work with teachers, students
and families to ensure students with disabilities have appropriate accommodations and appropriate placements.
● Advisory program–with each student ideally continuing with the same Advisor all four years
Priority 4 Outcome 4 – Share of English Learners that become English proficient & reclassify
● See Above
● Implement ECHS 2 English Learner Master Plan, including:
○ Administrators and ELD coordinator will oversee ELD course implementation, ELD standards
implementation.
○ ELD coordinator will provide professional development and provide instructional coaching and support.
○ Paraeducators will be trained to support ELD students and provide extra support for English Learners in their
content courses
○ Designated and Integrated English Language instruction
○ Provide information to families and students to ensure they understand the criteria for reclassification and the
importance of reclassifying.
Priority 4 Outcome 5 — AP Test Passage Rate
● See Priority 4 Outcome 1 actions
● Provide students with opportunities to take Advanced Placement (AP) courses based on student needs and interests.
Priority 8 (Other Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 8 Outcome 6 — College Attendance & Completion
● See Priority 4 Outcome 1 actions
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●
●
●
●
●
●

College Prep courses will prepare students for PSAT/SAT/ACT and support their navigation of application process
and financial aid
Senior Seminar will prepare students for college-level research, writing and presentations
Community Partners will provide students with real-life experiences that will enhance students’ application to
colleges.
Outdoor Education will build students’ resilience and confidence in unfamiliar situations
ECHS 2 staff will maintain contact with alumni
Administration will use National Student Clearinghouse to track ECHS 2 graduates’ college persistence

Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
Outcome #1: English Language Arts & Mathematics (CAASPP)
For each cohort and statistically significant student group therein, the average distance from three (DF3) will increase by 9
points from 8th grade to 11th grade. Cohorts whose 8th grade average distance from 3 is at a “high” or “very high” status level
on the CA School Dashboard will maintain a high or very high status level DF3 in 11th grade. Baseline to be established in
2019-20 8th grade CAASPP administration. For any statistically significant student group performing two levels below school
wide performance on the Academic Indicator Five-by-Five Colored Tables, the target will increase by 125%
Metric/Method for Measuring: CAASPP data files as visualized in SchoolZilla or similar data visualization software

APPLICABLE
STUDENT GROUPS

Baseline

20202021

20212022

2022-2023

2023-2024

2024-2025

Establish
baseline N/A
from 2019-20 8th
grade
scores
as
reported in CALPADS

N/A

Class
of
2024
increase
DF3 by 9
points

Class
of
2025
increase
DF3 by 9
points

Class
of
2026
increase
DF3 by 9
points

Establish
baseline N/A
from 2019-20 8th
grade
scores
as
reported in CALPADS

N/A

Class
of
2024
increase
DF3 by 9
points

Class
of
2025
increase
DF3 by 9
points

Class
of
2026
increase
DF3 by 9
points

Establish
baseline N/A
from 2019-20 8th
Socioecon. Disadv./Low Income
grade
scores
as
Students
reported in CALPADS

N/A

Class
of
2024
increase
DF3 by 9
points

Class
of
2025
increase
DF3 by 9
points

Class
of
2026
increase
DF3 by 9
points

All Students (Schoolwide)

English Learners
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Establish
baseline N/A
from 2019-20 8th
grade
scores
as
reported in CALPADS

N/A

Class
of
2024
increase
DF3 by 9
points

Class
of
2025
increase
DF3 by 9
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Class
of
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DF3 by 9
points
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2024
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scores
as
reported in CALPADS

N/A

Class
of
2024
increase
DF3 by 9
points

Class
of
2025
increase
DF3 by 9
points

Class
of
2026
increase
DF3 by 9
points

Establish
baseline N/A
from 2019-20 8th

N/A

Class
of
2024
increase

Class
of
2025
increase

Class
of
2026
increase

Foster Youth

Students with Disabilities

African American Students

American
Students

Asian Students

Filipino Students

Latino Students

Students of Two or More Races

White Students

98
98

grade
scores
as
reported in CALPADS

DF3 by 9
points

DF3 by 9
points

DF3 by 9
points

Outcome #2: For each cohort and statistically significant student group therein, the average score on the PSAT/SAT
Evidence-Based Reading and Writing section and the PSAT/SAT Mathematics section will improve from 9th to 10th grade
PSAT and from 10th to 11th grade PSAT and 11th grade PSAT to SAT by 20 points each year.
Metric/Method for Measuring: Standardized test scores as visualized on Schoolzilla or similar data visualization software

APPLICABLE
STUDENT GROUPS

20212022

2022-2023

2023-2024

2024-2025

Establish baseline in N/A
2020-21

Class of
2024
increase
from
previous
year by
20 points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Establish baseline in N/A
2020-21

Class of
2024
increase
from
previous
year by
20 points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Establish baseline in N/A
2020-21

Class of
2024
increase
from
previous
year by
20 points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Establish baseline in N/A
2020-21

Class of
2024
increase
from
previous
year by
20 points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Establish baseline in N/A
2020-21

Class of
2024
increase
from
previous
year by
20 points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Establish baseline in N/A
2020-21

Class of
2024
increase
from
previous
year by
20 points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Baseline

2020-2
021

All Students (Schoolwide)

English Learners

Socioecon. Disadv./Low Income
Students

Foster Youth

Students with Disabilities

African American Students

99
99

American
Students

Establish baseline in N/A
2020-21

Class of
2024
increase
from
previous
year by
20 points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Establish baseline in N/A
2020-21

Class of
2024
increase
from
previous
year by
20 points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Establish baseline in N/A
2020-21

Class of
2024
increase
from
previous
year by
20 points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Establish baseline in N/A
2020-21

Class of
2024
increase
from
previous
year by
20 points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Establish baseline in N/A
2020-21

Class of
2024
increase
from
previous
year by
20 points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Establish baseline in N/A
2020-21

Class of
2024
increase
from
previous
year by
20 points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Establish baseline in N/A
2020-21

Class of
2024
increase
from
previous
year by
20 points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Each
cohort
increase
from
previous
year by 20
points

Indian/Alaska Native

Asian Students

Filipino Students

Latino Students

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
Students

Students of Two or More Races

White Students

100
100

Outcome #3: 95% of ECHS 2 graduating students, school-wide and all statistically significant student groups, will have
successfully completed courses that satisfy a-g requirements.
Metric/Method for Measuring: Annual CDE College/Career Indicator Reports & Data, “How Students Met Prepared” Table.
Baseline

20202021

20212022

2022-2023

2023-2024

2024-2025

All Students (Schoolwide)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

95%

95%

English Learners

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

95%

95%

Socioecon. Disadv./Low Income N/A
Students

N/A

N/A

N/A

95%

95%

Foster Youth

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

95%

95%

Students with Disabilities

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

95%

95%

African American Students

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

95%

95%

Indian/Alaska Native N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

95%

95%

STUDENT GROUPS

American
Students

Asian Students

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

95%

95%

Filipino Students

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

95%

95%

Latino Students

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

95%

95%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander N/A
Students

N/A

N/A

N/A

95%

95%

Students of Two or More Races

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

95%

95%

White Students

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

95%

95%

Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
Outcome #4: ECHS 2 will measure progress using the CA School Dashboard’s English Learner Progress Indicator.
The percentage of students in any one of the following areas will improve by 2% each year until reaching 75%:
● reclassifying,
● improving by a level on the ELPAC as defined by the California School Dashboard Report’s English Learner
Progress Indicator, or
● maintaining a high level of performance on the ELPAC, as defined by the California School Dashboard
Report’s English Learner Progress Indicator
Metric/Method for Measuring: Data from California Model Five-by-Five Placement Reports

APPLICABLE
STUDENT GROUPS

Baseline

2020-2021

2021-2022

2022-2023

2023-2024

2024-2025

N/A

Baseline

Increase
percent of
ELs
meeting
ELPI
criteria by
2% until

Increase
percent of
ELs
meeting
ELPI
criteria by
2% until

Increase
percent of
ELs
meeting
ELPI
criteria by
2% until

Increase
percent of
ELs meeting
ELPI
criteria by
2%
until

All Students (Schoolwide)

English Learners

101
101

reaching
75%

reaching
75%

reaching
75%

reaching
75%

Outcome #5: For each cohort, and statistically significant student group therein, the percentage of students who pass an AP test
with a score of 3 or higher will improve by 2 percent until a 30% passing rate is achieved.
Metric/Method for Measuring: Data from College Board as visualized on Schoolzilla or similar data visualization software

APPLICABLE
STUDENT GROUPS

Baseline

2020-2021

2021-2022

2022-2023

2023-2024

2024-2025

N/A

N/A

Baseline

All Students (Schoolwide)

To
be N/A
established
with
culminatio
n of first
cohort in
2024

Increase by
2%
from
prior year

N/A

N/A

Baseline

English Learners

To
be N/A
established
with
culminatio
n of first
cohort in
2024

Increase by
2%
from
prior year

N/A

N/A

Baseline

Socioecon. Disadv./Low Income Students

To
be N/A
established
with
culminatio
n of first
cohort in
2024

Increase by
2%
from
prior year

N/A

N/A

Baseline

Foster Youth

To
be N/A
established
with
culminatio
n of first
cohort in
2024

Increase by
2%
from
prior year

N/A

N/A

Baseline

Students with Disabilities

To
be N/A
established
with
culminatio
n of first
cohort in
2024

Increase by
2%
from
prior year

N/A

N/A

Baseline

African American Students

To
be N/A
established
with
culminatio
n of first

Increase by
2%
from
prior year

102
102

cohort
2024

in

N/A

N/A

Baseline

American Indian/Alaska Native Students

To
be N/A
established
with
culminatio
n of first
cohort in
2024

Increase by
2%
from
prior year

N/A

N/A

Baseline

Asian Students

To
be N/A
established
with
culminatio
n of first
cohort in
2024

Increase by
2%
from
prior year

N/A

N/A

Baseline

Filipino Students

To
be N/A
established
with
culminatio
n of first
cohort in
2024

Increase by
2%
from
prior year

N/A

N/A

Baseline

Latino Students

To
be N/A
established
with
culminatio
n of first
cohort in
2024

Increase by
2%
from
prior year

N/A

N/A

Baseline

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander Students

To
be N/A
established
with
culminatio
n of first
cohort in
2024

Increase by
2%
from
prior year

N/A

N/A

Baseline

Students of Two or More Races

To
be N/A
established
with
culminatio
n of first
cohort in
2024

Increase by
2%
from
prior year

N/A

N/A

Baseline

White Students

To
be N/A
established
with
culminatio
n of first

Increase by
2%
from
prior year

103
103

cohort
2024

in

Outcome #6: The ECHS 2 College/Career Indicator (CCI) will fall into the California School Dashboard’s “increase” or
“significant increase” category. These minimum growth rates shall be maintained until ECHS 2 reaches a “Green” or “Blue”
rating on the CA Dashboard, schoolwide and for all statistically significant student groups.. (Information on the CCI is found:
https://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/ac/cm/documents/ccidashboardflyer.pdf)
Metric/Method for Measuring: California School Dashboard College/Career Indicator

APPLICABLE
STUDENT GROUPS

Baseline

All Students (Schoolwide)

To
be
established
with
culminatio
n of 2nd
cohort in
2025

Increase or
Signficant
Increase
until Blue/
Green

English Learners

To
be
established
with
culminatio
n of 2nd
cohort in
2025

Increase or
Signficant
Increase
until Blue/
Green

Socioecon. Disadv./Low Income Students

To
be
established
with
culminatio
n of 2nd
cohort in
2025

Increase or
Signficant
Increase
until Blue/
Green

Foster Youth

To
be
established
with
culminatio
n of 2nd
cohort in
2025

Increase or
Significant
Increase
until Blue/
Green

Students with Disabilities

To
be
established
with
culminatio
n of 2nd
cohort in
2025

Increase or
Significant
Increase
until Blue/
Green

African American Students

To
be
established
with

Increase or
Significant
Increase

2020-2021

2021-2022

2022-2023

2023-2024

2024-2025

104
104

culminatio
n of 2nd
cohort in
2025

until Blue/
Green

American Indian/Alaska Native Students

To
be
established
with
culminatio
n of 2nd
cohort in
2025

Increase or
Significant
Increase
until Blue/
Green

Asian Students

To
be
established
with
culminatio
n of 2nd
cohort in
2025

Increase or
Significant
Increase
until Blue/
Green

Filipino Students

To
be
established
with
culminatio
n of 2nd
cohort in
2025

Increase or
Significant
Increase
until Blue/
Green

Latino Students

To
be
established
with
culminatio
n of 2nd
cohort in
2025

Increase or
Significant
Increase
until Blue/
Green

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander Students

To
be
established
with
culminatio
n of 2nd
cohort in
2025

Increase or
Significant
Increase
until Blue/
Green

Students of Two or More Races

To
be
established
with
culminatio
n of 2nd
cohort in
2025

Increase or
Significant
Increase
until Blue/
Green

White Students

To
be
established
with
culminatio

Increase or
Significant
Increase

105
105

n of 2nd
cohort in
2025

until Blue/
Green

LCFF STATE PRIORITIES
GOAL #3
ECHS 2 will develop a school culture that supports student-learning outcomes, is responsive
to stakeholder feedback, and ensures organizational sustainability

Related State Priorities:
☐1
☐4
☐7
☐2
☑5
☐8
☑3
☑6
Local Priorities:
☐:
☐:

Specific Annual Actions to Achieve Goal
Provide a school-wide social emotional learning program and utilize Restorative Practices
Provide an Advisory program
Implement ECS’ Best Practice of “Small Learning Community”
Offer events, communications and workshops to support families’ understanding of how to support their students becoming
College and Career Ready and get feedback on how to best serve students and their families.
Promote parental participation in programs for unduplicated pupils and provide parents and families with quality written and
in-person translation
Quality outdoor education experiences, service learning and community work relies upon community partnerships. ECS and
school-site leadership will develop and sustain partnerships in order to increase engagement of unduplicated pupils, so they
are able to access resources, experience, and expertise related to their educational/career plans.
Equity and Diversity Committee will work with students, families, teachers, administrators, the ECS board, and other
stakeholders to collect and analyze data and identify, ameliorate, and/or eliminate educational and cultural inequities within
the educational program and build students’ sense of connectedness.
Establish a safe, inclusive, positive learning environment that exudes a culture of high expectations and a culture of respect.
Provide a robust afterschool program to supplement the educational program and increase student engagement and sense of
connectedness.
Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
Outcome #1: Maintain an suspension rate school-wide and for statistically significant student groups that is the same or lower
than the rates at schools that ECHS 2 students would otherwise attend*
Metric/Method for Measuring: CA School Dashboard Five by Five
Outcome #2:Maintain an expulsion rate that is the same or lower than the rates at schools that ECHS 2 students would
otherwise attend*
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Metric/Method for Measuring: CA School Dashboard Five by Five
Outcome #3:Percentage of students rating ECHS 2 “High “ on California Healthy Kids Survey (or comparable survey)
connectedness questions will increase by 2% each year until reaching 55%
Metric/Method for Measuring: California Healthy Kids Survey (or comparable survey)
Outcome #4: Percentage of parents who agree or strongly agree that they feel welcome to participate at ECHS 2 on the
California School Parent Survey (or comparable survey) will increase by 2% each year until reaching 90%
Metric/Method for Measuring: California School Parent Survey (or comparable survey)
Outcome #5:Percentage of staff who agree or strongly agree that ECHS 2 is a supportive an inviting place to work on the
California Staff Survey (or comparable survey) will increase by 2% each year until reaching 90%
Metric/Method for Measuring: California Staff Survey (or comparable survey)
Outcome #6:Each year of the charter term, ECHS 2’s School Site Council and English Learner Advisory Committee will
include the legally required number of parent representatives.
Metric/Method for Measuring: Meeting sign in sheets and agendas
Outcome #7: ECHS 2 will maintain at least a 95% ADA rate.
Metric/Method for Measuring:As measured by midyear and end-of-year ADA reports
Outcome #8: ECHS 2 will decrease the rate of students chronically absent by 1% each year until achieving a “low” status rate
as defined by the CA School Dashboard (school wide and for statistically significant student groups)
Metric/Method for Measuring: California School Dashboard

STUDENT GROUPS
All Students (Schoolwide)

English Learners

Socioecon. Disadv./Low Income Students

Foster Youth

Students with Disabilities

African American Students

American Indian/Alaska Native Students

Asian Students

Baseline

2020-2021

2021-2022

2022-2023

2023-2024

2024-2025

Est. 2021

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until
“low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status

Est. 2021

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until
“low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status

Est. 2021

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until
“low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status

Est. 2021

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until
“low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status

Est. 2021

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until
“low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status

Est. 2021

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until
“low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status

Est. 2021

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until
“low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status

Est. 2021

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until
“low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status
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Filipino Students

Latino Students

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander Students

Students of Two or More Races

White Students

Est. 2021

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until
“low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status

Est. 2021

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until
“low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status

Est. 2021

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until
“low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status

Est. 2021

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until
“low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status

Est. 2021

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until 1%
until
“low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status “low” status

Outcome #9: ECHS 2 shall maintain a dropout rate that is the same or lower than the drop out rate of the schools students
would otherwise attend*
Metric/Method for Measuring: DataQuest / Ed-Data
Outcome #10: ECHS 2 shall achieve a graduation rate above 90%**
Metric/Method for Measuring: DataQuest 4-year cohort graduation rate report

A. Rationale for Measurable Pupil Outcomes: CAASPP
Our CAASPP goal is that students, both schoolwide and in measurable subgroups, fall
within the state’s “increase” or “significant increase” categories.
In its new State Accountability and Dashboard Measures, the state uses a “distance
from 3” measure to establish a school’s testing status. This approach is relatively new,
having been approved by the State Board of Education in January 2017. The CDE
website explains "Distance from Level 3 (DF3)" as a:
...methodology which measures how far (or the distance) each student is from
the Level 3 (i.e., Standard Met) Smarter Balanced performance level. All the
"distances" are then used to calculate the average distance for each LEA,
school, or student group. Once all students' scores are compared to Level 3, the
distance results are averaged to produce a school-level average scale score and
an average scale score for each student group. The results will show, on
average, the needed improvement to bring the average student score to Level 3
or the extent to which the average student score exceeds Level 3.
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The CDE goes on to say, “...using scale scores, rather than a percentage of students
performing at or above Standard Met, provides a more precise measure on how far
students are from Level 3 on the Smarter Balanced scale.” ECHS 2 will employ the
state’s “Distance from Level 3” methodology in our CAASPP measurable pupil
outcomes. However, we will be measuring the progress of each cohort and the
significant subgroups within the cohort, in order to understand how effectively our
program is impacting on students as they move from through high school.
Since the CAASPP is only administered in 11th grade, we will use student performance
on the PSAT and SAT to evaluate their ELA & Math progress in intervening years.
Measurable Pupil Outcomes for PSAT/SAT were derived from College Board tables
showing average growth nationwide on these tests.
B. Rationale for Measurable Pupil Outcomes: Science & History/Social Science
ECHS 2 will focus on literacy in both science and history, using student progress on the
NWEA MAP or similar assessments to track each cohort’s annual growth in reading.
Since the California Science Test and the History-Social Science Test are only given
once in high school, and since ECHS 2 will be opening with a 9th grade, and adding
subsequent grades each year until serving nine through twelve in our fourth year of
operation, we believe using an annual measure to evaluate pupil outcomes is a better
way to evaluate our program in science and history/social science
According the NGSS, "Literacy skills are critical to building knowledge in science." In
fact, Appendix M of NGSS describes the collaborative alignment of NGSS and CCSS in
terms of literacy development: "the NGSS development team worked with the CCSS
writing team to identify key literacy connections to the specific content demands outlined
38
in the NGSS."
We also plan to use literacy as the formative measure of student readiness in
history-social science. In reviewing the updated State Board of Education’s
History-Social Science Framework, it is very clear that ECHS 2 is on the right track to
emphasize student literacy as a key indicator for success in history: "a focus on student
literacy in history–social science classrooms not only helps students learn content; it
39
develops the skills necessary to participate effectively in a literate democratic society."
38

http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/Appendix%20M%20Connections%20to%20the%20CCS
S%20for%20Literacy_061213.pdf
39
http://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/hs/cf/sbedrafthssfw.asp
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The new framework goes on to highlight the role of literacy as a lever for access to all
academic content, particularly in the history-social science classroom: "As the CA
Common Core for ELA/Literacy and California’s English Language Development
Standards emphasize, in order to be successful in most content areas, students must
develop essential reading, writing, and analysis skills. Studying disciplines like history
and the related social sciences require students to employ complex vocabulary,
understand discipline-specific patterns of language, and exercise analytical thinking
40
skills."
C. Rationale for Measurable Pupil Outcomes: English Learners
In establishing new measurable pupil outcomes for English Learners, ECHS 2
considered the many recent changes in California English Language Development
landscape, including a relatively new assessment, ELPAC, and relatively new approach
to measuring schools’ success with English Learners, the English Learner Progress
Indicator (ELPI). In order to align our measures of progress with California’s School
Dashboard, we will use growth in the ELPI to track progress for English Learners. The
ELPI encompasses reclassification rates, improving by a level on the ELPAC and
maintaining a high level of performance on the ELPAC. Since the state dashboard
defines “increase” as growth rate between 1.5% and 10% and “Significant Increase” as
growth greater than 10%, ECHS 2’s measurable outcome for the charter term will be to
improve our English Learner Progress indicator by 2% each year.
II. Methods of Assessing Student Outcomes
The achievement of ECHS 2 will be measured in both growth and absolute measures
and will be compared to the achievement of selected public schools that are similar in
demographic and other characteristics. We anticipate our student enrollment to consist
primarily of students that would otherwise attend Gardena Senior School (LAUSD) and
secondarily of students who would otherwise attend Morningside High School and
Hawthorne High School.
ECHS 2 pays careful attention to documenting and analyzing both anecdotal and
empirical student performance data through a combination of quantitative and
qualitative measures. For the external audience, this approach provides validity to the
work that we do, allows us to document growth over time, and allows us to better
communicate the results of our practices to a wider audience in language that is
40

http://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/hs/cf/sbedrafthssfw.asp
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understandable in the field. For our internal audience, this method also provides a way
to systematize our understanding and implementation of assessment and evaluation in
support of our school’s mission. Therefore, it is more than an assessment system; it is
a system and philosophy reflecting what we value and how we help students learn.
While this plan serves to provide the overarching structures and philosophies for our
assessment and evaluation procedures at the school, it is not a static procedure. The
act of teaching is a continuous formative process. Using a combination of national norm
referenced tests, statewide standardized exams, and a variety of locally designed
assessments and evaluations, this model provides the data and basis for discussions
on assessing and improving student learning.
ECHS 2 complies with all state and federal assessment and accountability requirements
applicable to charter schools. ECHS 2 administers all mandatory state-adopted
standardized tests, including the CAASPP, CAST and PFT. The charter school tests
independently.
ECHS 2’s assessments are aligned with California’s Eight State Priorities. The method
for measuring pupil outcomes for the Eight State Priorities will be consistent with the
way information is reported on ECHS 2’s school accountability report card.
ECHS 2 uses both formal and informal entry-level evaluations, along with continual
monitoring of student progress through formative and summative assessments. These
may, at times, include performance-based assessments, portfolio reviews, authentic
project-based assessment, and standardized assessment tools. These assessments
influence curricular choices and drive instruction, providing a basis for scaffolding and
differentiated instruction. Pre-assessments assist teachers in activating students’ prior
knowledge, and in identifying any significant gaps in student understanding. All formal
performance-based assessments are accompanied by a rubric that clearly outlines for
the student the objectives of their assessment. These authentic, multiple-measure,
ongoing assessments provide lenses through which to view the “whole-child” to whom
ECHS 2 is dedicated to educating.
A. Interdisciplinary Assessments
Interdisciplinary assessment for students in grades 9 through 12 each semester occurs
during Intersession. Intersession challenges grade-level student teams to research,
interview business leaders and community members and take part in collaborative
group work to arrive at their own answers to some challenging questions, like, “What
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does LA need to thrive?” and “Can minimal living improve quality of life?” While
answering these questions, ECHS students incorporate community fieldwork to deepen
their understanding of the complexity of the issues they are examining. They also
perform service learning to contribute to their community in a way that impacts the issue
that they are studying.
Students are collaborating in ways that they haven't ever before, learning to apply new
media tools and using the greater Los Angeles areas as their learning lab. It’s an
exhilarating and challenging process, and our students are taking the lead in their own
learning. They complete Intersession with their own informed insights about relevant
issues, and their takeaways shape the values and visions that make them the leaders of
today on the issues that matter most. At the end of this month-long intellectual
exploration, students host a Community Forum, a daylong event during which students
don their best professional dress, deliver presentations, showcase displays, facilitate
experiential learning and educate their community and peers.
B. Standards-based Grading and Reporting
ECHS 2 grades will be based on standards; discrete standards are identified and
teachers assess students’ proficiency on those standards. We also report performance
levels on each priority standard to students and parents. We spend time orienting new
parents to our grading system and ensuring they understand how this system
empowers them to target their support of student academic growth. Rather than helping
students with “math,” they can focus their assistance on specific areas of weakness,
such as, “using properties of rational and irrational numbers.” Despite the contrast of
our grading system with other traditional scoring systems, our other sites have
experience enormously positive parent support for this approach. As we move forward,
we will continue to engage families. ECHS 2 is convinced that data collection and
analysis play a key role in the quality and efficiency of the school. ECHS 2 utilizes data
tools within our data visualization platform to warehouse, verify, and report data,
drawing from multiple data sources, including PowerSchool, CAASPP test results,
ELPAC, IABs and NWEA MAP. This enables us to examine current and accurate data in
formats that are meaningful and actionable.
Demographic data, free and reduced lunch eligibility, and emergency information is
entered at the beginning of the school year by the office staff and updated when
necessary. At the start of each school day, teachers enter student attendance data into
PowerSchool.
ECHS’ standards based grading system is based mostly on formative and
summative assessments. This uniform grading philosophy and practice has
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clarified for students, parents, and teachers the goals of each course, and has
elevated the importance of assessment formative evaluation to monitor students’
progress.
ECHS employs a variety of methods to keep students, parents, and community
members informed of student achievement and students and parents play key
roles in the assessment process. Parents have real-time access to their
children’s grades and progress towards proficiency of the standards via an
on-line system, PowerSchool. Teachers also send home weekly progress reports
with current grade information to all parents, to ensure direct communication,
particularly for those who are unable to access the internet. Three times a year,
parents attend conferences with their child’s advisor to discuss in detail their
child’s progress towards graduation, career and college readiness, progress in
specific courses, available interventions and resources, and performance on
standardized exams including the MAP, CAASPP, and other statewide
assessments. Community members are also encouraged to be involved with the
evaluation of performance-based assessment projects. Most notably, the 12th
grade senior thesis presentations are assessed using feedback from staff,
community members, and ECS Board members.
Over the course of every semester, assessment data is collected by the teacher and
entered into PowerSchool. Data is gathered on each discrete standard, including SLOs,
and reported out to students and parents by standard, using a 4-point scale, with 3
indicating proficiency. Teachers collect discrete data on proficiency by standard from
multiple assignments and report student proficiency levels on each priority standard to
parents and students. Students track their own progress on each standard; a practice
we believe leads to increased motivation and comprehension of the learning objectives.
By clearly separating academic achievement from other behavioral factors, we are able
to target feedback and instruction for each student. Our goal is for students, parents and
teachers to have a better understanding of what each student needs to do to reach
proficiency on all priority standards.
To ensure rigorous and consistent monitoring of student progress and the effective
analysis and utilization of assessment data, student outcome data analysis at ECS is a
multi-layered process, using a wide range of data, including NWEA results, interim
course grades, state testing results, SBAC Interim Assessment Blocks and data from
our intervention assessment platform and from internal assessments. At the Home
Office, the Executive Director/CEO, Finance Director, Chief Academic Officer/Director of
Curriculum & Instruction and Director of Strategic Initiatives analyze data at weekly
meetings to determine site progress on organization-wide goals and to look for trends
indicating efficacy of educational initiatives. The Executive Director also reviews data
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with site principals and evaluates progress on goals the principal sets for their school
site. The Principal and Assistant Principal analyze data both as a team and with their
colleagues from ECMS-G, ECHS-Lawndale and ECMS-Inglewood. The Principal,
Assistant Principal, Department Chairs and the Math Specialist, meet regularly to
analyze data and decide how to share data with staff and families. The Chief Academic
Officer/Director of Curriculum and Instruction joins this meeting as needed. Their
analysis informs professional development and curriculum decisions and is shared with
the home office and with the faculty. The teachers work with data in their grade levels
and in their departments, using their analysis to make adjustments to instructional
strategies and to adjust student intervention groups. Grade level teams and
departments set goals based on their data analysis and their findings are shared with
ILT to influence curriculum choices. Instructional coaches use data in their one on one
meetings with teachers, analyzing student outcomes against goals set for the lesson or
unit and using the data to drive their coaching. The analysis of data impacts resource
allocation, resulting in decisions to change staffing levels, bring in outside experts, or
other expenditures.
The data is analyzed and reviewed by the teachers and the principal as a formative tool
to drive curriculum development and inform instruction, as well as, a summative
measure of student progress. Individual student test results (with instructions on
interpreting the results) are sent home after each NWEA MAP testing cycle or IAB
testing cycle and each standardized test administration. The assessment data is also
reviewed with parents at each regularly scheduled parent/advisor/student conference,
or more frequently, as requested by the teacher or parent. Teachers also review the
results with their students in class to ensure that students understand the purpose of the
assessments, their individual results, and how classroom instruction is aligned to the
assessments. The goal of sharing the data with parents and students is to demystify the
assessment process and to use assessment as a tool for instruction and communication
about a student’s progress towards meeting the standards and school-wide learning
goals.
ECHS 2 issues comprehensive, standards-based report cards each quarter. In addition,
progress reports are distributed weekly, but the school retains the option to adapt the
frequency of such reports in order to provide more effective and meaningful feedback to
students and parents. Families meet with teachers at the beginning of each school year
and formal parent/teacher conferences are held two times annually to encourage open
communication and detailed dialogue concerning an individual student’s academic
progress.
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Annual parent surveys are conducted to measure the levels of parent participation and
satisfaction with all aspects of the school’s educational program. The School
Accountability Report Card (SARC) is developed and published annually.
Parents and other stakeholders are also engaged in data analysis through our Equity &
Diversity Committee (EDC). The Equity & Diversity Committee examines data on topics
such as student achievement, school discipline, school climate and enrollment
trends/retention; addresses the roots of bias; shares insights and suggests possible
resources or actions to ECS leadership. The Committee membership includes parent,
student, teacher, staff, administration and Board representation. The EDC provides a
fresh perspective, asserting that assessment data must drive instructional practice, not
the reverse. As teachers analyze student data within their weekly team meetings, they
strategically plan for the “safety nets” and scaffolding necessary to support
underperforming students. Beyond that however, they measure the effectiveness of
their own instructional practices as reflected by their students’ ability to comprehend and
to quantify their understanding of conceptual ideas. A continuous process of
self-reflection and data analysis will identify any needed adjustment in methodologies
and delivery of curriculum.
In addition to this process of self-evaluation by the teachers, the Principal and
instructional coaches evaluate the effectiveness of the teachers’ instructional practices
by reviewing the progress of students toward established standards, their instructional
techniques and strategies and their adherence to curricular objectives. The Principal
and teacher utilize the Best Practices Teaching Rubric, a tool developed by ECS, to
monitor each teacher’s growth towards implementing best practices. This rubric and
evaluation process have been designed to identify the developmental needs and goals
of teachers and provide targeted, appropriate support, while developing a shared vision
of best practices in teaching to increase student learning.
The Principal provides disaggregated data with comprehensive analysis of student
achievement to the Board of Directors as least twice annually highlighting information
that will assist the Board in developing policy, identifying budgetary needs, and
recommending curricular adjustments. The board’s Academic Excellence Committee,
consisting of two board members, the Chief Academic Officer/Director of Curriculum &
Instruction, and the Director of Strategic Initiatives, reviews achievement data quarterly,
reports its findings to the board and give feedback to site leaders during the
development of the LCAP.
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ECHS 2 teachers are continuously monitoring their students' and their own development
as learners and professionals. Our interdisciplinary program allows for myriad of
opportunities for pre-, post- and ongoing assessment of cognitive, emotional and
physical development. State-authorized, standardized testing provides us with valuable
feedback as to the efficacy of the academic instruction. Their goal is to match their
instruction and professional development to the needs of the students.
In summary, assessment data is used in the following ways: 1) to inform instructional
approaches, 2) to inform the development of personal and institutional professional
goals, 3) to inform parents, and 4) to inform students. Assessment data serves as the
impetus for specific professional development activities and programmatic additions and
changes. We are a dedicated community of learners, always striving to help students
meet their potential and become proficient learners in all subject areas.
III. Regular Review of Measurable Pupil Outcomes and Assessments
In order to best serve our students and community and as part of our professional
learning community, ECHS 2 will continue to examine and refine its student outcomes
over time to reflect the school’s mission, curriculum, and any changes to state or local
standards. ECHS 2 will submit to its charter authorizer at any time prior to expiration a
description of any changes to the above student outcomes as a material amendment to
the charter. The charter authorizer’s board agrees to hear and render an amendment
decision pursuant to the timelines and processes as specified in the Education Code
Section 47605(b).
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ELEMENT 4 - GOVERNANCE
Governing Law: “The governance structure of the charter school, including, but not
limited to, the process to be followed by the charter school to ensure parental
involvement. Ed. Code §47605 (b)(5)(D)

I. Public Operating Principles
ECHS 2 is operated by Environmental Charter Schools (ECS), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
public benefit corporation.
Members of ECS’ executive board, all administrators, managers or employees, and any
other committees of the School shall comply with federal and state laws, non-profit
integrity standards, and charter authorizer policies and regulations regarding ethics and
conflicts of interest.
The affairs of ECHS 2 are managed and its powers exercised under the ultimate
jurisdiction of the ECS Board of Directors. This Board oversees ECHS 2. Per the
Bylaws, the Board reserves the right to add members as long as it does not exceed 13
members. ECHS 2 is operated in alignment with the sponsorship of its charter
authorizer. Exceeding requirements stipulated by Corp. Code §5227, no interested
person (e.g. employees) may serve on the ECS Board. ECHS 2 and/or its non-profit
corporation will be solely responsible for the debts and obligations of the charter school.
ECS complies with the Brown Act, the Public Records Act, the Political Reform Act, and
Government Code Section 1090. All board meeting notices are posted in multiple
locations at the school that are accessible to the public for the benefit of parents and
other interested persons at least 72 hours before regular meetings so that any interested
person wishing to attend is made aware of and able to plan his/her attendance at such
meetings. Public places include the school’s bulletin board, the school’s website, and
immediately outside the school office door. The meeting minutes are recorded and are
accessible to interested persons at the school site.
On an annual basis, all board members participate in training on roles and
responsibilities, self-evaluation, effective board leadership, and updated state regulations
that may impact the school. In addition, the school contracts with outside organizations
(e.g., Charter School Development Center, Manatt Phelps and Phillips, UCLA Extension)
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to provide extensive training in the Brown Act, the Public Records Act, the Political
Reform Act, and Government Code Section 1090.
Every member of the board has a right to participate in all discussions during meetings
and may vote on all issues before the board. A quorum of the members must be present
in order for the Board to conduct formal business. In the absence of consensus on any
issues, decisions are made by a majority vote.
The Board of Directors’ powers are outlined in the bylaws. Most importantly, the Board
will be responsible for providing fiscal accountability by approving and monitoring the
budget. The Board, in conjunction with the Executive Director, will also help ensure
effective organizational planning by approving long-range goals and annual objectives,
monitoring the general policies such as health and safety, use and maintenance of
facilities, and fundraising, adhering to federal and state laws, and overseeing that
school resources are managed effectively. This goal will be accomplished primarily
through hiring, training, supporting, reviewing the performance of, and if necessary,
dismissing the Executive Director. In addition, each board member sits on one of the
following committees: facilities, development, finance, or governance. All management
powers not specifically designated to the Board will be delegated to the Executive
Director, who will answer directly to the Board.

II. ECS Board of Directors
The ECS Board of Directors is comprised of community and business representatives
with diverse skills needed to oversee the charter school, including science and
technology industry experience; business expertise in human resources and finance;
extensive educational experience; entrepreneurial and strategic planning; public school
facilities knowledge; and community representation. A current list of Board Members
follows and their resumes are in the appendix:
● Anthony Jowid, President
● Ken Deemer, Vice President/Treasurer
● Denise Berger, Secretary
● Cathy Creasia, Member
● Zena Fong, Member
● Jenina Ramirez, Member
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● Lawndale Elementary School District Representative, Rotating Member
In addition to the aforementioned board members, ECS will reserve a board
representative position for each of its charter authorizers, if desired. The charter
authorizer board representative will have the opportunity to facilitate communications
and mutual understanding between ECHS 2 and the charter authorizer.
A potential ECS board member may be nominated by any member of the board; the
nominee will have the opportunity to interview for a position on the ECS board. During the
interview process, prospective candidates are provided with written information on the
roles of charter school board members, expectations for board members, including duty
of loyalty and care and fiduciary oversight, detailed information about charter school
governance, and an application for board membership.
III. Parent Engagement
Serving a severely under-resourced population drives our approach to our parent
community. In addition to educating students who come to us, we also aim to empower
parents to understand their children’s educational paths and choices and create a
community wherein families feel safe, informed, and supported. In addition to requiring
that parents come to three meetings with their children’s teachers throughout the year,
our parent events and trainings are designed to both build community and to inform
parents on important topics. After surveying parents at our sister school ECHS
Lawndale, we built a year-long parent training program around the topics they
requested. We paired this with social events that brought the community together and
included students and teachers so that people could interact in a more informal setting.
The following outlines the variety of ways parents participate in formal and informal
school structures to ensure their voice plays a genuine and vital role in Charter School
governance and site level decision-making:
School Site Council (SSC): Our SSC is the primary formal conduit for parent input into
decision-making at ECHS 2. The composition of the SSC shall be 50% School staff and
50% Community members. The majority of school staff represented shall be 50%
teachers. Other members in this group could include classified or certificated other
personnel. Community members may include parent or community members. Students
will not participate on the committee. All community members will not be employees of
the school.The school site council works with the principal to develop, review and
evaluate school improvement programs and school budgets. The school site council
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annually reviews, updates and approves the Single Plan for Student Achievement
(SPSA) including proposed expenditure of funds allocated to the school through the
Consolidated Application. The SPSA that the SSC develops and approves is submitted
to the Board of Directors for final approval. The site council also participates in the
development and review of the LCAP. The council meets formally six times per year and
comes together informally as needed to plan events. The members of the ECHS 2 site
council are elected by their peers. At the beginning of each school year, vacant SSC
seats are solicited and elections are held.
All constituent groups hold elections
represented by their peer group and the council is established. All meetings are open to
the public and agendas are posted as required by open meeting laws, so that
non-members can participate.
The ECHS English Learner Advisory Committee (ELAC): The ELAC’s composition
meets the requirements of federal law. Currently, it consists of parents and/or guardians
of ECHS English learners who are elected to the ELAC by parents or guardians of
ECHS English learners. Administrators, teachers and parents of non-English learners
can be on the committee, but parents of English learners always comprise at least the
same percentage of the ELAC membership as English learners constitute of the
school’s total student population. ELAC parent members are elected by the parents
and/or guardians of English Learners The ELAC advises the principal and staff on
programs and services for English learners and provides input to the School Site
Council on the development of the Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA). The
ELAC assists the school in other tasks as required by law.
ECS Equity and Diversity Committee (EDC): EDC promotes ECS’s work to develop a
school culture that fosters equity, inclusion and an appreciation of the diversity within
our community. The committee will examine data on topics such as student
achievement, school discipline, school climate and enrollment trends/retention; address
the roots of bias; share insights and suggest possible resources or actions to ECS
leadership. Membership will include parent, student, teacher, staff, administration and
Board representation. Community members may also serve on the Taskforce.
Subcommittees meet on each site monthly and report back to the committee at
quarterly meetings.
Participation in curriculum and activities: ECHS parents will participate in our
community forum, senior thesis, Earth Fair and other demonstrations of learning. We
see parents as partners in the educational process in a variety of meaningful ways, and
we strive to bring them into our curricular efforts whenever possible. In addition to
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attending demonstration of learning days, parents will participate in such events as our
Green Ambassadors Food Event, Annual Career Day or an After School Program
Celebration. They may also volunteer at events and for program e.g, parents
chaperone day field trips and/or may also spend the night with us on our camping trips
to the Santa Monica Mountains.
Families of ECHS: These meetings will occur monthly and give all interested parents
an opportunity to talk through issues relevant to the school program. Parents will
discuss rigorous instruction and rigorous student work, grading, and goals for the
school. The Principal is also able to report out on school progress and gather input and
feedback.
Parent Surveys: Parents are surveyed yearly on their satisfaction with the school
program, leadership, support staff, teaching staff, curriculum, and facilities. This
information is reported to the site council in order to direct decisions and activities for
the remainder of the year. In addition, parents are surveyed in the beginning of the year
regarding what parent programs parents would like to see presented.
Events: We plan parent/community events throughout the year. A sample of those
includes a welcome ice cream social, Back to School Night, a Holiday potluck, a
Harvest Festival, a restaurant fundraiser, and an Open House/Art Show.
Parent Workshops: Finally, we plan workshops, led by our own staff or outside
professionals to inform parents on a variety of topics in which parents have indicated
interest, including: internet safety, sex education, managing teen stress, self-harm,
nutrition, and student success strategies. These workshops are expected to attract a
solid base of 20-30 parents per event.
Other opportunities to engage stakeholders include things like:
a. Parent orientation program on the first day of school and bi annual Parent-Teacher
conferences with the advisory teacher
c. Weekly Progress reporting
d. Newsletters, letters, invitations, and Social Media Posts
f. Powerschool: Our student information system and other apps like Parentlink, a
contact/communication platform.
g. Advisory Program described in section 1 small learning communities
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IV. Organization Chart
The organization chart on the following page highlights the relationship of the governing
board of Environmental Charter Schools to ECHS 2 and to its leadership and staff. The
Executive Director reports to the Board of Directors, and the Principal reports to the
Executive Director/CEO. The Principal is responsible for overseeing faculty and staff at
the site level. The Executive Director/ CEO and other key school staff positions are
shared employees of each of ECS charter entities, allowing for the schools to benefit
from the economies of scale.
ECS recognizes the benefits of a small school as well as the economic challenges of a
small school model. Accordingly, ECHS 2 leverages resources and offsets costs by
sharing employees with other ECS schools. Most of these employees are shared on an
average daily attendance (ADA) basis. For example, ECHS 2 contributes toward the pro
rata share of the Executive Director salary based on ADA. There are two employees
whose cost is shared with ECHS 2’s sister sites based upon the number of days they
support each site - the Horticultural Assistant and the Math Coach. ECHS 2 outsources
financial and other business back office services to the charter school business
management provider, Ed-Tec (see business and operations section below). The
governing board maintains liability for the charter school, and approves all policy
decisions. See Organizational Charts that follow:
Currently, the Home Office staff includes the following:
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ECHS 2 school site staffing will include the following at capacity:
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ELEMENT 5 - SCHOOL EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS
Governing Law: “The qualifications to be met by individuals to be employed by the
charter school." Education Code Section 47605(b) (5) (E).

I. Hiring and Selection Process of all Employees
Administrative recruitment and orientation of well-qualified, experienced, and dedicated
employees ensures that ECHS 2 staff share a single vision for high student
achievement through multiple learning opportunities and preparation for further
education. To ensure that the employees are committed to furthering the school’s
mission and are able to work in a highly collaborative environment, ECHS 2 follows an
extensive recruitment and hiring process.
The Human Resource Department at ECS supports ECHS 2 to establish / revise job
qualifications, announce openings, recruit applicants, require appropriate certificate or
credential, request resumes, references and records, verify previous employment,
interview candidate(s) and select top candidate(s).
Staff members are recruited through communication channels such as Ed-Join,
education networking websites such as the California Charter Schools Association,
Teach for America, Charter Schools Development Center, the school website, as well as
career fairs, local universities, word of mouth, and other outlets. ECHS 2’s Principal, in
cooperation with the ECS Human Resources Staff, monitors ongoing credential
requirements.

II. Job Descriptions and Qualifications of School Leadership
A. Executive Director/CEO
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
As a visionary leader, the Executive Director/CEO is responsible for leading with purpose
that supports ECS’ vision, articulating that vision with passion and inspiring others to
achieve it.
● Setting overall goals and objectives, near and long term, and evaluating progress
toward those goals and objectives
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● Monitoring and ensuring appropriateness of educational objectives and
measurement tools
● Motivating staff, teachers, parents, students, board members, partners,
sponsors, with a shared picture of ECS’ vision, mission, and values
● Inspiring passion and building consensus to achieve ECS’ mission
● Leading with forward-thinking momentum: Bringing focus to the vision with a
strategic plan and specific measurable goals as defined in the strategic plan
● Thinking strategically about the best way to meet the ECS community’s needs
● Evaluating, on an ongoing basis, the effectiveness of ECS in fulfilling its mission
● Inspiring, supporting, motivating, managing and evaluating Cabinet team
(Directors and Site Leaders) members and external consultants; appropriately
delegating responsibility and authority and driving continual improvement
As the financial and resource leader, the Executive Director/CEO is responsible for
● Ensuring sound financial planning and budgeting, oversee the budget and fiscal
health of the schools
● Lead Human Resources team to hire, support and train teachers and leaders
who will be aligned with our mission and meet the developmental needs of our
students
● Oversee and approve hiring and contracts of staff
● Provide recommendations to board on employee benefits, compensation scales
and incentives
● Work with the Board of Directors to ensure fiscal sustainability and to engage
donors and partners to support our work
● Create and implement plan to secure the resources needed to meet the strategic
goals and objectives including capital and programmatic and capacity campaigns
● Support Director of Growth and Sustainability and the Development Manager, to
implement a development plan with measurable goals aligned to organizational
and site needs
● Building relationships with corporations, foundations, individual donors, elected
officials and public policy environment to gain interest in and support for ECS
● Building strong strategic partnerships that secure the organization with funding
during economic downturns and other financially lean times as well as support
the organization to meet current ECS priorities
● Stewarding and managing funds received so well that the organization’s
trustworthiness is unquestionable Working with the Cabinet to ensure proper use
of all state, federal and private funding received
● Working closely with the Director of Finance, Director of Curriculum/CAO and
Instruction, and principals to ensure sites have the resources necessary to meet
their goals
● Oversee the US Department of Education Expansion Grant including budgeting
and reporting.
As a change agent, the Executive Director/CEO is responsible for
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● Monitoring of trends in the public charter school and education sector and
keeping ECS responsive to changing community needs, shifting revenue
sources, emerging competition, and ever-increasing public scrutiny. Specific
sources to monitor include the CA Dept of Education, School Authorizers (LESD,
LACOE, charter authorizer), and state budget information
● Boldly moving ECS in a new direction with programs and resources if community
trends dictate a change
● Leading, managing, and supporting the operation of a multi-site network with
more than 1,000 students and building organizational capacity to serve even
more students
● Managing internal change processes by working with ECS Director of Finance,
Director of Curriculum and Instruction and school site leaders to set academic
and operational tactics and plans to meet strategic goals and make the change
happen
● Persuading and motivating others to accept change as part of ECS’ growth to a
multi-site network while also acknowledging people’s natural resistance to
change
● Working with the Finance Director, the Director of Curriculum and Instruction and
principals to consistently evaluate and analyze data to drive continuous
organizational improvement, with a laser focus on using academic outcomes to
inform future directions, key initiatives, and strategic goals
As a relationship builder, the Executive Director/CEO is responsible for
● Collaborating with the Cabinet to communicate successfully with internal
stakeholders – staff, teachers, parents, students and board members - using a
variety of media
● Setting the agenda and leading board meetings
● Speaking at school-wide professional development programs, attending school
events, and communicating regularly
● Managing leadership team, teachers, staff and board members in a manner that
fosters a healthy culture to ensure that everyone’s role on the team is valued and
recognized
● Promoting an open and transparent organizational culture that appreciates and
respects differences
● Supporting and, at times, leading the Board of Directors to ensure it adds value
to ECS
● Carrying on the wisdom of the organization’s early days while implementing bold
new ideas aligned to ECS’ strategic plan
As a community creator, the Executive Director/CEO is responsible for
● Working with Cabinet, Finance Director and HR Team and principals to create a
staffing plan, benefit package, evaluation, professional development
opportunities and culture aligned to ECS values and supportive of the
organization’s ability to meet its strategic goals
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● Communicating with external stakeholders to ensure continuing interest and
involvement in the mission utilizing our website, newsletter, social media,
community events, public relations, student led tours and workshops
● Building partnerships with charter authorizers, other charter leaders, local, State
and Federal elected and appointed officials, charter advocacy groups, green
school organizations, environmental non profit organizations, vendors and others
that further the mission through cooperative efforts and strategic relationships
JOB SKILLS & QUALIFICATIONS
● Sincere passion for ECS’s mission and vision
● Significant experience with strategic planning, governance and best practices in
nonprofit and charter school management
● Personal attributes such as pluck, thick skin, perseverance, collaborative
management style and sensitivity
● Strong and detailed interpersonal communication including verbal, written, and
listening
● Ability to make tough, and sometimes unpopular decisions while at the same
time building consensus as needed for initiatives
● Demonstrated ability to perform thoughtful and insightful strategic analyses
● Strong management and strategic planning skills
● Experience with budgets of $1,000,000 and above
● Experience raising resources
● Non-profit leadership, supervision and staff development experience
● Passion for public education
● Strong interpersonal skills, including the ability to interact effectively with staff
members, board member, parents, district personnel, vendors, community
stakeholders and the ability to network effectively
● Proficiency in the use of computers, including but not limited to word processing,
spreadsheets, multimedia presentations, email, the Internet, and digital media
● Advanced degree, preferably in education and/or business
● In-depth understanding of and commitment to the School's vision and mission
Farnaz Golshani-Flechner serves as the Executive Director/CEO of ECHS 2 as well as
the other three existing ECS schools. Alison Suffet Diaz, the founding Executive
Director, serves on the organizational leadership team as the Director of Growth and
Sustainability.
B. Principal
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Faculty and Professional Leadership
a. Hire a staff qualified to meet the mission of the school
b. Supervise, coach and evaluate staff members
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c. Advocate, nurture, and sustain ECS culture through effective
planning and oversight of professional development
d. Model a personal code of ethics and develop professional
leadership capacity.
2. Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment
a. Oversee curriculum, assessment and instructional development
and alignment
b. Supervise development of use and data to inform instruction
c. Create a school-wide improvement plan outlining goals, objectives,
and strategies to bring about desired improvements
d. Implement and facilitate strategies to reach desired outcomes.
e. Manage special programs e.g., Elective Courses, Advisory and
After School Programs
f. Oversee the Special Education and Student Support Programs
g. Advocate, nurture, and sustain ECS culture through effective
planning and oversight of professional development
3. Strategy and Operations
a. Manage strategies to reach and maintain desired enrollment and
waitlist
b. Implement Local Control Accountability Plan
c. Support the Executive Director in financial planning and budgeting
d. Work collaboratively with the ECS leadership team to set the
strategic direction for the organization and the site specifically
e. Ensure management of the organization, operations, budget and
resources for a safe, efficient, and effective learning environment.
4. Students and Parents
a. Oversee academic progress, implementing strategies to reach
success and removing barriers
b. Insure the safe learning environment free from classroom
distractions, bullying, cheating, fighting and other student discipline
issues that interfere with learning
c. Oversee attendance rates and incentives
d. Break down barriers between home and school by encouraging and
assisting the parent’s participation in their students’ social and
academic education.
e. Communicate school policies, vision and mission
f. Other school activities and duties as assigned or needed.
KEY QUALIFICATIONS
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1. Organizational management experience with human and financial
resources, including employees and volunteers, budgeting fiscal
management, compliance procedures;
2. Leadership, supervision and staff development experience;
3. Experience teaching adolescents in an urban educational setting;
4. Strong interpersonal skills, including the ability to interact effectively with
staff members, parents, district personnel, vendors and community
stakeholders;
5. Proficiency in the use of computers, including but not limited to word
processing, spreadsheets, multimedia presentations, email, the Internet,
and digital media;
6. Advanced degree, preferably in education and/or administrative credential;
and
7. In-depth understanding of and commitment to the School’s vision and
mission
David Trejo serves as the Principal in Residence who will step in to lead ECHS 2 in
August 2020.
Please see Appendix 7 for additional leadership job descriptions.
C. Teachers
ECHS 2 teachers meet the requirements for employment as stipulated by the California
Education Code section 47605(l). Primary teachers of core, college preparatory
subjects (English language arts, language, mathematics, science, history, special
education) hold a Commission on Teacher Credentialing certificate, permit, or other
document equivalent to that which a teacher in a non-charter public school would be
required to hold. Teachers selected to ensure that the needs of English learners are
met have CLAD or BCLAD certification or training/testing requirements and all teachers
will be trained in the effective use of English Language Development strategies.

The ideal teacher candidate will possess the following qualifications:
● A valid California Multi-Subject or Single-Subject teaching credential (depending
on grade level and subject area taught);
● CLAD or BCLAD authorization to teach English Learners
● Prior classroom experience;
● Strong classroom management skills;
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● Authorization to teach English Learners;
● Experience in interdisciplinary, project-based, and environmentally-themed
education
● Proficiency in computer hardware and software use, including word processing,
spreadsheets, multimedia presentations, email, the Internet and digital media;
● Possession of a Bachelor’s degree from a four-year college or university; and
● An in-depth understanding of, and commitment to, the School’s vision and
mission.
Teacher responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following:
● Work collaboratively to achieve the school’s mission and objectives
● Develop, implement and document a rigorous student centered curriculum
aligned to standards, student learning outcomes, SLOs, school objectives and
strategies
● Accommodate, differentiate or modify curriculum as appropriate to meet
students’ needs
● Be resourceful, e.g., research programs and curricular resources, anticipate and
order equipment, schedule guest speakers, design a field trip, develop
partnership in the community, research and write grants, utilize a variety of
instructional strategies, attend conferences to improve instruction
● Support students to succeed through alternative and fair approaches to
assessment and discipline, accommodations to curriculum, and alternative
instructional strategies
● Implement school-wide strategies and programs (i.e., Advisory, College Prep
strategies)
● Communicate with parents, community members and other stakeholders to
improve student learning
● Foster a small learning community by participating in school activities and
objectives outside of the teaching requirements (e.g., attending field trips,
tutoring, lunch time activities, managing a club, attending extracurricular
activities, outdoor education trips, parent communication)
● Maintain accurate records of students’ grades and attendance and submit them
within the required time
● Participate in staff meetings to carry out grade and department specific business,
align and deepen curriculum, improve pedagogy, and establish and nurture
collegial relationships
● Support team in interviewing for other team members
● Work with supervisors and staff to continuously improve practice, student
learning, and community functioning
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● Other school activities and duties as assigned or needed
Special Education Teachers
The Ideal Special Education Teacher will also possess the following additional key
qualifications:
● Mild to Moderate Special Education Credential with added Autism Authorization
desired
● Evidence of successful experience in teaching special education is desired
● Ability to administer and interpret results of special education assessment
instruments
● Experience working with certified service providers
● Exceptional organizational and collaboration skills

III. Other Staff
Office Manager
1. High school education; two years of college preferred
2. Good communication skills, orally and in writing
3. Clerical experience in a school office
4. Knowledge of basic duties required for the position
5. Ability to learn assigned tasks and to acquire new skills
6. Proficiency in computer skills
7. Self-initiative in handling daily tasks and project management
8. Ability to administer first aid as required
9. Ability to recognize a problem and to seek an effective solution
Instructional Aide
1. Two years of college or a BA/BS degree
2. Experience providing individual and small group academic support to
students in a school setting
3. Bilingual (Spanish)
4. Knowledge of subject matter
5. Ability to communicate well with students, staff and parents
6. Strong student management skills
7. Ability to provide primary language support for students and parents
Campus Aide
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

High School education
Experience in a school setting
Knowledge of the local community
Ability to communicate well with students, staff and parents
Strong student management skills

ELEMENT 6 – HEALTH AND SAFETY
Governing Law “The procedures that the charter school will follow to ensure the health
and safety of pupils and staff. These procedures shall include the requirement that each
employee of the charter school furnish the charter school with a criminal record
summary as described in §44237.” Ed. Code §47605 b(5)(F)
I. Health and Safety Policies
ECHS 2 has implemented a Comprehensive School Safety Plan which adheres to the
requirements of Education Code Section 32282(a)(2)(A)-(J). The plan of health, safety,
and emergency response policies that are reviewed regularly with the staff, students,
parents, and governing board. This plan is included in Section IV.3 School Safety Plan.
In addition to the School Safety Plan, the following additional policies have been
adopted/implemented, in consultation with the school’s insurance provider:
1. A requirement that all enrolling students, staff and volunteers provide records
documenting immunizations to the extent required for enrollment in non-charter
public schools. Records of student immunizations are maintained, and staff will
honor County requirements for periodic Tuberculosis (TB) risk assessments and
examinations (if needed). A negative TB test report is required -- current within
60 days of employment start date and re-tested at least every four years.
2. Policies and procedures for response to natural disasters and emergencies,
including fires and earthquakes.
3. A policy requiring that instructional and administrative staff receive training in
emergency response, including appropriate “first responder” training or its
equivalent.
4. Policies relating to the administration of prescription drugs and other medicines,
including epinephrine auto-injectors.
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5. A policy that the school will be housed in facilities that have received state Fire
Marshal approval and that have been evaluated by a qualified structural engineer
who has determined that the facilities present no substantial seismic safety
hazard. Periodic inspections will be undertaken, as necessary; to ensure such
safety standards are met.
6. Student health screenings shall be conducted in conformance with state law,
including state mandated hearing screenings pursuant to EDC § 49452 and 17
CCR § 2951(c).
7. A policy establishing that the school functions as a drug, alcohol, and tobacco
free workplace.
8. A requirement that each employee of the school submit to a criminal background
check and furnish a criminal record summary as required by California Education
Code section 44237.
9. A policy for reporting child abuse, acts of violence, and other improprieties as
mandated by federal, state, and local agencies.
10. Compliance with all health and safety laws and regulations that apply to
non-charter public schools, including those regarding auxiliary services (food
services, transportation, custodial services, hazardous materials, pest
management, etc.) and those required by CAL/OSHA, the California Health and
Safety Code, EPA and the McKinney-Vento Act with regard to homeless
students.
11. All structures secured for ECHS 2 staff and students meet or exceed the
requirements set forth in the following codes or acts: Federal Uniform Building
Codes (UBC), Fire and Emergency Exit Codes, Health and Safety Codes, Local
Building Codes, Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and the Asbestos Hazard
Emergency Response Act (AHERA).
12. A policy on student suicide prevention in accordance with Education Code
Section 215.
13. An infectious control plan for dealing with blood borne pathogens and other
potentially infectious materials in the workplace.
14. The Charter School will stock at least 50% of its restrooms with feminine hygiene
products, and shall not charge students for these products, pursuant to
Education Code Section 35292.6.
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15. The Charter School shall provide each needy student, as defined in Education
Code Section 49552, with one nutritionally adequate free or reduced-price meal,
as defined in Education Code Section 49553(a), during each school day.
16. The Charter School will adhere to Education Code Section 49475 regarding the
proper procedures for any student suspected of sustaining a concussion or head
injury in an athletic activity. In addition, the Charter School shall provide a
concussion and head injury information sheet to all students participating in an
after school athletic activity, to be signed and returned by the parent or guardian
prior to the student’s participation in the after school athletic activity.
17. The Charter School shall teach sexual health education and human
immunodeficiency virus (“HIV”) prevention education to students at least once in
high school, pursuant to the California Healthy Youth Act (Education Code
Section 51930, et seq.).
18. The Charter School, if it offers an interscholastic athletic program, will acquire at
least one AED and will ensure that its AED or AEDs are maintained and regularly
tested according to the operation and maintenance guidelines set forth by the
manufacturer, the American Heart Association, or the American Red Cross, and
according to any applicable rules and regulations set forth by the governmental
authority under the federal Food and Drug Administration and any other
applicable state and federal authority (Education Code 35179.6).
II. Emergency Situations
ECHS 2 maintains an emergency plan that details procedures for emergency situations
(see Section IV.3). The plan is updated annually and reviewed with all staff before each
school year. Substitute teachers receive a summary of their responsibilities during an
emergency each time they report for work.
All employees are responsible for their own safety, as well as that of others in the
workplace. ECHS 2 will rely on its employees to ensure that work areas are kept safe
and free of hazardous conditions. Employees will report any unsafe conditions or
potential hazards to the Principal immediately. If an employee suspects a concealed
danger is present on the premises, or in a product, facility, piece of equipment, process
or business practice for which the school is responsible, the employee will bring it to the
attention of their supervisor or the principal immediately. Supervisors or the Principal will
arrange for the correction of any unsafe condition or concealed danger.
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On an as-needed basis, ECHS 2 will issue rules and guidelines governing workplace
safety and health. All employees will familiarize themselves with the rules and
guidelines regarding health and safety.
III. Child Abuse Reporting
ECHS 2 adheres to the requirements of California Penal Code Section 11164 and 11166
regarding child abuse reporting. ECHS 2 staff must report to the proper authorities if
they suspect the following is occurring to a student:
●
●
●
●
●

Sexual assault
Neglect
Willful cruelty or unjustifiable punishment
Cruel or inhuman corporal punishment or injury
Abuse in out-of-home care

The reporting person need only “reasonably suspect” that abuse or neglect has
occurred. The reporting person does not have to prove abuse. The Principal works
with all faculty and staff members to make sure all appropriate steps are taken if a child
abuse situation is suspected. All staff members are notified that, under California law,
failure to report an incident of known or reasonably suspected child abuse or neglect is
guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by up to six months confinement in a county jail or
by a fine of one thousand dollars ($1,000) or by both. Staff will not be made to
investigate any incident, but will be required to report the incident to the Principal and
proper authorities.
Employees are encouraged to bring suspected cases of child abuse to the attention of
the Principal or his/her designee, who will provide support to reporting employee.
ECHS 2 staff will complete a written report of the situation and will notify the
Department of Children and Family Services within the legally required timeframe. If the
minor is believed to be in immediate danger, local law enforcement will be informed of
the situation as well. The reporting person will be responsible for providing all the
necessary information and child abuse reports since he/she will be most knowledgeable
of the situation.
Should it be necessary to remove the child from school, ECHS 2 staff will obtain the
contact information of the agency removing the child. This information will be placed in
the student’s record and be available to the parent /guardian. The Charter School shall
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require and provide mandated reporter training to all employees annually in accordance
with Education Code Section 44691.
ELEMENT 7 – MEANS TO ACHIEVE RACIAL AND ETHNIC BALANCE
Governing Law: “The means by which the charter school will achieve a racial and ethnic
balance among its pupils that is reflective of the general population residing within the
territorial jurisdiction of the school district to which the charter petition is submitted.”
Education Code Section 47605 (b)(5)(G)
ECHS 2 values diversity and makes every effort to recruit students of various racial and
ethnic groups to achieve a balance that is both reflective of 1. the general population
residing within the neighborhood surrounding the school and reflective of 2. the two
ECS middle schools which are similarly representative of adjacent neighborhoods and
nearby feeder elementary schools. We carefully monitor enrollment at our middle
schools and will do the same at our new high school. When we see a shift in enrollment
demographics that doesn’t align with our surrounding communities, we make
adjustments to our outreach plans and collaborate with our families and community
partners to ensure we achieve a racial and ethnic balance. Since we will be drawing
many students from our two existing middle schools and locating in the Inglewood area,
we expect our enrollment to be similar to our middle schools’ enrollment and similar to
Morningside High School.
Table II. 2018-19 Demographics of Target Feeder Middle Schools
Percentage of Total Enrollment
Ethnicity & Race
Other Demographics
School

Total
6-8 Latino

Black/
Af Am

ECMS-I*

359

88.0%

ECMS-G*

346

EL

Foster/
Homeless

SED

SWD

Filipino

11.7%

Asian
< 2%

Other

<2

<2

31.8%

0%

88.3%

10.0%

79.2%

14.2%

3.8%

<2

<2

17.3%

0.3%

89.0%

10.7%

Monroe MS
494
(IUSD)**

63.2%

35.2%

0%

0%

<2%

34%

4.8%

86.4%

24.9%

Crozier MS
(IUSD)*

67.4%

29.8%

< 2%

< 2%

<2

29.5%

3.0%

88.0%

19.1%

1,255 66.5%

24.8%

3.7%

2.2%

<2

11.4%

4.9%

89.0%

17.0%

Peary MS
(LAUSD)*

577
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Morningside
HS
703
(IUSD)

69.4%

28.6%

0.6%

0%

< 2%

26.6%

3.5%

88.5%

19.6%

*Source: 2018-19 Enrollment data from DataQuest retrieved 8/15/19 from data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/
**Source: 2017-18 Enrollment data from DataQuest retrieved 8/15/19 from data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/ (No
18-19 data available)

Table VII.2 Neighborhood Demographic Comparisons- Inglewood & IUSD

Demographic
Categories

2018-19
Morningside
High School*

2018-19
Inglewood USD
Enrollment*

General
Population within
Geographic
Boundaries of
Inglewood City**

American Indian or
Alaska Native***

0.0%

0.6%

0.7%

Asian***

0.1%

0.4%

1.4%

Pacific Islander

0.8%

0.3%

0.3%

Filipino

0.0%

0.2%

0.5%

Hispanic or Latino

69.4%

57.4%

50.6%

Black/African
American***

29.2%

40.1%

43.9%

White

0.4%

0.4%

23.3%

Two or More Races

0.1%

0.4%

4.1%

Not Reported

0.0%

0.1%

---

“—“ No data
* Source: 2018-19 Enrollment data from DataQuest retrieved 10/7/19 from
data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/
**Source: 2017 Census retrieved 8/15/19 from https://factfinder.census.gov/
***Race alone or in combination with one or more other races
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I. Annual Efforts to Achieve/Maintain Racial and Ethnic Balance
In order to provide school information to a diverse population, ECHS 2 will target
outreach to families in areas that are located within a two to five mile radius of the
school. ECHS 2 will maintain an accurate accounting of the ethnic and racial balance of
students who enroll in the school, along with documentation efforts that the school has
made to recruit a student population with demographics that are similar to the local
school ethnic make-up.
Outreach includes flyers distributed at local businesses and community organizations,
youth organizations, social service providers, faith-based organizations, grocery stores,
and public libraries. Our parents will hand out flyers at their places of work or at younger
children’s middle schools. School information/outreach sessions are conducted in
English and Spanish and will be held at different venues throughout the community.
Each year, ECHS 2 will conduct the outreach and recruitment efforts described above,
and also engage in the following additional outreach, recruitment and retention efforts:
● Ensuring availability of bilingual staff members
● Ensuring our curriculum and community events honor our diverse school
community
● Utilizing the Tribes program to ensure that our campus is a welcoming place for
all and that our students are taught skills for successfully navigating cultural
differences
● Performing a community satisfaction survey
● Including an optional question on the application asking applicant how they first
heard of ECHS 2 to help us improve our outreach efforts
Beginning in the fall, outreach and recruitment efforts include:
● Evening meetings in Spanish and English (and other languages as necessary) at
the school site and in other locations
● Tours of the campus in English and Spanish for prospective parents
● Using established relationships with community partners/local businesses to
place flyers and posters in their establishments (churches, laundromats, ethnic
markets, recreation centers, martial arts & dance studios, etc.)
● Activating our School Site Council, ELAC and Equity and Diversity Committee
members to assist with outreach and the distribution of brochures and flyers
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ECHS 2 will continue to build relationships with community partners to increase our
visibility and outreach to our community.
Outreach should be a reflective process where the “results”—demographics of the
applicant pool, newly enrolled students and retention of enrolled students—inform future
outreach. Each year, ECHS 2 staff will review our enrollment information and determine
if our demographics reflect that of our neighboring schools and, if they do not, we will
identify targeted outreach to any underrepresented communities. We will also review
our community satisfaction survey and data collected from our application and
enrollment process to evaluate the effectiveness of our outreach methods and to
determine any areas of weakness that might be undermining student retention or
discouraging underrepresented communities from applying.
Where weaknesses are uncovered, ECHS 2 will conduct targeted outreach to ensure
our racial and ethnic balance. Examples of targeted outreach might include:
● Distributing translated brochures to community based organizations serving the
underrepresented population;
● Placing advertisements in newspapers serving the underrepresented population
● appearing at local events;
● Participating in, and when appropriate, presenting at events sponsored by
community based organizations serving the underrepresented population
● Continuing to have parents disseminate information to their informal and formal
networks.
● Analyzing retention data and exit interview responses to identify any patterns
● Consulting with enrolled families who are members of underrepresented groups
to identify factors that might be resulting in lower retention rates or lower
application rates from these groups and then using this information to inform our
outreach and retention efforts
Each year, ECHS 2 administration, faculty and school site council will examine our
enrollment data, and reflect upon the effectiveness of outreach efforts and develop new
strategies as needed.
II. Federal Compliance
To the extent that ECHS 2 is a recipient of federal funds, including federal Title I, Part A
funds, ECHS 2 has agreed to meet all of the programmatic, fiscal and other regulatory
requirements of the Every Student Succeeds Act and other applicable federal programs.
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ECHS 2 agrees that it will keep and make available to its charter authorizer any
documentation necessary to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of the
Every Student Succeeds Act and other applicable federal programs, including, but not
limited to, documentation related to required parental notifications, appropriate
credentialing of teaching and paraprofessional staff, the implementation of Public
School Choice and Supplemental Educational Services, where applicable, or any other
mandated federal program requirement.
ECHS 2 also understands that as part of its oversight of the school, its charter
authorizer may conduct program review of federal and state compliance issues.
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ELEMENT 8 – ADMISSION POLICIES & PROCEDURES
Governing Law: “Admission policies and procedures, consistent with [Education Code
Section 47605] subdivision (d).” Education Code Section 47605(b)(5)(H)

I. Application Process
ECHS 2 is committed to offering parents an alternative public school choice. As such,
we aim to help parents make an informed decision about whether the ECHS 2 program
fits the needs of their child and family. All prospective parents are invited to attend a
school tour and/or informational meeting, but attendance is not required for application
or enrollment. Tour information is on the ECHS 2 website. Dates for Informational
Meetings are posted on the ECHS 2 website and featured in flyers which are distributed
to parents, local businesses, churches and other areas where families gather.
ECHS 2 uses non-discriminatory processes and actively recruits a diverse student
population from the communities it serves. ECHS 2 will monitor enrollment to ensure
that, to the fullest extent possible, students enrolled reflect the diversity of the
community. ECHS 2 will employ a targeted publicity campaign so our enrollment mirrors
the community at the local schools where our students would otherwise attend. More
information about recruitment can be found in Element 7.
ECHS 2 will be nonsectarian in its programs, admission policies, employment practices
and all other operations, shall not charge tuition, and shall not discriminate against any
pupil on the basis of characteristics, whether actual or perceived, as listed in Education
Code section 220, including, but not necessarily limited to the following: actual or
perceived disability, gender, gender identity, gender expression, nationality, immigration
status, race, ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, or any other characteristic that is
contained in the definition of hate crimes set forth in Section 422.55 of the Penal Code,
or association with an individual who has any of the aforementioned characteristics.
ECHS 2 will adhere to the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act and ensure that
each child of a homeless individual and each homeless youth have equal access to the
same free, appropriate public education as provided to other children and youths.
Students will not be excluded on the basis of services needed. Upon enrollment by a
student who has qualified for services pursuant to the IDEA and has an IEP in place,
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ECHS 2 shall provide the student with a program that is comparable to the student's last
agreed upon and implemented IEP for the first 30 days at ECHS 2. After the first 30
days, ECHS 2 shall either continue to provide the comparable program, or make a
different offer of placement and services. Students must be enrolled for 30 days before
the school can make a determination about whether it is able to provide for the student’s
needs.
ECHS 2 will not require any child to attend a charter school or any employee to work at
a charter school.
ECHS 2 shall admit all students who wish to attend ECHS 2 and who submit a timely
application, unless ECHS 2 receives a greater number of applications than there are
spaces for students, in which case, attendance, except for existing pupils of the charter
school, shall be determined by public random drawing. Preference shall be extended to
pupils currently attending the charter school. Other preferences may be permitted by the
chartering authority on an individual school basis and only if consistent with the law.
Except as required by Education Code Section 47605(d)(2), admission to the Charter
School shall not be determined according to the place of residence of the student or his
or her parents within the State. [Ref. Education Code Section 47605(d)(2)(A)-(C)] In
accordance with Education Code Sections 49011 and 47605(d)(2)(B)(iv), admission
preferences shall not require mandatory parental volunteer hours as a criterion for
admission or continued enrollment.
ECHS 2 student application deadline will be determined by ECHS 2 Administration in
collaboration with ECS Directors. The process and procedures, as well as timeline, will
be made available to all families and community members on the ECHS 2 website and
in hard copy at ECHS 2 office.
Student Recruitment
All prospective parents are invited to attend a school tour and/or informational meeting,
but attendance is not required for application or enrollment. Tour information will be
posted on the ECHS 2 website. Dates for Informational Meetings will also be posted on
the ECHS 2 website and featured in flyers which are distributed to parents, local
businesses, churches and other areas where families gather.
ECHS 2 uses non-discriminatory processes and actively recruits a diverse student
population from the communities it serves. ECHS 2 will monitor enrollment to ensure
that, to the fullest extent possible, students enrolled reflect the diversity of the
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community. ECHS 2 will employ a targeted publicity campaign so our enrollment mirrors
the community at the local schools where our students would otherwise attend.
As detailed in Element 7, recruitment materials will be bilingual English/Spanish to
communicate the mission and educational program of ECHS 2. Marketing materials will
be delivered to homes, businesses and service organizations in the targeted community
that include school information, including the school website and phone number for
additional information. Information sessions at local community centers and after school
programs ensure parents residing in the targeted neighborhood are informed about the
opening of ECHS 2. Given our target community’s demographics, our outreach efforts
inherently encompass socioeconomically disadvantaged students, along with those with
a history of low academic performance, receiving Special Education Service or English
Learner Services and all other students with special needs. ECHS 2 is designed to
meet these students’ needs.
More information about recruitment can be found in Element 7.
Admissions Preferences
Admissions preferences in the case of a public random drawing shall be given to the
following students in the following order:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Children of ECS employees
Siblings of students admitted to or attending the Charter School
Student who culminate from ECMS-Gardena and ECMS-Inglewood
Students who are currently enrolled in or who reside in the elementary
attendance area of the public elementary school in which ECHS 2 is located
5. Residents of the District
6. All other students
The number of students given preference under #1 will not exceed 10% of total offers of
enrollment.
Interest Period
All interest forms (applications to enroll) submitted during the interest period (open
enrollment period) will be collected and recorded in the Charter School’s enrollment
system, where a copy of all interest form information will be maintained. Interest forms
seek minimal student information and parent contact information and are made
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available both in paper form and online. The dates of the interest period will be made
public on the Charter School’s website prior to the opening of the interest period. If the
number of interest forms received exceeds the capacity of a grade level, a date will be
set to hold a lottery to assure all applicants an equal chance of gaining admission in
accordance with the preferences listed above. The date of the lottery is also made
public on the Charter School’s website.
Lottery Proceedings
The date and time of the lottery is established each year once it is determined that a
lottery is required. The Charter School will seek a location either in or near the location
of the school facility and in a space large enough to ensure all interested parties may
observe the lottery. Families who submit interest forms will receive information about the
date, time, and location of the lottery from the Charter School in advance. The lottery
will be conducted using an automated online system to ensure that the process is fair
and equitable for all participants. Qualifying interest forms will receive preference in the
automated lottery system, per the preferences outlined above.
Post-Lottery
All families who submitted an interest form, including both those who did and did not
attend the lottery event, will be notified about the results of the lottery by the Charter
School through the automated online system by email (or by postal mail if no email is on
file) within one week of the lottery. The notification will indicate whether the child was
admitted or waitlisted, and, if waitlisted, the number the child is on the waiting list. For
students who were admitted to the Charter School, the notification will include steps the
family must take and a timeline to return paperwork to enroll the child in the Charter
School. If there is no response to the notification within 5 business days, the Charter
Schools will follow up with a phone call. If the offer is not accepted, or there is no
response by the specified date indicated on the offer notification, the child or the
child(ren) will forfeit enrollment..The Charter School will maintain records documenting
the fair execution of the lottery including the names placed into the lottery, the name of
the automated online system used to conduct the lottery, the names of admitted
students, and the names and order of those placed on the waiting list. The information
will be maintained according to state and county document retention requirements as
applicable.
Next Steps and Procedures
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Waitlist Procedures
If a lottery is required, a numbered waiting list will be created at the time of the lottery
and will be randomized accounting for the preferences listed above, by the automated
lottery system. After the lottery, the waiting list will only change to accommodate the
sibling preference, meaning if a family has two students on the waiting list and one is
called off the waitlist and enrolls in the Charter School, the sibling’s wait list number may
move up as a result of the sibling now being a current student. No other changes to the
waitlist will occur. Interest forms submitted after the close of the interest period, or after
capacity is reached (if no lottery is required), will be held in abeyance for a subsequent
lottery, should the original waitlist be exhausted. Should a vacancy occur, admission will
be offered to the next applicant at the top of the waiting list through an email notification
(or by postal mail if no email is on file). When an offer is made, the Charter School
typically will request that applicants notify the Charter School within 2 days to indicate
whether or not they will accept; if offers are declined or applicants do not respond, the
vacancy is then offered to the next applicant on the waitlist. If the applicant accepts the
offer and the student has unexcused absences for the first 5 consecutive days of their
enrollment and the parent does not contact the Charter School or respond to our efforts
to contact them, the student will be disenrolled." The waiting list expires annually the
day before the lottery for the upcoming year. The above process will also be followed to
fill vacant seats for all grades as seats become available each year due to student
attrition at the discretion of the School Leader.
Refinement of Policies
Notwithstanding the aforementioned, the Charter School may refine lottery policies and
procedures during the charter term in accordance with a written policy adopted by the
governing board of the Charter School. A copy of the revised policy, designed to
improve the Charter School’s lottery efforts, shall be provided to the District within 45
calendar days of approval by the Charter School’s governing Board and prior to the
enrollment period of the year in which the revised lottery policy will be implemented. If
refinement of policies and procedures arises to a level that a material revision is
required, the Charter School will submit a request for a material revision.
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ELEMENT 9 – ANNUAL FINANCIAL AUDITS
Governing Law: “The manner in which annual, independent financial audits shall be
conducted, which shall employ generally accepted accounting principles, and the
manner in which audit exceptions and deficiencies shall be resolved to the satisfaction
of the chartering authority.” -- Education Code Section 47605(b)(5)(I)
Each fiscal year an independent auditor will conduct an audit of the financial affairs of
ECHS 2 as a distinct LEA to verify the accuracy of the school’s financial statements,
attendance, and enrollment accounting practices, and to review the school’s internal
controls. ECHS 2 will retain auditors selected from the California State Controller’s list of
auditors approved to conduct charter school audits, to conduct independent financial
audits, which will employ generally accepted auditing principles and the standards
applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by
the Controller General of the United States. All auditors will report directly to the Board
of Directors. To the extent required under applicable federal laws for audits of the major
federal programs, the audit scope will expand to be in compliance with the requirements
described in the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-133, audits
of states, local governments, and nonprofit organizations. Should OMB Circular A-133
be rescinded, audits of the major federal programs will be conducted in compliance with
standards and provisions approved by OMB.
The Board of Directors will oversee the selection of an independent auditor and the
completion of an annual audit. The auditor shall be on the State Controller’s list of
educational auditors. The audits will assure that the school’s student attendance
accounting and money is being handled responsibly and that financial statements
conform to the California Guidelines for Auditing K-12 Public Schools and Government
Auditing Standards.
The Executive Director and Director of Finance will ensure the annual audit is
completed and forwarded to the district, County Superintendent of Schools, the State
Controller, and to the CDE or other agency as the State Board of Education may direct,
by the 15th of December of each year. The Executive Director, Director of Finance
along with the Finance committee will review any audit exceptions or deficiencies and
report to the Board of Directors with recommendations on how to resolve them. The
Board will submit a report to its charter authorizer describing how the exceptions and
deficiencies have been or will be resolved to the satisfaction of the charter authorizer
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along with an anticipated timeline for the same. Audit appeals or requests for summary
review shall be submitted to the Education Audit Appeals Panel (“EAAP”) in accordance
with applicable law.
Note: Audit exceptions and or finding generally will be resolved within two weeks, and
the finding as well as its resolution will be presented to the Finance Committee and the
Board of Directors at the next regularly scheduled meetings. At the latest, audit findings
/ exceptions will be resolved within 60 days if extenuating circumstances prevent earlier
resolution.
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ELEMENT 10 – SUSPENSIONS AND EXPULSIONS
Governing Law: “The procedures by which pupils can be suspended or expelled from
the charter school for disciplinary reasons or otherwise involuntarily removed from the
charter school for any reason. These procedures, at a minimum, shall include an
explanation of how the charter school will comply with federal and state constitutional
procedural and substantive due process requirements that is consistent with all of the
following:
(i) For suspensions of fewer than 10 days, provide oral or written notice of the charges
against the pupil and, if the pupil denies the charges, an explanation of the evidence
that supports the charges and an opportunity for the pupil to present his or her side of
the story.
(ii) For suspensions of 10 days or more and all other expulsions for disciplinary reasons,
both of the following:
(I) Provide timely, written notice of the charges against the pupil and an explanation of
the pupil’s basic rights.
(II) Provide a hearing adjudicated by a neutral officer within a reasonable number of
days at which the pupil has a fair opportunity to present testimony, evidence, and
witnesses and confront and cross-examine adverse witnesses, and at which the pupil
has the right to bring legal counsel or an advocate.
(iii) Contain a clear statement that no pupil shall be involuntarily removed by the charter
school for any reason unless the parent or guardian of the pupil has been provided
written notice of intent to remove the pupil no less than five school days before the
effective date of the action. The written notice shall be in the native language of the
pupil or the pupil’s parent or guardian or, if the pupil is a foster child or youth or a
homeless child or youth, the pupil’s educational rights holder, and shall inform him or
her of the right to initiate the procedures specified in clause (ii) before the effective date
of the action. If the pupil’s parent, guardian, or educational rights holder initiates the
procedures specified in clause (ii), the pupil shall remain enrolled and shall not be
removed until the charter school issues a final decision. For purposes of this clause,
“involuntarily removed” includes disenrolled, dismissed, transferred, or terminated, but
does not include suspensions specified in clauses (i) and (ii).” Ed Code § 47605
(b)(5)(J).

I. Progressive Discipline Policy
ECHS 2 maintains a mission-driven student discipline policy. The policy is printed in the
ECHS 2 student handbook, which is included in the Appendix.
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The purpose of discipline is to both facilitate learning in the classroom and to teach
students self-regulation skills that will serve them in all areas of their lives. ECHS 2
supports student behavior through our Tribes social emotional program, counseling
services, restorative practices, and with a developmentally appropriate educational
program.
From our earliest days, the ECHS 2 discipline program has been progressive in nature,
taking into account students’ developmental trajectory and allowing them the
opportunity to repair broken relationships within a classroom, with friends, and with staff.
When training our teachers and staff members in the summer and throughout the year,
we introduce and reiterate our vision for a discipline program that is restorative and
developmental, not simply punitive. This is a message we also communicate to parents
over the course of their participation at ECHS 2. We believe that testing boundaries,
reflecting on harmful actions, repairing damaged relationships, and re-entering the
school or classroom community are all things that help our students learn how to make
appropriate and positive choices as they navigate the world. Our discipline policy lays
out a set of clear, yet flexible responses to a range of adolescent behavior that guides
all staff members to balance students’ need for both high expectations and empathy.
Teachers are an integral aspect of this process, and their classroom management
systems must include clear expectations and logical next steps when students ignore
classroom norms. When developing their approach to discipline in the classroom, we
ask teachers to continuously strive to create positive relationships with students and
parents, especially given the importance of relationships in the broader context of
student outcomes. Parents are major partners in the process and they are consulted
when discipline issues arise and opportunities for growth emerge.
ECHS 2’s progressive discipline policy provides a progression of interventions that
accompany each successive disciplinary referral.
When a student receives a
disciplinary referral they meet with the principal, assistant principal or counselor and
reflect on their actions, and if necessary, are guided into resolving ongoing issues.
When a student violates classroom norms, teachers use interventions, such as verbal
reminders, moving a student’s seat, one-on-one after class conversations, and/or a
parent/guardian contact. After documenting three interventions, including a phone
call home, teachers will recommend a student for a disciplinary referral. An
administrator will review the intervention and discipline records to determine if a referral
is appropriate.
For highly disruptive or unsafe behaviors, students can receive an immediate referral.
More serious school violations, include but are not limited to:
●
●
●

Physical violence
Threatening others
Vandalism
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●
●

Jeopardizing the safety of others
Theft, and any other illegal or dangerous activities

These violations may result in immediate suspension or referral for expulsion.
II. Suspension/Expulsion Procedures
This Pupil Suspension and Expulsion Policy has been established in order to promote
learning and protect the safety and well being of all students at the Charter School. In
creating this policy, the Charter School has reviewed Education Code Section 48900 et
seq., which describes the non-charter schools’ list of offenses and procedures to
establish its list of offenses and procedures for suspensions and expulsions. The
language that follows closely mirrors the language of Education Code Section 48900 et
seq. The Charter School is committed to annual review of policies and procedures
surrounding suspensions and expulsions and, as necessary, modification of the lists of
offenses for which students are subject to suspension or expulsion.
When the Policy is violated, it may be necessary to suspend or expel a student from
regular classroom instruction. This policy shall serve as the Charter School’s policy and
procedures for student suspension and expulsion and it may be amended from time to
time without the need to amend the charter so long as the amendments comport with
legal requirements. Charter School staff shall enforce disciplinary rules and procedures
fairly and consistently among all students. This Policy and its Procedures will be printed
and distributed as part of the Student Handbook and will clearly describe discipline
expectations.
Corporal punishment shall not be used as a disciplinary measure against any student.
Corporal punishment includes the willful infliction of or willfully causing the infliction of
physical pain on a student. For purposes of the Policy, corporal punishment does not
include an employee’s use of force that is reasonable and necessary to protect the
employee, students, staff or other persons or to prevent damage to school property.
The Charter School administration shall ensure that students and their
parents/guardians are notified in writing upon enrollment of all discipline policies and
procedures. The notice shall state that this Policy and Procedures are available on
request at the ECHS 2’s office.
Suspended or expelled students shall be excluded from all school and school-related
activities unless otherwise agreed during the period of suspension or expulsion.
A student identified as an individual with disabilities or for whom the Charter School has
a basis of knowledge of a suspected disability pursuant to the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 (“IDEA”) or who is qualified for services
under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (“Section 504”) is subject to the
same grounds for suspension and expulsion and is accorded the same due process
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procedures applicable to general education students except when federal and state law
mandates additional or different procedures. The Charter School will follow all
applicable federal and state laws including but not limited to the California Education
Code, when imposing any form of discipline on a student identified as an individual with
disabilities or for whom the Charter School has a basis of knowledge of a suspected
disability or who is otherwise qualified for such services or protections in according due
process to such students.
No student shall be involuntarily removed by the Charter School for any reason unless
the parent or guardian of the student has been provided written notice of intent to
remove the student no less than five school days before the effective date of the action.
The written notice shall be in the native language of the student or the student’s parent
or guardian or, if the student is a foster child or youth or a homeless child or youth, the
student’s educational rights holder, and shall inform him or her of the right to initiate the
procedures specified below for suspensions, before the effective date of the action. If
the student’s parent, guardian, or educational rights holder initiates the procedures
specified below for suspensions, the student shall remain enrolled and shall not be
removed until the Charter School issues a final decision. As used herein, “involuntarily
removed” includes disenrolled, dismissed, transferred, or terminated, but does not
include suspensions or expulsions pursuant to the suspension and expulsion
procedures described below.
a. Grounds for Suspension and Expulsion
ECHS 2’s rules and procedures for suspension and expulsion are intended to afford
students due process rights. The decision to recommend suspension or expulsion of a
student will be at the discretion of the Administrator or the administrative designees. A
student may be suspended or expelled for any of the acts that are enumerated in this
section and that are related to school activities of any kind. These acts may occur:
●
●
●
●

While on school grounds
While going to or coming from school
During the lunch period, whether on or off the school campus
During, or while going to or coming from, a school-sponsored activity

b. Enumerated Offenses
Discretionary Suspension Offenses. Students may be suspended for any of the
following acts when it is determined the pupil:
a) Caused, attempted to cause, or threatened to cause physical injury to
another person.
b) Willfully used force or violence upon the person of another, except
self-defense.
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c) Unlawfully possessed, used, sold or otherwise furnished, or was under the
influence of any controlled substance, as defined in Health and Safety
Code Sections 11053-11058, alcoholic beverage, or intoxicant of any kind.
d) Unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell any controlled
substance as defined in Health and Safety Code Sections 11053-11058,
alcoholic beverage or intoxicant of any kind, and then sold, delivered or
otherwise furnished to any person another liquid substance or material
and represented same as controlled substance, alcoholic beverage or
intoxicant.
e) Committed or attempted to commit robbery or extortion.
f) Caused or attempted to cause damage to school property or private
property.
g) Stole or attempted to steal school property or private property.
h) Possessed or used tobacco or products containing tobacco or nicotine
products, including but not limited to cigars, cigarettes, miniature cigars,
clove cigarettes, smokeless tobacco, snuff, chew packets and betel. This
section does not prohibit the use of his or her own prescription products by
a pupil.
i) Committed an obscene act or engaged in habitual profanity or vulgarity.
j) Unlawfully possessed or unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell
any drug paraphernalia, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
11014.5.
k) Substantially disrupted school activities.
l) Knowingly received stolen school property or private property.
m) Possessed an imitation firearm, i.e.: a replica of a firearm that is so
substantially similar in physical properties to an existing firearm as to lead
a reasonable person to conclude that the replica is a firearm.
n) Committed or attempted to commit a sexual assault as defined in Penal
Code Sections 261, 266c, 286, 288, 288a or 289, or committed a sexual
battery as defined in Penal Code Section 243.4.
o) Harassed, threatened, or intimidated a student who is a complaining
witness or witness in a school disciplinary proceeding for the purpose of
preventing that student from being a witness and/or retaliating against that
student for being a witness.
p) Unlawfully offered, arranged to sell, negotiated to sell, or sold the
prescription drug Soma.
q) Engaged in, or attempted to engage in hazing. For the purposes of this
subdivision, “hazing” means a method of initiation or preinitiation into a
pupil organization or body, whether or not the organization or body is
officially recognized by an educational institution, which is likely to cause
serious bodily injury or personal degradation or disgrace resulting in
physical or mental harm to a former, current, or prospective pupil. For
purposes of this section, “hazing” does not include athletic events or
school-sanctioned events.
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r) Made terroristic threats against school officials and/or school property. For
purposes of this section, “terroristic threat” shall include any statement,
whether written or oral, by a person who willfully threatens to commit a
crime which will result in death, great bodily injury to another person, or
property damage in excess of one thousand dollars ($1,000), with the
specific intent that the statement is to be taken as a threat, even if there is
no intent of actually carrying it out, which, on its face and under the
circumstances in which it is made, is so unequivocal, unconditional,
immediate, and specific as to convey to the person threatened, a gravity of
purpose and an immediate prospect of execution of the threat, and
thereby causes that person reasonably to be in sustained fear for his or
her own safety or for his or her immediate family’s safety, or for the
protection of school property, or the personal property of the person
threatened or his or her immediate family.
s) Committed sexual harassment, as defined in Education Code Section
212.5. For the purposes of this section, the conduct described in Section
212.5 must be considered by a reasonable person of the same gender as
the victim to be sufficiently severe or pervasive to have a negative impact
upon the individual’s academic performance or to create an intimidating,
hostile, or offensive educational environment. This section shall apply to
pupils in any of grades 9 to 12, inclusive.
t) Caused, attempted to cause, threatened to cause or participated in an act
of hate violence, as defined in subdivision (e) of Section 233 of the
Education Code. This section shall apply to pupils in any of grades 9 to
12, inclusive.
u) Intentionally harassed, threatened or intimidated a student or group of
students to the extent of having the actual and reasonably expected effect
of materially disrupting class work, creating substantial disorder and
invading student rights by creating an intimidating or hostile educational
environment. This section shall apply to pupils in any of grades 9 to 12,
inclusive.
v) Engaged in an act of bullying, including, but not limited to, bullying
committed by means of an electronic act.
1) “Bullying” means any severe or pervasive physical or verbal act or
conduct, including communications made in writing or by means of
an electronic act, and including one or more acts committed by a
student or group of students which would be deemed hate violence
or harassment, threats, or intimidation, which are directed toward
one or more students that has or can be reasonably predicted to
have the effect of one or more of the following:
i. Placing a reasonable student (defined as a student,
including, but is not limited to, a student with exceptional
needs, who exercises average care, skill, and judgment in
conduct for a person of his or her age, or for a person of his
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or her age with exceptional needs) or students in fear of
harm to that student’s or those students’ person or property.
ii. Causing a reasonable student to experience a substantially
detrimental effect on his or her physical or mental health.
iii. Causing a reasonable student to experience substantial
interference with his or her academic performance.
iv. Causing a reasonable student to experience substantial
interference with his or her ability to participate in or benefit
from the services, activities, or privileges provided by the
Charter School.
2) “Electronic Act” means the creation or transmission originated on
or off the schoolsite, by means of an electronic device, including,
but not limited to, a telephone, wireless telephone, or other wireless
communication device, computer, or pager, of a communication,
including, but not limited to, any of the following:
i. A message, text, sound, video, or image.
ii. A post on a social network Internet Web site including, but
not limited to:
a. Posting to or creating a burn page. A “burn page”
means an Internet Web site created for the purpose of
having one or more of the effects as listed in
subparagraph (1) above.
b. Creating a credible impersonation of another actual
pupil for the purpose of having one or more of the
effects listed in subparagraph (1) above. “Credible
impersonation” means to knowingly and without
consent impersonate a pupil for the purpose of
bullying the pupil and such that another pupil would
reasonably believe, or has reasonably believed, that
the pupil was or is the pupil who was impersonated.
c. Creating a false profile for the purpose of having one
or more of the effects listed in subparagraph (1)
above. “False profile” means a profile of a fictitious
pupil or a profile using the likeness or attributes of an
actual pupil other than the pupil who created the false
profile.
iii. An act of cyber sexual bullying.
a. For purposes of this clause, “cyber sexual bullying”
means the dissemination of, or the solicitation or
incitement to disseminate, a photograph or other
visual recording by a pupil to another pupil or to
school personnel by means of an electronic act that
has or can be reasonably predicted to have one or
more of the effects described in subparagraphs (i) to
(iv), inclusive, of paragraph (1). A photograph or other
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visual recording, as described above, shall include the
depiction of a nude, semi-nude, or sexually explicit
photograph or other visual recording of a minor where
the minor is identifiable from the photograph, visual
recording, or other electronic act.
b. For purposes of this clause, “cyber sexual bullying”
does not include a depiction, portrayal, or image that
has any serious literary, artistic, educational, political,
or scientific value or that involves athletic events or
school-sanctioned activities.
3) Notwithstanding subparagraphs (1) and (2) above, an electronic act
shall not constitute pervasive conduct solely on the basis that it has
been transmitted on the Internet or is currently posted on the
Internet.
w) A pupil who aids or abets, as defined in Section 31 of the Penal Code, the
infliction or attempted infliction of physical injury to another person may be
subject to suspension, but not expulsion, except that a pupil who has been
adjudged by a juvenile court to have committed, as an aider and abettor, a
crime of physical violence in which the victim suffered great bodily injury or
serious bodily injury shall be subject to discipline pursuant to subdivision
(1)(a)-(b).
x) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any knife unless, in the case of
possession of any object of this type, the student had obtained written
permission to possess the item from a certificated school employee, with
the Principal or designee’s concurrence.
2. Non-Discretionary Suspension Offenses: Students must be suspended and
recommended for expulsion for any of the following acts when it is determined
the pupil:
a) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any firearm, explosive, or other
dangerous object unless, in the case of possession of any object of this
type, the student had obtained written permission to possess the item from
a certificated school employee, with the Principal or designee’s
concurrence.
3. Discretionary Expellable Offenses: Students may be recommended for expulsion
for any of the following acts when it is determined the pupil:
a) Caused, attempted to cause, or threatened to cause physical injury to
another person.
b) Willfully used force or violence upon the person of another, except
self-defense.
c) Unlawfully possessed, used, sold or otherwise furnished, or was under the
influence of any controlled substance, as defined in Health and Safety
Code Sections 11053-11058, alcoholic beverage, or intoxicant of any kind.
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d) Unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell any controlled
substance as defined in Health and Safety Code Sections 11053-11058,
alcoholic beverage or intoxicant of any kind, and then sold, delivered or
otherwise furnished to any person another liquid substance or material
and represented same as controlled substance, alcoholic beverage or
intoxicant.
e) Committed or attempted to commit robbery or extortion.
f) Caused or attempted to cause damage to school property or private
property.
g) Stole or attempted to steal school property or private property.
h) Possessed or used tobacco or products containing tobacco or nicotine
products, including but not limited to cigars, cigarettes, miniature cigars,
clove cigarettes, smokeless tobacco, snuff, chew packets and betel. This
section does not prohibit the use of his or her own prescription products by
a pupil.
i) Committed an obscene act or engaged in habitual profanity or vulgarity.
j) Unlawfully possessed or unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell
any drug paraphernalia, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
11014.5.
k) Substantially disrupted school activities.
l) Knowingly received stolen school property or private property.
m) Possessed an imitation firearm, i.e.: a replica of a firearm that is so
substantially similar in physical properties to an existing firearm as to lead
a reasonable person to conclude that the replica is a firearm.
n) Committed or attempted to commit a sexual assault as defined in Penal
Code Sections 261, 266c, 286, 288, 288a or 289, or committed a sexual
battery as defined in Penal Code Section 243.4.
o) Harassed, threatened, or intimidated a student who is a complaining
witness or witness in a school disciplinary proceeding for the purpose of
preventing that student from being a witness and/or retaliating against that
student for being a witness.
p) Unlawfully offered, arranged to sell, negotiated to sell, or sold the
prescription drug Soma.
q) Engaged in, or attempted to engage in hazing. For the purposes of this
subdivision, “hazing” means a method of initiation or preinitiation into a
pupil organization or body, whether or not the organization or body is
officially recognized by an educational institution, which is likely to cause
serious bodily injury or personal degradation or disgrace resulting in
physical or mental harm to a former, current, or prospective pupil. For
purposes of this section, “hazing” does not include athletic events or
school-sanctioned events.
r) Made terroristic threats against school officials and/or school property. For
purposes of this section, “terroristic threat” shall include any statement,
whether written or oral, by a person who willfully threatens to commit a
crime which will result in death, great bodily injury to another person, or
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s)

t)

u)

v)

property damage in excess of one thousand dollars ($1,000), with the
specific intent that the statement is to be taken as a threat, even if there is
no intent of actually carrying it out, which, on its face and under the
circumstances in which it is made, is so unequivocal, unconditional,
immediate, and specific as to convey to the person threatened, a gravity of
purpose and an immediate prospect of execution of the threat, and
thereby causes that person reasonably to be in sustained fear for his or
her own safety or for his or her immediate family’s safety, or for the
protection of school property, or the personal property of the person
threatened or his or her immediate family.
Committed sexual harassment, as defined in Education Code Section
212.5. For the purposes of this section, the conduct described in Section
212.5 must be considered by a reasonable person of the same gender as
the victim to be sufficiently severe or pervasive to have a negative impact
upon the individual’s academic performance or to create an intimidating,
hostile, or offensive educational environment. This section shall apply to
pupils in any of grades 9 to 12, inclusive.
Caused, attempted to cause, threatened to cause or participated in an act
of hate violence, as defined in subdivision (e) of Section 233 of the
Education Code. This section shall apply to pupils in any of grades 9 to
12, inclusive.
Intentionally harassed, threatened or intimidated a student or group of
students to the extent of having the actual and reasonably expected effect
of materially disrupting class work, creating substantial disorder and
invading student rights by creating an intimidating or hostile educational
environment. This section shall apply to pupils in any of grades 9 to 12,
inclusive.
Engaged in an act of bullying, including, but not limited to, bullying
committed by means of an electronic act.
1) “Bullying” means any severe or pervasive physical or verbal act or
conduct, including communications made in writing or by means of
an electronic act, and including one or more acts committed by a
student or group of students which would be deemed hate violence
or harassment, threats, or intimidation, which are directed toward
one or more students that has or can be reasonably predicted to
have the effect of one or more of the following:
i. Placing a reasonable student (defined as a student,
including, but is not limited to, a student with exceptional
needs, who exercises average care, skill, and judgment in
conduct for a person of his or her age, or for a person of his
or her age with exceptional needs) or students in fear of
harm to that student’s or those students’ person or property.
ii. Causing a reasonable student to experience a substantially
detrimental effect on his or her physical or mental health.
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iii. Causing a reasonable student to experience substantial
interference with his or her academic performance.
iv. Causing a reasonable student to experience substantial
interference with his or her ability to participate in or benefit
from the services, activities, or privileges provided by the
Charter School.
2) “Electronic Act” means the creation or transmission originated on
or off the schoolsite, by means of an electronic device, including,
but not limited to, a telephone, wireless telephone, or other wireless
communication device, computer, or pager, of a communication,
including, but not limited to, any of the following:
i. A message, text, sound, video, or image.
ii. A post on a social network Internet Web site including, but
not limited to:
a. Posting to or creating a burn page. A “burn page”
means an Internet Web site created for the purpose of
having one or more of the effects as listed in
subparagraph (1) above.
b. Creating a credible impersonation of another actual
pupil for the purpose of having one or more of the
effects listed in subparagraph (1) above. “Credible
impersonation” means to knowingly and without
consent impersonate a pupil for the purpose of
bullying the pupil and such that another pupil would
reasonably believe, or has reasonably believed, that
the pupil was or is the pupil who was impersonated.
c. Creating a false profile for the purpose of having one
or more of the effects listed in subparagraph (1)
above. “False profile” means a profile of a fictitious
pupil or a profile using the likeness or attributes of an
actual pupil other than the pupil who created the false
profile.
iii. An act of cyber sexual bullying.
a. For purposes of this clause, “cyber sexual bullying”
means the dissemination of, or the solicitation or
incitement to disseminate, a photograph or other
visual recording by a pupil to another pupil or to
school personnel by means of an electronic act that
has or can be reasonably predicted to have one or
more of the effects described in subparagraphs (i) to
(iv), inclusive, of paragraph (1). A photograph or other
visual recording, as described above, shall include the
depiction of a nude, semi-nude, or sexually explicit
photograph or other visual recording of a minor where
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the minor is identifiable from the photograph, visual
recording, or other electronic act.
b. For purposes of this clause, “cyber sexual bullying”
does not include a depiction, portrayal, or image that
has any serious literary, artistic, educational, political,
or scientific value or that involves athletic events or
school-sanctioned activities.
3) Notwithstanding subparagraphs (1) and (2) above, an electronic act
shall not constitute pervasive conduct solely on the basis that it has
been transmitted on the Internet or is currently posted on the
Internet.
w) A pupil who aids or abets, as defined in Section 31 of the Penal Code, the
infliction or attempted infliction of physical injury to another person may be
subject to suspension, but not expulsion, except that a pupil who has been
adjudged by a juvenile court to have committed, as an aider and abettor, a
crime of physical violence in which the victim suffered great bodily injury or
serious bodily injury shall be subject to discipline pursuant to subdivision
(3)(a)-(b).
x) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any knife unless, in the case of
possession of any object of this type, the student had obtained written
permission to possess the item from a certificated school employee, with
the Principal Executive Director or designee’s concurrence.
4. Non-Discretionary Expellable Offenses: Students must be recommended for
expulsion for any of the following acts when it is determined pursuant to the
procedures below that the pupil:
a) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any firearm, explosive, or other
dangerous object unless, in the case of possession of any object of this
type, the student had obtained written permission to possess the item from
a certificated school employee, with the Principal or designee’s
concurrence.
If it is determined by the Expulsion Committee and/or Board of Directors that a student
has brought a firearm or destructive device, as defined in Section 921 of Title 18 of the
United States Code, onto campus or to have possessed a firearm or dangerous device
on campus, the student shall be expelled for one year, pursuant to the Federal Gun
Free Schools Act of 1994. In such instances, the pupil shall be provided due process
rights of notice and a hearing as required in this policy.
The term “firearm” means (A) any weapon (including a starter gun) which will or is
designed to or may readily be converted to expel a projectile by the action of an
explosive; (B) the frame or receiver of any such weapon; (C) any firearm muffler or
firearm silencer; or (D) any destructive device. Such term does not include an antique
firearm.
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The term “destructive device” means (A) any explosive, incendiary, or poison gas,
including but not limited to: (i) bomb, (ii) grenade, (iii) rocket having a propellant charge
of more than four ounces, (iv) missile having an explosive or incendiary charge of more
than one-quarter ounce, (v) mine, or (vi) device similar to any of the devices described
in the preceding clauses.
c. Suspension Procedure
1. Informal Conference

Suspension shall be preceded, if possible, by a conference conducted by the
Principal or the Principal’s designee with the student and his or her parent. The
conference may be omitted if the Principal or designee determines that an
emergency situation exists. An “emergency situation” involves a clear and present
danger to the lives, safety or health of students or Charter School personnel. If a
student is suspended without this conference, both the parent/guardian and student
shall be notified of the student’s right to return to school for the purpose of a
conference.
At the conference, the pupil shall be informed of the reason for the disciplinary action
and the evidence against him or her and shall be given the opportunity to present his
or her version and evidence in his or her defense, in accordance with Education
Code Section 47605(b)(5)(J)(i). This conference shall be held within two (2) school
days, unless the pupil waives this right or is physically unable to attend for any
reason including, but not limited to, incarceration or hospitalization. No penalties
may be imposed on a pupil for failure of the pupil’s parent or guardian to attend a
conference with Charter School officials. Reinstatement of the suspended pupil shall
not be contingent upon attendance by the pupil’s parent or guardian at the
conference.
Notice to Parents/Guardians
At the time a suspension is recommended, a member of the administrative staff or
designated personnel will make reasonable attempts to contact the parent/guardian
immediately via telephone. If the parent cannot be reached immediately by
telephone, staff will continue to follow up throughout the day or attempt to contact
the parent in person (for example, when the parent picks the student up from
school). In addition, a written notification will be sent home promptly. The written
notice will detail the incident and specify the grounds for suspension, including the
recommended date(s) of suspension. The notice will direct the parent where they
can obtain a copy of their due process rights. The notice will request a conference
with the parents/guardians, if one has not already been conducted, and will require
parents/guardians to respond to this request immediately.
2.

3. Suspension Time Limits/Recommendation for Expulsion
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Suspensions, when not including a recommendation for expulsion, shall not exceed
five (5) consecutive school days per suspension. Upon a recommendation of
expulsion by the Principal or Principal’s designee, the pupil and the pupil’s guardian
or representative will be invited to a conference to determine if the suspension for
the pupil should be extended pending an expulsion hearing. In such instances when
the Charter School has determined a suspension period shall be extended, such
extension shall be made only after a conference is held with the pupil or the pupil’s
parents, unless the pupil and the pupil’s parents fail to attend the conference.

I

This determination will be made by the Principal or designee upon either of the
following: 1) the pupil’s presence will be disruptive to the education process; or 2)
the pupil poses a threat or danger to others. Upon either determination, the pupil’s
suspension will be extended pending the results of an expulsion hearing. ECHS 2
will convene the hearing committee within 15 business days of the referral for
expulsion, unless the parent requests additional time to prepare for the hearing. In
that case, the parent must make the request in writing and the extension cannot
result in the hearing occurring more than 30 school days after the Principal or
Principal’s designee determines that the student committed an act subject to
expulsion.
The total number of days for which a student may be suspended shall not exceed 20
school days in a school year. Upon return from suspension and before returning to
class, the student and parent must participate in a post-suspension conference with
the Principal or the Principal designee.
4. Provisions for Students’ Education While Suspended

ECHS 2 will make all reasonable arrangements to provide the student with
classroom materials and current assignments to be completed by the student at
home during the suspension.
5. Administrative Hearing

Upon a suspension that may lead to a recommendation by the Principal or designee
for expulsion, the pupil and the pupil’s guardian or representative will be invited to an
administrative hearing to determine if the suspension for the pupil should be
extended pending an expulsion hearing.
d. Authority to Expel
As required by Education Code Section 47605(b)(5)(J)(ii), students recommended for
expulsion are entitled to a hearing adjudicated by a neutral officer to determine whether
the student should be expelled. The procedures herein provide for such a hearing and
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the notice of said hearing, as required by law.
A student may be expelled by the neutral and impartial ECS Board-appointed Expulsion
Committee following a hearing before it upon the recommendation of the neutral and
impartial Principal or Principal’s designee. The Expulsion Committee will be a fair and
impartial panel of representatives assigned by the ECS Board of Directors. The
Expulsion Committee shall include a Board member. The Expulsion Committee
members will receive annual training in expulsion procedures, confidentiality rules,
public meeting rules, and conflict of interest rules. They will sign a confidentiality
agreement.
e. Expulsion Procedures
Students may be recommended for expulsion if either of the following conditions exist:
a. Repeated violations persist and other means of correction have been

unsuccessful in bringing about an improvement in behavior. The severity of the
violation is such that the presence of the student poses a continuing threat to the
health and safety of the student or others.
b. Possessing, selling, or furnishing a firearm. It is a federal mandate that a school
expel, for a period of not less than one year, any student who is determined to
have brought a firearm to school.
Students recommended for expulsion are entitled to a hearing to determine whether the
student should be expelled. The hearing will be held within 30 days after the Principal
or Principal’s designee determines that the student committed an act subject to
expulsion. The hearing will be presided over by a fair and impartial panel of
representatives (Expulsion Committee) assigned by the ECS Board of Directors.
Written notice of the hearing will be forwarded to the student and the student’s parent at
least ten (10) calendar days before the date of the hearing. This notice will include:
1. The date and place of the expulsion hearing;
2. A statement of the specific facts, charges and offenses upon which the proposed
expulsion is based;
3. A copy of the school’s disciplinary rules which relate to the alleged violation;
4. Notification of the student’s or parent/guardian’s obligation to provide information
about the student’s status at the school to any other school district or school to
which the student seeks enrollment;
5. The opportunity for the student or the student’s parent/guardian to appear in
person or to employ and be represented by counsel or a non-attorney advisor;
6. The right to inspect and obtain copies of all documents to be used at the hearing;
7. The opportunity to confront and question all witnesses who testify at the hearing;
8. The opportunity to question all evidence presented and to present oral and
documentary evidence on the student’s behalf including witnesses.
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f. Special Procedures for Expulsion Hearings Involving Sexual Assault or
Battery Offenses
ECHS 2 may, upon a finding of good cause, determine that the disclosure of either the
identity of the witness or the testimony of that witness at the hearing, or both, would
subject the witness to an unreasonable risk of psychological or physical harm. Upon
this determination, the testimony of the witness may be presented at the hearing in the
form of sworn declarations that shall be examined only by the Charter School or the
hearing officer. Copies of these sworn declarations, edited to delete the name and
identity of the witness, shall be made available to the pupil.
1. The complaining witness in any sexual assault or battery case must be provided
with a copy of the applicable disciplinary rules and advised of his/her right to (a)
receive five day notice of his/her scheduled testimony, (b) have up to two (2)
adult support persons of his/her choosing present in the hearing at the time
he/she testifies, which may include a parent, guardian, or legal counsel, and (c)
elect to have the hearing closed while testifying.
2. The Charter School must also provide the victim a room separate from the
hearing room for the complaining witness’ use prior to and during breaks in
testimony.
3. At the discretion of the entity conducting the expulsion hearing, the complaining
witness shall be allowed periods of relief from examination and
cross-examination during which he or she may leave the hearing room.
4. The entity conducting the expulsion hearing may also arrange the seating within
the hearing room to facilitate a less intimidating environment for the complaining
witness.
5. The entity conducting the expulsion hearing may also limit time for taking the
testimony of the complaining witness to the hours he/she is normally in school, if
there is no good cause to take the testimony during other hours.
6. Prior to a complaining witness testifying, the support persons must be
admonished that the hearing is confidential. Nothing in the law precludes the
person presiding over the hearing from removing a support person whom the
presiding person finds is disrupting the hearing. The entity conducting the
hearing may permit any one of the support persons for the complaining witness
to accompany him or her to the witness stand.
7. If one of both of the support persons is also a witness, the Charter School must
present evidence that the witness’ presence is both desired by the witness and
will be helpful to the Charter School. The person presiding over the hearing shall
permit the witness to stay unless it is established that there is a substantial risk
that the testimony of the complaining witness would be influenced by the support
person, in which case the presiding official shall admonish the support person or
persons not to prompt, sway, or influence the witness in any way. Nothing shall
preclude the presiding officer from exercising his or her discretion to remove a
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person from the hearing whom he or she believes is prompting, swaying or
influencing the witness.
8. The testimony of the support person shall be presented before the testimony of
the complaining witness and the complaining witness shall be excluded from the
courtroom during that testimony.
9. Especially for charges involving sexual assault or battery, if the hearing is to be
conducted in public at the request of the pupil being expelled, the complaining
witness shall have the right to have his/her testimony heard in a closed session
when testifying at a public meeting would threaten serious psychological harm to
the complaining witness and there are no alternative procedures to avoid the
threatened harm.
The alternative procedures may include videotaped
depositions or contemporaneous examination in another place communicated to
the hearing room by means of closed-circuit television.
10. Evidence of specific instances of a complaining witness’ prior sexual conduct is
presumed inadmissible and shall not be heard absent a determination by the
person conducting the hearing that extraordinary circumstances exist requiring
the evidence be heard. Before such a determination regarding extraordinary
circumstances can be made, the witness shall be provided notice and an
opportunity to present opposition to the introduction of the evidence. In the
hearing on the admissibility of the evidence, the complaining witness shall be
entitled to be represented by a parent, legal counsel, or other support person.
Reputation or opinion evidence regarding the sexual behavior of the complaining
witness is not admission for any purpose.
g. Record of Hearing
A record of the hearing shall be made and may be maintained by any means, including
electronic recording, as long as a reasonably accurate and complete written
transcription of the proceedings can be made.
h. Presentation of Evidence
While technical rules of evidence do not apply to expulsion hearings, evidence may be
admitted and used as proof only if it is the kind of evidence on which reasonable
persons can rely in the conduct of serious affairs. A recommendation by the Principal or
designee to expel must be supported by substantial evidence that the student
committed any of the acts listed in “Grounds for Suspension and Expulsion” above.
i. Written Notice to Expel
The Principal or designee, following a decision of the ECS Board Expulsion Committee
to expel, shall send written notice of the decision to expel to the student or
parent/guardian. This notice shall include the following:
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1) The specific offense committed by the student for any of the acts listed in
“Grounds for Suspension and Expulsion”
2) Notice of the right to appeal the expulsion. Expulsion appeals shall be brought
to the ECS Board of Directors.
3) Notice of the student or parent/guardian’s obligation to inform any new district
in which the student seeks to enroll of the student’s status with ECHS 2
4) Rehabilitation Plan for student
The ECHS 2 Principal or Designee shall send written notice of the decision to expel to
the student’s district of residence and the charter authorizer. This notice shall include
the following:
a) The student’s name
b) The specific offense committed by the student for any of the acts listed in
“Grounds for Suspension or Expulsion”
c) Rehabilitation Plan
j. Expulsion Appeal
If a pupil is expelled, the pupil or the pupil's parent or guardian may, within ten (10)
calendar days following the written notice to expel, file a written appeal, requesting the
Board reconsider the expulsion determination. The ECS Board of Directors will consider
the appeal in closed session at its next regularly scheduled board meeting or as soon
as practicable. The Board member who participated in the Expulsion Committee will not
participate in either the Board’s hearing/deliberations or its vote on the appeal. The
Board will consider all information and evidence contained in the record from the
expulsion hearing. The Board will inform the parent and student in writing within five (5)
days of its decision. The decision of the Board of Directors is final.
k. Rehabilitation
Pupils who are expelled from ECHS 2 shall be given a rehabilitation plan upon
expulsion as developed by the ECS Board-appointed Expulsion Committee at the time
of the expulsion order. This plan may include, but is not limited to, periodic review as
well as assessment at the time of review for readmission. The rehabilitation plan should
include a date not later than one year from the date of expulsion when the pupil may
reapply to ECHS 2 for readmission.
l. Alternative Educational Programs for Expelled Students
If a decision is made to expel a student from ECHS 2, the school will work cooperatively
with the student’s district of residence to assist with the educational placement of the
expelled student. As permitted by law, ECHS 2 will communicate any incident of violent
and/or serious behavior to the district/school to which the student matriculates.
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m. Readmission
The decision to readmit a previously expelled pupil shall be at the sole discretion of the
Principal, based upon the pupil’s successful completion of their Rehabilitation Plan. If
the Principal determines that the pupil has not met the criteria for readmission, the
parent may, within ten (10) calendar days of the Principal’s determination, file a written
appeal to the ECS Board of Directors’ designated expulsion committee. The Expulsion
Committee will consider the appeal within 15 business days and inform the parent and
student within five (5) days of its decision. The pupil’s readmission is also contingent
upon the capacity of ECHS 2 at the time the pupil seeks readmission. If there is no
space available at the time they seek readmission, the pupil will be placed on the
waitlist.
n. Special Procedures for the consideration of suspension & expulsion of
students with disabilities
ECHS 2 will collect and produce data regarding the suspension and expulsion of special
education students as required by the charter authorizer.
In the case of a special education student or a student who receives 504
accommodations, ECHS 2 will make the necessary adjustments to comply with the
mandates of State and federal laws, including the IDEA and Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Plan of 1973, regarding the discipline of students with disabilities.
6. Notification of SELPA

ECHS 2 shall immediately notify the SELPA and coordinate the procedures in this
policy with regard to the discipline of any student with a disability
7. Services During Suspension

Students suspended for more than ten (10) school days in a school year shall
continue to receive services so as to enable the student to continue to participate in
the general education curriculum, although in another setting (which could constitute
a change of placement and the student’s IEP would reflect this change), and to
progress toward meeting the goals set out in the child's IEP or 504 Plan; and
receive, as appropriate, a functional behavioral assessment and behavioral
intervention services and modifications, that are designed to address the behavior
violation so that it does not recur. These services may be provided in an interim
alternative educational setting.
8. Procedural Safeguards/Manifestation Determination
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a. Within ten (10) school days of a recommendation for expulsion or any
decision to change the placement of a child with a disability because of a
violation of a code of student conduct, the Charter School, the parent, and
relevant members of the IEP or 504 Team shall review all relevant
information in the student's file, including the child's IEP or 504 Plan, any
teacher observations, and any relevant information provided by the
parents to determine if: 1) the conduct in question was caused by, or had
a direct and substantial relationship to, the child's disability; or 2) the
conduct in question was the direct result of the local educational agency's
failure to implement the IEP or 504 Plan.
If the Charter School, the parent, and relevant members of the IEP or 504 Team
determine that either of the above is applicable for the child, the conduct shall be
determined to be a manifestation of the child's disability.
If the Charter School, the parent, and relevant members of the IEP or 504 Team
make the determination that the conduct was a manifestation of the child's disability,
the IEP or 504 Team shall:
a. Conduct a functional behavioral assessment, and implement a behavioral
intervention plan for such child, provided that the Charter School had not
conducted such assessment prior to such determination before the
behavior that resulted in a change in placement;
b. If a behavioral intervention plan has been developed, review the
behavioral intervention plan if the child already has such a behavioral
intervention plan, and modify it, as necessary, to address the behavior;
and
c. Return the child to the placement from which the child was removed,
unless the parent and the Charter School agree to a change of placement
as part of the modification of the behavioral intervention plan.
If the Charter School, the parent, and relevant members of the IEP or 504 team
determine that the behavior was not a manifestation of the student’s disability and
that the conduct in question was not a direct result of the failure to implement the
IEP or 504 Plan, then the Charter School may apply the relevant disciplinary
procedures to children with disabilities in the same manner and for the same
duration as the procedures would be applied to students without disabilities.
9. Due Process Appeals

The parent of a child with a disability who disagrees with any decision regarding
placement, or the manifestation determination, or the Charter School believes that
maintaining the current placement of the child is substantially likely to result in injury
to the child or to others, may request an expedited administrative hearing through
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the Special Education Unit of the Office of Administrative Hearings or by utilizing the
dispute resolution procedures of the Section 504 Policy and Procedures..
When an appeal relating to the placement of the student or the manifestation
determination has been requested by either the parent or the Charter school, the
student shall remain in the interim alternative educational setting pending the
decision of the hearing officer in accordance with state and federal law, including 20
USC Section 1415(k), until the expiration of the forty-five (45) day time period
provided for in an interim alternative educational setting, whichever occurs first,
unless the parent and the Charter School agree otherwise.
Students with a 504 Plan may appeal the decision regarding the manifestation
determination pursuant to the 504 policies and procedures.
10. Special Circumstances

Charter School personnel may consider any unique circumstances on a
case-by-case basis when determining whether to order a change in placement for a
child with a disability who violates a code of student conduct.
The Principal, School Counselor, or designee may remove a student to an interim
alternative educational setting for not more than forty-five (45) school days without
regard to whether the behavior is determined to be a manifestation of the student’s
disability in cases where a student:
a. Carries or possesses a weapon, as defined in 18 USC 930, to or at
school, on school premises, or to or at a school function;
b. Knowingly possesses or uses illegal drugs, or sells or solicits the sale of a
controlled substance, while at school, on school premises, or at a school
function; or
c. Has inflicted serious bodily injury, as defined by 20 USC 1415(k)(7)(D),
upon a person while at school, on school premises, or at a school
function.
The student's interim alternative educational setting shall be determined by the
student's IEP or 504 team.
A student who has not been identified as an individual with disabilities pursuant to
IDEA and who has violated the Charter School’s disciplinary procedures may assert
the procedural safeguards granted under this administrative regulation only if the
Charter School had knowledge that the student was disabled before the behavior
occurred.
The Charter School shall be deemed to have knowledge that the student had a
disability if one of the following conditions exists:
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a. The parent/guardian has expressed concern in writing to Charter School

supervisory or administrative personnel, or to one of the child’s teachers,
that the student is in need of special education or related services. If a
parent expresses a concern orally and is unable to write, the staff shall
provide assistance to that parent.
b. The parent has requested an evaluation of the child.
c. The child’s teacher, or other Charter School personnel, has expressed
specific concerns about a pattern of behavior demonstrated by the child,
directly to the Charter School supervisory personnel.

If the Charter School knew or should have known the student had a disability under
any of the three (3) circumstances described above, the student may assert any of
the protections available to IDEA-eligible children with disabilities, including the right
to stay-put.
If the Charter School had no basis for knowledge of the student’s disability, it shall
proceed with the proposed discipline. The Charter School shall conduct an
expedited evaluation if requested by the parents; however the student shall remain
in the education placement determined by the Charter School pending the results of
the evaluation.
The Charter School shall not be deemed to have knowledge that the student had a
disability if the parent has not allowed an evaluation, refused services, or if the
student has been evaluated and determined to not be eligible.
o. Suspension and Expulsion Periodic Review
The ECS Board of Directors or a committee appointed by the Board will hold an annual
review of the Suspension and Expulsion Procedures. During the review, the Board of
Directors and/or a committee appointed by the Board will make any necessary
modifications to the list of offenses for which students are subject to suspension or
expulsion.
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ELEMENT 11- RETIREMENT SYSTEM AND EMPLOYEE MATTERS
Governing Law “The manner by which staff members of the charter schools will be
covered by the State Teachers' Retirement System, the Public Employees' Retirement
System, or federal social security.” Ed Code § 47605 (b)(5)(K).

All full-time certificated employees who are eligible will participate in the State Teachers
Retirement System (STRS) in accordance with STRS guidelines and Education Code
47611. All salaried teachers and administrators will contribute the percentage required
by STRS at the time that contributions are made. ECHS 2 will contribute the employer’s
portion as required by STRS. All withholdings from employees and the charter school
will be forwarded to the STRS Fund as required. Employees will accumulate service
credit years in the same manner as all other members of STRS.
For full-time classified employees ECHS 2 offers a 403(b) retirement plan. ECHS 2 will
submit all retirement plan contributions to the 403(b) plan administrator.
ECHS 2 will submit retirement data through LACOE or through any agency qualified to
receive retirement data and will comply with all policies and procedures for payroll
reporting. Federal Social Security payments will be contributed for all classified,
non-STRS employees in accordance with Federal and State laws. All employees will
pay the required percentage of Medicare.
ECS’ Executive Director will ensure that appropriate arrangements for each employee’s
retirement coverage are made.
ECHS 2 will participate in OASDI for non-eligible STRS and part-time employees. The
Board of Directors retains the option to consider any other public or private retirement
plans and to coordinate such participation with existing programs as it deems
appropriate.
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ELEMENT 12 – PUBLIC SCHOOL ATTENDANCE ALTERNATIVES
Governing Law: “The public school attendance alternatives for pupils residing within the
school district who choose not to attend charter schools.” Ed Code § 47605 (b)(5)(L).
ECHS 2 is a school of choice. No student is required to attend, and no parent is
required to work or volunteer at the charter school. Pupils may attend any of the
existing public schools that service their address of residence in accordance with the
admission and attendance requirements of any such school and school district.
Parents and students will be informed in both writing and in person of their public school
attendance alternatives at any time upon request.
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ELEMENT 13 – EMPLOYEE RETURN RIGHTS
Governing Law: The rights of an employee of the school district upon leaving the
employment of the school district to work in a charter school, and of any rights of return
to the school district after employment at a charter school.” Education Code Section
47605 (b)(5)(M).
When an employee leaves a public school district or LACOE to work at ECHS 2 and
subsequently chooses to return to that public school district or LACOE, the specific
return rights afforded the employee will be governed by the policy of that public school
district or LACOE, including but not limited to whether the employee may carry over any
unused sick/personal leave and/or earn service credit (tenure) in the district for the time
worked at ECHS 2.
Former school district employees must consult with the applicable district or LACOE to
determine their eligibility for leave.
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ELEMENT 14 – DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS
Governing Law: “The procedures to be followed by the charter school and the entity
granting the charter to resolve disputes relating to provisions of the charter.” Education
Code Section 47605 (b)(5)(N).

I. Overview of Dispute Resolution Process
The staff and governing board members of ECHS 2 agree to attempt to resolve all
disputes regarding this charter pursuant to the terms of this section. Both will refrain
from public commentary regarding any disputes until the matter has progressed through
the dispute resolution process.
The intent of these dispute resolution processes are to:
● Minimize the oversight burden on the charter authorizer.
● Ensure a fair and timely resolution to disputes.
● Resolve disputes within ECHS 2 pursuant to the school’s policies.
● Provide a uniform complaint process to address all complaints that allege that
ECHS 2 has violated federal or state laws or regulations governing educational
programs.

II. Disputes between ECS or ECHS 2 and charter authorizer
ECHS 2 will respond within five (5) business days of the receipt of any written inquiry
from its charter authorizer, including but not limited to, inquiries regarding financial
records. In the event of a dispute between ECHS 2 and the charter authorizer, the staff
and governing board members of the charter school and the charter authorizer agree to
first frame the issue in written format and refer the issue to the charter authorizer, the
Principal of ECHS 2, and the Executive Director of ECS.
Any controversy, claim or dispute arising out of or relating to the charter agreement
between the charter authorizer and ECHS 2, except any controversy or claim that in an
any way is related to revocation of this charter, shall be handled first through an informal
process in accordance with the procedures set forth below.
(1) Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to the charter agreement, except
any controversy or claim that in any way is related to revocation of this charter, must be
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put in writing (“Written Notification”). The Written Notification must identify the nature of
the dispute and any supporting facts. The Written Notification may be tendered by
personal delivery, by facsimile, or by certified mail. The Written Notification shall be
deemed received (a) if personally delivered, upon date of delivery to the address of the
person to receive such notice if delivered by 5:00 PM or otherwise on the business day
following personal deliver; (b) if by facsimile, upon electronic confirmation of receipt; or
(c) if by mail, two (2) business days after deposit in the U.S. mail. All written notices
shall be addressed as follows.
To:

Environmental Charter High School 2
Care of Environmental Charter Schools
Attention: Farnaz Golshani, Executive Director/CEO
2625 Manhattan Beach Blvd. Suite 100
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

To:

Inglewood Unified School District
Attention: Thelma Meléndez de Santa Ana, Ph.D., State Administrator
401 South Inglewood Avenue
Inglewood, CA 90301

(2) A written response (“Written Response”) shall be tendered to the other party within
(20) business days from the date of receipt of the Written Notification. The parties agree
to schedule a conference between the Superintendent or his/her designee and
Member(s) of the ECS Board of Directors to discuss and resolve the controversy, claim,
or dispute at issue (“Issue Conference”). The Issue Conference shall take place within
(15) business days from the date the Written Response is received by the other party.
The Written Response may be tendered by personal delivery, by facsimile, or by
certified mail. The Written Response shall be deemed received (a) if personally
delivered, upon date of delivery to the address of the person to receive such notice if
delivered by 5:00 p. m., or otherwise on the business day following personal delivery;
(b) if by facsimile, upon electronic confirmation of receipt; or if by mail, four (4) business
days after deposit in the U.S. Mail.
(3) If this joint meeting fails to resolve the dispute, the Superintendent and the Principal
shall meet to jointly identify a neutral third party mediator to engage the Parties in a
mediation session designed to facilitate resolution of the dispute. The format of the
mediation session shall be developed jointly by the Superintendent and the Principal.
Mediation shall be held within sixty business days of receipt of the dispute statement.
The costs of the mediator shall be split equally between the charter authorizer and the
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Charter School. All timelines and procedures in this section may be revised upon mutual
written agreement by the charter authorizer and the Charter School.
(4) If the controversy, claim, or dispute cannot be resolved by mediation, then either
party may request that the matter be resolved by arbitration. Arbitration proceedings
shall commence within 60 days from the date of the Mediation. The parties shall
mutually agree upon the selection of an arbitrator to resolve the controversy or claim at
dispute. The arbitrator must be an active member of the California State Bar or a retired
judge of the state or federal judiciary of California. Both parties will make their best
efforts to limit the arbitration to one to three days. For days one through three, the
arbitrator’s fees shall be paid by the losing party as determined by the arbitrator. If the
arbitration continues beyond a third day, the arbitrator’s fees for each day beyond the
third day shall be paid by ECHS 2. Beyond the arbitrator’s fees each party shall bear its
own costs and expenses associated with the arbitration including each party’s own
attorneys’ fees.
Notwithstanding any statements to the contrary in this Element 14 or any other sections
of this charter, the charter authorizer is not required to follow this or any dispute
resolution process to revoke the ECHS 2 charter for any of the reasons specified under
the law.
III. Disputes Arising Within Environmental Charter High School 2
Disputes arising from within ECHS 2, including all disputes among and between
students, staff, parents, volunteers, advisors, partner organizations, and governing
board members of the school, will be resolved by the ECS Board of Directors, the
Executive Director and/or the Principal. The charter authorizer may investigate if a
complaint is made and there is a statutory obligation for the superintendent to
investigate. Otherwise, the charter authorizer will not intervene in any such internal
disputes without the consent of the ECS Board of Directors and will refer any complaints
or reports regarding such internal disputes to the Board or administrative staff of ECHS
2 for resolution. The charter authorizer agrees not to intervene or become involved in
the internal dispute unless the internal dispute has given the charter authorizer
reasonable cause to believe that a violation of this charter or related laws or
agreements have occurred, or unless ECHS 2 has requested the charter authorizer to
intervene in the internal dispute.
A. Internal Dispute Policy
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1. Board Members: If a board member has a conflict, and the board member is
unable to resolve it, the board member may request a dispute resolution process
through the entire Board of Directors.
2. Independent Contractors: If an independent contractor has a conflict, the
individual should contact the Principal for assistance in resolving the conflict. If
the conflict involves the Principal, an independent contractor will request a
dispute resolution process through the Executive Director.
3. All: Each member of the school community should first attempt to resolve the
conflict with the person or persons directly involved or affected by the issue. The
final school-level appeal is the Principal. Conflicts not resolved at the school-level
can be appealed to the Executive Director. The final level of appeal is the
school’s Board of Directors. Intermediate levels of conflict resolution are outlined
below.
4. Students: If there is a conflict between students and direct discussion cannot
resolve the conflict, students will be expected to follow the conflict resolution
techniques taught in the classrooms and on the playground through real-life
situation, role-playing, and/or discussions. The conflict resolution structure asks
students to be responsible for their own choices and gives students various
choices to act upon when in a conflict. Students may choose to walk away from a
situation, choose to share how they feel without continuing on to find consensus,
chose to use active listening and problem-solving strategies to reach a
consensus amongst the students, or request support from other students with a
strong understanding of active listening and problem-solving strategies. Learning
and practicing these skills and strategies is a part of ECHS 2’s Tribes program.
Staff will incorporate these techniques into problem-solving situations as a
regular practice. If students are unable to resolve the conflict they will be
expected to ask a teacher or staff member for assistance in resolving the conflict.
If the teacher is unable to resolve the conflict, and administrator or counselor will
facilitate a dispute resolution process.
5. Staff: If there is a conflict between staff and staff members are unsuccessful in
resolving the conflict, the Principal will facilitate a formal mediation. If the conflict
involves the Principal, staff will request a dispute resolution process through the
Executive Director.
6. Parents: If a parent has a conflict, the parent should contact the Principal for
assistance in resolving the conflict. If the conflict involves the Principal, parents
will request a dispute resolution process through the Executive Director.
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In the event that the charter authorizer receives a complaint directly regarding the
school’s operations, the charter authorizer agrees to refer said complaint to the
Executive Director for resolution in accordance with the steps outlined above, unless
otherwise prohibited by law (e.g., child abuse reporting).
ECHS 2’s internal dispute resolutions process is for disputes between ECHS 2 and its
stakeholders. The purpose of the internal dispute resolution process is twofold: 1) to
resolve disputes quickly and with clarity and, 2) to have all members of the school
resolve conflicts within the structures of the school. ECHS 2 will implement the dispute
resolution process described in the following steps and will provide all members of the
school community with a copy of the same. Everyone in the school community will sign
a statement acknowledging their intent to use the dispute resolution process in resolving
conflicts. Parents will also be advised of the Uniform Complaint Policy delineated
herein.
B. Timeline for Final Appeal to Environmental Charter High School 2’s
Board of Directors
The party initiating the appeal must submit a written request for Board of Directors
review to the board chair within (5) five business days of the Executive Director’s final
decision. The Board of Directors will hear the appeal at the next scheduled regular
meeting, unless the board chair determines that the urgency of the issues necessitate
that a special meeting be called to hear the appeal. All confidential issues will be heard
in closed session, in accordance with the Brown Act.
IV. Uniform Complaint Policy (UCP)
A. Scope of the UCP
1. Complaints of discrimination, harassment, intimidation, or bullying against any
protected group as identified in California Education Code (EC) sections 200 and
220 and Government Code section 11135 including any actual or perceived
characteristics as set forth in Penal Code section 422.55, on the basis of
disability, gender, gender identity, gender expression, immigration status,
nationality, national origin, ethnic group identification, age, mental disability,
physical disability, medical condition, genetic information, marital status, race,
color, ancestry, or ethnicity, religion, sex, sexual orientation, or on the basis of a
person’s association with a person or group with one or more of these actual or
perceived characteristics in any ECS program or activity.
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ECHS 2’s policy is to comply with applicable federal and state laws and
regulations. ECHS 2 is the local educational agency primarily responsible for
compliance with federal and state laws and regulations governing educational
programs. Pursuant to this policy, persons responsible for conducting
investigations shall be knowledgeable about the laws and programs that they are
assigned to investigate. This complaint procedure is adopted to provide a uniform
system of complaint processing for the following types of complaints:
a. disability, gender, gender identity, gender expression, immigration status,
nationality, national origin, ethnic group identification, age, mental
disability, physical disability, medical condition, genetic information, marital
status, race, color, ancestry, or ethnicity, religion, sex, sexual orientation,
or on the basis of a person’s association with a person or group with one
or more of these actual or perceived characteristics in any ECS program
or activity; and
b. Complaints of violations of state or federal law and regulations governing
the following programs including but not limited to: Special Education, Title
II, Title IX, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, Consolidated Categorical
Aid, No Child Left Behind, After School Education and Safety, English
Learner Programs, Local Control and Accountability Plans (LCAP), School
Safety Plans, Child Nutrition, Compensatory Education, Education of
Pupils in Foster Care, Pupils who are Homeless, and former Juvenile
Court Pupils now enrolled in a school district, Pupil Fees, and Reasonable
Accommodations to a Lactating Pupil.
ECHS 2 acknowledges and respects every individual’s rights to privacy. Discrimination
complaints shall be investigated in a manner that protects the confidentiality of the
parties and the integrity of the process. This includes keeping the identity of the
complainant confidential, as appropriate and except to the extent necessary to carry out
the investigation or proceedings, as determined by the Principal or designee on a
case-by-case basis.
ECHS 2 prohibits any form of retaliation against any complainant in the complaint
process, including but not limited to a complainant’s filing of a complaint or the reporting
of instances of discrimination. Such participation shall not in any way affect the status,
grades, or work assignments of the complainant.
B. Compliance Officers
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The ECS Board of Directors designates the following compliance officer(s) to receive
and investigate complaints and to ensure the Charter School’s compliance with law:
Executive Director & ECHS 2 Principals
Environmental Charter Schools
2010 Manhattan Beach Blvd., Suite 100
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
The Executive Director or designee shall ensure that employees designated to
investigate complaints are knowledgeable about the laws and programs for which they
are responsible. Designated employees may have access to legal counsel as
determined by the Executive Director or designee.
C. Notifications
The Executive Director or designee shall annually provide written notification of ECHS
2’s uniform complaint procedures to students, employees, parents/guardians, the Board
of Directors, appropriate private officials or representatives, and other interested parties.
The Executive Director or designee shall make available copies of the ECHS 2’s
uniform complaint procedures free of charge.
The notice shall:
1. Identify the person(s), position(s), or unit(s) responsible for receiving
complaints.
2. Advise the complainant of any civil law remedies that may be available to
him/her under state or federal discrimination laws, if applicable.
3. Advise the complainant of the appeal process pursuant to Education Code
262.3, including the complainant’s right to take the complaint directly to
the California Department of Education (CDE) or to pursue remedies
before civil courts or other public agencies.
4. Include statements that:
a. ECHS 2 is primarily responsible for compliance with state and
federal laws and regulations;
b. The complaint review shall be completed within 60 calendar days
from the date of receipt of the complaint unless the complainant
agrees in writing to an extension of the timeline;
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c. An unlawful discrimination complaint must be filed not later than six
months from the date the alleged discrimination occurs, or six
months from the date the complainant first obtains knowledge of
the facts of the alleged discrimination;
d. The complainant has a right to appeal ECHS 2’s decision to the
CDE by filing a written appeal within 15 days of receiving ECHS 2’s
decision; and
e. The appeal to the CDE must include a copy of the complaint filed
with ECHS 2 and a copy of the ECHS 2’s decision.
D. Procedures
The following procedures shall be used to address all complaints that allege ECHS 2
has violated federal or state laws or regulations governing educational programs. The
compliance officers shall maintain a record of each complaint and subsequent related
actions.
All parties involved in allegations shall be notified when a complaint is filed, when a
complaint meeting or hearing is scheduled, and when a decision or ruling is made.
Step 1: Filing Of Complaint
Any individual, public agency or organization may file a written complaint of alleged
noncompliance by ECHS 2.
A complaint alleging unlawful discrimination shall be initiated no later than six months
from the date when the alleged discrimination occurred, or six months from the date
when the complainant first obtained knowledge of the facts of the alleged discrimination.
A complaint may be filed by a person who alleges that he/she personally suffered
unlawful discrimination or by a person who believes that an individual or any specific
class of individuals has been subjected to unlawful discrimination.
The complaint shall be presented to the compliance officer who shall maintain a log of
complaints received, including the date of receipt.
If a complainant is unable to put a complaint in writing due to conditions such as a
disability or illiteracy, ECHS 2 staff shall assist him/her in the filing of the complaint.
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Step 2: Mediation
Within three days of receiving the complaint, the compliance officer may informally
discuss with the complainant the possibility of using mediation. If the complainant
agrees to mediation, the compliance officer shall make arrangements for this process.
Before initiating the mediation of a discrimination complaint, the compliance officer shall
ensure that all parties agree to make the mediator a party to related confidential
information.
If the mediation process does not resolve the problem within the parameters of law, the
compliance officer shall proceed with his/her investigation of the complaint.
The use of mediation shall not extend ECHS 2’s timelines for investigating and resolving
the complaint unless the complainant agrees in writing to such an extension of time.
Step 3: Investigation of Complaint
The compliance officer is encouraged to hold an investigative meeting within five days
of receiving the complaint or an unsuccessful attempt to mediate the complaint. This
meeting shall provide an opportunity for the complainant and/or his/her representative to
repeat the complaint orally.
The complainant and/or his/her representative shall have an opportunity to present the
complaint and evidence or information leading to evidence to support the allegations in
the complaint.
A complainant’s refusal to provide ECHS 2’s investigator with documents or other
evidence related to the allegations in the complaint, or his/her failure or refusal to
cooperate in the investigation or his/her engagement in any other obstruction of the
investigation may result in the dismissal of the complaint because of a lack of evidence
to support the allegation.
ECHS 2’s refusal to provide the investigator with access to records and/or other
information related to the allegation in the complaint, or its failure or refusal to cooperate
in the investigation or its engagement in any other obstruction of the investigation, may
result in a finding, based on evidence collected, that a violation has occurred and may
result in the imposition of a remedy in favor of the complainant.
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Step 4: Response
Option 1:
Unless extended by written agreement with the complainant, the compliance officer
shall prepare and send to the complainant a written report of ECHS 2’s investigation
and decision, as described in Step #5 below, within 60 days of ECHS 2’s receipt of the
complaint.
Option 2:
Within 30 days of receiving the complaint, the compliance officer shall prepare and send
to the complainant a written report of ECHS 2’s investigation and decision, as described
in Step #5 below. If the complainant is dissatisfied with the compliance officer’s
decision, he/she may, within five days, file his/her complaint in writing with the Board of
Directors.
The Board may consider the matter at its next regular Board meeting or at a special
Board meeting convened in order to meet the 60-day time limit within which the
complaint must be answered. The Board may decide not to hear the complaint, in
which case the compliance officer’s decision shall be final.
If the Board hears the complaint, the compliance officer shall send the Board’s decision
to the complainant within 60 days of ECHS 2’s initial receipt of the complaint or within
the time period that has been specified in a written agreement with the complainant.
Step 5: Final Written Decision
ECHS 2’s decision shall be in writing and sent to the complainant. ECHS 2’s decision
shall be written in English and in the language of the complainant whenever feasible or
as required by law.
The decision shall include:
1. The findings of fact based on evidence gathered.
2. The conclusion(s) of law.
3. Disposition of the complaint.
4. Rationale for such disposition.
5. Corrective actions, if any are warranted.
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6. Notice of the complainant’s right to appeal ECHS 2’s decision within fifteen (15)
days to the CDE and procedures to be followed for initiating such an appeal.
7. For discrimination complaints arising under state law, notice that the complainant
must wait until 60 days have elapsed from the filing of an appeal with the CDE
before pursuing civil law remedies.
8. For discrimination complaints arising under federal law such complaint may be
made at any time to the U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights.
If an employee is disciplined as a result of the complaint, the decision shall simply state
that effective action was taken and that the employee was informed of ECHS 2’s
expectations. The report shall not give any further information as to the nature of the
disciplinary action.
E. Appeals to the California Department of Education
If dissatisfied with ECHS 2’s decision, the complainant may appeal in writing to the CDE
within fifteen (15) days of receiving ECHS 2’s decision. When appealing to the CDE,
the complainant must specify the basis for the appeal of the decision and whether the
facts are incorrect and/or the law has been misapplied. The appeal shall be
accompanied by a copy of the locally filed complaint and a copy of ECHS 2’s decision.
Upon notification by the CDE that the complainant has appealed ECHS 2’s decision, the
Executive Director or designee shall forward the following documents to the CDE:
1. A copy of the original complaint.
2. A copy of the decision.
3. A summary of the nature and extent of the investigation conducted by ECHS 2, if
not covered by the decision.
4. A copy of the investigation file, including but not limited to all notes, interviews,
and documents submitted by all parties and gathered by the investigator.
5. A report of any action taken to resolve the complaint.
6. A copy of ECHS 2’s complaint procedures.
7. Other relevant information requested by the CDE.
F. Direct CDE Intervention
The CDE may directly intervene in the complaint without waiting for action by ECHS 2
when one of the conditions listed in Title 5, California Code of Regulations, Section
4650 (5 CCR 4650) exists, including cases in which ECHS 2 has not taken action within
60 days of the date the complaint was filed with ECHS 2. Pursuant to 5 CCR 4650
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among the bases for CDE directly intervention are if the complainant requests
anonymity because he or she would be in danger of retaliation and would suffer
immediate and irreparable harm should the he or she file a complaint with the charter
school or if the complainant alleges facts that indicate that the health, safety or welfare
of a child or group of children is threatened or in immediate physical danger.
G. Civil Law Remedies
A complainant may pursue available civil law remedies outside of ECHS 2’s complaint
procedures.
Complainants may seek assistance from mediation centers or
public/private interest attorneys. Civil law remedies that may be imposed by a court
include, but are not limited to, injunctions and restraining orders. For discrimination
complaints arising under state law, however, a complainant must wait until 60 days have
elapsed from the filing of an appeal with the CDE before pursuing civil law remedies.
The moratorium does not apply to injunctive relief and is applicable only if ECHS 2 has
appropriately, and in a timely manner, apprised the complainant of his/her right to file a
complaint in accordance with 5 CCR 4622.
The above referenced Uniform Complaint Policy and Procedure may be amended by
ECHS 2 to comply with state and federal law as it is amended from time to time. Such
amendments shall not be considered material amendments but charter authorizer staff
shall be notified if such changes are made to the uniform complaint procedure.
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ELEMENT 15 – CHARTER SCHOOL CLOSURE
Governing Law: “The procedures to be used if the charter school closes. The
procedures shall ensure a final audit of the charter school to determine the disposition
of all assets and liabilities of the charter school, including plans for disposing of any net
assets and for the maintenance and transfer of pupil records.” Ed Code § 47605
(b)(5)(O).

I. Revocation
The charter authorizer may revoke the charter of ECHS 2 if the School commits a
breach of any terms of its charter or commits a breach of any provisions set forth in the
Charter Schools Act of 1992. Furthermore, the charter authorizer may revoke the
charter of ECHS 2 on any of the following grounds:
● ECHS 2 committed a material violation of any of the conditions, standards, or
procedures set forth in the charter.
● ECHS 2 failed to meet or pursue any of the pupil outcomes identified in the
charter.
● ECHS 2 failed to meet generally accepted accounting principles, or engaged in
fiscal mismanagement.
● ECHS 2 violated any provisions of law.
Prior to revocation, and in accordance with CA Ed. Code Section 47607(d), the charter
authorizer will notify ECHS 2 in writing of the specific violation, and give the charter
school a reasonable opportunity to cure the violation, unless the charter authorizer
determines, in writing, that the violation constitutes a severe and imminent threat to the
health or safety of the students. Notwithstanding the immediately preceding language,
revocation proceedings are not subject to the dispute resolution clause set forth in this
charter.
II. Amendments and Severability
Any amendments to this charter will be made by the mutual agreement of the governing
boards of ECHS 2 and the charter authorizer. Material revisions and amendments will
be made pursuant to the standards, criteria, and timelines in California Education Code
section 47605.
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The terms of this charter contract are severable. In the event that any of the provisions
are determined to be unenforceable or invalid for any reason, the remainder of the
charter will remain in effect, unless mutually agreed otherwise by the charter authorizer
and ECHS 2. The charter authorizer and ECHS 2 agree to meet to discuss and resolve
any issues or differences relating to invalidated provisions in a timely, good faith fashion.
III. Closing Procedures
ECHS 2 shall follow the school closure provisions specified in Education Code Section
47605(b)(5)(O) and Title 5, California Code of Regulations Section 11962, as well as
those outlined in the State Board of Education school closure provisions in the event of
school closure. The following additional provisions relating to school closure shall
apply.
A. Administration: The ECS Board of Directors will be the responsible entity for
oversight of the school closure procedures and the Executive Director, or other
individual identified by the Board, shall be primarily charged with implementing
school closure procedures mandated by law. The Principal will be employed after
the closing of the school for a period of time adequate to facilitate school closure,
disposition of assets, and the transfer of all student records, and will work at the
direction of the Executive Director. The Principal will ensure a list of pupils in
each grade level and the classes they have completed, together with information
on the pupils' district of residence is provided to the ECS Executive Director.
B. Disposition of Assets: All goods and materials purchased by ECHS 2 with funds
received by the LEA are owned by ECS as the nonprofit corporation authorized
to operate ECHS 2 and will remain so notwithstanding any closure of the Charter
school. In the event that ECHS 2 closes, the remaining assets of the school, after
the liabilities have been satisfied, will be disposed of by the governing board to
another charter school, non-profit organization, or other appropriate entity in
accordance with the asset disposition provisions of the school’s articles of
incorporation and all related laws and regulations. Notwithstanding to above, all
unspent restricted funds shall be returned to their respective sources and any
required reports submitted. Any grant funds will be disposed of in accordance
with the terms of the grant, and any required final grant reports completed.
Additionally, a full list of equipment, furniture, and instructional supplies must be
documented prior to assets being distributed. Any donated materials and
property with conditions established when the donation was accepted will be
disposed of in accordance with those conditions. The Executive Director will
attend to enumerating and disposing of the assets and liabilities as directed in
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the articles of incorporation, and the board treasurer shall ensure that a final
audit of the school’s assets and liabilities is performed. A final audit will be
completed and provided to the charter authorizer within 6 months of school
closure. ECHS 2’s reserves will be utilized to pay for this final audit. Education
Code 47605(b)(5)(P).
C. Notification: The Charter School will promptly notify parents and students of the
Charter School, the charter authorizer, the Charter School’s SELPA, the
retirement systems in which the Charter School’s employees participate (e.g.,
State Teachers’ Retirement System and federal social security), and the
California Department of Education of the closure as well as the effective date of
the closure. This notice will also include the name(s) of and contact information
for the person(s) to whom reasonable inquiries may be made regarding the
closure; the pupils’ school districts of residence; and the manner in which
parents/guardians may obtain copies of pupil records, including specific
information on completed courses and credits that meet graduation
requirements.
The Charter School will ensure that the notification to the parents and students of
the Charter School of the closure provides information to assist parents and
students in locating suitable alternative programs. This notice will be provided
promptly following the Board's decision to close the Charter School.
The Charter School will also develop a list of pupils in each grade level and the
classes they have completed, together with information on the pupils’ districts of
residence, which they will provide to the entity responsible for closure-related
activities.
D. Transfer of Records: The ECS Board of Directors will ensure the transfer of
official student records, assessment results and special education records to the
students’ new schools upon receiving records requests. Any unclaimed student
will go to the charter authorizer upon school closure. Special Ed records will go to
the SELPA or be transferred as directed by the SELPA. Parents will also be
provided with copies of appropriate records and ECHS 2 will otherwise assist
students in transferring to their next school. All transfers of student records will
be made in compliance with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(“FERPA”) 20 U.S.C. § 1232g. Personnel records will be transferred to and
maintained by the entity responsible for closure-related activities in accordance
with applicable law.
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E. Audit: As soon as reasonably practical, ECHS 2 will prepare final financial
records. ECHS 2 will also have an independent audit completed within six
months after closure. ECHS 2 will pay for the final audit. The audit will be
prepared by a qualified Certified Public Accountant selected by ECS and will be
provided to the charter authorizer promptly upon its completion. The final audit
will include an accounting of all financial assets, including cash and accounts
receivable and an inventory of property, equipment, and other items of material
value, an accounting of the liabilities, including accounts payable and any
reduction in apportionments as a result of audit findings or other investigations,
loans, and unpaid staff compensation, and an assessment of the disposition of
any restricted funds received by or due to ECHS 2.
F. Annual Reports: ECHS 2 will complete and file and annual reports required
pursuant to Education Code section 47604.33.
G. Cost of Closure: The ECS Board of Directors shall cover the cost of closure of
the Charter School out of ECHS 2’s reserves and will reserve at least $20,000 to
cover them.
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Other Operational Issues
I. Business and Operations Management
Governing Law: “The manner in which administrative services of the charter school are
to be provided.” Education Code §47605(g).
ECHS 2, as a distinct LEA from ECHS, ECMS-G, and ECMS-I, maintains its own set of
financial records. As required by law and stated in the charter, ECS submits financial
reports for ECHS 2 as a distinct LEA and has an audit performed on the financial
statements of ECHS 2. In the few areas where overlap in purchasing or resource
allocation might occur, the financial policies describe how allocations will occur between
distinct LEAs.
The Board receives reports of revenues and expenditures, separated by LEA, from its
business services provider, EdTec, on a regular basis. The financial services provider
uses documented allocations (for example, county treasury documentation of deposits
by CDS code or invoices by school). If such documentation is not available, the
allocation will follow the method as described in the Board approved financial policies.
ECHS 2 contracts with a charter school business services provider, EdTec, to provide
business services, such as budgeting/forecasting, fiscal planning, accounts set up
(insurance, benefits, attendance tracking), payroll, completion and submission of
compliance reports, service vendor contract negotiations and management, and
purchasing. This provider adheres to generally accepted accounting principles and uses
an accounting system with internal controls that also follows generally accepted
accounting principles. Both the business services provider and the school monitor
adherence to the charter process and any applicable law. The board of directors
ensures that the accounting system for ECHS 2 follows generally accepted accounting
principles. ECHS 2 and/or its non-profit corporation is solely responsible for the debts
and obligations of the charter school.
II. Inquiries and Notifications
ECHS 2 shall promptly respond to all inquiries, including but not limited to inquiries
regarding financial records from its charter authorizer and shall consult with the charter
authorizer regarding inquiries.
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Notification is to be made to the charter authorizer of any notices of workplace hazards,
investigations by outside regulatory agencies, lawsuits, or other formal complaints,
within one week of receipt of such notice by ECHS 2. Depending on severity of the
hazard, immediate notification may be needed.
III. Grievance Procedure for Parents and Students
ECHS 2 designates at least one employee to coordinate its efforts to comply with and
carry out its responsibilities under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title
IX) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 504) including any
investigation of any complaint filed with the Charter School alleging its noncompliance
with these laws or alleging any actions which would be prohibited by these laws. ECHS
2 notifies all its students and employees of the name, office address, and telephone
number of the designated employee or employees.
The Charter School has adopted and published grievance procedures providing prompt
and equitable resolution of student and employee complaints alleging any action, which
would be prohibited by Title IX or Section 504.
ECHS 2 has implemented specific and continuing steps to notify applicants for
admission and employment, students and parents of elementary and secondary school
students, employees, sources of referral of applicants for admission and employment,
and all unions or professional organizations holding collective bargaining or professional
agreements with the recipient, that it does not discriminate on the basis of sex or mental
or physical disability in the educational program or activity which it operates, and that it
is required by Title IX and Section 504 not to discriminate in such a manner.
IV. Audit and Inspection of Records
ECHS 2 agrees to observe and abide by the following terms and conditions as a
requirement for receiving and maintaining its charter authorization:
● Charter School is subject to charter authorizer oversight.
● The charter authorizer’s statutory oversight responsibility continues throughout
the life of the Charter and requires that it, among other things, monitor the fiscal
condition of the Charter School.
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● The charter authorizer is authorized to revoke this charter for, among other
reasons, the failure of the Charter School to meet generally accepted accounting
principles or for engagement in fiscal mismanagement.
Accordingly, the charter authorizer hereby reserves the right, pursuant to its oversight
responsibility, to audit Charter School books, records, data, processes and procedures.
The audit may include, but is not limited to, the following areas:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Compliance with terms and conditions prescribed in the Charter agreement,
Internal controls, both financial and operational in nature,
The accuracy, recording and/or reporting of school financial information,
The school’s debt structure,
Governance policies, procedures and history,
The recording and reporting of attendance data,
The school’s enrollment process,
Compliance with safety plans and procedures, and
Compliance with applicable grant requirements.

ECHS 2 shall cooperate fully with such audits and will make available any and all
records necessary for the performance of the audit upon 30 days notice to ECHS 2.
When 30 days notice may defeat the purpose of the audit, the charter authorizer may
conduct the audit upon 24 hours notice.
The charter authorizer may charge for the actual costs of supervisorial oversight of the
Charter School not to exceed 1% of the charter school’s revenue.
V. Charter Term
This petition for charter renewal for ECHS 2 is for a term of five years. The requested
five-year term would begin on July 1, 2020 and expire June 30, 2025. The charter may
be renewed for subsequent terms by the charter authorizer. ECHS 2 must meet the
minimum renewal criteria contained in the Education Code Section 47605 to be
considered for renewal by the charter authorizer.
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VI. Charter School Revolving Loan Fund
Notwithstanding other provisions of law, a loan may be made directly to a charter school
only in the case of a charter school that is incorporated. ECHS 2 will apply for funding
from the Charter School Revolving Loan, in accordance with applicable law. ECHS 2
understands that loans may be made from money in the Charter School Revolving Loan
Fund to a charter school that qualifies to receive funding pursuant to California
Education Code Chapter 6 (commencing with section 47630) upon application of a
charter school and approval by the Superintendent of Public Instruction. A loan is for
use by the charter school during the period from the date the charter is granted
pursuant to California Education Code section 47605 to the end of the fiscal year in
which the charter school first enrolls pupils. Money loaned to a charter school pursuant
to this section will be used only to meet the purposes of the charter granted pursuant to
California Education Code section 47605.
ECHS 2 accepts and understands obligations to comply with the California Education
Code section 41365 regarding the Charter School Revolving Loan Fund. Commencing
with the first fiscal year following the fiscal year ECHS 2 first enrolls pupils, the
Controller will deduct from apportionments made to the charter school, as appropriate,
an amount equal to the annual repayment of the amount loaned to ECHS 2 for the
charter school. Repayment of the full amount will be deducted by the Controller in equal
annual amounts over a number of years agreed upon between the loan recipient and
the State Department of Education, not to exceed five years for any loan.
VII. Food Service Program
ECHS 2 applies as its own sponsor for participation in the federal meal program. ECHS
2 works with an approved vendor to provide free and reduced lunches to eligible
students. This vendor provides and organizes the delivery arrangements in accordance
with state and federal guidelines for food services at ECHS 2. Under this arrangement,
all food is prepared on a daily basis at the vendor’s facility and delivered by the vendor
to the school. Food may be served by a staff member of the vendor, a staff member of
the school and/or parent volunteers. The food program is annually re-evaluated by
ECHS 2.
VIII. Financial Plan
Governing Law: “The petitioner or petitioners also shall be required to provide financial
statements that include a proposed first year operational budget, including startup costs,
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and cash flow and financial projections for the first three years of operation.” Education
Code §47605(g).
The ECHS 2 financial plan contains a multiyear budget and narrative forecast for the
next five years of operation and monthly cash flow. Budget documents and the
accompanying financial narrative are included in the Appendix. Revenue entitlements
were calculated based on published information on the state direct funding model, and
by identifying any additional federal, state, and local funding for students in grades six
through eight typically available to a charter school based on characteristics of the
school’s programs and student make-up. ECHS 2 applies directly for funds not included
in the charter school categorical block grant, but for which charter schools can apply
directly. ECHS 2 also applies for competitive funding as appropriate for its mission and
budget needs.
IX. Facilities
Governing Law: “The facilities to be utilized by the charter school. The description of the
facilities to be used by the charter school shall specify where the charter school intends
to locate.” Education Code §47605(g).
ECS is actively seeking a facility that would accommodate the entire high school
program and is located in the Inglewood area.
Recognizing that securing appropriate facilities is challenging, we are exploring multiple
options. We will be submitting a Proposition 39 facilities request to the district, but we
recognize we are not assured of a high-quality offer. Therefore, we have budgeted for a
privately leased space and we are actively searching for private facilities options in the
area. We are working with Pacific Charter Schools Development (PCSD) and InSite
Educational Facilities Service, real estate brokerage firms specializing in educational
and non-profit facilities nationwide to secure a permanent site for the high school
program. With PCSD, InSite, and an architect specializing in charter school facilities, we
have developed a set of criteria to evaluate sites identified. ECS also has a Facilities
Committee which is collaborating with PCSD and InSite to evaluate the long term
feasibility of all possible sites.
A. Background – ECS and MCP
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Environmental Charter High School 2 is operated by Environmental Charter Schools
(ECS), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit public benefit corporation founded on April 26, 2000 to
operate charter schools. Menlo Charter Properties (MCP) is also a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
public benefit corporation, founded on May 1, 2013. The sole purpose of MCP is to
serve ECS’ mission to operate its charter schools; MCP supports ECS’ mission by
serving as owner of all of ECS’ school facilities.
Currently, there are four board members for MCP (the full ECS Board currently has
seven board members). Per MCP’s bylaws, some but not all of MCP board members
can be ECS board members. A summary of MCP board members is below.
Name

MCP Board Member*

ECS Board Member

Notes

Bruce Greenspon

Yes (serves as MCP
President)

No

Ken Deemer

Yes (serves as MCP
Secretary)

Yes

Anthony Jowid

Yes

Yes

John Quiter

Yes

No

-

Bradley Jewett

Yes

No

Recently resigned

-

* MCP board members serve as board members for each of the LLCs.

B. Limited Liability Corporations
For each school, MCP has set up limited liability corporations (LLCs) to serve as the
owner/landlord of each school facility. The sole member of each LLC is MCP and these
LLCs are wholly controlled by MCP, as a result each LLC takes on the nonprofit status
of the sole member. The board members of MCP are the same board members for each
LLC.
The three (3) LLCs which currently exist are:
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1.

Menlo 165th Place LLC (“Menlo”) –Serves as owner of school facilities at the
ECMS – Gardena site ("ECMS-G"). Menlo owns the underlying land and
buildings on this site. Menlo financed and constructed building improvements
and leases to ECMSG.

2. Yukon LLC (“Yukon”) – Serves as owner of facilities currently under construction
(10 classrooms) at the ECMS – Inglewood ("ECMS-I") site. Yukon LLC financed
and constructed building improvements and then leases the improvements to
ECMS-I. Concordia Lutheran Church of Los Angeles (“Concordia”) owns the
underlying land, which it leases to Yukon LLC. ECMS-I has a separate license
agreement with Concordia to use other buildings on the site (4 classrooms and
offices) as well as the play space and parking lot.
3. Lawndale LLC (“Lawndale”) – Was created for a similar purpose as the other
two LLCs. The goal is for the LLC to serve as owner of facilities for
Environmental Charter High School ("ECHS") Currently, this LLC does not own
any property.
The LLCs (as landlords/owners) purchase, construct, renovate and maintain facilities
which they then lease to each of the schools. The monthly rent each LLC (as landlord)
collects from each school (as tenant) includes all costs to manage and maintain the
facilities. Currently there are two (2) active leases between the LLC entities:
● ECMS Inglewood’s lease is between Yukon LLC (as landlord and ECMS-I (as
tenant).
● ECMS-G’s lease is between Menlo 165th Place LLC and ECMS-G (as tenant).
At the time of this petition’s writing, ECHS does not have a lease with Lawndale LLC (as
landlord) and ECHS (as tenant).
C. Purpose of MCP and the LLCs
As discussed above, MCP and its LLCs (Lawndale, Menlo and Yukon) were solely
created to support the mission of ECS by owning/managing/financing each school
facility. By serving in this capacity, MCP and its LLCs benefit ECS in the following ways:
1.
Benefit #1 – Separates ECS from the risks related to being a building
owner; and
2.
Benefit #2 – Enables ECS to qualify for SB 740 funding from the State
($750 per ADA) by having the LLCs serve as landlords to ECS.
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MCP formed individual LLCs for each school campus to further segregate risk related to
each individual campus to separate legal entities. This strategy is identical to what
hospitals, colleges/universities and corporations do when they own multiple real estate
assets (i.e., each campus is owned by a separately formed LLC, which is typically
controlled by a single legal entity). The MCP legal entity and its LLCs were created in
compliance with all State laws (particularly SB 740 legislation) and conform with best
practice utilized by charter schools in the State. Many charter schools in the State utilize
a similar legal structure as ECS does with MCP (i.e.. the charter organization has a
separate legal entity – either another nonprofit or LLC – serve as landlord to the school).
The reason charter schools do this is to access to SB 740 funding and separate the
risks related to being a building owner (as discussed above). Many established charter
organizations, such as Partnerships to Uplift Communities, Green Dot Public Schools,
Alliance for College Ready Schools, and Rocketship use similar structures to secure
facilities and defray costs with SB 740 monies.
D. Supporting Documentation for MCP and the LLCs
For your reference, the following operating documents for MCP and each LLC are
provided in the Appendix.
Menlo Charter Properties (MCP)
MCP Articles of Incorporation
MCP Bylaws
IRS Status for MCP
MCP IRS Nonprofit Status
Menlo Place 165th LLC
M165th Articles of Organization and Statement of Information
M165th Operating Agreement
Yukon LLC
Yukon Properties Articles of Organization
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Yukon Properties Operating Agreement
Lawndale LLC
Lawndale Properties Articles of Organization
Lawndale Properties Operating Agreement

X. Transportation
The Charter School will not provide transportation to and from school, except as
required by law for students with disabilities in accordance with a student’s IEP.

XI. Insurance
ECHS 2 maintains appropriate workers compensation insurance, as well as liability
coverage, bond coverage, and insurance coverage, providing for, among other things,
insurance for operation and procedures, personal injury, and property, fire, and theft. It
is ECHS 2’s responsibility, not the charter authorizer’s, to monitor its vendors,
contractors, partners or sponsors for compliance with the insurance requirements.
No coverage shall be provided to the Charter School by the charter authorizer under
any of the charter authorizer’s self-insured programs or commercial insurance policies.
ECHS 2 maintains, at a minimum, insurance as set forth below with insurance
companies acceptable to the charter authorizer.
The following insurance policies are required:
1. Commercial General Liability, including Damage to Rented Premises coverage
(only required for rented premises the tenant occupies), of $5,000,000 per
Occurrence and in the Aggregate. The policy shall be endorsed to name the
charter authorizer and the charter authorizer’s board as named additional
insureds and shall provide specifically that any insurance carried by the charter
authorizer which may be applicable to any claims or loss shall be deemed excess
and the Charter School's insurance shall be primary despite any conflicting
provisions in the Charter School’s policy. Coverage shall be maintained with no
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2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Self Insured Retention above $15,000 without the prior written approval of the
charter authorizer.
Workers' Compensation Insurance in accordance with provisions of the California
Labor Code adequate to protect the Charter School from claims that may arise
from its operations pursuant to the Workers' Compensation Act (Statutory
Coverage). The Workers' Compensation Insurance coverage must also include
Employers Liability coverage with limits of $1,000,000.
Commercial Auto Liability, including Owned, Leased, Hired, and Non-owned,
coverage with limits of $1,000,000 Combined Single Limit per Occurrence if the
Charter School does not operate a student bus service. If the Charter School
provides student bus services, the required coverage limit is $5,000,000
Combined Single Limit per Occurrence. Fidelity Bond coverage shall be
maintained by the Charter School to cover all Charter School employees who
handle, process or otherwise have responsibility for Charter School funds,
supplies, equipment or other assets. Minimum amount of coverage shall be
$50,000 per occurrence, with no self-insured retention.
Professional Educators Errors and Omissions liability coverage with minimum
limits of $3,000,000 per occurrence and $3,000,000 general aggregate. Sexual
Molestation and Abuse coverage with minimum limits of $5,000,000 per
occurrence and $5,000,000 general aggregate. Coverage may be held as a
separate policy or included by endorsement in the Commercial General Liability
or the Errors and Omissions Policy.
Employment Practices Legal Liability coverage with limits of $3,000,000 per
occurrence and $3,000,000 general aggregate.
Property Damage Liability replacement value limits sufficient to protect the
school’s assets
Excess/umbrella insurance with limits of not less than $10,000,000 is required of
all high schools that participate in competitive interscholastic or intramural sports
programs.

*Coverages and limits of insurance may be accomplished through individual primary
policies or through a combination of primary and excess policies. The policy shall be
endorsed to name the charter authorizer and the charter authorizer’s board as named
additional insureds and shall provide specifically that any insurance carried by the
charter authorizer which may be applicable to any claims or loss shall be deemed
excess and the Charter School's insurance shall be primary despite any conflicting
provisions in the Charter School's policy.
A. Evidence of Insurance
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The Charter School shall furnish to the charter authorizer within 30 days of all new
policy inception dates, renewals, or changes. In addition, all evidence of insurance,
including insurance certificates or other such insurance documents, must be signed by
duly authorized representatives of the insurance carrier.
Certificates shall be endorsed as follows:
“The insurance afforded by this policy shall not be suspended, cancelled, reduced in
coverage or limits or non-renewed except after thirty (30) days prior written notice by
certified mail, return receipt requested has been given to the charter authorizer.”
Facsimile or reproduced signatures may be acceptable upon review by the charter
authorizer. However, the charter authorizer reserves the right to require certified copies
of any required insurance policies.
Should the charter school deem it prudent and/or desirable to have insurance coverage
for damage or theft to school, employee or student property, for student accident or any
other type of insurance coverage not listed above, such insurance shall not be provided
by the charter authorizer and its purchase shall be the responsibility of the Charter
School.
Additionally, ECHS 2 will, at all times, maintain a fund balance (reserve) of its
expenditures as required by the section 15443, Title 5 of the California Code of
Regulations. Currently, the required reserve is 5% of total operational expenditures.
B. Hold Harmless/Indemnification Provision
To the fullest extent permitted by law, ECHS 2 does hereby agree, at its own expense,
to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the charter authorizer, the charter authorizer’s
board and their members, officers, directors, agents, representatives, employees and
volunteers from and against any and all claims, damages, losses and expenses
including but not limited to attorney’s fees, brought by any person or entity whatsoever,
arising out of, or relating to this charter agreement. ECHS 2 further agrees, to the
fullest extent permitted by law, at its own expense, to indemnify, defend, and hold
harmless the charter authorizer, the charter authorizer’s board, and their members,
officers, directors, agents, representatives, employees and volunteers from and against
any and all claims, damages, losses and expenses including but not limited to attorney’s
fees, brought by any person or entity whatsoever for claims, damages, losses and
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expenses arising from or relating to acts or omission of acts committed by ECHS 2, and
their officers, directors, employees or volunteers. Moreover, the Charter School agrees
to indemnify and hold harmless the charter authorizer for any contractual liability
resulting from third party contracts with its vendors, contractors, partners or sponsors.
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]

1.
Small Learning
Communities

2.
Interdisciplinary Curriculum
& Authentic Assessment

3.
Relevant
& Engaging Instruction

4.
Environmental
& Experiential Learning

5.
Collaboration
with Partners

1A. Community Building
(1) teach & model strategies
(2) students use strategies
(3) emotional safety

2A. Content Knowledge
(16) critical content
(17) relevant standards
(18) instructional materials

3A. Content-Focused
Teaching
(31) rigorous objectives
(32) content delivery
(33) academic vocabulary

4A. Sustainable Practices
(47) materials
(48) teacher models
(49) student practices

5A. Professional Growth
(62) goal setting and reflection
(63) Teacher Development
(64) sustainably balance
workload

1B. Classroom Management
(4) behavior
(5) accountability
(6) procedures

2B. Planning
(19) lesson plans
(20) unit plans
(21) variety of strategies &
modalities

3B. Instructional Time
(34) comprehensible segments
(35) transitions
(36) balance teacher & student
voice

4B. Environmental Context
(50) environmental themes
(51) environmental topics &
issues
(52) environmental principles &
standards

5B. Colleagues
(65) communicate with
colleagues
(66) collaborate with teams
(67) follow through

1C. Learning Environments
(7) physically safe
(8) neat & clean
(9) supports learning

2C. Designing Assessments
(22) valid & reliable
(23) authentic &
developmentally appropriate
(24) variety of formative &
summative

3C. Responsive Instruction
(37) checks for understanding
(38) provide feedback
(39) address misconceptions

4C. Outdoor Ed
(53) academic content outdoors
(54) socioemotional
development outdoors
(55) direct experience with
nature

5C. Families
(68) communicate with families
(69) consistency
(70) inclusive approach

1D. Student Interactions
(10) student to teacher
(11) student to student
(12) grouping strategies

2D. Collecting & Using Data
(25) variety of assessments &
data
(26) use for differentiated
planning
(27) track student progress

3D. Engaging Students in
Content
(40) active participation in
appropriate challenges
(41) tools & technologies
(42) arts & narrative

4D. Project Based Learning
(56) student empowerment
(57) inquiry based on learning
objectives
(58) authenticity

5D. ECS Organization
(71) communicate within ECS
(72) contribute constructively to
meetings
(73) policies & procedures

1E. Knowledge of Student
Backgrounds
(13) prior knowledge
(14) interests
(15) multiple perspectives

2E. Interdisciplinary &
Critical Thinking
(28) themes, essential
questions, & big ideas
(29) interdisciplinary
connections
(30) metacognition & reflection

3E. Equitable Access
(43) English Learners
(44) Students with Disabilities
(45) Socio-economically
Disadvantaged Students
(46) identities including race &
gender

4E. Service Learning
& Civic Action
(59) plans & executes projects
(60) measures & shares impact
(61) reflect to connect learning
objectives to impacts

5E. Community Partners
(74) communicate with partners
(75) enrichment of learning
using partnerships
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]

Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

(1) Teaches community- building
strategies through the use of
collaborative skills & SLOs
infr\equently, incompletely,
ineffectively or not at all in advisory
or content classes.

(1) Teaches or models communitybuilding strategies through the use
of collaborative skills & SLOs in
advisory & content classes.

(1) Teaches & models communitybuilding strategies based on school
expectations, student
developmental needs through the
use of collaborative skills & SLOs in
advisory & content area.

(1) Through the strategic &
consistent use of communitybuilding strategies in content &
advisory classes, classroom culture
demonstrates a shared belief in
the importance of collaborative
skills & SLOs.

(2) students use
strategies

(2) Students do not use strategies
when prompted; teacher does not
respond to disrespectful behavior.

(2) Some students are able to use
these strategies when prompted;
teacher attempts to respond to
disrespectful behavior, with uneven
results.

(3) emotional
safety

(3) Patterns of classroom
interactions are negative,
inappropriate, or insensitive to
students’ ages, cultural
backgrounds, & developmental
levels.

(3) Patterns of classroom
interactions are generally
appropriate but may reflect
occasional inconsistencies,
favoritism, or disregard for
students’ ages, cultures, &
developmental levels.

1B.
Classroom
Management

(4) Expectations, rules, and/or
consequences for individual and
group behavior are unclear.

(4) Communicates, models and
explains expectations for individual
and group behavior, may not be
monitored or maintained.

(4) Communicates, models and
consistently maintains high
standards for individual and group
behavior.

(4) Facilitates a positive class
environment integrating positive
supports to maintain high standards
for individual and group behavior
within learning activities.

(5) Consequences are ineffectively
applied, inappropriate, or do not
follow the discipline process.

(5) Consequences are
inconsistently applied, illogical or
inappropriate.

(5) Consequences are consistently
applied using discipline process.

(5) Consequences are logical,
restorative and consistently applied
using the discipline process.

(6) No routines are established.

(6) Routines exist, but are either
inefficient, ineffective, or used
inconsistently.

Best Practice 1: Small Learning Communities
1A.
Community
Building
(1) teach
& model
strategies

(4) behavior
(5) accountability
(6) procedures
& routines

(2) Most students effectively use
community building strategies when
prompted; teacher responds
successfully to disrespectful
behavior among students.
(3) Patterns of classroom
interactions are friendly, polite,
respectful, culturally, & ageappropriate though students may
be cautious about taking risks.

(6) Students demonstrate familiarity
with routines and procedures and
follow them consistently.

(2) Students show ownership in
resolving conflict & maintaining a
fair & respectful classroom
community; teacher empowers
students to respond to potential
disharmony in the community.
(3) Patterns of classroom
interactions are highly respectful,
reflecting genuine warmth, caring &
sensitivity to students as individuals
so that all students feel valued &
are comfortable taking risks.

(6) Students follow efficient routines
and procedures with little teacher
direction.
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]

Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

Best Practice 1: Small Learning Communities
1C.
Learning
Environment

(7) Learning environments are not
physically safe.

(7) Minor lapses in physical safety
are not sufficiently addressed.

(7) Teacher establishes learning
environments that are physically
safe.

(7) Students are empowered in
actively maintaining a physically
safe environment.

(7) physically
safe

(8) Teaching space is not
sufficiently neat, clean, and
organized.

(8) Teaching space is generally
neat and clean but some
disorganization leads to student
distraction or discomfort or detracts
from instructional time

(8) Teaching space is neat, clean
and organized.

(8) Teaching space is neat, clean
and organized and enhances
student experience.

(9) Use of teaching space promotes
learning.

(9) Use of teaching space is
actively incorporated into student
learning.

(8) neat & clean
(9) supports
learning

(9) Use of teaching space impedes
student learning.

1D.
Student
Interactions

(10) Does not create a learning
environment that allows for
intellectual risk-taking. Teacherstudent interactions are neither
positive nor constructive.

(10) Creates an environment for
intellectual risk-taking in which
teacher-student interactions are
mostly constructive.

(10) Creates an environment for
intellectual risk-taking in which
teacher-student interactions are
constructive.

(10) Creates an environment for
intellectual risk-taking in which
teacher-student interactions are
positive and constructive, and
empowering.

(11) Does not create an
intellectually safe space. Studentstudent interactions are neither
positive nor productive.

(11) Creates an intellectually safe
space for student-student
interactions that are mostly positive
and productive.

(11) Creates an intellectually safe
space for student-student
interactions that are positive and
productive.

(12) Does not use grouping. Relies
primarily on whole class or
independent work.

(12) Uses grouping.

(12) Uses groups based on student
needs.

(11) Creates an intellectually safe
space for student-student
interactions that are positive and
productive, and allow for friendly
controversy. Students take
intellectual risks.

(10) teacherstudent
interactions
(11) studentstudent
interactions
(12) grouping
strategies

(9) Use of teaching space is not
strategic.

(12) Strategically uses flexible
groups based on student needs.
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]

Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

(13) Does not responsibly
connect learning to students’
identities, backgrounds, or life
experiences.

(13) Responsibly connects learning to
students’ identities, backgrounds, or
life experiences to nurture students’
dignity and deepen student
understanding of the material.

(14) Does not incorporate
knowledge of student diversity
and interests into lessons, units,
and/or learning environment.

(14) Incorporates knowledge of
student diversity or interests in a
compartmentalized way that does not
necessarily connect with lessons,
units, and/or learning environment.

(13) Responsibly connects learning
to students’ identities,
backgrounds, and life experiences
to nurture students’ dignity and
deepen student understanding of
the material.

(15) Teacher is insensitive to or
does not consider diverse
student backgrounds and
multiple perspectives of
students.

(15) Teacher is sensitive to diverse
student backgrounds and multiple
perspectives of students and
manages students’ behavior
regarding microaggressions or put
downs regarding students’ identities.

Level 4
Exceeds

Best Practice 1: Small Learning Communities

1E.
Knowledge
of Student
Background
(13) life
experiences
(14) interests

(15) diverse
perspectives

(14) Incorporates knowledge of
individual students’ interests into
lessons, units, and/or learning
environment.
(15) Teacher is sensitive to diverse
student backgrounds and multiple
perspectives of students and
encourages students to advocate
for diverse backgrounds and
multiple perspectives.

(13) Empowers students to connect
learning to students’ identities,
backgrounds, and life experiences to
nurture students’ dignity and deepen
student understanding of the material.
(14) Intentionally uses student diversity,
interests and multiple perspectives to
inform instruction, activities, lessons,
units, and/or learning environment.
(15) Teacher explicitly teaches and
practices the advocacy for diverse
backgrounds and multiple perspectives
and facilitates similar conversations that
encourage and empower students to
advocate for diverse backgrounds and
multiple perspectives.
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]

Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

Best Practice 2: Interdisciplinary Curriculum & Authentic Assessment
2A
Content
Knowledge
(16) critical
content and
academic
language
(17) relevant
standards
(18)
instructional
materials

(16) Displays little understanding
of prerequisite knowledge
important to student learning of
the content. In planning and
practice, teacher makes content
errors or does not correct errors
made by students.

(16) Teacher is familiar with the
important concepts in the discipline
but lacks disciplinary depth and
vocabulary. May not demonstrate
understanding of how concepts relate
to one another.

(17) Unaware of California
Common Core, Next Generation
or other relevant standards.

(17) Aware of content standards, but
teaches inappropriate ones.

(18) Instructional materials are
inaccurate, unvetted,
inappropriate for the student
population or not aligned with
objectives.

(18) Instructional materials are
accurate, but are unengaging,
inappropriate for the student
population, not aligned with
objectives, or not reviewed in
advance.

(16) Demonstrates understanding
of content by having prioritized
critical content, explicitly teaching
key academic vocabulary, and
responding to student questions
with clarity and depth. Teacher
demonstrates fluency and
command of key concepts in
his/her field.

(16) Demonstrates understanding of
subject by content by prioritizing critical
content, explicitly teaching key
academic vocabulary, and making
meaningful connections to other classes
or disciplines. Teacher reads and/or
researches current content-related
information in the field.

(17) Teaches relevant and rigorous
content standards.

(17 ) Teaches relevant and rigorous
content standards which connect to
other standards or learning objectives.

(18) Instructional materials are
accurate, engaging, age
appropriate, reflect diversity when
possible, and are aligned with
objectives.

(18) Instructional materials are
research-based, motivating to students,
promote diversity, and provide insight.
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]
Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

(19) Lesson plans are guided by unit
objectives and lessons are
appropriately scaffolded to meet
students’ developmental needs.

(19) Lesson plans are guided by unit
themes, objectives, and essential questions
and lessons are appropriately scaffolded to
meet students’ developmental needs.

(20) Units show evidence of longterm, backwards planning from
objectives that are guided by themes
and/or essential questions and
aligned with the scope and sequence
of the semester and school year.
Lessons in unit follow an organized
sequence, are appropriately paced
and are designed with opportunities
for students to develop high-level
cognitive skills.

(20) Units show evidence of effective longterm, backwards planning that is guided by
themes and essential questions, and
aligned with the scope and sequence of the
semester and school year. Lessons in unit
follow a flexible and responsive, organized
sequence, are appropriately paced, and are
designed with opportunities for students to
develop high-level cognitive skills.

Best Practice 2: Interdisciplinary Curriculum & Authentic Assessment
(19) Lesson plans are not
guided by unit objectives.
Lessons do not appropriately
scaffold to meet students’
developmental needs.

(19) Lesson plans are at times
guided by unit objectives.
Lessons attempt to scaffold
material to meet students’
developmental needs.

(20) unit plans

(20) Units show little evidence
of long-term planning, and are
not guided by themes and/or
essential questions. Lessons in
unit follow an unorganized
sequence and pacing is
unrealistic.

(20) Units show some evidence
of long-term, backwards
planning from objectives and
themes or essential questions.
Lessons in unit follow a
somewhat organized/natural
sequence with some
appropriately paced lessons.

(21) variety of
strategies &
modalities

(21) Instructional strategies in
units do not vary and are not
student-driven.

(21) Lessons throughout units
include some variety in
instructional strategies.

2B
Planning
(19) lesson
plans

(21) Lessons are planned to include a
variety of instructional strategies and
address different learning modalities.

(21) Lessons throughout units strategically
include a variety of instructional strategies,
addressing multiple modalities
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]
Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

(22) Designs assessments,
scales, or rubrics that are not
aligned, assess inappropriate
objectives, or do not clearly
delineate levels of student
performance.

(22) Designs assessments or
scales or rubrics that are
partially aligned or assess
objectives without clearly
delineating levels of student
performance.

(22) Designs assessments and
aligned scales or rubrics that assess
appropriate objectives and clearly
define multiple levels of student
performance.

(22) Designs assessments and aligned
scales or rubrics that assess appropriate
objectives and delineate performance
levels clearly enough to enhance student
understanding of their performance on the
standard or prompt student reflection.

(23) authentic
& developmentally
appropriate

(23) Uses assessments that do
not authentically address
objectives or are not
developmentally appropriate for
students.

(23) Uses assessments that
authentically address objectives
but might not be
developmentally appropriate for
students.

(23) Uses assessments that
authentically address objectives and
are developmentally appropriate for
students.

(23) Uses assessments that authentically
address objectives, incorporate knowledge
of student backgrounds, and allow students
to make meaningful real world connections
beyond what was explicitly taught.

(24) variety of
formative &
summative

(24) Does not employ formative
assessments to plan or modify
learning activities or summative
assessments that help teachers
or students understand
strengths or areas for growth.

(24) Employs formative
assessments that may not be
used to plan learning activities
or summative assessments that
do not clearly help teachers or
students understand strengths
or areas for growth.

(24) Employs a variety of formative
assessments that are used to plan
and modify learning activities and
summative assessments that are
used to help teachers and students
understand strengths and areas for
growth.

(24) Strategically employs a system of
formative assessments to plan and modify
learning activities and summative
assessments that are used to help
teachers, students, and others understand
strengths and areas for growth.

2C
Designing
Assessments
(22) valid and
reliable
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]
Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

Best Practice 2: Interdisciplinary Curriculum & Authentic Assessment
2D
Collecting &
Using Data

(25) Attempts to use assessments
to collect data.

(25) Uses limited assessments to
collect data.

(25) Uses a variety of
assessments to collect data.

(25) Uses a variety of
assessments including authentic
assessment to collect data.

(25) use a variety
of assessments
to collect data

(26) Does not attempt to use data
to sequence or scaffold lesson and
unit plans.

(26) Attempts to use data to
sequence or scaffold lesson and
unit plans.

(26) Uses data to sequence or
scaffold lesson and unit plans for
differentiated learning.

(26) use for
differentiated
planning

(27) Does not use assessment
data to provide feedback.

(27) Uses limited assessment data
to provide feedback and help
students reflect on progress.

(27) Collects and analyzes data
regarding academic objectives and
SLOs from a variety of sources
and uses assessment data to
provide meaningful feedback,
celebrate success, and help
students reflect on progress.

(26) Uses data to sequence,
scaffold, and adjust lesson and
unit plans for differentiated
learning.

2E
Interdisciplinary
& Critical
Thinking

(28) Teacher does not address
content through themes, essential
questions, or big ideas.

(28) Teacher addresses content
through themes, essential
questions, or big ideas.

(28) Guides students to explore
content through themes, essential
questions, or big ideas across
disciplines and courses.

(28) themes,
essential
questions, & big
ideas

(29) Teacher does not make
connections between disciplines.

(29) Teacher makes connections
between disciplines.

(30) Teacher does not provide
structures or opportunities for
students to engage in critical
thinking, metacognition or
reflection regarding academic
objectives or SLOs.

(30) Provides structures or
opportunities for students to
engage in critical thinking,
metacognition or reflection
regarding academic objectives or
SLOs.

(29) Implements lessons that
provide opportunities for students
to access content through the lens
of different disciplines.

(27) track student
progress

(29)
interdisciplinary
connections
(30) critical
thinking,
metacognition &
reflection

(30) Provides structures and
opportunities for students to
engage in critical thinking,
metacognition and reflection
regarding academic objectives and
SLOs.

(27) Engages students in collecting
and analyzing data regarding
academic objectives and SLOs
from a variety of sources. Uses
assessment data to provide indepth and meaningful feedback,
celebrate success, and help
students reflect on progress.
(28) Facilitates students’ critical
questioning to advance
fundamental understanding of
content through themes, essential
questions, and big ideas.
(29) Collaborates to implement
units or series of lessons that
provide opportunities for students
to access and teachers to assess
content through the lens of
different disciplines.
(30) Provides regular, effective
structures and opportunities for
students to engage in critical
thinking, metacognition and
reflection regarding academic
objectives and SLOs.
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]

Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

(31) Learning objectives are clear,
articulated, rigorous, and
correspond to relevant content
standards or learning targets, and
are referred to throughout the
lesson.

Best Practice 3: Relevant & Engaging Instruction
3A
Content-Focused
Teaching
(31) well defined
objectives
(32) content
delivery
(33) academic
vocabulary

3B
Instructional Time
(34)
comprehensible
segments
(35) transitions
(36) balance
teacher & student
voice

(31) Learning objectives are not
apparent/clear or have no relation
to the content.

(31) Learning objectives are
related to the content but are not
articulated to students.

(31) Learning objectives are clear,
articulated and correspond to
relevant content standards or
learning targets.

(32) Delivers content that is
inaccurate or in a manner that is
inaccessible to students.

(32) Delivers accurate content but
content may not be accessible.

(32) Delivers accurate content in a
way that is accessible.

(33) Use of academic and/or
content-specific vocabulary is not
part of lesson or has no relation to
the content.

(33) Uses academic or contentspecific vocabulary.

(33) Explicitly teaches rigorous,
academic and content-specific
vocabulary.

(34) Instructional time is not
divided into segments, or does not
connect to learning objectives.

(34) Instructional time is divided
into segments that loosely
connects to learning objectives.

(34) Instructional time is divided
into comprehensible segments
that progress toward learning
objectives.

(35) Transitions are inefficient or
not employed.

(35) Transitions are incorporated
into the lesson, but not always
efficient.

(35) Transitions are purposeful
and efficient.

(36) The balance of teacher and
student voice is limited and does
not provide adequate opportunities
for students to process, practice or
elaborate on learning.

(36) The balance of teacher and
student voice sometimes does not
provide students adequate time to
process, practice, and elaborate
on learning

(36) The balance of teacher and
student voice is structured so
there is time to process, practice,
and elaborate on learning.

(32) Delivers accurate content and
adjusts in order to accommodate
questions or students’ needs.
(33) Explicitly teaches rigorous,
academic and content-specific
vocabulary, which students use.
(34) Instructional time is flexibly
varied in response to students’
energy and to students’ individual
needs while clearly progressing
toward learning objectives.
(35) Transitions are purposeful
and efficient and effectively
manage students’ energy and
attention to tasks.
(36) The balance of teacher and
student voice is structured so
there is time to process, practice
and elaborate on learning and
students demonstrate ownership
for efficient use of instructional
time
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]

Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

(37)The teacher checks for
understanding during the lesson
but does not adjust instruction.

(37) Checks for understanding
using various methods throughout
the lesson and adjusts instruction
for majority of students.

(38)The teacher provides effective
feedback but not throughout the
lesson to assist student learning.

(38) Provides specific, timely
feedback to support student
learning.

(37) The teacher checks for
understanding using different
strategies throughout the lesson
and adjusts instruction for different
students’ academic needs.

(39)The teacher anticipates
common student misconceptions
but does not use strategies to
address them.

(39) Uses appropriate strategies to
address student misconceptions
and questions.

(40) Provides tasks or activities
that require active participation by
students and match challenge level
to student needs or strengths,
resulting in inconsistent student
interaction with content.

(40) Provides tasks and activities
that require active participation by
students and match challenge level
to student needs and strengths,
resulting in widespread student
interaction with content.

(40) Provides tasks and activities
that inspire enthusiastic and high
level participation by students and
match challenge level to student
needs and strengths, resulting in
nearly all students interacting with
content.

(41) Incorporates appropriate tools
or technologies into lessons in
ways that partially enhance student
engagement or learning.

(41) Incorporates appropriate and
varied tools and technologies into
lessons in ways that enhance
student engagement and learning.

(41) Incorporates appropriate and
varied tools and technologies into
lessons in ways that demonstrably
lead to student engagement and
learning.

(42) Uses visual or performing arts
(including storytelling) to attempt to
enhance student engagement or
learning.

(42) Uses visual or performing arts
(including storytelling) to enhance
student engagement and learning.

(42) Uses visual and performing
arts (including storytelling) to
demonstrably lead to student
engagement and learning.

Best Practice 3: Relevant & Engaging Instruction
3C
Responsive
Instruction

(37) The teacher does not check for
students’ understanding during the
lesson and does not adjust instruction.

(37) checks for
understanding

(38) The teacher does not provide
feedback to students or the teacher’s
feedback is not effective in assisting
student learning.

(38) provide
feedback
(39) address
misconceptions

3D
Student
Engagement in
Content
(40) active
participation in
appropriate
challenges
(41) tools &
technologies
(42) arts &
narrative

(39) The teacher does not anticipate
common student misconceptions.

(40) Provides tasks or activities that do
not require active participation by
students or match challenge level to
student needs and strengths, resulting
in widespread lack of student with
content.
(41) Incorporates appropriate tools and
technologies into lessons in ways that
do not clearly enhance student
engagement and learning or does not
incorporate appropriate tools or
technologies.
(42) Uses visual or performing arts
(including storytelling) in ways that do
not enhance student engagement and
learning, or does not incorporate visual
or performing arts when called for.

(38) The teacher provides specific,
timely feedback throughout the
lesson that supports student
learning and teacher encourages
and supports students in providing
and accepting feedback from each
other.
(39) The teacher anticipates
common student misconceptions
and uses multiple strategies that
allow students to recognize and
address them.
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]

Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

(43.i) Teaches and scaffolds in a way
that leads to meaningful contentspecific vocabulary acquisition that
correlates with the students’ language
development needs.

(43.i) Varies vocabulary instruction and strategies
to empower students to take an active role in their
own language acquisition.

Best Practice 3: Relevant & Engaging Instruction
3E
Equitable
Access
(43) English
Learners

3E
Equitable
Access
(44) Students
with Disabilities

(43.i) Does not introduce key
content specific vocabulary to
support students’ language
development needs.

(43.i) Introduces key content
specific vocabulary to support
students’ language development
needs.

(43.ii) Does not use strategies to
support the needs of English
learners.

(43.ii) Uses generalized strategies
to meet needs of English learners.

(44.i) Does not implement IEP and
504 plans as required.

(44.i) Inconsistently implements IEP
and 504 plans, including
accommodations and required
forms.

(44.ii) Does not interact with
students in ways that support the
IEPs and 504 plans.

(44.ii) Inconsistently interacts with
students in ways that supports
IEPs and 504 plans and student
learning.

(43.ii) Models and explicitly uses
strategies aligned to ELD standards to
support the specific needs of English
learners.

(43.ii) Models and explicitly uses strategies
aligned to ELD standards to create varied
interactions with language to support the specific
needs of English learners.

(44.i) Implements and supports IEP
and 504 plans, including
accommodations and required forms.

(44.i) Strategically collaborates with Special
Education staff or grade level team to implement
and support IEP and 504 plans.

(44.ii) Interacts intentionally with
students in a way that supports IEPs
and 504 plans and student learning.

(44.ii) Creates intentional teacher-student and
student-student interactions that support IEP and
504 plans and student learning.

(45.i) Does not incorporate
knowledge of student access to
materials and technology when
making instructional decisions.

(45.i) Attempts to incorporate
knowledge of student access to
materials and technology when
making instructional decisions.

(45.i) Intentionally incorporates
knowledge of student access to
materials and technology when
making instructional decisions.

(45.i) Intentionally incorporates knowledge of
student access to materials and technology when
making instructional decisions and provides
additional supports and resources.

(45.ii) Does not employ strategies to
address possible inequities or build
on existing cultural capital.

(45.ii) Attempts to employ
strategies to address possible
inequities or build on existing
cultural capital.

(45.ii) Effectively employs strategies
to address possible inequities or build
on existing cultural capital.

(45.ii) Effectively employs strategies to address
possible inequities and build on existing cultural
capital.

3E
Equitable
Access

(46.i) Does not ensure nondiscriminatory and unbiased
treatment of all students.

(46.i) Attempts to ensure nondiscriminatory and unbiased
treatment of all students.

(46.i) Ensures non-discriminatory and
unbiased treatment of all students.

(46.i) Actively seeks to uncover personal biases
to continuously reduce discriminatory or biased
treatment of students.

(46) Identities
Including Race
and Gender

(46.ii) Does not incorporate diverse
perspectives or voices, including
race and gender, into curriculum.

(46.ii) Attempts to incorporate
diverse perspectives or voices,
including race and gender, into
curriculum.

3E
Equitable
Access
(45) Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged
Students

(46.ii) Meaningfully incorporates
diverse perspectives or voices,
including race and gender, into
curriculum.

(46.ii) Meaningfully incorporates diverse
perspectives or voices, including race and gender,
into curriculum to honor the diversity of students’
identities and experiences.
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]
Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

Best Practice 4: Environmental & Experiential Learning

4A. Sustainable
Practices
(47) materials
(48) teacher models
(49) student
practices

4B. Environmental
Context
(50) environmental
themes
(51) environmental
topics & issues
(52) environmental
principles & standards

(47) uses mainly high impact, low
quality, or synthetic materials for
instruction

(47) uses some low impact, high
quality, or natural materials for
instruction

(47) intentionally or explicitly uses
low impact, high quality, and
natural materials for instruction

(47) helps the school improve its
use of low impact, high quality
natural products for instruction

(48) does not model sustainable
behaviors like refusing, reducing,
reusing, recycling, or restoring, or
does not follow related
schoolwide policies

(48) partially models sustainable
behaviors like refusing, reducing,
reusing, recycling, and restoring,
or partially follows related
schoolwide policies

(48) models sustainable behaviors
like refusing, reducing, reusing,
recycling and restoring, and
follows related schoolwide policies

(48) models sustainable behaviors
like refusing, reducing, reusing,
recycling and restoring; follows
and helps improve related
schoolwide policies

(49) does not adequately provide
structures and opportunities for
students to follow school
sustainability policies

(49) partially provides structures
or opportunities for students to
follow school sustainability
policies

(50) misses important
opportunities to use environmental
themes related to content

(50) attempts to use
environmental themes but may
not clearly relate to content

(50) uses environmental themes
to teach content

(50) uses and assesses student
understanding of environmental
themes to teach content

(51) misses important
opportunities to connect
curriculum to environmental topics
or issues

(51) attempts to connect
curriculum to environmental topics
or issues

(51) connects curriculum to
relevant environmental topics or
issues

(51) enables students to connect
curriculum to relevant
environmental topics or issues

(52) articulates environmental
learning objectives but does not
assess them

(52) assesses clear and specific
student environmental learning
objectives

(52) assessments demonstrate
student proficiency in
environmental learning objectives

(52) environmental learning
objectives are unclear or nonexistent and not assessed

(49) provides structures and
opportunities for students to follow
school sustainability policies

(49) provides structures and
opportunities for students to follow
and improve school sustainability
policies
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]
Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

Best Practice 4: Environmental & Experiential Learning
(53) use of outdoor space
detracts from the learning of
content

(53) uses outdoor spaces in an
attempt to teach academic
content

(54) does not build social skills
and motivation through outdoor
challenges

(54) attempts to build social skills
and motivation through outdoor
challenges

(54) builds social skills and
connections or nurtures
emotional growth through
outdoor challenges

(55) direct experience
with nature

(55) misses important
opportunities for connecting
students with nature, including
solitude, reflection, or sensory
experiences

(55) attempts to provide
opportunities for connecting
students with nature, including
solitude, reflection, or sensory
experiences

(55) provides effective
opportunities for connecting
students with nature, including
solitude, reflection, or sensory
experiences

(55) provides effective opportunities
for connecting students with nature
which build motivation or capacity to
benefit from nature or which creates
a wider network for community
access

4D. Project Based
Learning
(56) student
empowerment

(56) designs project-based
learning experiences that do not
ask students to contribute voice
or choice or to apply learned
skills

(56) designs project-based
learning experiences that ask
students to contribute voice and
choice or to apply learned skills

(56) designs project-based
learning experiences that ask
students to contribute voice and
choice and to apply learned skills

(57) inquiry based on
learning objectives

(57) project lacks learning
objectives or the inquiry process

(57) project contains learning
objectives and components of
the inquiry process, but these
are not aligned

(56) designs project-based learning
experiences that ask students to
contribute voice and choice, to apply
learned skills, and that motivate
students to seek new skills or
information

4C. Outdoor Ed
(53) academic content
outdoors
(54) socioemotional
development outdoors

(58) authenticity

(58) projects are not engaging,
developmentally appropriate,
and do not address real-world
issues

(58) projects are engaging and
developmentally appropriate, but
do not address real-world issues

(53) uses outdoor spaces to
teach academic content

(57) project aligns stated
learning objectives with the
inquiry process
(58) engages students in
developmentally appropriate
learning experiences that
address real-world issues

(53) strategically maximizes the use
of outdoor spaces to teach academic
content
(54) builds social skills and
connections and emotional growth
through outdoor challenges

(57) project responsively creates
space for the exploration of intended
objectives and for learning that
emerges through the inquiry process
(58) engages students in
developmentally-appropriate learning
experiences that address real-world
issues and allow students to transfer
skills or knowledge to community
needs or career paths
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]

Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

Best Practice 4: Environmental & Experiential Learning
4E. Service
Learning
& Civic Action
(59) plans &
executes projects
(60) measures &
shares impact
(61) reflect to
connect learning
objectives to
impacts

(59) does not plan or support
service learning or civic action
projects
(60) does not measure impact
of actions nor share with the
school, families, or the
community
(61) does not provide
opportunities for individuals or
groups to reflect on the
connections between learning
objectives and service learning
or civic actions

(59) plans or supports service
learning or civic action projects
that partially include students in
a process of research and
preparation before action

(59) plans or supports service
learning or civic action projects
that engage students in a
process of research, preparation,
and meaningful action

(59) plans or supports service learning or
civic action projects that engage students
in an ongoing process of research,
preparation, and meaningful action with
clear connections to academic content

(60) measure impacts of actions
but does share with the school,
families, or the community

(60) measure impacts of actions
and shares with the school,
families, or the community

(60) facilitates students in measuring
impacts of actions and sharing with the
school, families, or the community

(61) provides opportunities for
individuals or groups to reflect on
the connections between
learning objectives and service
learning or civic actions

(61) provides opportunities for
individuals and groups to reflect
on the connections between
learning objectives and service
learning or civic actions

(61) provides opportunities for individuals
and groups to reflect deeply on the
connections between learning objectives
and service learning or civic actions
and students can describe how the new
skill or learning transfers to a new
context

(62) Reflects on own classroom
practice and sets professional
growth goals; does not utilize
feedback to improve instruction

(62) Reflects on own classroom
practice and sets professional growth
goals that are challenging and based
on students’ needs; attempts to utilize
feedback to improve instruction

(62) Reflections lead to ongoing refinement of
practice and sets goals based on students’
needs as well as school priorities; utilizes
feedback to improve instruction

(63) Participates in ECS
professional development

(63) Actively participates in ECS
professional development and
engages in other professional
development

Best Practice 5: Collaborating with Partners
5A Professional
Growth
(62) goal setting and
reflection

(62) Lack of quality reflection leads
to inaccurate assessment of
teaching practice; goals are
inappropriate to teaching level;
resists discussing performance with
supervisors or colleagues

(63) teacher
development

(63) Inconsistently participates in
ECS professional development

(64) sustainably
balanced workload

(64) Workload is insufficiently
managed such that it has a negative
effect on student learning or
professional responsibilities

(64) Works to maintain a balanced
workload but professional
responsibilities may not be met

(64) Takes responsibility for
maintaining a sustainably balanced
workload and shows resilience

(63) Actively participates in ECS and other
professional development and applies learning
from professional development activities to
classroom or collegial work
(64) Maintains motivation, enthusiasm, and
energy while sustainably managing workload
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]

Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

Best Practice 5: Collaborating with Partners
5B Colleagues
(65) communicate
professionally with
colleagues
(66) collaborate with
teams

(67) follow through

5C Families
(68) communication
(69) consistency
(70) inclusive
approach

(65) Does not communicate
professionally, effectively or
promptly with colleagues.

(65) Communicates
professionally, effectively or
promptly with colleagues.

(66) Does not work with grade
level team or subject team and
support services to share
information and implement
strategies to support student
needs.

(66) Works effectively with
support services and with grade
or subject teams to share
information and implement
strategies to support student
needs.

(67) Does not follow through on
agreed upon norms or
commitments.

(67) Follows through on some
agreed upon norms and
commitments.

(68) Does not communicate with
families.

(68) Communicates with
families.

(69) Communicates with families
only when it is a school
obligation.

(69) Communication with
families is inconsistent or is only
used as a punitive measure.

(70) Does not utilize an inclusive
approach to meet the needs of
students and parents.

(70) Attempts to use an inclusive
approach but is not effective in
meeting the needs of families
and students.

(65) Communicate
professionally, effectively and
promptly with colleagues.

-

(66) Works effectively with
support services and with grade
and subject teams to share
information and implement
strategies to support student
needs, including using agreed
upon tools and strategies, e.g.,
assessments, rubrics, academic
language.
(67) Follows through on agreed
upon norms and commitments.

(65) Communicates with consideration
for colleagues professionally,
effectively, promptly.
(66) Aids others in working effectively
with grade and subject teams and
support services to share information
and implement strategies to support
student needs, including uses agreed
upon tools and strategies, e.g.,
assessments, rubrics, academic
language.
(67) Goes beyond agreed upon norms
and commitments to help others meet
their commitments.

(68) Keeps open communication
with families. Communication is
professional, positive and
prompt.

(68) Keeps open communication with
families. Communication is professional,
positive, prompt and provides parents
the tools needed to support their student.

(69) Consistently communicates
with families regarding behavior,
academics, and overall progress
in class.

(69) Consistently communicates with
families so that they are empowered to
be active supporters in regards to their
student’s overall progress.

(70) Strategically uses an
inclusive approach that meets
the needs of the family and
student.

(70) Strategically uses an inclusive and
proactive approach, utilizing and creating
avenues of communication that meet the
needs of the family and student and
communicates the student’s academic
and personal growth.
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Best Practices Rubric
[TDE APPROVED VERSION]

Elements
(Indicators)

Level 1
Not Met Yet

Level 2
Partially Meets

Level 3
Meets

Level 4
Exceeds

(71) Does not communicate
promptly or effectively with CMO,
site office, staff and administration.

(71) Communicates professionally
or effectively with CMO, site office,
staff and administration.

(71) Communicate professionally,
effectively and promptly with CMO,
site office, staff and administration.

(72) Is not punctual or does not
contribute to meetings.

(72) Is punctual and contributes to
meetings.

(72) Is punctual and contributes
constructively to meetings.

(71) Communicates with CMO,
site office, staff and administration
professionally, proactively, and
promptly.

(73) Does not follow applicable
laws, policies, or procedures.

(73) Follows applicable laws,
however incomplete adherence to
policies and procedures impacts
student learning or organizational
culture.

(73) Follows policies, procedures,
and applicable laws.

(74) Does not communicate
promptly or effectively with
community partners.

(74) Communicates professionally
or effectively with community
partners.

(74) Communicates professionally,
effectively and promptly with
community partners.

(75) Does not make use of
community partnerships or
resources that provide
opportunities or resources to
enrich student learning.

(75) Uses community partnerships
or resources that do not
necessarily enrich student learning
of objectives or organizational
culture.

(75) Utilizes community
partnerships to provide
opportunities or resources that
enrich student learning of
objectives or organizational
culture.

Best Practice 5: Collaborating with Partners
5D ECS
Organization
(71) communicate
with ECS
(72) contribute
constructively to
meetings
(73) policies &
procedures

5E Community
Partners
(74) communicate
with partners
(75) enrichment of
learning using
community partners

(72) Is punctual, contributes
constructively, and facilitates
participation of others.
(73) Consistently follows
applicable laws, follows policies
and procedures, and contributes
to the improvement of ECS
practices.
(74) Communicates proactively,
professionally, effectively and
promptly with community
partners.
(75) Develops mutually beneficial
community partnerships that
provide opportunities or resources
that enrich student learning of
objectives or organizational
culture.
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2020-21 ECHS 2 Academic Calendar

ECHS #2 2020-21 Academic Calendar
Month

Mon Tue Wed Thu
1

July

August

September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

2

Fri

Qtr

3

6

7

8

9

10

13

14

15

16

17

20
27

21
28

22
29

23
30

24
31

3

4

5

6

7

10

11

12

13

14

17

18

19

20

21

24

25

26

27

28

31

1

2

3

4

7

8

9

10

11

14

15

16

17

18

21
28

22
29

23
30

24
1

25
2

5

6

7

8

9

12

13

14

15

16

19
26

20
27

21
28

22
29

23
30

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

13

16

17

18

19

20

23
30

24
1

25
2

26
3

27
4

7

8

9

10

11

14

15

16

17

18

21
28

22
29

23
30

24
31

25
1

4

5

6

7

8

11

12

13

14

15

18

19

20

21

22

25

26

27

28

29

1

2

3

4

5

8

9

10

11

12

15

16

17

18

19

22
1

23
2

24
3

25
4

26
5

8

9

10

11

12

15

16

17

18

19

22
29

23
30

24
31

25
1

26
2

ECS Event
7/3 Independance Day Observed

Summer
8/6 - 8/7 New Teacher PD
8/10 - 8/21 Summer PD
8/24 ECS First Day of School
8/31 - 9/4 NWEA Reading + Math (9th-12th)
9/7 - Labor Day

Q1
(8 wks)

10/5: (tentative) ELPAC testing
10/16: PSAT (All classes minimum day schedule); 10/16 All
staff PD 1:30-4:30

11/2 Career Day (all classes minimum day schedule)

Q2
(8 wks)

Winter Break

11/19 IEP Progress Reports Distributed
11/23 - 11/24 Teacher PD (Student-Free Days)

1/18 MLK's Birthday (Holiday)

Q3
(11 wks)

2/4: Community Forum (All classes minimum day schedule);
2/5: IUE Day (All classes minimum day schedule); 2/5 All
Staff
PD 1:30-4:30
2/8: Teacher
PD (Student Free Day); 2/10: Semester 2
begins
2/15 President's Day (Holiday)

3/26 Cesar Chavez Day Observed

6

7

8

9

14

15

16

4/12 - 4/16 ECS Spring Break

19

20

21

22

23

4/23: Advisory Family Conferences

26

27

28

29

30

4/5-4/9: NWEA Reading + Math (9th-10th)

3

4

5

6

7

10

11

12

13

14

17

18

19

20

21

24

25

26

27

28

31

1

2

3

4

5/31 Memorial Day (Holiday)
6/11 ECS Last Day of School

8

9

10

11

16

17

18

21

22

23

24

25

28

29

30

11/25-27 Thanksgiving (Holiday/Teacher PD 11/23 - 11/24)
11/26-11/27 ECS 12 Month Employee

12/21-1/8 ECS Winter Break
12/23-1/4 ECS 12 Month Employee Break

13

15

11/5-11/6 9th grade Catalina Trip

11/11 Veterans Day (Holiday)

5

7

10/16: Teacher PD (1-4:30pm)
10/17: Earthquake Drill

10/26: Advisory Family Conferences (Student Free Day)

12

14

8/24 Advisory Family Conferences; 8/25 First Day of
Instruction 8/24: Monday Schedule

Q4
(10 wks)

4/20: (tentative) ELPAC testing

5/3-5/7: AP testing
5/10 - 5/21 SBAC testing
5/28: Earth Carnival (All classes minimum day schedule);
5/28: Friday schedule; 5/28: Senior Grades Due

Total Instructional Days: 175
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6/3-6/4: 12th grade Yosemite Trip;
6/11 ECS Last Day of School

2019-2020
ECHS Bell Schedule
Monday: Even Blocks - Early Dismissal

Friday: All Periods

Period 2

8:00 AM - 9:35 AM

Period 1

8:00 AM - 8:55 AM

Passing

9:35 AM - 9:40 AM

Passing

8:55 AM - 9:00 AM

Period 4

9:40 AM - 11:15 AM

Period 2

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM

Lunch

11:15 AM - 12:00 PM

Break

9:50 AM - 10:05 AM

Passing

12:00 PM - 12:05 PM

Passing

10:05 AM - 10:10 AM

Period 6

12:05 PM - 1:40 PM

Period 3

10:10 AM - 11:00 AM

Passing

11:00 AM - 11:05 AM

Period 4

11:05 AM - 11:55 AM

Tuesday / Thursday: Odd Block
Period 1

8:00 AM - 9:35 AM

Lunch

11:55 AM - 12:35 PM

Passing

9:35 AM - 9:40 AM

Passing

12:35 PM - 12:40 PM

Period 3

9:40 AM - 11:15 AM

Period 5

12:40 PM - 1:30 PM

Lunch

11:15 AM - 12:00 PM

Passing

1:30 PM - 1:35 PM

Passing

12:00 PM - 12:05 PM

Period 6

1:35 PM - 2:25 PM

Period 5

12:05 PM - 1:40 PM

Passing

2:25 PM - 2:30 PM

Passing

1:40 PM - 1:45 PM

Period 7

2:30 PM - 3:20 PM

Period 7

1:45 PM - 3:20 PM
Minimum Day All Classes

Wednesday: Even Blocks + Advisory

Period 1

8:00 AM - 8:33 AM

Period 2

8:00 AM - 9:35 AM

Passing

8:33 AM - 8:38 AM

Passing

9:35 AM - 9:40 AM

Period 2

8:38 AM - 9:11 AM

Period 4

9:40 AM - 11:15 AM

Passing

9:11 AM - 9:16 AM

Lunch

11:15 AM - 12:00 PM

Period 3

9:16 AM - 9:49 AM

Passing

12:00 PM - 12:05 PM

Passing

9:49 AM - 9:54 AM

Period 6

12:05 PM - 1:40 PM

Period 4

9:54 AM - 10:27 AM

Passing

1:40 PM - 1:45 PM

Passing

10:27 AM - 10:32 AM

Advisory

1:45 PM - 3:20 PM

Period 5

10:32 AM - 11:05 AM

Passing

11:05 AM - 11:10 AM

Period 6

11:10 AM - 11:43 AM

Passing

11:43 AM - 11:48 AM

Period 7

11:48 AM - 12:27 PM
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El Dorado County Charter Special Education Local Plan (SELPA) Policies (as of October, 2017)
1.

Comprehensive Plan for Special Education (3-31-08) (5-22-14)

CEOP

AR

2.
3.
4.

Identification and Evaluation of Individuals for Special Education (3-31-08)
Individualized Education Program (3-31-08)
Procedural Safeguards and Complaints for Special Education (3-31-08)

CEOP
CEOP
CEOP

AR
AR
AR

5.
6.
7.
8.

Confidentiality of Student Records (5-28-08)
Part C – Transition (5-28-08)
Students with Disabilities Enrolled by their Parents in Private Schools (5-28-08)
Compliance Assurances (3-31-08) (5-22-14)

CEOP
CEOP
CEOP
CEOP

AR

9.
10.
11.

Governance (3-31-08) (5-22-14) (5-26-16 – AR only)
Personnel Qualifications (5-28-08)
Performance Goals and Indicators (5-28-08)

CEOP
CEOP
CEOP

AR
AR

12.
13.
14.
15.

Participation in Assessments (5-28-08)
Supplementation of State and Federal Funds (5-28-08)
Maintenance of Effort (5-28-08)
Public Participation (3-31-08) (5-22-14)

CEOP
CEOP
CEOP
CEOP

AR

16.
17.
18.

Suspension/Expulsion (5-28-08)
Access to Instructional Materials (5-28-08)
Overidentification and Disproportionality (5-28-08)

CEOP
CEOP
CEOP

AR

19.
20.
21.
22.

Prohibition of Mandatory Medicine (5-28-08)
Data (5-28-08)
Literacy (5-28-08)
Admission of LEAs to the Charter SELPA (3-31-08) (5-22-14) (5-26-16 – Policy only)

CEOP
CEOP
CEOP
CEOP

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Behavioral Interventions for Special Education Students (5-28-08)
Nonpublic, Nonsectarian School and Agency Services for Spec. Ed. (5-28-08)
Conflict of Interest (9-16-10)
Termination of Membership (3-31-08) (5-22-14)
Charter School Closure and At Risk of Closure (9-24-15) (5-25-17) (10-12-17)

28.

Federal Maintenance of Effort Requirement (9-24-15) (5-26-16)

CEOP
CEOP
CEOP
CEOP
CEOP
26.

Note:
In the policies below, Charter SELPA refers to the El Dorado Charter SELPA
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Comprehensive Local Plan for Special Education
As members of the El Dorado County Charter Special Education Local Plan Area (SELPA), (hereinafter
referred to as Charter SELPA), each charter (as identified by the CDS (County, District, School) code
issued by the State Board of Education) is considered an LEA (Local Education Agency) for purposes of
special education.
The Charter SELPA further recognizes its’ members as single charter partners or organization partners.
Single Charter Partner is defined as an entity with one charter CDS code. An Organization Partner is an
entity with multiple charters (CDS codes) as members of the Charter SELPA. An entity is defined as an
organization with one governing board or one CEO (Chief Executive Officer) position. The title of CEO
may differ by organization, but the intent is that final decision making in the organization is vested in
one leadership position.
As members of the Charter SELPA, each Charter SELPA LEA (Local Education Agency) desires to provide a
free and appropriate public education (FAPE) to all school aged K-12 individuals with disabilities, who are
enrolled in the charter, including children who have been suspended or expelled or placed by the
charter LEA in a nonpublic school or agency services.
Students shall be referred for special education instruction and services only after the resources of the
regular education program have been considered and, where appropriate, utilized. (Education Code
56303)
In order to meet the needs of individuals with disabilities and employ staff with adequate expertise for
this purpose, the charter LEA participates as a member of the Special Education Local Plan Area (SELPA).
The Charter SELPA Local Plan is approved by the Governing Board of El Dorado County Office of
Education. Amendments to the Local Plan to revise LEA membership (additions/deletions) shall be
approved by the Governing Board of the El Dorado County Office of Education. Prior to county board
approval, new LEA members shall be approved through the selection process as identified in Policy 22
and AR 22. Termination of membership shall be approved through the termination process as identified
in Policy 26 and AR 26. All membership changes shall be communicated with the Charter SELPA CEO
Council at the next regularly scheduled meeting.
The Governing Board of the El Dorado County Office of Education will hold the required public hearings
and approve the annual service plan and the annual budget plan. The plans shall be sent to all charter
LEA members and communicated with the Charter SELPA CEO Council at the next regularly scheduled
meeting. Notice of the public hearings shall be posted in each charter school at least 15 days prior to the
hearing, as required by law.
Upon entry into the Charter SELPA, the Governing Board for each LEA charter shall approve the Charter
SELPA Local Plan, the Agreement for Participation, and the Representations and Warranties.
Material changes to the Local Plan, other than for membership changes, shall be approved by the
Charter SELPA CEO Council and the Governing Board of the El Dorado County Office of Education.
The Charter Chief Executive Officer or designee of the charter LEA shall extend the charter LEA's full
1
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cooperation to the SELPA. The policies and procedures of the Charter SELPA shall be applied as policies
and regulations to all participating charter LEAs.
Charter SELPA policies and administrative regulations are approved by the Charter SELPA CEO Council.
The Charter SELPA shall administer a local plan and administer the allocation of funds. (Education Code
56195). The Charter SELPA CEO Council shall approve all allocation plan decisions that impact the
allocation of funds.
Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
56000-56001 Education for individuals with exceptional needs
56020-56035 Definitions
56040-56046 General provisions
56048-56050 Surrogate parents
56055 Foster parents
56060-56063 Substitute teachers
56170-56177 Children enrolled in private schools
56190-56194 Community advisory committees
56195-56195.10 Local plans
56205-56208 Local plan requirements
56213 Special education local plan areas with small or sparse populations
56240-56245 Staff development
56300-56385 Identification and referral, assessment, instructional planning, implementation, and review 5644056449 Programs for individuals between the ages of three and five years
56500-56508 Procedural safeguards, including due process rights
56520-56524 Behavioral interventions
56600-56606 Evaluation, audits and information
56836-56836.05 Administration of local plan
GOVERNMENT CODE
95000-95029 California Early Intervention Services Act
CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 5
3000-3089 Regulations governing special education
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1400-1485 Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 29
794 Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 42
12101-12213 Americans with Disabilities Act
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, TITLE 34
99.10-99.22 Inspection, review and procedures for amending education records
104.1-104.39 Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
300.500-300.514 Due process procedures for parents and children
303.1-303.654 Early intervention program for infants and toddlers with disabilities

2
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Management Resources: WEB SITES
CDE, Special Education Division: http://www.cde.ca.gov/spbranch/sed U.S. Department of Education, Office of
Special Education Programs: http://www.ed.gov/offices/OSERS/OSEP
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Comprehensive Local Plan for Special Education
Definitions (updated to reflect current CSBA recommended policy language and adjusted to reflect that
charters serve K-12 and do not have authority to serve preschool)
Free appropriate public education (FAPE) means special education and related services that are
provided at public expense, under public supervision and direction, and without charge; meet the
standards of the California Department of Education, including the requirements of 34 CFR 300.1300.818; include appropriate, elementary school, or secondary school education for school aged
children K-12 in charter schools; and are provided in conformity with an individualized education
program (IEP) that meets the requirements of 34 CFR 300.320-300.324. (34 CFR 300.17, 300.101,
300.104; Education Code 56040)
FAPE applies to students who are suspended or expelled or placed by the charter LEA in a nonpublic,
nonsectarian school. (34 CFR 300.17, 300.101, 300.104)
AB 1663 (Ch. 454, Statutes of 2007) added Education Code 56040.1 to provide the following definition,
consistent with federal law.
Least restrictive environment means that, to the maximum extent appropriate, students with
disabilities, including individuals in public or private institutions or other care facilities, be educated with
individuals who are nondisabled, including the provision of nonacademic and extracurricular services
and activities. Special classes, separate schooling, or other removal of students with disabilities from the
regular educational environment occurs only if the nature or severity of the disability is such that
education in the regular classes with the use of supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved
satisfactorily. (34 CFR 300.107, 300.114, 300.117; Education Code 56040.1)
AB 1663 (Ch. 454, Statutes of 2007) amended Education Code 56000 and 56031 to define "special
education," as specified in the following two paragraphs.
Special education means specially designed instruction, provided at no cost to the parent/guardian, to
meet the unique needs of individuals with disabilities including a full continuum of program options
including instruction conducted in the classroom, in the home, in hospitals and institutions, and other
settings, and instruction in physical education to meet the educational and service needs in the least
restrictive environment. (Education Code 56300, 56031)
Special education may include each of the following if the services otherwise meet the definition in the
above paragraph: (Education Code 56031)
1. Speech language pathology services, or any other designated instruction and service or related
service, pursuant to Education Code 56363, if the service is considered special education rather than
designated instruction and service or related service under state standards
2. Travel training
3. Career technical education
1
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4. Transition services for students with disabilities in accordance with 34 CFR 300.43 if provided as
specially designed instruction, or a related service, if required to assist a student with disabilities to
benefit from special education
Specially designed instruction means adapting the content, methodology, or delivery of instruction to
address the unique needs of the student that result from the student's disability and to ensure access of
the student to the general curriculum, so that the student can meet the educational standards that
apply to all students in the charter LEA. (34 CFR 300.39)
Pursuant to Government Code 7579.5, when a student is a ward of the court, the charter LEA would
appoint a surrogate parent only when the court has limited the right of the parent/guardian to make
educational decisions for his/her child and the student has no responsible adult, such as a foster parent,
to represent him/her. Since Welfare and Institutions Code 361 and 726 require the juvenile court to
appoint a responsible adult when the court limits parental rights, rarely will it be necessary for the
Charter LEA to appoint a surrogate because that appointment would be superseded by the court's
appointment of a responsible adult or foster parent.
Surrogate parent means an individual assigned to act as a surrogate for the parent/guardian. The
surrogate may represent an individual with disabilities in matters relating to identification, assessment,
instructional planning and development, educational placement, reviewing and revising the IEP, and in
other matters relating to the provision of FAPE to the individual with disability. (34 CFR 300.519;
Education Code 56050)
Elements of the Local Plan
Education Code 56205 details the elements that must be included in the local plan developed by the
special education local plan area (SELPA), including a requirement that the plan contain assurances of
general compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 USC 794), the IDEA (20 USC
1400-1482), and the Americans with Disabilities Act (42 USC 12101-12213).
The local plan developed by the special education local plan area (SELPA) shall include, but not be
limited to, the following: (Education Code 56205, 56206)
1. Assurances that policies, procedures, and programs, consistent with state law, regulation, and policy,
are in effect as specified in Education Code 56205(a)(1-22) and in conformity with 20 USC 1412(a), 20
USC 1413(a)(1), and 34 CFR 300.201
2. An annual budget plan and annual service plan adopted at a public hearing held by the SELPA. The
local plan, annual budget plan, and annual service plan shall be written in language that is
understandable to the general public. (Education Code 56205)
3. A description of the method by which members of the public, including parents/guardians of
individuals with disabilities who are receiving services under the plan, may address questions or
concerns pursuant to Education Code 56205
4. A description of a dispute resolution process
2
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5. Verification that the plan has been reviewed by the community advisory committee in accordance
with Education Code 56205
6. A description of the process being utilized to refer students for special education instruction pursuant
to Education Code 56303
7. A description of the process being utilized to oversee and evaluate placements in nonpublic,
nonsectarian schools and the method for ensuring that all requirements of each student's IEP are being
met
8. A description of how specialized equipment and services will be distributed within the local plan area
in a manner that minimizes the necessity to serve students in isolated sites and maximizes the
opportunities to serve students in the least restrictive environment
The local plan, annual budget plan, and annual service plan shall be written in language that is
understandable to the general public. (Education Code 56205)
Note: Education Code 56195.8 mandates entities providing special education to adopt policies that
include, among other things, information on the number of individuals with disabilities who are being
provided special education and related services. Other mandated policies are located throughout CSBA's
policy manual.
Each entity providing special education shall adopt policies for the programs and services it operates,
consistent with agreements adopted pursuant to Education Code 56195.1 and 56195.7. (Education Code
56195.8)
Note: This administrative regulation reflects the 2004 reauthorization of the federal Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) (20 USC 1400-1482), implementing federal regulations (34 CFR 300.1300.818), and conforming state legislation (AB 1663, Ch. 454, Statutes of 2007). Note that in cases
where state law provides greater protections to students, state law supersedes federal law.

3
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Identification and Evaluation of Individuals for Special Education
Note: Identification, evaluation, assessment, and instructional planning procedures for children younger
than age three must conform with Education Code 56425-56432 and the California Early Intervention
Services Act (Government Code 95000-95029). The California Department of Education and local
education agencies are responsible for providing early intervention services to infants and toddlers who
have visual, hearing, or severe orthopedic impairment; the Department of Developmental Services and
its regional centers must provide services to all other eligible children in this age group. The law also
requires regional centers and local education agencies to coordinate family service plans for infants and
toddlers and their families. Education Code 56441.11 sets forth eligibility criteria for preschool children
ages three to five.
The Charter LEA Governing Board recognizes the need to actively seek out and evaluate school age
Charter LEA residents who have disabilities in order to provide them with appropriate educational
opportunities in accordance with state and federal law.
Charter schools are currently authorized to serve school-aged students (grades k-12). If at any time the
authorization changes, the Charter schools would follow all state and federal laws regarding children
from age 0-2 and Child Find. Charter schools will assist families and make appropriate referrals for any
students they find who would be outside the age or area of responsibility of the Charter schools.
The Charter Chief Executive Officer or designee shall implement the designated SELPA process to
determine when an individual is eligible for special education services and shall implement the SELPA
procedures for special education program identification, screening, referral, assessment, planning,
implementation, review, and triennial assessment. (Education Code 56301) The Charter LEAs’ process
shall prevent the inappropriate disproportionate representation by race and ethnicity of students with
disabilities.
Note: The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), 20 USC 1412(a)(3), requires that the Charter
LEA's "child find" identification system include identification of students with disabilities resident in the
Charter LEA as well as highly mobile children with disabilities, such as migrant and homeless children.
Note: Services for a private school student, in accordance with an individualized education program
(IEP), must be provided by the Charter LEA at no cost to the parent/guardian, unless the Charter LEA
makes a free appropriate public education available to the student and the parent/guardian chooses to
enroll the student in that private school. If the public school is providing services to the student, these
services may be provided on the premises of the private school, including a parochial school, to the
extent consistent with other provisions of law. 34 CFR 300.451 requires the Charter LEA to consult with
appropriate representatives for private school students on how to carry out the "child find"
requirement.

The Charter Chief Executive Officer or designee shall implement the designated SELPA’s method
whereby parents/guardians, teachers, appropriate professionals, and others may refer an individual for
assessment for special education services. Identification procedures shall be coordinated with school
site procedures for referral of students with needs that cannot be met with modifications to the regular
1
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instructional program. (Education Code 56302)
For assessment purposes, staff shall use appropriate tests to identify specific information about the
individual's abilities in accordance with Education Code 56320.
The Charter Chief Executive Officer or designee shall notify parents/guardians in writing of their rights
related to identification, referral, assessment, instructional planning, implementation, and review,
including the SELPA’s procedures for initiating a referral for assessment to identify individuals who need
special education services. (Education Code 56301)
Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
44265.5 Professional preparation for teachers of impaired students
56000-56885 Special education programs, especially:
56026 Individuals with disabilities
56170-56177 Children in private schools
56195.8 Adoption of policies
56300-56304 Identification of individuals with disabilities
56320-56331 Assessment
56340-56347 Instructional planning and individualized education program
56381 Reassessment of students
56425-56432 Early education for individuals with disabilities
56441.11 Eligibility criteria, children 3 to 5 years old
56445 Transition to grade school; reassessment
56500-56509 Procedural safeguards
GOVERNMENT CODE
95000-95029.5 California Early Intervention Services Act
CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 5
3021-3029 Identification, referral and assessment
3030-3031 Eligibility criteria
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1232g Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974
1412 State eligibility
1415 Procedural safeguards
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, TITLE 34
104.35 Evaluation and placement
104.36 Procedural safeguards
300.1-300.756 Assistance to states for the education of students with disabilities
COURT DECISIONS
Agostini v. Felton, (1997) 521 U.S. 203, 117 S.Ct. 1997
Management Resources:
FEDERAL REGISTER
34 CFR 300.a Appendix A to Part 300 - Questions and Answers
34 CFR 300a1 Attachment 1: Analysis of Comments and Changes
WEB SITES
California Department of Education: http://www.cde.ca.gov
U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education Programs:
http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/osers/osep
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Identification and Evaluation of Individuals for Special Education
A student shall be referred for special educational instruction and services only after the resources of
the regular education program have been considered and used where appropriate. (Education Code
56303)
Note: Education Code 56329, as amended by AB 1662 (Ch. 653, Statutes of 2005), provides that, when
making a determination of eligibility for special education and related services, the Charter LEAs shall
not determine that a student is disabled if the primary factor for such determination is a lack of
appropriate instruction in reading, including the essential components of reading instruction pursuant to
20 USC 6368 of the No Child Left Behind Act, lack of instruction in math, or limited English proficiency.
All referrals for special education and related services from school staff shall include a brief reason for
the referral and description of the regular program resources that were considered and/or modified for
use with the student, and their effect. (5 CCR 3021)
Within 15 days of a referral for initial assessment, unless the parent/guardian agrees in writing to an
extension, the student's parent/guardian shall receive a notice of parental rights and a written proposed
assessment plan. The 15-day period does not include days between the student's regular school session
or term or days of school vacation in excess of five school days from the date of receipt of the referral.
However, an individualized education program required as a result of an assessment of a pupil shall be
developed within 30 days after the commencement of the subsequent regular school year as
determined by each Charter LEA’s school calendar for each pupil for whom a referral has been made 30
days or less prior to the end of the regular school year. In the case of pupil school vacations, the 60-day
time shall recommence on the date that pupil schooldays reconvene. A meeting to develop an initial
individualized education program for the pupil shall be conducted within 30 days of a determination
that the pupil needs special education and related services pursuant to paragraph (2) of subsection (b)
of Section 300.343 of Title 34 of the Code of Federal Regulations. (Education Code 56344)
The proposed assessment plan shall meet all of the following requirements: (Education Code 56321)
1. Be in a language easily understood by the general public
2. Be provided in the native language of the parent/guardian or other mode of
communication used by the parent/guardian unless it is clearly not feasible
3. Explain the types of assessment to be conducted
4. State that no individualized education program (IEP) will result from the assessment
without parent/guardian consent
Upon receiving the proposed assessment plan, the parent/guardian shall have at least 15 days to decide
whether or not to consent to the initial assessment. The assessment may begin as soon as informed
parental consent is received by the respective Charter LEAs. The Charter LEAs shall not interpret
parent/guardian consent for initial assessment as consent for initial placement or initial provision of
special education services. (Education Code 56321; 34 CFR 300.505)
Note: Education Code 56321, as amended by AB 1662 (Ch. 653, Statutes of 2005), and 20 USC
1414(a)(1) provide that, if a parent/guardian refuses to consent to the initial evaluation, the Charter
1
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LEAs may pursue an evaluation by utilizing the mediation and due process procedures pursuant to 20
USC 1415; see BP/AR 6159.1 - Procedural Safeguards and Complaints for Special Education. In the event
that an evaluation is not authorized, 20 USC 1414(a)(1) specifies that the Charter LEAs shall not provide
special education services and shall not be considered in violation of the requirement to provide a free
appropriate public education for failure to provide such services. In addition, the Charter LEAs is not
required to convene an IEP team meeting or to develop an IEP for that child.
Informed parental consent means that the parent/guardian: (34 CFR 300.500)
1. Has been fully informed of all information relevant to the activity for which consent is
sought, in his/her native language or other mode of communication
2. Understands and agrees, in writing, to the assessment
3. Understands that the granting of consent is voluntary on his/her part and may be
revoked at any time
If the student is a ward of the state and is not residing with his/her parents/guardians, the Charter LEAs
shall make reasonable efforts to obtain informed consent from the parent/guardian as defined in 20
USC 1401 for an initial evaluation to determine whether the student is a student with a disability. (20
USC 1414(a)(1))
The Charter LEAs shall not be required to obtain informed consent from the parent/guardian of a
student for an initial evaluation to determine whether the student is a student with a disability if any of
the following situations exists: (Education Code 56301; 20 USC 1414(a)(1))
1. Despite reasonable efforts to do so, the Charter LEAs cannot discover the whereabouts
of the parent/guardian of the student.
2. The rights of the parent/guardian of the student have been terminated in accordance
with California law.
3. The rights of the parent/guardian to make educational decisions have been subrogated
by a judge in accordance with California law and consent for an initial evaluation has
been given by an individual appointed by the judge to represent the student.
As part of the assessment plan, the parent/guardian shall receive written notice that: (Education Code
56329; 34 CFR 300.502)
1. Upon completion of the administration of tests and other assessment materials, an IEP
team meeting that includes the parent/guardian or his/her representative shall be
scheduled pursuant to Education Code 56341. At this meeting, the team shall
determine whether or not the student is a student with disabilities as defined in
Education Code 56026 and shall discuss the assessment, the educational
recommendations, and the reasons for these recommendations. A copy of the
assessment report and the documentation of determination of eligibility shall be given
to the parent/guardian.
2. If the parent/guardian disagrees with an assessment obtained by the Charter LEAs, the
parent/guardian has the right to obtain, at public expense, an independent educational
assessment of the student from qualified specialists, in accordance with 34 CFR 300.502.
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If the Charter LEAs observed the student in conducting its assessment, or if its
assessment procedures make it permissible to have in-class observation of a student, an
equivalent opportunity shall apply to the independent educational assessment. This
equivalent opportunity shall apply to the student's current placement and setting as
well as observation of the Charter LEA's proposed placement and setting, regardless of
whether the independent educational assessment is initiated before or after the filing of
a due process hearing proceeding.
3. The Charter LEAs may initiate a due process hearing pursuant to Education Code 5650056508 to show that its assessment is appropriate. If the final decision resulting from the
due process hearing is that the assessment is appropriate, the parent/guardian
maintains the right for an independent educational assessment but not at public
expense.
If the parent/guardian obtains an independent educational assessment at private
expense, the results of the assessment shall be considered by the Charter LEAs with
respect to the provision of a free appropriate public education to the student, and may
be presented as evidence at a due process hearing regarding the student. If the Charter
LEAs observed the student in conducting its assessment, or if its assessment procedures
make it permissible to have in-class observation of a student, an equivalent opportunity
shall apply to an independent educational assessment of the student in the student's
current educational placement and setting, if any, proposed by the Charter LEAs,
regardless of whether the independent educational assessment is initiated before or
after the filing of a due process hearing.
4. If a parent/guardian proposes a publicly financed placement of the student in a
nonpublic school, the Charter LEAs shall have an opportunity to observe the proposed
placement and, if the student has already been unilaterally placed in the nonpublic
school by the parent/guardian, the student in the proposed placement. Any such
observation shall only be of the student who is the subject of the observation and may
not include the observation or assessment of any other student in the proposed
placement unless that student's parent/guardian consents to the observation or
assessment. The results of any observation or assessment of another student in
violation of Education Code 56329(d) shall be inadmissible in any due process or judicial
proceeding regarding the free appropriate public education of that other student.
An IEP required as a result of an assessment shall be developed within a total time not to exceed 60
days, not counting days between the student's regular school sessions, terms, or days of school vacation
in excess of five school days, from the date of the receipt of the parent/guardian's consent for
assessment, unless the parent/guardian agrees, in writing, to an extension. (Education Code 56043)
Before entering kindergarten or first grade, children with disabilities who are in a preschool program
shall be reassessed to determine if they still need special education and services. IEP teams shall
identify a means of monitoring the continued success of children who are determined to be eligible for
less intensive special education programs to ensure that gains made are not lost by a rapid removal of
individualized programs and supports for these individuals. (Education Code 56445)
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Individualized Education Program
The Charter LEA Governing Board desires to provide educational alternatives that afford students with
disabilities full educational opportunities. Students with disabilities shall receive a free appropriate
public education and be placed in the least restrictive environment which meets their needs to the
extent provided by law.
The Charter Chief Executive Officer or designee shall implement the SELPA-approved procedural guide
that outlines the appointment of the individualized education program (IEP) team, the contents of the
IEP, and the development, review, and revision of the IEP.
Note: Education Code 56055 provides that a foster parent, to the extent permitted by federal law, shall
have the same rights relative to his/her foster child's education as a parent/guardian. Education Code
56055 clarifies that this right applies only when the juvenile court has limited the right of a
parent/guardian to make educational decisions on behalf of his/her child and the child has been placed
in a planned permanent living arrangement. Education Code 56055 defines "foster parent" as a licensed
person, relative caretaker, or non-relative extended family member.
To the extent permitted by federal law, a foster parent shall have the same rights relative to his/her
foster child's IEP as a parent/guardian. (Education Code 56055)
Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
51225.3 Requirements for high school graduation and diploma
56055 Rights of foster parents pertaining to foster child's education
56136 Guidelines for low incidence disabilities areas
56195.8 Adoption of policies
56321 Development or revision of IEP
56321.5 Notice to include right to electronically record
56340.1-56347 Instructional planning and individualized education program
56350-56352 IEP for visually impaired students
56380 IEP reviews; notice of right to request
56390-56392 Certificate of completion, special education
56500-56509 Procedural safeguards
60640-60649 Standardized Testing and Reporting Program
60850 High school exit examination, students with disabilities
60852.3 High school exit examination, exemption for the class of 2006
FAMILY CODE
6500-6502 Age of majority
GOVERNMENT CODE
7572.5 Seriously emotionally disturbed child, expanded IEP team
WELFARE AND INSTITUTIONS CODE
300 Children subject to jurisdiction
601 Minors habitually disobedient
602 Minors violating law defined as crime
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CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 5
853-853.5 Standardized Testing and Reporting Program, accommodations
1215.5-1218 High School Exit Examination, accommodations for students with disabilities
3021-3029 Identification, referral and assessment
3040-3043 Instructional planning and the individualized education program
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1232g Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974
1400-1482 Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, TITLE 34
300.1-300.756 Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS
85 Ops.Cal.Atty.Gen. 157 (2002)
COURT DECISIONS
Schaffer v. Weast (2005) 125 S. Ct. 528
Shapiro v. Paradise Valley Unified School District, No. 69 (9th Circuit, 2003) 317 F.3d 1072
Sacramento City School District v. Rachel H. (9th Cir. 1994) 14 F.3d 1398
Management Resources:
FEDERAL REGISTER
34 CFR 300.a Appendix A to Part 300 - Questions and Answers
34 CFR 300.a1 Attachment 1: Analysis of Comments and Changes
WEB SITES
California Department of Education: http://www.cde.ca.gov
U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services:
http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/osers/osep
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Individualized Education Program
Members of the Individualized Education Program (IEP) Team
The Charter LEA shall ensure that the individualized education program team for any student with a
disability includes the following members: (20 USC 1414(d)(1); 34 CFR 300.321; Education Code 56341,
56341.2, 56341.5)
1.

One or both of the student's parents/guardians, and/or a representative selected by the
parent/guardian

2.

If the student is or may be participating in the regular education program, at least one regular
education teacher
If more than one regular education teacher is providing instructional services to the student, the
Charter LEA may designate one such teacher to represent the others.

3.

At least one special education teacher or, where appropriate, at least one special education
provider for the student

Note: The Analysis of Comments to the federal regulations, 71 Fed. Reg. 156, pg. 46670, recommend
that the person selected as the Charter LEA representative, pursuant to item #4 below, have the
authority to commit Charter LEA resources and be able to ensure that whatever services are set out in
the IEP will be provided.
4.

A representative of the Charter LEA who is:
a. Qualified to provide or supervise the provision of specially designed instruction to meet the
unique needs of students with disabilities
b. Knowledgeable about the general education curriculum
c. Knowledgeable about the availability of Charter LEA and/or special education local plan area
(SELPA) resources

5.

An individual who can interpret the instructional implications of assessment results
This individual may already be a member of the team as described in items #2-4 above or in
item #6 below.

Note: Pursuant to Education Code 56341 and 34 CFR 300.321, the determination as to whether an
individual identified in item #6 below has "knowledge or special expertise" must be made by the party
(either the Charter LEA or parent) who invited the individual to the IEP team meeting.
Note: The Analysis of Comments to the federal regulations, 71 Fed. Reg. 156, pg. 46670, explain that a
person who does not have knowledge and special expertise regarding the student, and who is not
requested to be present at the IEP team meeting by the parent/guardian or Charter LEA, would not be
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permitted to be a member of the team or attend the meeting as observer. This comment is consistent
with an Attorney General opinion (85 Ops.Cal.Atty.Gen. 157 (2002)), which stated that members of the
media may not attend an IEP team meeting as observers even though the parents/guardians have
consented to such attendance. The Attorney General based this decision on the fact that the media
would be "observers," not a "person with knowledge or expertise," as detailed below.
6.

At the discretion of the parent/guardian or Charter LEA, other individuals who have knowledge
or special expertise regarding the student, including related services personnel, as appropriate
The determination of whether the individual has knowledge or special expertise regarding the
student shall be made by the party who invites the individual to be a member of the IEP team.
(Education Code 56341)

7.

Whenever appropriate, the student with a disability

8.

For transition service participants:
a. The student, of any age, with a disability if the purpose of the meeting is the consideration
of the student's postsecondary goals and the transition services needed to assist the student
in reaching those goals pursuant to 34 CFR 300.320(b)
If the student does not attend the IEP team meeting, the Charter LEA shall take other steps
to ensure that the student's preferences and interests are considered.
b. To the extent appropriate, and with the consent of the parent/guardian, a representative of
any other agency that is likely to be responsible for providing or paying for transition
services.
c. If a representative of such other local agency has been invited but does not attend the
meeting, the Charter LEA shall take other steps to obtain participation of the agency in the
planning of any transition services. (Education Code 56341)

9.

For students suspected of having a specific learning disability in accordance with 34 CFR 300.308
(formerly 300.540) and 34 CFR 300.310 (formerly 300.542), at least one individual who is
qualified to conduct individual diagnostic examinations of the student, such as a school
psychologist, speech language pathologist, or remedial reading teacher (Education Code 56341)
In accordance with 34 CFR 300.310 (formerly 300.542), at least one team member other than
the student's regular education teacher shall observe the student's academic performance in
the regular classroom setting. If the child is younger than five years or not enrolled in school, a
team member shall observe the child in an environment appropriate for a child of that age.
(Education Code 56341)

10.

For students who have been placed in a group home by the juvenile court, a representative of
the group home

If a student with a disability is identified as potentially requiring mental health services, the Charter LEA
shall request the participation of the county mental health program in the IEP team meeting. (Education
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Code 56331)
A member of the IEP team shall not be required to attend an IEP team meeting, in whole or in part, if
the parent/guardian consents and the Charter LEA agrees, in writing, that the attendance of the
member is not necessary because the member's area of the curriculum or related services is not being
modified or discussed at the meeting. If the meeting involves a discussion of the member's area of the
curriculum or related service, the IEP team member may be excused from the meeting if the
parent/guardian consents in writing to the excusal and the member submits to the parent/guardian and
team written input into the development of the IEP prior to the meeting. (20 USC 1414(d)(1)(C); 34 CFR
300.321; Education Code 56341)

Parent/Guardian Participation and Other Rights
The Charter CEO or designee shall take steps to ensure that one or both of the parents/guardians of the
student with a disability are present at each IEP team meeting or are afforded the opportunity to
participate. These steps shall include notifying the parents/guardians of the meeting early enough to
ensure that they will have the opportunity to attend and scheduling the meeting at a mutually agreed
upon time and place. (34 CFR 300.322; Education Code 56341.5)
The Charter CEO or designee shall send parents/guardians notices of IEP team meetings that: (34 CFR
300.322; Education Code 56341.5)
1.

Indicate the purpose, time, and location of the meeting

2.

Indicate who will be in attendance at the meeting

Note: As amended by AB 1662 (Ch. 653, Statutes of 2005), Education Code 56341.5 conforms state law
with federal law by requiring that the IEP team meeting notice contain a statement of transition services
beginning at age 16 rather than age 14.
3.

For students beginning at age 16 (or younger than 16 if deemed appropriate by the IEP team):
a.
Indicate that the purpose of the meeting will be the consideration of postsecondary
goals and transition services for the student pursuant to 20 USC 1414(d)(1)(A)(i)(VIII), 34
CFR 300.320(b), and Education Code 56345.1
b. Indicate that the Charter LEA will invite the student to the IEP team meeting
c. Identify any other agency that will be invited to send a representative

At each IEP team meeting convened by the Charter LEA, the Charter LEA administrator or specialist on
the team shall inform the parent/guardian and student of the federal and state
procedural safeguards included in the notice of parental rights provided pursuant to Education
Code 56321. (Education Code 56500.1)
The parent/guardian shall have the right and opportunity to examine all of his/her child's school records
upon request and before any IEP meeting. Upon receipt of an oral or written request, the Charter LEA
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shall provide complete copies of the records within five business days. (Education Code 56043)
If neither parent/guardian can attend the meeting, the Charter CEO or designee shall use other methods
to ensure parent/guardian participation, including video conferences or individual or conference
telephone calls. (20 USC 1414(f); 34 CFR 300.322; Education Code 56341.5)
An IEP team meeting may be conducted without a parent/guardian in attendance if the Charter LEA is
unable to convince the parent/guardian that he/she should attend. In such a case, the Charter LEA shall
maintain a record of its attempts to arrange a mutually agreed upon time and place for the meeting,
including: (34 CFR 300.322; Education Code 56341.5)
1.

Detailed records of telephone calls made or attempted and the results of those calls

2.

Copies of correspondence sent to the parent/guardian and any responses received

3.

Detailed records of visits made to the parent/guardian's home or place of employment and the
results of those visits

Note: Education Code 56341.1 grants the parent/guardian, Charter LEA, SELPA, or county office the
right to electronically record the proceedings of IEP team meetings. Audiotape recordings made by a
Charter LEA, SELPA, or county office are subject to the federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(20 USC 1232g).
Parents/guardians and the Charter LEA shall have the right to audiotape the proceedings of IEP team
meetings, provided members of the IEP team are notified of this intent at least 24 hours before the
meeting. If the Charter LEA gives notice of intent to audiotape a meeting and the parent/guardian
objects or refuses to attend because the meeting would be audiotaped, the meeting shall not be
audiotaped. Parents/guardians also have the right to: (Education Code 56341.1)
1.

Inspect and review the audiotapes

2.

Request that the audiotapes be amended if the parents/guardians believe they contain
information that is inaccurate, misleading, or in violation of the student's privacy rights or other
rights

3.
Challenge, in a hearing, information that the parents/guardians believe is inaccurate,
misleading, or in violation of the student's privacy rights or other rights
The Charter LEA shall take any action necessary to ensure that the parents/guardians understand the
proceedings of the meeting, including arranging for an interpreter for parents/guardians with deafness
or whose native language is not English. (34 CFR 300.322; Education Code 56345.1)
The Charter LEA shall give the parents/guardians of a student with disabilities a copy of his/her child's
IEP at no cost. (34 CFR 300.322)
Contents of the IEP
The IEP shall be a written statement determined in a meeting of the IEP team. It shall include, but not be
limited to, all of the following: (20 USC 1414(d)(1)(A); 34 CFR 300.320; Education Code 56043, 56345,
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56345.1)
1.

A statement of the present levels of the student's academic achievement and functional
performance, including:
a. The manner in which the student's disability affects his/her involvement and progress in the
general education curriculum (i.e., the same curriculum as for nondisabled students)
b. For a preschool child, as appropriate, the manner in which the disability affects his/her
participation in appropriate activities

Note: AB 1662 (Ch. 653, Statutes of 2005) amended Education Code 56345 to require a statement of a
student's academic and functional goals, as specified below. Education Code 56345 expresses the
legislative recognition that, although some students may not meet or exceed the growth projected in
the annual goals and objectives, Charter LEAs must make a good faith effort to assist the students in
achieving the goals in their IEP.
2.

A statement of measurable annual goals, including academic and functional goals, designed to
do the following:
a. Meet the student's needs that result from his/her disability in order to enable the student to
be involved in and progress in the general education curriculum
b. Meet each of the student's other educational needs that result from the his/her disability

Note: 34 CFR 300.320, as amended by 71 Fed. Reg. 156, and Education Code 56345 require the
following statement in the IEP.
c. For students with disabilities who take alternate assessments aligned to alternate
achievement standards, a description of benchmarks or short-term objectives
3.

A description of the manner in which the progress of the student toward meeting the annual
goals described in item #2 above will be measured and when the Charter LEA will provide
periodic reports on the progress the student is making toward meeting the annual goals, such as
through the use of quarterly or other periodic reports, concurrent with the issuance of report
cards

4.

A statement of the specific special educational instruction and related services and
supplementary aids and services, based on peer-reviewed research, to the extent practicable, to
be provided to the student, or on behalf of the student, and a statement of the program
modifications or supports for school personnel that will be provided to enable the student to:
a. Advance appropriately toward attaining the annual goals
b. Be involved and make progress in the general education curriculum in accordance with item
#1 above and to participate in extracurricular and other nonacademic activities
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c.
Be educated and participate with other students with disabilities and nondisabled students in
the activities described in Education Code 56345(a)
5.
An explanation of the extent, if any, to which the student will not participate with nondisabled
students in the regular class and in extracurricular and other nonacademic activities described in
item #4 above
Note: Pursuant to 20 USC 1412(a), students with disabilities must be included in state and Charter LEA
assessments, with appropriate accommodations, such as the Standardized Testing and Reporting
Program (Education Code 60640-60649) and the high school exit examination (Education Code 6085060859). See AR 6162.51 - Standardized Testing and Reporting Program and AR 6162.52 - High School Exit
Examination for details regarding permitted accommodations.
Note: 34 CFR 300.320, as amended by 71 Fed. Reg. 156, and Education Code 56345 require a
description of the individual accommodations that will be used by the student and, if the student will
not participate in the regular assessment, a statement as to the reason that determination was made
and what alternate assessment will be provided.
6.

A statement of any appropriate individual accommodations necessary to measure the academic
achievement and functional performance of the student on state and Charter LEA-wide
assessments
If the IEP team determines that the student shall take an alternate assessment instead of a
particular regular state or Charter LEA-wide assessment, a statement of all of the following:
a. The reason that the student cannot participate in the regular assessment

b. The reason that the particular alternate assessment selected is appropriate for the student
7.
The projected date for the beginning of the services and modifications described in item #4
above and the anticipated frequency, location, and duration of those services and modifications
Note: As amended by AB 1662 (Ch. 653, Statutes of 2005), Education Code 56345 now conforms state
law with federal law to require that the IEP contain a statement of transition services beginning at age
16 rather than age 14.
8.

Beginning not later than the first IEP to be in effect when the student is 16 years of age, or
younger if determined appropriate by the IEP team, and updated annually thereafter, the
following:
a. Appropriate measurable postsecondary goals based upon age-appropriate transition
assessments related to training, education, employment, and where appropriate,
independent living skills
b. The transition services, including courses of study, needed to assist the student in reaching
those goals

9.

Beginning at least one year before the student reaches age 18, a statement that the student has
been informed of his/her rights, if any, pursuant to Education Code 56041.5 that will transfer to
6
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the student upon reaching age 18
Where appropriate, the IEP shall also include: (Education Code 56345)
1.

For students in grades 7-12, any alternative means and modes necessary for the student to
complete the Charter LEA's prescribed course of study and to meet or exceed proficiency
standards required for graduation

2.

Linguistically appropriate goals, objectives, programs, and services for students whose native
language is not English

Note: AB 1662 (Ch. 653, Statutes of 2005) amended Education Code 56345 to require the following
determination by the IEP team regarding extended school year services.
3.

Extended school year services when the IEP team determines, on an individual basis, that the
services are necessary for the provision of a free appropriate public education (FAPE)

4.

Provision for transition into the regular education program if the student is to be transferred
from a special class or center or nonpublic, nonsectarian school into a regular education
program in a public school for any part of the school day
The IEP shall include descriptions of activities intended to:
a. Integrate the student into the regular education program, including indications of the
nature of each activity and the time spent on the activity each day or week

b.
Support the transition of the student from the special education program into the regular
education program
5.
Specialized services, materials, and equipment for students with low incidence disabilities,
consistent with the guidelines pursuant to Education Code 56136

Development, Review, and Revision of the IEP
In developing the IEP, the IEP team shall consider all of the following: (20 USC 1414(d)(3)(A); 34 CFR
300.324; Education Code 56341.1, 56345)
1.

The strengths of the student

2.

The concerns of the parents/guardians for enhancing the education of their child

3.

The results of the initial assessment or most recent assessment of the student

4.

The academic, developmental, and functional needs of the student

5.

In the case of a student whose behavior impedes his/her learning or that of others, the use of
positive behavioral interventions and supports and other strategies to address that behavior
7
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6.

In the case of a student with limited English proficiency, the language needs of the student as
such needs relate to the student's IEP

7.

In the case of a student who is blind or visually impaired, the need to provide for instruction in
Braille and instruction in the use of Braille
However, such instruction need not be included in the IEP if the IEP team determines that
instruction in Braille or the use of Braille is not appropriate for the student. This determination
shall be based upon an assessment of the student's reading and writing skills, his/her future
needs for instruction in Braille or the use of Braille, and other appropriate reading and writing
media.

8.

The communication needs of the student, and in the case of a student who is deaf or hard of
hearing, the student's language and communication needs, opportunities for direct
communications with peers and professional personnel in the student's language and
communication mode, academic level, and full range of needs, including opportunities for direct
instruction in the student's language and communication mode.
The team shall also consider the related services and program options that provide the student
with an equal opportunity for communication access, including the following: (Education Code
56345)
a. The student's primary language mode and language, which may include the use of spoken
language, with or without visual cues, and/or the use of sign language
b. The availability of a sufficient number of age, cognitive, and language peers of similar
abilities which may be met by consolidating services into a local plan area-wide program or
providing placement pursuant to Education Code 56361
c. Appropriate, direct, and ongoing language access to special education teachers and other
specialists who are proficient in the student's primary language mode and language
consistent with existing law regarding teacher training requirements
d. Services necessary to ensure communication-accessible academic instructions, school
services, and extracurricular activities consistent with the federal Vocational Rehabilitation
Act and the federal Americans with Disabilities Act

9.

Whether the student requires assistive technology devices and services.
If, in considering the special factors in items #1-9 above, the IEP team determines that a student
needs a particular device or service, including an intervention, accommodation, or other
program modification, in order to receive FAPE, the IEP team must include a statement to that
effect in the student's IEP. (Education Code 56341.1)

The Charter CEO or designee shall ensure that the IEP team: (20 USC 1414(d)(4); 34 CFR 300.324;
Education Code 56043, 56341.1, 56380)
8
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1.

Reviews the IEP periodically, but at least annually, to determine whether the annual goals for
the student are being achieved and the appropriateness of placement

2.

Revises the IEP, as appropriate, to address:
a.

Any lack of expected progress toward the annual goals and in the general curriculum,
where appropriate

b.

The results of any reassessment conducted pursuant to Education Code 56381

c.

Information about the student provided to or by the parents/guardians regarding
review of evaluation data pursuant to 34 CFR 305(a)(2) and Education Code 56381(b)

d.

The student's anticipated needs

e.

Other matters

Note: As amended by 71 Fed. Reg. 156, 34 CFR 300.324 requires that, when conducting a review of the
IEP, the IEP team consider the special factors for students with additional behavior or communication
needs as listed in items #5-9 above.
3.

Considers the special factors listed in items #5-9 above when reviewing the IEP. The IEP team
shall also meet: (Education Code 56343)
a.

Whenever the student has received an initial formal assessment and, when desired,
when the student receives any subsequent formal assessment

b.

Upon request by the student's parent/guardian or teacher to develop, review, or revise
the IEP

If a participating agency other than the Charter LEA fails to provide the transition services described in
the student's IEP, the team shall reconvene to identify alternative strategies to meet the transition
service objectives set out for the student in the IEP. (20 USC 1414(d); 34 CFR 300.324; Education Code
56345.1)
As a member of the IEP team, the regular education teacher shall, to the extent appropriate, participate
in the development, review, and revision of the student's IEP, including assisting in the determination of:
(20 USC 1414(d)(3)(C); 34 CFR 300.324; Education Code 56341)
1.

Appropriate positive behavioral interventions and supports and other strategies for the student.

2.

Supplementary aids and services, program modifications, and supports for school personnel that
will be provided for the student, consistent with 34 CFR 300.320

To the extent possible, the Charter LEA shall encourage the consolidation of reassessment meetings and
other IEP team meetings for a student. (20 USC 1414(d)(3)(A); 34 CFR 300.324)
9
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The student shall be allowed to provide confidential input to any representative of his/her IEP team.
(Education Code 56341.5)
Note: As amended by 71 Fed. Reg. 156, 34 CFR 300.324 requires that the IEP team be informed when
the IEP is amended under the circumstances described below.
When a change is necessary to a student’s IEP after the annual IEP team meeting for the school year has
been held, the parent/guardian and the Charter LEA may agree not to convene an IEP team meeting for
the purpose of making the change and instead may develop a written document to amend or modify the
student’s current IEP. The IEP team shall be informed of any such changes. Upon request, the Charter
LEA shall provide the parent/guardian with a revised copy of the IEP with the incorporated
amendments. (20 USC 1414(d)(3)(D); 34 CFR 300.324)
Note: Education Code 56157 specifies that when the Charter LEA has placed a foster student in a
nonpublic, nonsectarian school, the Charter LEA must conduct an annual evaluation, as specified below.
In addition, Education Code 56157 requires the nonpublic, nonsectarian school to report to the Charter
LEA regarding the educational progress made by the student.
If a student with disabilities residing in a licensed children’s institution or foster family home has been
placed by the Charter LEA in a nonpublic, nonsectarian school, the Charter LEA shall conduct an annual
evaluation as part of the IEP process of whether the placement is the least restrictive environment that
is appropriate to meet the student’s needs. (Education Code 56157)
Note: As amended by AB 1662 (Ch. 653, Statutes of 2005), Education Code 56043 specifies that if an IEP
calls for a residential placement, the IEP must be reviewed every six months.
When an IEP calls for a residential placement as a result of a review by an expanded IEP team, the IEP
shall include a provision for a review, at least every six months, by the full IEP team of all of the
following: (Education Code 56043)
1.

The case progress

2.

The continuing need for out-of-home placement

3.

The extent of compliance with the IEP

4.

Progress toward alleviating the need for out-of-home care

Timelines for the IEP and for the Provision of Services
At the beginning of each school year, the Charter LEA shall have an IEP in effect for each student with a
disability within Charter LEA jurisdiction. (34 CFR 300.323; Education Code 56344)
The Charter LEA shall ensure that a meeting to develop an initial IEP is conducted within 30 days of a
determination that a student needs special education and related services. The Charter LEA shall also
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ensure that, as soon as possible following development of the IEP, special education services and related
services are made available to the student in accordance with his/her IEP. (34 CFR 300.323; Education
Code 56344)
An IEP required as a result of an assessment of the student shall be developed within 60 days (not
counting days between the student's regular school sessions, terms or days of school vacation in excess
of five school days) from the date of receipt of the parent/guardian's written consent for assessment,
unless the parent/guardian agrees, in writing, to an extension. (Education Code 56344)
However, an IEP required as a result of an assessment of a student shall be developed within 30 days
after the commencement of the subsequent regular school year for a student for whom a referral has
been made 30 days or less prior to the end of the regular school year. In the case of school vacations,
the 60-day time limit shall recommence on the date that student’s school days reconvene. (Education
Code 56344)
When a parent/guardian requests an IEP team meeting to review the IEP, the team shall meet within 30
days of receiving the parent/guardian's written request, not counting days between the student’s
regular school sessions, terms, or days of school vacation in excess of five school days. If a
parent/guardian makes an oral request, the Charter LEA shall notify the parent/guardian of the need for
a written request and the procedure for filing such a request. (Education Code 56043, 56343.5)
Note: Education Code 56195.8 mandates that the Charter LEA's policy sets forth procedures and
timelines for the review of a classroom assignment of an individual with exceptional needs when so
requested by that student’s regular or special education teacher. Education Code 56195.8 does not state
a specific deadline for the review. The Charter Lea shall develop procedures and timelines for such
reviews, including procedures which will designate which personnel are responsible for the reviews.
The Charter LEA shall ensure that the student's IEP is accessible to each regular education teacher,
special education teacher, related service provider, and any other service provider who is responsible
for its implementation. The Charter LEA shall also ensure that such teachers and providers are informed
of their specific responsibilities related to implementing the IEP and the specific accommodations,
modifications, and supports that must be provided to the student in accordance with the IEP. (34 CFR
300.323)
Before providing special education and related services, the Charter LEA shall seek to obtain informed
consent pursuant to 20 USC 1414(a)(1). If the parent/guardian refuses to consent to the initiation of
services, the Charter LEA shall not provide the services by utilizing the due process hearing procedures
pursuant to 20 USC 1415(f). If the parent/guardian does not consent to all of the components of the IEP,
then those components to which the parent/guardian has consented shall be implemented so as not to
delay providing instruction and services to the student. (Education Code 56346)
If the parent/guardian refuses all services in the IEP after having consented to those services in the past,
the Charter LEA shall file a request for a due process hearing. If the Charter LEA determines that a part
of the proposed IEP to which the parent/guardian does not consent is necessary in order to provide the
student FAPE, a due process hearing shall be initiated in accordance with 20 USC 1415(f). While the due
process hearing is pending, the student shall remain in the current placement unless the
parent/guardian and the Charter LEA agree otherwise. (Education Code 56346)
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Transfer Students
To facilitate a transfer student's transition, this Charter LEA shall take reasonable steps to promptly
obtain the records of a student with disabilities transferring into this Charter LEA, including his/her IEP
and the supporting documents related to the provision of special education services. (34 CFR 300.323;
Education Code 56325)
If a student with disabilities transfers to this Charter LEA during the school year from a Charter LEA
within this same SELPA, this Charter LEA shall continue, without delay, to provide services comparable
to those described in the existing IEP, unless the student's parent/guardian and Charter LEA agree to
develop, adopt, and implement a new IEP that is consistent with state and federal law. (34 CFR 300.323;
Education Code 56325)
If a student with disabilities transfers to this Charter LEA during the school year from a California LEA
outside of this Charter LEA's SELPA, this Charter LEA shall provide the student with FAPE, including
services comparable to those described in the previous LEA’s IEP. Within 30 days, this Charter LEA shall,
in consultation with the parents/guardians, adopt the other LEA’s IEP or shall develop, adopt, and
implement a new IEP that is consistent with state and federal law. (34 CFR 300.323; Education Code
56325)
If a student with disabilities transfers to this Charter LEA during the school year from an out-of-state
LEA, this Charter LEA shall provide the student with FAPE, including services comparable to the out-ofstate LEA's IEP, in consultation with the parent/guardian, until such time as this Charter LEA conducts an
assessment, if this Charter LEA determines that such an assessment is necessary, and develops, adopts,
and implements a new IEP, if appropriate. (34 CFR 300.323; Education Code 56325)
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Procedural Safeguards
In order to protect the rights of students with disabilities, the Charter LEA shall follow all procedural
safeguards as set forth in law. Parents/guardians shall receive written notice of their rights in
accordance with law, Board policy, and administrative regulation.
Note: Education Code 56195.8 authorizes the policy to include provisions for involving Charter LEA
Board members in any due process hearing procedure activities.
The Charter CEO or designee shall represent the district in any due process hearing conducted with
regard to Charter LEA students and shall inform their governing board about the result of the hearing.

Complaints for Special Education
Note: A complaint, which can be made by anyone, is an allegation of a violation of state or federal law.
These complaints are different than the due process complaint, as detailed in the accompanying
administrative regulation, which is a legal document that must be filed to initiate a due process hearing.
Complaints concerning compliance with state or federal law regarding special education shall be
addressed in accordance with the Charter LEA’s uniform complaint procedures.

Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
56000 Education for individuals with exceptional needs
56001 Provision of the special education programs
56020-56035 Definitions
56195.7 Written agreements
56195.8 Adoption of policies for programs and services
56300-56385 Identification and referral, assessment
56440-56447.1 Programs for individuals between the ages of three and five years
56500-56509 Procedural safeguards, including due process rights
56600-56606 Evaluation, audits and information
CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 5
3000-3100 Regulations governing special education
4600-4671 Uniform complaint procedures
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1232g Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
1400-1482 Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 29
794 Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 42
11434 Homeless assistance
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, TITLE 34
99.10-99.22 Inspection, review and procedures for amending education records
104.36 Procedural safeguards
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300.1-300.818 Assistance to states for the education of students with disabilities, especially:
300.500-300.520 Procedural safeguards and due process for parents and students
Management Resources:
FEDERAL REGISTER
Rules and Regulations, August 14, 2006, Vol. 71, Number 156, pages 46539-46845
WEB SITES
California Department of Education, Special Education: http://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/se
U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education Programs:
http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/osers/osep
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Procedural Safeguards and Complaints for Special Education
Note: In California, due process hearings required by the federal Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act (IDEA) (20 USC 1400-1482) are held only at the state level. Related rights and procedures are set
forth in Education Code 56501-56506 and 5 CCR 3080-3089. Note that in cases where state law
provides greater protections, state law supersedes federal law.
Note: Pursuant to Education Code 56501, due process hearing rights extend to the student only if
he/she is an emancipated student or a ward or dependent of the court with no available parent or
surrogate parent. See AR 6159.3 - Appointment of Surrogate Parent for Special Education Students.

Informal Process/Pre-Hearing Mediation Conference
Before requesting a due process hearing, the Charter Chief Executive Officer or designee of the Charter
LEA and a parent/guardian may agree to meet informally to resolve any issue(s) relating to the
identification, assessment or education and placement of a student with disabilities. The Charter Chief
Executive Officer or designee shall have the authority to resolve the issue(s). (Education Code 56502)
In addition, either party may file a request with the Superintendent of Public Instruction for a mediation
conference to be conducted by a person under contract with the California Department of Education.
Based on the mediation conference, the Charter Chief Executive Officer or designee may resolve the
issue(s) in a manner that is consistent with state and federal law and is to the satisfaction of both
parties. (Education Code 56500.3)
Attorneys may attend or otherwise participate only in those mediation conferences that are scheduled
after the filing of a request for due process hearing. (Education Code 56500.3, 56501)
If either of these processes fails to resolve the issue(s), either party may file for a state-level due process
hearing.

Due Process Complaint Notice and Hearing Procedures
A parent/guardian, the Charter LEA, and/or a student who is emancipated or a ward or dependent of
the court may initiate due process hearing procedures whenever: (20 USC 1415(b); Education Code
56501)
1.
2.
3.
4.

There is a proposal to initiate or change the identification, assessment or educational
placement of the student or the provision of a free, appropriate public education to the
student
There is a refusal to initiate or change the identification, assessment or educational
placement of the student or the provision of a free, appropriate public education to the
student
The parent/guardian refuses to consent to an assessment of his/her child
There is a disagreement between a parent/guardian and the Charter LEA regarding the
availability of a program appropriate for the student, including the question of financial
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responsibility, as specified in 34 CFR 300.403(b)
Note: Pursuant to 20 USC 1415(b), as amended by P.L. 108-446, effective July 1, 2005, and 34 CFR
300.507, the Charter LEA is mandated to adopt procedures (1) requiring either party (the Charter LEA or
the parent/guardian) or their attorney to provide notice of the request for a due process hearing to the
other party and (2) containing the requirement that the party may not have a due process hearing until
the notice specified in items #1-5 below has been filed. The CDE is required to develop a model form to
assist parents in filing a complaint and due process complaint notice.
Prior to having a due process hearing, the party requesting the hearing, or the party's attorney, shall
provide the opposing party a due process complaint notice, which shall remain confidential, specifying:
(20 USC 1415(b); 34 CFR 300.507
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The student's name
The student's address or, in the case of a student identified as homeless pursuant to 42
USC 11434, available contact information for that student
The name of the school the student attends
A description of the nature of the student's problem relating to the proposed or refused
initiation or change, including facts relating to the problem
A proposed resolution to the problem to the extent known and available to the
complaining party at the time

Note: The IDEA 2004 Reauthorization made significant changes to the (1) timelines for filing a due
process complaint, (2) procedures for amending the complaints, and (3) rules regarding the sufficiency
of the complaint notice; see 20 USC 1415(b) and (f). 20 USC 1415(f)(3)(C), as amended, specifies that a
due process complaint must be filed within two years of the date that the parent/guardian or Charter
LEA knew or should have known about the situation that forms the basis of the complaint. However,
federal regulations 34 CFR 300.662, set a different timeline and require a one year statute of limitations
for filing a complaint. As amended by AB 1662 (Ch. 653, Statutes of 2005), Education Code 56500.2
reflects the federal regulations and states that a complaint must be filed within one year of the alleged
violation. It is likely that federal regulations will be amended to clarify the inconsistency. In the
meantime, Charter LEAs should consult with legal counsel as to the appropriate timeline.
Note: 20 USC 1415(c)(1) requires the Charter LEA to provide the following notice upon receipt of the due
process complaint.
If the Charter LEA has not sent a prior written notice to the parent/guardian regarding the subject
matter contained in the parent/guardian's due process complaint notice, the Charter LEA shall send a
response to the parent/guardian within 10 days of receipt of the complaint specifying:
(20 USC 1415(c)(1))
1. An explanation of why the Charter LEA proposed or refused to take the action raised in
the complaint
2. A description of other options that the individualized education program (IEP) team
considered and the reasons that those options were rejected
3. A description of each evaluation procedure, assessment, record, or report the Charter
LEA used as the basis for the proposed or refused action
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4. A description of the factors that are relevant to the Charter LEA's proposal or refusal
If the Charter LEA has sent prior written notice to the parent/guardian regarding the subject matter of
the parent/guardian's due process complaint, the Charter LEA shall, within 10 days of receipt, send a
response specifically addressing the issues in the complaint. (20 USC 1415(c)(1))
Parties requesting a due process hearing shall file their request with the Superintendent of Public
Instruction or designated contracted agency and give a copy of the request, at the same time, to the
other party. (Education Code 56502)

Prior Written Notice
The Charter Chief Executive Officer or designee shall send to parents/guardians of any student with a
disability a prior written notice within a reasonable time before: (Education Code 56500.4, 56500.5; 20
USC 1415(c); 34 CFR 300.503)
1. The Charter LEA initially refers the student for assessment
2. The Charter LEA proposes to initiate or change the student's identification, evaluation,
educational placement or the provision of a free, appropriate public education
3. The Charter LEA refuses to initiate or change the identification, evaluation or
educational placement of the student or the provision of a free and appropriate public
education
4. The student graduates from high school with a regular diploma
This notice shall include: (20 USC 1415(c); 34 CFR 300.503)
1. A description of the action proposed or refused by the Charter LEA
2. An explanation as to why the Charter LEA proposes or refuses to take the action
3. A description of any other options that the IEP team considered and why those options
were rejected
4. A description of each evaluation procedure, test, record or report the Charter LEA used
as a basis for the proposed or refused action
5. A description of any other factors relevant to the Charter LEA's proposal or refusal
6. A statement that the parents/guardians of the student have protection under
procedural safeguards and, if this notice is not an initial referral for evaluation, the
means by which a copy of the description of procedural safeguards can be obtained
7. Sources for parents/guardians to obtain assistance in understanding these provisions
Students with disabilities and their parents/guardians shall be provided written notice of their rights in
language easily understood by the general public and in the primary language of the parent/guardian or
other mode of communication used by the parent/guardian, unless to do so is clearly not feasible. The
notice shall include, but not be limited to, those rights prescribed by Education Code 56341. (Education
Code 56341, 56506; 34 CFR 300.503)
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If the native language or other mode of communication of the parent/guardian is not a written
language, the Charter LEA shall take steps to ensure that: (34 CFR 300.503)
1. The notice is translated orally or by other means to the parent/guardian in his/her
native language or other mode of communication
2. The parent/guardian understands the contents of the notice
3. There is written evidence that items #1 and #2 have been satisfied

Procedural Safeguards Notice
A procedural safeguards notice shall be made available to parents/guardians of students with a disability
once a year and upon: (Education Code 56301; 20 USC 1415(d)(1))
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Initial referral for evaluation
Each notification of an IEP meeting
Reevaluation of the student
Registration of a complaint
Filing for a pre-hearing mediation conference or a due process hearing

This notice shall include information on the procedures for requesting an informal meeting, pre-hearing
mediation conference, mediation conference, or due process hearing; the timelines for completing each
process; whether the process is optional; the type of representative who may be invited to participate;
and the right of the parent/guardian and/or the Charter LEA to electronically record the proceedings of
IEP meetings in accordance with Education Code 56341. A copy of this notice shall be attached to the
student's assessment plan and referred to at each IEP meeting. (20 USC 1415(d)(2); Education Code
56321, 56321.5)
In addition, this notice shall include a full explanation of the procedural safeguards relating to
independent educational evaluation; prior written notice; parental consent; access to educational
records; opportunity to present complaints to initiate due process hearings; the student's placement
while due process proceedings are pending; procedures for students who are subject to placement in an
interim alternative educational setting; requirements for unilateral placement by parent/guardians of
students in private schools at public expense; mediation; due process hearings; state-level appeals; civil
action; attorney's fees, and the state's complaint procedure. (20 USC 1415(d)(2); 34 CFR 300.504)
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Confidentiality of Student Records
The Charter LEA Governing Board recognizes the importance of keeping accurate, comprehensive
student records as required by law. Procedures for maintaining the confidentiality of student records
shall be consistent with state and federal law.
The Charter CEO or designee shall establish regulations governing the identification, description and
security of student records, as well as timely access for authorized persons. These regulations shall
ensure parental rights to review, inspect and copy student records and shall protect the student and the
student's family from invasion of privacy.
The Charter CEO or designee shall designate a certificated employee to serve as custodian of records,
with responsibility for student records at the Charter LEA level. At each school, the principal or a
certificated designee shall act as custodian of records for students enrolled at that school. The custodian
of records shall be responsible for implementing Board policy and administrative regulation regarding
student records. (5 CCR 431) Legal Reference:

Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
48201 Student records for transfer students who have been suspended/expelled
48904-48904.3 Withholding grades, diplomas, or transcripts of pupils causing property damage or injury; transfer
of pupils to new school Charter LEAs; notice to rescind decision to withhold
48918 Rules governing expulsion procedures
49060-49079 Pupil records
49091.14 Parental review of curriculum
CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
1985.3 Subpoena duces tecum
FAMILY CODE
3025 Access to records by non-custodial parents
GOVERNMENT CODE
6252-6260 Inspection of public records
HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE
120440 Immunizations; disclosure of information
WELFARE AND INSTITUTIONS CODE
681 Truancy petitions
16010 Health and education records of a minor
CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 5
430-438 Individual pupil records
16020-16027 Destruction of records
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1232g Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, TITLE 34
99.1-99.67 Family Educational Rights and Privacy
300.500 Definition of "personally identifiable"
300.501 Opportunity to examine records for parents of student with disability
300.573 Destruction of information
COURT DECISIONS
Falvo v. Owasso Independent School District, 220 F.3d. 1200 (10th Cir. 2000)
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Management Resources:
WEB SITES
U.S. Department of Education, Family Policy Compliance Office: http://www.ed.gov/ offices/OM/fpco/
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Confidentiality of Student Records
Charter LEAs shall establish, maintain and destroy pupil records according to regulations adopted by the
State Board of Education. The following guidelines apply to confidential special education records.
Access:
Special education records are subject to the same privacy and access right as other Mandatory Interim
pupil records. In addition, parents have the right to examine all school records of their child that relate to
the identification, assessment, and educational placement of the child. Even though records may be
stamped “confidential” or contain sensitive information, the parent or eligible student has full rights of
access. Parents have the right to receive copies within five business days of making the request, either
orally or in writing. A public educational agency may charge no more than the actual cost of reproducing
the records, but if this cost prevents the parent from exercising their right to receive the copies, the copies
shall be reproduced at no cost to the parents.
The LEA will not permit access to any child’s records without written parental permission except as follows:
a. Charter LEA officials and employees who have a legitimate educational interest including a
school system where the child intends to enroll
b. Certain state and federal officials for audit purposes
c. Certain law enforcement agencies for purposes listed in Education Code and Federal Law
d. A pupil 16 years of age or older, having completed the 10th grade who requests access
e. Students who are married even if younger than 18 years of age
f. Charter SELPA Employees
The LEA may release information from the student’s records for the following:
a. In cases of emergency when the knowledge of such information is necessary to protect the
health or safety of the child and/or others
b. To determine the child’s eligibility for financial aid
c. To accrediting organizations to the extent necessary to their function
d. In cooperation with organizations conducting studies and research that does not permit the
personal identification of children or their parents by persons not
e. connected with the research and provided that their personally identifiable information is
destroyed when no longer needed
f. To officials and employees of private schools or school systems in which the child is enrolled or
intends to enroll.
Test Protocols are considered to be a part of a pupil’s confidential file. Protocols must be maintained in a
pupil’s confidential file and copies provided to the parent upon request.
Confidentiality of Records:
All procedural safeguards of the Individuals with Disabilities in Education Act shall be established and
maintained. A custodian of records must be appointed by each LEA to ensure the confidentiality of any
personally identifiable student information. This is usually the case manager, but may be another person
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who has been trained in confidentiality procedures.
The custodian of records is responsible for ensuring that files are not easily accessible to the public.
Records of access are maintained for individual files, which include the name of party, date, and purpose
of access.
Transfer of Records:
When a student moves from one school to another, records should be transferred in accordance with
state and federal law. Federal law requires the LEA from which the student moves to notify the parent
of the transfer of records along with the parent’s right to review, challenge and/or receive a copy of the
transferred record. California law specifies that the LEA which receives the student shall be responsible
for the notification. Procedurally, both requirements can be met if the Charter LEA provides an annual
notification to the parents of every student which specifies that records will be transferred and outlines
the other rights cited above. This notice should be provided to all parents each fall and to the parents of
every new student upon enrollment.
CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO OBTAIN PARENT PERMISSION TO FORWARD RECORDS IN FACT, THEY ARE REQUIRED TO FORWARD RECORDS TO ANY CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF NEW OR
INTENDED ENROLLMENT “WITHIN FIVE (5) DAYS. * Records cannot be withheld for nonpayment of
fees or fines. (Education Code §49068)
Mandatory Permanent Pupil records must be forwarded to all schools. (The original, or a copy, also
must be retained by the sending LEA.) Mandatory Interim Pupil records must be forwarded to California
public schools and may be forwarded to any other schools. Permitted pupil records may be forwarded
at the discretion of the custodian of the records. Private schools in California are required to forward
Mandatory Permanent Pupil Records.
If an agency or person provides a written report for the school’s information, it becomes a part of the
pupil’s record and, as such, is available to the parent even though it may be marked “confidential.”
(Technically, it becomes a part of the record only when it is filed or maintained. The custodian of the
records should give serious consideration to the educational value of sensitive information before
routinely including it as a pupil record. As alternatives, the report may be summarized in a more useful
form, it may be returned for revision, or it may be rejected and destroyed before it becomes a record.)
Correction or Removal of Information:
Parents have the right, on request, to receive a list of the types and locations of education records
collected, maintained and used by the educational agency. Parents may challenge the content of the
student’s record if they believe the information in education records collected, maintained or used is
inaccurate, misleading, or in violation of the privacy or other rights of the child. This right to challenge
becomes the sole right of the student when the student turns 18 or attends a post-secondary
institution. The request to remove or amend the content of the student record must be made in writing.
Within 30 days of receiving the request, the Charter CEO or designee shall meet with the parent/student
and with the employee (if still employed) who recorded the information in question. The Charter CEO
shall then decide whether to sustain the allegations and amend the records as requested or deny the
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allegations. If the allegations are sustained, the Charter CEO shall order the correction or removal and
destruction of the information.
When a student grade is involved, the teacher who gave the grade shall be given an opportunity to state
orally, in writing, or both, the reasons why the grade was given before the grade is changed either by
the Charter CEO or at the decision of the LEA board. Insofar as practical, the teacher shall be included in
all discussions relating to the changing of the grade.
If the Charter CEO disagrees with the request to amend the records, the parent/student may write
within 30 days to appeal this decision to the LEA board. Within 30 days of receiving the written appeal,
the LEA board shall meet in closed session with the parent and the employee (if still employed) who
recorded the information in question. The Charter LEA governing board shall then decide whether or not
to sustain or deny the allegations. If the Charter LEA governing board sustains any or all of the
allegations, it shall order the Charter CEO to immediately correct or remove and destroy the information
in question. The decision of the Charter LEA governing board is final. The records of the Charter LEA
governing board proceedings shall be maintained in a confidential manner for one year, after which they
will be destroyed, unless the parent initiates legal proceedings within the prescribed period relative to
the disputed information.
If the final decision of the Charter LEA governing board is unfavorable to the parent or if the parent
accepts an unfavorable decision by the Charter LEA, the parent shall have the right to submit a written
statement commenting on the record or explaining any reasons the parent disagrees with the decision
of the Charter CEO or the Charter LEA governing board. This explanation shall be included in the records
of the child for as long as the record or contested portion is maintained by local educational agency. If
the records of the child, or contested portion, is given by the agency to any party, the explanation must
also be given to the party.
At the beginning of each school year, parents shall be notified of the availability of the above procedures
for challenging student records.
In order to avoid potential challenges, it is recommended that Charter LEA staff receive training which
alerts them to the requirements of privacy and access laws. To the degree that a statement describes a
student’s behavior, the statement can withstand challenges. Ambiguous terms should be avoided, and
staff members should restrict their comments to areas of training. In addition, only those observations
which have educational relevancy should be recorded. Statements describing unrelated family incidents
or unsubstantiated claims are inappropriate for a student’s record.
Record Classification and Destruction:
Pupil records—In fact, all school public records—are classified as continuing records until such time as
their usefulness ceases. While they are continuing records, their destruction is governed by a rather
complicated set of guidelines. Certain items are specifically excluded from destruction restrictions. CCR
Title 5, §16020 indicates that copies of originals, pupil passes, tardy slips, admit slips, notes from home,
including verification of illness and individual memorandum between employees of the Charter LEA are
not records and may be destroyed at any time.
Other pupil-related records are defined within the three categories: mandatory permanent, mandatory
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interim, and permitted. (See below for a full explanation of each category.)
Mandatory Permanent pupil records became Class 1 permanent records when their usefulness
ceases, and thus are never destroyed. Caveat: These records or a copy, are retained for every pupil
who was ever enrolled in the Charter LEA. A copy of the mandatory permanent records is forwarded
for students who transfer.
Mandatory Interim pupil records can be classified as Class 1 permanent or Class III disposable when
their usefulness ceases. The Charter LEA is responsible for the classification subject to Charter LEA
governing board approval. If mandatory interim records are classified as disposable, they are to be
destroyed in accordance with CCR Title 5, §16027. This requires that they be retained for three
years beyond the date of origination.
The third category of pupil records – Permitted - may be destroyed whenever their usefulness
ceases without the waiting period. However, if a student transfers, graduates or otherwise
terminates attendance, such records shall be held six months and then destroyed.
As Mandatory Permanent pupil records, special education records may be classified as Class III,
disposable, when they are deemed as no longer useful. This could occur only after transfer or
withdrawal from a special education program. Even after classified as disposable, Mandatory
Interim records must be retained for at least three years beyond the date of the record’s creation.
An important exception applies to those records which were used in assessment for a special
education candidate who does not become a special education student. In such cases the records
are permitted pupil records and can be classified as Class III, disposable, and destroyed whenever
their usefulness ceases.
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Part C - Transition
Charter schools in the El Dorado County Charter SELPA currently do not serve students in Part C or
preschool students. If students are transitioning from preschool to a Charter LEA and are eligible for
Part B services, the Charter LEA will participate to ensure a smooth and effective transition between
programs.

Authority:
(CFR Title 34 §300.209(b))
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Students with Disabilities Enrolled by their Parents in Private School
It shall be the policy of this Charter LEA to assure that children with disabilities voluntarily enrolled by
their parents in private school shall receive special education and related services in accordance with
federal law, local procedures adopted by the student’s district of residence, and the corresponding
SELPA.
Legal Reference:
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
Section 1412(a)(10)(A)
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Compliance Assurances
The Local Plan is the basis for the operation and administration of special education programs; and that
each Charter SELPA member LEA will meet all applicable requirements of state and federal laws and
regulations, including compliance with the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act and the provisions of the California Education Code, Part 30.
Upon entry into the Charter SELPA, the Governing Board for each LEA charter shall approve the Charter
SELPA Local Plan, the Agreement for Participation, the Representations and Warranties, and the Charter
SELPA Assurances.
The Charter SELPA Assurances document includes local, state, and federal Assurances.

Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
56205(A)(11)
56195.7
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20 1412
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Governance
Each LEA Charter SELPA member shall comply with the provisions of the governance structure and
provide any necessary administrative support to implement the Local Plan.

Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
56205(a)(12)
56001
56190‐4
56195.1(b)(c)
56195.3
56205(b)(4)
56205(b)(5)
47640‐47647
56195.7
56030
56200
56200(c)(2)
56140
56195
56140(b)(2)
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1412(a)
1413(a)(1)
1413(a)(5)
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Governance
Administrative Unit
The El Dorado County Office of Education is the Administrative Unit (AU) for the Charter SELPA.
Pursuant to the provisions of Education Code Section 56030 et seq., the AU shall receive and distribute
regionalized service funds, provide administrative support and coordinate the implementation of the El
Dorado County Charter Local Plan for Special Education. The AU shall perform such services and
functions required to accomplish the goals set forth in the plan, including development of the annual
service and budget plan.
California Education Code Section 56200(c)(2) requires that the Local Plan, “specify the responsibilities
of each participating county office and district governing board in the policy‐ making process, the
responsibilities of the superintendent of each participating district and county in the implementation of
the plan, and the responsibilities of district and county administrators of special education in
coordinating the administration of the plan.” In accordance with this provision, the El Dorado County
Charter SELPA has developed the following governance structure and policy development and approval
process.
Responsibilities of each Governing Board in the policy‐making process and procedures for carrying out
the responsibility
As identified in CEO Policy 1, the Charter SELPA Local Plan is approved by the Governing Board of El
Dorado County Office of Education. Amendments to the Local Plan to revise LEA membership
(additions/deletions) shall be approved by the Governing Board of the El Dorado County Office of
Education. Prior to county board approval, new LEA members shall be approved through the selection
process as identified in Policy 22 and AR 22. Termination of membership shall be approved through the
termination process as identified in Policy 26 and AR 26. All membership changes shall be
communicated with the Charter SELPA CEO Council at the next regularly scheduled meeting. Material
revisions to the Local Plan, other than membership, shall be approved by the Charter SELPA CEO Council
and the Governing Board of the El Dorado County Office of Education.
The Governing Board of the El Dorado County Office of Education will hold the required public hearings
and approve the annual service plan and the annual budget plan. The plans shall be sent to all Charter
LEA members and communicated with the Charter SELPA CEO Council at the next regularly scheduled
meeting. Notice of the public hearings shall be posted in each charter school at least 15 days prior to the
hearing, as required by law.
Upon entry into the Charter SELPA, the Governing Board for each LEA charter shall approve the Charter
SELPA Local Plan, the Agreement for Participation, and the Representations and Warranties and SELPA
Assurances.
As described within these documents, the charter LEA member boards delegate the administrative
policy‐making process and procedures for carrying out that responsibility to the governance structure of
the Charter SELPA as outlined below.
Approved CEO Council
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Charter CEO Council
The Charter CEO Council membership consists of the CEO or designee of each charter LEA member.
Each charter LEA member has one vote. Organization Partners, that operate more than one charter
school, may have a single representative for all schools operated, but such representative shall have a
number of votes equal to the number of charter LEAs represented.
Charter CEO Council meetings are subject to California Open Meeting laws, specifically the Brown Act
(Government Code 54950‐54963), which requires that CEO Council members conduct business at
properly noticed and agendized public meetings.
A majority of the LEAs present at a regularly scheduled and posted CEO Council meeting shall constitute
a quorum.
The Charter CEO Council will meet regularly with the El Dorado County Superintendent of Schools
and/or designees to direct and supervise the implementation of the Local Plan. A minimum of two
meetings per year will be held; September and May.
The Charter CEO Council is responsible to approve Charter SELPA policies and administrative regulations.
The Charter CEO Council is responsible to approve the Allocation Plan, which is the framework for
distribution of funds within the Charter SELPA.
Responsibilities of the Charter SELPA Executive Committee
The Executive Committee shall serve as an informal advisory body to the Charter SELPA AU. The
Executive Committee shall be comprised of all Charter SELPA CEO Council members who have an
interest in participating as a Committee member. Committee participation shall be at the discretion of
individual members who shall be free to attend, or not attend, meetings as they choose. However, at no
time shall an Executive Committee meeting be conducted with a majority of SELPA members.
Committee meetings shall occur from time to time on an informal basis as the Committee may
determine. The Committee shall have no continuing subject matter jurisdiction. However, it is
contemplated that the Committee shall, from time to time, consider and advise the Charter SELPA AU
on administrative matters including, but not limited to, program operations, future strategic planning,
procedural matters, and fiscal considerations.
An invitation to participate in the Executive Committee shall be issued annually at the first CEO Council
meeting for the fiscal year. The El Dorado County Superintendent/designee shall serve as an ex officio
member of the Executive Committee.
Summaries of the Executive Committee meetings shall be transmitted to the full membership of the
Charter CEO Council.
Approved CEO Council
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Charter SELPA Membership Appeals Committee
The Charter SELPA Membership Appeals Committee meets on an “as needed basis” to hear selection
committee appeals and membership termination appeals. The El Dorado County
Superintendent/designee shall serve as an ex officio member of the Charter SELPA Membership Appeals
Committee. An invitation to participate in the Membership Appeals Committee shall be issued annually
at the first CEO Council meeting of the fiscal year.
Charter SELPA Membership Appeals committee meetings are subject to California Open Meeting laws,
specifically, the Brown Act (Government Code 54950‐54963) which requires that SELPA Membership
Appeals committee members conduct business at properly noticed and agendized public meetings.
Charter SELPA Special Education Steering Committee
The Steering Committee serves in an advisory capacity to the Charter SELPA AU. Each charter LEA is
entitled to select one representative for this committee – either a teacher or an administrator.
Representatives commit to a full year of service, which would include meeting regularly for the purpose
of advising the Charter SELPA and receiving and disseminating direct program/instructional information.
Charter SELPA Special Education Fiscal Committee
The Fiscal Committee meets twice per year. The designated fiscal representative from each charter LEA
member is invited to attend. Charter CEOs and Special Education Administrative contacts are invited to
attend as well. Meetings take place through teleconference. The meeting serves as a communication
tool to inform fiscal contacts of actions taken by CEO Council that may have budgeting and financial
reporting considerations.
Charter SELPA Selection Committee
As outlined in Policy 22, the Charter SELPA Selection Committee is comprised of:
 The El Dorado County Superintendent of Schools/Designee
 One Charter CEO, member of the CEO Executive Committee
 One Charter CEO selected by the El Dorado County Superintendent of Schools/Designee
The Charter SELPA Selection Committee will meet, review all documents and approve or reject
members. Because of a high volume of applications to the Charter SELPA, the Selection Committee may
include more than one member of the CEO Executive Committee or CEO Council and more than one
Charter CEO selected by the EDCOE County Superintendent/Designee in order to efficiently review the
number of applications submitted. Meetings may take place through teleconference. For the purposes
of this section, “teleconference” means a meeting where the members are in different locations,
connected by electronic means, through either audio or video, or both.
The Charter SELPA Selection Committee will inform the CEO Council members of their decision. The
Charter SELPA AU shall inform the charter school of the decision.
Approved CEO Council
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Special Education Community Advisory Committee (CAC)
Each charter school may select a parent representative to participate in the Special
Education Community Advisory Committee to serve staggered terms in accordance with E.C. §
56191 for a period of at least two years. Selected parents will be the parent of a child with a disability.
This group will advise the Charter SELPA AU on the implementation of the El Dorado County Local Plan
for Special Education in Charter Schools (“Local Plan”) as well as provide local parent training options in
accordance with the duties, responsibilities and requirements of E.C. § 56190‐56194.
Each school year, the CAC will designate the following:
1. One parent to be the designee for new LEA approvals (“New‐LEA Designee”); and
2. One parent to be the alternate designee for new LEA approvals (“Alternate Designee”).
The New‐LEA Designee will consult with the Charter SELPA AU regarding the admission of any new LEAs
to the Charter SELPA. If, for any reason, the New‐LEA Designee is unavailable for consultation, the
Alternate Designee will assume the consultation duties.
Because of the geographic diversity anticipated within the El Dorado County Charter SELPA, meetings
may take place through teleconference. For purposes of this section, “teleconference” means a meeting
where the members are in different locations, connected by electronic means, through either audio or
video, or both
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Personnel Qualifications
It shall be the policy of this Charter LEA to ensure that personnel providing special education related
services meet the highly qualified requirements as defined under federal law, including that those
personnel have the content knowledge and skills to serve children with disabilities. This policy shall not
be construed to create a right of action on behalf of an individual student for the failure of a particular
Charter LEA staff person to be highly qualified or to prevent a parent from filing a State complaint with
the CDE about staff qualifications.
It shall be the policy of this Charter LEA that it will support and assist the state’s efforts and activities to
ensure an adequate supply of qualified special education, general education, and related services
personnel. This shall include recruitment, hiring, training and efforts to retain highly qualified personnel
to provide special education and related services under this part to children with disabilities.
Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
56205(a)(13)
56058
56070
State Board Policy 6/11/98
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1412(a)(14-15)
1413(a)(3)
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Personnel Qualifications
Special Education Staff
Teachers assigned to serve students with disabilities shall possess the credential that authorizes them to
teach the primary disability of the students within the program placement recommended in the
student's individualized education program (IEP). (5 CCR 80046.5 through 80048.6) Special education
teachers who teach core academic subjects shall possess the qualifications required by the No Child Left
Behind Act. (20 USC 1401, 6319, 7801; 34 CFR 200.55-200.57, 300.18; 5 CCR 6100-6126)
Note: The federal No Child Left Behind Act (20 USC 6319; 34 CFR 200.55-200.57) requires all teachers of
core academic subjects, in both Title I and non-Title I programs, to be "highly qualified" as defined in 20
USC 7801 and 5 CCR 6100-6126. A teacher is defined as “new to the profession” if they have graduated
from an accredited institution of higher education and received a credential, or began an approved
intern program, on or after July 1, 2002. A teacher is defined as “not new to the profession” if they
graduated from an accredited institution of higher education and received a credential, or were enrolled
in, or had completed, an approved intern program before July 1. 2002. (5 CCR 6100)
An elementary teacher who holds at least a bachelor’s degree, is currently enrolled in an approved
intern program for less than three years (or has a credential), and meets the applicable requirements in
Section 6102 or 6103 as noted in the next two paragraphs, meets NCLB requirements as “highly
qualified”. (5 CCR 6101)
An elementary teacher who is new to the profession, in addition to having at least a bachelor’s degree
and either being currently enrolled in an approved intern program for less than three years or holding a
credential, must have passed a validated statewide subject matter examination certified by the
Commission on Teacher Credentialing CTC), including, but not limited to the California Subject
Examination for Teachers (CSET) Multiple Subjects, Multiple Subject Assessment for Teachers (MSAT),
and National Teaching Exams (NTE). (5 CCR 6102)
An elementary teacher who is not new to the profession at the elementary level, in addition to having at
least a bachelor’s degree and either being currently enrolled in an approved intern program for less than
three years or holding a credential, must have completed either:
1. A validated statewide subject matter examination that the CTC has utilized to determine
subject matter competence for credentialing purposes,
or
2. A high objective uniform state standard evaluation (HOUSSE) conducted pursuant to
5 CCR 6104 and in conjunction with the teacher’s evaluation and assessment pursuant to
Education Code section 44662. (5 CCR 6103)
A middle or high school teacher, who holds at least a bachelor’s degree, is currently enrolled in an
approved intern program for less than three years or has a full credential, and who meets the applicable
requirements in Section 6111 or 6112 as noted in the next two paragraphs, meets NCLB requirements as
“highly qualified”. (5 CCR 6110)
1
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A middle or high school teacher who is new to the profession, in addition to having at least a bachelor’s
degree and either being currently enrolled in an approved intern program for less than three years or
holding a credential in the subject taught, must have passed or completed one of the following for every
core subject currently assigned:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A validated statewide subject matter examination certified by the CTC,
University subject matter program approved by the CTC,
Undergraduate major in the subject taught,
Graduate degree in the subject taught, or
Coursework equivalent to undergraduate major.

Note: A new special education teacher who is currently enrolled in an approved special education intern
program for less than three years or who holds a special education credential, and can demonstrate
subject matter competence in mathematics, language arts, or science, may demonstrate competence in
the other core academic subjects in which the teacher teaches through the HOUSSE contained in 5 CCR
6104 not later than two years after date of employment.
A middle or high school teacher who is not new to the profession, in addition to having at least a
bachelor’s degree and either being currently enrolled in an approved intern program for less than three
years or holding a credential, must have passed or completed one of the following for every core subject
currently assigned:
1. A validated statewide subject matter examination that the CTC has utilized to
determine subject matter competence for credentialing purposes,
2. University subject matter program approved by the CTC,
3. Undergraduate major in the subject taught,
4. Graduate degree in the subject taught,
5. Coursework equivalent to undergraduate major,
6. Advanced certification or credentialing (National Board Certification), or
7. A high objective uniform state standard evaluation pursuant to 5 CCR 6104.
The Charter LEA must establish and maintain qualifications to ensure that personnel necessary to carry
out the purposes of this part are appropriately and adequately prepared and trained, including that
those personnel have the content knowledge and skills to serve children with disabilities.
Caseloads for special education staff are specified in Education Code 56362 for resource specialists (see
"Resource Specialists" section below) and in Education Code 56363.3 and 56441.7 for language, speech
and hearing specialists.
The Charter CEO or designee shall ensure that caseloads for special education teachers are within the
maximum caseloads established by law, or set by the Charter LEA.
Resource Specialists
Education Code 56195.8 mandates entities providing special education to adopt policy related to
resource specialists. The following section fulfills this mandate and should be revised for consistency
with the policy and regulations of the SELPA in which the Charter LEA participates.
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The Charter LEA Governing Board shall employ certificated resource specialists to provide services which
shall include, but not be limited to (Education Code 56362):
1. Instruction and services for students whose needs have been identified in an individualized
education program (IEP) and who are assigned to regular classroom teachers for a majority of
the school day
2. Information and assistance to students with disabilities and their parents/guardians
3. Consultation with and provision of resource information and material regarding students with
disabilities to their parents/guardians and other staff members
4. Coordination of special education services with the regular school programs for each student
enrolled in the resource specialist program
5. Monitoring of student progress on a regular basis, participation in the review and revision of
IEPs as appropriate, and referral of students who do not demonstrate sufficient progress to
the IEP team
6. Emphasis at the secondary school level on academic achievement, career and vocational
development, and preparation for adult life.
The resource specialist program shall be directed by a resource specialist who is a credentialed special
education teacher or who has a clinical services credential with a special class authorization, and who
has three or more years of teaching experience, including both regular and special education teaching
experience. (Education Code 56362)
No resource specialist shall have a caseload which exceeds 28 students. As necessary and with the
agreement of the resource specialist, the Charter LEA Governing Board may request a waiver from the
State Board of Education to increase the caseload to no more than 32 students, provided that an
individual resource specialist does not have a caseload exceeding 28 students for more than two school
years and has the assistance of an instructional aide at least five hours daily during the period of the
waiver. (Education Code 56362; 5 CCR 3100)
Resource specialists shall not simultaneously be assigned to serve as resource specialists and to teach
regular classes. (Education Code 56362)
Related Services Personnel and Paraprofessionals:
Related services personnel and paraprofessionals must have qualifications established by the Charter
LEA that are consistent with any State-approved or State-recognized certification, licensing, registration,
or other comparable requirements that apply to the professional discipline in which those personnel are
providing special education or related services.
The Charter LEA must ensure that related services personnel who deliver services in their discipline or
profession meet the requirements to be licensed within their profession, having not had certification or
licensure requirements waived on an emergency, temporary, or provisional basis.
The charter LEA must allow paraprofessionals and assistants who are appropriately trained and
supervised, in accordance with State law, regulation, or written policy, to be used to assist in the
provision of special education and related services under this part to children with disabilities.
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Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
44250-44279 Credentials, especially:
44256 Credential types, specialist instruction
44265 Special education credential
56195.8 Adoption of policies
56361 Program options
56362 Resource specialist program, contents, direction; resource specialists, case-loads, assignments, instructional
aide; pupil enrollment
56362.1 Caseload
56362.5 Resource specialist certificate of competence
56362.7 Bilingual-cross cultural certificate of assessment competence
56363.3 Average caseload limits
56441.7 Maximum caseload (programs for individuals with exceptional needs between the ages of three and five
inclusive)
CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 5
3051.1 Language, speech and hearing development and remediation; appropriate credential
3100 Waivers of maximum caseload for resource specialists
6100-6126 Teacher qualifications, No Child Left Behind Act
80046.5 Credential holders authorized to serve students with disabilities
80048-80048.6 Credential requirements and authorizations
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1401 Definition of highly qualified special education teacher
6319 Highly qualified teachers
7801 Definitions, highly qualified teacher
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, TITLE 34
200.55-200.57 Highly qualified teachers
200.61 Parent notification regarding teacher qualifications
300.18 Highly qualified special education teachers
300.156 Personnel Qualifications
Management Resources:
WEB SITES
California Association of Resource Specialists and Special Education Teachers: http://www.carsplus.org
California Speech-Language-Hearing Association: http://www.csha.org
Commission on Teacher Credentialing: http://www.ctc.ca.gov
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Performance Goals and Indicators
It shall be the policy of this Charter Local Education Agency (LEA) to comply with the requirements of the
performance goals and indicators developed by the CDE and provide data as required by the CDE.
Legal References:
EDUCATION CODE
56205(a)
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1412(a)(16)
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Participation in Assessments
It shall be the policy of the Charter LEA that all students with disabilities shall participate in state and
district-wide assessment programs. The IEP team determines how a student will access assessments
with or without accommodations, or access alternate assessments, consistent with state standards
governing such determinations.
The CEO or designee shall administer mandatory student assessments within the state Standardized
Testing and Reporting (STAR) Program as required by law and in accordance with CEO policy and
administrative regulation.
Legal References:
EDUCATION CODE
56205(a)
UNITED STATE CODE, TITLE 20
1412(a)(17)
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Participation in Assessments
The LEAs within El Dorado County Charter SELPA are committed to all students having access to state
and/or Charter LEA assessments. Through the IEP process each student's strengths and weaknesses will
be evaluated as to the content of the Charter LEA and/or statewide assessment to determine
appropriate means of access to the assessment(s).
The Charter SELPA IEP forms include an assessment plan as well as statements related to district and
statewide assessment.
Special education students shall be tested with the designated state achievement test and the
standards-based test, unless their individualized education program specifically identifies that the
student will be tested with the California Alternate Performance Assessment (CAPA) or the California
Modified Assessment (CMA). The IEP team will determine which assessment will be most appropriate
for each student based on guidance provided by the California Department of Education.
A student shall be permitted to take exams or assessments with the accommodation(s) and/or
modification(s) as identified in the IEP or 504 plan. These accommodations and/or modifications must
be in compliance with the current “Testing Variations, Accommodations, and Modifications Matrix”
provided by the California Department of Education.
School personnel have a responsibility to ensure special education students have appropriate
accommodations and/or modifications to meet the individual needs of the students and allow access to
all State and Charter LEA assessments. Each Charter LEA will follow and implement the California State
Board of Education policies and administrative regulations related to assessment, data collection and
waiver processes.
Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
56205(a), 56345, 60640, 5 CCR 853, 5 CCR 850
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Supplementation of State, Local and Other Federal Funds
Funds received by the El Dorado County Charter SELPA from Part B of the IDEA shall be expended in
accordance with the applicable provisions of the IDEA and shall be used to supplement and not to
supplant State, local and other Federal funds.
State and federal funds received by El Dorado County Charter SELPA are allocated and distributed
among the local educational agencies in the SELPA according to the El Dorado County Charter SELPA
adopted plan.
EDUCATION CODE:
56195
56195.7(i)
56205(a)(12)(D)(ii)(II)
56205(a)(16)
56841(a)(2)
Legal Reference:
20 USC §1413 (a)(2)(A)(ii)
34 CFR §300.202(a)
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Maintenance of Effort
Federal funds available through Part B of the federal IDEA provided to the El Dorado County Charter
SELPA shall not be used to reduce the level of expenditures for the education of children with disabilities
made from local funds and/or combined level of local and state funds below the level of those
expenditures for the preceding year except as provided in Federal law and regulations.
Legal References:
20 USC § 1413 (a)(2)
34 CFR §300.203
EDUCATION CODE:
56205(a)(17)
56841
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Maintenance of Effort (MOE)
Introduction
The El Dorado County Charter SELPA shall meet the federal maintenance of effort (MOE) regulations
requiring that federal funds provided under Part B of the IDEA not be used to reduce the level of
expenditures for the education of children with disabilities made from local funds below the level of those
expenditures for the preceding fiscal year except as provided in federal law and regulations. This test must
be met on either an aggregate or a per capita basis. (ref: Title 34 Code of Federal Regulations C.F.R.
Sections 300.203-300.205).
Determination of Maintenance of Effort
The California Department of Education (CDE) monitors compliance with the MOE requirement at the
SELPA level. The administrative unit (AU) of the El Dorado County Charter SELPA monitors compliance of
its member LEAs. There are two required comparison tests determining MOE:
1. Grant Year Budget vs. Prior year Actual Expenditures
Budgeted special education expenditures from local funds and/or combined level of local and state
funds must equal or exceed prior year expenditures for each Charter LEA and for the El Dorado County
Charter SELPA as a whole. Passing this test determines eligibility to receive IDEA Part B funds.
2. End of Year Actual Expenditures vs. Prior Year Actual Expenditures
Actual special education expenditures from local funds and/or combined level of local and state
funds must equal or exceed prior year expenditures for each Charter LEA and for the El Dorado
County Charter SELPA as a whole. If the SELPA does not meet this test, it will be billed for the
repayment of federal funds equal to the amount by which it reduced state and local spending.
Calculation of the Comparison Tests
The comparison tests are made by first testing whether expenditures from local/state funds equal or
exceed prior year expenditures in total or on a per capita basis (Test 1). If this comparison is not met, an
adjustment is allowed for a portion of federal funds received in excess of the amount received in the prior
year (Test 2). If the comparison is still not met after the adjustment, certain exceptions are allowed to
reduce the level of expenditures below that of the prior year (Test 3).
Test 1
1. Combined state and local funding sources are used for comparison.
2. When the capability exists to isolate “local only” funding sources, the comparison may be made using
only “local” resources
3. Comparison may be either total amount or on a per capita (per child with a disability unless some
other basis is permitted by the CDE for determining “per capita”) basis (34 CFR Section 300.203(b))
Test 2
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Compare using 50 percent of the increase in federal funding received that year over the prior year as
“local funds” (34 CFR Section 300.205)
Test 3
Compare taking into consideration one or more of the following exceptions (34 CFR Section 300.204):
1. The voluntary departure or departure for just cause, of special education or related services
personnel
2. A decrease in the enrollment of children with disabilities
3. The termination of the obligation of the agency to provide a program of special education to a
particular child with a disability that is an exceptionally costly program because the child:
a. Has left the jurisdiction of the agency
b. Has reached the age at which the obligation of the agency to provide FAPE to the child
has terminated; or
c. No longer needs the program of special education
4. The termination of costly expenditures for long-term purchases, such as the acquisition of
equipment or the construction of school facilities
5. The assumption of cost by the high cost fund operated by the SEA under 34 CCR § 300.704(c).
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Public Participation
It shall be the policy of the Charter SELPA that public hearings, adequate notice of the hearings, and an
opportunity for comment available to the general public, including individuals with disabilities and
parents of children with disabilities, are held prior to the adoption of any policies and/or regulations
needed to comply with part B of the IDEA.
Per the Charter SELPA Local Plan, policies are adopted by the Charter CEO Council. The Charter SELPA
AU may request input from the Executive Committee as policies are developed.
Appropriate notice shall be provided prior to adoption of policies by the Charter SELPA CEO Council.
Proposed policies will be posted to the El Dorado Charter SELPA website. This will allow for review and
comment by the public, parents of children with disabilities, or individuals with disabilities.
Charter CEO Council typically meets twice per year and meetings may take place through
teleconference. For the purposes of this section, “teleconference” means a meeting where the members
are in different locations, connected by electronic means, through either audio or video, or both.
Legal References:
EDUCATION CODE
56205(a)
UNITED STATE CODE, TITLE 20
1412(a)(19)
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Suspension/Expulsion
The Charter LEA assures that data on suspension and expulsion rates will be provided in a manner
prescribed by the CDE. When indicated by data analysis, the Charter LEA further assures that policies,
procedures and practices related to the development and implementation of the IEPs will be revised.
Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
56205(a)
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1412(a)(22)
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Suspension and Expulsion/Due Process
Note: The following administrative regulation reflects the 2004 reauthorization of the federal
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) (20 USC 1400-1482), implementing federal regulations,
effective October 13, 2006 (34 CFR 300.1-300.818, added by 71 Fed. Reg. 156), and conforming state
legislation (AB 1662, Ch. 653, Statutes of 2005). Because federal regulatory provisions related to
discipline were amended and renumbered pursuant to 71 Fed. Reg. 156, it is likely that further state
legislation will be needed to conform state law to the new federal regulations. Note that in cases where
state law provides greater protections to students, state law supersedes federal law.
Note: Neither state nor federal law requires that these procedures apply to students identified under
the federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504 (29 USC 794). However, in some instances, the
Charter LEA may find it appropriate to apply portions of these procedures (e.g., the limitation that a
student with a disability may not be suspended for more than 10 consecutive school days) to Section
504 students with an accommodation plan. Charter LEAs that wish to apply IDEA procedures to Section
504 students should modify the following regulation accordingly.
A student identified as an individual with disabilities pursuant to the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA) is subject to the same grounds for suspension and expulsion which apply to
students without disabilities.
Procedures for Students Not Yet Eligible for Special Education Services
A student who has not been officially identified as a student with disabilities pursuant to IDEA and who
has engaged in behavior that violated Charter LEA's code of student conduct may assert any of the
protections under IDEA only if the Charter LEA had knowledge that the student was disabled before the
behavior that precipitated the disciplinary action occurred. (20 USC 1415(k)(5); 34 CFR 300.534)
The Charter LEA shall be deemed to have knowledge that the student has a disability if one of the
following conditions exists: (20 USC 1415(k)(5); 34 CFR 300.534)
1.
2.
3.

The parent/guardian has expressed concern to Charter LEA supervisory or administrative
personnel in writing, or to a teacher of the student, that the student is in need of special
education or related services.
The parent/guardian has requested an evaluation of the student for special education pursuant
to 34 CFR 300.300-300.311.
The teacher of the student or other Charter LEA personnel has expressed specific concerns
directly to the Charter LEA's director of special education or to other supervisory Charter LEA
personnel about a pattern of behavior demonstrated by the student.

The Charter LEA would be deemed to not have knowledge that a student is disabled if the
parent/guardian has not allowed the student to be evaluated for special education services or has
refused services. In addition, the Charter LEA would be deemed to not have knowledge if the Charter
LEA conducted an evaluation pursuant to 34 CFR 300.300-300.311 and determined that the student was
not an individual with a disability. When the Charter LEA is deemed to not have knowledge of the
disability, the student shall be disciplined in accordance with procedures established for students
without disabilities who engage in comparable behavior. (20 USC 1415(k)(5); 34 CFR 300.534)
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If a request is made for an evaluation of a student during the time period in which the student is subject
to disciplinary measures pursuant to 34 CFR 300.530, the evaluation shall be conducted in an expedited
manner. Until the evaluation is completed, the student shall remain in the educational placement
determined by school authorities. (20 USC 1415(k)(5); 34 CFR 300.534)

Suspension
Note: Pursuant to 20 USC 1415(k)(1), 34 CFR 300.530, and a 1988 U.S. Supreme Court decision (Honig v.
Doe), Charter LEAs receiving funds under the IDEA may suspend a student for no more than 10
consecutive or cumulative school days, as long as the removal does not constitute a change in
placement pursuant to 34 CFR 300.536. Education Code 48903 specifies that a student may not be
suspended for more than 20 cumulative school days in a school year.
Note: The Analysis of Comments to the federal regulations, 71 Fed. Reg. 156, pg. 46715, explains that
whether a bus suspension or "in school suspension" would count as a day of suspension affecting the
cumulative total depends on the unique circumstances of each case, such as whether bus transportation
is part of the student's individualized education program (IEP). An "in-school suspension" or "supervised
suspension classroom" as authorized by Education Code 48911.1 would not count towards the 20-day
cumulative limit described above as long as the student is afforded the opportunity to continue to
appropriately participate in the general curriculum, receive the services specified in his/her IEP, and
participate with nondisabled students to the extent he/she would have in the current placement.
However, the Charter LEA should be careful that such actions do not constitute a change of placement
and should carefully monitor such suspensions.
The Charter CEO or designee may suspend a student with a disability for up to 10 consecutive or
cumulative school days for a single incident of misconduct, and for up to 20 school days in a school year,
as long as the suspension(s) does not constitute a change in placement pursuant to 34 CFR 300.536.
(Education Code 48903; 34 CFR 300.530)
The principal or designee shall monitor the number of days, including portions of days, in which a
student with a valid individualized education program (IEP) has been suspended during the school year.
Note: As added by 71 Fed. Reg. 156, 34 CFR 300.536 lists new factors under which a series of removals
would constitute a change of placement, as specified below. If the removal is determined to be a change
in placement, 34 CFR 300.530 requires the IEP team to determine the appropriate services.
The Charter LEA shall determine, on a case-by-case basis, whether a pattern of removals of a student
from his/her current educational placement for disciplinary reasons constitutes a change of placement.
A change of placement shall be deemed to have occurred under any of the following circumstances: (34
CFR 300.536)
1.
2.

The removal is for more than 10 consecutive or cumulative school days.
The student has been subjected to a series of removals that constitute a pattern because of all
of the following:
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a. The series of removals total more than 10 school days in a school year.
b. The student's behavior is substantially similar to his/her behavior in previous incidents that
resulted in the series of removals.
c. Additional factors, such as the length of each removal, the total amount of time the student
has been removed, and the proximity of the removals to one another, indicate a change of
placement.
3.

If the removal has been determined to be a change of placement as specified in items #1-2
above, the student's IEP team shall determine the appropriate educational services. (34 CFR
300.530)

Services During Suspension
Note: Pursuant to 20 USC 1412(a)(1)(A) and 34 CFR 300.530, a "free appropriate public education"
(FAPE) must be available to all children, including any student with disabilities who has been suspended
for more than 10 school days in a year. The Analysis of Comments to the federal regulations, 71 Fed.
Reg. 156, pg. 46716, clarifies that the Charter LEA is not required to provide a student who has been
suspended for more than 10 school days in a school year for disciplinary reasons exactly the same
services in exactly the same setting as the student was receiving prior to the imposition of discipline.
However, the special education and related services the student does receive must enable him/her to
continue to participate in the general curriculum and to progress toward meeting the goals set out in
his/her IEP. The Analysis of Comments, 71 Fed. Reg. 156, pg. 46717, clarifies that services need not be
provided when a student is removed for 10 school days or less, as long as the Charter LEA does not
provide services to nondisabled students removed for the same amount of time.
Any student suspended for more than 10 school days in the same school year shall continue to receive
services during the term of the suspension. School personnel, in consultation with at least one of the
student's teachers, shall determine the extent to which services are needed as provided in 34 CFR
300.101(a), so as to enable the student to continue to participate in the general education curriculum in
another setting and to progress toward meeting the goals as set out in his/her IEP. (20 USC
1412(a)(1)(A); 34 CFR 300.530)
If a student with disabilities is excluded from school bus transportation, the student shall be provided
with an alternative form of transportation at no cost to the student or his/her parent/guardian,
provided that transportation is specified in his/her IEP. (Education Code 48915.5)
Interim Alternative Educational Placement Due to Dangerous Behavior
Note: 20 USC 1415(k) and 34 CFR 300.530 permit an alternative placement for 45 school days when a
student with a disability, while on school grounds, while going to or coming from school, or at a school
function, either (1) carries or possesses a weapon, (2) knowingly possesses or uses illegal drugs or sells
or solicits the sale of a controlled substance, or (3) inflicts serious bodily injury upon another person.
"Serious bodily injury" is defined in 18 USC 1365 as bodily injury which involves a substantial risk of
death, extreme physical pain, protracted and obvious disfigurement, or protracted loss or impairment of
the function of a bodily member, organ, or mental faculty. This alternative placement decision may be
made unilaterally by the Charter LEA.
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Note: The term "weapon," as used below, refers to a "dangerous weapon" as defined in 18 USC 930 and
includes any device which is capable of causing death or serious bodily injury. The term does not include
a pocket knife with a blade of less than 2 1/2 inches in length.
The Charter LEA may unilaterally place a student with a disability in an appropriate interim alternative
educational setting for up to 45 school days, without regard to whether the behavior is a manifestation
of the student’s disability, when the student commits one of the following acts while at school, going to
or from school, or at a school-related function: (20 USC 1415(k)(1)(G); 34 CFR 300.530)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Carries or possesses a weapon, as defined in 18 USC 930
Knowingly possesses or uses illegal drugs
Sells or solicits the sale of a controlled substance as identified in 21 USC 812(c), Schedules I-V
Inflicts serious bodily injury upon another person as defined in 18 USC 1365

The student's interim alternative educational setting shall be determined by his/her IEP team. (20 USC
1415(k)(1)(G), 34 CFR 300.531)
On the date the decision to take disciplinary action is made, the parents/guardians of the student shall
be notified of the decision and provided the procedural safeguards notice pursuant to 34 CFR 300.504.
(20 USC 1415(k)(1)(H); 34 CFR 300.530)
A student who has been removed from his/her current placement because of dangerous behavior shall
receive services to the extent necessary to allow him/her to participate in the general education
curriculum and to progress toward meeting the goals set out in his/her IEP. As appropriate, the student
shall also receive a functional behavioral assessment and behavioral intervention services and
modifications that are designed to address the behavior violation so that it does not recur. (20 USC
1415(k)(1)(D); 34 CFR 300.530)

Manifestation Determination
The following procedural safeguards shall apply when a student is suspended for more than 10
consecutive school days, when a series of removals of a student constitutes a pattern, or when a change
of placement of a student is contemplated due to a violation of the Charter LEA’s code of conduct:
1.
2.

Notice: On the date the decision to take disciplinary action is made, the parents/guardians of
the student shall be notified of the decision and provided the procedural safeguards notice
pursuant to 34 CFR 300.504. (20 USC 1415(k)(1)(H); 34 CFR 300.530)
Manifestation Determination Review: Immediately if possible, but in no case later than 10
school days after the date the decision to take disciplinary action is made, a manifestation
determination review shall be made of the relationship between the student's disability and the
behavior subject to the disciplinary action. (20 USC 1415(k)(1)(E); 34 CFR 300.530)
At the manifestation determination review, the Charter LEA, the student's parent/guardian, and
relevant members of the IEP team (as determined by the Charter LEA and parent/guardian) shall
review all relevant information in the student’s file, including the student’s IEP, any teacher
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observations, and any relevant information provided by the parents/guardians, to determine
whether the conduct in question was either of the following: (20 USC 1415(k)(1)(E); 34 CFR
300.530)
a.
b.

Caused by or had a direct and substantial relationship to the student’s disability
A direct result of the Charter LEA’s failure to implement the student’s IEP, in which case
the Charter LEA shall take immediate steps to remedy those deficiencies

If the manifestation review team determines that a condition in either #a or #b above was met, the
conduct shall then be determined to be a manifestation of the student's disability. (20 USC
1415(k)(1)(E); 34 CFR 300.530)
3.

Determination that Behavior is a Manifestation of the Student's Disability: When the conduct
has been determined to be a manifestation of the student’s disability, the IEP team shall
conduct a functional behavioral assessment, unless a functional behavioral assessment had
been conducted before the occurrence of the behavior that resulted in the change of
placement, and shall implement a behavioral intervention plan for the student. If a behavior
intervention plan has already been developed, the IEP team shall review the behavioral
intervention plan and modify it as necessary to address the behavior. (20 USC 1415(k)(1)(F); 34
CFR 300.530)
The student shall be returned to the placement from which he/she was removed, unless the
parent/guardian and Charter LEA agree to a change of placement as part of the modification of
the behavioral intervention plan. (20 USC 1415(k)(1)(F); 34 CFR 300.530)

Note: Education Code 48915.5 provides that, if a student is excluded from school bus transportation,
alternative transportation must be provided at no cost, provided that transportation is specified in the
student’s IEP. See section entitled "Services During Suspension" above.
4.

Determination that Behavior is Not a Manifestation of the Student's Disability: If the
manifestation determination review team determines that the student's behavior was not a
manifestation of his/her disability, the student may be disciplined in accordance with the
procedures for students without disabilities. (20 USC 1415(k)(1)(D); 34 CFR 300.530)
The student shall receive services to the extent necessary to participate in the general education
curriculum in another setting and to allow him/her to progress toward meeting the goals set out
in his/her IEP. As appropriate, the student shall also receive a functional behavioral assessment
and behavioral intervention services and modifications that are designed to address the
behavior violation so that it does not recur. (20 USC 1415(k)(1)(D); 34 CFR 300.530)

Due Process Appeals
Note: The Analysis of Comments to the federal regulations, 71 Fed. Reg. 156, pg. 46723, clarifies that
the burden of proof in due process hearings is on the party that is responsible for the issue going
forward to the due process hearing officer, consistent with the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in
Schaeffer v. Weast. Thus, if the Charter LEA has requested that a hearing officer remove a student to an
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interim alternative educational setting, the burden of persuasion at the hearing is on the Charter LEA.
If the parent/guardian disagrees with any Charter LEA decision regarding placement under 34 CFR
300.530 (suspension and removal for dangerous circumstances) or 34 CFR 300.531 (interim alternative
placement), or the manifestation determination under 34 CFR 300.530(e), he/she may appeal the
decision by requesting a hearing. The Charter LEA may request a hearing if the Charter LEA believes that
maintaining the student's current placement is substantially likely to result in injury to the student or
others. In order to request a hearing, the requesting party shall file a complaint pursuant to 34 CFR
300.507 and 300.508(a) and (b). (20 USC 1415(k)(3); 34 CFR 300.532)
Whenever a hearing is requested as specified above, the parent/guardian or the Charter LEA shall have
an opportunity for an expedited due process hearing consistent with requirements specified in 34 CFR
300.507, 300.508 (a)-(c), and 300.510-300.514.
If the student's parent/guardian or the Charter LEA has initiated a due process hearing under 34 CFR
300.532 as detailed above, the student shall remain in the interim alternative educational setting
pending the decision of the hearing officer or until the expiration of the 45-day time period, whichever
occurs first, unless the parent/guardian and Charter LEA agree otherwise. (20 USC 1415(k)(4); 34 CFR
300.533)

Readmission
Readmission procedures for students with disabilities shall be the same as those used for all students.
Upon readmission, an IEP team meeting shall be convened.

Suspension of Expulsion
The Charter LEA Governing Board's criteria for suspending the enforcement of an expulsion order shall
be applied to students with disabilities in the same manner as they are applied to all other students.
(Education Code 48917)
Notification to Law Enforcement Authorities
Prior to the suspension or expulsion of any student with a disability, the principal or designee shall notify
appropriate city or county law enforcement authorities of any act of assault with a deadly weapon which
may have violated Penal Code 245. (Education Code 48902)
The principal or designee also shall notify appropriate city or county law enforcement authorities of acts
by any student with a disability which may involve the possession or sale of narcotics or of a controlled
substance or possession of weapons or firearms in violation of Penal Code 626.9 and 626.10. (Education
Code 48902)
Within one school day after a suspension or expulsion of a student with disabilities, the principal or
designee shall notify appropriate city or county law enforcement authorities, by telephone or other
appropriate means, of any act by the student which may violate Education Code 48900(c) or (d), relating
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to the possession, use, offering or sale of controlled substances, alcohol or intoxicants of any kind.
(Education Code 48902)

Report to County Superintendent of Schools
Note: As amended by SB 1327 (Ch. 59, Statutes of 2006), Education Code 48203 requires the Charter
CEO to report to the County Superintendent of Schools when any special education student has been
expelled or suspended for more than 10 school days. Education Code 48203 specifies that it is the duty
of the County Superintendent to examine the reports and, if any case exists in which the interest of the
student or welfare of the state may need further examination, draw the reports to the attention of the
Charter LEA Governing Board and the County Board of Education.
The Charter CEO or designee shall report to the County Superintendent when any special education
student has been expelled or suspended for more than 10 school days. The report shall include the
student's name, last known address, and the reason for the action. (Education Code 48203)

Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
35146 Closed sessions (re suspensions)
35291 Rules (of governing board)
48203 Reports of severance of attendance of disabled students
48900-48925 Suspension and expulsion
56000 Special education; legislative findings and declarations
56320 Educational needs; requirements
56321 Development or revision of individualized education program
56329 Independent educational assessment
56340-56347 Individual education program teams
56505 State hearing
PENAL CODE
245 Assault with deadly weapon
626.2 Entry upon campus after written notice of suspension or dismissal without permission
626.9 Gun-Free School Zone Act
626.10 Dirks, daggers, knives, razors or stun guns
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 18
930 Weapons
1365 Serious bodily injury
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1412 State eligibility
1415 Procedural safeguards
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 21
812(c) Controlled substances
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 29
706 Definitions
794 Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, TITLE 34
104.35 Evaluation and placement
104.36 Procedural safeguards
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300.1-300.818 Assistance to states for the education of students with disabilities, especially:
300.530-300.537 Discipline procedures
COURT DECISIONS
Schaffer v. Weast (2005) 125 S. Ct. 528
Parents of Student W. v. Puyallup School District, (1994 9th Cir.) 31 F.3d 1489
M.P. v. Governing Board of Grossmont Union High School District, (1994) 858 F.Supp. 1044
Honig v. Doe, (1988) 484 U.S. 305
Management Resources:
FEDERAL REGISTER
Rules and Regulations, August 14, 2006, Vol. 71, Number 156, pages 46539-46845
WEB SITES
California Department of Education, Special Education: http://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/se
U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education Programs:
http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/osers/osep/index.html
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Access to Instructional Materials
It shall be the policy of the Charter LEA to provide instructional materials to blind students or other
students with print disabilities in a timely manner according to the state adopted National Instructional
Materials Accessibility Standard.
Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
56205(a)
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1412(a)(24)
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Overidentification and Disproportionality
It shall be the policy of the Charter LEA to prevent the inappropriate overidentification or
disproportional representation by race and ethnicity of students with disabilities.
Legal References:
EDUCATION CODE
56205(a)
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1412(a)(24)
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Prohibition on Mandatory Medicine
It shall be the policy of the Charter LEA to prohibit school personnel from requiring a student to obtain a
prescription for a substance covered by the Controlled Substances Act as a condition of attending
school, receiving an evaluation for special education, or receiving special education services.
Legal References:
EDUCATION CODE
56205(a)
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1412(a)(25)
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Data
It shall be the policy of the Charter LEA to provide data or information to the SELPA and the California
Department of Education that may be required by regulations.
Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
56205(a)
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1418 (a-d)
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Reading Literacy
A. RATIONALE
The California Reading Initiative is intended for all students. Reading proficiency is an important goal
for virtually all students who receive special education services. It is basic to ongoing school success
and essential for successful participation in society. Without reading proficiency, students are
excluded from full participation and opportunity to achieve academic success in school.
B. POLICY STATEMENT
In order to improve the educational results for students with disabilities, the Charter LEAs in the El
Dorado County Charter SELPA ensure that all students who require special education will participate
in the California Reading Initiative, just as do all other students in the El Dorado County Charter
LEAs. In order to facilitate that effort, the Charter LEAs assure that special education instructional
personnel will participate in staff development inservice opportunities in the area of literacy,
including:
a. information about current literacy and learning research;
b. state-adopted student content standards and frameworks; and
c. research-based instructional strategies for teaching reading to a wide range of diverse learners
Each of the Charter LEAs will include special education staff in their curriculum materials selection
process, in order to support alignment with State standards. Each will also include all special
education staff in all staff development on phonemics and phonics, as well as in any additional state
or regional training based on new legislation, e.g., the California Reading and Literature Subject
Matter Project, the rollouts on the frameworks, AB466 training.
The goals of the Charter LEAs are to increase the participation of students with disabilities in
statewide student assessments, to increase the percentage of children with disabilities who are
literate, and to assure that students with disabilities attain higher standards in reading.
In order to reach these goals, we assure that students with disabilities will have full access to:
1. all required core curriculum including state-adopted core curriculum textbooks and
supplementary textbooks; and
2. instructional materials and support.
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Admission of Local Education Agencies to the El Dorado County Charter SELPA
Any charter school may apply to the Charter SELPA Selection Committee to become a LEA member of
the SELPA. The Charter SELPA will establish an annual timeline for submission of applications, generally
January of the school year preceding the school year in which the charter LEA anticipates operating as a
member within the SELPA. Once granted membership, the charter LEA will participate in the governance
of the SELPA in the same manner as all other charter LEA members in the SELPA. The timeline for
submission may be amended by the Charter SELPA AU Superintendent/designee for unique
circumstances, including State Board of Education charter approvals.
The applicant member, not an expansion of an existing member, will be deemed a member of the SELPA
upon approval of the Charter SELPA Selection Committee, and subsequent Local Plan Membership
amendment approved by El Dorado County Office of Education Governing Board, and the California
Department of Education. The applicant member charter LEA board must also take action to approve
membership.
Prior to Charter SELPA Selection Committee votes on the admission of any new LEA member(s), the
CAC’s New‐LEA Designee will be notified of, and given the opportunity to advise on, the admission of the
new LEA member(s). Any member of the CAC may request in writing the opportunity to review the
proposed membership changes for up to 30 days if the request is received prior to the selection
committee vote. The Charter SELPA Selection Committee will review and consider any comments from
the New‐LEA Designee prior to voting on the admission of a new member.
The Charter SELPA Selection Committee shall review applications to determine if the applicants meet
the requirements of the application process as established by the Charter SELPA, pursuant to AR 22. The
Charter SELPA Selection Committee will inform the CEO Council members of their decision.
Applications for additional schools of a current Charter SELPA member, shall be approved by the Charter
SELPA AU, pursuant to AR 22, and are not required to be reviewed by the Charter SELPA Selection
Committee. Because they are current members, the Charter SELPA AU has significant documentation
available to assess the new charter LEA capacity.
The applicant member, an expansion of an existing member, will be deemed a member of the SELPA
after approval of the Charter SELPA AU, and subsequent Local Plan Membership amendment approved
by the El Dorado County Office of Education Governing Board, and the California Department of
Education. The applicant member charter LEA board must also take action to approve membership.
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Admission of Local Education Agencies to the El Dorado County Charter SELPA
By October 1, of each year, the Charter SELPA AU will publish the timeline and process for new
applications to the Charter SELPA. The timeline shall include an appeal process. The appeal process shall
include a timeline and criteria for the appeal. Appeals shall be heard by the Charter SELPA Appeals
Committee.
The application process shall include:
Charter school LEAs, not expansions from current members, may apply to the Charter SELPA from the
following paths:
1) New Start‐Up Charter State Board Approved:
Completed comprehensive application including assurances, fiscal documents and detailed plan
for service delivery.
2) Charters who are currently operating in another SELPA:
Completed comprehensive application including assurances, fiscal documents, detailed plan for
service delivery and an additional one year notice or release.
3) New Start‐Up Charters:
Completed comprehensive application including assurances, fiscal documents and detailed plan
for service delivery.
The Charter SELPA will develop a process for reviewing all applications that includes a scoring
methodology and will clearly communicate the scoring process. In addition, the CEO Council may
annually approve growth priority guidelines for the new member selection process.
Charter school LEAs, expansions of Single Charter Partners or Organization Partners, will follow a
simplified application process because the Charter SELPA AU has considerable documentation on file
regarding the LEA capacity. There are two types of expansions of Partners:
a. They are a participating Single Charter Partner adding a new start‐up charter school or an
existing school(s).
b. They are a participating Organization Partner SELPA member adding additional new charter
school(s) or an existing school(s).
In the case of either a or b above, the following application process will be followed:
1) Notice of Intent: The Single Charter Partner or Organization Partner will inform the Charter
SELPA AU by January 1st of their desire to add additional school(s) for the following school year.
Notice of Intent may still be filed after the January 1st date.
2) The Single Charter Partner or Organization Partner will provide the SELPA with information
regarding the school, signed assurances and any other data requested by the Charter SELPA AU.
For existing schools, member of another SELPA, a copy of one year notice to the SELPA or SELPA
release.
3) The Charter SELPA AU will review all information. The Charter SELPA AU may approve the
addition. If the AU has questions or concerns the information may be sent to the Charter SELPA
Selection Committee for further review.
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Behavioral Interventions for Special Education Students
A special education student's minor behavioral problems shall be subject to the disciplinary measures
applicable to all students for such infractions.
When a special education student's serious behavioral problem significantly interferes with
implementing the goals and objectives of his/her individualized education program, a functional analysis
assessment shall be conducted with parental consent and a written behavioral intervention plan may be
developed for the student in accordance with law and SELPA procedures.
The Charter CEO or designee shall ensure that staff is informed of the El Dorado County Charter SELPA's
policy and regulations governing the systematic use of behavioral and emergency interventions.
Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
49001 Prohibition of corporal punishment
56321 Notice of parental rights; consent of parents
56500-56507 Procedural safeguards, including due process rights
56520-56524 Behavioral Interventions
CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 5
3001 Definitions
3052 Designated positive behavioral interventions
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Behavioral Interventions for Special Education Students
A special education student's behavior shall be subject to the disciplinary measures applicable to all
students for such infractions unless it is a serious behavior problem as defined below.
More serious behavioral problems shall be addressed through the systematic use of behavioral and
emergency interventions as provided below.
Definitions
Serious behavioral problems are behaviors which are self-injurious, assaultive or cause property
damage, and other severe behavior problems that are pervasive and maladaptive for which
instructional/behavioral approaches specified in the student's individualized education program (IEP)
are found to be ineffective. (5 CCR 3001)
Behavioral intervention is a systematic implementation of procedures that result in lasting positive
changes in the individual's behavior. "Behavioral intervention" means the design, implementation and
evaluation of individual or group instructional and environmental modifications, including programs of
behavioral instruction, to produce significant improvements in human behavior through skill acquisition
and the reduction of problematic behavior. Behavioral interventions are designed to provide the
individual greater access to a variety of community settings, social contacts and public events and
ensure the individual's right to placement in the least restrictive environment, pursuant to the student's
IEP. The use of behavioral interventions shall not cause pain or trauma, shall respect the individual's
human dignity and personal privacy, and shall assure his/her physical freedom, social interaction and
individual choice. (5 CCR 3001)
Behavior intervention plan (BIP) is a written document which is developed when the student exhibits a
serious behavior problem that significantly interferes with the implementation of the student's IEP.
Behavioral intervention case manager (BICM) is a designated certificated Charter LEA staff member or
other qualified personnel contracted by the Charter LEA, and trained in behavior analysis with emphasis
on positive behavioral interventions. (5 CCR 3001)
Note: 5 CCR 3001 specifies that the behavioral intervention case manager is not intended as a new
staffing requirement and does not create new credentialing or degree requirements. Duties of this
position may be performed by any appropriately trained, certificated staff member.
Behavioral emergency is the demonstration of a serious behavior problem which has not previously
been observed and for which a behavioral intervention plan has not been developed, or for which a
previously designed behavioral intervention is not effective. (5 CCR 3001)
Functional Analysis Assessment
When a special education student's serious behavioral problem significantly interferes with
implementing the goals and objectives of his/her IEP, the student's IEP team shall determine whether
the instructional/behavioral approaches specified in the student's IEP have proven ineffective. If the IEP
team finds that these approaches have been ineffective, a functional analysis assessment shall be
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conducted. (5 CCR 3052)
Before a functional analysis assessment begins, parents/guardians shall be notified and consent
obtained pursuant to Education Code 56321. No such assessment shall preclude a parent/guardian from
requesting a functional analysis assessment on the basis of language and speech disorders or specific
learning disabilities. (5 CCR 3052)
The functional analysis assessment shall be conducted by, or be under the supervision of, a person with
documented training in behavior analysis with an emphasis on positive behavioral interventions. This
staff shall: (5 CCR 3052)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Observe the targeted inappropriate behavior, its frequency, duration and intensity
Observe events immediately preceding the behavior
Observe the consequences of the behavior to determine the purpose it serves for the student
Analyze the environment in which the behavior most frequently occurs
Analyze records for medical and health factors which may influence behavior
Review the history of the behavior, including the effectiveness of interventions used in the past

The parent/guardian shall receive a complete written report of the assessment. The report shall
include: (5 CCR 3052)
1.
2.
3.
4.

A description of the nature and severity of the targeted behavior(s) in objective and measurable
terms
A description of the targeted behavior that includes baseline data and an analysis of the
antecedents and consequences that maintain the behavior and a functional analysis of the
behavior across all appropriate settings in which it occurs
A description of the rate of alternative behaviors, their antecedents and consequences
A proposed behavioral intervention plan for consideration by the IEP team.

Behavioral Intervention Plan
Note: As amended in Federal Register Vol. 64, No. 48, 34 CFR 300.520 requires that a functional
behavioral assessment and behavioral intervention plan be developed no later than 10 business days
after a student is suspended for more than 10 school days in a school year or after a change of
placement occurs.
Within 10 business days after removing a student for more than 10 school days in a school year or
commencing a removal that constitutes a change in placement, the Charter LEA shall implement a
behavioral intervention plan in accordance with 34 CFR 300.520, Board policy and administrative
regulation.
Based on the functional assessment, the IEP team shall meet to determine whether a behavioral
intervention plan is needed. If such a plan is needed, the IEP team shall be expanded to include a
behavioral intervention case manager, qualified staff knowledgeable of the student's health needs, and
others with expertise as deemed necessary by the parent/guardian, Charter LEA or Special Education
Local Plan Area (SELPA). This team shall develop a written behavioral intervention plan which includes:
(5 CCR 3001)
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A summary of relevant and determinative information gathered from the functional analysis
assessment
An objective and measurable description of the targeted maladaptive behavior(s) and
replacement positive behavior(s)
The student's goals and objectives specific to the behavioral intervention plan
A detailed description of interventions to be used and the circumstances for their use
Specific schedules for recording the frequency of intervention use and the frequency of the
targeted and replacement behaviors, including specific criteria for discontinuing an intervention
for lack of effectiveness or replacing it with a specified and identified alternative
Criteria by which the procedure will be faded or phased-out, or less intense/restrictive
intervention schedules or techniques that will be used
Those behavioral interventions which will be used in the home, residential facility, work site or
other non-educational settings
Specific dates when the IEP team will periodically review the efficacy of the program
The frequency of the consultation to be provided by the behavioral intervention case manager
to the staff and parents/guardians who are responsible for implementing the plan

Based on the results of the functional analysis assessment, interventions specified in the plan may
include: (5 CCR 3052)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Altering the identified antecedent event to prevent the occurrence of the behavior
Teaching the student alternative behaviors that produce the same consequences as the
inappropriate behavior
Teaching the student adaptive behaviors which ameliorate negative conditions that promote the
display of inappropriate behaviors
Manipulating the consequences for the display of inappropriate behaviors and alternative,
acceptable behaviors, so that the alternative behaviors more effectively produce desired
outcomes

Acceptable responses to targeted behavior may include, but are not limited to, one or more of the
following: (5 CCR 3052)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The behavior is ignored, but not the student.
The student is verbally or verbally and physically redirected to an activity.
The student is provided with feedback.
The message of the behavior is acknowledged.
A brief physical prompt is provided to interrupt or prevent aggression, self-abuse or property
destruction.

The behavioral intervention plan shall become a part of the student's IEP and shall be sufficiently
detailed so as to direct the plan's implementation. (5 CCR 3052)
A copy of the behavioral intervention plan shall be provided to the person or agency responsible for
implementation in non-educational settings. (5 CCR 3001)
At intervals scheduled by the IEP team, the behavioral intervention case manager, parent/guardian and
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others as appropriate shall evaluate the effectiveness of the behavioral intervention plan in accordance
with law. This review may be conducted in meetings, by telephone conference, or by other means, as
agreed upon by the IEP team. (5 CCR 3052)
If the IEP team determines that changes in the behavioral intervention plan are necessary, the teacher
and behavioral intervention case manager shall conduct additional functional analysis assessments and,
based on the outcomes, propose changes to the plan. (5 CCR 3052)
The parent/guardian and the behavioral intervention case manager or qualified designee may make
minor modifications without an IEP team meeting. The parent/guardian shall be notified of the need for
modification and shall be able to review the existing program evaluation data prior to implementing the
modification. Parents/guardians shall be informed of their right to question any modification to the plan
through the IEP procedures. (5 CCR 3052)
The IEP team also may include in the plan contingency schedules for altering specified procedures, their
frequency or their duration, without reconvening the IEP team. (5 CCR 3052)
Emergency Interventions
Emergency interventions not specified in a student's behavioral intervention plan shall be used only
when necessary to control unpredictable, spontaneous behavior which poses clear and present danger
of serious physical harm to the student or others and which cannot be immediately prevented by a
response less restrictive than the temporary application of a technique used to contain the behavior.
Emergency interventions shall not be used as a substitute for systematic behavioral intervention plans.
(5 CCR 3052)
Only emergency interventions approved by the El Dorado County Charter SELPA may be used. No
emergency intervention shall be used for longer than is necessary to contain the behavior. Upon
prolonged use of an emergency intervention, staff shall seek assistance of the principal or law
enforcement agency, as applicable to the situation. (5 CCR 3052)
The following emergency interventions, included in “management of assaultive behavior” training, are
approved by the El Dorado County Charter SELPA for use by CPI (Crisis Prevention Institute) trained
staff only and may only be used as a last resort when a person is a danger to self or others:
a.) CPI’s Personal Safety Techniques
b.) Nonviolent Physical Crisis Intervention and Team Intervention:
 “children’s control position” for students who are considerably smaller than the staff
person
 “team control position” utilizing at least two team members
 “transport position” utilizing at least two team members
 “interim control position”
Parents/guardians shall be notified within one school day whenever emergency intervention is used or
serious property damage occurs. A behavior emergency report shall immediately be completed, kept in
the student's file, and forwarded to the Charter CEO or designee for review. This report shall include: (5
CCR 3052)
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The name and age of the student
The setting and location of the incident
The name of the staff or other persons involved
A description of the incident and the emergency intervention used
A statement of whether the student is currently engaged in a systematic behavioral intervention
plan
Details of any injuries sustained by students or others, including staff, as a result of the incident

If the behavior emergency report is for a student who does not have a behavioral intervention plan, the
Charter CEO or designee shall, within two days, schedule an IEP team meeting to review the emergency
report, determine the necessity for a functional analysis assessment, and determine the necessity for an
interim behavioral intervention plan. The IEP team shall document the reasons for not conducting an
assessment and/or not developing an interim plan. (5 CCR 3052)
If the behavior emergency report is for a student who has a behavioral intervention plan, any incident
involving a previously unseen serious behavior problem or where a previously designed intervention is
not effective shall be referred to the IEP team. The IEP team shall review the incident and determine
whether the student's plan needs to be modified. (5 CCR 3052)
Note: 5 CCR 3052 requires the El Dorado County Charter SELPA to collect behavior emergency report
data and annually report the number of such reports to the CDE and the Advisory Commission on
Special Education.
Prohibited Interventions
The Charter LEA prohibits any use of the following: (5 CCR 3052)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Any intervention designed or likely to cause physical pain
Releasing noxious, toxic or otherwise unpleasant sprays, mists or substances near the student's
face
Any intervention that denies adequate sleep, food, water, shelter, bedding, physical comfort or
access to the bathroom
Any intervention that subjects the student to verbal abuse, ridicule, humiliation or excessive
emotional trauma
Use of any material or objects which simultaneously immobilize all hands and feet, except that
prone containment or similar techniques may be used by trained staff as a limited emergency
intervention
Locked seclusion, unless in a facility otherwise licensed or permitted by law to use a locked
room
Any intervention that precludes adequate supervision of the student
Any intervention that deprives the student of one or more of his/her senses
Force exceeding what is reasonable and necessary under the circumstances
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Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
49001 Prohibition of corporal punishment
56321 Notice of parental rights; consent of parents
56500-56508 Procedural safeguards, including due process rights
56520-56524 Behavioral Interventions
CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 5
3001 Definitions
3052 Designated positive behavioral interventions
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1412 State eligibility
1415 Procedural safeguards
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, TITLE 34
300.1-300.818 Assistance to states for the education of students with disabilities
Management Resources:
FEDERAL REGISTER
Rules and Regulations, August 14, 2006, Vol. 71, Number 156, page 46539-46845
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Nonpublic, Nonsectarian School and Agency Services for Special Education
Nonpublic, nonsectarian school (NPS) and agency (NPA) services shall be available to pupils in the El
Dorado County Charter SELPA. When no appropriate public educational services are available within the
El Dorado County Charter SELPA, neighboring counties or SELPAs, or state special schools, a designated
member of the IEP team or the El Dorado County Charter SELPA Director shall contact the Charter LEA
CEO/designee if this type of placement might be considered at an upcoming IEP meeting.
The Charter LEA Governing board may contract with state-certified nonpublic, nonsectarian schools or
agencies to provide special education services or facilities when an appropriate public education
program is not available.
When entering into agreements with nonpublic, nonsectarian schools or agencies, the Charter LEA
Board shall consider the needs of the individual student and the recommendations of the individualized
education program (IEP) team. The IEP team shall remain accountable for monitoring the progress of
student placed in nonpublic, nonsectarian programs towards the goals identified in each student’s IEP.
Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
56034-56035 Definitions of nonpublic, nonsectarian school and agency
56042 Placement not to be recommended by attorney with conflict of interest
56101 Waivers
56163 Certification
56168 Responsibility for education of student in hospital or health facility school
56195.8 Adoption of policies
56360-56369 Implementation of special education
56711 Computation of state aid
56740-56743 Apportionments and reports
56760 Annual budget plan; services proportions
56775.5 Reimbursement of assessment and identification costs
GOVERNMENT CODE
757-7588 Interagency responsibilities for providing services to children with disabilities, especially:
7572.55 Seriously emotionally disturbed child; out-of-state placement
FAMILY CODE
7911-7912 Interstate compact on placement of children
WELFARE AND INSTITUTIONS CODE
362.2 Out-of-home placement for IEP
727.1 Out-of-state placement of wards of court
CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 5
3001 Definitions
3061-3069 Nonpublic, nonsectarian school and agency services
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 20
1400-1482 Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, TITLE 34
300.129-300.148 Children with disabilities in private schools
COURT DECISIONS
Agostini v. Felton, (1997) 521 U.S. 203, 117 S.Ct. 1997
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Management Resources:
CDE LEGAL ADVISORIES
0317.99 Nonpublic School/Agency Waivers and Reimbursement to parents
FEDERAL REGISTER
Rules and Regulations, August 114, 2006, Vol. 71, Number 156, page 46539-46845
WEB SITES
CDE: http://www.cde.ca.gov
Us Department of Education, Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services: http://www.
Ed.gov/offices/OSERS
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Nonpublic, Nonsectarian School and Agency Services for Special Education
Placement and Services
Note: As amended in Register 99, No. 13, 5 CCR 3060 and 3061 specify new requirements regarding
special education classes offered in non-public, nonsectarian schools and agencies. These requirements
detail the staffing requirements for instructors, including the credentials that instructors must hold; the
eligibility requirements for such credentials; and the number of inst4uctors required per school or
agency. Pursuant to 5 CCR 30664, the California Department of Education may issue conditional
certifications to allow agencies and schools time to comply with the new requirements.
Procedures specified in law shall govern the selection of appropriate nonpublic school or agency
services.
Note: Additional requirements related to contracts and personnel with nonpublic schools or agencies
are specified in Education Code 56366 and 56366.3
Contracts with a nonpublic school or agency shall include an individual services agreement negotiated
for each student. Individual services agreements shall be for the length of time for which nonpublic,
nonsectarian school services are specified in the student’s individualized education program (IEP), not to
exceed one year. Changes in educational instruction, services or placement shall be made only on the
basis of revisions to the student’s IEP. (Education Code 56366)
The master contract shall specify the general administrative and financial agreements between the
nonpublic, nonsectarian school or agency and the Charter LEA to provide the special education and
designated instruction and services, as well as transportation specified in the student’s IEP. The
administrative provisions of the contract shall also include procedures for record keeping and
documentation, and the maintenance of school records by the contracting charter LEA to ensure that
appropriate high school graduation credit is received by the student. The contract may allow for partial
or full-time attendance at the nonpublic nonsectarian school. (Education Code 56366)
Note: The nonpublic school or agency must be certified as meeting state standards pursuant to
Education Code 56366. Contracts maybe terminated for cause with 20 days’ notice; however, the
availability of a public education program initiate during the period of the contract cannot give cause for
termination unless the parent/guardian agrees to transfer the student to the program.
The master contract shall include a description of the process being utilized by the Charter LEA to
oversee and evaluate placements in nonpublic, nonsectarian schools. This description shall include a
method for evaluating whether the student is making appropriate educational progress. (Education
Code 56366)
The Charter CEO or designee of an elementary Charter LEA shall notify a high school district of all
students placed in nonpublic school or agency programs prior to the annual review of the IEP for each
student who may transfer to the high school district. (5 CCR 3068)
When a special education student meets the district requirements for completion of prescribed course
of study as designated in the student’s IEP, the district which developed the IEP shall award the diploma.
(5 CCR 3069)
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Out-of-State Placements
Note: Government Code 7572.55 and Welfare and Institutions Code 362.2 and 727.i, as amended by SB
933 (Ch. 311, Statutes of 1998) relate to the out-of-state placement of children who are seriously
emotionally disturbed and/or wards of the court. Such placements may be made only after in-state
alternatives have been considered and found not to meet the child’s needs.
Before contracting with a nonpublic, nonsectarian school or agency outside California, the Charter CEO
or designee shall document the district’s efforts to find an appropriate program offered by a nonpublic,
nonsectarian school or agency within California. (Education Code 56365)
Within 15 days of any decision for an out-of-state placement, the student’s IEP team shall submit to the
Superintendent of Public Instruction a report with information about the services provided by the outof-state program, the related costs, and the district’s efforts to locate an appropriate public school or
nonpublic, nonsectarian school or agency within California (Education Code 56365)
If the Charter LEA decides to place a student with a nonpublic, nonsectarian school or agency outside
the state, the Charter LEA shall indicate the anticipated date of the student’s return to a placement
within California and shall document efforts during the previous year to return the student to California
(Education Code 56365)
Placement Procedures
The Charter LEA administrator or designee shall review all documented efforts to utilize all public school
options prior to utilizing an NPS or NPA. The Charter LEA will process referrals and locate an appropriate
nonpublic school to meet the student’s needs. The El Dorado County Charter SELPA may assist and/or
collaborate with the Charter LEA to locate an appropriate NPS.
Each Charter LEA agrees to use the Master Contract and ISA adopted by the El Dorado County Charter
SELPA. The SELPA office will ensure that the Master Contract has been approved by the El Dorado
County Charter SELPA legal counsel and is updated per federal or state requirements. The NPS is
required by the Master Contract and the IEP to annually evaluate the pupils (formally and informally) to
determine if the student is making appropriate educational progress. As part of the IEP review process,
each Charter LEA that contracts with a NPS shall evaluate the placement of its pupil(s) in such a school
on at least an annual basis. The Charter LEA representative shall collaboratively review the NPS
evaluation data to ensure that the results are appropriate, reliable, and valid for measuring pupil
progress. The Charter LEA may determine to conduct the evaluation(s) and/or choose to administer
additional assessments with parent consent.
Legal References:
EDUCATION CODE
56205(c)
56198(b)(1)
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Administration – Conflict of Interest
Every public agency is required to adopt and promulgate Conflict of Interest Codes in compliance with the
Political Reform Act, Government Code section 81000, et seq. The Fair Political Practices Commission has
adopted a standard set of regulations which contains the terms of the Conflict of Interest Code. (CCR,
Title 2, Sec. 18730)
The standard regulations, enumerated in California Code of Regulations, Title 2, Sec. 18730, are hereby
incorporated by reference. The EDCC SELPA Chief Executive Officer’s Council “CEO Council” members
shall abide by the terms of the standard regulation.
Copies of the standard regulations can be obtained from the EDCC SELPA.
Each participating charter in the EDCC SELPA shall be responsible for adopting appropriate conflict of
interest and ethics policies and regulations applicable to their representatives.
Legal Reference:
G.C. §§ 81000, et seq.
2 CCR § 18730
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Appendix
Designated Positions/Disclosure Categories
It has been determined that persons occupying the following positions manage public investments and
shall file a full statement of economic interests pursuant to Government Code 87200:



Governing Board Members
Superintendent of Schools

1. Persons occupying the following positions are designated employees in Category 1 [public officials
who manage public investments]:


Deputy/Assistant/Associate Superintendent

Designated persons in this category must report:
a. Interests in real property located entirely or partly within district/county office
boundaries, or within two miles of district/county office boundaries or of any land
owned or used by the district/county office. Such interests include any leasehold,
beneficial or ownership interest or option to acquire such interest in real property.
b. Investments or business positions in or income from sources which:
(1) Are engaged in the acquisition or disposal of real property within the
district/county office
(2) Are contractors or subcontractors which are or have been within the past two
years engaged in work or services of the type used by the district/county
office
or
(3) Manufacture or sell supplies, books, machinery or equipment of the type used
by the district/county office.
2. Persons occupying the following positions are designated employees in Category 2 [positions which
involve the making or participation in the making of decisions which may foresee ably have a material
effect on any financial interest]:


None

Designated persons in this category must report investments or business positions in or income
from sources which:
a. Are contractors or subcontractors engaged in work or services of the type used by the
department which the designated person manages or directs, or
b. Manufacture or sell supplies, books, machinery or equipment of the type used by the
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department which the designated person manages or directs. For the purposes of
this category a principal’s department is his/her entire school.
3. Consultants may also be designated employees who must disclose financial interests as
determined on a case-by-case basis by the Superintendent or designee. The Superintendent or
designee’s written determination shall include a description of the consultant’s duties and a
statement of the extent of disclosure requirements based upon that description. All such
determinations are public records and shall be retained for public inspection along with this
conflict of interest code.
A consultant is an individual who, pursuant to a contract with the district/county office, makes a
governmental decision whether to: (2 CCR 18701)
a. Approve a rate, rule or regulation
b. Adopt or enforce a law
c. Issue, deny, suspend or revoke a permit, license, application, certificate, approval,
order or similar authorization or entitlement
d. Authorize the district/county office to enter into, modify or renew a contract that
requires district/county office approval
e. Grant district/county office approval to a contract or contract specifications which
require district/county office approval and in which the district/county office is a
party
f.

Grant district/county office approval to a plan, design, report, study or similar item

g. Adopt or grant district/county office approval of district/county office policies,
standards or guidelines
A consultant is also an individual who, pursuant to a contract with the district/county office,
serves in a staff capacity with the district/county office and in that capacity participates in making
a governmental decision as defined in 2 CCR 18702.2 or performs the same or substantially all the
same duties for the district that would otherwise be performed by an individual holding a position
specified in the district’s Conflict of Interest Code. (2 CCR 18701)
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Membership Revocation of Local Education Agencies in El Dorado County Charter SELPA
Membership may be revoked by the Charter SELPA, if it finds that the charter LEA did any of the
following:
a) Committed a material violation of any of the conditions, standards, or procedures set forth in
the Charter SELPA Policies, Participation Agreement, Assurances, Representations & Warranties,
Local Plan, or state and federal laws applicable to the LEA relating to special education.
b) Charter has significant special education noncompliance and, in the opinion of the Charter
SELPA AU, is not committed to the necessary organizational investment in training and staffing
to ensure future compliance.
c) Charter is experiencing leadership issues that cause the El Dorado Charter SELPA to believe the
charter is not able to appropriately provide services to students with special needs.
d) Other issues identified by Charter SELPA staff that impact the ability of the charter to adequately
provide special education services to students.
The charter member shall be provided an opportunity to address the concerns and, if good faith efforts
are expended sufficient to cause Charter SELPA AU to believe the charter member has the capacity to be
an LEA, the notice to revoke membership shall be rescinded.
If Charter SELPA AU does not make a finding of capacity to be an LEA, the charter member shall be
provided with the notice of intent to revoke membership (in writing) and such notice shall include the
reasons for the request to revoke membership.
Appeal Process:
If a charter does not agree with the findings and wishes to appeal, they must request, in writing, an
appeal to the Charter SELPA Membership Appeals Committee.
The appeal may request the opportunity to meet directly with the Charter SELPA Membership Appeals
Committee. After the appeal is heard, the Appeals Committee shall make a finding and direct the
Charter SELPA AU to notify the charter of their findings.
Timeline:
a) El Dorado Charter SELPA AU will provide written notice by June (one year prior to revocation
date).
b) Charters are expected to immediately pursue other options for SELPA membership; however,
there is an appeal process in place for consideration. Appeals must be submitted by November
1.
c) Charter SELPA Membership Appeals Committee will schedule a meeting in November and will
provide written notice of their findings by December 1.
d) Charter SELPA Membership Appeals Committee may provide conditions the charter must meet
in order to have the written revocation rescinded.
e) A review of charter compliance with the conditions of approval must be met by March 1. By
March 1, the Charter SELPA AU will meet with the charter to determine compliance with any
conditions provided by the Appeals Committee. By March 15, the Charter SELPA AU will provide
the charter with written notice if they have met the conditions. If conditions are met, notice of
1
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revocation will be rescinded in writing and the charter may continue membership for the next
year.
The timeline and appeal process above does not preclude the Charter SELPA from initiating and
completing the termination process in less than 12 months or by June 30th of the year if the
member demonstrates:
a) Egregious disregard of state and federal requirements to provide services to students
and/or
b) Demonstrated systemic and material issues that would cause the Charter SELPA AU to make a
finding of “going concern” based on leadership, programmatic and/or fiscal solvency that would
cause Charter SELPA AU to believe the Charter SELPA would be harmed by the continued
membership of the LEA.
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Charter School Closure and At-Risk of Closure
A charter school may choose to close voluntarily, close involuntarily through non-renewal, or close
involuntarily through revocation by their authorizing LEA. Additionally, charter schools must notify the
Charter SELPA whenever a change in CDS code occurs, even though this may not mean the charter has
closed operations, but may have changed authorizing agencies.
The Charter SELPA must be notified by June 30 of the fiscal year prior to the change, of the change in
CDS code so that the Local Plan and funding elements may be updated appropriately.

1. DOCUMENTATION AND NOTIFICATION OF THE CLOSURE
The charter must provide the Charter SELPA with a copy of their closure policy, contained in the most
recently approved charter petition.
When a charter school ceases operations, as defined by no longer operating under the CDS code
documented in the Local Plan, the Charter SELPA must be notified immediately. The Charter SELPA must
be notified by June 30 of the fiscal year prior to the change, of the change in CDS code so that the Local
Plan and funding elements may be updated appropriately.
Notice of a charter school’s closure for any reason must be provided by the authorizing entity to the
California Department of Education (CDE). In addition, the charter school must send notice of its closure
to:
a. Parents or guardians of students.
b. The authorizing entity.
c. The county office of education (if the county board of education is not the authorizing entity);
d. The El Dorado Charter SELPA
e. The retirement systems in which the school’s employees participate.
f. The California Department of Education.
Notification of all the parties above must include at least the following:
a. The effective date of the closure.
b. The name(s) of and contact information for the person(s) handling inquiries regarding the
closure.
c. The students’ school districts of residence.
d. How parents or guardians may obtain copies of student records, including specific information
on completed courses and credits that meet graduation requirements.
The notification and documentation requirements are not limited to the items listed above.
The Charter SELPA may require additional information as needed to ensure compliance with state and
federal laws.
The Charter SELPA may require additional information to ensure appropriate transition of special
education services for students served by the charter.
1
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The Charter SELPA may require additional documentation to ensure compliance with state and federal
funding requirements.

2. RECORD TRANSFER AND RETENTION

Charter school closure procedures must include plans for the transfer and maintenance of school and
student records, including any special education records. These records are to be transferred to the
custody of the entity responsible for conducting the closure.
After receiving notification of a charter closure, the Charter SELPA will request from the charter:
a. Information regarding the entity responsibility for conducting the closure.
b. Verification from the charter that special education records have been appropriately transferred
to the entity responsible for conducting the closure.

3. FINANCIAL CLOSEOUT – SINGLE PARTNER

It is the intent of the Charter SELPA to exercise due diligence when a charter closes to ensure the
following:
a. All special education financial reports are filed appropriately, including Charter SELPA required
end-of-year reporting and mental health reporting.
b. Maintenance of Effort reporting is complete and the charter has passed MOE.
c. All federal special education financial reports are filed.
d. All attendance reports for the final year are filed (P-1, P-2, annual).
e. All required special education pupil count data and special education personnel data reports are
filed appropriately.
f. An annual audit is performed and the Charter SELPA receives a copy of the audit.
g. Review of the audit to ensure no outstanding compliance issues are noted or other material
findings that would cause the Charter SELPA to be concerned about the reliability of data
submitted.
h. Review of any other documentation that would be necessary to ensure the reliability of special
education financial data. This would include any findings of fiscal mismanagement by the
authorizing LEA in a revocation or non-renewal.
Upon determination of satisfactory completion of items noted above, any amounts owed to the charter
after June 30 of the fiscal year may be released. Because of the timing of the annual audit and SELPA
receipt of federal end of year funds, it is possible that final funds may not be released until six months
after the charter has closed.
The Charter SELPA may release state ERMHS funds before the final charter audit is issued under the
following conditions:
 Appropriate documentation is on file as required by the Charter SELPA;
 Charter SELPA may request additional documentation to ascertain that funds were spent
appropriately for ERMHS services; and
 There are no allegations or findings of fiscal mismanagement or fiscal solvency from the
authorizer or the Charter SELPA that would cause the Charter SELPA to be concerned about the
reliability of data submitted.
2
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If the Charter SELPA makes a finding that it would not release any final amounts owing to the charter,
that finding will be disclosed to the Executive Committee. The charter may appeal the finding to the
Charter SELPA Appeals Committee.

4. FINANCIAL CLOSEOUT – ORGANIZATION PARTNER

If a charter school closes, and the Organization Partner is still a member with additional charters in the
Charter SELPA, the Charter SELPA may release ERMHS state funds owing after June 30 of the fiscal year
and set-aside funds, before the final charter audit is issued, under the following conditions:
 Appropriate documentation is on file as required by the Charter SELPA;
 There are no allegations or findings of fiscal mismanagement or fiscal solvency from the
authorizer or the Charter SELPA that would cause the Charter SELPA to be concerned about the
reliability of data submitted; and
 The Organization Partner has certified that funds were spent appropriately for special education
and should issues arise at a later date, the Organization Partner will honor any obligations owing
by the closing charter.

5. BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS

In the event of a bankruptcy, the release of funds identified above for Single Partner or Organization
Partners may be impacted by the direction of the courts.

6. RELEASE OF RISK POOL CLAIMS

The LEA is required to submit a Release of Risk Pool Claims, which terminates the ability to submit claims
to the Charter SELPA Risk Pools (Legal Risk Pool, SELPA Set Aside, Rate Smoothing Pool, etc.) effective
the date of the LEA closure or the termination of membership. The final release of any special education
funds that have been withheld is contingent of the requirements listed above and a signed Release of
Risk Pool Claims document.

7. OTHER

Charter SELPA administration may withhold state and federal funding if matters come to their attention
that cause them to believe that funds are not being spent appropriately for special education. The
charter will be notified of the reason for funds being withheld and will be provided an opportunity to
respond with documentation as requested by the SELPA.
Charter SELPA administration may make a determination to move a charter to a reimbursement based
state funding cash flow, if matters come to their attention that cause them to believe funds are in danger
of not being spent appropriately for special education. A listing of criteria are identified below:






Notice of revocation
Notice of bankruptcy
FCMAT extraordinary audit
Annual audit with material findings and identification of operational issues that cause concern
regarding the long-term viability of the organization.
Other circumstances that create a concern the charter is in danger of closing with undocumented
or unspent special education funds.
3
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The intent of the reimbursement methodology is to create a timely cash flow of state aid based on
documented actual special education expenditures.
The charter may appeal the finding to the Charter SELPA Appeals Committee.
Legal References:
EDUCATION CODE
47604.32
47605
47605.6
47607
CALIFORNIA CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 5 (5 CCR)
11962
11962.1

4
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Federal Maintenance of Effort Requirement
The Charter SELPA shall meet federal MOE regulations that require the use of federal funds to pay the
excess costs of providing special education and related services to children with disabilities and to
supplement and not supplant state and local funds for special education (34 CFR 300.202-300.205).
The SELPA Administrative Unit (AU), as the grantee of federal funds from the California Department of
Education, shall distribute all or part of the federal funds received to participating eligible local education
agencies (LEAs) within the SELPA through a sub-granting process and shall annually conduct and report to
the CDE the required MOE information.
The LEAs will annually compile, and submit to the SELPA, budget and expenditure information that meets CDE
MOE reporting requirements.
The SELPA will then conduct the two required calculations determining MOE for the SELPA as a whole, and
for each LEA. The SELPA-wide data is compiled and submitted in the format required by CDE.
Eligibility
The State has directed the SELPA, as the distributor of IDEA Part B funds to eligible LEAs, to be responsible
for the determination of eligibility of an LEA to receive IDEA Part B funds. The SELPA shall monitor
individual LEAs based on these standards. The goal is to assure that the practices of one LEA are not
detrimental to other LEAs or the SELPA as a whole and that all available funds are expended within the
SELPA to prevent return of funds to the State.
Two required MOE calculations are:
1. Grant year budget to preceding year actual expenditures.
2. Prior Year actuals to second preceding year actuals, pursuant to the subsequent year rule.
Subsequent Year Rule
When an LEA fails to meet a particular MOE test in one year, the LEA is required in subsequent fiscal years
to maintain effort at the level prior to the failure. Thus, the LEA must calculate its level of effort on the
most recent fiscal year in which the MOE test was met.
MOE standards and test procedures are provided by CDE based on federal requirements and are included
as an AR to this policy.

LEA ELECTION TO NOT PARTICIPATE IN FEDERAL FUNDING
The Charter SELPA Allocation Plan provides the formula for distribution of federal funds to member LEAs.
Should an LEA voluntarily elect to not participate in federal funds, the funds shall be used as follows:
If the election to not participate occurs prior to December in the budget year, the funds will be
distributed per the Allocation Plan to all other eligible members.
If the election to not participate occurs after December in the budget year and funds have
already been distributed to charter members, the SELPA is authorized to use the funds for
eligible federal expenditures at the SELPA level.

CEO Policy 28 - Page 1 of 2
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RECAPTURE OF FEDERAL FUNDS
Allocation to eligible LEAs is based on the SELPA’s Allocation Plan, including the allocation of recaptured
funds from one LEA to other eligible LEAs.
The SELPA shall recapture funding from an LEA under specific circumstances when the SELPA has
determined that LEA is not eligible to receive IDEA Part B funds. Recapture of funding from LEAs found
not eligible shall be limited to the portion of IDEA Part B funds allocated to the LEA and not to exceed the
amount of disparity in meeting the requirements of the maintenance of effort.
Any amount billed to an LEA must be paid to CDE by the LEA from its state and local funding in the
budget year. The Charter SELPA may withhold charter LEA special education apportionments in order to
make repayment directly to CDE.

SELPA AU NOT SUBJECT TO MOE REQUIREMENTS
For the purposes of MOE, the SELPA AU is the recipient of the federal funds from CDE and is, in turn, a
grantor of all, or part, of those funds as sub-grants to participating LEAs. The SELPA AU is not a subgrant recipient and, therefore, is not required to meet MOE requirements.

Legal Reference: 34 CFR 300.200-300.205

CEO Policy 28 - Page 2 of 2
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Federal Maintenance of Effort Calculations
First Comparison – Grant Year Budget to Preceding Year Actual Expenditures (SEMB)
 LEA will submit to the SELPA the required MOE documentation each year.
 Budgeted local, or state and local expenditures must equal or exceed preceding year
expenditures for each LEA and for the SELPA as a whole subject to the federal Subsequent Years
rule.
 SELPA must ensure LEA meets the eligibility comparison test before the allocation of Part B
funds are made to the LEA.
Section 1 - Exempt Reduction Under 34 CFR Section 300.204
Each year LEAs should record if any of the allowable exceptions to MOE are present. If an LEA
determines that a reduction in expenditures occurred as a result of one or more of the following
conditions, the LEA may calculate a reduction to the required MOE standard. Reductions may apply to
local only MOE standard, combined state and local MOE standard or both.
1. Voluntary departure, or departure for just cause, of special education or related services
personnel, who may be replaced by qualified, lower-salaried staff.
2. Decrease in the enrollment of children with disabilities.
3. The termination of the obligation of the agency to provide a program of special education to a
particular child with a disability that is an exceptionally costly program, as determined by the
SEA, because the child:
a. Has left the jurisdiction of the agency;
b. Has reached the age at which the obligation of the agency to provide free
appropriate public education (FAPE) to the child has terminated; or
c. No longer needs the program of special education.
4. The termination of costly expenditures for long-term purchases, such as the acquisition of
equipment or the construction of school facilities.
Section 2 – “50 Percent Rule”
LEAs who have a “meets requirements” compliance determination under IDEA, Section 613(a) and not
found to be Significantly Disproportionate for the current year are eligible to use this option to reduce
their MOE requirement by:
LEA may reduce the level of local or state and local expenditures otherwise required by the LEA
MOE requirement by calculating 50% of the increase in federal sub-grant allocation received for
the current fiscal year compared to the prior fiscal year and reducing the LEA’s state and local
MOE requirement by that amount.
The LEA must use an amount of local funds equal to the reduction in expenditures to carry out
activities that could be supported with funds under the Elementary and Secondary Education AC
(ESEA) of 1965. This amount includes any activities under Title 1, Impact Aid, and other ESEA
programs.
The LEA may not use this Section in conjunction with voluntary use of 15% of the federal grant
for Coordinated Early Intervening Services (CEIS) or Response to Intervention (RTI) costs.
Section 3 – Four MOE Test Methods to Maintain Effort
Either local or state and local funding sources are used for comparison at the SELPA level as well as for
Administrative Regulation 28 - Page 1 of 3
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each individual LEA. In addition, the comparison may be per capita (per child with a disability). The four
methods to maintain effort are:
1. The combination of state and local funds
2. Local funds only
3. The combination of state and local funds on a per capita basis
4. Local funds only on per capita basis
If the SELPA as a whole passes Comparison 1, the SELPA as a whole is eligible to receive Part B funding.
If the SELPA as a whole should not meet MOE under Comparison 1, the SELPA as a whole, and all of
its participating LEA members, will be ineligible to receive Part B funding until budgetary revisions are
made to enable the SELPA, as a whole, to meet MOE requirements.
If the SELPA as a whole passes Comparison 1, but one or more individual LEA sub-grant recipients fail
Comparison 1, the LEA(s) shall have until First Interim certification occurs to comply with MOE
requirements.
If an LEA has not rectified the problem by the date that First Interim certification is made, its
proportionate share of the federal funds shall be re-distributed, on a proportionate share basis, to those
LEA sub-grant recipients that complied with the MOE requirements at Comparison 1, but only to the
extent that they do not reduce state and local or “local only” expenditures to the point that they create
MOE difficulties for the receiving LEA. Any remaining funds from this distribution will be retained by
the SELPA AU and used for eligible federal expenditures.
When an LEA fails to meet the MOE test in one year, the LEA is required in subsequent fiscal years to
maintain effort at the level prior to the failure. Thus, the LEA must calculate its level of effort on the
most recent fiscal year in which the MOE test was met.
Second Comparison – Prior Year Actuals vs. Second-Preceding Year Actuals or the most recent year LEA
met using the method
 Actual local or state and local expenditures must equal or exceed preceding year expenditures,
subject to the federal Subsequent Years rule.
 Comparison is made annually after unaudited actuals data is submitted to CDE following the
end of the fiscal year.
Section 1 – Each year LEAs should record any of the allowable exceptions that may reduce the amount
required to meet MOE, listed below:
1. Voluntary departure or departure for just cause, of special education or related services
personnel, who may be replaced by qualified, lower-salaried staff.
2. Decrease in the enrollment of children with disabilities.
3. The termination of the obligation of the agency to provide a program of special education to a
particular child with a disability that is an exceptionally costly program, as determined by the
SEA, because the child:
a. Has left the jurisdiction of the agency;
b. Has reached the age at which the obligation of the agency to provide free
appropriate public education (FAPE) to the child has terminated; or
c. No longer needs the program of special education.
4. The termination of costly expenditures for long-term purchases, such as the acquisition of
equipment or the construction of school facilities.
Administrative Regulation 28 - Page 2 of 3
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Section 2 – “50 Percent Rule”
LEAs who have a “meets requirements” compliance determination under IDEA, Section 613(a) and not
found to be Significantly Disproportionate for the current year are eligible to use this option to reduce
their MOE requirement by:
LEA may reduce the level of local or state and local expenditures otherwise required by the LEA
MOE requirement by calculating 50% of the increase in federal sub-grant allocation received
from the current fiscal year compared to the prior fiscal year and reducing the LEA’s state and
local MOE requirement by that amount.
The LEA must use an amount of local funds equal to the reduction in expenditures to carry out
activities that could be supported with funds under the Elementary and Secondary Education AC
(ESEA) of 1965. This amount includes any activities under Title 1, Impact Aid, and other ESEA
programs.
The LEA may not use this Section in conjunction with voluntary use of 15% of the federal grant
for Coordinated Early Intervening Services (CEIS) or Response to Intervention (RTI) costs.
Section 3 – Four MOE Test Methods
Either local or state and local funding sources are used for comparison at the SELPA level as well as for
each individual LEA. In addition, the comparison may be per capita (per child with a disability). The four
methods to maintain effort are:
1. The combination of state and local funds
2. Local funds only
3. The combination of state and local funds on a per capita basis
4. Local funds only on per capita basis
If the SELPA as a whole still fails MOE in Comparison 2 after applying the exceptions, the SELPA will be
billed by the State for the amount the SELPA, collectively, failed to spend from local or state and local
funds to maintain its level of effort.
The SELPA AU will then bill the individual LEA sub-grant recipients that failed MOE Comparison Test 2
for the amount the LEA(s) failed to spend from local or state and local funds to maintain its level of
effort.
If the SELPA as a whole passes Comparison 2 but one or more individual LEA sub-grant recipients fail to
spend from local or state and local funds to maintain their level of effort, the SELPA AU will bill on
behalf of CDE for the amount that the LEA failed to spend from local or state and local funds to
maintain their level of effort. Any amount billed to an LEA must be paid to CDE by the LEA from its state
and local funding in the budget year.
When an LEA fails to meet the MOE test in one year, the LEA is required in subsequent fiscal years to
maintain effort at the level prior to the failure. Thus, the LEA must calculate its level of effort on the
most recent fiscal year in which the MOE test was met.
For the purposes of MOE, the SELPA AU is the recipient of the federal funds from CDE and is, in turn, a
grantor of all, or part, of those funds as sub-grants to participating LEAs. The SELPA AU is not a subgrant recipient and, therefore, is not required to meet MOE requirements.
Administrative Regulation 28 - Page 3 of 3
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303-521-4828
ajowid@gmail.com
EXPERIENCE

ALLIED ARGENTA, Santa Monica, CA

November 2013-Present

Equity partner in a real estate development company focused on acquiring, rehabilitating and managing
apartment communities for low-income families throughout the Unites States. Current portfolio
represents 1,000+ units owned, 10,000+ units managed and an asset value of $100+ million.

Chief Operating Officer/Principal
• Lead overall vision, values, strategy, goal development and best practices for combined staffs of 200+
employees including two Annual Corporate Retreats, Professional Development Seminars in Time
Management and Negotiations and the development and implementation of Acquisitions, Construction and
Management processes.
• Key member of executive team in the acquisition of 15+ properties throughout the United States
including WA, OR, NV, IN, TN, KY and MS.
• Led the creation and manage General Contracting division to estimate, construct and manage property
rehabilitations resulting in $40+ million in renovations in four (4) years.
• Oversee HR functions including selecting, interviewing and hiring of staff as well as all employee
orientation, insurance and legal matters.
• Lead and select vendors for construction, property insurance, company insurance and bonding as well as
develop, negotiate and finalize contractual agreements.
• Develop and manage relationships with brokers, evaluate and underwrite properties, and submit offers
for acquisitions throughout the United States.

RABINE GROUP, Schaumburg, IL

October 2011-October 2013

Sales and Marketing Leader for a $200 million group of 15 services companies focused on paving,
roofing and fuel/oil distribution. Top 20 Fastest Growing Companies in IL 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013.
Inc.’s 500/5000 Fastest Growing Private Companies 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012.

Chief Sales Officer/Consultant
•
Hired, coached and managed a team of 20 sales and marketing professionals resulting in the highest
number leads, highest number of appointments and highest booked revenue in company history.
• Instrumental in increasing construction services revenue by 20%.
• Re-designed 15 company websites including companies first Social Media, Digital, Webinar and Video
Strategies as well as local and national SEO/SEM implementation.
• Re-designed and implemented Media Strategy resulting in 4X Leads, 3X Appointments and 2X Booked
Revenue from 2011 to 2012.
• Participated in the completion of four (4) company acquisitions and an international LLC for North
American Licensing.
• Implemented first-ever call center for Palatine Oil Company resulting in an average of eight (8)
scheduled sales appointments per week.
• Led branding and re-branding of all companies resulting in standardization of all proposals, marketing
materials, event activities and public relations.
• Designed, implemented and managed the company’s first-ever budget and financial tracking system for
Marketing and Sales.
• Selected by executive leadership team to lead Values and Culture implementation resulting in the
development of the Corporate Vision and Values Statements.
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CERTAPRO PAINTERS, Denver, CO

December 2002-October 2011

Equity partner and executive for a $200 million painting company in North America.

Regional Vice President
•
Led, coached and supported 35 franchisee’s with complete P&L responsibility for a $25 million business
unit.
• Increased regional revenue and company-wide revenue by 15% from 2009 to 2010.
• Developed, managed and implemented corporate and regional initiatives including, Customer Service
Delivery Systems, Marketing Cooperatives, Performance Management Programs, EPA and OSHA Programs,
Residential and Commercial Sales Training, and Financial Analysis Programs.

General Manager, Operations, Development and Recruiting
• Instrumental in increasing start-up franchisee sales by 170% and corporate revenue by 80% in 12
months.
• Pivotal member of the corporate management team progressing franchise-wide sales from
approximately $63 million to $200 million.
• Coached approximately 100 franchisees throughout North America in the development and
implementation of sales, marketing, production, operations and financial programs.

National Account Manager, Commercial Services
• Top Performing Account Manager - Overachieved Revenue Goal by 53%, Gross Margin Goal by 38%,
Sales Goal by 11%, and conducted the most client meetings.
• Established and maintained relationships with retail, restaurant and hospitality clients throughout North
America such as, Nike, The Men’s Wearhouse, Payless, Mimi’s Café, Best Western, Marriott and Toll Brothers.

MARATHON DEVELOPMENT GROUP INC., Denver, CO

February 2001-November 2002

Founder and Partner for a niche land development corporation focused on residential communities.

Vice-President, Marketing and Operations
• Raised approximately $3 million in private equity capital through the creation and solicitation of a
Regulation D stock offering and an SEC-approved Regulation A stock offering.
• Grew revenues from $0 to $20 million and assets from $0 to $12 million in 12 months. Boosted profit
margin from 5.5% to 10%, despite increases in expenses related to growth and expansion.

NETIGY CORPORATION, Dallas, TX

August 1999-January 2001

Regional manager for a global start-up technology consulting organization – providing services and
solutions to design, secure and manage network infrastructures.

Regional Marketing and Operations Manager
• Established and managed relationships with technology and channel partners as well as managed
marketing and sales personnel resulting in channel and alliance contributions of 35-40% of revenue.
• Prepared and managed over $10 million of professional services revenue forecasts and pipelines as well
as sales activity reports, budgets and contractual agreements for a region of 100+ personnel.

MIX EXPRESS LTD., Sofia, BULGARIA

May 1998-January 1999

Turnaround and change executive for the largest consumer product distribution company in Bulgaria.

Director, Sales and Business Development
•

Created and managed the selling, monitoring and motivational system, and within six months increased
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clientele by over 400%.
• Developed, implemented and managed a sales department and support staff of 20+ personnel for the
national distribution of a portfolio of over 4000 consumer products.
• Produced all branding, communications and product portfolios relating to sales including the first on-line
ordering system in the country and the first corporate website.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, Notre Dame, IN

July 1993-June 1996

Director empowered to build demand and manage operations for a top-tier graduate business school.

Assistant Director, MBA Admissions and Operations
• Created, implemented and managed all marketing strategies, communication materials and marketing
campaigns to meet student enrollment quotas, and exceeded all target enrollment goals.
• Hired, trained and managed a staff of 10+ personnel on admissions and operational procedures.

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE
MARATHON DEVELOPMENT GROUP INC., Dallas, TX
Vice-President, Marketing and Operations

MBA ENTERPRISE CORPS/USAID, Sofia, BULGARIA
Marketing Director

February 1999-July 1999
July 1997-February 1998

EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, Notre Dame, IN
M.B.A.
•

May 1997

Recipient of a full-tuition MBA Scholarship

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, Notre Dame, IN
B.B.A. Marketing

January 1993

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS
• Environmental Charter Schools – Board President (2018-present), Board Member (2016-present),
Governance Committee Member (2018-present), Facilities Committee Member (2016-present)
• Notre Dame Alumni Club of Los Angeles – Member (2013-present)
• Boys and Girls Club of Santa Monica – Mentor for Inner City Youth (2018)
• Zog Sports – Coach and Player for Notre Dame Alumni Football and Softball (2013-2017)
• Los Angeles Team Mentoring – Mentor for Inner City Youth (2015)
• Schaumburg Business Association – Board Member (2012-2013)
• Executive’s Club of Chicago – Professional Services Committee and Real Estate Committee (2012-2013)
• Byrne Urban Scholars – Mentor for Inner City Youth, Board Member, 2011 Impact Person of the Year,
2009 Mentor of The Year, Marketing, Interviewing and Disciplinary Committee Member, and Top 5
Fundraiser (2004 to 2011)
• Challenge Foundation – Junior Board Member, Mentor for Inner City Youth (2002 to 2011)
• University of Notre Dame Alumni Club of Denver - Scholarship Committee and Host for Summer
Internship Program (2001 to 2011)
• Denver Area Sports – Racquetball, Football and Softball League (2001 to 2011)
• Successfully completed Leadership Development Programs in Coaching, Conflict Resolution, Effective
Listening, Problem Solving, Situational Leadership, Leading From The Inside Out, and Goal Setting
• Languages – English (fluent), Bulgarian (conversational), French (novice)
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KEN DEEMER

2401 Pine Ave, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
(310) 702-5834

ken@interven.com

____________________________________________________________________________
Dedicated to helping leaders achieve their vision. Has a wealth of financial, organizational,
strategic and mentoring experience
Experience:

INTERVEN PARTNERS
Executive Coach
President
General Partner

Manhattan Beach, CA
2010- Present
1997- Present
1985-1996

Co-Founder and General Partner of early stage venture capital investment firm. Invested in and
served on the boards of a variety of early stage private and public companies in technology,
manufacturing and specialty retailing. Continue to make personal venture capital investments.
Currently serve as Executive Coach to CEO’s and senior executives.
ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
Board Member
Board President

Lawndale, CA
2007 - Present
2012 - 2018

Assist this network of public charter schools with governance, strategic planning, securing
resources, and developing leaders.
LOS ANGELES CENTER OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Board President

Los Angeles, CA
2017-Present

LOS ANGELES SOCIAL VENTURE PARTNERS
Founding Partner
Chairman

Los Angeles, CA
2006 - Present
2006 – 2011

Social Venture Partners is a group of business professionals who contribute their time, money,
and expertise to promote philanthropy in Los Angeles, and to help nonprofits expand their
capacity and effectiveness. The organization also produces the annual Social Innovation Fast
Pitch, which Mr. Deemer co-created. He has also served as project lead for various educational
and environmental projects.
TECH COAST ANGELS
Co Founder, Chairman

Los Angeles, CA
1997-2005

Tech Coast Angels is one of the largest and most active angel investment groups in the country.
Helped to organize the group. Developed programs and policies. Created organization’s website,
led investments in numerous early stage companies, grew membership by several fold.
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Systems Engineer

El Segundo, California
1976-1978

Assembly, testing and launch operations of international telecommunications satellites.
Education:

Tepper School of Business, Carnegie Mellon University
MBA, with Distinction
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
BS Electrical Engineering, BS Physics

Other:

Pittsburgh, PA
1979
Cambridge, MA
1976

Coach / Mentor, LMU Executive MBA Program; Board Member, Capton, Inc., Manhattan Beach
Rotary. Married. Three sons. Enjoy adventure travel and photography.
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Denise D. Berger, Ed.D.
www.itcsr.com

3011 Elm Ave  Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
Phone: 917-647-4224  E-Mail: denisebergeriii@gmail.com

Current Snapshot
• Professor: Design and teach graduate level curriculum -- 1) leadership & service, 2) social
entrepreneurship, and 3) program evaluation & measurement
• Consultant: Advise leaders and teams on business growth through focus and purpose -- 1)
organizational culture, vision, mission and values, 2) innovation, social responsibility, and collective
impact, 3) teamwork, collaboration integrity, and communicating with influence, 4) governance
• Entrepreneur: Founder & designer, AlikiDesigns jewelry
Education
EdD

Organizational Leadership; PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
2010-2013
-“Doing It the Right Way”: A Qualitative Study of the Development of Corporate Social
Responsibility Among U.S. Fortune 500 Global Companies
-“Doing Well by Doing Better”: A Plan to Develop Corporate Social Responsibility at a Mid-Size
B-Corp

MBA Marketing & International Business; FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
Honors. Beta Gamma Sigma; Alpha Mu Alpha.

1992-1995

BA

1985-1989

History; COLGATE UNIVERSITY
Current Experience

Adjunct Faculty, PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY, Graduate School of Ed. & Psych.
2013-Present
Professor in Master’s Program for Social Entrepreneurship & Change
• Leadership & Service: Design and deliver leadership interactive and engaging curriculum for hybrid
program (half face-to-face; half online) to include study of leadership theories, relational intelligences,
change models, systems thinking, shared purpose, and collective impact; coach scholars individually
on building followership in developing their social enterprise.
• Evaluation & Measurement: Prepare scholars to articulate their impact statement, define their inputs
and clearly distinguish between outputs, outcome and impact for goal setting and analysis of results.
• Author: “Collaborative Intelligence (CI)©: Integration of Key Competencies for Optimal Collaboration,”
ICGL Journal, 2016; Organizational development models, www.itcsr.com.
Founder, ALIKI DESIGNS
2017-Present
Designer of handmade, Greek inspired, every day elegant jewelry and business with purpose
• Created custom clasp and established business with local caster for hardware, patent pending
• Developed partnership with Greek jewelry designer for local hardware
• Designed and operate website, PopUp shops, marketing, and discount programs
• Arrange GIFt strategies (Giving It Forward together) and collaborative initiatives (for profit and non
profit)
Past Experience
Founder and Consultant, GAZELLE ADVISORS
2013-Present
Niche advisor, collaborator and partner focused on developing leaders, organizational culture, employee
engagement, and organizations with a conscience.
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DENISE BERGER, Ed.D.

Page 2

Managing Director, AON GLOBAL
1992 - 2010
Expertise and success focused on business operations and people development.
• Produced double-digit profit margins for a Global Property & Casualty Fortune 500 portfolio of clients
upwards of $50 million.
• Developed new business proposals and secured new clients of over $1 million revenue to the Global
group annually.
• Managed a team of 40 geographically-dispersed, seasoned and rising account executives.
• Retained over 90% of team and engagement by creating tailored programs for recruiting, hiring, and
training of staff, ongoing mentorship, professional development, and succession planning.
• Promoted knowledge sharing within the Global group and industry-wide to spotlight the team’s talent
by launching annual industry events with keynote speakers, panelists, and breakout sessions.
• Nominated to serve as one of seven members on the Global Steering Committee, developing the
vision, strategy and best practices for the 110 offices handling global business worldwide.
• Recognized as one of the top 50 women executives globally within the company, and participated in
18-month professional development program.
• Oversaw the Women’s International Network (WIN) under the corporate diversity and inclusion
strategy; coordinated globally broadcasted professional development webinars, and authored
TheWINningView editorials.
Memberships
• Board Member: Environmental Charter School
• Board Member: Lionsraw
• Facilitator: MBTI certified; Basadur Design Thinking assessment; Cultural Intelligence assessment.
Skills
Languages: Fluent in Greek; intro knowledge to French and Spanish
Guest: Good Morning LaLaLand streaming talk show; link to the clip: https://vimeo.com/331323225
Keynote Speaker: US Department of State international visitors program, 2015, 2016.
Panelist: “Women and STEM,” Pepperdine’s Digital Women’s Conference, 2013; “Opting-in, Optingout, and In Between,” Pepperdine’s Work-Life Balance Conference, 2014; Pepperdine’s Work-Life
Balance Conference on mentorship, 2015.
• Committee Member: Doctoral dissertation for Corbette Doyle, 2018.
• Participant: White Allyship year-long seminar exploring diversity & inclusion for today dynamic
landscape, 2019.
•
•
•
•
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D R. C A T H Y R . C R E A S I A
E-MAIL creasia@rossier.usc.edu and cat122602@gmail.com
13717 DAPHNE AVE. • GARDENA, CA 90249 • PHONE (323) 347-5362

MISSION
To promote a pedagogy of diversity with the goal of enabling teachers to increase educational outcomes for students
in urban settings through distinctiveinstructional leadership and research that will enable change in policies and/or
organizational systems in order to maximize each individual student’s educational outcomes, successand quality of
life.
AREAS OF RESEARCH

 Urban Education, School Site Organizational Alignment, and Special Education

Professional Organizations and Appointments;










Deans for Impact (Feb 2017 – present)
Environmental Charter Schools Board of Directors (Aug 2017 – present)
Los Angeles Educators Pathways Partnership (Feb 2017- present)
Credential Counselors & Analysts of California (CCAC) (Nov. 2016-present)
USC Rossier School of Education Data Literacy Task Force (Feb. 2017-Aug 2018)
CCTC Education Specialist Preliminary Credential Work Group (Sept. 2016-Aug 2017)
USC Rossier School of Education Diversity Task Force (Sept. 2016-Aug 2017)
California Committee on Accreditation Member (CCTC COA) (Jul 2018 – present)
USC Rossier School of Education Strategic Plan Writing Team (Dec 2018 – present)

EXPERIENCE IN EDUCATION
University of Southern California (USC) Rossier School of Education
June 2017-present

 Director of Accreditation and Credentialing
 Credential Analyst
 Professor: Rossier Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) Program EDUC 577 Guided Practice:

Mild/Moderate
July 2015 – May 2017(Rossier MAT Program)

 Credential Analyst and Project Specialist for Accreditation and Evaluation
 Professor: EDUC 574 Collaboration, Families and Case Management, EDUC 577 Guided Practice:

Mild/Moderate Disabilities, Co-taught EDUC 573 Introduction to Special Education (Fall Semester
2012)
Brandman University
May 2016- present

 Professor: EDUU 511 Collaboration for Inclusive Schooling
LAUSD Education Specialist Teacher (2003-2015)
Fall 2014 – June 2015 Barack Obama Global Preparation Academy
Los Angeles, CA
 Reed/Investment School Mentor Teacher
 Member of Positive Behavior Support(PBS) committee
 Instructor 6-8th Grade ED Special Education Multiple Subject Self Contained Class
2013/2014 ISIC West

 Secondary Special Education Teacher specializing in Math intervention
2006/2013 Crenshaw High School
Los Angeles, CA
 College and Career Academy Lead Teacher & Learning Center Intervention Specialist
 Special Education Department Chair
2010/2012
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 College and Career Academy Learning Center Teacher and Math Intervention Specialist

2009/2010
 Special Education Department Chairperson
 9th Grade Academy Learning Center & Co Teaching Coordinator



Summer School Special Education Coordinator
9th Grade Academy RSP Teacher

2008/2009
 9th Grade Academy Algebra SDC, Math intervention / Standardized Test Prep
EDUCATION, CREDENTIALS & HONORS
5/2014
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA
 Educational Doctorate in Educational Leadership (EdD); Teacher Education in Multicultural Societies
(TEMS)
Dissertation: The Dynamics of Instructional Leadership & Organizational Structure in High Performing Urban Schools
Rossier EdD Dissertation of the Year Nominee May 2014
The Carnegie Project on the Education Doctorate Dissertation in Practice Award Nominee June
2014 Rossier EdD Mentor 2013-2014
Member of Veteran Teacher Panel for USC Rossier MAT Spring
Culmination 2014 USC Spring 2014 Scholars Research Symposium
Presenter
2011/2012 & 2012/2013
 Dr. Verna B. and Peter W. Dauterive Endowed Scholarship
Recipient 2011/2012 & 2013/2014
 California Teachers Association Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Recipient 12/2009
 Completed VPSS Math with LAUSD
8/2003-6/2006 LAUSD District Intern
Los Angeles, CA
 LAUSD Special Education Credentialing Program
 CLAD Certificate
 Special Education California Clear Teaching Credential
6/2003-8/2003 LAUSD Teaching Fellows
Los Angeles, CA
 Credential Preparation/CSET Multiple Subject
4/1998
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA
 Master’s Degree in Marketing & Entrepreneurship from USC Marshall School of Business
 USC Graduate/Professional Award for Excellence in scholarship, leadership and service to the community.
 USC Dr. Steven B. Sample Presidential Fellowship Participant: Chosen by the Leadership Institute and
required to further develop leadership skills by developing and implementing a project benefiting the LA
community. Fellows spent 4-6 hours per week on each project. Students submit a final written report
and also give presentations throughout the year; working in a classroom at Manual Arts HS where
we supervised students in writing and producing an original Theatrical Play and a project in Japan
studying business practices of a small non-indigenous community.
 BC McCabe Foundation Fellowship Participant/Student Administrator. As a member of a group of MBA
students recruited to organize and implement academic enrichment programs for at risk teens. After
being one of the Fellows, I was chosen by the Foundation Trustee and the USC Faculty Administrator
to act as the Student Administrator of the program.
5/1989
CSULB
Long Beach, CA
 Bachelor’s Degree in Marketing with a Minor in African American Studies
 Member of the Nike Coast Track Team and participant in the Olympic Trials in the 200m dash and
the Triple Jump.
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Zena Fong
zeefong@gmail.com
310-871-9703

EDUCATION
York University, Ontario, Canada - BA in Psychology/Sociology 1988
UCLA Extension, Los Angeles - College Counseling Certificate 2016
EXPERIENCE
Zena Fong Educational Consulting -- Owner, consultant January 2016- Present
Provide families and students guidance in selecting colleges. Identify what a student
wants our of their college experience and specifically target colleges that align with
those goals.
Environmental Charter High School - Volunteer January 2016 - Present
Guide and support students with essays, lists of colleges and college applications. Set
up college visits and prepare students for interviews.
Contact: Lucia Banuelos (310)214-3400
Redondo Union High School - Intern Fall 2015
Support the College Counseling Department with student college applications. Create
flyers to announce college representative visits.
Contact: Arond Shonberg and Shannon Rodriguez (310) 798-8665
National Charity League, Inc - Manhattan/Hermosa chapter - Mentor/Volunteer
2009-2019
Mentor teenage girls in areas of leadership, philanthropy and cultural awareness.
Volunteered in various philanthropies in the community.
Contact: Patti Jamgotchian (310) 318-3579
Beach FC - Team Travel Coordinator/Chaperone/Volunteer 2011-2015
Booked all travel arrangements for the soccer team and coordinated all meals and
activities schedules. Chaperoned team when traveling with the team.
Contact: Anton Arrache (661) 428-4339
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Zena Fong 2

Pacific Elementary School --Producer and Assemblie Coordinator/Volunteer
2008-2010
Developed and produced an annual science event that has now become an annual
family event at school for the past 10 years. Programmed cultural and educational
assemblies to bring about awareness of different cultures.
MEMBERSHIPS
Environmental Charter Schools - Board Member October 2017- Present
Approve budgets, financial plans, ensuring compliance with laws, establishing
governance practice and ensuring that allocation is aligned with the mission of charter.
Contact: Farnaz Golshani Flechner ( 310)214-3408
SKILLS
Student counseling, Educational consulting, text editing/proofreading
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Jenina Ramirez

714-915-9900 | jeninar@yahoo.com | 2741 Peachwood Circle, Corona, CA 92882
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Resourceful, Dynamic and Independent Professional with over 20 years experience in office administration (legal,
financial, government institutions). Over 7 years experience in Management with a focus on Business
Development. Trilingual; English, Spanish, French
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Business Development / Operations Manager/ Administrative Management/ Case Management
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Ramirez Consulting Group…Consultant, Corona, CA | 2014-Present
· Create business partnerships to support and achieve business objectives
· Responsible for all marketing efforts in the private and government sector
· Identify and create small business profiles for government contracting opportunities
· Coordinate with Principal Project Manager on all construction projects
The Paralegal Shop…Owner, Corona, CA | 2012-Present
· Provide legal support to clients in the Inland Empire and surrounding areas
· Draft and prepare complex documents for Dissolution of Marriage, Small Claims & Child Custody matters
· Collaborate with attorneys and clients in settlement of Civil Law matters
Bricks 4 Kidz… Business Development Representative, Irvine, CA | 2011-Present

·
·
·

Hired to add structure, policy, and a collaborative element to a growing small business

Recruited, hired and trained all staff (initially from 1 employee to 26)
Maintained clients (IPSF- Irvine Public Schools Foundation, Turtle Rock Pre-School, Make a Wish
Foundation, UCI Writing Project)
Augustin Egelsee LLP…Office Manager/Legal Assistant, Anaheim Hills, CA | 2003-2010
· Supervised support staff members (3 legal assistants, and 2 interns)
· Recruited new staff (3 additional attorneys)
· Spearheaded work flow (built intranet for the office with a new office server)
· Reported profit and loss statements
· Researched and organized data for corporate tax attorneys, accountants, and bookkeepers
· Conceptualized and designed SOPs (around logistics, case management, client retention, HR)
· Coordinate special projects (Lease Negotiations, Summer Internships)
· Managed schedules and meeting minutes for the law firm’s two ultra-busy managing partners
· Advised managing partners in their marketing strategies that were instrumental in doubling the office’s
revenue within one year
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts… Randolph-Macon Woman’s College, Lynchburg, VA | Conferred 1996
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
GE Capital’s Six Sigma Program - Green Belt | Chick Fila’s Leadership Conference, 2011 & 2013 |Dave Ramsey’s
Entreleadership Conference 2011 Success Magazine’s Leadership Conference 2009

AFFILIATIONS
Secretary - Metro’s TBAC Construction Committee
Member - Corona Chamber of Commerce
Member - PMI Inland Empire Chapter
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Lawndale Elementary School District Representative
Elizabeth H. (‘Betsy’) Hamilton, Ed.D.

Contact Information:
Home: 402 Alpine Street Pasadena, CA 91106
Work: 4161 W. 147th St., Lawndale, CA 90026

cell: 831-566-9600 teacherbetsy@gmail.com
310-973-1300 x 50001 betsy_hamilton@lawndalesd.net

Education
Doctorate in Education, K-12 Leadership, University of Southern California, Los Angeles CA, May 2012
Master’s Degree in Education Administration, San José State University, San José, CA, June 2003
Master’s Degree in Labor Relations, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA, June 1984
Bachelor of Arts with Honors, Sociology, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA, June 1978
Credentials
California Clear Administrative Services Credential
California K-12 Multiple Subject Teaching Credential
Bilingual Crosscultural Language & Academic Development Certificate

Expires May 2021
Expires May 2021

Professional Experience
Superintendent, Lawndale Elementary School District, Lawndale, CA 2017-Present
• Lead K-8 district with eight schools, preschool and after school programs
• Report to five-member Board of Trustees, implement district policy
• Lead Superintendent’s cabinet, direct supervision of Assistant Superintendents of Human Resources,
Business and Educational Services, Supervise eight school principals
• Oversee district budget of $70 million
• Lead 36-member district Leadership Team to improve student outcomes through collaborative, equityfocused decision-making systems
• Oversee negotiations and labor relations with classified and certificated bargaining units
Assistant Superintendent, Educational Services, Lawndale Elementary School District, 2009-2017
• Serve as member of superintendent’s cabinet, provide reports to Board of Trustees on educational
matters, participate and assist in planning of District Leadership Team meetings
• Provide leadership and supervision in aligned curriculum, instruction & assessment, integration of
general and special education programs for nine schools
• Supervise Pre-School Program, Categorical Programs, Instructional Technology, Professional
Development, Parent and Community/Civic Partnerships
• Collaborate effectively with Human Resources and Business offices, collective bargaining leaders to
ensure fiscal and programmatic alignment in support of effective instruction and increased achievement
• Develop and sustain community partnerships in support of health and education initiatives
• Attend DELAC and PTA Council meetings, engage and report to parent leadership
• Lead robust professional development system focusing on Common Core Standards and instructional
leadership, lead District Teachers Council and Language Arts Specialists meetings
• Initiated classroom observation protocol supporting professional development initiatives
• Lead District Response to Intervention and Progress Monitoring systems
• First demonstration project for Positive Behavioral Support and Intervention for Los Angeles County
• Oversee federal Physical Education and community partnerships focusing on district wide physical
fitness, nutrition and wellness
Principal, Marengo Elementary School South Pasadena Unified School District, South Pasadena, CA 2007-2009
• Provided leadership and supervision of staff, faculty and 650 students
• Provided professional development, conducted classroom observations utilizing the Marzano/McREL
system, conducted teacher and staff evaluations
• Provided leadership of three parent advisory groups and 500-member PTA
1
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•

Participated in and provided leadership in District Budget Advisory Committee, Bullying Prevention
initiative, District GATE Committee, District Arts for All

Santa Cruz City Schools, Santa Cruz, CA, 1996 – 2007
Director of Special Projects-Categorical Programs, 2004-2007
• Managed state and federal categorical funds and programs. Established significant district reforms in
programs and services to Title I students and English Learners
• Established teacher coaching model and collaborative English Learner Study Groups
• Established professional development program for parents of immigrant and English Learner students;
increased DELAC participation by 200% in two years
• Coordinated Categorical Program Monitoring Review and LEA Plan revision
• Provided leadership and guidance in development Single Plans for Student Achievement
• Provided professional development and reporting for Board, principals, teachers and staff
Principal, Branciforte Elementary School, 2003-2004
• Provided supervision and leadership of faculty and staff, implementing instructional reforms to ensure
access and equity for all students. Established Dual Language Immersion program, increased English
Learner parent involvement
• Provided research-based professional development aligned with Single Plan for Student Achievement
and district goals. Key member of District Transition Team and Strategic Planning Team
Director of Student Support Services, Jan-June 2003
• Organized and lead Student Attendance Review Board and truancy mediation
• Managed open enrollment, intra-district transfers and Attendance Incentive Program
• Facilitated meetings of counselors and assistant principals for five middle and high schools
• Collaborated with juvenile justice and community partners to ensure all students received access to
appropriate educational supports, resulting in graduation
Director of Curriculum and Staff Development, 2001-2002
• Developed K-12 systems of professional development and collaborative learning, focused on effective
instruction, Content Standards and District Strategic Plan
• Conducted K-12 textbook adoption process in math, language arts and science
• Provided teacher instructional leadership in content areas, led teacher curriculum committees
Title VII Coordinator, Branciforte Elementary School,1997-2001
• Implemented Comprehensive School Reform grant of $1.3 million over five years
• Provided research-based professional development on effective programs for English Learners
• Increased parent engagement, established parent center
• Provided parent education in supporting early literacy skills in children
Bilingual Teacher, Branciforte Elementary School, 1996-1997
• Provided cross-grade level collaborative teaching
• Provided Spanish language instruction in core content areas
• Participated on Site Council and Leadership Team
• Participated in development and implementation of Peacebuilder’s Program
Bilingual Teacher, Cerritos Elementary School , Glendale Unified School District, 1993-1996
• First, second and third grades collaborative teaching, Spanish language instruction in core content areas
• Recipient of Teacher of the Year Award, Assistant to Principal for faculty professional development
• Conducted “Megaskills” parent education, Family Math, Family Science, Recipient of National Science
Foundation Grant, Elementary Physical Science
2
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Bilingual Teacher, Euclid Avenue Elementary School, Los Angeles Unified School District, 1990-1993
• Collaborative team teaching, Spanish language instruction core content areas, grades K-2
• Member of Principal Advisory Team
Consultant
Latin American Studies Association, Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
San Diego Magazine, San Diego, CA
Lakeview Middle School, Watsonville, CA
Partners in School Innovation, San Francisco, CA
Santa Cruz City Schools, Santa Cruz, CA
Professional Experience – Labor Relations
Union Representative Union of American Physicians & Dentists, Los Angeles, CA
Union Representative and Health Services Division Director
Service Employees International Union, Local 660, Los Angeles, CA

2002
2002
1999-2002
2001-2002
2001-2002
1988-1990
1985-1988

Training and Certification
California School Board Association, Masters in Governance Institute
Public Service and Professional Memberships
Association of Supervision and Curriculum Development
Association of California School Administrators – Strategic Planning Team Member
American Association of School Administrators
California Association of Latino Superintendents and Administrators
Publication
Hamilton, E. (2012). The Role of the Superintendent in Ensuring School Board Focus on Student Achievement.
(Doctoral Dissertation). University of Southern California, Los Angeles.
Skills
Bilingual Spanish/English
References
Dr. Ellen Dougherty,
Cell 424-789-2061
Former Superintendent Lawndale Elementary School District; Consultant, Leadership Associates
Dr. Ralph Porras, Superintendent
Pacific Grove Unified School District

Work 831-646-6520

Dr. Kent Bechler, Executive Director
Leadership Associates

Cell 909-721-0052

Dr. Cesar Morales, Associate Superintendent
Ventura County Office of Education

Cell 805-705-0454

Tanya Krause, Superintendent
Scotts Valley Unified School District

Work (831) 438-1820 x 105
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ECHS 2 Leadership Job Descriptions
Home Office Staff
Executive Director/Chief Executive Officer
The Executive Director reports to the Board of Directors and is the primary caretaker of
the Environmental Charter Schools’ mission. He/she is entrusted with inspiring the
team, driving operational excellence, meeting financial objectives and reaching
academic benchmarks to ensure the mission of ECS thrives. To perform this central
caretaker role, the Executive Director must have five important characteristics: visionary
leader, finance/resource lead, change agent, relationship builder and community
creator.
Responsibilities
As a visionary leader, the Executive Director/CEO is responsible for leading with
purpose that supports ECS’ vision, articulating that vision with passion and inspiring
others to achieve it.
● Setting overall goals and objectives, near and long term, and evaluating progress
toward those goals and objectives
● Monitoring and ensuring appropriateness of educational objectives and
measurement tools
● Motivating staff, teachers, parents, students, board members, partners, sponsors,
with a shared picture of ECS’ vision, mission, and values
● Inspiring passion and building consensus to achieve ECS’ mission
● Leading with forward-thinking momentum: Bringing focus to the vision with a
strategic plan and specific measurable goals as defined in the strategic plan
● Thinking strategically about the best way to meet the ECS community’s needs
● Evaluating, on an ongoing basis, the effectiveness of ECS in fulfilling its mission
● Inspiring, supporting, motivating, managing and evaluating Cabinet team (Directors
and Site Leaders) members and external consultants; appropriately delegating
responsibility and authority and driving continual improvement
As the financial and resource leader, the Executive Director/CEO is responsible for
● Ensuring sound financial planning and budgeting, oversee the budget and fiscal
health of the schools
● Lead Human Resources team to hire, support and train teachers and leaders who
will be aligned with our mission and meet the developmental needs of our students
● Oversee and approve hiring and contracts of staff
● Provide recommendations to board on employee benefits, compensation scales and
incentives
● Work with the Board of Directors to ensure fiscal sustainability and to engage donors
and partners to support our work
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● Create and implement plan to secure the resources needed to meet the strategic
goals and objectives including capital and programmatic and capacity campaigns
● Support Director of Growth and Sustainability and the Development Manager, to
implement a development plan with measurable goals aligned to organizational and
site needs
● Building relationships with corporations, foundations, individual donors, elected
officials and public policy environment to gain interest in and support for ECS
● Building strong strategic partnerships that secure the organization with funding
during economic downturns and other financially lean times as well as support the
organization to meet current ECS priorities
● Stewarding and managing funds received so well that the organization’s
trustworthiness is unquestionable Working with the Cabinet to ensure proper use of
all state, federal and private funding received
● Working closely with Finance Director, Chief Academic Officer/Director of Curriculum
and Instruction, and principals to ensure sites have the resources necessary to meet
their goals
● Oversee the US Department of Education Expansion Grant including budgeting and
reporting.
As a change agent, the Executive Director/CEO is responsible for
● Monitoring of trends in the public charter school and education sector and keeping
ECS responsive to changing community needs, shifting revenue sources, emerging
competition, and ever-increasing public scrutiny. Specific sources to monitor include
the CA Department of Education, School Authorizers (Lawndale Elementary School
District, Los Angeles County Office of Education (LACOE) and LAUSD and state
budget information
● Boldly moving ECS in a new direction with programs and resources if community
trends dictate a change
● Leading, managing, and supporting the operation of a multi-site network with more
than 1,000 students and building organizational capacity to serve even more
students
● Managing internal change processes by working with ECS Director of Finance,
Director of Curriculum and Instruction and school site leaders to set academic and
operational tactics and plans to meet strategic goals and make the change happen
● Persuading and motivating others to accept change as part of ECS’ growth to a
multi-site network while also acknowledging people’s natural resistance to change
● Working with the Director of FInance, the Director of Curriculum and Instruction and
principals to consistently evaluate and analyze data to drive continuous
organizational improvement, with a laser focus on using academic outcomes to
inform future directions, key initiatives, and strategic goals
As a relationship builder, the Executive Director/CEO is responsible for
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● Collaborating with the Cabinet to communicate successfully with internal
stakeholders – staff, teachers, parents, students and board members - using a
variety of media
● Setting the agenda and leading board meetings
● Speaking at school-wide professional development programs, attending school
events, and communicating regularly
● Managing leadership team, teachers, staff and board members in a manner that
fosters a healthy culture to ensure that everyone’s role on the team is valued and
recognized
● Promoting an open and transparent organizational culture that appreciates and
respects differences
● Supporting and, at times, leading the Board of Directors to ensure it adds value to
ECS
● Carrying on the wisdom of the organization’s early days while implementing bold
new ideas aligned to ECS’ strategic plan
As a community creator, the Executive Director/CEO is responsible for
● Working with Cabinet, Finance Director and HR Team and principals to create a
staffing plan, benefit package, evaluation, professional development opportunities
and culture aligned to ECS values and supportive of the organization’s ability to
meet its strategic goals
● Communicating with external stakeholders to ensure continuing interest and
involvement in the mission utilizing our website, newsletter, social media, community
events, public relations, student led tours and workshops
● Building partnerships with charter authorizers, other charter leaders, local, State and
Federal elected and appointed officials, charter advocacy groups, green school
organizations, environmental non profit organizations, vendors and others that
further the mission through cooperative efforts and strategic relationships
Qualifications
● Sincere passion for ECS’s mission and vision
● Significant experience with strategic planning, governance and best practices in
nonprofit and charter school management
● Personal attributes such as pluck, thick skin, perseverance, collaborative
management style and sensitivity
● Strong and detailed interpersonal communication including verbal, written, and
listening
● Ability to make tough, and sometimes unpopular decisions while at the same time
building consensus as needed for initiatives
● Demonstrated ability to perform thoughtful and insightful strategic analyses
● Strong management and strategic planning skills
● Experience with budgets of $1,000,000 and above
● Experience raising resources
● Non-profit leadership, supervision and staff development experience
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● Passion for public education
● Strong interpersonal skills, including the ability to interact effectively with staff
members, board member, parents, district personnel, vendors, community
stakeholders and the ability to network effectively
● Proficiency in the use of computers, including but not limited to word processing,
spreadsheets, multimedia presentations, email, the Internet, and digital media
● Advanced degree, preferably in education and/or business
● In-depth understanding of and commitment to the School's vision and mission
Chief Academic Officer/Director of Curriculum and Instruction
The Chief Academic Officer (CAO) of Environmental Charter Schools leads the
development, coordination, articulation, and evaluation of curriculum, instruction,
professional development, and assessment. The Chief Academic Officer will be an
active leader in the schools and will guide the instructional vision to ensure that ECS will
be able to fulfill its mission to improve educational outcomes for low income students of
color.
Responsibilities
CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
● Seek out and disseminate research that addresses best practices to support
instructional improvement
● Guide and approve standards for classes; assist teachers in lesson planning to
meet goals Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS)
● Facilitate implementation of new instructional or curricular initiatives for all ECS
grade level teams.
● Work with school leaders improve interdisciplinary unit planning and ensure units
and assessments align to CCSS and NGSS
● Coordinate site leaders development ECS Master Schedules to maximize
student learning and teacher collaboration
● Manage analysis and reporting of student achievement data including site,
classroom and individual student data
● Lead curriculum articulation grades 6-12
● Assist in the planning and organization of ECS summer school programs
● Coordinate the ongoing review and revision of grade level standards, expected
student learning results, and graduation requirements
● Assist in the development of ECS policies and/or services related to curricula,
professional development and instructional practices and materials
● Work with site administrators to provide training and feedback on all aspects of
Best Practices Continuum; refine continuum and evaluation process; assure Best
Practices support CCSS and NGSS and new state frameworks and the
achievement of students from low income communities of color
● Learning Management System: oversee the implementation of ECS technology
plan Direct planning and implementation of processes related to the selection of
textbooks and instructional materials
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● Formulate and encourage innovative curricular programs that will improve
instruction in conjunction with the supervisory staff, principals, and teachers
ASSESSMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY
● Data Analysis: work with all ECS administrators to develop systems for
collecting, analyzing, reporting, and using data from all internal and external
assessment; update Board through scorecard and presentations
● Standards-Based Grading: work with staff and software development partners to
improve recording and reporting of CCSS, NGSS, and locally-determined
standards grades
● Work with site leaders to improve validity and reliability of local benchmarks and
standardized assessments; review and improve systems for analyzing and
reporting data
● Assist in analysis of s data; stay abreast of developments in statewide
assessments
LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE
● Work with CEO and Directors to implement the Board’s adopted strategic plan
and in articulate a vision for ECS’ curriculum and instruction
● Regularly lead, facilitate and coordinate Cabinet meetings, Instructional
leadership Teams, Instructional Coach trainings and professional development
sessions for all ECS teachers, in partnership with CEO and Directors
● Attend all regular and special meetings of the Board to provide reports on ECS
programs and outcomes
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
● Teacher & Staff Training: plan and lead ECS staff developments.facilitate
trainings with outside providers; coordinate conference attendance and
presentations; contribute to efforts to secure grant funding for professional
development g; evaluate effectiveness of PD program
● Teacher Evaluation: work with ECS administrators implement and refine the
Teacher Development & Evaluation system
● BTSA: oversee teacher induction program, including Support Provider training
and coaching; research developing ECS’s own program
OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES
● Planning & Reporting: assist ECS administrators with required reporting such as
LCAP, Charter Renewal and WASC.
● Development: work with ECS staff and CEO to seek, apply for, and use funds
from a variety of grant sources; represent ECS at tours and other events as
needed
● Hiring: work with ECS administrators to hire educational staff
● Meetings: attend all board and cabinet meetings, and others on site TBD
● Other duties as assigned
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Qualifications
● Demonstrate success as a strong and visionary leader
● Ability to solve practical problems and deal with a variety of concrete variables in
situations where only limited standardization exists
● Ability to interpret a variety of instructions furnished in written, oral, diagram, or
schedule form
● Ability to analyze situations accurately and adopt an effective course of action
● Ability to interpret, apply and explain rules, regulations, policies and procedures
● Ability to promote positive staff morale
● Ability to work independently with little direction
● Collaborative yet decisive in decision-making, seeking consensus whenever
possible
● Demonstrated knowledge of assessment and its relationship to curriculum and
instruction
● Ability to contribute significantly to staff development programs and planning
● Effective communication (written and verbal) and conflict resolution skills
● Knowledgeable about current and emerging educational research as well as
“best practice”
● Skilled in conceptualizing, clarifying, and effecting organizational patterns best
suited to accomplish the curricula and instructional goals of the district
● Broad knowledge of curriculum development, secondary instructional best
practice, supervision and evaluation, and issues related to secondary education
● Completion of a Master’s degree, Doctorate preferred
● Demonstrated secondary school administrative experience required, previous
ECS experience preferred

Director of Growth and Sustainability (Facilities)
The Director of Growth and Sustainability (DGS) will build on ECS’ award winning
educational model to ensure we have enough high quality charter school seats into
which our middle schoolers may matriculate. To reach this goal, the DGS will
collaborate with the CEO, CAO, Directors, and future site principal to launch ECHS #2
including leading the petition, site acquisition and start-up efforts. The DGS will
maintain and build upon ECS rich success as a national leader in the Green Schools
National Movement. As such, this position will (1) liaise and partner with the National
Green School movement and local environmental partners to ensure we continue to
share our best practices both locally and nationally and continue to learn from a cohort
of green schools (2) build upon our green school successes prioritizing efforts (in the
next 3 years) to both ensure our facilities and operations embody our mission and
values and we have the right facilities to serve our students. In addition, this position will
supervise and lead fund development, partnership development and advocacy efforts.
Responsibilities
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SCHOOL GROWTH: Launch ECHS #2
● Lead efforts to expand ECS to better serve our community.
● Evaluate and analyze all growth options (new petition vs material revision) to
ensure the most viable strategy to meet our goals.
● Leading petition process and search for a new facility
● Support and mentor Principal in Residence as s/he prepares for the launch of
ECHS#2
● Support Principal and Residence and community liaisons’ efforts to assess
community demand and recruit students
● Manage day-to-day duties for the US Department of Education Expansion
Grant.
MISSION ALIGNED GREEN SCHOOL FACILITIES DEVELOPMENT, MANAGEMENT
AND OPERATIONS
● Oversee ECS’ new site acquisition for proposed new high school campus. Lead
capital improvement efforts for new site including entitlements, design and
construction
● Oversee and manage all aspects of capital improvement projects for ECS
campuses including coordinating project scheduling with site leaders, engineers
and staff and outside vendors and contractors
● Collaborate with Campus Engineers to help manage smaller renovation projects,
including helping determine specifications, request and review bids, recommend
vendors, schedule site work, inspect site work for adequate completion, and
manage contract payment.
● Manage relationship with each ECS site landlord ensuring proper communication
and site specific guidelines are met and that each landland and site leader
receives consistent and timely project updates.
● Collaborate with Director of Finance and CEO to help manage financing
relationships and meet necessary financial,contractual and governance reporting
requirements.
● Collaborate with Senior Operations and Compliance Manager and Site Engineers
to maintain a list of preferred vendors and negotiate and develop contracts for
preventive care that create efficiencies for ECS, and ensure the economic life of
the facilities
● Develop and implement strategies and reporting structures to support more
efficient and safer campus operations in alignment with ECS’ mission and best
practices.
● Collaborate with CEO and Director of Finance on monthly facilities benchmarking
and budgeting to ensure facilities goals are met
● Coordinate facilities committee meetings: develop agenda, provide all necessary
materials to committee members, take minutes
● Work with board chair to facilitate board agendas and meetings of Menlo Charter
Properties and related entities.
MISSION ALIGNED SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES
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● Collaborate with Senior Operations and Compliance Manager and Campus
Engineers to identify priorities and tools to measure success in moving toward
greater sustainability.
a. Analyze the environmental footprint of our current facilities and operations
b. Develop a vision for ECS school facilities and operations that is aligned to
ECS mission and values
c. Set Smarte goals and specific actions to achieve the vision
d. Facilitate the Plan, reflecting and adjusting the plan as needed
● Work with CEO and site leaders to seek additional stakeholder input, alignment
buy-in as needed to ensure success
● Create and deliver trainings for school operations staff on sustainability, building
systems and maintenance, and school safety
● Continue to seek awards that recognize our work as a Green School Leader e.g.,
Green Ribbon award
LIAISE AND PARTNER WITH NATIONAL and LOCAL GREEN SCHOOL
PARTNERS
● Serve on the board of the Green Schools National Network
● Partner with local green initiatives and local advisory boards e.g., CREEC, The
Ecology Center, Global Green and Ten Strands
● Promote environmental service opportunities for all students and families through
advisories, flyers and the bulletin.
● Collaborate with leadership team, green ambassador teachers, community
liaisons and others as appropriate to share green resources and promote service
learning connections
● Share Green Stories to inspire our community.
DEVELOPMENT, PARTNERSHIPS AND ADVOCACY
● Supervise and mentor Development Manager
● Create and implement development plan to secure the resources needed to meet
the strategic goals and objectives including capital,programmatic and capacity
campaigns and working with the Development Manager to prepare bi-monthly
board development reports
● Collaborate with the Development Manager to align website, marketing and
public relations plans to support strategic goals specifically to increase
community awareness and improve impression of the school and its educational
accomplishments
● Develop strong relationships with charter, district, community, local, state and
federal organizations to drive support for charter programs
● Collaborate with Community Liaisons to support their ability to partner and
engage parent voice and agency and similarly drive support for charter
programs..
● Partner with local and national green school partners to enhance and grow our
success as a model green school model.
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● Collaborate with School Leaders, the Development Manager and each sites
Green Ambassador Leaders to identify and share resources to enhance their
ability to meet their environmental educational goals.
● Participate in Board meetings, committee meetings, and other related standing
meetings
● Perform other related duties as assigned or requested
Qualifications
● Bachelor’s degree required; Master’s or Doctorate preferred
● 6-8 Years of School Leadership experience Charter school experience preferred
● Experience leading a high-performing school, preferable charter school
● Experience working with parents and schools in a low income community of color
● Experience managing budgets highly preferred
● Experience creating and implementing policies and systems
● Experience in coaching teachers, leading and managing a team, particularly in a
turnaround environment
● Entrepreneurial mindset with a drive for innovative practices
● Experience providing well-rounded professional development to teachers and
leaders
● Excellent project management skills
● Understand and apply policies and procedures
● Ability to multitask and be detail oriented
● Organize numerical data, balance figures, compute totals, verify calculations
● Research information
● Familiarity with computer software (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, scheduling
software), particularly Microsoft Excel
● Familiarity with financial software programs such as Quickbooks, SAGE MIP, etc
● Ability to learn, laugh, grow, question, work hard, develop, think big, collaborate,
and innovate

Finance Director
The Finance Director reports to the Executive Director/CEO and is the caretaker of
Environmental Charter Schools’ resources. He/she is entrusted with leading our budget
and ensuring we’re working toward our financial objectives all while making sure ECS
thrives.
Responsibilities
Oversight of the organization’s finances, encouraging efficiency and
discouraging waste.
● Acts as liaison to Board Finance, Investment, and Audit Committees, as well as
outside audit and tax contractors.
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● Leads development of ECS annual budget in collaboration with CEO, based on
ECS’ strategic plan and annual priorities including development of salary and
benefit forecasts; provides forecasting assistance to CEO.
● Monitors and evaluates monthly revenue and expenditure activities throughout
the year and interprets results to assist leadership team in responsible
decision-making.
● Performs activities to yield effective cash management from both investing and
borrowing perspectives.
● Oversees internal controls ensuring adherence to ECS financial policies, and
when developing division of responsibilities and writing and practicing sound
accounting procedures.
● Oversees all accounting and financial functions including purchasing and payroll,
ensuring successful and responsible strategic development and management of
ECS finances
● Serves as primary liaison with back office service provider, to provide financial
reports to Board and Stakeholders
● Revenue: Maximizes LCFF, Title Programs, and other important revenue
sources
● Assists with grants, state funding opportunities and donations to support facilities
and operations
● Reporting: Works with Sr. Compliance and Operations Manager to ensure that
all reporting related to district MOUs, grants / revenue sources, and food service
programs is timely and compliant
● Inspires, challenges, aligns, develops and supervises the finance team members

Qualifications
● Advanced degree - MBA preferred
● At least 10 years of professional experience, with five years of experience in
operations,
administration and/or finance for nonprofit organizations, preferably focused on
education
● Sincere passion for ECS’s mission and vision
● Demonstrable record of success in financial management, fiscal sustainability,
with a particular focus on nonprofit financial management and accounting
standards, policies, and procedures, including not-for-profit GAAP
● Personal attributes such as pluck, thick skin, and sensitivity
● Strong and detailed interpersonal communication including verbal, written, and
listening.
● Ability to make tough, and sometimes unpopular, decisions while at the same
time building
consensus as needed for initiatives
● Demonstrated ability to perform thoughtful and insightful financial and strategic
analyses
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● Skill in strategy, planning, problem solving, and project management. Able to
take an idea from
concept to completion
● Exceptional spreadsheet and Excel skills
● Achieves strategic goals in a well-organized fashion while still possessing high
energy,
creativity and imagination
● Unwavering integrity
● Ability to work independently while at the same time obtaining input and direction
as needed

Director of Principal Development/ Principal Coach
Environmental Charter Schools is an experienced and dynamic leader with a proven
record of success working in low income communities of color. For the 2019/20 and
2020/21 school years, the Principal Coach will work with the CEO/Executive Director
and senior administrative team to build on and execute a strategic plan that is aligned
with the ECS mission, values and best practices. The Principal Coach will mentor and
support our four school leaders as they work to reach critical student and school
achievement goals and maintain a positive, safe and caring collaborative environment
where all members of the school community can thrive.
Responsibilities
● Coach Principals to drive healthy, high-performing ECS schools
● Lead processes to on-board and train Principals and Assistant Principals through
coaching and feedback
● Develop and strengthen existing principal evaluation and onboarding tools, with a
specific focus on compliance, management, facilities oversight, data-backed
decision making and ECS best practices
● Support Development Manager with grant-writing, providing detailed descriptions
of ECS programs
● Communicate with and engage Principals in ECS’ vision and goals and
compliance requirements
● Support Principals in their prioritization and planning including leading 6-8 week
planning cycles to reflect on progress toward annual goals and action plan for
next year
● Model both technical and adaptive instructional leadership behaviors
● Ensure that schools are working to create equitable learning environments
● Work with principals to develop outlined expectations for leaders, teachers, and
students on school-wide routines, procedures, and practices
● Ensure strong leadership pipelines and staffing for each ECS school by
supporting each Principal to identify a successor; support in transitions and
leaves
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● Develop and lead curriculum for monthly principal workshops at Cabinet
meetings
● Attend Directors meetings to provide necessary cross-school trainings and
resources
● Support principals during authorizer walk-throughs with LACOE and LESD
● Other duties as assigned

Qualifications
● Bachelor’s degree required; Master’s or Doctorate preferred
● 6-8 Years of School Leadership experience Charter school experience preferred
● Experience leading a high-performing school, preferable charter school
● Experience working with parents and schools in a low income community of color
● A minimum of 5 years administrative experience; Principal experience with a
proven track record of results
● A minimum of 3 years teaching experience
● Experience managing budgets highly preferred
● Experience creating and implementing policies and systems
● Experience in coaching teachers, leading and managing a team, particularly in a
turnaround environment
● Entrepreneurial mindset with a drive for innovative practices
● Experience providing well-rounded professional development to teachers and
leaders
● Excellent project management skills
● Experience leading teams to drive results
● A deep passion for social justice and equity for all children; believes that all
students can achieve at the highest levels, regardless of demography
● Flexibility, with a strong work ethic and entrepreneurial spirit
● Demonstrated ability to work well with others and build relationships across
teams and schools
● Results-oriented team player who is dedicated to getting the job done
● Unquestioned integrity and commitment to ECS Schools’ mission and values
● Ability to learn, laugh, grow, question, work hard, develop, think big, collaborate,
and innovate

Director of Strategic Initiatives
Reporting to the Executive Director, the Director of Strategic Initiatives is responsible for
developing policy for and ensuring the implementation of pupil, parent, and stakeholder
engagement programs. In addition, the Director of Strategic Initiatives is a key player in
developing and monitoring strategic plans (ECS Strategic Plan, LCAPs & SPSAs), and
implementing new initiatives across campuses. The Director of Strategic Initiatives also
assists the Executive Director in communicating ECS educational philosophy, goals,
programs, and policies to internal and external audiences.
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Responsibilities
Engagement
● Collaborates with Director of Curriculum & Instruction to provide structure for
periodic measurement and evaluation of programs outside the core curriculum,
such as arts, social-emotional learning, after school and sustainability programs
● Researches and responds to inquiries from the school administrators concerning
school issues, developing and interpreting policies around federal and state
compliance and parent and community relations
● Collaborates with site administration & ECS directors to assess program
effectiveness and develop appropriate improvement objectives and corrective
action plans
Student Services
● Supervise, support and train Student Services Specialist, supporting all three
school sites
● Supervise, support and train School Psychologist, supporting all three school
sites
● Serve as primary liaison with SELPA
Strategic Initiatives
● Works with Board and Executive Director to help develop and implement
strategic plan
● Assists the Executive Director with general administrative operations,
interviewing administrative candidates for employment, and strategically aligning
competing priorities and opportunities
● Understands each charter’s accountability and reporting needs (as written in
charter petitions) and coordinates revisions and renewals of charter petitions.
● Coordinates LCAP and SPSA development across sites and supports principals
in monitoring implementation of LCAP & SPSA actions,
● Serves as a contributing member of the ECS Leadership Team and collaborates
with the site administration on organization-wide and school site-based initiatives
● Provides consulting on people strategies to meet organizational objectives
Communication
● Review key communications to ensure accuracy and mission alignment. Create
content to promote mission/vision across school sites
● Provides reporting assistance to site leaders
● Assists the Executive Director with communicating ECS educational philosophy,
goals, programs, and policies to community partners, principals, staff, students,
and parents and strategically aligning competing priorities and opportunities
● Other duties as assigned
Qualifications
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Bachelor’s degree required; Master’s or Doctorate preferred
6-8 Years of School Leadership experience Charter school experience preferred
Experience leading a high-performing school, preferable charter school
Experience working with parents and schools in a low income community of color
A minimum of 5 years administrative experience; Principal experience with a
proven track record of results
A minimum of 3 years teaching experience
Experience managing budgets highly preferred
Experience creating and implementing policies and systems
Experience in coaching teachers, leading and managing a team, particularly in a
turnaround environment
Entrepreneurial mindset with a drive for innovative practices
Experience providing well-rounded professional development to teachers and
leaders
Excellent project management skills
Experience leading teams to drive results
A deep passion for social justice and equity for all children; believes that all
students can achieve at the highest levels, regardless of demography
Flexibility, with a strong work ethic and entrepreneurial spirit
Demonstrated ability to work well with others and build relationships across
teams and schools
Results-oriented team player who is dedicated to getting the job done
Unquestioned integrity and commitment to ECS Schools’ mission and values
Ability to learn, laugh, grow, question, work hard, develop, think big, collaborate,
and innovate

Senior Operations and Compliance Manager
The Sr. Operations and Compliance Manager reports to the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) and leads operational initiatives, including knowledge management, contract
management, facilities development project management, oversight of information
technology and the School Nutrition Program, and project management of processes
such as LCAP and Charter Petition Renewal. This work requires strong project
management skills, ability to understand and analyze budgets, and the ability to work
closely with a wide range of stakeholders. The Sr. Operations and Compliance
Manager is a core member of the executive team and will inhabit a pivotal position
within the entire institution. The successful candidate will be not only an excellent
manager, but a dedicated strategic leader.
Responsibilities
As a systems thinker, the Sr. Compliance and Operations Manager is responsible for
tracking all compliance requirements to ensure that ECS meets all timelines and works to
develop and implement, processes and systems to improve organizational design. This
individual will also oversee contract management to ensure that all contracts and
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partnerships comply with Board policies. S/he will work with our Insurance providers to
ensure we are managing risk in a thoughtful and proactive manner.
COMPLIANCE, RISK AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
● Maintains compliance management database with shared accountability
structure, and manages program monitoring (site audits, site trainings) and
compliance
● Project manages the charter renewal and material revision submission processes
● Works closely with the sites, authorizers, and state to support facilities processes
and negotiations, including Prop 39, Facilities Grants, Lease Agreements, and
construction planning
● Oversees management of insurance policies, working with Alliance of Schools for
Cooperative Insurance Programs (ASCIP) to ensure ECS is adequately insured
for risk and exposure
● Works with CEO and attorneys to ensure organizational compliance with
applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations
● Manage and negotiate legal, contractual, and governmental filings and insurance
to ensure compliance
● Develops, negotiates, and monitors professional services contracts and holds
contractors accountable for high levels of service
● In partnership with Director of Growth and Sustainability, conducts risk
assessment walkthrough at school sites
● Works closely with school administrators to minimize insurance claims for
personal injury and property damage and theft
● Provides advice and counsel to staff regarding compliance requirements for
ongoing and special events
● Works with the CMO Team, IT Team and Development Team to manage and
enforce school policies
● Coordinates training to ensure uniform understanding of safety and other ECS
policies throughout the organization
● Establishes mechanisms for school-based and CMO (Charter Management
Organization) purchasing and looks for cost-savings across schools, including
insurance related strategic sourcing
● Fosters positive working relationships between vendors and school staff
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES:
● Revises safety and other ECS policies to adhere to best practices and legal
standards
● Designs and manages operational processes that ensure organizational
efficiency and effectiveness.
● Develops and updates ECS policies and procedures in Operations Manuals
● Supervise Home Office Manager who provides support and professional
development for School Office Managers
● Develops straightforward and useful communications for employees about
policies, procedures and operational shifts
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GOVERNANCE:
● Serves as a liaison to the ECS Board of Directors regarding operations, Brown
Act compliance and contract management and review
● Works closely with the CEO to develop Board agenda and supporting materials
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY:
● Analyze current knowledge management practices and provide recommendations
for improvements, then oversee implementation of practices organization-wide
● Spearhead technology vision for the organization, including strategic leadership
toward integrated information systems, technology strategy, processes, solutions,
and partnerships to support learning
● Lead Technology Support in maintaining and upgrading the technology
infrastructure to support learning
● Creates information hubs to save time and provide useful, accurate, and
important information
SCHOOL NUTRITION PROGRAM:
● Works with schools food services provider to help provide food service that is
reliable, healthy, and cost-effective
● Oversees performance and compliance of School Nutrition Program for the
network. Investigates and problem-solves any discrepancies as needed
● Ensures that all reporting related to authorizer MOUs and food service programs
is timely and compliant
● Reports quarterly on performance of school nutrition program - prepares
analyses of meal ordering versus consumption, profit and loss of the program
Qualifications
● Advanced degree - MBA preferred
● At least five years of professional experience, with five years of experience in
operations administration and/or finance for nonprofit organizations, preferably
focused on education
● Demonstrable record of success in operations management and leadership
● Sincere passion for ECS’s mission and vision
● Maintains grace and sense of humor in the midst of chaos
● Significant experience with strategic planning, governance and best practices in
nonprofit and charter school management
● Personal attributes such as pluck, thick skin, perseverance, collaborative
management style and sensitivity
● Strong and detailed interpersonal communication including verbal, written, and
listening
● Ability to make tough, and sometimes unpopular decisions while at the same
time building consensus as needed for initiatives
● Demonstrated ability to perform thoughtful and insightful strategic analyses
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● Skill in strategy, planning, problem solving, and project management. Able to
take an idea from concept to completion
● Achieves strategic goals in a well-organized fashion while still possessing high
energy, creativity and imagination, and unwavering integrity
● Ability to work independently while at the same time obtaining input and direction
as needed
● Innovative and forward-thinking leader and changemaker with strong analytical
skills
● Demonstrable achievement as a collaborator, coach, and coalition-builder
● A strong communicator with excellent interpersonal skills and a capacity for
leading a diverse staff equitably
● Technical Skills: MS Office, Excel, Google Apps, Integrated technology systems
knowledge including: web development, content/data management and customer
relationship management
Senior Recruitment and Talent Manager
The Senior Recruitment and Talent Manager reports to the CEO and is responsible for
leading recruitment, retention and engagement at the charter management offices and
across the ECS network of schools, including but not limited to leading initiatives to
improve recruiting and hiring, employee relations and culture building, educator and
administrator development and support. The Senior Manager of Recruitment and Talent
will help support and implement our strategic plan initiatives through his/her analysis,
data-driven approach, and operational mindset.
Responsibilities
● Strategize with our executive team to drive a culture of continuous improvement.
● Own all aspects of the employee lifecycle including overseeing recruiting,
onboarding and managing talent
● Develop ECS teacher and leader pipeline program in a teacher and leader
shortage market while prioritizing recruiting hiring and retaining faculty and staff
of color.
● Establish programs, strategies and processes related to compensation and
benefit packages, staffing, performance management, employee engagement,
talent management/ organizational development and employee relations in order
to meet organizational objectives.
● Proactively assess and improve upon organizational communication channels
from a company-wide level to manager / employee and peer-to-peer relations.
● Build strong relationships within the organization through thought leadership,
coaching, mentoring, conflict resolution and people advocacy.
● Work closely with executive team to oversee and enhance ECS’s leadership and
organizational development and career path strategies.
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● Support ECS’s HR team ensuring the department serves as an internal resource
for all employee compensation and benefits related needs.
● Establish, refine and maintain employment policies and practices that comply
with federal and state regulations.
● Collaborate with HR Manager and the executive team on all employee-related
ECS events, retreats, training courses and volunteer opportunities.

Qualifications
● Experience in HR administration, managing and implementing HR processes.
● Bachelor’s degree required, preferably in Business/Psychology. Advanced
degree preferred.
● Accessible and effective in dealing with people at all levels in the organization.
● Knowledgeable and up to date on all federal and state regulations with reference
to employee guidelines.
● HR experience in the education sector and specifically charter organizations
preferred
● Sincere passion for ECS’s mission and vision
● Maintains grace and sense of humor in the midst of chaos
● Personal attributes such as pluck, thick skin, perseverance, collaborative
management style and sensitivity
● Strong and detailed interpersonal communication including verbal, written, and
listening
● Ability to make tough, and sometimes unpopular decisions while at the same
time building consensus as needed for initiatives
● Achieves strategic goals in a well-organized fashion while still possessing high
energy, creativity and imagination, and unwavering integrity
● Ability to work independently while at the same time obtaining input and direction
as needed
● Innovative and forward-thinking leader and changemaker with strong analytical
skills
● Demonstrable achievement as a collaborator, coach, and coalition-builder
● A strong communicator with excellent interpersonal skills and a capacity for
leading a diverse staff equitably

Human Resources Manager
The HR Manager is responsible for providing Human Resources services for one or
more schools at ECS. As a support to cabinet members and teammates, the HR
Manager serves as a key point of contact for ensuring a compliant and productive
workplace. The HR Manager reports directly to the Chief Executive Officer.
Responsibilities
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● Fosters culture and climate consistent with ECS’s values, mission and vision
● Works with cabinet members to identify staff vacancies and recruit, interview and
select applicants.
● Maintains human resource staff by orienting and training employees.
● Maintains the work structure by updating job requirements and job descriptions
for all positions.
● Manages employee payroll and benefits
● Administers compensation, benefits and performance management systems, and
safety and recreation programs.
● Manages employee relations issues; conducts investigations and completes
associated documentation using the appropriate protocols; and tracks issues
through to resolution.
● Provides current and prospective employees with information about policies, job
duties, working conditions, wages, and opportunities for promotion and employee
benefits.
● Supports cabinet members with involuntary/voluntary terminations, reviews
separation documents, conducts exit interviews, and recommends retention
strategies as necessary.
● Overseeing the maintenance of historical human resource records by designing a
filing and retrieval system, keeping past and current records
● Ensures compliance with state/federal HR related regulation, as well as ECS
policies and procedures.
● Supports workers compensation claims and documentation.
● Supports schools with volunteer recruitment, training and compliance.
● Researches information and gathers data for special reports and projects e.g.
employee handbook, compliance reports
● Generates new and renewal contracts for staff, coaches and independent
contractors.
● Manages pay schedule and years of teaching for staff members
● Assists with the planning and coordination of school wide events, e.g. Rethink
Green, press releases, community fairs;
● Communicates and interacts with external resources as necessary to facilitates
the needs of school staff to include Paycom, TCIG, ASCIP, LACOE, EDD;
STRS/PERS, York Risk Services, etc.
Qualifications
● Associate degree – BA preferred
● At least 4 years of professional experience, with 3 years of experience in HR,
administration
● Sincere passion for ECS’s mission and vision
● Bilingual Preferred
● Benefit administration
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School Site Staff
Principal
The Principal is the instructional leader who challenges his/her community with data,
leads collaborative team walk-throughs, manages coaching cycles, utilizes protocols
like video tape and student work analysis to reflect and improve practice. The Principal
reports directly to the Executive Director and collaborates with the ECS leadership
team. The principal holds the vision for the school and for ECS. He/she works
collaboratively with the ECS leadership team to set the strategic direction for the
organization and the site specifically. He/she will collaboratively review and analyze
data and implement mission-aligned strategies to ensure success.
Responsibilities
FACULTY AND PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP
● Hire a staff qualified to meet the mission of the school
● Supervise, coach and evaluate staff members
● Advocate, nurture, and sustain ECS culture through effective planning and
oversight of professional development
● Model a personal code of ethics and develop professional leadership capacity.
CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION, AND ASSESSMENT
● Oversee curriculum, assessment and instructional development and alignment
● Supervise development of use and data to inform instruction
● Create a school-wide improvement plan outlining goals, objectives, and
strategies to bring about desired improvements
● Implement and facilitate strategies to reach desired outcomes.
● Manage special programs e.g., electives, Advisory and After School Programs
● Oversee the Special Education and Student Support Programs
● Advocate, nurture, and sustain ECS culture through effective planning and
oversight of professional development
STRATEGY AND OPERATIONS
● Manage strategies to reach and maintain desired enrollment and waitlist
● Implement Local Control Accountability Plan
● Support the Executive Director in financial planning and budgeting
● Work collaboratively with the ECS leadership team to set the strategic direction
for the organization and the site specifically
● Ensure management of the organization, operations, budget and resources for a
safe, efficient, and effective learning environment.
STUDENTS AND PARENTS
● Oversee academic progress, implementing strategies to reach success and
removing barriers
● Insure the safe learning environment free from classroom distractions, bullying,
cheating, fighting and other student discipline issues that interfere with learning
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● Oversee attendance rates and incentives
● Break down barriers between home and school by encouraging and assisting the
parent’s participation in their students’ social and academic education.
● Communicate school policies, vision and mission
● Other school activities and duties as assigned or needed.
Qualifications
● Organizational management experience with human and financial resources,
including employees and volunteers, budgeting fiscal management, compliance
procedures;
● Leadership, supervision and staff development experience;
● Experience teaching adolescents in an urban educational setting;
● Strong interpersonal skills, including the ability to interact effectively with staff
members, parents, district personnel, vendors and community stakeholders;
● Proficiency in the use of computers, including but not limited to word processing,
spreadsheets, multimedia presentations, email, the Internet, and digital media;
● Advanced degree, preferably in education and/or administrative credential; and
● In-depth understanding of and commitment to the School’s vision and mission
Assistant Principal
The Assistant Principal is a site-level leader who challenges his/her community with rich
data analysis, leads collaborative team walk-throughs, supports coaching cycles,
utilizes protocols like video tape and student work analysis to reflect and improve
practice. The Assistant Principal reports directly to the Principal.
Responsibilities
● Manage special education, intervention and enrichment programming,
after-school programming, summer programming and other key cultural
programs.
● Serve as an instructional coach, working with the Principal to implement the
school-wide improvement plan including academic objectives and metrics o
facilitate professional development programs aligned to school wide
improvement plan, objectives and ECHS 2’s mission. o Instructional support
duties include New Teacher Summer Institute, Returning Teacher Summer PD
program, Ongoing Professional Development, new teachers support programs,
BTSA, coaching, supervision and evaluation.
● Support with implementation of state mandated standardized tests, NWEA, and
site specific benchmark tools and collaborate with other leaders to collect and
analyze data to drive instruction and school-wide improvement plan.
● Oversee the accurate reporting of attendance, including supplemental
instructional hours,
● Create and distribute the School Accountability Report Card (SARC),
● Assist with ECHS 2’s participation in CALPADS,
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● Assist with coordination Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC)
processes,
● Ensure ECHS 2’s compliance with state and federal reporting requirements and
● Manage and oversee all assessments including, but not limited to, state
mandated standardized tests (SBAC, EAP and CAHSEE), NWEA, and site
specific benchmark assessments.
Qualifications
● Master’s degree required; administrative credential or other management
experience preferred
● School leadership and specifically charter school experience preferred
● Experience working with parents and schools in a similar school community
● Strong writing experience required
Teachers
Note: If AB 1505 is signed into law, all teachers will have a certificate of clearance and
satisfy the requirements for professional fitness pursuant to Sections 44339, 44340, and
44341.
The governing body of ECS would reserve the right to use local assignment options
authorized in statute and regulations for the purpose of legally assigning certificated
teachers, in accordance with all of the requirements of the applicable statutes or
regulations in the same manner as a governing board of a school district. ECHS 2
would have authority to request an emergency permit or a waiver from the Commission
on Teacher Credentialing for individuals in the same manner as a school district.
Responsibilities
● Work collaboratively to achieve the school’s mission and objectives
● Develop, implement and document a rigorous student centered curriculum
aligned to standards, student learning outcomes, SLOs, school objectives and
strategies
● Accommodate, differentiate or modify curriculum as appropriate to meet
students’ needs
● Be resourceful, e.g., research programs and curricular resources, anticipate and
order equipment, schedule guest speakers, design a field trip, develop
partnership in the community, research and write grants, utilize a variety of
instructional strategies, attend conferences to improve instruction
● Support students to succeed through alternative and fair approaches to
assessment and discipline, accommodations to curriculum, and alternative
instructional strategies
● Implement school-wide strategies and programs (i.e., Advisory, College
Readiness strategies)
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● Communicate with parents, community members and other stakeholders to
improve student learning
● Foster a small learning community by participating in school activities and
objectives outside of the teaching requirements (e.g., attending field trips,
tutoring, lunch time activities, managing a club, attending extracurricular
activities, outdoor education trips, parent communication)
● Maintain accurate records of students’ grades and attendance and submit them
within the required time
● Participate in staff meetings to carry out grade and department specific business,
align and deepen curriculum, improve pedagogy, and establish and nurture
collegial relationships
● Support team in interviewing for other team members
● Work with supervisors and staff to continuously improve practice, student
learning, and community functioning
● Other school activities and duties as assigned or needed
Qualifications
● A valid California Multi-Subject or Single-Subject teaching credential (depending
on grade level subject area taught);
● CLAD or BCLAD authorization to teach English Learners
● Prior classroom experience;
● Strong classroom management skills;
● Experience in interdisciplinary, project-based, and environmentally-themed
education
● Proficiency in computer hardware and software use, including word processing,
spreadsheets, multimedia presentations, email, the Internet and digital media;
● Possession of a Bachelor’s degree from a four-year college or university; and
● An in-depth understanding of, and commitment to, the School’s vision and
mission.
Special Education Teacher
Responsibilities
● Develop, implement and document a rigorous students centered curriculum
aligned to standards, students learning outcomes, SLOs, school objectives and
strategies
● Accommodate, differentiate or modify curriculum as appropriate to meet
students’ needs
● Support students to succeed through alternative and fair approaches to
assessment and discipline, accommodations to curriculum, and alternative
instructional strategies
● Implement school-wide strategies and programs (i.e., Advisory, College
Readiness strategies)
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● Maintain accurate records of students’ grades and attendance and submit them
within the required time
● Participate in staff meetings to carry out grade and department specific business,
align and deepen curriculum, improve pedagogy, and establish and nurture
collegial relationships
● Work with supervisors and staff to continuously improve practice, students
learning, and community functioning
Qualifications
● Mild to Moderate Special Education Credential with added Autism Authorization
desired
● Evidence of successful experience in teaching special education is desired
● Ability to administer and interpret results of special education assessment
instruments
● Academic expertise; preferably an advanced degree
● A commitment to both excellence and equity
● Two years experience in an urban public school
● Commitment to working with a diverse population in an urban school
● High expectations for all students
● Experience working with parents and families
● Experience with community resources referrals
● Experience with collaborative work
● Excellent communicator and facilitator
● Strong commitment to the ECS mission and values
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Budget Narrative
The attached budget and cash flow projection are based on conservative estimates of the actual costs to
operate Environmental Charter High School’s (ECHS2) program as described in the charter petition.
Assumptions that are being used to create the analysis are based on the existing high school and
organizational financial data.
I.

Revenues

A. Enrollment and ADA

Enrollment
9th
10th
11th
12th
ADA
Percentage

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

125
125

250
125
125

375
125
125
125

118.75
95.0%

237.50
95.0%

356.25
95.0%

500
125
125
125
125
475.00
95.0%

500
125
125
125
125
475.00
95.0%

B. Government Funding
The Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) was signed by the Governor on June 27, 2013. Using the Fiscal
Crisis and Management Assistance Team (FCMAT) calculator version 20.2b, dated July 26, 2019, the LCFF
rates used are as follows:

Effective Rate

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

$13,205

$13,580

$14,009

$14,458

$14,458

This budget reflects an unduplicated pupil percentage (UPP) of 89% for Free and Reduced (FRL), English
Language Learners (ELL), Foster and Homeless students. This is based on the existing middle school’s 201819 1.17 CALPADS report assuming similar students would attend the high school. The district UPP is
assumed to be 87.35%. If in fact the school or district has a higher UPP, the LCFF rate will increase due to
higher Supplemental and Concentration Grants, which will result in higher revenues. The allocation of
Property tax is based on Inglewood Unified’s 2018-19 P-2 rate of $1,940.18 per ADA. The Education
Protection Account (EPA) is assumed to be $200 per ADA.
Title I, II and IV funding are included in the budget. Entitlements are based on assumptions of $300 per FRL
high school student for Title I and $30 per FRL high school student for Title II. Child Nutrition is also
included and estimated based on current reimbursement rates. The Federal Expansion grant is included as
All Other Federal Revenue. This has already been awarded to the organization.
Special Education is based on its current membership in the El Dorado SELPA.
ECHS2 assumes SB740 Facilities revenue. The funding calculation is based on 75% of rent or $1,187 per
ADA, whichever is the lesser of the two.
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ECHS2 has included the Mandate Block Grant. This is budgeted at $48 per prior year P-2 ADA for the high
school grades. The school also has budgeted for state lottery revenue. The expected rate is $207/ADA.
Donations are included in the budget. These are based on the organization’s strong historical fundraising
record.
II. EXPENSES
Expenses have been conservatively estimated by the petitioners. Non-payroll expense assumptions have
been increased 1.0% per year. Below is a summary of the major expense categories and their underlying
assumptions.
A. Staffing and Benefits
The staffing roster is included as a tab in the budget workbook.
Wages are grown by 2% each year. STRS is budgeted at the following rates:

STRS

2020-21
18.40%

2021-22
18.10%

2022-23
18.10%

2023-24
18.10%

2024-25
18.10%

B. Books and Supplies
ECHS2 plans to spend $320k in its first year based upon current expectations, increasing by inflation in out
years. The school will spend $350 per student on instructional materials and supplies. As the school adds
students, the school has budgeted $1,275 per new student on textbooks, classroom furniture and
computers. Replacement costs have been included as well. Food Service is budgeted at $5 per day for each
FRL student.
C. Services and Operating
Travel and conferences assume $700 per teacher to attend. Dues and memberships assume the annual
California Charter School Association membership at $5 per student. The liability insurance premium is
assumed to be $90 per student.
Operations and Housekeeping are budgeted at $410 per student for janitorial services, security and utilities.
Equipment leases are assumed to be $400 per month for a copier lease. Rent is budgeted at $1,200 per
student. Repairs and maintenance are budgeted at $100 per student.
The school will outsource some back office (financial reporting, budgeting and accounting). District
oversight at 1% of LCFF has been included.
Home office fees are included. These cover grant writing, accounting, human resources, facilities,
professional development and marketing support.
The school also budgeted for instructional consultants, field trips, professional development, fingerprinting,
legal, marketing and student recruiting, consultants, payroll and audit fees, communications, technology
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services, consultants, sports, student assessment and student information services. All of these
assumptions are in line with historical spending and the current operating high school.
ECHS2 expects to spend roughly $8k in its first year on its communication expenses, including telephone,
cell phones and internet.
Capital outlay for leasehold improvements are included in the cash flow, assuming $50k in each year the
school grows a grade. This is reflected as depreciation in the income statement.
D. Cash Flow
Cash flow is projected to be positive. ECHS2 has included the California School Finance (CSFA) Revolving
Loan Program in the cash projection. CSFA provides low cost start-up loans of $250,000 to new charters.
Loan payments are deducted from apportionments starting in the fiscal year after the proceeds are
received.
The organization expects ECHS2 will open with a higher cash balance than budgeted as the school is
currently fundraising for the new school.
E. Contingencies and Reserves
In each fiscal year the school plans to exceed a budget reserve equal to 5% of total annual expenses. The
fund balance is composed of 5% for the reserve for economic uncertainties and the balance is unassigned.
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ECHS 2
Multi-year Projection
IUSD
Year 1
2019-20

Year 2
2020-21

Year 3
2021-22

Year 4
2022-23

Year 5
2023-24

Year 6
2024-25

SUMMARY
Revenue
LCFF Entitlement
Federal Revenue
Other State Revenues
Local Revenues
Fundraising and Grants
Total Revenue

164,810
164,810

1,568,053
613,887
210,113
250,000
2,642,053

3,225,199
247,064
428,540
150,000
4,050,803

4,990,546
375,740
649,797
120,000
6,136,083

6,867,557
506,002
873,362
100,000
8,346,920

6,867,557
524,798
884,430
100,000
8,376,785

Expenses
Compensation and Benefits
Books and Supplies
Services and Other Operating Expenditures
Depreciation
Other Outflows
Total Expenses

41,350
6,000
117,460
164,810

1,272,529
319,657
551,192
5,000
2,148,378

2,399,452
465,844
1,031,678
10,000
3,906,974

3,557,803
616,137
1,554,251
15,000
5,743,189

4,932,181
770,999
2,082,874
20,000
7,806,055

5,035,930
603,347
2,093,543
20,000
7,752,820

493,675

143,829

392,894

540,866

623,965

(0)

493,675

637,504

1,030,397

1,571,263

(0)

(0)
493,675

493,675
143,829

637,504
392,894

1,030,397
540,866

1,571,263
623,965

(0)

493,675

637,504

1,030,397

1,571,263

2,195,228

Operating Income
Fund Balance
Beginning Balance (Unaudited)
Audit Adjustment
Beginning Balance (Audited)
Operating Income
Ending Fund Balance
Total Revenue Per ADA
Total Expenses Per ADA
Operating Income Per ADA
Fund Balance as a % of Expenses

(0)

-

0%

22,249
18,092
4,157
23%

17,056
16,450
606
16%

17,224
16,121
1,103
18%
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17,572
16,434
1,139
20%

17,635
16,322
1,314
28%

Assumptions

ECHS 2
Multi-year Projection
IUSD
Year 1
2019-20

Year 2
2020-21

Year 3
2021-22

Year 4
2022-23

Year 5
2023-24

Year 6
2024-25

Key Assumptions
Enrollment Breakdown
9
10
11
12
Total Enrolled

-

125
125

125
125
250

125
125
125
375

125
125
125
125
500

125
125
125
125
500

95.0%
95.0%

95.0%
95.0%

95.0%
95.0%

95.0%
95.0%

95.0%
95.0%

-

119
119

238
238

356
356

475
475

475
475

-

125
111
100
19
125

250
223
200
38
125

375
334
300
57
125

500
446
400
76
125

500
446
400
76
-

-

14.3
7

27.3
13

40.0
20

54.1
27

54.1
27

-

180
0%

180
1%

180
1%

180
1%

180
1%

ADA %

9-12
Average ADA %
ADA

9-12
Total ADA
Demographic Information
CALPADS Enrollment (for unduplicated % calc)
# Unduplicated (CALPADS)
# Free & Reduced Lunch (CALPADS)
# ELL (CALPADS)
New Students
School Information
FTE's
Teachers
Certificated Pay Increases
Classified Pay Increases
# of school days
Default Expense Inflation Rate
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Assumptions

ECHS 2
Multi-year Projection
IUSD
Year 1
2019-20

Year 2
2020-21

Year 3
2021-22

Year 4
2022-23

Year 5
2023-24

Year 6
2024-25

1,313,907
23,750
230,396
1,568,053

2,716,906
47,500
460,793
3,225,199

4,228,107
71,250
691,189
4,990,546

5,850,972
95,000
921,586
6,867,557

5,850,972 FCMAT calculator v20.2b July 26, 2019
95,000 $200 per ADA
921,586 Based on 2018-19 P2 rate
6,867,557

76,950
30,000
3,000
10,000
493,937
613,887

15,625
155,439
60,000
6,000
10,000
247,064

31,250
235,490
90,000
9,000
10,000
375,740

46,875
317,127
120,000
12,000
10,000
506,002

62,500
320,298
120,000
12,000
10,000
524,798

$125 per PY ADA
90% of food cost
$300 per eligible student
$30 per eligible student
Minimum award of $10k per LEA
Federal Expansion Grant

64,481
8,550
112,500
24,581
210,113

128,963
17,271
227,250
5,894
49,163
428,540

193,444
26,166
344,284
12,160
73,744
649,797

257,925
35,236
463,635
18,240
98,325
873,362

257,925
35,589
468,272
24,320
98,325
884,430

$543 per ADA
10% of food cost
$1187 per ADA or 75% of rent, whichever is less
$50 per PY ADA
$207 per ADA

Assumptions

REVENUE
LCFF Entitlement
8011 Charter Schools General Purpose Entitlement - State Aid
8012 Education Protection Account Entitlement
8096 Charter Schools in Lieu of Property Taxes
SUBTOTAL - LCFF Entitlement
Federal Revenue
8181 Special Education - Entitlement
8220 Child Nutrition Programs
8291 Title I
8292 Title II
8294 Title IV
8299 All Other Federal Revenue
SUBTOTAL - Federal Revenue

-

164,810
164,810

Other State Revenue
8381 Special Education - Entitlement (State
8520 Child Nutrition - State
8545 School Facilities Apportionments
8550 Mandated Cost Reimbursements
8560 State Lottery Revenue
SUBTOTAL - Other State Revenue

-

Local Revenue
SUBTOTAL - Local Revenue

-

Fundraising and Grants
8802 Donations - Private
SUBTOTAL - Fundraising and Grants

-

TOTAL REVENUE

164,810

-

-

-

-

250,000
250,000

150,000
150,000

120,000
120,000

100,000
100,000

2,642,053

4,050,803

6,136,083

8,346,920
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-

100,000 Strong history of donations and community financial support
100,000
8,376,785

ECHS 2
Multi-year Projection
IUSD
Year 1
2019-20

Year 2
2020-21

Year 3
2021-22

Year 4
2022-23

Year 5
2023-24

Year 6
2024-25

Assumptions

EXPENSES
Compensation & Benefits
Certificated Salaries
1100 Teachers Salaries
1111 Teacher - Elective
1148 Teacher - Special Ed
1200 Certificated Pupil Support Salaries
1300 Certificated Supervisor & Administrator Salaries
1311 Cert Admin - CMO
1930 Other Cert - Counselor
SUBTOTAL - Certificated Salaries

34,286
34,286

390,000
15,000
75,000
32,500
105,060
78,518
70,000
766,078

787,800
30,000
76,500
66,300
197,161
146,828
141,400
1,445,989

1,193,556
45,000
153,030
165,126
201,104
206,947
214,228
2,178,992

1,607,427
60,000
231,091
394,079
295,127
262,006
218,513
3,068,241

1,639,576 See payroll tab, 2% COLA
61,200
235,712
401,960
301,029
267,246
222,883
3,129,606

-

45,000
52,000
60,873
35,000
192,873

90,900
53,040
113,832
35,000
71,400
364,172

92,718
54,101
160,441
71,400
109,242
487,902

139,572
55,183
203,127
109,242
111,427
618,551

142,364 See payroll tab, 2% COLA
56,286
207,189
111,427
113,655
630,922

Employee Benefits
3100 STRS
3300 OASDI-Medicare-Alternative
3400 Health & Welfare Benefits
3500 Unemployment Insurance
3600 Workers Comp Insurance
SUBTOTAL - Employee Benefits

5,863
497
704
7,064

140,958
25,863
124,125
2,935
19,697
313,578

261,724
48,826
236,029
5,531
37,181
589,291

394,397
68,920
364,665
8,149
54,778
890,909

555,352
91,809
511,240
11,262
75,727
1,245,389

566,459
93,645
526,577
11,480
77,241
1,275,402

Books & Supplies
4100 Approved Textbooks & Core Curricula Materials
4315 Custodial Supplies
4320 Educational Software
4325 Instructional Materials & Supplies
4330 Office Supplies
4335 PE Supplies
4345 Non Instructional Student Materials & Supplies
4410 Classroom Furniture, Equipment & Supplies
4420 Computers (individual items less than $5k
4423 Classroom Noncapitalized items 1
4710 Student Food Services
4720 Other Food
SUBTOTAL - Books and Supplies

6,000
6,000

43,750
3,125
6,250
31,250
3,125
3,000
3,125
55,000
67,500
14,282
85,500
3,750
319,657

44,188
6,313
12,625
63,125
6,313
3,030
6,313
57,444
73,225
12,985
172,710
7,575
465,844

44,629
9,563
19,127
95,634
9,563
3,060
9,563
59,931
79,058
12,875
261,656
11,476
616,137

45,076
12,879
25,758
128,788
12,879
3,091
12,879
62,462
85,000
14,372
352,363
15,455
770,999

13,008
26,015
130,076
13,008
3,122
13,008
7,805
20,812
5,000
355,887
15,609
603,347

Services & Other Operating Expenses
5200 Travel & Conferences
5305 Dues & Membership - Professional
5400 Insurance
5510 Utilities - Gas and Electric
5515 Janitorial, Gardening Services & Supplies
5520 Security
5525 Utilities - Waste

4,250
-

4,900
625
11,250
15,000
11,250
1,200
6,250

9,191
1,263
22,725
30,300
22,725
1,212
12,625

14,281
1,913
34,428
45,905
34,428
1,224
19,127

19,473
2,576
46,364
61,818
46,364
1,236
25,758

19,667
2,602
46,827
62,436
46,827
1,249
26,015

Classified Salaries
2103 Classified - SPED
2300 Classified Supervisor & Administrator Salaries
2311 Classified Admin - CMO
2400 Classified Clerical & Office Salaries
2904 Other Classified - Security/yard duty
SUBTOTAL - Classified Salaries
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Per School Services Dartboard 2019-20 Adopted State Budget
See rates tab
See rates tab
See rates tab
2.05% of payroll

$350 per new student
$25 per student
$50 per student
$250 per student
$25 per student
$25 per student
$425 per new student, replacement items $15 per student
$500 per new student, replacement items $40 per student
$1k per staff laptop
$5 per FRL student per day
$30 per student

$700 per teacher
$5 per student
$90 per student
$120 per student
$90 per student
$100 per month
$50 per student

ECHS 2
Multi-year Projection
IUSD

5530
5605
5615
5631
5803
5809
5812

Utilities - Water
Equipment Leases
Repairs and Maintenance - Building
Rent-HS2
Accounting Fees
Banking Fees
Business Services

5815
5824
5830
5836
5843
5845
5848
5854
5856
5857
5860
5863
5872
5874
5875
5878
5881
5884
5887
5893
5899
5910
5920

Consultants - Instructional
District Oversight Fees
Field Trips Expenses
Fingerprinting
Interest - Loans Less than 1 Year
Legal Fees
Licenses and Other Fees
Consultants - Other 1
Home Office Expense
Payroll Fees
Printing and Reproduction
Professional Development
SELPA Fee
Sports
Staff Recruiting
Student Assessment
Student Information System
Substitutes
Technology Services
Transportation - Student
Miscellaneous Operating Expenses
Communications - Internet / Website Fees
Communications - Telephone & Fax
SUBTOTAL - Services & Other Operating Exp.

Depreciation Expense
6900 Depreciation
SUBTOTAL - Depreciation Expense
Other Outflows
SUBTOTAL - Other Outflows
TOTAL EXPENSES

Year 1
2019-20
20,000
-

Year 2
2020-21
6,250
4,800
12,500
150,000
7,500
120
11,663

Year 3
2021-22
12,625
4,848
25,250
303,000
7,575
121
22,229

Year 4
2022-23
19,127
9,600
38,254
459,045
7,651
122
31,948

Year 5
2023-24
25,758
9,696
51,515
618,181
7,727
124
39,586

Year 6
2024-25
26,015
9,793
52,030
624,362
7,805
125
31,134

71,130
22,080
117,460

57,500
15,681
50,000
1,250
5,000
1,875
31,760
12,500
4,950
6,250
17,500
3,869
10,000
2,000
12,500
5,500
21,000
30,000
6,250
5,000
3,750
3,750
551,192

116,150
32,575
101,000
1,263
2,500
10,100
3,788
12,625
25,250
6,666
12,625
32,825
7,229
20,200
2,020
25,250
11,110
39,390
60,600
12,625
5,050
7,575
7,575
1,031,678

175,967
50,909
153,015
1,275
2,000
15,302
5,738
19,127
38,254
8,569
19,127
51,005
8,988
30,603
2,040
38,254
16,832
61,206
91,809
19,127
5,101
11,476
11,476
1,554,251

236,969
70,757
206,060
1,288
1,500
20,606
7,727
25,758
51,515
10,664
25,758
69,545
12,192
41,212
2,061
51,515
22,667
83,454
123,636
25,758
5,152
15,455
15,455
2,082,874

239,339
71,464
208,121
1,000
20,812
7,805
26,015
52,030
10,770
26,015
70,241
12,817
41,624
2,081
52,030
22,893
84,289
124,872
26,015
5,203
15,609
15,609
2,093,543

-

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

-

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

-

-

-

-

-

164,810

2,148,378

3,906,974

5,743,189
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7,806,055

Assumptions
$50 per student
$400 per month
$100 per student
$1200 per student
$7500 audit fee
$10 per month

Outsourced services for budgeting, forecasting, reporting and accounting
$460 per student , Includes after school program
1% of LCFF
$400 per student
$10 per new student
CSFA Loan 1% interest
$40 per student
$15 per student
Facilities consultant and $50 per student
$100 per student
$150 per headcount
$50 per student
$2500 per teacher
El Dorado SELPA admin fee
$80 per student
$2000 for EdJoin
$100 per student
$44 per student
$3000 per Teacher
$240 per student
$50 per student
$30 per student
$30 per student

20,000 $50k in Leasehold improvements each fall when growing a grade,
depreciated over ten years
20,000

7,752,820

ECHS 2
Monthly Cash Forecast
IUSD

Jul
Forecast
Beginning Cash

Aug
Forecast

Sep
Forecast

Oct
Forecast

Nov
Forecast

Dec
Forecast

2019-20
Actuals & Forecast
Jan
Feb
Forecast
Forecast

Mar
Forecast

Apr
Forecast

May
Forecast

Jun
Forecast

Forecast

Remaining
Balance

-

3,270

6,650

5,965

5,280

4,595

3,910

3,226

2,541

1,856

1,237

618

LCFF Entitlement
Federal Revenue
Other State Revenue
Other Local Revenue
Fundraising & Grants

13,734
-

13,734
-

13,734
-

13,734
-

13,734
-

13,734
-

13,734
-

13,734
-

13,734
-

13,734
-

13,734
-

13,734
-

164,810
-

-

TOTAL REVENUE

13,734

13,734

13,734

13,734

13,734

13,734

13,734

13,734

13,734

13,734

13,734

13,734

164,810

-

176
500
9,788
-

66
500
9,788
-

3,429
702
500
9,788
-

3,429
702
500
9,788
-

3,429
702
500
9,788
-

3,429
702
500
9,788
-

3,429
702
500
9,788
-

3,429
702
500
9,788
-

3,429
702
500
9,788
-

3,429
636
500
9,788
-

3,429
636
500
9,788
-

3,429
636
500
9,788
-

34,286
7,064
6,000
117,460
-

-

TOTAL EXPENSES

10,464

10,354

14,419

14,419

14,419

14,419

14,419

14,419

14,419

14,353

14,353

14,353

164,810

-

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow)

3,270

3,380

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,270

6,650

5,965

5,280

4,595

3,910

3,226

2,541

1,856

1,237

REVENUE

EXPENSES
Certificated Salaries
Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Books & Supplies
Services & Other Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay & Depreciation
Other Outflows

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals
Fixed Assets
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals
Loans Payable (Long Term)
Ending Cash

(685)

(685)

(685)

(685)
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(685)

(685)

(685)

(619)

(619)

(619)

-

-

618

-

-

-

ECHS 2
Monthly Cash Forecast
IUSD

Jul
Forecast
Beginning Cash

Aug
Forecast

Sep
Forecast

Oct
Forecast

Nov
Forecast

Dec
Forecast

2020-21
Actuals & Forecast
Jan
Feb
Forecast
Forecast

Mar
Forecast

Apr
Forecast

May
Forecast

Jun
Forecast

Forecast

Remaining
Balance

-

17,335

2,745

316,741

273,091

175,827

454,316

442,849

345,438

408,723

472,447

557,233

41,161
66,667

41,161
66,667

486,145
47,574
713
66,667

64,511
47,574
713
5,556

58,324
713
5,556

236,503
47,574
713
5,556

41,471
47,574
56,963
5,556

58,324
713
5,556

159,723
47,574
13,609
5,556

156,800
47,574
13,609
5,556

138,987
58,324
41,734
5,556

138,987
47,574
13,609
5,556

1,568,053
613,887
210,113
250,000

144,925
23,575
67,028
-

107,828

107,828

601,098

118,353

64,592

290,345

151,563

64,592

226,461

223,538

244,600

205,725

2,642,053

235,528

Certificated Salaries
Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Books & Supplies
Services & Other Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay & Depreciation
Other Outflows

14,588
7,250
30,896
260
37,498
417
-

59,816
11,341
26,765
85,825
38,671
417
-

61,316
11,341
27,943
85,825
50,677
417
-

61,316
11,341
27,063
16,416
45,868
417
-

61,316
11,341
26,916
16,416
45,868
417
-

61,316
11,341
26,916
16,416
45,868
417
-

61,316
11,341
28,090
16,416
45,868
417
-

61,316
11,341
27,063
16,416
45,868
417
-

61,316
11,341
27,063
16,416
47,040
417
-

61,316
11,341
25,069
16,416
45,672
417
-

61,316
11,341
25,069
16,416
45,672
417
-

139,833
72,214
14,726
16,416
55,255
417
-

766,078
192,873
313,578
319,657
551,192
5,000
-

1,368
-

TOTAL EXPENSES

90,910

222,835

237,519

162,420

162,273

162,273

163,447

162,420

163,593

160,231

160,231

298,861

2,148,378

1,368

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow)

16,919

(115,007)

363,580

(44,067)

(97,681)

128,072

(11,884)

(97,828)

62,869

63,307

84,370

(93,135)

493,675

234,159

417
-

417
100,000

(49,583)
-

17,335

2,745

REVENUE
LCFF Entitlement
Federal Revenue
Other State Revenue
Other Local Revenue
Fundraising & Grants
TOTAL REVENUE
EXPENSES

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals
Fixed Assets
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals
Loans Payable (Long Term)
Ending Cash

316,741

417
-

417
-

417
150,000

417
-

417
-

417
-

417
-

417
-

417
-

273,091

175,827

454,316

442,849

345,438

408,723

472,447

557,233

464,515

368

ECHS 2
Monthly Cash Forecast
IUSD

Jul
Forecast
Beginning Cash

Aug
Forecast

Sep
Forecast

Oct
Forecast

Nov
Forecast

Dec
Forecast

2021-22
Actuals & Forecast
Jan
Feb
Forecast
Forecast

Mar
Forecast

Apr
Forecast

May
Forecast

Jun
Forecast

Forecast

Remaining
Balance

464,515

452,812

217,455

424,035

325,713

204,343

286,263

276,590

141,298

168,924

197,798

277,067

LCFF Entitlement
Federal Revenue
Other State Revenue
Other Local Revenue
Fundraising & Grants

40,000

81,746
3,224
40,000

598,197
12,953
4,663
40,000

211,142
12,953
7,243
3,333

140,692
31,953
7,243
3,333

385,214
12,953
13,136
3,333

188,102
12,953
120,868
3,333

140,692
31,953
13,388
3,333

318,248
12,953
20,139
3,333

305,135
20,766
20,139
3,333

281,385
31,953
83,097
3,333

281,385
12,953
20,139
3,333

3,225,199
247,064
428,540
150,000

293,260
52,719
115,262
-

TOTAL REVENUE

40,000

124,971

655,814

234,671

183,222

414,636

325,256

189,367

354,674

349,373

399,768

317,810

4,050,803

461,242

40,449
22,773
58,560
526
82,656
833
-

125,049
31,036
50,253
102,634
85,044
833
-

128,049
31,036
52,499
102,634
87,433
833
-

128,049
31,036
50,839
28,894
85,841
833
-

128,049
31,036
50,563
28,894
85,841
833
-

128,049
31,036
50,563
28,894
85,841
833
-

128,049
31,036
52,775
28,894
85,841
833
-

128,049
31,036
50,839
28,894
85,841
833
-

128,049
31,036
50,839
28,894
88,229
833
-

128,049
31,036
47,077
28,894
85,442
833
-

128,049
31,036
47,077
28,894
85,442
833
-

128,049
31,036
27,408
28,894
85,442
833
-

1,445,989
364,172
589,291
465,844
1,031,678
10,000
-

2,786
-

TOTAL EXPENSES

205,797

394,850

402,484

325,493

325,216

325,216

327,429

325,493

327,881

321,333

321,333

301,663

3,906,974

2,786

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow)

(165,797)

(269,879)

253,330

(90,822)

(141,995)

89,420

(2,173)

(136,126)

26,793

28,040

78,436

16,147

143,829

458,455

153,532
833
(271)
-

43,120
833
(1,098)
(8,333)

10,750
(49,167)
(8,333)

833
(8,333)

28,125
833
(8,333)

833
(8,333)

833
(8,333)

833
-

833
-

833
-

833
-

833
-

141,298

168,924

197,798

277,067

294,047

REVENUE

EXPENSES
Certificated Salaries
Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Books & Supplies
Services & Other Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay & Depreciation
Other Outflows

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals
Fixed Assets
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals
Loans Payable (Long Term)
Ending Cash

452,812

217,455

424,035

325,713

204,343

286,263

369

276,590

ECHS 2
Monthly Cash Forecast
IUSD

Jul
Forecast
Beginning Cash

Aug
Forecast

Sep
Forecast

Oct
Forecast

Nov
Forecast

Dec
Forecast

2022-23
Actuals & Forecast
Jan
Feb
Forecast
Forecast

Mar
Forecast

Apr
Forecast

May
Forecast

Jun
Forecast

Forecast

Remaining
Balance

294,047

337,689

54,611

226,685

138,270

57,939

159,392

217,227

100,300

149,097

199,951

331,104

LCFF Entitlement
Federal Revenue
Other State Revenue
Other Local Revenue
Fundraising & Grants

32,000

168,584
6,448
32,000

717,699
19,624
8,629
32,000

366,935
19,624
13,787
2,667

290,550
46,874
13,787
2,667

544,236
19,624
25,947
2,667

343,896
19,624
185,929
2,667

290,550
46,874
26,078
2,667

486,512
19,624
26,683
2,667

463,208
35,249
26,683
2,667

433,521
46,874
125,045
2,667

433,521
19,624
26,683
2,667

4,990,546
375,740
649,797
120,000

451,334
82,123
164,097
-

TOTAL REVENUE

32,000

207,033

777,952

403,013

353,878

592,474

552,116

366,168

535,486

527,807

608,107

482,495

6,136,083

697,554

Certificated Salaries
Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Books & Supplies
Services & Other Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay & Depreciation
Other Outflows

51,857
32,932
87,537
797
124,530
1,250
-

189,285
41,361
76,101
120,256
128,123
1,250
-

193,785
41,361
79,425
120,256
131,717
1,250
-

193,785
41,361
76,981
41,647
129,321
1,250
-

193,785
41,361
76,573
41,647
129,321
1,250
-

193,785
41,361
76,573
41,647
129,321
1,250
-

193,785
41,361
79,833
41,647
129,321
1,250
-

193,785
41,361
76,981
41,647
129,321
1,250
-

193,785
41,361
76,981
41,647
132,915
1,250
-

193,785
41,361
71,438
41,647
128,722
1,250
-

193,785
41,361
71,438
41,647
128,722
1,250
-

193,785
41,361
41,049
41,647
128,722
1,250
-

2,178,992
487,902
890,909
616,137
1,554,251
15,000
-

4,193
-

TOTAL EXPENSES

298,902

556,376

567,794

484,345

483,938

483,938

487,197

484,345

487,939

478,203

478,203

447,815

5,743,189

4,193

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow)

(266,902)

(349,344)

210,157

(81,332)

(130,060)

108,537

64,918

(118,177)

47,547

49,604

129,903

34,680

392,894

693,361

309,800
1,250
(506)
-

75,629
1,250
(2,280)
(8,333)

19,000
(48,750)
(8,333)

1,250
(8,333)

56,813
1,250
(8,333)

1,250
-

1,250
-

1,250
-

1,250
-

1,250
-

337,689

54,611

226,685

100,300

149,097

199,951

331,104

367,034

REVENUE

EXPENSES

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals
Fixed Assets
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals
Loans Payable (Long Term)
Ending Cash

138,270

57,939

1,250
(8,333)
159,392

370

1,250
(8,333)
217,227

ECHS 2
Monthly Cash Forecast
IUSD

Jul
Forecast
Beginning Cash

Aug
Forecast

Sep
Forecast

Oct
Forecast

Nov
Forecast

Dec
Forecast

2023-24
Actuals & Forecast
Jan
Feb
Forecast
Forecast

Mar
Forecast

Apr
Forecast

May
Forecast

Jun
Forecast

Forecast

Remaining
Balance

367,034

476,344

132,641

257,988

169,242

120,307

231,334

347,425

238,625

298,398

361,583

535,551

LCFF Entitlement
Federal Revenue
Other State Revenue
Other Local Revenue
Fundraising & Grants

26,667

260,883
9,672
26,667

843,568
26,427
12,609
26,667

532,560
26,427
20,346
2,222

450,236
61,927
20,346
2,222

713,529
26,427
38,586
2,222

509,520
26,427
252,164
2,222

450,236
61,927
38,782
2,222

664,825
26,427
33,243
2,222

631,331
49,865
33,243
2,222

595,706
61,927
167,587
2,222

595,706
26,427
33,243
2,222

6,867,557
506,002
873,362
100,000

619,457
111,792
213,541
-

TOTAL REVENUE

26,667

297,222

909,271

581,555

534,731

780,765

790,333

553,167

726,717

716,661

827,443

657,598

8,346,920

944,789

Certificated Salaries
Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Books & Supplies
Services & Other Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay & Depreciation
Other Outflows

64,637
39,915
120,391
1,073
166,660
1,667
-

267,600
52,603
106,606
138,865
171,637
1,667
-

273,600
52,603
111,158
138,865
176,614
1,667
-

273,600
52,603
107,779
54,689
173,296
1,667
-

273,600
52,603
107,216
54,689
173,296
1,667
-

273,600
52,603
107,216
54,689
173,296
1,667
-

273,600
52,603
111,721
54,689
173,296
1,667
-

273,600
52,603
107,779
54,689
173,296
1,667
-

273,600
52,603
107,779
54,689
178,273
1,667
-

273,600
52,603
100,116
54,689
172,467
1,667
-

273,600
52,603
100,116
54,689
172,467
1,667
-

273,600
52,603
57,513
54,689
172,467
1,667
-

3,068,241
618,551
1,245,389
770,999
2,082,874
20,000
-

5,806
-

TOTAL EXPENSES

394,344

738,978

754,507

663,634

663,071

663,071

667,576

663,634

668,611

655,142

655,142

612,539

7,806,055

5,806

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow)

(367,677)

(441,756)

154,764

(82,079)

(128,340)

117,694

122,758

(110,467)

58,106

61,519

172,301

45,060

540,866

938,983

475,950
1,667
(629)
-

108,283
1,667
(3,564)
(8,333)

27,250
(48,333)
(8,333)

1,667
(8,333)

86,071
1,667
(8,333)

1,667
-

1,667
-

1,667
-

1,667
-

1,667
-

476,344

132,641

257,988

238,625

298,398

361,583

535,551

582,277

REVENUE

EXPENSES

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals
Fixed Assets
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals
Loans Payable (Long Term)
Ending Cash

169,242

120,307

1,667
(8,333)
231,334

371

1,667
(8,333)
347,425

ECHS 2
Monthly Cash Forecast
IUSD

Jul
Forecast
Beginning Cash

Aug
Forecast

Sep
Forecast

Oct
Forecast

Nov
Forecast

Dec
Forecast

2024-25
Actuals & Forecast
Jan
Feb
Forecast
Forecast

Mar
Forecast

Apr
Forecast

May
Forecast

Jun
Forecast

Forecast

Remaining
Balance

582,277

861,570

698,400

503,733

505,949

636,399

639,759

872,093

918,974

956,012

997,254

1,160,645

LCFF Entitlement
Federal Revenue
Other State Revenue
Other Local Revenue
Fundraising & Grants

26,667

347,844
12,896
26,667

403,139
26,691
15,862
26,667

624,064
26,691
26,179
2,222

600,314
62,191
26,179
2,222

600,314
26,691
50,499
2,222

624,064
26,691
260,315
2,222

600,314
62,191
50,760
2,222

655,609
26,691
26,179
2,222

614,848
57,941
26,179
2,222

591,098
62,191
167,828
2,222

591,098
26,691
26,179
2,222

6,867,557
524,798
884,430
100,000

614,848
120,133
195,375
-

TOTAL REVENUE

26,667

387,407

472,359

679,157

690,907

679,727

913,293

715,488

710,702

701,191

823,340

646,191

8,376,785

930,357

Certificated Salaries
Classified Salaries
Employee Benefits
Books & Supplies
Services & Other Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay & Depreciation
Other Outflows

65,930
40,713
123,651
1,084
167,439
1,667
-

272,952
53,655
109,164
70,108
172,495
1,667
-

279,072
53,655
113,804
70,108
177,552
1,667
-

279,072
53,655
110,360
51,339
174,181
1,667
-

279,072
53,655
109,786
51,339
174,181
1,667
-

279,072
53,655
109,786
51,339
174,181
1,667
-

279,072
53,655
114,378
51,339
174,181
1,667
-

279,072
53,655
110,360
51,339
174,181
1,667
-

279,072
53,655
110,360
51,339
179,238
1,667
-

279,072
53,655
102,545
51,339
173,338
1,667
-

279,072
53,655
102,545
51,339
173,338
1,667
-

279,072
53,655
58,663
51,339
173,338
1,667
-

3,129,606
630,922
1,275,402
603,347
2,093,543
20,000
-

5,900
-

TOTAL EXPENSES

400,483

680,042

695,859

670,274

669,700

669,700

674,292

670,274

675,331

661,616

661,616

617,734

7,752,820

5,900

Operating Cash Inflow (Outflow)

(373,816)

(292,635)

(223,500)

8,883

21,207

10,027

239,001

45,214

35,371

39,575

161,724

28,457

623,965

924,457

652,296
1,667
(853)
-

141,084
1,667
(4,953)
(8,333)

35,500
1,667
(8,333)

1,667
(8,333)

115,909
1,667
(8,333)

1,667
(8,333)

1,667
-

1,667
-

1,667
-

1,667
-

1,667
-

861,570

698,400

918,974

956,012

997,254

1,160,645

1,190,768

REVENUE

EXPENSES

Revenues - Prior Year Accruals
Fixed Assets
Expenses - Prior Year Accruals
Loans Payable (Long Term)
Ending Cash

503,733

505,949

636,399

639,759

372

1,667
(8,333)
872,093

Summary of MCP Legal Entities for ECS
§ Environmental Charter Schools (“ECS”) is a 501(c)3 nonprofit that operates
3 charter schools in Lawndale, Gardena and Inglewood

§ Menlo Charter Properties (“MCP”) is a 501(c)3 nonprofit that was created
to own/finance/manage school facilities on behalf of ECS and its schools
373
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What is Menlo Charter Properties’ Purpose?
§ Menlo Charter Properties (“MCP”) is a 501(c)3 whose sole nonprofit mission
is to own/construct/finance school facilities for Environmental Charter
Schools which benefits ECS in the following ways:
§ Separates ECS from the risks related to being a building owner
§ Enables ECS to qualify for SB 740 funding from the State ($750/ADA) by
having MCP LLC entities serve as landlord to ECS
§ Summary of facilities owned by MCP LLC entities (Lawndale, Menlo,
Yukon)

374
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How MCP Enables ECS to Access SB 740 Funding
§ Menlo Charter Properties (“MCP”) was created to enable ECS schools to
qualify for annual SB 740 charter school facility grant funds (“SB 740”) from
the State of California
§ SB 740 provide funding assistance to charter schools for facility rent
expenditures made to a non-school district landlord
§ How schools qualify: (1) Must serve more than 55% FRPM* students or
(2) be located in the attendance area of a local elementary school
who serves more than 55% FRPM* students and provide a lottery
* “Free or reduced price meals”.
preference to such FRPM* students
§ SB 740 cannot be used for Prop. 39 payments to school districts;
furthermore, a charter school cannot own the school facilities
§ SB 740 provides the lower of: (1) $750 per ADA or (2) 75% of actual rent
§ For ECS, this amounts to about $750,000 (based on an ADA of about 1000
students for all schools.)
§ Without MCP, ECS could not seek reimbursement for rents and facility costs
375
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Flow Chart Between ECS and MCP LLC Entities
SB 740
Funds

Parent Organization
“Tenant”

1

School
3

State of CA
§ ECS (as tenant) leases
school facilities from
each of the MCP LLC
entities (as landlords)

School

1

ECS Middle Schools receives
up to $750 per ADA in rent
reimbursement for rent paid to
the MCP LLC entities.

2

ECS’ Middle schools pays
annual rent to MCP LLC entities
for use of school facilities at
each campus.

School
2

2

Lawndale
LLC

Yukon
LLC

Menlo 165th
Place LLC

“Landlord”

“Landlord”

“Landlord”

Menlo Charter
Properties, LLC
376

3

Currently, ECHS does not lease
any facilities from Lawndale
LLC. ECHS does lease facilities
from Mobile Modular and does
seek reimbursement for these
rents from the California
Finance Authority. MCP
established Lawndale LLC to
to support ECHS with its
facilities project. No current
agreement exists.
4 of 4
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
P. O. BOX 2508
CINCINNATI, OH 45201

Date:

DEC 16 2013

MENLO CHARTER PROPERTIES
C/O MANATT PHELPS & PHILLIPS LLP
MATTHEW A PORTNOFF
11355 W OLYMPIC BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064

Employer Identification Number:
46-2869768
DLN:
17053242352043
Contact Person:
ID# 31072
MRS. KREBS
Contact Telephone Number:
(877) 829-5500
Accounting Period Ending:
December 31
Public Charity Status:
509(a)(3)
Form 990 Required:
Yes
Effective Date of Exemption:
May 1, 2013
Contribution Deductibility:
Yes
Addendum Applies:
No

Dear Applicant:
We are pleased to inform you that upon review of your application for tax
exempt status we have determined that you are exempt from Federal income tax
under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Contributions to you are
deductible under section 170 of the Code. You are also qualified to receive
tax deductible bequests, devises, transfers or gifts under section 2055, 2106
or 2522 of the Code. Because this letter could help resolve any questions
regarding your exempt status, you should keep it in your permanent records.
Organizations exempt under section 501(c)(3) of the Code are further classified
as either public charities or private foundations. We determined that you are
a public charity under the Code section(s) listed in the heading of this
letter.
Please see enclosed Publication 4221-PC, Compliance Guide for 501(c)(3) Public
Charities, for some helpful information about your responsibilities as an
exempt organization.

Letter
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MENLO CH7\RTER PROPERTIES

We have sent a copy of this letter to your representative as indicated in your
power of attorney.
Sincerely,

Director, Exempt Organizations
Enclosure:

Publication 4221-PC

Letter
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OPERATING AGREEMENT
OF
LAWNDALE PROPERTIES LLC
a California limited liability company

THIS OPERATING AGREEMENT is made effective as of the 27th day of
March, 2015, by Menlo Charter Properties, a California nonprofit public benefit corporation (the
"Sole Member"), and is made with reference to the following:
A.
The Sole Member desires to form a limited liability company under and
pursuant to the California Revised Uniform Limited Liability Company Act set forth in
California Corporations Code sections 17000-17713.13, as amended from time to time (the
"Act").
B.
Articles of Organization for Lawndale Properties LLC (the "Company")
were filed with the California Secretary of State on March 27, 2015.
C.
The Sole Member establishes this Operating Agreement in order to
complete the organization of the Company and provide for the governance of the Company and
the conduct of the Company's business.
NOW, THEREFORE, the Sole Member declares the following to be the
Operating Agreement ("Agreement") of the Company:
ARTICLE I
ORGANIZATION
1,1
Formation. The Sole Member has caused the Articles of Organization to
be filed with the California Secretary of State, and the formation of the Company shall be
effective as of the date of said filing.
1.2
Name. The name of the Company shall be Lawndale Properties LLC .
The Company shall conduct its business and affairs under said name or such other name
as the Sole Member may determine from time to time.
1,3
Agent for Service of Process. The name and address for the initial
agent for service of process on the Company is Alison Suffet-Diaz, 812 West 165 th
Place, Gardena, California 90247. The Sole Member may from time to time change the
Company's agent for service of process.
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1.4
Principal Place of Business. The principal office of the Company shall
be located at 812 West 165th Place, Gardena, California 90247 or at such other place as
the Sole Member may determine from time to time.
1.5
Term. The term of the Company shall commence on the filing of the
Articles of Organization with the California Secretary of State and shall continue until
the Company is dissolved and wound-up and liquidated pursuant to this Agreement or by
operation of law.
1.6

Purpose. The Company is organized and will operate:

(a)
for the specific purpose of holding title to property, including
personal property located at 16315 Grevillea Ave, Lawndale, California 90260 (the "Property"),
managing, operating, leasing and othe1wise dealing with the Property and collecting the income
therefrom and turning over the entire amount of said income, less expenses and expenditures,
to the Sole Member, which is an organization exempt from federal income tax under Internal
Revenue Code §50l(c)(3) and from state corporate tax under California Revenue and Taxation
Code §23701d.
(b)
to engage in any lawful act or activity for which a limited liability
company may be organized under the Act; and
(c)
to do any and all things and to engage in any and all other activities
and transactions necessary, convenient, appropriate or incidental to the accomplishment of the
foregoing purposes or otherwise for the protection and benefit of the Company.
Notwithstanding the foregoing and any other provisions of this Agreement, the actions, activities
and transactions of the Company will be limited to those permitted under California Revenue and
Taxation Code §23701 h.
1.7
Tax Status. It is the intention of the Sole Member that the Company be
disregarded as an entity separate from the Sole Member solely for federal and all relevant
state tax purposes. All provisions of the Articles of Organization and this Agreement are
to be construed so as to preserve that tax status.
ARTICLE II
MEMBERSHIP
2.1
Admission. Simultaneously with the effectiveness of this Agreement, the
Sole Member is admitted as the sole member of the Company. The address of the Sole
Member is set forth on Exhibit A.
2.2
Membership Interest. The Sole Member shall own the sole membership
interest in the Company, which includes all rights in the Company collectively, including
the Sole Member's transferable interest, any right to vote or participate in management
and any right to information concerning the business and affairs of the Company.
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2.3
Capital Contributions. The Sole Member may contribute cash or other
property to the Company as Sole Member shall determine from time to time.
2.4
Limited Liability. The Sole Member shall not be bound by, or be
personally liable for, the expenses, liabilities or obligations of the Company, except as
otherwise provided in the Act.
ARTICLE III
MANAGEMENT
3.1

Management.

3.1.1. The management of the business and assets of the Company shall be
vested solely in the Sole Member, who shall have sole power and authority to manage, control
and conduct the business and affairs of the Company and may exercise all powers of the
Company.
3.1.2. The Sole Member may appoint a Chairperson, a Vice Chairperson, a
President, Chief Executive Officer, one or more Vice Presidents, a Secretary, a Chief Financial
Officer and such other officers as the Sole Member may deem necessary or advisable to manage
the day-to-day business affairs of the Company ("Officers") and such Officers shall have the
titles, powers and duties as shall be determined by the Sole Member.
3.1.3. Without limiting the foregoing Paragraphs 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, the Sole
Member shall have the right, in its sole and absolute discretion to, or to cause the Company to, as
applicable:
(a)
take all actions necessary or convenient to the accomplishment of
the Company's purposes set forth in Paragraph 1.6;
(b)
enter into any loan, credit, guarantee or other similar financing
arrangements, including the opening, maintaining and closing bank accounts, in order to receive
or borrow funds to fulfill the Company's purposes and objectives;
(c)
enter into agreements for the purchase, sale and renovation of real
property which agreements may include such representations, warranties, covenants, indemnities
and guarantees as Sole Member deems necessary or advisable;
(d)

own, lease and dispose ofreal property;

(e )

mortgage, pledge or otherwise encumber its property; and

(f)
make and perform such other agreements, undertakings and
transfers of property as Sole Member deems necessary or advisable.
3.2
Meetings. No annual, regular or special meetings of the Sole Member or
Officers are required.
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ARTICLE IV
ALLOCATIONS AND DISTRIBUTIONS
4.1
Allocations. All profits and losses, each item thereof, and all other items
attributable to the membership interest shall be allocated to the Sole Member for tax,
accounting and all other purposes.
4.2 . Distributions. At such times as the Sole Member deems appropriate, the
Sole Member shall cause the Company to distribute cash or other property held by the
Company to the Sole Member. The Company shall turn over the entire amount of its
income, less expenses, to the Sole Member [at least annually].

ARTICLEV
COMPANY ADMINISTRATION
5.1

Books and Records.

5.1.1. The books and records of the Company shall be kept and maintained at the
Company's principal office in California, shall reflect all of the Company transactions, and shall
be appropriate and adequate for the Company's business.
5.1.2. Without limiting the requirements set forth in Paragraph 5.1.1, the
Company shall maintain at its principal office in California all of the following:
A current list of the full name and last known business or residence
(a)
address of the Sole Member, together with the capital contribution and share in profits or losses
of the Sole Member;
(b )

A copy of the Articles of Organization, as amended;

(c)
Copies of the Company's Federal, state and local income tax or
information returns and reports, if any, for the six (6) most recent taxable years;
(d)

Executed counterparts of this Agreement, as amended;

Any powers of attorney under which the Articles of Organization
(e)
or any amendments thereto are executed;
fiscal years; and

(f)

Financial statements of the Company for the six (6) most recent

The books and records of the Company as they relate to the
(g)
Company's internal affairs for the current and past four (4) fiscal years.
5.2
Accounting. Books and records of the Company shall be kept on the
method of accounting selected by the Sole Member and applied on a consistent basis in
the preparation of its financial reports and for tax purposes. The taxable and fiscal years
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of the Company shall end on June 30.
5,3
Banking. All funds of the Company shall be deposited in the name of the
Company in one or more distinct separate accounts with one or more recognized financial
institutions and at such locations, all as shall be determined by the Sole Member. Any
withdrawal from such accounts shall require the signature of the Sole Member or such
other person or persons authorized to do so by the Sole Member.
5,4
Assets. All assets of the Company, whether real or personal, shall be held
in the name of the Company.
ARTICLE VI
TRANSFERS
6.1
Transfers. The Sole Member may assign, sell, gift, transfer or otherwise
dispose of ("Transfer") all or any part of its membership interest, including only all or
any part of its transferable interest, at any time (the transferee hereinafter referred to as
"Permitted Transferee"). A Permitted Transferee of membership in the Company shall
become a substituted member automatically upon such assignment.
6.2
Duties of Substituted Member. Any person admitted to the Company as
a substituted member shall be subject to all of the provisions of this Agreement that apply
to the Sole Member from whom the membership interest was assigned.
Division of Allocations aud Distributions. If any
6.3
membership interest, or part thereof, is assigned during any fiscal year in compliance
with the provisions of this Article VI, profits, losses, each item thereof, and all other
items attributable to such membership interest for such fiscal year shall be divided and
allocated between the transferor and the transferee by taking into account their varying
membership interests during the period in accordance with section 706( d) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, using any convention permitted by law selected by
the Sole Member. All distributions on or before the date of such assignment shall be
made to or for the account of the transferor, and all distributions thereafter shall be made
to or for the account of the transferee. Solely for purposes of making such allocations
and distributions, the Company shall recognize such assignment not later than the end of
the calendar month during which the assignment occurs. Neither the Company nor the
Sole Member shall incur any liability for making allocations and distributions in
accordance with the provisions of this Paragraph 6.3.
6.4
Rights of Transferee of Transferable Interest. A transferee of a
transferable interest has the right to receive, in accordance with the transfer, distributions
to which the transferor would otherwise be entitled; provided, however, that the pledge
or granting of a security interest, lien, or other encumbrance in or against any or all of the
transferable interest of a transferor shall not cause the transferor to cease to be a member
or grant to the transferee or to anyone else the power to exercise any rights or powers of
a member, including, without limitation, the right to receive distributions to which the
member is entitled.
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ARTICLE VII
INDEMNIFICATION

To the extent of Company assets, the Company agrees to defend each Member, Manager,
Officer, any entity controlling, or directly or indirectly related to, Company ("Affiliate"),
(including, without limitation, any director, officer, employee, or agent of any Member,
Manager, Officer or Affiliate acting on behalf of the Company) (collectively "Indemnitees")
against all claims or demands and to indemnify and hold each of the foregoing harmless against
all liabilities, losses, damages, expenses, costs or any other economic detriment suffered, paid,
or incurred, foreseen or unforeseen, arising from any claim, demand, action, suit or proceeding,
whether civil, criminal, administrative, or investigative, or whether threatened, pending or
completed, which pertain to any Indemnitee, as described above, in such capacity, to the fullest
extent permitted by applicable law in effect on the date hereof and to such greater extent as
applicable law may hereafter from time to time permit. No Member shall be subject to personal
liability or required to fund or cause to be funded any obligation of the Company described in the
immediately preceding sentence.
ARTICLE VIII
DISSOLUTION
8.1
occur of:

Events of Dissolution. The Company shall dissolve upon the earliest to

(a)

the decision of the Sole Member;

(b)
the entry of a decree of judicial dissolution under California
Corporations Code section 17707.03.
8.2
Winding Up. Upon dissolution of the Company, the Company shall
engage in no further business other than that necessary to wind up the business and
affairs of the Company. The Sole Member shall wind up the affairs of the Company and
give written notice of the commencement of winding up by mail to all known creditors
and claimants against the Company whose addresses appear in the records of the
Company. After paying or adequately providing for the payment of all known debts of
the Company, including, without limitation, debts and liabilities to the Sole Member as a
creditor of the Company, the remaining assets of the Company shall be distributed to the
Sole Member.
ARTICLE IX
GENERAL
9.1
Amendment. This Agreement may be amended only in a writing signed
by the Sole Member.
9.2
Binding Agl'eement. Subject to any restrictions on transfers set forth in
this Agreement, this Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the Sole
Member and her respective legal representatives, successors, and Permitted Transferees.
938960.1
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Headings. The Article and Paragraph headings are included solely for
9.3
convenience of reference and in no way describe, define, limit, extend or interpret the
scope, intent or extent of this Agreement, or any provision hereof If there is any conflict
between such headings and the text of this Agreement, the text shall control.
Number and Gender. Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, the
9.4
singular shall include the plural and vice versa. In all cases the masculine gender shall
include the neuter and feminine genders and vice versa.
Severability. If any provision of this Agreement or the application
9.5
thereof to any "person" (as defined in the Act) or circumstance shall be held invalid or
unenforceable to any extent, the remainder of this Agreement, or the application of such
provisions to persons or circumstances other than those to which it is held invalid or
unenforceable, shall not be affected thereby, and the intent of this Agreement shall be
enforced to the greatest extent permitted by law.
References to this Agreement. Numbered or lettered Articles and
9.6
Paragraphs herein contained refer to Articles and Paragraphs of this Agreement unless
otherwise expressly stated.
Parties in Interest. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this
9.7
Agreement, nothing contained in this Agreement shall be deemed to confer any right or
benefit on any person who is not a party to this Agreement.
Other Businesses. The Sole Member, any Affiliate, any officer, director,
9.8
or employee of the Sole Member or of any Affiliate or and any other person holding
a legal or beneficial interest in the Sole Member or Affiliate (collectively "Interested
Parties") may engage in or conduct any business, investment, profession or other
activity it chooses, whether or not the same is competitive with the Company, without
any accountability to the Company and without having or incurring any obligation
to offer any interest in such business, investment, profession or other activity to the
Company. The Company shall have no right by virtue of this Agreement in and to any
such business, investment, profession or other activity or to the income or profits arising
therefrom, nor shall the Sole Member be required to permit the Company to participate
in such business, investment, profession or activity. Except as expressly provided in this
Agreement, the each Interested Party shall have no fiduciary obligation to the Company
by virtue of this Agreement to submit to the Company any business opportunity, whether
or not such opportunity arose from it activities with respect to the Company.
Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the whole and entire
9,9
agreement with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement.
9.10 Exhibits. All Exhibits referred to in this Agreement are incorporated by
reference to this Agreement and made a part hereof
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9.11 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each
of which shall be deemed an original and all of which shall constitute one agreement
binding on the parties hereto, notwithstanding that all of the parties are not signatories to
the same counterpart.
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9.12 Goveming Law. The laws of the State of California (without regard
to otherwise governing principles of conflicts of law or choice of law) shall govern
the validity of this Agreement, the construction of its terms, and the interpretation and
enforcement of the rights and duties of the parties hereof.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, th� Sole Member has executed !his Agreement
cffectiye the effective day a11d year set forth above.
SOLi.: Ml!:NIBER:

!
i

CONSENT OF Oll,GANJZER
The undernigned, the Organizer offl1e C-Ompany, aclmowleuges lhal sho filed the Articles
ofOrgani,.alion for tho Compmiy on behalflht> Sole Member and consents to the foregoing.

G I.·201s

Alison Sullet-Diw, Organizer

..

.,

9)19'-0.I
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Environmental Charter Schools
Minutes
Board of Directors' Meeting

Date and Time
Wednesday September 4, 2019 at 5:00 PM
Location
ECHS Auxiliary Office, 2625 Manhattan Beach Blvd, Suite 100, Redondo Beach, CA 90278 / Zoom
info: https://zoom.us/j/147466498 Or Telephone: (669) 900-6833 (Meeting ID: 147 466 498) // Twoway Teleconference Locations: ECHS Auxiliary Office, 2625 Manhattan Beach Blvd, Suite 100,
Redondo Beach, CA 90278 / ECMS-Gardena (812 W. 165th Place, Gardena, CA 90247) / ECMSInglewood (3600 W Imperial Hwy, Inglewood, CA 90303) / ECHS (16315 Grevillea Ave. Lawndale,
CA 90260)
ECS Board Members
Term and End Date
Mr. Anthony Jowid, President.................................................3 years June 30, 2022
Mr. Ken Deemer, Vice President/Treasurer............................3 years June 30, 2022
Ms. Denise Berger, Secretary.................................................3 years June 30, 2020
Dr. Cathy Creasia...................................................................3 years June 30, 2020
Ms. Zena Fong........................................................................2 year June 30, 2020
Ms. Jenina Ramirez................................................................3 years June 30, 2021
Lawndale Elementary School District Representative............Rotating Position
ECS Staff
Ms. Farnaz Golshani-Flechner, Chief Executive Officer/Executive Director
Ms. Danielle Kelsick, Chief Academic Officer/Director of Curriculum and Instruction
Ms. Alison Diaz, Director of Growth and Sustainability (Facilities)
Ms. Kami Cotler, Director of Strategic Initiatives
Dr. Beth Bernstein-Yamashiro, Director of Principal Development/Principal Coach
Dr. Geneva Matthews, Principal at ECMS-Inglewood
Ms. KC Fabiero, Principal at ECHS
Dr. Qiana O'Leary, Principal at ECMS-Gardena
Mr. Dave Trejo, Principal-in-Residence
Mission:
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Reimagine public education in low-income communities of color to prepare conscious, critical
thinkers who are equipped to graduate from college and create a more equitable and sustainable
world.
Values:
JUSTICE - We examine bias, racism, and prejudice. We deliver culturally-responsive curricula. We
succeed when students’ race and class cease to predict their level of achievement. (footnote
Noguera).
COMMUNITY - We care. We collaborate. We respect the rights and voices of our stakeholders.
CURIOSITY - We question. We explore. We innovate.
SUSTAINABILITY - We think globally and act locally. We adapt. We encourage systems thinking to
create a sustainable future.
LEADERSHIP - We listen. We think critically. We advocate. We shift public discourse. We are our
own superheroes.
THE ORDER OF BUSINESS MAY BE CHANGED WITHOUT NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the order of consideration of matters on this agenda may be changed
without prior notice.
PUBLIC SPEAKERS AT BOARD MEETINGS
Notice is hereby given that consistent with the requirements of the Ralph M. Brown Act, special
presentations not mentioned in the agenda may be made at this meeting. However, any such
presentation will be for information only. The public should be aware that the Board is unable by law
to deliberate or take action on items raised during the Presentations from the Floor section.
Environmental Charter Schools recognizes that it benefits greatly from public input and perspective.
Individuals are invited to address the Board on any topic or subject matter that falls within the
Environmental Charter School's purview. Speakers may sign up in person immediately prior to the
beginning of the Board meeting by turning in a Speaker Form (available at the check-in table in
English and Spanish).
Should a member of the public wish to speak on matters not listed on the agenda, they may speak
during the Presentations from the Floor section of the agenda. Speakers will be given a maximum
of three (3) minutes each to address the Board (non-English speakers utilizing translators will be
given a maximum of six (6) minutes each). Please note that the Board allows a maximum of 10
minutes to each subject as determined by the Board's presiding officer.
Should a member of the public wish to speak on matters listed on the agenda, they may speak
during the Presentations from the Floor section of the agenda. Speakers will be given a maximum
of five (5) minutes each to address the Board (non-English speakers utilizing translators will be
given a maximum of ten (10) minutes each).
The public should be aware that the Board is unable by law to deliberate or take action on items
raised during the Presentations from the Floor section.
REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION WILL BE PROVIDED FOR ANY INDIVIDUAL WITH A
DISABILITY
Pursuant to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, any
individual with a disability who requires reasonable accommodation to attend or participate in this
meeting of the Governing Board may request assistance by contacting ECS at (310) 214-3408,
option 5.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
For more information concerning this agenda or for materials relating to this meeting, please
contact ECS at (310) 214-3408, option 5.

Directors Present
Anthony Jowid, Cathy Creasia, Jenina Ramirez, LESD Representative, Zena Fong
Directors Absent
Denise Berger, Ken Deemer
Directors Arrived Late
Cathy Creasia
Guests Present
Alison Diaz, Charity Rock, Dave Trejo, Dorothy Lee, Dr. Beth Bernstein-Yamashiro, Dr. Betsy
Hamilton, Dr. Geneva Matthews, Dr. Jessyka Ramirez-Holden, Dr. Qiana O'Leary, Farnaz
Golshani-Flechner, Jazmine Estrada, Jeremiah David, Julie Vo, Lacey Harris, Lucia Bañuelos,
Robert Maxwell, Rossa Doño-Ramirez

I. Opening Items
A. Record Attendance and Guests
B. Call the Meeting to Order
Anthony Jowid called a meeting of the board of directors of Environmental Charter Schools
to order on Wednesday Sep 4, 2019 @ 5:13 PM at ECHS Auxiliary Office, 2625 Manhattan
Beach Blvd, Suite 100, Redondo Beach, CA 90278 / Zoom info: https://zoom.us/j/147466498
Or Telephone: (669) 900-6833 (Meeting ID: 147 466 498) // Two-way Teleconference
Locations: ECHS Auxiliary Office, 2625 Manhattan Beach Blvd, Suite 100, Redondo Beach,
CA 90278 / ECMS-Gardena (812 W. 165th Place, Gardena, CA 90247) / ECMS-Inglewood
(3600 W Imperial Hwy, Inglewood, CA 90303) / ECHS (16315 Grevillea Ave. Lawndale, CA
90260).
C. Approve the agenda
Jenina Ramirez made a motion to approve agenda.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Zena Fong
Aye
Denise Berger
Absent
LESD Representative Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
Cathy Creasia
Absent

D. Opener
Tabled.

II. Presentations from the Floor
A. Presentations from the Floor on Non-agenda Items
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None.
B. Presentations from the Floor on Agenda Items
None.

III. Reports/Presentations
A. CEO and CAO Update
CEO Farnaz Golshani-Flechner provided the following update:
At ECS all-staff presentation, reinforced priority for this year and introduced team to new
systems and structures put into place to support ECS's singular focus.
ECS has been successful in student outcomes, showing better growth than neighborhood
schools. 4-year college-going attendance rates are good, but six-year graduation rates are
significantly behind in California and the United States as a whole.
Same four priorities that were presented last year are the priorities this year. Still have
priorities of equity and diversity committee work, environmental learning and outdoor
education, community agency partnerships, and student-centered coaching. Singular priority
is literacy through the implementation of reading apprenticeship in grades 6-12 across
content areas.
Board Vice President Ken Deemer introduced to the board to the book Four Disciplines of
Execution. For Reading Apprenticeship program, held three-day PD that included all
directors, teachers, aides and support staff at schools. Reading Apprenticeship-related
outcomes will be the lead measures that will continue to be reviewed in the board benchmark
chart.
All future board principal presentations will be reporting specifically on LCAP goals.
Secondary Math Specialist Charity Rock is leading in minor build in Math.
ECS Cabinet and board completed a data deep dive and at the end of the conversations, it
was clear that ECS had the capacity to build on literacy.
The charts for consistent growth in ELA was then shown, which completely aligns with ECS'
mission statement. Also had a pattern of when RA was implemented effectively, it
demonstrated gains. Pilot years of RA at ECMS-I and at ECHS showed significant gains
which draws a clear pattern. Therefore, ECS decided to continue to test the theory that
literacy will be the singular focus.
The updated org chart was shown. New positions starting in 19/20: Director of Principal
Development, Student Services Specialist, School Psychologist, and Math Specialist.
Benchmark chart: leading, interim and lag data. If basing only on lag data, any interventions
will be too late to improve outcomes. Therefore, the benchmark chart shows leading and
interim data at the top, and lag data toward the bottom of the chart.
Site visits are now taking place weekly at each school site, for 1.5 hours at each school.
The 5-year strategic plan was then shown. To begin, what ECS is not doing in the next five
years was agreed on: not opening an elementary school, not planning to expand beyond 4
schools, not merging with another school provider, and not opening a preschool or daycare.
B. CAASPP Update
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Agenda items III.B and C were combined into this agenda item:
ECMS-Gardena:
Farnaz Golshani-Flechner presented the ECMS-G CAASPP slides: the Class of 2019 data
showed clear gains across the board. The next slide showed the average student growth
from 2018 to 2019 in ELA and Math. What this shows is that there is growth in raw scores in
both subjects. However, the next slide showed that the rate of growth in Math failed to meet
the expected growth. AA growth in Math and ELA showed significant growth, kudos to
Principal Dr. Qiana O'Leary and her entire team.
In LACOE charter MPOs, only one teacher did not meet ELD standards, which caused the
result to show as "Not Met" based on the required criteria. CAASPP ELA and Math met
Distance From 3 but not in all places. For chronic absenteeism, two student groups didn't
meet the goal.
Dr. Qiana O'Leary presented and apologized in advance for leaving the meeting early to
attend a daughter's event: the transformation that is underway is expected to take 3 years as
transformations typically do. Piloted program in 4th quarter of school for EL designated
supports. Rather than provide service to only students that needed the most assistance,
provided these supports to all students. Clinic block was implemented to build in remediation
during the school day. Teaching critical conscious thinking for 45 minutes. Biggest initiative
was inclusion co-teaching model. RSP specialist pushed into ELA and Math courses, which
was not occurring in the regular school day. These four major initiatives were all
implemented in one single school year. An EL audit took place in Q4 and the feedback was
taken to be implemented in the year 19/20. Lastly, the inclusion model needed to be
strengthened as well as the supports, with 3 paraeducators and other staff.
Gardena successes shared were: strong parent involvement in the all-staff PD that took
place at ECMS-Gardena as well as the 2019 ice cream social. The college-going culture was
strengthened through the implementation of Wednesday college wear day. Finally, Reading
Apprenticeship program in action was a success, with 100% teacher buy-in. Student
engagement of text isn't always text-based but can also be visual annotations.
ECMS-Inglewood:
Farnaz Golshani-Flechner presented the ECMS-I CAASPP slides. The Class of 2019 data
showed that gains significantly surpassed the state averages. The next slide showed the
average student growth from 2018 to 2019 in ELA and Math. What this shows is that there is
growth in raw scores in both subjects.
In LACOE charter MPOs, only one teacher did not meet ELD standards, which caused the
result to show as "Not Met" based on the required criteria. CAASPP ELA and Math met df3
for many but not all areas. 3.3% suspension rate at ECMS-I was 0.3% higher than the lowest
suspension rate by neighboring schools.
Dr. Geneva Matthews presented: goal is to implement SST intervention strategy with fidelity.
Held several PDs. Back to school night was highlighted. LESD board representative Dr.
Betsy Hamilton asked about required PD time for teachers. Geneva responded that every
teacher is required to attend Monday afternoon PD. Director of Growth and Sustainability
Alison Diaz added that there are 2 weeks of summer PD for returning teachers and 1
additional week for new teachers to ECS.
ECHS:
Interim Principal Dave Trejo presented: for Class of 2020, 26% increase in ELA and 2%
increase in Math. Overall growth was significantly lower, growing much higher than expected
in ELA but lower than expected in Math. Being the interim principal of ECHS has been the
easiest part of Dave Trejo's current responsibilities, which is a testament to ECHS's effective
systems in place. ECHS Assistant Principal Jane Wyche has led the Reading Apprenticeship
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implementation and supervised four ELA interns. Differentiated Reading Apprenticeship
support from all areas. Making data analysis actionable so that it is not retroactive but
actionable in real-time. Celebrations: ECHS Principal KC Fabiero had a baby, a substantive
number of students in alumni mentoring program at CSUDH, summer SAT boot camp, and
GROW and grounded programs. Day of the Dead celebration in October 25: bring family and
know that parking is difficult.
Farnaz Golshani-Flechner appreciated Dave's new eyes and focus on bringing in leadingedge discipline practices.
C. Principals Updates
Agenda items III.B and C were combined into Agenda item III.B.
D. DOE Charter Schools Program Grant Update
Director of Growth and Sustainability Alison Diaz and Development Manager Julie Vo
presented the following update:
In 2017, received a DOE start-up grant to replicate ECHS into a new school, ECHS 2.
Recognized that more time would be needed, so revised the original timeline. This provided
time for Principal-In-Residence Dave Trejo to participate in the Ryan Fellowship, time to
revisit org chart and make shifts in leadership, revisit and refine board dashboard, and time
to narrow down a facilities partner to identify potential sites for ECHS 2. In monitoring site
visit, the auditors agreed that 11 of the 13 goals were fully met. 1 indicator not met was to
establish fiscal policies that showed allocability and allowability of grant expenditures. The
other indicator was not met was related to a pending evaluation model planned to be built in
2020 as the new school begins to take shape.
Toward the opening of ECHS 2, three new charter petitions have been prepared for
submission to three charter authorizers within the local areas that existing ECS school sites
exist.
A potential site was discussed with a walkthrough taking place in the near future.
E. Inglewood Site Plan
Farnaz Golshani-Flechner provided the following update:
When it was discovered that ECMS-I was chartered out of district, ECS reported this to
LACOE and received advice. LACOE is requesting that a board-approved plan be submitted
to them and sent to them in early September. This plan is attached to this agenda item.
Farnaz Golshani-Flechner welcomed any questions from the board. Alison Diaz added that
per instructions from LACOE, ECS notified Inglewood Unified School District that they were
submitting a charter petition on appeal to LACOE.
Board member Zena Fong asked what the worst-case scenario is and what is expected to
take place upon submitting this Inglewood site plan. Farnaz responded that ECS is optimistic
that Hawthorne School District will temporarily authorize ECMS-I to continue until the charter
term expires. If this does not take place, ECS is optimistic that LACOE will uphold its
authorization to continue operating ECMS-I as it is chartered until the charter term expiration.
Board member Jenina Ramirez asked if LACOE has previously approved an ECS school on
appeal. Alison Diaz responded that this is the method by which both ECMS-I and ECMS-G
were approved.
Zena Fong asked if this petition will be submitted before the new AB1507 law is
implemented. Farnaz Golshani-Flechner responded that the plan is multi-pronged: if AB1507
passes, ECS will have to base their actions based on how the law is written when passed.
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Jenina Ramirez asked what the financial impact would be of moving from one district to
another. Alison Diaz and Farnaz Golshani-Flechner stated they are not sure but that districts
have mechanisms in place for these type of matters.
F. Development Update
Development Manager Julie Vo presented the following update:
Exceeded fundraising goals with $1.321 million raised. 100% of board giving took place.
Farnaz Golshani-Flechner added that Julie Vo achieved all of these fundraising goals with an
inactive Development Committee, a reduction of expenditures for development consultants,
and a reduction from a team of two Development staff to heading the Development
department all on her own.
G. Financial Update
Jazmine Estrada introduced herself as a new EdTec consultant to partner with EdTec lead
Dorothy Lee.
EdTec Lead Dorothy Lee provided the following update:
Changing: AB1505 appeal rights. Once approved, very difficult to pass on appeal. Negative
identification or state receivership. Don't have to approve charter either. If any schools apply
for a charter material revision, the school will be subject to fiscal and community impact
considerations.
New renewal tracks: fast track for high-performing with renewal up to 7 years, a middle track
and slow track. Renewal tracks are strongly based in CA school dashboard.
Board President Anthony Jowid asked why CMO expense were underbudgeted. Dorothy
explained that these numbers will be adjusted in the period between the release of the
unaudited and audited actuals.
Slide on state budget was shown. STRS % was increased higher than expected and PERS%
was slightly lower. ASES grant went up so this was reflected in more services to be rendered
by the after-school provider.
CapEx slide was shown to account for the long term depreciation over the life of the lease.
Capped by districts unduplicated percentage (ELs, foster youth, and students that qualify for
free/reduced lunch). Depending on the chartering district, there will be variations in budget
numbers as shown in the different scenarios to be approved.
H. Annual College Commitment Report
ECHS Counselors Lacey Harris and Rossa Doño-Ramirez provided the following update:
Many of our students come from low-socioeconomic backgrounds and are the first in their
family to go to college: 81% qualify for free or reduced lunch and 94% will be first-generation
college students.
If they’re eligible, the students are applying to college. Senior seminar allows the team to
work with students close enough to ensure they are applying to appropriate schools. 3
seniors did not apply to CSU, one because parents did not want to pay for it and the others
were below the required GPA minimum. Simultaneously going through the financial aid
process: 4 students did not submit FAFSA. One for reasons of physical health, another one
for mental health, and for the other 2 students because their parents refused.
Each year, the number of students with disabilities increases and now the percentage of
SWDs is starting to line up more closely with the percentages at our neighborhood schools.
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As we see this increase, we also notice that we receive more students who are not
collegebound. Also, about 100 students each year in our senior class, so for each student
who does not get accepted to a 4-year university or college, we will also see about a 1%
decrease in our outcomes.
Current supports include Zena Fong who operates the College Scholars program, guiding
high achieving students that did not get into college match with personal statements &
private school applications, LMU interns who focus on at-risk students, Community
Partnerships such as College Match, El Camino College Partnership-Orientation, Login Help,
Counselor Check-Ins, South Bay Promise
Reports through CSAC website and identifying students who have not received their entitled
Cal Grant Awards, and Alumni Coordinator Rachael Adsila.
For what is ahead, there will be a new Senior Seminar Teacher, and new counselor, CARPE
Learning sessions 3 times this year in San Diego, Alumni Mentorship Programs at UC
Merced & CSUDH, the Summer SAT program for incoming seniors, the College Bound Youth Centered Trip, and will continue to offer internal scholarships to seniors.

IV. Study Session
A. Feedback on 5 Year Plan
Tabled.

V. Approve Consent Items A-O
A. Approve previous meeting minutes for June 3, 2019 board meeting
Cathy Creasia arrived late.
LESD Representative made a motion to approve minutes from the Board of Directors'
Meeting on 06-03-19.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Cathy Creasia
Aye
Zena Fong
Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent
Denise Berger
Absent
LESD Representative Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye

B. Approve previous meeting minutes for July 1, 2019 special board meeting
LESD Representative made a motion to approve minutes from the Special Board of
Directors' Meeting on 07-01-19.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Ken Deemer
Absent
Cathy Creasia
Aye
LESD Representative Aye
Zena Fong
Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
Denise Berger
Absent

C. Accept minutes from the following committee meetings
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LESD Representative made a motion to accept minutes from the committee meetings listed
in this agenda item.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
LESD Representative Aye
Zena Fong
Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Denise Berger
Absent
Cathy Creasia
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent
Jenina Ramirez
Aye

D. Approve May-July 2019 check registers as recommended by Finance Committee
LESD Representative made a motion to approve May-July 2019 check registers as
recommended by Finance Committee.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Ken Deemer
Absent
Denise Berger
Absent
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Zena Fong
Aye
Cathy Creasia
Aye
LESD Representative Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye

E. Approve May-July 2019 private donations over $1,000 as recommended by Finance
Committee
LESD Representative made a motion to approve May-July 2019 private donations over
$1,000 as recommended by Finance Committee.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Denise Berger
Absent
Cathy Creasia
Aye
LESD Representative Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Zena Fong
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent
Jenina Ramirez
Aye

F. Approve CMO fees allocation schedule as recommended by Finance Committee
LESD Representative made a motion to approve CMO fees allocation schedule as
recommended by Finance Committee.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Ken Deemer
Absent
Zena Fong
Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Cathy Creasia
Aye
LESD
Aye
DeniseRepresentative
Berger
Absent
Jenina Ramirez
Aye

G. Approve updated Kinecta Liquid CD investment amount as recommended by Finance
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Committee
LESD Representative made a motion to approve updated Kinecta Liquid CD investment
amount as recommended by Finance Committee.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Zena Fong
Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent
Denise Berger
Absent
LESD Representative Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Cathy Creasia
Aye

H. Approve Geneva Matthews as check signer for ECMS-Inglewood as recommended by
Finance Committee
LESD Representative made a motion to approve Geneva Matthews as check signer for
ECMS-Inglewood as recommended by Finance Committee.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
LESD Representative Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent
Zena Fong
Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
Cathy Creasia
Aye
Denise Berger
Absent

I. Approve following FY 2019-2020 contracts
LESD Representative made a motion to approve FY 2019-2020 contracts listed in this
agenda item.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Anthony Jowid
Aye
LESD Representative Aye
Zena Fong
Aye
Denise Berger
Absent
Cathy Creasia
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent
Jenina Ramirez
Aye

J. Approve 19/20 Finance Committee goals
LESD Representative made a motion to approve 19/20 Finance Committee goals.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Anthony Jowid
Aye
LESD Representative Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
Zena Fong
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent
Cathy Creasia
Aye
Denise Berger
Absent
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K. Approve 19/20 Governance Committee goals
LESD Representative made a motion to approve 19/20 Governance Committee goals.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Denise Berger
Absent
Cathy Creasia
Aye
LESD Representative Aye
Zena Fong
Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent

L. Approve 19/20 Committee Memberships
LESD Representative made a motion to approve 19/20 Committee Memberships, adding
board member Zena Fong to Equity and Diversity Committee and Finance Committee.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
LESD Representative Aye
Denise Berger
Absent
Ken Deemer
Absent
Zena Fong
Aye
Cathy Creasia
Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye

M. Accept 18/19 LACOE Governance and Instructional Reviews for ECMS-I and ECMS-G
LESD Representative made a motion to accept 18/19 LACOE Governance and Instructional
Reviews for ECMS-I and ECMS-G.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Ken Deemer
Absent
Zena Fong
Aye
LESD Representative Aye
Cathy Creasia
Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
Denise Berger
Absent

N. Approve El Dorado SELPA Policies
LESD Representative made a motion to Approve El Dorado SELPA Policies listed in this
agenda item.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
LESD Representative Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Zena Fong
Aye
Denise Berger
Absent
Cathy Creasia
Aye

O. Approve ECHS, ECMS-I, ECMS-G Parent Student Handbooks
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LESD Representative made a motion to approve ECHS, ECMS-I, ECMS-G Parent-Student
Handbooks.
Zena Fong seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
LESD Representative Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Cathy Creasia
Aye
Denise Berger
Absent
Zena Fong
Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent

VI. Action Items
A. Approve LAUSD, IUSD, CVUHSD charter petitions for ECHS #2
Zena Fong made a motion to approve LAUSD, IUSD, CVUHSD charter petitions for ECHS
#2.
LESD Representative seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Ken Deemer
Absent
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
LESD Representative Aye
Denise Berger
Absent
Zena Fong
Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Cathy Creasia
Aye

B. Approve LAUSD, IUSD, CVUHSD budgets for ECHS #2
Zena Fong made a motion to approve LAUSD, IUSD, CVUHSD budgets for ECHS #2.
Cathy Creasia seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
LESD Representative Aye
Zena Fong
Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
Denise Berger
Absent
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Cathy Creasia
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent

C. Approve Formation of Audit Committee
Zena Fong made a motion to approve Formation of Audit Committee.
Jenina Ramirez seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
LESD Representative Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent
Zena Fong
Aye
Denise Berger
Absent
Cathy Creasia
Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
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D. Approve ECHS HVAC Design & CM Support Services Proposal
Zena Fong made a motion to approve ECHS HVAC Design & CM Support Services
Proposal.
Cathy Creasia seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Ken Deemer
Absent
Cathy Creasia
Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Denise Berger
Absent
LESD Representative Aye
Zena Fong
Aye

VII. Adjourn to Closed Session
A. Adjourn to Closed Session
Zena Fong made a motion to adjourn to closed session.
Cathy Creasia seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Zena Fong
Aye
LESD Representative Aye
Cathy Creasia
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
Denise Berger
Absent

VIII. Report Out of Closed Session
A. Report Out
Anthony Jowid delivered the following report out of closed session:
No actions were taken, noting that there was an agenda typo regarding taking votes as no
votes were taken on closed session items A or B.

IX. Upcoming Dates/Announcements
A. Next ECS Board Meetings
B. Next ECS Committee Meetings
C. Student Led Tours
D. Upcoming Events
E. Appreciations
Farnaz Golshani-Flechner appreciated every board member for being available for this board
meeting. Very grateful not to have to hold a special board meeting by making efficient use of
this board meeting.
Anthony Jowid appreciated all the time and effort that Farnaz Golshani-Flechner is putting in
with all that is going on with charter petitions and other work. Also, thanked Senior
Operations and Compliance Manager Jeremiah David for helping to plan and operate the
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board meeting.
Alison Diaz added that Farnaz Golshani-Flechner is doing an awesome job in her role as
Executive Director/Chief Executive Officer.

X. Closing Items
A. Adjourn Meeting
Zena Fong made a motion to adjourn the meeting.
Cathy Creasia seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
Denise Berger
Absent
Jenina Ramirez
Aye
LESD Representative Aye
Anthony Jowid
Aye
Cathy Creasia
Aye
Ken Deemer
Absent
Zena Fong
Aye

There being no further business to be transacted, and upon motion duly made, seconded
and approved, the meeting was adjourned at 8:05 PM.
Respectfully Submitted,
Anthony Jowid
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT

Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools
Lawndale, California
Report on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidating financial statements of Environmental Charter
Schools (the School), a California nonprofit public benefit corporation, which comprise the consolidating
statement of financial position as of June 30, 2018, and the related consolidating statements of
activities, cash flows, and functional expenses for the year then ended, and the related notes to the
consolidating financial statements.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidating financial
statements in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America; this includes the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the
preparation and fair presentation of consolidating financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidating financial statements based on our
audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidating financial
statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness
of the entity’s internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant
accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the
financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our audit opinion.

(1)
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Opinion
In our opinion, the consolidating financial statements referred to on page 1 present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the School as of June 30, 2018, and the changes in their net assets
and their cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America.
Other Matters
Supplementary Information
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the School’s consolidating financial
statements as a whole. The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards is presented for
purposes of additional analysis as required by Title 2 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 200,
Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards.
The consolidating information presented on the face of the consolidating statements of financial
position, activities, and cash flows and the accompanying supplementary schedules are presented for
purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. Such
information is the responsibility of management and was derived from and relates directly to the
underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements. The information has
been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the consolidating financial statements
and certain additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the
underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements or to the
consolidating financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the information is
fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the consolidating financial statements as a whole.
Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued a report dated December 11,
2018 on our consideration of the School’s internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its
compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other
matters. The purpose of that report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over
financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the
effectiveness on the School’s internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report is
an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in
considering the School’s internal control over financial reporting and compliance.

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
Glendora, California
December 11, 2018
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
JUNE 30, 2018

Environmental
Charter High
School

Environmental
Charter Middle
School Gardena

Environmental
Charter Middle
School Inglewood

Menlo Charter
Properties

$

$

$

$

Eliminations

Total

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Accounts Receivable - Federal and State
Accounts Receivable - Other
Intercompany Receivables
Prepaid Expenses and Other Assets
Total Current Assets
LONG-TERM ASSETS
Deposit
Property, Plant, and Equipment, Net
Total Long-Term Assets
Total Assets

3,191,676
1,038,874
578
400,172
87,780
4,719,080
13,410
320,765
334,175

418,703
560,282
1,295
127,075
36,391
1,143,746
95,358
701,157
796,515

769,253
768,398
53,300
41,376
1,632,327
27,846
245,016
272,862

3,606,928
11,024
3,617,952

$

9,867
7,262,709
7,272,576

(527,247)
(56,631)
(583,878)

$

-

7,986,560
2,367,554
66,197
108,916
10,529,227
146,481
8,529,647
8,676,128

$

5,053,255

$

1,940,261

$

1,905,189

$

10,890,528

$

(583,878)

$

19,205,355

$

237,586
237,586

$

204,520
204,520

$

94,604
527,247
621,851

$

33,617
56,631
98,423
188,671

$

(527,247)
(56,631)
(583,878)

$

570,327
98,423
668,750

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities
Intercompany Payables
Deferred Revenue
Notes Payable, Current Portion
Total Current Liabilities
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES
Notes Payable
Total Long-Term Liabilities
Total Liabilities
NET ASSETS
Unrestricted
Temporarily Restricted
Total Net Assets
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

$

-

-

-

9,757,461
9,757,461

237,586

204,520

621,851

9,946,132

4,539,683
275,986
4,815,669

1,735,741
1,735,741

1,200,420
82,918
1,283,338

944,396
944,396

5,053,255

$

1,940,261

See accompanying Notes to Consolidating Financial Statements.
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$

1,905,189

$

10,890,528

-

9,757,461
9,757,461

(583,878)

10,426,211

$

(583,878)

8,420,240
358,904
8,779,144
$

19,205,355

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
REVENUES
State Revenue:
State Aid
Other State Revenue
Federal Revenue:
Grants and Entitlements
Local Revenue:
In-Lieu Property Tax Revenue
Contributions
Other Revenue
Net Assets Released from Restrictions
Total Revenues

Environmental
Charter High
School

Environmental
Charter Middle
School Gardena

$

$

4,953,906
460,368

2,425,356
802,213

Environmental
Charter Middle
School Inglewood

$

2,243,407
748,887

Menlo Charter
Properties

$

Eliminations

Total

-

-

$

9,622,669
2,011,468

-

1,032,047

397,409

357,715

276,923

-

694,933
45,568
87,202
32,851
6,672,237

821,976
327,835
56,024
156,746
4,947,865

559,370
276,782
72,372
4,177,741

675,220
675,220

(665,121)
(665,121)

2,076,279
650,185
225,697
189,597
15,807,942

EXPENSES
Program services
Management and General
Fundraising
Total Expenses

5,916,646
654,353
50,930
6,621,929

4,200,423
555,863
33,162
4,789,448

3,678,980
293,794
28,828
4,001,602

285,274
594,873
880,147

(665,121)
(665,121)

13,416,202
2,098,883
112,920
15,628,005

CHANGE IN UNRESTRICTED
NET ASSETS

50,308

158,417

176,139

TEMPORARILY RESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Contributions
Other State Revenue
Net Assets Released from Restrictions

27,848
225,337
(32,851)

(156,746)

82,918
-

CHANGE IN TEMPORARILY RESTRICTED
NET ASSETS

220,334

(156,746)

82,918

CHANGE IN TOTAL NET ASSETS

270,642

1,671

259,057

4,545,027

1,734,070

1,024,281

Net Assets - Beginning of Year
NET ASSETS - END OF YEAR

$

4,815,669

$

1,735,741

See accompanying Notes to Consolidating Financial Statements.
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$

1,283,338

(204,927)

-

179,937

-

-

27,848
308,255
(189,597)

-

-

146,506

-

326,443

-

8,452,701

(204,927)
1,149,323
$

944,396

$

-

$

8,779,144

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING
ACTIVITIES
Change in Net Assets
Adjustments to Reconcile Change in
Net Assets to Net Cash Provided (Used)
by Operating Activities:
Depreciation
(Increase) Decrease in Assets:
Accounts Receivable - Federal
and State
Accounts Receivable - Other
Intercompany Receivables
Prepaid Expenses and Other Assets
Deposits
Increase (Decrease) in Liabilities:
Accounts Payable and Accrued
Liabilities
Intercompany Payables
Deferred Revenue
Net Cash Provided by
Operating Activities

Environmental
Charter High
School

Environmental
Charter Middle
School Gardena

Environmental
Charter Middle
School Inglewood

Menlo Charter
Properties

$

$

$

$

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING
ACTIVITIES
Purchases of Property, Plant, and Equipment
Net Cash Used by Investing
Activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING
ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from Debt
Repayments of Debt
Net Cash Provided (Used) by
Financing Activities
NET CHANGE IN CASH AND
CASH EQUIVALENTS

270,642

259,057

(204,927)

$

236,428

Total
-

$

-

326,443

41,866

26,260

10,153

(238,204)
(158)
32,485
(27,034)
-

72,549
(1,295)
(68,264)
5,619
-

(148,180)
(53,300)
(3,244)
-

3,093
(3,960)

35,779
-

(313,835)
(54,753)
(21,566)
(3,960)

(1,992)
-

10,323
-

(51,800)
35,779
-

1,426
3,794

(35,779)
-

(42,043)
3,794

77,605

46,863

48,465

35,854

-

208,787

(151,060)

(421,310)

(226,382)

(136,797)

-

(935,549)

(151,060)

(421,310)

(226,382)

(136,797)

-

(935,549)

314,707

-

-

(62,508)

598,767
(95,495)

-

598,767
(158,003)

-

-

(62,508)

503,272

-

440,764

402,329

-

3,204,599

-

(73,455)

Cash and Cash Equivalents - Beginning of Year

1,671

Eliminations

(374,447)

3,265,131

(240,425)

793,150

1,009,678

(285,998)
8,272,558

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS END OF YEAR

$

3,191,676

$

418,703

$

769,253

$

3,606,928

$

-

$

7,986,560

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
CASH FLOW INFORMATION
Cash Paid for Interest

$

-

$

-

$

91

$

591,473

$

-

$

591,564

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

3,323

$

-

$

3,323

Capitalized Interest

See accompanying Notes to Consolidating Financial Statements.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

Salaries and Wages
Pension Expense
Other Employee Benefits
Payroll Taxes
Management Fees
Legal Expenses
Accounting Expenses
Instructional Materials
Other Fees for Services
Instructional Services
Advertising and Promotion Expenses
Office Expenses
Information Technology Expenses
Occupancy Expenses
Travel and Student Transportation
Conference and Meeting Expenses
Interest Expense
Depreciation Expense
Insurance Expense
Student Food
Professional Development
Other Expenses
Subtotal

Program
Services
$
6,728,043
756,475
704,356
215,331
94,567
25,379
41,582
575,820
343,696
1,098,061
23,762
636,459
234,075
1,353,038
86,077
11,731
91
314,707
57,284
417,336
183,346
180,107
14,081,323

Eliminations
Total Expenses by Function

Management
and General
$
998,537
114,108
105,570
31,757
112,267
57,185
591,473
87,986
2,098,883

(665,121)
$

13,416,202

$

2,098,883

See accompanying Notes to Consolidating Financial Statements.
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Eliminations
$

-

112,920

$

Fundraising
93,449
8,794
8,181
2,496
-

$

112,920

(665,121)
(665,121)

$

$

(665,121)

Total
7,820,029
879,377
818,107
249,584
94,567
25,379
153,849
575,820
343,696
1,098,061
23,762
693,644
234,075
687,917
86,077
11,731
591,564
314,707
57,284
417,336
183,346
268,093
15,628,005
(665,121)

$

14,962,884

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2018

NOTE 1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Nature of Activities
Environmental Charter Schools (the School) is a California nonprofit benefit corporation
under the laws of the State of California for the purpose of managing and operating public
charter schools. The mission of the School is to inspire students to discover their own sense
of purpose, to equip all students with the knowledge and skills to graduate from college, and
to empower them to become quality stewards of their community and world. The School is
economically dependent on state and federal funding.
The charters may be revoked by the Los Angeles County Office of Education and the
Lawndale Elementary School District for material violations of the charter, failure to meet
pupil outcomes identified in the charter, failure to meet generally accepted standards of
fiscal management, or violation of any provision of the law.
Menlo Charter Properties (Subsidiary) is a California nonprofit benefit corporation that
operates exclusively for charitable and educational purposes by conducting or supporting
activities for Environmental Charter Schools.
Principles of Consolidation
The accompanying consolidating financial statements include the accounts of the School
and Menlo Charter Properties. The majority of the board members of the Subsidiary also
serve on the board of the School. During the year ended June 30, 2018 the School leased
middle school facilities located at 832 W. 165th Place, Gardena, California and 3600 W.
Imperial Hwy, Inglewood, California from the Subsidiary. All significant intercompany
accounts and transactions between these entities have been eliminated in the consolidating
financial statements.
Cash and Cash Equivalents
The School defines its cash and cash equivalents to include only cash on hand, demand
deposits, and liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less.
Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America requires management to make estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, and disclosures.
Accordingly, actual results could differ from those estimates.
Basis of Accounting
The consolidating financial statements have been prepared on the accrual method of
accounting, and accordingly reflect all significant receivables and liabilities.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2018

NOTE 1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
Functional Allocation of Expenses
Costs of providing the School’s programs and other activities have been presented in the
consolidating statement of functional expenses. During the year, such costs are
accumulated into separate groupings as either direct or indirect. Indirect or shared costs are
allocated among program and support services by a method that best measures the relative
degree of benefit.
Basis of Presentation
The accompanying consolidating financial statements have been prepared in conformity
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America as prescribed
by the Financial Accounting Standards Board.
Net Asset Classes
The School is required to report information regarding its financial position and activities
according to three classes of net assets: unrestricted, temporarily restricted, and
permanently restricted. Net assets of the School are defined as:
Unrestricted
All resources over which the governing board has discretionary control to use in carrying
on the general operations of the School.
Temporarily Restricted
These net assets are restricted by donors to be used for specific purposes. At June 30,
2018 temporarily restricted net assets consisted of the following:

California Clean Energy
Bruce Greenspon Scholarship
College Readiness Grant
Total

Environmental
Charter High
School
$
227,766
27,848
20,372
$
275,986

Environmental
Charter Middle
School Inglewood
$
82,918
$
82,918

$
$

Total
310,684
27,848
20,372
358,904

Permanently Restricted
These net assets are permanently restricted by donors and cannot be used by the
School. The School does not currently have any permanently restricted net assets.
Receivables
Accounts receivable primarily represent amounts due from federal and state governments
as of June 30, 2018. Management believes that all receivables are fully collectible, therefore
no provisions for uncollectible accounts were recorded.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2018

NOTE 1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
Property, Plant, and Equipment
Property, plant, and equipment are stated at cost if purchased or at estimated fair market
value if donated. Depreciation is provided on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful
lives of the asset. Leasehold improvements are amortized over the lesser of their useful
lives or the lease term.
Contributed Assets and Services
Contributions of donated noncash assets are recorded at fair value in the period received.
Contributions of donated services that create or enhance nonfinancial assets or that require
specialized skills, are provided by individuals possessing those skills, and would typically
need to be purchased if not provided by donation, are recorded at fair values in the period
received.
Property Taxes
Secured property taxes attach as an enforceable lien on property as of January 1. Taxes are
levied on September 1 and are payable in two installments on or before November 1 and
February 1. Unsecured property taxes are not a lien against real property and are payable in
one installment on or before August 31. The County bills and collects property taxes for all
taxing agencies within the County and distributes these collections to the various agencies.
The sponsor agency of the School is required by law to provide in-lieu property tax
payments on a monthly basis, from August through July. The amount paid per month is
based upon an allocation per student, with a specific percentage to be paid each month.
Compensated Absences
Accumulated unpaid employee vacation benefits are recognized as a liability of the School.
Employees of the School are paid for days or hours worked based upon Board approved
schedules which include vacation. Sick leave is accumulated without limit for each employee
at the equivalent rate of one day or each full month of service however, sick pay is not paid
out.
Revenue Recognition
Amounts received from the California Department of Education are recognized as revenue
by the School based on the average daily attendance (ADA) of students. Revenue that is
restricted is recorded as an increase in unrestricted net assets if the restriction expires in the
reporting period in which the revenue is recognized. All other restricted revenues are
reported as increases in temporarily restricted net assets.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2018

NOTE 1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
Contributions
All contributions are considered to be available for unrestricted use unless specifically
restricted by the donor. Amounts received that are restricted to specific use or future periods
are reported as temporarily restricted. Restricted contributions that are received and
released in the same period are reported as unrestricted revenue. Unconditional promises to
give expected to be received in one year or less are recorded at net realizable value.
Unconditional promises to give expected to be received in more than one year are recorded
at fair market value at the date of the promise. Conditional promises to give are not
recognized until they become unconditional, that is, when the conditions on which they
depend are substantially met,
Income Taxes
The School and its Subsidiary are nonprofit entities exempt from the payment of income
taxes under Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)(3) and California Revenue and Taxation
Code Section 23701d. Accordingly, no provision has been made for income taxes.
Management has determined that all income tax positions are more likely than not of being
sustained upon potential audit or examination; therefore, no disclosures of uncertain income
tax positions are required. The School files informational returns in the U.S. federal
jurisdiction, and the state of California.
Allocations between Charter Schools
For the year ended June 30, 2018, the School has chosen to identify each charter school
separately within the basic financial statements. In cases where specific identification of
each charter’s activities was not possible, items were allocated according to average daily
attendance (ADA).
Evaluation of Subsequent Events
The School has evaluated subsequent events through December 11, 2018, the date these
consolidating financial statements were available to be issued.

NOTE 2

CONCENTRATION OF CREDIT RISK
The School maintains cash balances held in banks which are insured up to $250,000 by the
Federal Depository Insurance Corporation (FDIC). At times, cash in these accounts exceeds
the insured amounts. The School has not experienced any losses in such accounts and
believes it is not exposed to any significant credit risk on its cash and cash equivalents.

NOTE 3

PROPERTY, PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT
Property, plant, and equipment in the accompanying consolidating financial statements are
presented net of accumulated depreciation. The School capitalizes all expenditures for land,
buildings, and equipment in excess of $5,000. Depreciation expense was $314,707 for the
year ended June 30, 2018.
(10)
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2018

NOTE 3

PROPERTY, PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT (CONTINUED)
The components of property, plant, and equipment as of June 30, 2018 are as follows:

Land
Building
Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment
Leasehold Improvements
Construction in Progress
Total
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Total Property, Plant, and
Equipment

NOTE 4

$

$

Environmental
Charter High
School

996,566
419,754
591,304
130,730
2,138,354
(1,817,589)
320,765

Environmental
Charter Middle
School
$
15,367
119,472
220,251
409,529
764,619
(63,462)

Environmental
Charter Middle
School Inglewood
$
8,500
163,659
94,970
267,129
(22,113)

Menlo Charter
Properties
$
1,000,000
7,236,105
2,050
8,238,155
(975,446)

$

$

$

701,157

245,016

7,262,709

$

$

Total
1,000,000
8,248,038
547,726
975,214
637,279
11,408,257
(2,878,610)
8,529,647

LONG-TERM DEBT
California Department of Education
The School received a revolving loan from the California Department of Education (CDE) in
the amount of $250,000. The loan requires annual principal payments of $62,500. The loan
carries an interest rate of 0.26%. Annual payments of principal and interest are deducted
from School’s apportionment. The loan was paid off during the year ended June 30, 2018.
Notes Payable – Menlo Charter Properties
On December 19, 2013, Menlo Charter Properties entered into an agreement with Impact
CDE 44 LLC to borrow $6,370,000 in the aggregate, or $4,419,798 (Loan A), and
$1,950,202 (Loan B). The notes are secured by a pledge of certain gross revenues and a
deed of trust on the corresponding property where the funding was used. The terms are as
follows:
Loan A: Eighty-four (84) months of interest only payments at 5.17% per annum, with one
principal payment due on the 84th month in the amount of $4,419,798. This note matures in
December 2020. At June 30, 2018 the outstanding balance on this loan was $4,414,798.
Loan B: Three hundred sixty (360) months of interest payments at 5.17% per annum, with
principal payments beginning in January 2021. This note matures in December 2043. At
June 30, 2018 the outstanding balance on this loan was $1,950,202.
On December 19, 2013, Menlo Charter Properties entered into a promissory note
agreement with PCSD 165th and Menlo LLC, to borrow $400,000, with monthly variance
principal and interest payments over 120 months. The interest for months one (1) through
eighty-four (84) is at 0.5% per annum, while months eighty-five (85) through one hundred
twenty (120) is at 7.5% per annum. This note is secured by a subordinated lien on the
corresponding property where the funding was used and matures in December 2023. At
June 30, 2018 the outstanding balance on this loan was $109,339.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2018

NOTE 4

LONG-TERM DEBT (CONTINUED)
Notes Payable – Menlo Charter Properties (Continued)
In June 2016, Menlo Charter Properties entered into a construction loan agreement with
California Credit Union for tenant improvements. The loan shall not exceed $3,550,000,
carries an interest rate of 5% per annum, and has a maturity date of August 1, 2023. The
loan is secured by a deed of trust on the property where the improvements are taking place.
At June 30, 2018 the outstanding balance on this loan was $3,376,545.
The annual notes payable payments outstanding are as follows:
Year Ending June 30,
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
Thereafter
Total

NOTE 5

$

$

Amount
98,423
102,707
4,571,370
201,825
208,441
4,673,118
9,855,884

LINE OF CREDIT
The School has a line of credit with California Credit Union for $90,000 with a variable
interest rate. There was no balance as of June 30, 2018.

NOTE 6

EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT
Multi-Employer Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Qualified employees are covered under multi-employer defined benefit pension plans
maintained by agencies of the state of California.
The risks of participating in these multi-employer defined benefit pension plans are different
from single-employer plans because: (a) assets contributed to the multi-employer plan by
one employer may be used to provide benefits to employees of other participating
employers, (b) the required member, employer, and state contribution rates are set by the
California Legislature, and (c) if the School chooses to stop participating in the multiemployer plan, it may be required to pay a withdrawal liability to the plan. The School has no
plans to withdraw from this multi-employer plan.
State Teachers’ Retirement System (STRS)
Plan Description
The School contributes to the State Teachers’ Retirement System (STRS), a costsharing multi-employer public employee retirement system defined benefit pension plan
administered by STRS. The plan provides retirement, disability, and survivor benefits to
beneficiaries. Benefit provisions are established by state statutes, as legislatively
amended, within the State Teachers’ Retirement Law.
(12)
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2018

NOTE 6

EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT (CONTINUED)
State Teachers’ Retirement System (STRS) (Continued)
Plan Description (Continued)
According to the most recently available Comprehensive Annual Financial Report and
Actuarial Valuation Report for the year ended June 30, 2017, total plan net assets are
$210 billion, the total actuarial present value of accumulated plan benefits is $362 billion,
contributions from all employers totaled $4.2 billion, and the plan is 62.6% funded. The
School did not contribute more than 5% of the total contributions to the plan.
Copies of the STRS annual financial reports may be obtained from STRS, 7667 Folsom
Boulevard, Sacramento, California 95826 and www.calstrs.com.
Funding Policy
Active plan members hired before January 1, 2013 are required to contribute 10.25% of
their salary and those hired after are required to contribute 9.205% of their salary. The
School is required to contribute an actuarially determined rate. The actuarial methods
and assumptions used for determining the rate are those adopted by the STRS
Teachers’ Retirement Board. Under the 2014 funding plan, employer contributions on
compensation creditable to the program will increase every year for the next seven
years, up to 19.10% in 2020–21. The required employer contribution rate for the year
ended June 30, 2018 was 14.43% of annual payroll. The contribution requirements of
the plan members are established and may be amended by state statute.
The School’s contributions to STRS for the past three years are as follows:
Required
Contribution
$
471,562
$
606,924
$
802,872

Year Ended June 30,
2016
2017
2018

Percent
Contributed
100 %
100 %
100 %

Public Employees’ Retirement System (PERS)
Plan Description
The School contributes to the School Employer Pool under the California Public
Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS), a cost-sharing multi-employer public
employee retirement system defined benefit pension plan administered by CalPERS.
The plan provides retirement and disability benefits, annual cost-of-living adjustments,
and death benefits to plan members and beneficiaries. Benefit provisions are
established by State statutes, as legislatively amended, within the Public Employees’
Retirement Law. According to the most recently available Actuarial Valuation Report for
the year ended June 30, 2017, the School Employer Pool total plan assets are $63.6
billion, the total pension liability is $84.9 billion, contributions from all employers totaled
$1.8 billion, and the plan is 71.9% funded. The School did not contribute more than 5%
of the total contributions to the plan.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2018

NOTE 6

EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT (CONTINUED)
Public Employees’ Retirement System (PERS) (Continued)
Plan Description (Continued)
Copies of the CalPERS’ annual financial reports may be obtained from the CalPERS
Executive Office, 400 P Street, Sacramento, California 95814 and www.calpers.ca.gov.
Funding Policy
Active plan members brought into PERS membership prior to January 1, 2013 are
required to contribute 7.0% of their salary while new members after January 1, 2013 are
required to contribute 6.5% of their salary. The School is required to contribute an
actuarially determined rate. The actuarial methods and assumptions used for
determining the rate are those adopted by the CalPERS Board of Administration. The
required employer contribution rate for year ended June 30,2018 was 15.531%. The
contribution requirements of the plan members are established and may be amended by
State statute.
The School’s contributions to PERS for each of the last three years are as follows:
Required
Contribution
$
61,345
$
67,001
$
76,505

Year Ended June 30,
2016
2017
2018

NOTE 7

Percent
Contributed
100 %
100 %
100 %

OPERATING LEASES
The School leases it facilities under several lease agreements where the last lease expires
in June of 2046. Two of the leases are with a related party (Menlo Charter Properties).
Lease expense under these agreements for the year ended June 30, 2018 was $1,043,310.
Future minimum lease payments are as follows:
Year Ending December 31,
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
Thereafter
Total

Related
$
670,048
670,048
769,048
868,048
868,048
13,033,624
$ 16,878,864
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Unrelated
$
372,288
372,288
372,288
372,288
372,288
6,794,016
$
8,655,456

Total
$
1,042,336
1,042,336
1,141,336
1,240,336
1,240,336
19,827,640
$ 25,534,320

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 2018

NOTE 8

CONTINGENCIES
The School has received state and federal funds for specific purposes that are subject to
review and audit by the grantor agencies. Although such audits could generate
disallowances under terms of the grants, it is believed that any required reimbursement
would not be material.

NOTE 8

CONTINGENCIES (CONTINUED)
Litigation
The School is subject to asserted and unasserted claims encountered in the normal course
of business. The School's management and legal counsel assess such contingent liabilities
and such assessment inherently involves an exercise of judgment. In assessing loss
contingencies related to legal proceedings that are pending against the School or
unasserted claims that may result in such proceedings, the School's legal counsel evaluates
the perceived merits of any legal proceedings or unasserted claims as well as the perceived
merits of the amount of relief sought or expected to be sought therein. In the opinion of
management, disposition of these matters will not have a material effect on the School's
financial condition or results of operations.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

The School consists of three charter schools: Environmental Charter High School, Environmental
Charter Middle School - Gardena, and Environmental Charter Middle School - Inglewood.
Environmental Charter High School is a grade 9 through 12 charter school and was granted its charter
renewal by Lawndale Elementary School District during the 2013-2014 fiscal year, pursuant to the
terms of the Charter School Act of 1992, as amended. Its charter number is 0353.
Environmental Charter Middle School - Gardena is a grade 6 through 8 charter school and was granted
its charter renewal by the Los Angeles County Office of Education during the 2013-2014 fiscal year,
pursuant to the terms of the Charter School Act of 1992, as amended. Its charter number is 1204.
Environmental Charter Middle School - Inglewood is a grade 6 through 8 charter school and was
granted its charter authorization by the Los Angeles County Office of Education during the 2013-2014
fiscal year, pursuant to the terms of the Charter School Act of 1992, as amended. Its charter number is
1501.

See the Auditors’ Report and the Notes to Supplementary Information.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE (CONTINUED)
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

The Board of Directors and the Administrators as of the year ended June 30, 2018 were as follows:
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Member
Ken Deemer
Anthony Jowid
Denise Berger
Jenni Owen
Cathy Creasia
Zena Fong
Ernest L. Levroney III
Jenina Ramirez
LESD Representative

Office
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
ADMINISTRATORS

Alison Suffet Diaz
Tracy Bondi

Executive Director and Founder
Director of Operations and Finance

See the Auditors’ Report and the Notes to Supplementary Information.
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Term/Term Expires
3 years / June 2019
3 years / June 2019
3 years / June 2020
2 year / June 2019
3 years / June 2020
1 year / June 2018
2 year / June 2019
3 years / June 2021
Indefinite

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
SCHEDULE OF INSTRUCTIONAL TIME
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

Instructional Minutes
Requirement
Actual

Traditional
Instructional
Days

Status

Environmental Charter High School:
Grade 9
64,800
Grade 10
64,800
Grade 11
64,800
Grade 12
64,800

65,655
65,655
65,655
65,655

178
178
178
178

In compliance
In compliance
In compliance
In compliance

Environmental Charter Middle School - Gardena:
Grade 6
54,000
Grade 7
54,000
Grade 8
54,000

66,480
67,675
67,515

175
175
175

In compliance
In compliance
In compliance

Environmental Charter Middle School - Inglewood:
Grade 6
54,000
Grade 7
54,000
Grade 8
54,000

65,595
65,595
65,595

175
175
175

In compliance
In compliance
In compliance

See the Auditors’ Report and the Notes to Supplementary Information.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
SCHEDULE OF AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

Second Period Report
Classroom
Based
Total
Environmental Charter High School
Grades 9-12
Total

Annual Report
Classroom
Based
Total

506.43
506.43

506.43
506.43

504.51
504.51

504.51
504.51

Environmental Charter Middle School - Gardena
Grades 4-6
113.48
Grades 7-8
227.20
Total
340.68

113.48
227.20
340.68

113.39
226.69
340.08

113.39
226.69
340.08

Environmental Charter Middle School - Inglewood
Grades 4-6
119.02
Grades 7-8
173.42
Total
292.44

119.02
173.42
292.44

119.13
173.08
292.21

119.13
173.08
292.21

1,139.55

1,136.80

1,136.80

ADA Totals

1,139.55

See the Auditors’ Report and the Notes to Supplementary Information.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
RECONCILIATION OF ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT WITH
AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

June 30, 2018 Annual Financial Report
Fund Balances (Net Assets)

Charter High
School
$

4,819,761

Charter Middle
School Gardena
$

1,735,741

Charter Middle
School Inglewood
$

1,283,338

Adjustments and Reclassifications:
Increase (Decrease) of Fund Balance
(Net Assets):
Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities
Net Adjustments and Reclassifications
June 30, 2018 Audited Financial Statement
Fund Balances (Net Assets)

(4,092)
(4,092)

$

4,815,669

See the Auditors’ Report and the Notes to Supplementary Information.
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-

$

1,735,741

-

$

1,283,338

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL AWARDS
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

Federal Grantor/Pass-Through Grantor
Program or Cluster Title
U.S. Department of Education
Pass-Through Program From
California Department of Education:
No Child Left Behind Act
Title I, Part A, Basic Grants:
Low-Income and Neglected
Title I, Part G AP Test Fee
Title II, Part A, Teacher Quality
Title III, Limited English Proficiency
Special Education Cluster:
Special Education - IDEA Basic Local Assistance
Special Education Cluster Subtotal
Total U.S Department of Education
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Pass-Through Program From
California Department of Education:
Child Nutrition Cluster
School Breakfast Program Especially Needy
National School Lunch Program
Child Nutrition Cluster Subtotal
Total U.S Department of Agriculture
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Pass-Through Program From
California Department of Education:
Medicaid Cluster
Medical Assistance Program
Medicaid Cluster Subtotal
Total U.S Department Health and Human Services

Federal
CFDA
Number

Pass-Through
Entity Identifying
Number

84.010
84.330
84.367
84.365

14329
N/A
14341
10084

84.027

13379

61,955
61,955
277,766

58,408
58,408
244,885

53,104
53,104
169,393

173,467
173,467
692,044

10.553
10.555

13526
13391

11,920
94,287
106,207
106,207

12,664
100,166
112,830
112,830

12,069
95,461
107,530
107,530

36,653
289,914
326,567
326,567

93.778

N/A

13,436
13,436
13,436

-

-

13,436
13,436
13,436

Total Federal Expenditures

Environmental
Charter High
School

$

$

N/A - Pass-through entity number not readily available or not applicable.

See the Auditors’ Report and the Notes to Supplementary Information.
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193,050
22,761
-

397,409

Environmental
Charter Middle
School Gardena

$

$

Environmental
Charter Middle
School Inglewood

148,841
16,699
20,937

357,715

$

$

Total

104,452
11,837
-

276,923

$

$

446,343
51,297
20,937

1,032,047

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
JUNE 30, 2018

PURPOSE OF SCHEDULES
NOTE 1

SCHEDULE OF INSTRUCTIONAL TIME
This schedule presents information on the amount of instructional time offered by the School
and whether the School complied with the provisions of California Education Code Sections
46200 through 46206.

NOTE 2

SCHEDULE OF AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
Average daily attendance is a measurement of the number of pupils attending classes of the
School. The purpose of attendance accounting from a fiscal standpoint is to provide the
basis on which apportionments of state funds are made to charter schools. This schedule
provides information regarding the attendance of students at various grade levels.

NOTE 3

RECONCILIATION OF ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT WITH AUDITED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
This schedule provides the information necessary to reconcile the net assets of the charter
schools as reported on the Annual Financial Report form to the audited consolidating
financial statements.

NOTE 4

SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL AWARDS
The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards (the Schedule) includes the
federal award activity of the School under programs of the federal governmental for the year
ended June 30, 2018. The information in this Schedule is presented in accordance with the
requirements of the Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform
Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards
(Uniform Guidance). Because the Schedule presents only a selected portion of operations of
the School, it is not intended to and does not present the financial position, changes in net
assets, or cash flows of the School.
Expenditures reported on the Schedule are reported on the accrual basis of accounting.
Such expenditures are recognized following the cost principles contained in the Uniform
Guidance, wherein certain types of expenditures are not allowable or are limited as to
reimbursement.

NOTE 5

INDIRECT COST RATE
The School has elected not to use the 10-percent de minimis indirect cost rate allowed
under the Uniform Guidance.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER
FINANCIAL REPORTING AND ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS
BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS

Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools
Lawndale, California
We have audited, in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, the consolidating financial statements of
Environmental Charter Schools (the School), a nonprofit California public benefit corporation, which
comprise the consolidating statement of financial position as of June 30, 2018, and the related
consolidating statements of activities, cash flows, and functional expenses for the year then ended, the
related notes to the consolidating financial statements, and have issued our report thereon dated
December 11, 2018.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing our audit of the consolidating financial statements, we considered the
School’s internal control over financial reporting (internal control) to determine the audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the consolidating
financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
School’s internal control. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the
School’s internal control.
A deficiency in internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow
management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or
detect and correct misstatements on a timely basis. A material weakness is a deficiency or a
combination of deficiencies in internal control such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material
misstatement of the consolidating financial statements will not be prevented or detected and corrected
on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal
control that is less severe than a material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those
charged with governance.
Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph of this
section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be material
weaknesses or significant deficiencies. Given these limitations, during our audit we did not identify any
deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be material weaknesses. However, material
weaknesses may exist that have not been identified.
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Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools

Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the School’s consolidating financial
statements are free from material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain
provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have
a direct and material effect on the determination of consolidating financial statement amounts.
However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an objective of our audit,
and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results of our tests disclosed no instances of
noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported under Government Auditing Standards.
Purpose of this Report
The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control and
compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the
entity’s internal control or on compliance. This report is an integral part of an audit performed in
accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering the entity’s internal control and
compliance. Accordingly, this communication is not suitable for any other purpose.

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
Glendora, California
December 11, 2018
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT ON COMPLIANCE FOR EACH MAJOR
FEDERAL PROGRAM, AND REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL
OVER COMPLIANCE REQUIRED BY THE UNIFORM GUIDE

Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools
Lawndale, California
Report on Compliance for Each Major Federal Program
We have audited the compliance of Environmental Charter Schools (the School) with the types of
compliance requirements described in the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Compliance
Supplement that could have a direct and material effect on each of its major federal programs for the
year ended June 30, 2018 The School’s major federal programs are identified in the summary of
auditors’ results section of the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs.
Management’s Responsibility
Management is responsible for compliance with federal statutes, regulations, and terms and conditions
of federal awards applicable to its federal program.
Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on compliance for each of the School’s major federal
programs based on our audit of the types of compliance requirements referred to above. We conducted
our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States
of America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards,
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and the audit requirements of Title 2 U.S. Code
of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit
Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance). Those standards and the Uniform Guidance
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
noncompliance with the types of compliance requirements referred to above that could have a direct
and material effect on a major federal program occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence about the School’s compliance with those requirements and performing such other
procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion on compliance for each major
federal program. However, our audit does not provide a legal determination of the School's compliance.
Opinion on Each Major Federal Program
In our opinion, the School complied, in all material respects, with the types of compliance requirements
referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on each of its major federal programs for
the year ended June 30, 2018.
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Report on Internal Control Over Compliance
Management of the School is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal control over
compliance with the types of compliance requirements referred to above. In planning and performing
our audit of compliance, we considered the School’s internal control over compliance with the types of
requirements that could have a direct and material effect on each major federal program to determine
the auditing procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on compliance, for each major federal program and to test and report on internal control over
compliance in accordance with the Uniform Guidance, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on the effectiveness of internal control over compliance. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on
the effectiveness of the School’s internal control over compliance.
A deficiency in internal control over compliance exists when the design or operation of a control over
compliance does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their
assigned functions, to prevent or detect and correct noncompliance with a type of compliance
requirement of a federal program on a timely basis. A material weakness in internal control over
compliance is a deficiency, or combination of deficiencies in internal control over compliance such that
there is a reasonable possibility, that material noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of
a federal program will not be prevented or detected and corrected on a timely basis. A significant
deficiency in internal control over compliance is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in
internal control over compliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal program that is less
severe than a material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged with
governance.
Our consideration of internal control over compliance was for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph of this section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control over
compliance that might be material weaknesses or significant deficiencies. We did not identify any
deficiencies in internal control over compliance that we consider to be material weaknesses. However,
material weaknesses may exist that have not been identified.
The purpose of this report on internal control over compliance is solely to describe the scope of our
testing of internal control over compliance and the results of that testing based on the requirements of
the Uniform Guidance. Accordingly, this report is not suitable for any other purpose.

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
Glendora, California
December 11, 2018
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT ON STATE COMPLIANCE

Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools
Lawndale, California
We have audited Environmental Charter Schools’s (the School) compliance with the types of
compliance requirements described in the 2017-2018 Guide for Annual Audits of K-12 Local Education
Agencies and State Compliance Reporting, published by the Education Audit Appeals Panel for the
year ended June 30, 2018. The School’s state compliance requirements are identified in the table
below.
Management’s Responsibility
Management is responsible for the compliance with the state laws and regulations as identified below.
Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the School’s compliance based on our audit of the types
of compliance requirements referred to below. We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance
with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America, the standards applicable to
financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the
United States, and the 2017-2018 Guide for Annual Audits of K-12 Local Education Agencies and State
Compliance Reporting, published by the Education Audit Appeals Panel. Those standards require that
we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether noncompliance with the
specific areas listed below has occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about
the School’s compliance with those requirements and performing such other procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for
our opinion on state compliance. Our audit does not provide a legal determination of the School’s
compliance.
Compliance Requirements Tested
In connection with the audit referred to above, we selected and tested transactions and records to
determine the School’s compliance with the laws and regulations applicable to the following items:

Description
School Districts, County Offices of Education, and Charter Schools:
Educator Effectiveness
California Clean Energy Jobs Act
After/Before School Education and Safety Program
Proper Expenditure of Education Protection Account Funds
(27)
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Procedures
Performed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools

Description
Unduplicated Local Control Funding Formula Pupil Counts
Local Control and Accountability Plan
Independent Study-Course Based
Charter Schools:
Attendance
Mode of Instruction
Nonclassroom-based instructional/independent study
Determination of funding for nonclassroom-based instruction
Annual instructional minutes – classroom based
Charter School Facility Grant Program

Procedures
Performed
Yes
Yes
Not applicable
Yes
Yes
Not applicable
Not applicable
Yes
Yes

Opinion on State Compliance
In our opinion, the School complied with the laws and regulations of the state programs referred to
above in all material respects for the year ended June 30, 2018.
Purpose of this Report
The purpose of this report on state compliance is solely to describe the results of testing based on the
requirements of the 2017-2018 Guide for Annual Audits of K-12 Local Education Agencies and State
Compliance Reporting, published by the Education Audit Appeals Panel. Accordingly, this report is not
suitable for any other purpose.

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
Glendora, California
December 11, 2018
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

Section I – Summary of Auditors’ Results
Financial Statements
1. Type of auditors’ report issued:

Unmodified

2. Internal control over financial reporting:


Material weakness(es) identified?

yes

x

no



Significant deficiency(ies) identified?

yes

x

none reported

yes

x

no

3. Noncompliance material to financial
statements noted?
Federal Awards
1. Internal control over major federal programs:


Material weakness(es) identified?

yes

x

no



Significant deficiency(ies) identified?

yes

x

none reported

yes

x

no

2. Type of auditors’ report issued on
compliance for major federal programs:

Unmodified

3. Any audit findings disclosed that are required
to be reported in accordance with
2 CFR 200.516(a)?
Identification of Major Federal Programs
CFDA Number(s)

Name of Federal Program or Cluster

84.010

Title I, Part A – Low Income and Neglected

Dollar threshold used to distinguish between
Type A and Type B programs:

$750,000

Auditee qualified as low-risk auditee?

yes
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x

no

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS (CONTINUED)
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

All audit findings must be identified as one or more of the following categories:
Five Digit Code
10000
20000
30000
40000
42000
50000
60000
61000
62000
70000
71000
72000

Finding Types
Attendance
Inventory of Equipment
Internal Control
State Compliance
Charter School Facilities Program
Federal Compliance
Miscellaneous
Classroom Teacher Salaries
Local Control Accountability Plan
Instructional Materials
Teacher Misassignments
School Accountability Report Card

Section II – Financial Statement Findings
Our audit did not disclose any matters required to be reported in accordance with Government Auditing
Standards.
Section III – Findings and Questioned Costs – Major Federal Programs
Our audit did not disclose any matters required to be reported in accordance with 2 CFR 200.516(a).
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
SUMMARY SCHEDULE OF PRIOR AUDIT FINDINGS
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

FINDINGS—FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT
There were no financial statement findings in the prior year.
FINDINGS— FEDERAL AWARD PROGRAMS AUDITS
There were no federal award program audit findings in the prior year.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
Independent Auditor’s Report
and Financial Statements
For the Year Ended
June 30, 2017
Menlo Charter Properties
Charter Schools:
Environmental Charter High School
Environmental Charter Middle School – Gardena
Environmental Middle School - Inglewood
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools
Lawndale, CA
Report on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidating financial statements of Environmental Charter
Schools (the School), a California nonprofit public benefit corporation, which comprise the
consolidating statement of financial position as of June 30, 2017, and the related consolidating
statements of activities, cash flows and functional expenses for the year then ended, and the related notes
to the consolidating financial statements.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes
the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards,
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
the entity’s internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating
the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial
statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our audit opinion.
-1491

Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to on page one present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the School as of June 30, 2017, and the changes in its net assets and its cash flows
for the year then ended in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
of America.
Other Matters
Supplementary Information
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the School’s financial statements as a
whole. The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards is presented for purposes of
additional analysis as required by Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 200, Uniform
Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards. The
consolidating information presented on the face of the consolidated statements of financial position,
activities, cash flows and functional expenses and the accompanying supplementary schedules are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements.
Such information is the responsibility of management and was derived from and relates directly to the
underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements. The information has
been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the financial statements and certain
additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying
accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements or to the financial statements
themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in
the United States of America. In our opinion, the information is fairly stated, in all material respects, in
relation to the financial statements as a whole.
Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued a report dated November 27,
2017 on our consideration of the School’s internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its
compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other
matters. The purpose of that report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over
financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the
effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral
part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering the
School’s internal control over financial reporting and compliance.

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
Glendora, CA
November 27, 2017
-2492

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
June 30, 2017
Environmental

Environmental

Charter Middle

Charter High
School

Charter Middle
School Gardena

School
Inglewood

Menlo Charter
Properties

Eliminations

Total

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable - federal and state
Accounts receivable - other
Intercompany receivable
Prepaid expenses and other assets

$

Total current assets
LONG-TERM ASSETS:
Property, plant and equipment, net
Deposits

793,150 $
632,831
58,811
42,010

1,009,678 $
620,218
38,132

3,204,599 $
11,024
3,093

- $
(491,468)
(52,837)
(544,305)

4,559,624

1,526,802

1,668,028

3,218,716

211,571
13,410

306,107
95,358

28,787
27,846

7,362,340
5,907

224,981

Total long-term assets
Total assets

3,265,131 $
800,670
420
432,657
60,746

401,465

56,633

7,368,247

-

8,272,558
2,053,719
11,444
91,144
10,428,865
7,908,805
142,521
8,051,326

$

4,784,605 $

1,928,267 $

1,724,661 $

10,586,963 $

(544,305) $

18,480,191

$

239,578 $

194,197 $

146,404 $
491,468
62,508

108 $
52,837
125,435

- $
(491,468)
(52,837)
-

580,287
187,943

(544,305)

768,230

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Intercompany payable
Deferred revenue
Notes payable, current portion
Total current liabilities
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES:
Notes payable
Total long-term liabilities
Total liabilities
NET ASSETS:
Temporarily restricted
Unrestricted
Total net assets
Total liabilities and net assets

$

-

-

239,578

194,197

700,380

178,380

-

-

-

9,259,260
9,259,260

239,578

194,197

700,380

9,437,640

55,652
4,489,375
4,545,027

156,746
1,577,324
1,734,070

1,024,281
1,024,281

1,149,323
1,149,323

4,784,605 $

1,928,267 $

1,724,661 $

10,586,963 $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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(544,305)
(544,305) $

9,259,260
9,259,260
10,027,490
212,398
8,240,303
8,452,701
18,480,191

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017

Environmental
Charter High
School
UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
REVENUES:
State revenue:
State aid
Other state revenue
Federal revenue:
Grants and entitlements
Local revenue:
In-lieu property tax revenue
Contributions
Other revenue
Net assets released from restriction
Total unrestricted revenues

$

EXPENSES:
Program services
Management and general
Total expenses
Change in unrestricted net assets
TEMPORARILY RESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Other state revenue
Net assets released from restriction
Change in temporarily restricted net assets
Change in total net assets
Beginning net assets
Ending net assets

$

Environmental
Charter Middle

Environmental
Charter Middle

Menlo Charter

School Gardena School Inglewood

4,845,971 $
558,737

2,485,587 $
762,779

1,826,614 $
544,089

Eliminations

Properties

Total

- $
-

- $
-

-

-

9,158,172
1,865,605

362,340

371,367

232,916

574,823
333,564
82,736
101,011
6,859,182

736,066
139,472
117,265
84,487
4,697,023

393,083
809,096
28,522
17,598
3,851,918

(13,175)
641,218
628,043

(634,048)
(634,048)

1,703,972
1,268,957
235,693
203,096
15,402,118

5,122,550
972,643
6,095,193

3,351,183
930,592
4,281,775

2,664,783
709,594
3,374,377

271,927
470,608
742,535

(634,048)
(634,048)

10,776,395
3,083,437
13,859,832

763,989

415,248

477,541

53,223
(101,011)

156,032
(84,487)

(17,598)

-

-

(47,788)

71,545

(17,598)

-

-

6,159

(114,492)
1,263,815

-

1,548,445
6,904,256

1,149,323 $

- $

8,452,701

716,201
3,828,826

486,793
1,247,277

4,545,027 $

1,734,070 $

459,943
564,338
1,024,281 $

(114,492)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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-

966,623

1,542,286

209,255
(203,096)

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017

Environmental Environmental
Environmental
Charter High Charter Middle Charter Middle
School
School Gardena School Inglewood

Menlo Charter
Properties

Eliminations

Total

CASH FLOWS from OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Change in net assets

$

Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets to net cash flows
from operating activities:
Depreciation
Change in operating assets:
Accounts receivable - federal and state
Accounts receivable - other
Intercompany receivable
Prepaid expenses and other assets
Deposits
Change in operating liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Intercompany payable
Deferred revenue
Net cash flows from operating activities
CASH FLOWS from INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Purchases of property, plant and equipment
Net cash flows from investing activities

716,201 $

90,678

Net change in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

459,943 $

6,600

5,159

(114,492) $

221,754

- $

-

1,548,445

324,191

64,484
(420)
(176,538)
18,033
-

71,133
120,688
649
-

(228,463)
(33,371)
(196)

44,700
(695)
(3,093)
(5,907)

56,545
52,837
-

29,294
741,732

116,310
802,173

108,254
55,850
367,176

(57,623)
695
52,837
138,176

(56,545)
(52,837)
-

(26,886)
(26,886)

(188,217)
(188,217)

-

(69,681)
(69,681)

-

(284,784)
(284,784)

(62,496)
(62,496)

2,558,227
(99,373)
2,458,854

-

2,558,227
(161,869)
2,396,358

CASH FLOWS from FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Proceeds from debt
Repayments of debt
Net cash flows from financing activities

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

486,793 $

(92,846)
44,280
35,055
(6,103)
196,235
2,049,257

-

-

714,846

613,956

304,680

2,527,349

-

4,160,831

2,550,285

179,194

704,998

295,169

-

3,729,646

- $

7,890,477

$ 3,265,131 $

793,150 $

1,009,678 $

2,822,518 $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017

Salaries and wages
Pension expense
Other employee benefits
Payroll taxes
Management fees
Legal expenses
Accounting expenses
Instructional materials
Other fees for services
Advertising and promotion expenses
Office expenses
Printing and postage expenses
Information technology expenses
Occupancy expenses
Travel expenses
Conference and meeting expenses
Interest expense
Depreciation expense
Other expenses

$

$

Program

Management

Services

and General

5,163,597 $
502,069
571,544
179,215
87,600
154,123
928,473
2,025
545,403
55,830
225,589
1,187,654
54,521
40,486
324,191
1,388,123
11,410,443 $

Total
Eliminations

1,852,805 $
171,856
204,164
66,568
82,134
11,336
125,247
61,873
463,640
43,814
3,083,437 $

- $ 7,016,402
673,925
775,708
245,783
87,600
82,134
11,336
154,123
1,053,720
2,025
607,276
55,830
225,589
(634,048)
553,606
54,521
40,486
463,640
324,191
1,431,937
(634,048) $ 13,859,832

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Expenses

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Nature of Activities – Environmental Charter Schools (the School) is a not-for-profit benefit corporation
under the laws of the State of California for the purpose of managing and operating public charter
schools. The mission of the School is to inspire students to discover their own sense of purpose, to equip
all students with the knowledge and skills to graduate from college, and to empower them to become
quality stewards of their community and world. The School is economically dependent on state and
federal funding.
The charters may be revoked by the Los Angeles County Office of Education and the Lawndale
Elementary School District for material violations of the charter, failure to meet pupil outcomes
identified in the charter, failure to meet generally accepted standards of fiscal management, or violation
of any provision of the law.
Menlo Charter Properties (Subsidiary) is a California not-for-profit benefit corporation that operates
exclusively for charitable and educational purposes by conducting or supporting activities for
Environmental Charter Schools.
Principles of Consolidation – The accompanying financial statements include the accounts of the
School and Menlo Charter Properties. The majority of the board members of the Subsidiary also serve
on the board of the School. During the year ended June 30, 2017 the School leased middle school
facilities located at 832 W. 165th Place, Gardena, California and 3600 W. Imperial Hwy, Inglewood,
California from the Subsidiary. All significant intercompany accounts and transactions have been
eliminated.
Cash and Cash Equivalents – The School defines its cash and cash equivalents to include only cash on
hand, demand deposits, and liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less.
Use of Estimates – The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America requires management to make estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, and disclosures. Accordingly, actual
results could differ from those estimates.
Basis of Accounting – The financial statements have been prepared on the accrual method of accounting
and accordingly reflect all significant receivables and liabilities.
Functional Allocation of Expenses – Costs of providing the School’s programs and other activities
have been presented in the statement of functional expenses. During the year, such costs are
accumulated into separate groupings as either direct or indirect. Indirect or shared costs are allocated
among program and support services by a method that best measures the relative degree of benefit.
Basis of Presentation – The accompanying financial statements have been prepared in conformity with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States as prescribed by the Financial Accounting
Standards Board.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Net Asset Classes – The School is required to report information regarding its financial position and
activities according to three classes of net assets: unrestricted, temporarily restricted, and permanently
restricted. Net assets of the School are defined as:





Unrestricted: All resources over which the governing board has discretionary control to use in
carrying on the general operations of the School.
Temporarily restricted: These net assets are restricted by donors to be used for specific purposes.
At June 30, 2017 temporarily restricted net assets consisted of the following:
Environmental
Charter High

Environmental
Charter Middle

School

School Gardena

Total

California Clean Energy
Educator Effectiveness
College Readiness Grant

$

2,429 $
53,223

156,032 $
714
-

158,461
714
53,223

Total

$

55,652 $

156,746 $

212,398

Permanently restricted: These net assets are permanently restricted by donors and cannot be used
by the School. The School does not currently have any permanently restricted net assets.

Receivables – Accounts receivable primarily represent amounts due from federal and state governments
as of June 30, 2017. Management believes that all receivables are fully collectible, therefore no
provisions for uncollectible accounts were recorded.
Property, Plant and Equipment – Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost if purchased or at
estimated fair market value if donated. Depreciation is provided on a straight-line basis over the
estimated useful lives of the asset. Leasehold improvements are amortized over the lesser of their useful
lives or the lease term.
Contributed Assets and Services – Contributions of donated non-cash assets are recorded at fair value in
the period received. Contributions of donated services that create or enhance non-financial assets or that
require specialized skills, are provided by individuals possessing those skills, and would typically need
to be purchased if not provided by donation, are recorded at fair values in the period received.
Property Taxes – Secured property taxes attach as an enforceable lien on property as of January 1.
Taxes are levied on September 1 and are payable in two installments on or before November 1 and
February 1. Unsecured property taxes are not a lien against real property and are payable in one
installment on or before August 31. The County bills and collects property taxes for all taxing agencies
within the County and distributes these collections to the various agencies. The sponsor agency of the
-8498

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
School is required by law to provide in-lieu property tax payments on a monthly basis, from August
through July. The amount paid per month is based upon an allocation per student, with a specific
percentage to be paid each month.
Compensated Absences – Accumulated unpaid employee vacation benefits are recognized as a liability
of the School. The current portion of the liability, if material, is recognized at year-end. Employees of
the School are paid for days or hours worked based upon Board approved schedules which include
vacation. Sick leave is accumulated without limit for each employee at the equivalent rate of one day for
each full month of service.
Revenue Recognition – Amounts received from the California Department of Education are recognized
as revenue by the School based on the average daily attendance (ADA) of students. Revenue that is
restricted is recorded as an increase in unrestricted net assets if the restriction expires in the reporting
period in which the revenue is recognized. All other restricted revenues are reported as increases in
temporarily restricted net assets.
Contributions – All contributions are considered to be available for unrestricted use unless specifically
restricted by the donor. Amounts received that are restricted to specific use or future periods are reported
as temporarily restricted. Restricted contributions that are received and released in the same period are
reported as unrestricted revenue. Unconditional promises to give expected to be received in one year or
less are recorded at net realizable value. Unconditional promises to give expected to be received in more
than one year are recorded at fair market value at the date of the promise. Conditional promises to give
are not recognized until they become unconditional, that is, when the conditions on which they depend
are substantially met.
Income Taxes – The School and its Subsidiary are non-profit entities exempt from the payment of
income taxes under Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)(3) and California Revenue and Taxation
Code Section 23701d. Accordingly, no provision has been made for income taxes. Management has
determined that all income tax positions are more likely than not of being sustained upon potential audit
or examination; therefore, no disclosures of uncertain income tax positions are required. The School
files informational returns in the U.S. federal jurisdiction, and the state of California. The statute of
limitations for federal and California state purposes is generally three and four years, respectively.
Allocations Between Charter Schools – For the year ended June 30, 2017, the School has chosen to
identify each charter school separately within the basic financial statements. In cases where specific
identification of each charter’s activities was not possible, items were allocated according to Average
Daily Attendance (ADA).
Evaluation of Subsequent Events – The School has evaluated subsequent events through November 27,
2017, the date these financial statements were available to be issued.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
NOTE 2: CONCENTRATION OF CREDIT RISK
The School maintains cash balances held in banks which are insured up to $250,000 by the Federal
Depository Insurance Corporation (FDIC). At times, cash in these accounts exceeds the insured
amounts. The School has not experienced any losses in such accounts and believes it is not exposed to
any significant credit risk on its cash and cash equivalents.
NOTE 3: PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Property, plant and equipment in the accompanying financial statements is presented net of accumulated
depreciation. The School capitalizes all expenditures for land, buildings and equipment in excess of
$5,000. Depreciation expense was $324,191 for the year ended June 30, 2017.
The components of property, plant and equipment as of June 30, 2017 are as follows:
Environmental
Charter High
School
Land
Building
Furniture, fixtures, equipment
Leasehold improvements
Construction in progress
Less accumulated depreciation
Property, plant and equipment, net

$

$

996,566
380,357
559,102
51,270
1,987,295
(1,775,724)
211,571

Environmental
Charter Middle
School Gardena
$
15,367
119,472
42,812
165,658
343,309
(37,202)
$
306,107

Environmental
Menlo Charter
Charter Middle
Total
Properties
School Inglewood
$
- $
1,000,000 $ 1,000,000
6,652,626
7,664,559
8,500
508,329
32,247
634,161
448,731
665,659
40,747
8,101,357
10,472,708
(11,960)
(739,017)
(2,563,903)
$
28,787 $
7,362,340 $ 7,908,805

NOTE 4: LONG-TERM DEBT
California Department of Education – Environmental Charter Middle School Inglewood
The School received a revolving loan from the California Department of Education (CDE) in the amount
of $250,000. The loan requires annual principal payments of $62,500. The loan matures in January
2019 and carries an interest rate of 0.26%. Annual payments of principal and interest are deducted from
School’s apportionment. The amount outstanding as of June 30, 2017 is $62,508 and is expected to be
paid within the next fiscal year.
Notes Payable – Menlo Charter Properties
On December 19, 2013, Menlo Charter Properties entered into an agreement with Impact CDE 44 LLC
to borrow $6,370,000 in the aggregate, or $4,419,798 (Loan A), and $1,950,202 (Loan B). The terms are
as follows:
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
NOTE 4: LONG-TERM DEBT
Loan A: Eighty-four (84) months of interest only payments at 5.17% per annum, with one principal
payment due on the 84th month in the amount of $4,419,798. At June 30, 2017 the outstanding balance
on this loan was $4,419,798.
Loan B: Three hundred sixty (360) months of interest payments at 5.17% per annum, with principal
payments beginning in January 2021. At June 30, 2017 the outstanding balance on this loan was
$1,950,202.
On December 19, 2013, Menlo Charter Properties entered into a promissory note agreement with PCSD
165th and Menlo LLC, to borrow $400,000, with monthly variance principal and interest payments over
120 months. The interest for months one (1) through eighty-four (84) is at 0.5% per annum, while
months eighty-five (85) through one hundred twenty (120) is at 7.5% per annum. At June 30, 2017 the
outstanding balance on this loan was $156,284.
In June 2016, Menlo Charter Properties entered into a construction loan agreement with California
Credit Union for tenant improvements. The loan shall not exceed $3,550,000, carries an interest rate of
5% per annum, and has a maturity date of June 1, 2023. At June 30, 2017 the outstanding balance on
this loan was $2,858,411.
The annual notes payable payments outstanding are as follows:

Year Ended
June 30,
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
Thereafter
Total

$

187,943
131,022
136,455
4,604,885
224,237
4,162,661

$

9,447,203

NOTE 5: LINE OF CREDIT
The School has a line of credit with California Credit Union for $ 90,000 with a variable interest rate.
There was no balance as of June 30, 2017.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
NOTE 6: EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT
Multi-employer Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Qualified employees are covered under multi-employer defined benefit pension plans maintained by
agencies of the State of California.
The risks of participating in these multi-employer defined benefit pension plans are different from
single-employer plans because: (a) assets contributed to the multi-employer plan by one employer may
be used to provide benefits to employees of other participating employers, (b) the required member,
employer, and state contribution rates are set by the California Legislature, and (c) if the School chooses
to stop participating in the multi-employer plan, it may be required to pay a withdrawal liability to the
plan. The School has no plans to withdraw from this multi-employer plan.
State Teachers’ Retirement System (STRS)
Plan Description
The School contributes to the State Teachers’ Retirement System (STRS), a cost-sharing multi-employer
public employee retirement system defined benefit pension plan administered by STRS. The plan
provides retirement, disability and survivor benefits to beneficiaries. Benefit provisions are established
by State statutes, as legislatively amended, within the State Teachers’ Retirement Law. According to the
most recently available Comprehensive Annual Financial Report and Actuarial Valuation Report for the
year ended June 30, 2016, total STRS plan net assets are $178 billion, the total actuarial present value of
accumulated plan benefits is $267 billion, contributions from all employers totaled $3.2 billion, and the
plan is 63.7% funded. The School did not contribute more than 5% of the total contributions to the plan.
Copies of the STRS annual financial reports may be obtained from STRS, 7667 Folsom Boulevard,
Sacramento, CA 95826 and www.calstrs.com.
Funding Policy
Active plan members hired before January 1, 2013 are required to contribute 10.25% of their salary and
those hired after are required to contribute 9.205% of their salary. The School is required to contribute
an actuarially determined rate. The actuarial methods and assumptions used for determining the rate are
those adopted by the STRS Teachers’ Retirement Board. Under the 2014 funding plan, employer
contributions on compensation creditable to the program will increase every year for the next seven
years, up to 19.10% in 2020–21. The required employer contribution rate for year ended June 30, 2017
was 12.58% of annual payroll. The contribution requirements of the plan members are established and
may be amended by State statute.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
NOTE 6: EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT
The School’s contributions to STRS for the past three years are as follows:
Year Ended
Required
Contribution
June 30,
2015
2016
2017

$
$
$

344,737
471,562
606,924

Percent
Contributed
100%
100%
100%

Public Employees’ Retirement System (PERS)
Plan Description
The School contributes to the School Employer Pool under the California Public Employees’ Retirement
System (CalPERS), a cost-sharing multi-employer public employee retirement system defined benefit
pension plan administered by CalPERS. The plan provides retirement and disability benefits, annual
cost-of-living adjustments, and death benefits to plan members and beneficiaries. Benefit provisions are
established by State statutes, as legislatively amended, within the Public Employees’ Retirement Law.
According to the most recently available Actuarial Valuation Report for the year ended June 30, 2016,
the School Employer Pool total plan assets are $62.6 billion, the total pension liability is $75.7 billion,
contributions from all employers totaled $1.4 billion, and the plan is 73.9% funded. The School did not
contribute more than 5% of the total contributions to the plan.
Copies of the CalPERS’ annual financial reports may be obtained from the CalPERS Executive Office,
400 P Street, Sacramento, CA 95814 and www.calpers.ca.gov.
Funding Policy
Active plan members brought into PERS membership prior to January 1, 2013 are required to contribute
7.0% of their salary while new members after January 1, 2013 are required to contribute 6.0% of their
salary. The School is required to contribute an actuarially determined rate. The actuarial methods and
assumptions used for determining the rate are those adopted by the CalPERS Board of Administration.
The required employer contribution rate for year ended June 30, 2017 was 13.888%. The contribution
requirements of the plan members are established and may be amended by State statute.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
NOTE 6: EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT
Contributions to PERS
The School's contributions to PERS for each of the last three years are as follows:
Year Ended
Required
Contribution
June 30,
2015
2016
2017

$
$
$

46,656
61,345
67,001

Percent
Contributed
100%
100%
100%

NOTE 7: OPERATING LEASES
The School leases it facilities under several lease agreements where the last lease expires in June of
2046. Two of the leases are with a related party (Menlo Charter Properties). Lease expense under these
agreements for the year ended June 30, 2017 was $1,072,321.
Future minimum lease payments are as follows:

Year Ended
June 30,
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
Thereafter
Total

Related
Unrelated
Total
$
634,048 $ 367,129 $ 1,001,177
634,048
367,129
1,001,177
634,048
367,129
1,001,177
733,048
367,129
1,100,177
832,048
367,129
1,199,177
13,397,672
7,088,928 20,486,600
$ 16,864,912 $ 8,924,573 $25,789,485

NOTE 8: COMMITMENTS
Menlo Charter Properties has a construction agreement for a facility that is in process of being
completed. The total estimated payments remaining on this agreement are $598,766 and project
completion is estimated for August 2017.
NOTE 9: CONTINGENCIES
The School has received state and federal funds for specific purposes that are subject to review and audit
by the grantor agencies. Although such audits could generate disallowances under terms of the grants, it
is believed that any required reimbursement would not be material.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
The School consists of three charter schools: Environmental Charter High School, Environmental
Charter Middle School – Gardena, and Environmental Charter Middle School – Inglewood.
Environmental Charter High School is a grade 9 through 12 charter school and was granted its charter
renewal by Lawndale Elementary School District during the 2013-2014 fiscal year, pursuant to the terms
of the Charter School Act of 1992, as amended. Its charter number is 0353.
Environmental Charter Middle School – Gardena is a grade 6 through 8 charter school and was granted
its charter renewal by the Los Angeles County Office of Education during the 2013-2014 fiscal year,
pursuant to the terms of the Charter School Act of 1992, as amended. Its charter number is 1204.
Environmental Charter Middle School – Inglewood is a grade 6 through 8 charter school and was
granted its charter authorization by the Los Angeles County Office of Education during the 2013-2014
fiscal year, pursuant to the terms of the Charter School Act of 1992, as amended. Its charter number is
1501.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE (continued)
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
The Board of Directors and the Administrators as of the year ended June 30, 2017 were as follows:
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Member
Ken Deemer
Denise Berger
Farnaz Golshani-Flechner
Bruce D. Greenspon
William Robertson
Jorge Arroyo
Amy Johnson
Jenni Owen
Anthony Jowid

Office
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
ADMINISTRATOR

Alison Suffet Diaz
Tracy Bondi

Executive Director &
Founder
Director of Operations &
Finance
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Term / Term Expires
3 years / June 2019
3 years / June 2017
3 years / June 2018
1 year / June 2017
3 years / June 2017
1 year / June 2017
1 year / June 2017
3 years / June 2017
3 years / June 2019

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
SCHEDULE OF INSTRUCTIONAL TIME
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
Environmental Charter High School
Instructional Minutes
Requirement
Actual
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Grade 12

64,800
64,800
64,800
64,800

65,230
65,230
65,230
65,230

Environmental Charter Middle School - Gardena
Instructional Minutes
Requirement
Actual
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8

54,000
54,000
54,000

66,810
67,975
67,830

Traditional
Calendar Days

Status

177
177
177
177

In compliance
In compliance
In compliance
In compliance

Traditional
Calendar Days

Status

175
175
175

In compliance
In compliance
In compliance

Environmental Charter Middle School - Inglewood
Instructional Minutes
Traditional
Requirement
Actual
Calendar Days
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8

54,000
54,000
54,000

67,035
67,035
67,035

175
175
175

Status
In compliance
In compliance
In compliance

See auditor’s report and the notes to the supplementary information.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
SCHEDULE OF AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017

Second Period Report
Classroom
Based

Annual Report
Classroom

Total

Based

Total

Environmental Charter High School
Grades 9-12
502.20

502.20

502.11

502.11

ADA Totals

502.20

502.11

502.11

Environmental Charter Middle School - Gardena
Grades 4-6
118.00
118.00
Grades 7-8
228.65
228.65

118.42
228.09

118.42
228.09

ADA Totals

346.65

346.51

346.51

Environmental Charter Middle School - Inglewood
Grades 4-6
115.58
115.58
Grades 7-8
121.18
121.18

114.53
120.99

114.53
120.99

ADA Totals

235.52

235.52

502.20

346.65

236.76

236.76

See auditor’s report and the notes to the supplementary information.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
RECONCILIATION OF ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT
WITH AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017

June 30, 2017 Annual Financial Report
Fund Balances (Net Assets)

$

Environmental
Charter High

Environmental
Charter Middle

Environmental
Charter Middle

School

School Gardena

School Inglewood

4,543,087 $

1,735,224 $

1,940
1,940

(1,154)
(1,154)

4,545,027 $

1,734,070 $

1,012,916

Adjustments and Reclassifications:
Increasing (Decreasing) the Fund Balance (Net Assets):
Accounts receivable - federal and state
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Net Adjustments and Reclassifications
June 30, 2017 Audited Financial Statement
Fund Balances (Net Assets)

$

See auditor’s report and the notes to the supplementary information.
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11,365
11,365
1,024,281

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL AWARDS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017

Federal Grantor/Pass-Through Grantor/Program or Cluster Title

Federal

Pass-Through

Environmental
Charter High
School

CFDA

Entity Identifying

Number

Number

84.010
84.330
84.367

14329
N/A
14341

84.027

13379

62,133
62,133

84.282D

14941

10.553
10.555

13526
13391

10.557

13396

Environmental
Charter Middle
School Gardena

Environmental
Charter Middle
School Inglewood

Total

Pass Through Program From
California Department of Education:
No Child Left Behind Act
Title I, Part A, Basic Grants
Low-Income and Neglected
Title I, Part G AP Test Fee
Title II, Part A, Teacher Quality
Special Education Cluster:
Special Education: IDEA Basic Local Assistance
Special Education Cluster Subtotal:
Charter School Facilities Inventive Grants
Total U.S Department of Education

$

168,703 $
8,436
3,023

152,594 $
1,718

94,585 $
1,086

415,882
8,436
5,827

59,394
59,394

45,597
45,597

167,124
167,124

11,643
253,938

213,706

141,268

11,643
608,912

6,962
96,633
103,595
4,807

10,125
140,544
150,669
6,992

5,886
81,698
87,584
4,064

22,973
318,875
341,848
15,863

108,402

157,661

91,648

357,711

362,340 $

371,367 $

U.S. Department of Agriculture:
Pass Through Program From
California Department of Education:
Child Nutrition Cluster:
School Breakfast Program Especially Needy
National School Lunch Program
Child Nutrition Cluster Subtotal
Special Supplemental Nutrition Program
Total U.S Department of Agriculture
$

Total Federal Expenditures
N/A - Pass-through entity number not readily available or not applicable.

See auditor’s report and the notes to the supplementary information.
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232,916 $

966,623

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
NOTES TO THE SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
NOTE 1: PURPOSE OF SCHEDULES
Schedule of Instructional Time
This schedule presents information on the amount of instructional time offered by the School and
whether the School complied with the provisions of Education Code Sections 46200 through 46206.
Schedule of Average Daily Attendance
Average daily attendance is a measurement of the number of pupils attending classes of the School. The
purpose of attendance accounting from a fiscal standpoint is to provide the basis on which
apportionments of state funds are made to charter schools. This schedule provides information
regarding the attendance of students at various grade levels.
Reconciliation of Annual Financial Report with Audited Financial Statements
This schedule provides the information necessary to reconcile the net assets of the charter schools as
reported on the Annual Financial Report form to the audited financial statements.
Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards (the Schedule) includes the federal award
activity of the School under programs of the federal governmental for the year ended June 30, 2017. The
information in this Schedule is presented in accordance with the requirements of the Title 2 U.S. Code
of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit
Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance). Because the Schedule presents only a selected
portion of operations of the School, it is not intended to and does not present the financial position,
changes in net assets, or cash flows of the School.
Expenditures reported on the Schedule are reported on the accrual basis of accounting. Such
expenditures are recognized following the cost principles contained in the Uniform Guidance, wherein
certain types of expenditures are not allowable or are limited as to reimbursement.
Indirect Cost Rate
The School has elected to use the 10-percent de minimis indirect cost rate allowed under the Uniform
Guidance.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER
FINANCIAL REPORTING AND ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS
BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS
Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools
Lawndale, CA
We have audited, in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, the financial statements of Environmental
Charter Schools (the School), a nonprofit California public benefit corporation, which comprise the
statement of financial position as of June 30, 2017, and the related statements of activities, cash flows
and functional expenses for the year then ended, the related notes to the financial statements, and have
issued our report thereon dated November 27, 2017.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements, we considered the School’s internal
control over financial reporting (internal control) to determine the audit procedures that are appropriate
in the circumstances for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements, but not for
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the School’s internal control. Accordingly,
we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the School’s internal control.
A deficiency in internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow
management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or
detect and correct misstatements on a timely basis. A material weakness is a deficiency or a
combination of deficiencies in internal control such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material
misstatement of the financial statements will not be prevented or detected and corrected on a timely
basis. A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control that is
less severe than a material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged with
governance.
Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph of this
section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be material
weaknesses or significant deficiencies. Given these limitations, during our audit we did not identify any
deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be material weaknesses. However, material
weaknesses may exist that have not been identified.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER
FINANCIAL REPORTING AND ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS
BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS
Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the School’s financial statements are free from
material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations,
contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect on
the determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with
those provisions was not an objective of our audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
The results of our tests disclosed no instances of non-compliance or other matters that are required to be
reported under Government Auditing Standards.
Purpose of this Report
The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control and
compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the
entity’s internal control or on compliance. This report is an integral part of an audit performed in
accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering the entity’s internal control and
compliance. Accordingly, this communication is not suitable for any other purpose.

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
Glendora, CA
November 27, 2017
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON COMPLIANCE
FOR EACH MAJOR FEDERAL PROGRAM; AND REPORT ON
INTERNAL CONTROL OVER COMPLIANCE REQUIRED
BY THE UNIFORM GUIDANCE
Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools
Lawndale, CA
Report on Compliance for Each Major Federal Program
We have audited the compliance of Environmental Charter Schools (the School) with the types of
compliance requirements described in the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Compliance
Supplement that could have a direct and material effect on each of its major federal programs for the
year ended June 30, 2017. The School’s major federal programs are identified in the summary of
auditor’s results section of the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs.
Management’s Responsibility
Management is responsible for compliance with federal statutes, regulations, and terms and conditions
of federal awards applicable to its federal programs.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on compliance for each of the School’s major federal
programs based on our audit of the types of compliance requirements referred to above. We conducted
our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards,
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and the audit requirements of Title 2 U.S. Code
of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit
Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance). Those standards and the Uniform Guidance
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether noncompliance
with the types of compliance requirements referred to above that could have a direct and material effect
on a major federal program occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about the
School’s compliance with those requirements and performing such other procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion on
compliance for each major federal program. However, our audit does not provide a legal determination
of the School's compliance.
Opinion on Each Major Federal Program
In our opinion, the School complied, in all material respects, with the types of compliance requirements
referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on each of its major federal programs for
the year ended June 30, 2017.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON COMPLIANCE
FOR EACH MAJOR FEDERAL PROGRAM AND REPORT ON
INTERNAL CONTROL OVER COMPLIANCE REQUIRED
BY THE UNIFORM GUIDANCE
Report on Internal Control Over Compliance
Management of the School is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal control over
compliance with the types of compliance requirements referred to above. In planning and performing
our audit of compliance, we considered the School’s internal control over compliance with the types of
requirements that could have a direct and material effect on each major federal program to determine the
auditing procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on compliance, for each major federal program and to test and report on internal control over
compliance in accordance with the Uniform Guidance, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on the effectiveness of internal control over compliance. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on
the effectiveness of the School’s internal control over compliance.
A deficiency in internal control over compliance exists when the design or operation of a control over
compliance does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions, to prevent or detect and correct noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a
federal program on a timely basis. A material weakness in internal control over compliance is a
deficiency, or combination of deficiencies in internal control over compliance such that there is a
reasonable possibility, that material noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal
program will not be prevented or detected and corrected on a timely basis. A significant deficiency in
internal control over compliance is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control
over compliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal program that is less severe than a
material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged with governance.
Our consideration of internal control over compliance was for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph of this section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control over
compliance that might be material weaknesses or significant deficiencies. We did not identify any
deficiencies in internal control over compliance that we consider to be material weaknesses. However,
material weaknesses may exist that have not been identified.
Purpose of this Report
The purpose of this report on internal control over compliance is solely to describe the scope of our
testing of internal control over compliance and the results of that testing based on the requirements of
the Uniform Guidance. Accordingly, this report is not suitable for any other purpose.

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
Glendora, CA
November 27, 2017
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON STATE COMPLIANCE
Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools
Lawndale, CA
We have audited Environmental Charter Schools’s (the School) compliance with the types of
compliance requirements described in the 2016-2017 Guide for Annual Audits of K-12 Local Education
Agencies and State Compliance Reporting, published by the Education Audit Appeals Panel for the year
ended June 30, 2017. The School’s State compliance requirements are identified in the table below.
Management’s Responsibility
Management is responsible for the compliance with the State laws and regulations as identified below.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the School’s compliance based on our audit of the types of
compliance requirements referred to below. We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America, the standards applicable to
financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the
United States, and the 2016-2017 Guide for Annual Audits of K-12 Local Education Agencies and State
Compliance Reporting, published by the Education Audit Appeals Panel. Those standards require that
we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether noncompliance with the
specific areas listed below has occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about
the School’s compliance with those requirements and performing such other procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion on state compliance. Our audit does not provide a legal determination of the School’s
compliance.
Compliance Requirements Tested
In connection with the audit referred to above, we selected and tested transactions and records to
determine the School’s compliance with the laws and regulations applicable to the following items:
Description
School Districts, County Offices of Education, and Charter Schools:
Educator Effectiveness
California Clean Energy Jobs Act
After School Education and Safety Program
Proper Expenditure of Education Protection Account Funds
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Procedures
Performed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON STATE COMPLIANCE
Description
Unduplicated Local Control Funding Formula Pupil Counts
Local Control and Accountability Plan
Independent Study-Course Based
Immunizations
Charter Schools:
Attendance
Mode of Instruction
Nonclassroom-based instructional/independent study
Determination of funding for nonclassroom-based instruction
Annual instructional minutes – classroom based
Charter School Facility Grant Program

Procedures
Performed
Yes
Yes
Not applicable
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not applicable
Not applicable
Yes
Yes

Opinion on State Compliance
In our opinion, the School complied with the laws and regulations of the state programs referred to
above in all material respects for the year ended June 30, 2017.
Purpose of this Report
The purpose of this report on state compliance is solely to describe the results of testing based on the
requirements of the 2016-2017 Guide for Annual Audits of K-12 Local Education Agencies and State
Compliance Reporting, published by the Education Audit Appeals Panel. Accordingly, this report is not
suitable for any other purpose.

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
Glendora, CA
November 27, 2017
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017

SECTION I – SUMMARY OF AUDITOR’S RESULTS
Financial Statements
Type of report the auditor issued on whether the financial statements audited
were prepared in accordance with GAAP:
Internal control over financial reporting:
Material weakness(es) identified?

Unmodified

Yes

X

No

Yes

X

None Reported

Noncompliance material to financial statements noted?

Yes

X

No

Federal Awards
Internal control over major federal awards:
Material weakness(es) identified?

Yes

X

No

Yes

X

None Reported

Significant deficiency(ies) identified?

Significant deficiency(ies) identified?

Type of auditor’s report issued on compliance for major federal programs:
Any audit findings disclosed that are required to be
reported in accordance with 2 CFR 200.516(a)?

Yes

Unmodified
X

No

Identification of Major Federal Programs:
CFDA Number(s)
Name of Federal Program or Cluster
84.010
Title I, Part A – Low Income and Neglected
Dollar threshold used to distinguish between type A and type B programs:
Auditee qualified as low-risk auditee?

Yes
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$750,000
X

No

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
All audit findings must be identified as one or more of the following categories:
Five Digit Code
10000
20000
30000
40000
42000
50000
60000
62000
61000
70000
71000
72000

Finding Types
Attendance
Inventory of Equipment
Internal Control
State Compliance
Charter School Facilities Program
Federal Compliance
Miscellaneous
Local Control Accountability Plan
Classroom Teacher Salaries
Instructional Materials
Teacher Misassignments
School Accountability Report Card

There were no findings and questioned costs related to the basic financial statements, state or federal
awards for the year ended June 30, 2017.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
STATUS OF PRIOR YEAR FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
For the Year Ended June 30, 2017
There were no findings and questioned costs related to the basic financial statements or state awards for
the prior year.
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Environmental Charter Schools
and Subsidiary
Charter Schools #0353, #1204, &
#1501
Consolidated Financial Statements
June 30, 2016
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary
Lawndale, California
Report on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of Environmental
Charter Schools and Subsidiary, (nonprofit organizations) which comprise the statement
of financial position as of June 30, 2016, and the related statements of activities and cash
flows for the fiscal year then ended, and the related notes to the financial statements.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated
financial statements in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America; this includes the design, implementation, and maintenance of
internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements
based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards
generally accepted in the United States of America and the standards applicable to
financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit
to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are
free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s
judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the
consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and
fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. Accordingly,
we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made
by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated
financial statements.
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We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of Environmental Charter Schools as of June
30, 2016, and the changes in their net assets and their cash flows for the fiscal year then
ended in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America.
Emphasis of Matter
Prior Period Adjustment
As discussed in Note 9 to the financial statements, net assets at June 30, 2015 was
adjusted in the amount of $708,076 due to the write off of fixed assets. Our opinion is not
modified with respect to this matter.
Other Matters
Supplementary Information
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the consolidated
financial statements as a whole. The supplementary information as listed in the table of
contents is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the
consolidated financial statements. The accompanying Schedule of Expenditures of
Federal Awards, as required by Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 200,
Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for
Federal Awards, is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part
of the consolidated financial statements. Such information is the responsibility of
management and was derived from and relates directly to the underlying accounting and
other records used to prepare the consolidated financial statements. The information has
been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the consolidated
financial statements and certain additional procedures, including comparing and
reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used
to prepare the consolidated financial statements or to the consolidated financial
statements themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing
standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the
information is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the consolidated financial
statements as a whole.
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Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated
December 14, 2016, on our consideration of Environmental Charter Schools’ internal
control over financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions
of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of
that report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial
reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on
internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral part
of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering
Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s internal control over financial reporting
and compliance.

SQUAR MILNER LLP
San Diego, California
December 14, 2016
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
June 30, 2016

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash
Accounts receivable
Related party receivable/(payable)
Prepaid expenses
Total current assets
Fixed assets, net
Deposits
TOTAL ASSETS

Environmental
Environmental
Charter
Charter
Middle School
High School
Gardena

Environmental
Charter
Middle School
Inglewood

$

179,194
703,964
179,499
42,659
1,105,316
124,490
95,358
1,325,164

$

28,960
32,638
16,289
77,887
77,887

$

$

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
$
Due to grantor agencies
Accrued expenses
Current portion of notes payable
Total current liabilities
Notes payable, net of current portion
Total liabilities
Net assets:
Temporarily restricted
Unrestricted
Total net assets
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS $
Page 4

2,550,285
865,154
256,119
78,779
3,750,337
275,363
13,410
4,039,110

76,582
10,000
123,702
210,284
210,284
103,440
3,725,386
3,828,826
4,039,110
527

$

$

$

$

85,201
1,162,076
1,247,277
1,325,164

$

$

Menlo
Charter
Properties

704,998 $
391,755
(435,618)
4,761
665,896
33,946
27,650
727,492 $

18,585
249
19,316
62,500
100,650
62,504
163,154
17,598
546,740
564,338
727,492

$

$

Total

295,170
55,724
350,894
7,514,413
7,865,307

$

3,729,647
2,016,597
126,199
5,872,443
7,948,212
136,418
$ 13,957,073

10,731
79,084
16,129
105,944
6,495,548
6,601,492

$

1,263,815
1,263,815
7,865,307

206,239
6,698,017
6,904,256
$ 13,957,073

134,858
42,887
238,391
78,629
494,765
6,558,052
7,052,817

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016

REVENUES
Revenue limit sources:
State aid
Education protection account
In-lieu of property taxes
Federal revenues
State revenues
Local revenues:
Donations
Fundraising
Leases and rentals
Miscellaneous
Total revenues before transfers
Net assets transferred to restrictions
Total revenues

Environmental Environmental
Environmental
Charter
Charter
Charter
Middle School Middle School
High School
Gardena
Inglewood

$

EXPENSES
Program services:
Education
Support services:
Management and general
Total expenses
Change in unrestricted net assets
Increase in temporarily restricted net assets
CHANGE IN NET ASSETS
NET ASSETS, BEGINNING OF YEAR
PRIOR PERIOD ADJUSTMENT
NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR
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3,758,186
797,828
489,311
564,547
703,648

$

$

1,279,885
35,414
266,721
209,986
510,091

$

Total

-

$

93,908
12,474
58,785
4,306,601
(30,797)
4,275,804

111,245
4,789
109,288
2,527,419
(17,598)
2,509,821

4,762,338

3,225,754

2,051,212

-

10,039,304

1,271,008
6,033,346

849,792
4,075,546

611,230
2,662,442

526,166
526,166

3,258,196
13,297,500

619,638

200,258

(152,621)

251,811

919,086

46,929

30,797

17,598

-

95,324

666,567

231,055

(135,023)

251,811

1,014,410

3,162,259

1,724,298

699,361

1,012,004

6,597,922

-

-

3,828,826
528

(708,076)
$

1,247,277

$

564,338

391,029
386,826
122
777,977
777,977

6,897,493
1,303,611
1,422,956
1,105,646
2,027,345

118,779
30,224
237,390
6,699,913
(46,929)
6,652,984

$

1,859,422
470,369
666,924
331,113
813,606

Menlo
Charter
Properties

$

1,263,815

714,961
47,487
386,826
405,585
14,311,910
(95,324)
14,216,586

(708,076)
$

6,904,256

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Change in net assets
Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets to
net cash flows provided by (used in) operating activities:
Depreciation
(Increase) decrease in operating assets:
Accounts receivable
Employee advance
Related party receivable/(payable)
Prepaid expenses
Deposits
Increase (decrease) in operating liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Due to grantor agencies
Net cash flows provided by (used in) operating activities

Environmental Environmental
Environmental
Charter
Charter
Charter
Middle School Middle School
High School
Gardena
Inglewood
$

666,567

111,775

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Purchase of fixed assets
Disposal of fixed assets
Net cash flows provided by (used in) investing activities

NET CHANGE IN CASH
CASH, BEGINNING OF YEAR

$

8,655

(135,023) $

251,811

$

1,014,410

4,739

171,321

296,490

(44,700)

(328,086)

(223,092)

47,091

(17,839)
(24,918)
5,718

(188,449)
(25,762)
(275)

206,288
3,436
(50)

-

(47,244)
5,393

60,488
(13,480)
680,926

(41,946)
5,874
(233,940)

(140,002)
(26,333)
(39,854)

57,731
436,163

(63,729)
(33,939)
843,295

(32,900)
(32,900)

(19,404)
(19,404)

(12,571)
101,730
89,159

(392,050)
(392,050)

(456,925)
101,730
(355,195)

-

(20,000)
(20,000)

(62,496)
(62,496)

(16,046)
(16,046)

(78,542)
(20,000)
(98,542)

648,026

(273,344)

(13,191)

28,067

389,558

452,538

718,189

267,103

3,340,089

1,902,259
$

231,055

Total

(107,385)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Payment on long-term debt
Payment on revolving loans
Net cash flows used in financing activities

CASH, END OF YEAR

$

Menlo
Charter
Properties

2,550,285

$

179,194

$

704,998

$

295,170

$

3,729,647

$

85

$

402

$

333,322

$

333,809

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURES:
Cash paid for interest
Page 6

$

529

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 2016

1. ORGANIZATION AND MISSION
Environmental Charter Schools (Organization) is a non-profit public benefit corporation.
The mission of the Organization is to inspire students to discover their own sense of
purpose, to equip all students with the knowledge and skills to graduate from college, and
to empower them to become quality stewards of their community and world. The
Organization operates three charter schools.
Environmental Charter High School (#0353) commenced operations during the 20012002 fiscal year, and was approved through the Lawndale Elementary School District for
a five-year period in June 2014.
Environmental Charter Middle School - Gardena (#1204) commenced operations during
the 2010-2011 fiscal year, and was approved through the Los Angeles County Office of
Education for a five-year period in April 2014.
Environmental Charter Middle School – Inglewood (#1501) commenced operations
during 2013-2014 fiscal year, and was approved through the Los Angeles County Office
of Education for a five-year period in July 2013.
Menlo Charter Properties (Subsidiary) is a California nonprofit public benefit corporation
that operates exclusively for charitable and educational purposes by conducting or
supporting activities for Environmental Charter Schools.
2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Basis of consolidation
Menlo Charter Properties is consolidated into the Organization’s financial statements. The
Subsidiary operates exclusively for charitable and educational purposes by conducting or
supporting activities for Environmental Charter Schools. The majority of the board
members of the Subsidiary also serve on the board for Environmental Charter Schools. As of
June 30, 2016, the Organization leased middle school facilities located at 832 W. 165th Place,
Gardena, California and 3600 W. Imperial Hwy, Inglewood, California from the Subsidiary.
All significant intercompany accounts and transactions have been eliminated.

Financial Statement Presentation
The financial statements are presented in conformity with Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 958-205, Not-ForProfit Entities – Presentation of Financial Statements. Under ASC 958-205, the
Organization reports information regarding its financial position and activities according
to three classes of net assets:

Page 7
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 2016

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
Financial Statement Presentation (continued)
Unrestricted Net Assets: Unrestricted net assets are available to support all activities of
the Organization, and are not subject to donor-imposed stipulations. These generally
result from revenues generated by providing services, receiving unrestricted
contributions, and receiving interest from investments, less expenses incurred in
providing program-related services, raising contributions, and performing administrative
functions.
Temporarily Restricted Net Assets: Net assets that are subject to donor-imposed
stipulations that will be met either by actions of the Organization and/or the passage of
time. When a donor restriction expires, that is, when a stipulated time restriction ends or
purpose restriction is accomplished, temporarily restricted net assets are reclassified to
unrestricted net assets and are reported in the statement of activities as net assets released
from restrictions. Temporarily restricted net assets were $206,239 as of June 30, 2016.
Permanently Restricted Net Assets: Net assets that are subject to donor-imposed
stipulations that the restrictions be maintained permanently by the Organization.
Generally, the donors of these assets permit the Organization to use all or part of the
income earned on the related investments for general or specific purposes. There were no
permanently restricted assets as of June 30, 2016.
Accounting Method – Basis of Accounting
The financial statements were prepared in accordance with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America as applicable to not-for-profit
organizations. Basis of accounting refers to when revenues and expenses are recognized
in the accounts and reported on the financial statements. The Organization uses the
accrual basis of accounting, under which revenues are recognized when they are earned
and expenditures are recognized in the accounting period in which the liability is
incurred.
Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect certain
reported amounts and disclosures. Accordingly, actual results could differ from those
estimates.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 2016

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
Income Taxes
The Organization is exempt from income taxes under Internal Revenue Code Section
501(c)(3). It is, however, subject to income taxes from activities unrelated to its taxexempt purpose. The Organization uses the same accounting methods for tax and
financial reporting.
Generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) provides accounting and disclosure
guidance about positions taken by an entity in its tax returns that might be uncertain.
Management has considered its tax positions and believes that all of the positions taken in
its federal and state exempt organization tax returns are more likely than not to be
sustained upon examination. The Organization’s returns are subject to examination by
federal and state taxing authorities, generally for three years and four years, respectively,
after they are filed.
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are from time to time is variously composed of cash on hand
and in banks. The Organization considers all highly liquid instruments with maturities of
three months or less at time of acquisition to be cash equivalents. As of June 30, 2016,
the Organization had no cash equivalents.
Fixed Assets
Fixed assets are recorded at cost and depreciated under the straight-line method over their
estimated useful lives of 5 to 10 years. Repair and maintenance costs, which do not
extend the useful lives of the asset, are charged to expense. The cost of assets, sold or
retired, and related amounts of accumulated depreciation are eliminated from the
accounts in the year of disposal, and any resulting gain or loss is included in the earnings.
Management has elected to capitalize and depreciate all assets costing $5,000 or more; all
other assets are charged to expense in the year incurred.
Revenue Sources and Recognition
The Organization receives federal, state and local revenues for the enhancement of
various educational programs. This assistance is generally received based on applications
submitted to and approved by various granting agencies.
The Organization primarily receives the funds from California Department of Education
(CDE). Amounts received from the CDE are recognized by the Organization based on the
average daily attendance (ADA) of students.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 2016

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
Revenue Sources and Recognition (continued)
The Organization recognizes federal revenue to the extent that eligible expenditures have
been incurred.
Revenue that is restricted is recorded as an increase in unrestricted net assets if the
restriction expires in the reporting period in which the revenue is recognized. All other
restricted revenues are reported as increases in temporarily restricted net assets.
New Accounting Pronouncements
In February 2016, FASB issued Accounting Standards Update (ASU) 2016-02, Leases
(ASU 2016-02). ASU 2016-02 requires a lessee to recognize a lease asset representing its
right to use the underlying asset for the lease term, and a lease liability for the payments
to be made to lessor, on its balance sheet for all operating leases greater than 12 months.
ASU 2016-02 will be effective for fiscal years, and interim periods within those fiscal
years, beginning after December 15, 2019. The Organization has not yet assessed the
potential impact of this guidance on its financial statements.
In November 2016, The FASB issued ASU No. 2016-14, Not-for-Profit Entities (Topic
958): Presentation of Financial Statements of Not-for-Profit Entities (ASU 2016-14).
ASU 2016-14 changes how a not-for-profit organization classifies its net assets, as well
as the information it presents in financial statements and notes about its liquidity,
financial performance, and cash flows. ASU 2016-14 requires amended presentation and
disclosures to help not-for-profits provide more relevant information about their
resources (and the changes in those resources) to donors, grantors, creditors, and other
users. These include qualitative and quantitative requirements in the following areas: (1)
net asset classes; (2) investment return; (3) expenses; (4) liquidity and availability of
resources; and (5) presentation of operating cash flows. ASU 2016-14 will be effective
for annual financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2017,
and for interim periods within fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2018.
Application to interim financial statements is permitted but not required in the initial year
of application. Early application of the amendments is permitted. The Organization has
not yet assessed the potential impact of this guidance on its financial statements.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 2016

3. CASH
Cash at June 30, 2016, consisted of the following:

Cash in banks:
Environmental Charter High School
Environmental Charter Middle School Gardena
Environmental Charter Middle School Inglewood
Menlo Charter Properties
Total cash in banks

$

$

2,550,285
179,194
704,998
295,170
3,729,647

Cash balances held in banks are insured up to $250,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC). The Organization maintains its cash in bank deposit accounts that at
times may exceed federally insured limits. The Organization has not experienced any
losses in such accounts. At June 30, 2016, the Organization had $3,751,759 in excess of
FDIC insured limits.
4. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Accounts receivable at June 30, 2016, consisted of the following:

Revenue limit sources:
State aid
Education protection account
In-lieu of property taxes
Federal revenues
State revenues
Local revenues
Total accounts receivable
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Environmental Environmental
Environmental
Charter
Charter
Charter
Middle School Middle School
High School
Gardena
Inglewood
$

$

333,143
191,707
135,991
56,665
70,455
77,193
865,154

$

$

163,919
110,930
60,203
68,713
300,199
703,964

534

$

$

95,774
8,801
86,028
80,639
68,989
51,524
391,755

Menlo
Charter
Properties
$

$

55,724
55,724

Total
$ 592,836
311,438
282,222
206,017
439,643
184,441
$ 2,016,597

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 2016

5. FIXED ASSETS, NET
Fixed assets, net at June 30, 2016, consisted of the following:
Environmental Environmental
Environmental
Charter
Charter
Charter
Middle School Middle School Menlo Chater
High School
Gardena
Inglewood
Properties
Land
Construction in progress
Buildings
Leasehold improvements
Land improvements
Equipment
Less: accumulated depreciation
Total fixed assets, net

$

- $
24,384
996,566
24,900
534,202
380,357
(1,685,046)
$
275,363 $

- $
72,214
15,367
42,812
24,698
(30,601)
124,490 $

- $ 1,000,000
379,050
6,652,626
12,571
19,676
8,500
(6,801)
(517,263)
33,946 $ 7,514,413

Totals
$ 1,000,000
475,648
7,664,559
37,471
596,690
413,555
(2,239,711)
$ 7,948,212

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016, a total of $296,490 was charged to
depreciation expense.
6. NOTES PAYABLE
Charter School Revolving Loan – ECMSG
On June 23, 2010, Environmental Charter Middle School took out a five-year charter
school revolving loan (Loan) from the California Department of Education (CDE) in the
principal amount of $100,000 with interest at 0.54% per annum. The Loan matured on
January 29, 2016, and was paid in full.
Charter School Revolving Loan - ECMSI
On June 16, 2013, Environmental Charter Middle School took out a five-year charter
school revolving loan (Loan) from the California Department of Education (CDE) in the
principal amount of $250,000 with interest at 0.26% per annum. The Loan matures in
January 2019, with annual principal payments of $62,500, plus annual interest. Payments
will be made by the State Controller’s Office by deducting principal and interest
payments from the Organization’s monthly apportionment revenues. Required payments
of principal on the long-term notes payable as of June 30, 2016, including maturities, are
as follows:
Year Ending
June 30,
Principal
Interest
Total
2017
$ 62,500
$
528
$ 63,028
2018
62,504
396
62,900
$ 125,004
$
924
$ 125,928
Page 12
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 2016

6. NOTES PAYBLE (continued)
Menlo Charter Properties – Impact Loans A and B
On December 19, 2013, Menlo Charter Properties entered into an agreement with Impact
CDE 44 LLC, to borrow $6,370,000 in the aggregate, or $4,419,798 (Loan A), and
$1,950,202 (Loan B). The terms are as follows:
Loan A: Eighty-four (84) months of interest only payments at 5.17% per annum, with
one principal payment due on the 84th month in the amount of $4,419,798. Required
payments of principal and interest are as follows:

Year Ending
June 30,
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Principal
$
4,419,798
$ 4,419,798

Interest
$ 231,677
231,677
231,677
232,312
108,539
$ 1,035,882

Total
$ 231,677
231,677
231,677
232,312
4,528,337
$ 5,455,680

Menlo Charter Properties – Impact Loans A and B
Loan B: Three hundred sixty (360) months of interest payments at 5.17% per annum,
with principal payments beginning in January 2021. Required payments of principal and
interest are as follows:
Year Ending
June 30,
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
Thereafter
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Principal
$
-

-

22,318
1,927,884
$ 1,950,202

536

Interest
$ 102,226
102,226
102,226
102,506
101,888
1,352,703
$ 1,863,775

Total
$ 102,226
102,226
102,226
102,506
124,206
3,280,587
$ 3,813,977

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 2016

6. NOTES PAYABLE (continued)
Menlo Charter Properties – PCSD 165th and Menlo LLC
On December 19, 2013, Menlo Charter Properties entered into a promissory note
agreement with PCSD 165th and Menlo LLC, to borrow $400,000, with monthly variable
principal and interest payments over 120 months. The interest for months one (1)
through eighty-four (84) is at 0.5% per annum, while months eighty-five (85) through
one hundred twenty (120) is at 7.50% per annum. Required payments of principal and
interest are as follows:
Year Ending
June 30,
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
Thereafter

Principal
$ 16,129
16,209
16,293
16,372
18,737
57,937
$ 141,677

Interest
$
671
591
509
428
2,587
5,695
$ 10,481

Total
$ 16,800
16,800
16,802
16,800
21,324
63,632
$ 152,158

Changes in notes payable obligations for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016, are as
follows:

Charter school
revolving loan - ECMSG
Charter school
revolving loan - ECMSI
Menlo Charter Properties
Impact Loans A & B
PCSD 165th & Menlo LLC
Total
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Balance
July 01, 2015

Additions

Payments

$

$

-

$ (20,000) $

187,500

-

(62,496)

6,370,000
157,723
6,735,223

-

(16,046)
$ (98,542) $

$

20,000

$

537

Balance
June 30, 2016
-

Due In
One Year
$

-

125,004

62,500

6,370,000
141,677
6,636,681

16,129
$ 78,629

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 2016

7. EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS
Qualified employees are covered under multiple-employer defined benefit pension plans
maintained by agencies of the State of California. Certificated employees are members of
the State Teachers' Retirement System (STRS), and classified employees are members
the California Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS).
Plan Description and Funding Policy
STRS
Plan Description
The Organization contributes to the State Teachers’ Retirement System (STRS), a costsharing multiple-employer public employee retirement system defined benefit pension
plan administered by STRS. The plan provides retirement, disability and survivor
benefits to beneficiaries. Benefit provisions are established by State statutes, as
legislatively amended, within the State Teachers’ Retirement Law. According to the most
recently available Comprehensive Annual Financial Report and Actuarial Valuation
Report for the year ended June 30, 2015, total plan assets are $180.6 billion, the total
actuarial present value of accumulated plan benefits is $301.3 billion, contributions from
all employers totaled $2.5 billion, and the plan is 68.50% funded. The Organization did
not contribute more than 5% of the total contributions to the plan.
Copies of the STRS annual financial reports may be obtained from STRS, 7667 Folsom
Boulevard, Sacramento, CA 95826 and www.calstrs.com.
Funding Policy
Active plan members are required to contribute 9.20% of their salary and the
Organization is required to contribute an actuarially determined rate. The actuarial
methods and assumptions used for determining the rate are those adopted by the STRS
Teachers’ Retirement Board. The required employer contribution rate for fiscal year
2015-2016 was 10.73% of annual payroll. The contribution requirements of the plan
members are established by state statute. The Organization’s contributions to STRS for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 2016, were $471,562, and equals 100% of the required
contributions for the fiscal year.
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7. EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS (continued)
Plan Description and Funding Policy (continued)
CalPERS
Plan Description
The Organization contributes to the School Employer Pool under the CalPERS, a costsharing multiple-employer public employee retirement system defined benefit pension
plan administered by CalPERS. The plan provides retirement and disability benefits,
annual cost-of-living adjustments, and death benefits to plan members and beneficiaries.
Benefit provisions are established by State statutes, as legislatively amended, within the
Public Employees’ Retirement Law. According to the most recently available Actuarial
Valuation Report for the year ended June 30, 2015, the Schools Pool total plan assets are
$56.9 billion, the total actuarial present value of accumulated plan benefits is $71.7
billion, contributions from all employers totaled $1.3 billion, and the plan is 77.5%
funded. The Organization did not contribute more than 5% of the total contributions to
the plan.
Copies of the CalPERS’ annual financial reports may be obtained from the CalPERS
Executive Office, 400 P Street, Sacramento, CA 95814 and www.calpers.ca.gov.
Funding Policy
Active plan members are required to contribute 7.0% of their salary, and the Organization
is required to contribute an actuarially determined rate. Effective January 1, 2013, any
new participants in the plan will be required to contribute 6.0% of their salary. The
actuarial methods and assumptions used for determining the rate are those adopted by the
CalPERS Board of Administration. The required employer contribution rate for fiscal
year 2015-2016 was 11.847% of annual payroll based on CalPERS reduction transfers.
The contribution requirements of the plan members are established by the state statute.
The Organization’s contributions to CalPERS for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2016,
were $61,345, and equals 100% of the required contributions for the fiscal year.
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8. TEMPORARILY RESTRICTED NET ASSETS
At June 30, 2016, temporarily restricted net assets consisted of the following:

California Clean Energy Job Act:
Environmental Charter High School
Environmental Charter Middle School Gardena
Educator Effectiveness:
Environmental Charter High School
Environmental Charter Middle School Gardena
Environmental Charter Middle School Inglewood
Total temporarily restricted net assets

$

$

56,511
54,404
46,929
30,797
17,598
206,239

9. PRIOR PERIOD ADJUSTMENT
A prior period adjustment of $708,076 was made to write off fixed assets. During the
fiscal year ended June 30, 2013, the Organization’s authorizing district requested the
Organization capitalize certain fixed assets related to land improvements. The prior
period adjustment was due to a change in the charter authorizer's guidelines for
capitalization of fixed assets.
10. OPERATING LEASE
The Organization leases facilities and office equipment under operating lease
arrangements. The buildings are located in Lawndale, California, Inglewood, California
and Gardena, California. Future minimum lease payments as of June 30, 2016 are as
follows:
Year Ending
Lease
June 30,
Payments
2017
$ 992,388
2018
991,468
2019
979,644
2020
979,644
2021
1,078,644
Thereafter
19,235,550
Total future lease payments $ 24,257,338

The Organization receives no sublease rental revenues nor pays any contingent rentals
associated with this lease. For the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016, operating lease
expense was $808,364.
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11. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
State Allowances, Awards, and Grants
The Organization has received state funds for specific purposes that are subject to review
and audit by the grantor agencies. Although such audits could generate expenditure
disallowances under terms of the grants, management believes that any required
reimbursement will not be material.
12. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
The Organization’s management has evaluated events or transactions that may occur for
potential recognition or disclosure in the financial statements from the balance sheet date
through December 14, 2016, which is the date the financial statements were available to
be issued. Management has determined that there were no subsequent events or
transactions that would have a material impact on the current year financial statements.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
ORGANIZATION
JUNE 30, 2016

Environmental Charter Schools consists of three charter schools: Environmental Charter
High School, Environmental Charter Middle School – Gardena, and Environmental
Charter Middle School – Inglewood.
Environmental Charter High School [#0353] is a Grade 9 through 12 Charter School and
was granted its charter renewal by Lawndale Elementary School District during the 20132014 fiscal year, pursuant to the terms of the Charter School Act of 1992, as amended.
Environmental Charter Middle School - Gardena [#1204] is a Grade 6 through 8 Charter
School and was granted its charter renewal by the Los Angeles County Office of
Education during the 2013-2014 fiscal year, pursuant to the Charter School Act of 1992,
as amended.
Environmental Charter Middle School - Inglewood [#1501] is a Grade 6 through 8
Charter School and was granted its charter by Los Angeles County Office of Education
during the 2013-2014 fiscal year, pursuant to the Charter School Act of 1992, as
amended.
The Board of Directors for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016, was comprised of the
following members:
Name

Office

Term

Term Expiration

Ken Deemer

President

3 years

June 30, 2019

Denise Berger

Vice President

3 years

June 30, 2017

Bruce Greenspon

Treasurer

1 year

June 30, 2017

Farnaz Golshani- Flechner Secretary

3 years

June 30, 2018

William Robertson

Member

3 years

June 30, 2017

Jenni Taylor

Member

3 years

June 30, 2017

Amy Johnson

Member

3 years

June 30, 2017

Jorge Arroyo

Member

1 year

June 30, 2016

Name
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Administration

Position

Alison Suffet Diaz

Executive Director & Founder

Tracy Bondi

Director of Operations & Finance
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See accompanying independent auditor’s report.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
SCHEDULE OF AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
For the Fiscal Year End June 30, 2016

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER HIGH SCHOOL

Second Period Report
Grades 9 -12
Total

Annual Report

501.67
501.67

501.31
501.31

The Organization is 100% classroom-based and generates no ADA from a full-time
independent study program.
ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER MIDDLE SCHOOL - GARDENA

Second Period Report

Annual Report

Grade 6

116.02

115.74

Grades 7 - 8
Total

229.25
345.27

228.52
344.26

The Organization is 100% classroom-based and generates no ADA from a full-time
independent study program.
ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER MIDDLE SCHOOL - INGLEWOOD

Second Period Report
Grade 6
Grades 7 - 8
Total

Annual Report

58.34

58.21

118.73
177.07

118.30
176.51

The Organization is 100% classroom-based and generates no ADA from a full-time
independent study program.
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See accompanying independent auditor’s report.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
SCHEDULE OF INSTRUCTIONAL TIME
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER HIGH SCHOOL

Grade Level

2015-2016
Minutes
Requirements

2015-2016
Actual Minutes

Number of Days
Traditional
Calendar

Status

Grade 9

64,800

65,010

177

In compliance

Grade 10

64,800

65,010

177

In compliance

Grade 11

64,800

65,010

177

In compliance

Grade 12

64,800

65,010

177

In compliance

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER MIDDLE SCHOOL - GARDENA

Grade Level

2015-2016
Minutes
Requirements

2015-2016
Actual Minutes

Number of Days
Traditional
Calendar

Status

Grade 6

54,000

67,000

175

In compliance

Grade 7

54,000

67,000

175

In compliance

Grade 8

54,000

67,000

175

In compliance

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER MIDDLE SCHOOL – INGLEWOOD

Grade Level

2015-2016
Minutes
Requirements

2015-2016
Actual Minutes

Number of Days
Traditional
Calendar

Status

Grade 6

54,000

67,180

175

In compliance

Grade 7

54,000

67,180

175

In compliance

Grade 8

54,000

67,180

175

In compliance
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL AWARDS
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016

Pass-Through
Federal
Entity
CFDA
Identifying
Federal
Number
Number
Expenditures

Federal Grantor/
Pass-Through Entity
Program Title
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Passed through California Department of Education:
Child Nutrition: School Programs (NSL Sec 4)
Environmental Charter High School
Environmental Charter Middle School Gardena
Environmental Charter Middle School Inglewood
Total U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Department of Education
Direct:
Passed through California Department of Education:
NCLB: Title I, Part A, Basic Grants Low-Income and Neglected
Environmental Charter High School
Environmental Charter Middle School Gardena
Environmental Charter Middle School Inglewood
Special Ed: IDEA Basic Local Assistance Entitlement, Part B, Sec 611
Environmental Charter High School
Environmental Charter Middle School Gardena
Environmental Charter Middle School Inglewood
NCLB: Title II, Part A, Teacher Quality
Environmental Charter High School
Environmental Charter Middle School Gardena
Environmental Charter Middle School Inglewood
NCLB: Title V, Part B, Public Charter Schools Grants
Environmental Charter Middle School Inglewood
NCLB: State Charter School Facilities Incentive Grants
Environmental Charter High School
Total U.S. Department of Education
Total Expenditures of Federal Awards

10.555

13391

84.010

14329

84.027

13379

84.367

14341

84.282A

14941

84.282D

$

129,413
144,884
74,819
349,116

164,391
132,939
71,873
41,154
51,087
17,029
3,436
2,203
1,348
44,918
226,152
756,530
$ 1,105,646

BASIS OF PRESENTATION
The accompanying Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards included the federal
grant activity of the Environmental Charter Schools, and is presented on the modified
accrual basis of accounting. The information in this schedule is presented in accordance
with the requirements of OMB Uniform Guidance.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER HIGH SCHOOL

Program
Services

Certificated salaries
Classified salaries
Employee benefits
Books and supplies
Travel and conferences
Dues and memberships
Insurance
Operation and housekeeping services
Rental, leases, repairs, and
non-capitalized improvements
Professional/consulting services and
operating expenditures
Communications
Depreciation
Total expenses
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Education
$ 2,077,796
170,046
559,095
547,466
50,442
13,945
120,795

Support
Services
Management
and General
$
346,271
459,116
139,774
4,905
13,945
13,422

265,447

29,494

294,941

908,453
48,853
4,762,338

146,875
5,431
111,775
1,271,008

1,055,328
54,284
111,775
6,033,346

$

547

$

$

$

Total
2,424,067
629,162
698,869
547,466
50,442
4,905
27,890
134,217

See accompanying independent auditor’s report.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER MIDDLE SCHOOL – GARDENA

Program
Services

Certificated salaries
Classified salaries
Employee benefits
Books and supplies
Travel and conferences
Dues and memberships
Operation and housekeeping services
Rental, leases, repairs, and
non-capitalized improvements
Insurance
Professional/consulting services and
operating expenditures
Communications
Depreciation
Total expenses
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Education
$ 1,284,008
230,117
374,293
423,230
19,703
106,017

Support
Services
Management
and General
$
268,641
345,185
93,573
2,858
11,780

411,080
9,043

45,676
9,043

456,756
18,086

333,624
34,639
3,225,754

60,528
3,853
8,655
849,792

394,152
38,492
8,655
4,075,546

$

548

$

$

$

Total
1,552,649
575,302
467,866
423,230
19,703
2,858
117,797

See accompanying independent auditor’s report.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER MIDDLE SCHOOL – INGLEWOOD

Program
Services

Certificated salaries
Classified salaries
Employee benefits
Books and supplies
Travel and conferences
Dues and memberships
Insurance
Operation and housekeeping services
Rental, leases, repairs, and
non-capitalized improvements
Professional/consulting services and
operating expenditures
Communications
Depreciation
Total expenses
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Education
$
663,969
109,036
186,503
179,229
10,683
5,069
32,335

Support
Services
Management
and General
$
227,338
166,792
46,626
2,445
5,069
3,593

147,584

16,398

163,982

687,974
28,830
2,051,212

135,026
3,204
4,739
611,230

823,000
32,034
4,739
2,662,442

$

549

$

$

$

Total
891,307
275,828
233,129
179,229
10,683
2,445
10,138
35,928

See accompanying independent auditor’s report.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY

RECONCILIATION OF CHARTER SCHOOL UNAUDITED ACTUALS
FINANCIAL REPORT - - ALTERNATIVE FORM WITH AUDITED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER HIGH SCHOOL

June 30, 2016, Charter School Unaudited Actual Financial
Report -- Alternative Form, Ending Fund Balance

Charter
School
$

3,842,859

Adjustments and reclassifications:
Increasing (decreasing) the net assets:
Cash overstatement

(25)

Accounts receivable understatement

30,241

Fixed asset understatement

33,752

Accounts payable understatement

(78,001)

Net adjustments and reclassifications

(14,033)

June 30, 2016, audited financial statement net assets

$

3,828,826

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER MIDDLE SCHOOL – GARDENA

June 30, 2016, Charter School Unaudited Actual Financial
Report -- Alternative Form, Ending Fund Balance

Charter
School
$

1,918,818

Adjustments and reclassifications:
Increasing (decreasing) the net assets:
Fixed assets overstatement

(671,541)

Net adjustments and reclassifications

(671,541)

June 30, 2016, audited financial statement net assets
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$

1,247,277

See accompanying independent auditor’s report.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY

RECONCILIATION OF CHARTER SCHOOL UNAUDITED ACTUALS
FINANCIAL REPORT - - ALTERNATIVE FORM WITH AUDITED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER MIDDLE SCHOOL – INGLEWOOD

June 30, 2016, Charter School Unaudited Actual Financial
Report -- Alternative Form, Ending Fund Balance

Charter
School
$

560,188

Adjustments and reclassifications:
Increasing (decreasing) the net assets:
Fixed assets overstatement

(3,000)

Accounts payable overstatement

7,150

Net adjustments and reclassifications

4,150

June 30, 2016, audited financial statement net assets
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$

564,338

See accompanying independent auditor’s report.

OTHER INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORTS
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER
FINANCIAL REPORTING AND ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS
BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS

Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary
Lawndale, California
We have audited, in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the
United States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in
Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States,
the financial statements of Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary (nonprofit
organizations), which comprise the statement of financial position as of June 30, 2016,
and the related statements of activities and cash flows for the year then ended, and the
related notes to the financial statements, and have issued our report thereon dated
December 14, 2016.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements, we considered
Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s internal control over financial reporting
(internal control) to determine the audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements, but
not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of Environmental
Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s internal control. Accordingly, we do not express an
opinion on the effectiveness of Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s internal
control.
A deficiency in internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not
allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions, to prevent, or detect and correct, misstatements on a timely basis. A material
weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control, such that
there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of the entity’s financial
statements will not be prevented, or detected and corrected on a timely basis. A
significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control
that is less severe than a material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by
those charged with governance.
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Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph of this section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal
control that might be material weaknesses or significant deficiencies. Given these
limitations, during our audit we did not identify any deficiencies in internal control that
we consider to be material weaknesses. However, material weaknesses may exist that
have not been identified.
Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether Environmental Charter Schools
and Subsidiary’s financial statements are free from material misstatement, we performed
tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant
agreements, noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect on the
determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on
compliance with those provisions was not an objective of our audit, and accordingly, we
do not express such an opinion. The results of our tests disclosed no instances of
noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported under Government
Auditing Standards.
Purpose of this Report
The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control
and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the
effectiveness of the entity’s internal control or on compliance. This report is an integral
part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in
considering the entity’s internal control and compliance. Accordingly, this
communication is not suitable for any other purpose.

SQUAR MILNER LLP
San Diego, California
December 14, 2016
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON COMPLIANCE FOR EACH MAJOR
FEDERAL PROGRAM AND ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER COMPLIANCE
REQUIRED BY THE UNIFORM GUIDANCE
Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary
Lawndale, California
Report on Compliance for Each Major Federal Program
We have audited Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s compliance with the
types of compliance requirements described in the OMB Compliance Supplement that could
have a direct and material effect on each of Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s
major federal programs for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016. Environmental Charter
Schools and Subsidiary’s major federal programs are identified in the summary of auditor’s
results section of the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs.
Management’s Responsibility
Management is responsible for compliance with federal statutes, regulations, and the
terms and conditions of its federal awards applicable to its federal programs.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on compliance for each of Environmental Charter
Schools and Subsidiary’s major federal programs based on our audit of the types of
compliance requirements referred to above. We conducted our audit of compliance in
accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America; the
standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued
by the Comptroller General of the United States; and the audit requirements of Title 2 U.S.
Code of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost
Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance). Those
standards and the Uniform Guidance require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether noncompliance with the types of compliance
requirements referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on a major
federal program occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about
Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s compliance with those requirements and
performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion on compliance for
each major federal program. However, our audit does not provide a legal determination of
Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s compliance.
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Opinion on Each Major Federal Program
In our opinion, Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary complied, in all material
respects, with the types of compliance requirements referred to above that could have a
direct and material effect on each of its major federal programs for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 2016.
Report on Internal Control Over Compliance
Management of Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary is responsible for
establishing and maintaining effective internal control over compliance with the types of
compliance requirements referred to above. In planning and performing our audit of
compliance, we considered Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s internal control
over compliance with requirements that could have a direct and material effect on each
major federal program to determine the auditing procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances for the purpose of expressing an opinion on compliance for each major
federal program and to test and report on internal control over compliance in accordance
with the Uniform Guidance, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of internal control over compliance. Accordingly, we do not express an
opinion on the effectiveness of Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s internal
control over compliance.
A deficiency in internal control over compliance exists when the design or operation of a
control over compliance does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of
performing their assigned functions, to prevent, or detect and correct, noncompliance with a
type of compliance requirement of a federal program on a timely basis. A material weakness
in internal control over compliance is a deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, in
internal control over compliance, such that there is a reasonable possibility that material
noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal program will not be
prevented, or detected and corrected, on a timely basis. A significant deficiency in internal
control over compliance is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control
over compliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal program that is less
severe than a material weakness in internal control over compliance, yet important enough
to merit attention by those charged with governance.
Our consideration of internal control over compliance was for the limited purpose described
in the first paragraph of this section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in
internal control over compliance that might be material weaknesses or significant
deficiencies. We did not identify any deficiencies in internal control over compliance that
we consider to be material weaknesses. However, material weaknesses may exist that have
not been identified.
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The purpose of this report on internal control over compliance is solely to describe the scope
of our testing of internal control over compliance and the results of that testing based on the
requirements of the Uniform Guidance. Accordingly, this report is not suitable for any other
purpose.

SQUAR MILNER LLP
San Diego, California
December 14, 2016
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON STATE COMPLIANCE
Board of Directors
Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary
Lawndale, California
Report on Compliance for Each State Program
We have audited Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s compliance with the
types of compliance requirements described in the 2015-16 Guide for Annual Audits of
K-12 Local Education Agencies and State Compliance Reporting, published by the
Education Audit Appeals Panel, that could have a direct and material effect on each of
Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s state programs for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 2016. Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s state programs are
identified below.
Management’s Responsibility
Management is responsible for compliance with the requirements of laws, regulations,
contracts, and grants applicable to its state programs.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on compliance for each of Environmental
Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s state programs based on our audit of the types of
compliance requirements referred to above. We conducted our audit of compliance in
accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America;
the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards,
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and the State’s Audit Guide,
2015-16 Guide for Annual Audits of K-12 Local Education Agencies and State
Compliance Reporting, published by the Education Audit Appeals Panel. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
noncompliance with the types of compliance requirements referred to above that could
have a direct and material effect on a state program occurred. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence about Environmental Charter Schools and
Subsidiary’s compliance with those requirements and performing such other procedures
as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion on compliance for
each state program. However, our audit does not provide a legal determination of
Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary’s compliance. In connection with the audit
referred to above, we selected transactions and records to determine the Organization's
compliance with the state laws and regulations applicable to the following items:
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Description
Educator Effectiveness
California Clean Energy Jobs Act
After School Education and Safety Program
Proper Expenditure of Education Protection Account Funds
Unduplicated Local Control Funding Formula Pupil Counts
Local Control and Accountability Plan
Independent Study-Course Based
Immunizations
Attendance
Mode of Instruction
Nonclassroom-Based Instruction/Independent Study for Charter Schools
Determination of Funding for Nonclassroom-Based Instruction
Annual Instructional Minutes - Classroom Based
Charter School Facility Grant Program

Procedures
Performed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not Applicable
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Yes
Yes

The term “Not Applicable” is used above to mean either that the Organization did not offer
the program during the current fiscal year, or that the program applies only to a different
type of local education agency.
Opinion on State Programs
In our opinion, Environmental Charter Schools and Subsidiary complied, in all material
respects, with the types of compliance requirements referred to above that could have a
direct and material effect on each of its state programs for the fiscal year ended June 30,
2016.
The purpose of this report on state compliance is solely to describe the scope of our
testing of state compliance and the results of that testing based on the requirements of
2015-16 Guide for Annual Audits of K-12 Local Education Agencies and State
Compliance Reporting. Accordingly, this report is not suitable for any other purpose.

SQUAR MILNER LLP
San Diego, California
December 14, 2016
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS SECTION
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
SCHEDULE OF AUDIT FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016

A. Summary of Auditor's Results
1 Financial Statements
Type of auditor's report issued:

Unmodified

Internal control over financial reporting:
One or more material weaknesses identified?

Yes

X No

One or more significant deficiencies identified that
are not considered to be material weaknesses?

Yes

X None Reported

Yes

X No

One or more material weaknesses identified?

Yes

X No

One or more significant deficiencies identified that
are not considered to be material weaknesses?

Yes

X None Reported

Noncompliance material to financial
statements noted?
2 Federal Awards
Internal control over major programs:

Type of auditor's report issued on compliance for
major programs:
Any audit findings disclosed that are required to be
reported under section 200.516 Audit Findings
paragraph (a) of OMB Uniform Guidance?

Unmodified

Yes

X No

Identification of major programs:
CFDA Number(s)
10.555

Name of Federal Program or Cluster
Child Nutrition: School Programs (NSL Sec 4)

Dollar threshold used to distinguish between
type A and type B programs:
Auditee qualified as low-risk auditee?
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$750,000
X Yes

No

See accompanying independent auditor’s report.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
SCHEDULE OF AUDIT FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016

A. Summary of Auditor's Results (Continued)
3 State Awards
Internal control over state programs:
One or more material weaknesses identified?

Yes

X No

One or more significant deficiencies identified that
are not considered to be material weaknesses?

Yes

X None Reported

Type of auditor's report issued on compliance
for state programs:

Unmodified

B. Financial Statement Findings
None
C. Federal Award Findings and Questioned Costs
None
D. State Award Findings and Questioned Costs
None
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See accompanying independent auditor’s report.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS AND SUBSIDIARY
SUMMARY SCHEDULE OF PRIOR AUDIT FINDINGS
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016

Page 37

Findings/Recommendations

Current Status

Explanation If
Not Implemented

None

N/A

N/A
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See accompanying independent auditor’s report.
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Financial Policies: Record of Review and Revision
Review Date

Review /
Revision

Description
of Change

Sect. & Pgs
Affected

Approved by

9/27/12

Second Revision

9/22/14

Third Revision

Additional
signer in Section
I (Director of
Finance /
Operations),

p. 3 Sect IA; p. 4
Sect IC1-2; p. 5
SectID1-2; p. 5
SectIG1,3; p. 7

TE

9/15/17

Fourth Revision

Changes in
response to
LACOE ECMSI
charter petition
renewal
feedback

p. 7 Sect IIB1; p.
8 Sect IIG; p. 9,
12 and 13 Sect
IV; Addendum II
(p. 18)

TB

11/27/17

Fifth Revision

Changes in
response to
LACOE financial
policies
feedback

p. 9 Sect IIC; p.
15 Sect IIL; p. 19
Addendum II
Sect. C

TB

12/19/18

Sixth Revision

Changes in
response to
LACOE ECMSG
charter petition
renewal
feedback

p. 14 Sect IVL
(7th item in
series added)

FG
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Financial Policies and Procedures
Environmental Charter Schools

It is the intent of these Financial Policies and Procedures to implement both the letter
and spirit of all applicable State and Federal regulations regarding the expenditure of
and accounting for public funds. These Policies and Procedures may need to be modified
as ECS operated schools develop and/or regulations change. The Board shall approve
these financial policies, and revisit them periodically.
This document contains one or more addenda specifying policies and procedures
specific to individual schools operated by ECS, and reflecting agreements between ECS
and one or more of its charter school authorizers. Any and all such addenda are hereby
incorporated herein by this reference and made a part hereof as though set forth in full
in the body of these Financial Policies and Procedures. Each such addendum shall be
specifically referenced in this section of the Financial Policies and Procedures in order to
avoid confusion and clearly to indicate the existence of each such addendum. The
addenda are an integral part of ECS’s policies and procedures and may only be modified
by mutual agreement between ECS and the authorizing agency of the charter school
that is the subject of the affected addendum.
In no event may ECS revise these Financial Policies and Procedures in any manner which
makes them inconsistent or in conflict with the terms of any addenda without the prior
agreement of the authorizing agency for the charter school that is the subject of the
particular addendum to be affected.
These Financial Policies and Procedures include the following addenda:
Addendum I: Additional Policies Governing Environmental Charter High School
(ECHS)
Addendum II: Additional Policies Governing Environmental Charter Middle
Schools (ECMSG and ECMSI)
I.
A.

PURCHASES
Authorization of Expenditures: All purchases of goods and services shall
be consistent with the Board-approved budget. These purchases shall not
require Board-approved/executed contracts, with the exception of
professional consulting services in total annual amounts greater than
$15,000. All other proposed expenditures must be approved by the
Executive Director or Director of Finance Operations, who will review the
proposed expenditure to determine whether it is consistent with the
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Board adopted budget and sign the check request and purchase order
forms.
B.

C.

D.

Contracts:
1.

All professional consulting services shall be provided for under a
contract.

2.

Contracts for other goods and services exceeding $15,000 on an
annual basis shall be presented to the Board for approval prior to
signing. Length of contracts shall be at the discretion of the Board.
In general, contracts exceeding $15,000 shall be let after a bidding
process of sufficient duration to ensure competition. However,
the Executive Director may make a finding to the Board for sole
sourcing a contract exceeding $15,000; in this case, the Board
may approve the contract in arrears at the time of contract
execution. (The basis for such a finding may include: time/urgency
issues; the absence of competitors; high service/quality from a
particular contractor.)

3.

Bid tabulations shall be presented to the Board along with a
recommendation for action. The Board reserves the right to
select whichever vendor it deems most prepared to provide the
required goods/services without regard to the low bidder being
the automatic selection.

Commitments and Purchase Orders:
1.

Purchase orders under, and exactly, $15,000 must be approved by
one of the following authorized positions: Executive Director,
Board President, Director of Finance / Operations, or Principal.
Purchase orders will be generated once a Purchase Requisition
has been approved by one of the following authorized positions:
Executive Director, Board President, Director of Finance /
Operations, or Principal.

2.

Purchase orders greater than $15,000 must be approved by the
Executive Director and one of the following authorized positions:
Board President, Director of Finance / Operations, or Principal.

Invoices:
1.

Invoices under, and exactly, $15,000 must be approved by one of
the following authorized positions: Executive Director, Board
President, Director of Finance / Operations, or Principal.
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2.

Invoices for greater than $15,000 must be approved by the
Executive Director and one of the following authorized positions:
Board President, Director of Finance / Operations, or Principal.

E.

Accounts Payable: ECS and each ECS operated school shall abide by
sound audit guidelines for its accounts payable policies and procedures.

F.

Debit Card Usage: Unless otherwise specified by the Board of Directors
and/or school management, the use of ECS/ECS operated school debit
cards shall not be allowed for any purchase.

G.

Credit Card Usage: The Executive Director may authorize an individual to
use a school credit card to make an authorized purchase on behalf of a
school, consistent with guidelines provided by the Executive Director
and/or Board of Directors.
1.

The Executive Director, Accounting Assistant, Human Resources
Specialist, and Principal will each keep a credit card. A separate
school card will be kept under locked supervision at each school
site by the accounting assistant or his/her designee. Authorized
individuals must sign the credit card out and must return the
credit card and related documentation of all purchases within 24
hours of the purchases, unless otherwise authorized by the
Executive Director.

2.

If receipts are not available or are “missing”, the individual making
the charge will be held responsible for payment.

3.

Credit cards will bear the names of both ECS and the Executive
Director, Human Resources Specialist, school principals, and
accounting assistant of each school site.

4.

The credit cards will have a maximum balance of $10,000. Any
changes to this maximum balance can only be made with board
approval.

H.

Other Electronic Payments: Other electronic methods (wire, ACH,
transfer between bank accounts, etc.) shall not be permitted for payment
of any expenses or reimbursements without the express written consent
of the Executive Director.

I.

Employee Reimbursements: Business use of telephones or cell phones
shall be reimbursed. Business meals shall be reimbursed using standard
applicable IRS guidelines. Under no circumstances shall alcohol be
reimbursed with public funds. The Executive Director must obtain a
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Board member’s authorization on reimbursement requests payable to
the Executive Director’s name.
J.

Petty Cash – Purpose and Usage:
1.

The purpose of the Petty Cash Checking Account is for payment of
incidental expenses when there is insufficient time for processing
through the General Checking Account. Examples of proper
expenses include, but are not limited to, food/meals for teachers
doing curriculum work and emergency plumbing repairs. Petty
cash shall not be used for teacher reimbursements, employee
expense reimbursements or independent contractor payments.
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2.

K.

II.

The Executive Director shall have access to petty cash not to
exceed $3000 per school site. Such funds shall be used at the
discretion of the Executive Director, subject to Board oversight
and consistent with the approved budget and school rules and
regulations. The Executive Director must obtain authorization on
petty cash checks made payable to his/her name from one of the
following authorized positions: Board President or Principal. Use
of petty cash shall require original receipts for all purchases.

Personal Use of School Funds: The use of ECS funds and/or ECS operated
school funds for personal use is absolutely prohibited. Violation of this
policy shall result in discipline up to and including dismissal or removal,
including from the Board.

BANKING
A.

General Checking Account: The Board shall authorize the establishment
of commercial bank accounts for the purposes of school operations.
Funds will be deposited in non-speculative accounts including federallyinsured savings or checking accounts or invested in non-speculative
federally-backed instruments or standard money market accounts.
1.

B.

The General Checking Account shall be the primary account for
each school’s needs. Authorized signatories to this account shall
be the Board President, Executive Director and Principal. Checks
above $15,000, and checks payable to an authorized signer, must
be signed by two authorized people. Authorized signers for
checks above $15,000 from this account shall be the Executive
Director, Board President and Principal.

Petty Cash Checking Account – Account Setup and Maintenance:
1.

The Petty Cash Checking Account for each school shall have a
maximum balance of $3,000. The Account shall be funded from
the appropriate school’s business General Checking Account as
necessary. A simple ledger shall be maintained by the Office
Manager for review by the Accounting Clerk who shall reconcile
the Account monthly. Replenishment of the Petty Cash Checking
Account shall occur through the normal accounts payable process
following sound audit guidelines.

2.

No deposits shall be made into the Petty Cash Checking Account.
All cash and checks shall be deposited into the General Checking
Account.
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3.

Check writing requires signatures from one of the following
people: Executive Director, Board President, Director of Finance /
Operations, or Principal.

C.

Line of Credit: Each school may establish a line of credit with prior
authorization by the Board. The maximum allowable line of credit shall
not exceed $250,000. Any borrowing against this line of credit shall be
authorized by the Board. If ECS’s line of credit exceeds 100K, ECS will
inform the authorizing agency of each ECS operated school within two
weeks of seeking such funding. If the line of credit of any ECS operated
school exceeds 100K, ECS and the pertinent school shall inform the
authorizing agency of that school within two weeks of seeking such
funding.

D.

Securing Additional Debt: ECS will adhere to the policies and procedures
of each of its charter school authorizers. Prior to seeking additional debt,
ECS will adhere to each authorizer’s policies and procedures.

E.

Deposits of Receipts: Each ECS operated school will deposit all funds
received as soon as practical upon receipt. ECS and each ECS operated
school will open all mail on a daily basis, immediately sort all checks and
forward them to Accounts Receivable. Accounts Receivable will
immediately endorse the checks to the appropriate school account and
prepare appropriate deposits as soon as is practical, ideally the same day
and no case later than three working days.

F.

Loans: ECS will adhere to the policies and procedures of the pertinent
charter school authorizer(s) regarding loans to or from each ECS operated
school’s funds.

G.

Bank Reconciliation Policy: All receipts and disbursements to the
organization’s bank accounts will be recorded in the general ledger.
Timely reconciling of bank accounts is an essential component to prevent
fraud and to ensure the organization’s funds are handled with fiscal and
fiduciary responsibility.
1. Procedures:
a) Bank statements will be retrieved electronically by back office
provider Accountant. Any unusual activity must be promptly and
thoroughly investigated and reported.
b) The Accountant will reconcile checks paid with check numbers
and amounts that cleared the account per the bank statement.
Any discrepancies regarding the paid checks or any checks over 60
days will be researched and if applicable reversed in the
accounting system.
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c) The Accountant will prepare the bank reconciliation, verifying
the bank statements, and facilitating any necessary reconciliation.
d) The Accountant will compare the reconciled bank balance to
the cash in the bank account and to the general ledger,
immediately reporting any material discrepancies to the ECS
Director of Finance and Operations and / or the ECS Executive
Director.
e) The bank reconciliations are reviewed monthly by the ECS
Director of Finance and Operations.
III.

TRAVEL POLICIES
A.

IV.

Employee Mileage Reimbursement:
1.

All employees are reimbursed at the standard mileage rate per
mile as determined by the Internal Revenue Service for use of
their own vehicle for pre-approved business related travel. In
addition, parking fees and tolls paid are reimbursable if supported
by receipts.

2.

All employees requesting such mileage reimbursement are
required to furnish an Expense Report containing the destination
of each trip, its purpose and the miles driven, parking fees and
tolls, within one month after the travel date, supported by
receipts, if applicable.

OTHER PRACTICES
A. Budget Adoption: A balanced budget shall be adopted by the Board of
Directors of Environmental Charter Schools no later than June 30 prior to the
start of each new fiscal year, or earlier if required by the authorizing entity.
During the course of the year, the Board may adopt an amended budget as
expenses and revenue projections change.
B. Record Retention: ECS maintains a policy of retaining all accounting records
(hard copies and/or electronic files) for the periods set forth in ECS’
Document Retention Policy. These records include:

Record Type
Accounts Payable ledgers and schedules
Accounts Receivable ledgers and schedules
Annual Audit Reports and Financial Statements
Annual Audit Records, including work papers and other documents that
relate to the audit.
Annual Plans and Budgets
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Bank Statements and Canceled Checks
Employee Expense Reports
General Ledgers
Interim Financial Statements
Notes Receivable ledgers and schedules
Investment Records
Please refer to ECS’s Document Retention Policy for further information
about the length of time that specific documents will be retained by the
organization.
C. Audit:
1.

A separate annual audit by an outside firm shall be performed
each year for ECS and for each ECS operated school on the close
of the prior year’s books. The audit shall be performed in advance
of the December 15 statutory audit deadline. The audit shall
include, but not be limited to, (1) an audit of the accuracy of ECS’s
or the specific school’s financial statements, (2) an audit of ECS’s
or the particular school’s attendance accounting and revenue
claims practices, and (3) an audit of ECS and the specific school’s
internal controls practices.

2.

If ECS or the specific school receives over $650,000 from federal
sources, the audit shall be prepared in accordance with any
relevant Office of Management and Budget audit circulars. The
audit firm shall be on the State approved list of school auditors.

3.

At the conclusion of the audit, ECS’s Executive Director or
designee will review the audit with the Board and propose any
changes necessary in operating procedures to comply with audit
findings.

D. Board Meetings: The Board shall review financial statements (cash flow
forecasts, and profit & loss) at periodic Board meetings. The Board shall also
review and approve the monthly check registers from the General Checking
Account and the Petty Cash Account.
E. Conflict of Interest: Any Board member with a financial interest in a matter
presented to the Board shall fully disclose such interest prior to Board
discussion on the issue and shall recuse him/herself from the discussion and
voting on the matter. The Board shall develop a more comprehensive policy
on conflict of interest, hiring of relatives, and compliance with Government
Code 1090 et seq. and the Political Reform Act of 1974.
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F. Payroll:
1.

New Employees: Requests for new employees shall be initiated by
the Executive Director and be consistent with the approved
annual personnel budget. New employees shall complete an
Application for Employment and all necessary paperwork for
payroll. New employees shall be fingerprinted and TB tested
consistent with State law. Fingerprint clearance must be received by
the appropriate school before any employee may start work.

2.

Employees shall accrue vacation and sick leave time based on the
ECS personnel policy.

3.

Timekeeping (for hourly staff)
a)

The Executive Director shall develop procedures to ensure
accurate and timely preparation of timesheets for hourly
employees.

b)

Authorized timesheets shall be forwarded to our
accounting team according to generally accepted audit
guidelines. Payroll processing and payment shall also take
place according to generally accepted audit guidelines.

G. Independent Contractors:
ECS operated schools shall only engage
independent contractors if all of the following practices are followed:
1.

The expense is within the approved budget or separately
approved by the Board;

2.

The contractor provides proof of adequate insurance;

3.

IRS rules are followed regarding classification of staff as
contractors versus employees; and

4.

The work is done under contract.

H. Capitalization and Depreciation: ECS/ECS operated schools will capitalize and
depreciate all assets costing $5,000 or more. All other assets are charged to
expense in the year incurred.
Capitalized assets are recorded at cost and depreciated under the straightline method over their estimated useful lives which can range from:
Leasehold Improvement – Lease term or 5 years, whichever is shorter
Equipment – 3 years
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•

Furniture – 5 years

Repair and maintenance costs, which do not extend the useful lives of the assets,
are charged to expense. The cost of assets sold or retired and related amounts of
accumulated depreciation are eliminated from the asset accounts, and any
resulting gain or loss is included in the earnings in the year.
I. Capital Equipment and Asset Management
1. The organization should take a physical inventory of all assets within
90 days of the end of each fiscal year, indicating the condition and
location of the asset.
2. Many items of critical importance to the School’s proper functioning –
including textbooks and technology items such as computers and tablets
– are not capitalized assets but are also tracked. These items are clearly
labeled, uniquely numbered, tabulated in a ledger, and kept in secure
locations to prevent loss or theft.
2. The Executive Director, Director of Finance and Operations, or Principal
will be notified of all cases of theft, loss, damage or destruction of assets.
3. The Director of Finance and Operations will prepare plans for disposing
of assets with a clear and complete description of the asset and the date
of the disposal.

J. Disposal of Surplus Property and Donations:
Surplus property shall mean property that is no longer in use, is damaged
beyond repair, or that the school to which the property belongs feels it will have
no future value to that school’s program, and that is declared to be surplus
property by the Board. If a school wishes to dispose of equipment or other
surplus property, the Board shall declare the property surplus and shall direct
the staff on the actual means of disposal of the property, such as sale, donation,
or destruction and disposal.
If a school wishes to sell equipment or other surplus property, the Board shall
direct the staff by giving specific guidance regarding the manner in which such
property is to be sold.
If a school wishes to donate equipment or other surplus property, the Board
shall declare the property surplus and authorize the donation. Requirements for
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potential donee organizations shall include: (1) the donee organization is fully
independent of ECS and ECS operated schools, with none of the ECS/ECS
operated schools’ Board members or key personnel involved in the donee
organization; and (2) the donee organization shall be a non-profit or
governmental entity related to education. In addition, the school making the
donation shall secure a receipt from the donee organization for the donated
property, and shall remove the asset from the school’s books and record the
donation as required by state and federal audit guidelines.
Property Acquired with Federal Grant Funds: If the property in question cost
$5,000 or more at the time of acquisition and was acquired with federal grant
funds, the school shall notify the federal contract administrator prior to donating
or disposing of such property as provided above.
K. Expenses/Revenues Allocation:
Revenues and expenses (e.g. interest revenue/expenses, bank service
charges, payroll fees, etc.) which cannot be directly attributed to a particular
school will be allocated based on the current year forecasted P2 ADA
numbers for the Environmental Charter Schools, hours worked by staff or
consultants as attributed to a site, or by other equitable means supported by
documentation which the Executive Director or Treasurer determines is
more appropriate. Reclassification of allocations based on the change from
forecasted P2 to actual current year P2 would not be required unless there is
significant variance. The basis for using a different allocation must be
documented by the Executive Director and sent to accounting prior to the
journal entry being made. Each ECS operated school will report the
allocation to its respective LEA as outlined in the approved charter or as
outlined by any additional applicable MOU or MOU’s.
L. Interschool Shared Expenses
As each ECS school has its own bank account, at times one school may pay
for an entire expense on behalf of other schools (e.g., a bill for liability
insurance or wages for a Home Office employee).
• The transfer shall be accounted for as temporary borrowing between
accounts and shall not be available for appropriation or be considered
income to the borrowing fund or account.
• Amounts paid by one school on behalf of other schools shall be repaid at a
minimum semi-annually within 60 days following 12/31 and 6/30 of a given
fiscal year.
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• Payment of shared expenses on behalf of a school shall occur only when
the fund or account receiving the money will have sufficient cash flow during
the current fiscal year or within 120 days after the close of the fiscal year to
repay the amount paid on its behalf.
• A “Due From” asset will be recorded on the balance sheet of the school
providing the funds and a “Due to” liability will be recorded on the balance
sheet of the school receiving the goods and / or services associated with the
funds payment. For shared expenditures paid via invoice, this liability is
recorded monthly via a journal entry generated by the Accounting Clerk and
verified by the Director of Finance and Operations. For shared payroll
expenses, this liability is recorded quarterly by EdTec via a journal entry.
• These amounts will be carried on the balance sheet until the entry is
reversed when the funds are repaid
• Amounts borrowed from restricted funds shall be repaid with interest, if
there are interest requirements relating to those programs or funds.
• ECS will provide the authorizer (LACOE) with a monthly inter-school debt
schedule of the Due To/Due From of borrowing from all schools operated by
ECS, which will include the settlement date.
M. Form 990 Federal Tax Return:
The selected audit firm will prepare the Form 990 tax return and send a copy to
staff responsible for the audit. Staff will review and send a copy to the Board of
Directors for its review and approval before filing. Once approved by the Board,
the staff will notify the audit firm which will then prepare the final return for
filing.
N. Private Funds:
Private funds will be allocated based on the initial grant application.
Undesignated Private donations will be allocated at the Executive Director’s
discretion and with Board approval.
As private funds are received, a form will be attached that clearly allocates the
funds to a specific school or between schools. This form will be signed by the
Executive Director before depositing in the bank account. These forms will also
be approved at each Board meeting.
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Addendum I: Additional Policies Governing
Environmental Charter High School (ECHS)

A.

Revisions and Consistency:
In no event shall ECS revise these Financial Policies and Procedures or its
practices in any manner which is inconsistent or in conflict with the terms of the
ECHS Charter and/or any MOU or other agreement between ECS, ECHS, and/or
the Lawndale Elementary School District and/or the terms of this Addendum I.
Additionally, ECS shall not enter into any agreement or seek approval of any
school charter that would provide for or require financial policies and/or
practices by ECS and/or affecting ECHS that are inconsistent or in conflict with
the terms of the ECHS Charter and/or any MOU or other agreement between
ECS, ECHS, and/or the Lawndale Elementary School District and/or the terms of
this Addendum I. Upon request, ECS shall provide to the Lawndale Elementary
School District a copy of any charter, MOU, financial documents, or similar
documents related to the operation by ECS of any other charter school.

B.

Segregated Records and Bank Accounts:
At all times ECHS shall have its own set of financial records, distinct from any
other school(s) that may be operated by or related to ECS, regardless of the time
such school(s) were approved and/or opened. This shall at all times include
separate and distinct bank account(s) for ECHS, and ECHS’s funds shall not be
commingled in a joint bank account with the funds of any other school(s) and
shall be kept physically separate from the funds of any other school(s).

C.

Securing Additional Debt:
Prior to obtaining any additional debt for ECHS, ECS will provide a completed
“Notice of Intent to Obtain Additional Debt or Loans” form to the Lawndale
Elementary School District. (See form, attached as “Exhibit A to Addendum I,”
incorporated herein by this reference.)

D.

Loans:
Prior to entering into any loan to or from ECHS funds for any purpose, including a
loan or transfer of ECHS funds to ECS or any other school operated by ECS or
associated with ECS, ECS will complete and submit to the Lawndale Elementary
School District a “Notice of Intent to Obtain Additional Debt or Loans” form. (See
form, attached as “Exhibit A to Addendum I,” incorporated herein by this
reference.)
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E.

Expense/Revenue Allocation:
Prior to the commencement of each fiscal year, ECHS/ECS shall provide to the
Lawndale Elementary School District a clear calculation of all costs projected to
be shared between ECHS and ECS or any other ECS operated school(s), including
the factual and fiscal basis on which the projected cost share has been
calculated. Should there be a significant deviation from the projections during
the fiscal year, ECHS/ECS shall immediately provide the District with an updated
calculation, including the factual and fiscal basis for the revisions. Any shared
costs shall be clearly accounted for in ECHS’s financial records and reviewed as
part of ECHS’s annual fiscal audit.
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Exhibit A to Addendum I
SUBMIT ORIGINAL TO:

Notice of Intent to Obtain Additional Debt or Loans

Lawndale Elementary School District
Business Office
4161 West 147th Street
Lawndale,
Lawndale,CA
CA90260
90260

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CHARTER SCHOOL:
(1) Complete this form along with the requirements listed below.
(2) Request must be submitted at least eight (8) weeks in advance.
CHARTER SCHOOL INFORMATION
Contact Person
Name of Charter School
Contact Phone#
Street
Date Submitted
City

State

Zip Code

ADDITIONAL DEBT OR LOAN NARRATIVE (ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NEEDED)
A) Purpose of loan:

B) Type of loan (secured or unsecured), and lender info:

C) Amount duration, and interest rate of loan:

D) Type of collateral for secured loan:

E) Proposed loan repayment schedule:

F) Narrative on how loan will be repaid:

CERTIFICATION BY CHARTER SCHOOL

I hereby certify that this request is calculated based on my best knowledge of additional cash requirements for the period indicated above.
I agree to comply with all applicable laws, policies, rules and regulations relative to the conduct of the Charter School programs.
Adjustments to the amount requested may be required upon review of the cash projections and supporting documents.

Name of Charter School Director (please print)

Signature

Date
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Addendum II: Additional Policies Governing
Environmental Charter Middle Schools (ECMSG and ECMSI)
A. Securing Additional Debt / Loans:
Pursuant to LACOE Board adopted Policies and Regulation 6660R Fiscal
Accountability, Section B Loan Approval Requirements: “Public, private or
commercial loans or other debt instruments may not be accepted by a LACOE
approved charter school without prior approval by the Superintendent; loan
request must be consistent with sound fiscal practices and repayment schedules
included in the budget proposal and other appropriate financial reports.”
Additionally, under Section 3.1 (Funding) of the Charter Schools Agreement it
states “Any source of additional funding that may result in incurring additional
debt (i.e. loans) must receive prior approval from the County Board of
Education.”
Prior to entering into any loan to or from ECMSG or ECMSI funds for any
purpose, including a loan or transfer of funds to ECS or any other school
operated by ECS or associated with ECS, ECS will complete and submit to the Los
Angeles County Office of Education “Request for Advance Approval of Additional
Debt” form. (See form, attached as “Exhibit A to Addendum II,” incorporated
herein by this reference.)
The Request for Advance Approval of Additional Debt along with all
requirements will be submitted to LACOE Controller’s Office at least eight (8)
weeks in advance of the anticipated date of additional cash needs.
B. Expense/Revenue Allocation:
Prior to the commencement of each fiscal year, ECS shall provide to LACOE a
clear calculation of all costs projected to be shared between ECMS and ECS or
any other ECS operated school(s), including the factual and fiscal basis on which
the projected cost share has been calculated. Should there be a significant
deviation from the projections during the fiscal year, ECS shall provide LACOE
with an updated calculation, including the factual and fiscal basis for the
revisions. Any shared costs shall be clearly accounted for in ECS’s financial
records and reviewed as part of ECS’s annual fiscal audit.
C.

ECS will provide LACOE with a copy of the Board approved debt request(s), and
copy of debt request approved by other charter authorizer’s. (etc. Lawndale USD
or other districts).
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Exhibit A to Addendum II
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Capital Asset Improvements and Repairs Policy
Note, with regard to ECHS, if it is possibly deferred maintenance / property owner responsibility, first
contact Jorge Ramirez, Director of Maintenance at Lawndale Elementary School District
(Jorge_Ramirez@lawndalesd.net).
Note, with regard to ECMSI, in the church-owned buildings, Ryan Bushore (ryan@bushoreinc.com) must
first be contacted to approve the project in writing. Prior to the start of the job, he must be provided:
1. Copy of valid and current city business license of company doing work
2. Copy of building permit(s) as required
3. Copy of state contractor’s license - Licensed Category must match labor or installation to be
performed. All Licenses’ will be verified as valid with State Contractor’s Board.
4. Proof of Worker’s Compensation - If Contractor claims he has no employees and is exempt from
Worker’s Compensation Insurance, only that Contractor may perform work on the job, and such
contractor may not bring or have other workers on site.
5. Proof of valid required State Bond Insurance
6. Certificate of Liability Insurance by Policy Endorsement naming Licensor and Licensee as
“Additional Insured”, in an amount not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) in respect
of bodily injury to, or death, of any one person, and of not less than Two Million Dollars
($2,000,000.00) in respect to any one accident, and of not less than One Million Dollars
($1,000,000.00) for property damage.
* Note, always first check if a project is potentially covered under warranty. *
Project <$5,000 AND within the categories below:
The campus engineer and site personnel may coordinate and execute the work.
Step 1. Create a project plan

Step 2. Get 3 bids if possible, unless covered under warranty.

Step 3. Check your Maintenance Budget. Does the project fall within budget?

Step 4. Ask for site Principal’s approval, noting the cost and whether the project is in budget.

Step 5. Once all necessary approvals are secured, contract with the winning bidder, noting the timeline
expected for completion. As required, get from the contractor their license, proof of worker’s
compensation, proof of State Bond insurance, and proof of liability insurance.
CATEGORIES FOR SIMPLE MAINTENANCE PROJECTS:
●
●

Backflow device yearly testing / maintenance
Cabinet Replacement or Removal
1
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Countertop Replacement or Removal
Drywall Repairs
Elevator inspections (to be tested or maintained by elevator company)
Flooring Maintenance
Gate / Fence or motor repairs
Irrigation repairs
Painting
Re-striping of asphalt or asphalt repair
Roofing / gutter / downspout repairs
Water heater repairs

PROJECT >$5,000 AND / OR WITHIN ONE OF THE CATEGORIES BELOW:
These projects must be referred to a licensed contractor AND must be verified to be in compliance with
the existing permitted set of plans or ECS facility and energy standards AND within current code
requirements. These repairs can often be discussed with general contractors that can perform multiple
trades with multiple subcontractors. A licensed contractor should perform all work. License checks can
be made at https://www2.cslb.ca.gov/onlineservices/checklicenseII/checklicense.aspx.
Step 1. Create a Project Plan

Step 2. Get 3 bids, unless covered under warranty.

Step 3. Check your maintenance budget. Does it fall within budget? If not, it will require Board approval.

Step 4. Ask for approval from your Principal and the Director of Operations, noting the cost and whether
it is in budget. If it is not within budget or covered by warranty, it will require Board approval. Director of
Operations will schedule Board Approval.

Step 5. Once all necessary approvals are secured, contract with the winning bidder, noting the timeline
expected for completion. As required, get from the contractor their license, proof of worker’s
compensation, proof of State Bond insurance, and proof of liability insurance.

CATEGORIES FOR COMPLEX MAINTENANCE PROJECTS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Asbestos Abatement
Electrical (Lighting, Wiring, Panels and Transformers ): New / repairs / maintenance
Exterior work (Stairs, ramps, decking or sidewalk, curb/gutter): New / repairs / maintenance
Fire Alarm Systems (Strobes, annunciator panels): New / repairs / maintenance
Fire Suppression Systems (Sprinklers, Annunciator panels)
Gas Meters & Connections
HVAC (Units, ducts, piping, furnaces, boilers, ventilation systems): New / repairs / maintenance
Openings (i.e. window and doors: New / replacement)
Plumbing (Fixtures, Piping): New / repairs / maintenance
2
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Retaining or site walls: New / repair / maintenance
Roofing: New / repairs / maintenance
Security Systems: New / repairs / maintenance
Sewer laterals
Signage repairs / replacement
Solar systems: New / repairs / maintenance
Smoke systems (i.e. Fire Dampers)
Stormwater prevention / filtration (Sump pumps, filtration, catch basins): New / repairs /
maintenance
Structural members
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Environmental Charter Schools
CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY
(CODE OF CONDUCT)

STATEMENT OF INTENT
The purpose of this policy is to provide practical guidance for conducting the affairs of
Environmental Charter Schools (“ECS”), and as a basis for activities, decisions and relationships
on the part of ECS Board of Directors (“Board”), Officers of ECS (“Officers”) and staff that are
marked by integrity and propriety. The Board is committed to open and candid disclosure of all
facts bearing upon the organization, its operations, and its finances; and to the assurance that ECS
will be operated in a manner that would appear reasonable to “an ordinary, prudent person in a
like position,” a standard often used by state attorneys general in judging the actions of Board
members.
The Board, Officers and staff members of ECS schools are encouraged to play active roles in
their communities by serving as board members or otherwise being involved with a wide
spectrum of nonprofit organizations. This means that from time to time, potential conflicts of
interest or the appearance of such conflicts will inevitably arise. The potential for conflict of
interest arises when members of the Board, Officers or staff might find themselves in a position
to benefit themselves, family members, or other organizations with which they are associated by
virtue of their position within the nonprofit organization. Actions taken by the Board, Officers or
staff, or decisions not to act, should be defensible as having been based upon the best, unbiased
judgment of the individuals involved. Moreover, because ECS is required by law to avoid
transactions that provide or result in private benefit to individuals, it is important that all actions
of ECS be scrutinized carefully to avoid violation of such rules and the concomitant penalties
associated with such violation.
The Board, subject to the provisions of the By-Laws may modify this Conflict of Interest Policy.

DEFINITIONS
There are two types of conflict of interest situations:
1.
2.

Where a Board member, Officer or staff member or relative has a financial interest,
or appears to have a financial interest in a decision; and
Where a Board member, Officer or staff member or relative has an affiliation or other
conflict of loyalties that may lead to or suggest influence in a decision, but no
personal financial interest.

The duty of loyalty requires the Board members, Officers, staff members, founders and their
relatives to put the interests of ECS before their personal interests. For public charities, this duty
has been enforced through a series of intricate rules, the violation of which result in excise taxes
being levied on the person violating this duty of loyalty as well as the nonprofit. Therefore,
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compliance with this conflict of interest policy can safeguard ECS from inadvertently running
afoul of these rules.
Examples of conflict of interest include acts where the individual who is the founder of ECS, a
family member, entities owned by any of the foregoing, engage in transactions with ECS that
produce an excess benefit to the individual. Such transactions include buying or selling property
to ECS, leasing property to ECS and receiving unreasonable compensation or fees for services
performed for ECS.

BOARD MEMBERS
Board members must maintain high professional and ethical standards for the conduct of all
activities within and outside the organization. Board members shall respect the confidential
nature of the content and matters of concern discussed within board meetings. It is the desire of
the entire Board that confidence be maintained in the Board’s ability to lead the organization and
all Board decisions, once accepted by the Board, shall be respected and supported by each board
member whether or not they agree with them.

DISCLOSURE AND ABSTENTION
Each Board member, Officer and staff member shall inform ECS and its Board members of any
position held, presently or in the past; of any investment and of any business or avocational
activity that may result in a possible conflict of interest or bias for or against a particular action or
policy at the time such grant, action, or policy is under consideration by ECS Board.
Additionally, each Board member, Officer and the Executive Director shall disclose each year,
any offices and Trusteeships held in other charitable and business organizations.
It is expected that Board members, Officers and staff will disclose any potential conflict prior to
making any decisions. Once such a disclosure is made, the remaining Board members will
determine whether or not there is a potential conflict of interest. Any individual with a conflict
will fully disclose his or her relationship to the individual or organization benefiting from a given
decision or action. In the case of voting individuals, the other Board members will then
determine, appropriate to each decision or action, whether the conflicted individual will, 1) not
participate in a vote, 2) not enter into discussions prior to a vote, or 3) absent himself or herself
from the room during the discussion and the vote.
More specifically, it is incumbent on each of the members of the Board to abstain from voting on
any action that may provide a direct or indirect financial interest.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES
This Conflict of Interest Policy and the same level of expectation for disclosure will apply to all
members of any advisory committees that might be formed on behalf of the Board and/or ECS.
The membership of an advisory committee should include a majority of members who are not
affiliated with organizations that are eligible for ECS funds.
Should it develop that a member of an advisory committee has an interest in a provider of
services, the member shall, 1) in no way participate in the consideration of such provider’s
proposal by the committee, 2) not communicate with other members of the committee regarding
the proposal, and 3) not communicate with ECS’s Executive Director regarding the proposal. If it
Conflict of Interest Policy
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is determined by the remaining members of the advisory committee that the proposal is to be
presented to ECS Board for consideration, they shall clearly inform the Board of the nature of the
relationship between the organization and the disqualified member of the advisory committee at
the time ECS Board is presented with the proposal for consideration.

DUTIES OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The Executive Director shall be responsible for the application and interpretation of the above
principles relating to staff. All staff members shall inform the executive director of any
compensated or volunteer work being performed for any other charitable organizations and of any
offices held, including Trusteeships, for such organizations. The Executive Director shall report
to the Board any case that might involve a violation of the principles herein, to seek the guidance
of the board or executive committee.
The Executive Director shall see that the Board is informed of any current or past connection
between any and all Officers, members of ECS schools staff and any proposal to be considered by
the Board.

OFFICERS AND STAFF MEMBERS
Officers and staff are responsible, in all cases, for informing the Executive Director of any
relationship Officers and staff may have with any charitable organization or governmental body,
whether that involvement be as a consultant, officer, or director, and the amount of time spent
working for any such organization. In addition, the Executive Director also should be informed of
any Officer’s or staff member’s long-standing past connections with a charitable organization,
even if the Officer or staff member is no longer serving that organization and of any personal or
immediate family investments or of any business or avocational activity that may result in a
possible conflict of interest relating to an action or policy under consideration by the Officer or
staff or by the board of Directors.

Conflict of Interest Policy
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ECS Contracts
Contract samples include:
Contract Name

Page

Edtec Contract

592

Ryan Fellowship MOU - GPSN and ECS

606

Blackboard Invoice

612

Charter School Tech Managed Tech Services Contract

613

NWEA MAP Contract

623

PowerSchool Invoice

624

Jive VOIP Contract

625
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594

595

596

597

598

599

600

601

602

603

604
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (the “MOU”) dated as of January 25, 2018 is made by
and between Accelerate Institute (the “Institute”), Great Public Schools Now (the “Partner”), and
Environmental Charter Schools (the “School”) located in Los Angeles, CA (the “Region”). Collectively, the
Institute, the Partner and the School shall be referred to herein as the “Parties.”
WHEREAS, the Institute recruits and selects transformative leaders through The Ryan
Fellowship, a rigorous three-year program of training, development, and support;
WHEREAS, the Institute desires that the Partner fund the Fellowship Costs (as defined below)
and the School will fund the Salary Costs (as defined below) for the Ryan Fellow;
WHEREAS, the Partner and the School will utilize The Ryan Fellowship for establishing a pipeline
and external hiring of aspiring principals; and
WHEREAS, all Parties desire to further their partnership and promote the identification, training,
development, and support of high quality principals for partner schools;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual covenants and agreements
contained herein, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged by all Parties, the
Parties hereby covenant and agree as follows:
1. Duration. This MOU shall be effective from January 25, 2018 to June 30, 2023 for the 2019 Ryan
Fellowship Cohort that begins in July 2018.
2. Commitments.
(a) The Institute shall identify, select, and provide training, development, and support one (1)
Ryan Fellow for the Partner and the School, including as set forth in Section 4 below.
(b) In exchange for the Institute’s identification of and provision of training, development, and
support to the Ryan Fellow, the Partner has agreed to pay the fellowship cost and the
School will pay for the salary and benefits of the fellow.
(c) The Parties will collaborate, as set forth in Section 4 below, to promote the success of the
Ryan Fellowship program.
3. Payment Responsibilities and Structure.
(a) Payment Obligations.
(1) The School shall pay the following amounts to the Ryan Fellow: the salary and benefits
costs of the Ryan Fellows including all applicable benefits any school employee would be
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eligible for per Fellow (“Salary Costs”). The Partner shall pay to the Institute the threeyear program fee for the Ryan Fellows in the total amount of $150,000 per Fellow,
which includes expenses related to recruitment, selection, and academic foundation
(collectively, the “Fellowship Costs”).
(2) The Partner and the School shall provide joint fundraising support and facilitate
discussion with local school organizations and districts to assist in supplementing
additional costs, as needed.
(b) Payment Schedule. The Partner shall pay the Fellowship Costs to the Institute in accordance
with the following payment schedule:
(1) $37,500 (25%) upon signing the MOU
(2) $75,000 (50%) by August 1, 2018
(3) $37,500 (25%) by December 1, 2018
(c) Non-Refundable Payments. Once paid, the Fellowship Costs set forth in Section 3(a) above
shall not be refundable in whole or in part in the event that any given Fellow leaves the
Ryan Fellowship program for any reason.
(d) If at any time for any reason the Partner fails to timely make the payments required by this
Section 3, without limiting its other available remedies in law or in equity, the Institute shall
be relieved of any and all of its obligations under this Agreement.
4. The Ryan Fellowship Program.
Subject to the remainder of this MOU, including Sections 5 and 6 below:
(a) Recruitment and Selection. The process for recruiting and selecting Ryan Fellows is set forth
below.
(1) The Institute will receive and review applications for the Ryan Fellowship candidates
from the CMO.
(2) The Institute will recommend the candidates to be selected as Ryan Fellows for the
CMO.
(3) The School shall make the final decision for the selection of Ryan Fellows.
(b) Participant Agreement. The Institute requires the Ryan Fellows to sign a Participant
Agreement, in which the Fellows generally agree, subject to certain terms and conditions, to
lead a school in the Region for at least two years following the Fellowship year.
(c) Advisory. The Institute will assign an Advisor to each Ryan Fellow with the key role of
providing individualized coaching and development.
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(d) Ryan Fellow Training and Support—Year 1. The Institute will provide training and support to
Ryan Fellows in the first year of the Fellowship through the Accelerate Summer Institute, the
Field Study, and a formative and summative evaluation process.
(1) Accelerate Summer Institute. In the first summer of the Fellowship, all Ryan Fellows will
participate in the Accelerate Summer Institute. The Accelerate Summer Institute shall
train the Ryan Fellows for four weeks of intensive summer coursework with Fellows
from across the nation.
(2) Field Study. The Accelerate Institute assigns each Ryan Fellow to a Field Study site for
six (6) months, during which the Fellow is immersed in learning the unique aspects of
the Region’s community. The Field Study provides an opportunity for Ryan Fellows to
build on the learning and synthesis from Accelerate Summer Institute and to develop a
deep understanding of how to successfully execute on the critical capabilities of the
Accelerate Framework in the context of a high-achieving urban school environment.
The Institute requires the Ryan Fellows to serve as members of the school leadership
team as Ryan Fellow Principal Interns. The Institute provides structure and support to
test each Fellow’s current understanding through action research and reflective
practice.
i.

Action Research Projects. The Institute requires Ryan Fellows to develop the key
results and tactics for required Action Research Projects by determining what
models, processes, systems, and/or leadership skills they will test, reflect on,
and course correct throughout the implementation of each project.

ii.

Leadership Playbook. The Institute requires Ryan Fellows to complete a
Leadership Playbook, in which they synthesize their learning from Accelerate
Summer Institute and their Action Research Projects.

(e) Formative and Summative Evaluations. The Institute requires Ryan Fellows to receive
Formative and Summative Evaluations to track and monitor progress towards successful
completion of the program. The Institute will perform two formative evaluation site visits.
Each Ryan Fellow receives a formative assessment score of Does not meet, Emerging,
Proficient, or Distinguished. At the end of the Field Study, following the completion of their
Action Research Projects, Leadership Playbook, and Playbook defense before the Institute,
the Institute performs a final summative evaluation of each Ryan Fellow. The Summative
Evaluation will contain the Ryan Fellow’s final leadership recommendation for either a
principalship, an assistant administration position with continued work in the field to
prepare for eventual principalship, or not recommended for a principalship. The Institute
does not and cannot guarantee the performance and/or Summative Evaluation of any Ryan
Fellow.
(f) Mentored Launch: Transition to Principalship. Except as provided herein, the School agrees
to make offers of employment as a Principal to each Fellow covering both year 2 and year 3
of the Fellowship. With respect to such offer, the Institute will guide each Fellow’s decision
making process and contract negotiations but the Fellow will make the final employment
decision as to any school district offer(s) received, and any employment contract and
employment relationship will be solely between the Fellow and the school district (not with
3
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the Institute). The School may elect not to make an offer to a Fellow for a Principal position
after year 1 for years 2 and 3, provided that in such case the Partner shall pay make all
payments required under this Agreement including without limitation with respect to years
2 and 3 (and the Institute will use such funds to support the Fellow at another school of its
choice). The Institute may elect not to recommend a Fellow for a Principal position after
year 1 for years 2 and 3 but the School retains the option to hire the Fellow in any event; if it
exercises such election, the Institute will continue to provide all support required under this
Agreement (provided the Institute may elect not to include the data with respect to the
Fellow in its data reports).
(g) Ryan Fellow Training and Support—Years 2 and 3. The Institute provides professional
development support for Ryan Fellows for two years after the Field Study as they carry out
their work in schools in the Region. Ryan Fellows participate in a principal support cycle
aligned to the Accelerate Framework.
(h) Ongoing Professional Development. The Institute will provide continuous professional
development support for the Fellows. The Ryan Fellows will convene for cohort professional
development regularly in Chicago.
5. Governing Fellowship Documents. The Partner and the School acknowledge and agrees that it
has been provided with and read information regarding the Ryan Fellowship program, including without
limitation Fellowship program materials and applicable Fellowship agreements (the “Fellowship
Documents”). In the event of any perceived or actual inconsistency between this MOU and the
Fellowship Documents (including with respect to a Fellow’s tenure with the Fellowship program, how
the Fellowship program is run, or the roles and responsibilities of the Institute throughout the
Fellowship program), the Fellowship Documents (as in effect or revised from time to time by the
Institute) shall control and govern.
6. Standards of Performance. The Institute will fulfill any obligations and perform any services
under this MOU subject to its best efforts and in material compliance with reasonable professional
standards for an entity of the Institute’s nature and scope.
7. Confidentiality.
(a) Except as required by law or as authorized in advance by the Institute in furtherance of the
Partner’s and School’s roles and responsibilities, and subject to the remainder of this Section
7, the Partner and the School will not at any time directly or indirectly use, disclose, or take
any action which may result in the use or disclosure of any “Confidential Information.”
(b) “Confidential Information” as used in this MOU includes all confidential information relating
to the Fellows or students, including without limitation any documents containing the
Fellows’ personal information and relating to their performance, as well as individual
student data. “Confidential Information” does not include information that lawfully is or
becomes generally and publicly known outside of the Institute and its affiliates other than
through the Partner’s breach of this MOU or breach by another person of some other
obligation.
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(c) Nothing herein prohibits the Partner or the School from disclosing Confidential Information
as legally required pursuant to a validly issued subpoena or order of a court of competent
jurisdiction, provided that the partner or the School, as applicable, shall first promptly notify
the Institute if Partner or the School, as applicable, receives a subpoena, court order, or
other order requiring any such disclosure, to allow the Institute to seek protection
therefrom in advance of any such legally compelled disclosure.
8. No Interference. Notwithstanding anything in this MOU to the contrary, nothing in this MOU
prohibits any Party from confidentially or otherwise communicating or filing a charge or complaint with
a governmental or regulatory entity, participating in a governmental or regulatory entity investigation,
or giving truthful testimony or statements or other disclosures to a governmental or regulatory entity, or
if properly subpoenaed or otherwise required to do so under applicable law.
9. Entire Agreement, Amendment, Waiver and Headings. This MOU embodies the entire
agreement and understanding of the Parties hereto with regard to the matters described herein and
supersedes any and all prior and/or contemporaneous agreements and understandings, oral or written,
between said Parties regarding such matters, subject to Section 5 above. This MOU may be modified
only in a written agreement signed by both Parties, and any party’s failure to enforce this MOU in the
event of one or more events which violate this MOU shall not constitute a waiver of any right to enforce
this MOU against subsequent violations. The Section headings used herein are for convenience of
reference only and are not to be considered in construction of the provisions of this MOU.
10. No Third Party Beneficiaries. This MOU is for the exclusive benefit and convenience of the
Parties hereto. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as granting, vesting, creating, or conferring
any right of action or any other right or benefit upon any person, entity, or other third party (including
without limitation any of the Ryan Fellows), other than the Parties hereto.
11. Governing Law. This MOU shall be construed and interpreted in accordance with the internal
laws of the State of Illinois, without regard to its choice of law rules.
12. Severability. Whenever possible, each provision of this MOU shall be interpreted in such
manner as to be effective and valid under applicable law, but if any provision of this MOU is held to be
prohibited by or invalid under applicable law, such provision will be ineffective only to the extent of such
prohibition or invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of such provision or the remaining
provisions of this MOU.
13. Counterparts. This MOU may be executed in two counterparts, each of which shall be deemed
an original, and both of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.
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INVOICE

Blackboard Inc.
3815 River Crossing Parkway
Suite 200
Indianapolis, IN 46240
United States

Invoice Date:
Invoice Number:
Customer No:
Customer PO:
Payment Terms:
Due Date:
Project ID:

Bill To
Environmental Charter High School
Jeremiah David
Accounts Payable
4234 West 147th Street
Lawndale CA 90260
United States

Sep 9, 2019
1330450
316098
Net 30
Oct 9, 2019

Billing Questions
Email: Operations@blackboard.com
FEIN (USA):52-2081178
GST (CANADA):86533 4619 RT0001;BC PST10163504

Please Remit
Checks:

Electronic Fund Transfers:

Blackboard Inc
P.O. Box 200154
Pittsburgh, PA 15251-0154
United States

Account Name: Blackboard Inc.
Account Number. 3300605682
ABA Wires & ACH: 121140399
Swift Code: SVBKUS6S
Bank Name: Silicon Valley Bank
Bank Address:3003 Tasman Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95054

Quantity

UOM

Product Code

Description

Net Amount

986.00

EA

BC-MN

MASS NOTIFICATIONS
Sep 01, 2019 - Aug 31, 2020

1,294.62

986.00

EA

BC-MN-TC

TEACHER MESSAGING
Sep 01, 2019 - Aug 31, 2020

283.75

986.00

EA

BC-MN-ATTEND

PARENTLINK ATTENDANCE APP
Sep 01, 2019 - Aug 31, 2020

234.45

Subtotal:

Amount Due:

USD

1,812.82

USD

1,812.82

Please indicate your institution name and invoice number(s) on remittance to ensure proper application of payment.
Failure to comply with this request may result in returned payment.
For a copy of the Blackboard Inc W-9 form, please go to: https://secure.blackboard.com/legal/BBInc/W9/

Blackboard Inc.
Proprietary and Confidential
612
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620

621

622
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Invoice
Date
Invoice#
Terms
Due Date

06/01/2019
INV175072
Net 30
07/01/2019

EIN#

47-4429364

Customer ID

Bill To
Billing
Environmental Charter High School
16315 Grevillea Ave
Lawndale California 90260
United States

10001543

Ship To
Billing
Environmental Charter High School
16315 Grevillea Avenue
Lawndale California 90260
United States

PO#

Product Description

Quote#

Sales/Renewal Rep

Q-173235

Deepak D

Qty

Unit

Tax

Unit Price

Extended Price

HS-PS-S-PSH: PowerSchool SIS Hosting
Invoice Period: 07/01/2019 - 06/30/2020

1,114

Students

0%

3.82

$4,255.48

MS-PS-S-PSMSR: PowerSchool SIS Maintenance &
Support
Invoice Period: 07/01/2019 - 06/30/2020

1,114

Students

0%

5.36

$5,971.04

1

Each

0%

424.36

$424.36

HS-PS-S-PSSL: PowerSchool SIS Hosting SSL
Certiﬁcate
Invoice Period: 07/01/2019 - 06/30/2020

Subtotal

Tax Total

$10,650.88

Total (USD)

$0.00

$10,650.88
Amt. Due (USD)

$10,650.88
To pay by credit card, please click on this link:
https://app.suitesync.io/payments/acct_1DJqOtAVmQmJDIDk/custinvc/3778932?email=false

Thank you for your business
Remit by Check (US Mail Only):
PowerSchool Group LLC
PO Box 398408
San Francisco, CA 94139-840

Remit by Check (Courier):
Wells Fargo Lockbox Services
Dept #38408
3440 Walnut Ave, Bldg A, Window H
Fremont, CA 94538

Remit by Wire or ACH:
Wells Fargo Bank, NA
Account Name: PowerSchool Group LLC
ABA Routing No: 121000248
Account No: 4633847017 SWIFT: WFBIUS6S
(Include invoice number in transmission)

Customer Service:
ar@powerschool.com
888-265-7641 (Toll-Free)
916-288-1588 (Fax)

This is your annual support/subscription/hosting renewal. To avoid cancellation of your phone support, product updates or hosted products, please
work with your Director of Technology or appropriate business person to approve a purchase order and payment for this annual recurring invoice. If
this support is not used, please FAX a written cancellation to 916-288-1588 or renewals@powerschool.com. If we don’t receive your cancellation by the
start of your new term, your support/subscription/hosting will automatically renew.
Licensee shall be subject to a monthly charge of 1.5% on all amounts not paid when due (18% annually) , or, if a lower maximum rate is established by
law, then such lower maximum rate.
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FOURTH AMENDED BYLAWS
OF
ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS

I.

MEMBERSHIP
The corporation shall have no members as the term "member" is defined in
Section 5056 of the California Nonprofit Corporation Law.

II.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
A.

Powers
The Board of Directors (the "Board”) shall conduct or direct the
affairs of the corporation and exercise its powers, subject to the
limitations of the California Nonprofit Corporation Law, the Articles of
Incorporation ("Articles"), these Bylaws ("Bylaws"), and applicable
laws affecting charter schools. The Board may delegate the
management of the activities of the corporation to others, so long as
the affairs of the corporation are managed, and its powers are
exercised, under the Board's ultimate jurisdiction.
Without limiting the generality of the powers here granted to the
Board, but subject to the same limitations, the Board shall have all the
powers enumerated in these Bylaws, and the following specific powers:

005048.00081
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I.

To elect and remove Directors.

2.

To select and remove officers, agents and employees of the
corporation; to prescribe powers and duties for them; and to fix
their compensation.

3.

To conduct, manage and control the affairs and activities of
the corporation, and to make rules and regulations.

4.

To enter into contracts, leases and other agreements which
are, in the Board's judgment, necessary or desirable in
obtaining the purposes of promoting the interests of the
corporation.

5.

To act as Director under any trust incidental to the corporation's
purposes, and to receive, hold, administer, exchange and
expend funds and property subject to such a trust.

6.

To acquire real or personal property, by purchase, exchange,
lease, gift, devise, bequest, or otherwise, and to hold, improve,
lease, sublease, mortgage, transfer in trust, encumber, convey or
otherwise dispose of such property.
1
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B.

7.

To borrow money, incur debt, and to execute and deliver
promissory notes, bonds,
debentures, deeds
of
trust,
mortgages, pledges, hypothecations and other evidences of debt
and securities.

8.

To lend money and accept conditional or unconditional
promissory notes therefore, whether interest or non-interest
bearing, or secured or unsecured.

9.

To indemnify and maintain insurance on behalf of any of its
Directors, officers, employees or agents for liability asserted
against or incurred by such person in such capacity or arising out
of such person's status as such, subject to the provisions of the
California Nonprofit Public Benefit Law and the limitations noted
in these Bylaws.

Number of Directors
The authorized number of Directors of the corporation (including
vacancies) shall be not less than five (5) nor more than thirteen (13),
with the exact number of Directors to be fixed within the limits specified
herein by resolution of the Board as enacted from time to time. No
reduction of the authorized number of Directors shall have the effect of
shortening the term of the incumbent Director.

C.
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Election of Directors
I.

Election. A majority of the Directors then in office, whether or
not the number of Directors in office is sufficient to constitute a
quorum, shall elect the remaining Directors. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the school district or other agency that has approved
a charter authorizing the corporation to operate and manage a
charter school, may, but shall not be required to, designate a
Director.

2.

Eligibility. The Board may elect any person who in its
discretion it believes will serve the interests of the corporation
faithfully and effectively. In addition to any other eligible
candidates, the Board will consider, but not require the following
persons for board membership:
a.

A parent of an active student enrolled at a charter school
operated and managed by the corporation, who is
designated by the Parents' Council
to represent that
Association (the "Parent Representative'').

b.

Persons representing the state and local education
industries, not including the chartering organization
representatives as set forth in Section II(C)(1)
("Education Representatives").
2
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c.

Persons representing the local environmental
(''Environmental Representatives'').

industry

d.

Persons re p r e s e n t i n g o t h e r
("Nonprofit Representatives").

e.

Persons representing local corporate and business
communities
("Corporate
and
Business
Representatives").

nonprofit organizations

3.

Interested Persons. No persons serving on the Board may be
interested persons. For purposes of these Bylaws, an "interested
person" is: (a) any person currently being compensated by the
corporation for services rendered to it within the previous 12
months, whether as a full-time or part-time employee, independent
contractor or otherwise; excluding any reasonable compensation
paid to a Director as Director; or (b) any sister, brother, ancestor,
descendant, spouse, sister-in- law, brother-in-law, daughter-in-law,
son-in-law, mother-in-law or father- in-law of any such person.

4.

Conflict of Interest. With respect to financial interests, the
corporation and Directors are subject to California's conflict of
interest laws, including, without limitation, Sections 1090 and
81000 et seq. of the Government Code. With respect t o nonfinancial interests, any Director who has a personal non- financial
interest that will prevent such Director from applying his or her
disinterested skill and undivided loyalty to the corporation in voting
on any issue before the corporation shall not vote on such issue.
Notwithstanding, the foregoing, any Director not voting may be
counted for purposes of determining whether a quorum is present.

5.

Term of Office
a.

The term of office of all members of the initial Board of
Directors shall be one year.

b.

At the end of the first year, the Board shall provide for
staggered terms of its Directors, by designating
approximately one-third of the Directors to one-, two- and
three-year terms. Following the expiration of those
designated terms, the term of each Director shall continue as
follows: (1) Parent Board Representatives shall serve a oneyear term, (2) Education Representatives shall serve a twoyear term, and (3) all other Directors shall serve a threeyear term.

c.

The term of office of a Director elected to fill a vacancy
begins on the date of the Director's election, and
continues: (1) for the balance of the unexpired term in
the case of a vacancy created because of the
3
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resignation, removal, or death of a Director, or (2) for the
term specified by the Board in the case of a vacancy
resulting from the increase of the number of Directors
authorized.

6.

D.

d.

A Director's term of office shall not be shortened by any
reduction in the number of Directors resulting from any
amendment of the Articles or the Bylaws or other Board
action.

e.

A Director's term of office shall not be extended beyond
that for which the Director was elected by amendment of
the Articles or the Bylaws or other Board action.

Time of Elections. The Board shall elect Directors at the Annual
Meeting to take office on July 1 of that year, or at a Regular
Meeting designated for that purpose, or at a Special Meeting
called for that purpose. In the event the Board does not conduct
elections, Directors shall continue to serve in such capacity until
the Board holds elections at an Annual, Regular or Special
Meeting.

Removal of Directors
The Board may remove a Director without cause as provided by the
California Nonprofit Corporation Law. The Board may also remove any
Director who:

E.

1.

Has failed to attend three (3) or more of the Board's Regular
Meetings in any calendar year.

2.

Has been declared of unsound mind by a final order of court.

3.

Has been convicted of a felony.

4.

Has been found by a final order or judgment of any court or the
California Attorney General to have breached any duty imposed
by law, including, without limitation, the California Nonprofit
Corporation Law and conflict of interest laws.

5.

For such other good causes as the Board may determine.

Resignation by Director
A Director may resign by giving written notice to the Board President
or Secretary. The resignation is effective on the giving of notice, or at
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any later date specified in the notice. A Director may not resign if the
Director's resignation would leave the corporation without a duly
elected Director ·in charge of its affairs, without first giving notice to
the California Attorney General.
F.

Vacancies
A vacancy is deemed to occur on the effective date of the
resignation of a Director, upon the removal of a Director, upon
declaration of vacancy pursuant to these Bylaws, or upon a Director's
death. A vacancy is also deemed to exist upon the increase by the
Board of the authorized number of Directors.

G.

Compensation of Directors
Directors shall serve without compensation. However, the Board may
approve reimbursement of a Director's actual, necessary and reasonable
expenses while conducting corporation business.

H.

Charter Authorizing Agency Representatives
Notwithstanding any other provision of these Bylaws, any Director who is
appointed to the Board by a charter authorizing agency pursuant to Section
II(C)(1) and Education Code Section 47605(b) shall hold office for a term
expiring on the second 30th of June occurring after the date the Director
takes office and may serve any number of additional terms as appointed by
the charter authorizer at the conclusion of each term. During the Director’s
term, said Director will serve his/her term until the conclusion of his/her term
or until he/she has resigned or been removed or replaced by the appointing
charter authorizing agency and shall serve at the pleasure of and be
removed only by the action of that appointing charter authorizing agency or
its designee. The charter authorizing agency or designee may remove
and/or replace its appointed Director at any time, in its sole discretion, with
or without cause. Any qualifications or processes for appointment or service
on the Board and/or causes or procedures for removal of a Director set forth
elsewhere in these Bylaws shall not apply to any Director appointed by a
charter authorizing agency pursuant to Education Code Section 47604(b).

III.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE
The corporation's principal office shall be in the City of Lawndale, California, or
at such other place as the Board may select by resolution or amendment of the
Bylaws. The Secretary shall note any change in principal office on the copy of
the Bylaws maintained by the Secretary.

IV.

MEETINGS OF THE BOARD
A.
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Public Meetings
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All meetings of the Board shall be held in strict compliance with the
Ralph M. Brown Act (Government Code Section 54950 et seq.) (The
"Brown Act")
B.

Place of Meetings
Unless otherwise specified in a notice of meeting, Board Meetings shall
be held at the corporation's principal office.

C.

Videoconference and Teleconference Meetings
Any annual, regular or special meeting may be held by videoconference
or teleconference so long as such meeting is held in accordance with the
Brown Act.

D.

Annual Meetings
An Annual Meeting shall be held in May of each year as part of a
regularly scheduled meeting of the Board for the purpose of electing
Directors, making and receiving reports on corporate affairs, and
transacting other business as comes before the meeting.

E.

Regular Meetings
Regular Meetings shall be held every other month on the last Thursday.
The Board may amend the established time and place for regular
meetings by resolution or amendment to these Bylaws.

F.

Special Meetings
A Special Meeting shall be held at any time called, noticed and held in
compliance with the requirements of the Brown Act and Section 5211 of
the California Nonprofit Corporation Law.

G.

Adjournment
A majority of the Directors present at a meeting, whether or not a
quorum, may adjourn the meeting to another time and place. Notice of
the time and place of holding an adjourned meeting shall be provided
in accordance with the Brown Act.

H.

Notices
Notices of Board Meetings shall be provided in accordance with
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requirements of the Brown Act. The notice must include a recitation or
copy of the meeting's agenda. It must state the time and place of the
meeting, and all the business to be transacted or discussed. The Board
cannot consider business not in the notice or agenda except as
otherwise may be excepted under the Brown Act, including, without
limitation, agenda items of an emergency nature as described in Section
54956.5 of the Government Code.
V.

ACTION BY THE BOARD
A.

Quorum
A Quorum consists of a majority of the number of the elected Directors.

B.

Action by the Board
1.

Actions Taken at Board Meetings. The actions taken and
decisions made by a majority of the Directors present at a
meeting duly held at which a quorum is present are the actions
and decisions of the Board.
The Board may continue to transact business at a meeting at
which a quorum was originally present, even though Directors
withdraw, provided that any action taken is approved by at least
a majority of the quorum required.

2.

C.
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No Development of Actions Without a Meeting. In compliance
with the Brown Act, Board members shall not engage in "any use
of direct communication, personal intermediaries, or technological
devices that are employed by a majority of the members of the
legislative body to develop a collective concurrence as to action to
be ta ke n o n an item b y t h e members of the legislative body."

Committees
I.

Appointment of Committees. The Board may appoint one or more
Board Committees by vote of the majority of Directors. A Board
Standing Committee will consist of not less than two Directors,
who shall serve at the pleasure of the Board.

2.

Authority of Board Committees. The Board may delegate to a
Board committee any of the authority of the Board, except with
respect to:
a.

The election of Directors.

b.

Filling vacancies on the Board or any committee, which has
the authority of the Board.

c.

The fixing of Director compensation for serving on the
Board or on any committee.
7
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d.

The amendment or repeal of any Board resolution.

e.

The amendment or repeal of Bylaws or the adoption of
new Bylaws.

f.

The appointment of other committees of the Board, or the
members of the committees.

g.

The expenditure of corporate funds to support a nominee for
Director.

h.

The approval of any self-dealing transaction, as defined
by the California Nonprofit Corporation Law.

3.

Procedures of Committees. The Board may prescribe the manner
in which the proceedings of any Board Committee are to be
conducted. In the absence of such prescription, a Board
Committee may prescribe the manner of conducting its
proceedings, except that the regular and special meetings of the
Committee arc governed by the provisions of these Bylaws with
respect to the calling of meetings.

4.

Standing Committee. Any Standing Committee of the Board shall
comply with the requirements of the Brown Act. Standing
committees include but are not limited to the following: Governance ,
Finance, Disciplinary Hearing Committee, Development,
Compensation, and Facilities.

5.

Advisory Committees. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
contained herein, and except as otherwise provided in the
California Corporations Code, the Board may, from time to time,
appoint certain advisory committees (also known as "Site
Committees") as deemed appropriate, consisting of Directors or
persons who are not Directors, but such advisory committees shall
not be deemed committees of the Board and shall not exercise any
powers of the Board. Notice of and procedures for meetings of
advisory committees shall be as prescribed by the chairperson of
each such advisory committee, and meetings of the advisory
committees may be called by the Board at any time. It is
contemplated that advisory committees may be established by the
Board to assist in providing advice and counsel to the Board and
the officers of the corporation with respect to specific issues
concerning the charter operated and managed by the corporation.
However, the Board and the officers of the corporation will retain
ultimate responsibility for management decisions concerning such
charter schools. Notwithstanding the foregoing, to the extent any
advisory committee consists of Directors constituting a quorum (or
more) of the Directors of the Board, such advisory committee shall
comply with the Brown Act, including, without limitation, notice of
and procedures for meetings of such advisory committee.
8
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D.

Fiduciary Duties: Standard of Care
1.

Performance of Duties. Each Director shall perform all duties of a
Director, including duties on any Board Committee, in good faith, in
a manner the Director believes to be in the corporation's best
interest and with such care, skill and diligence, including reasonable
inquiry, as an ordinarily prudent person in a like position would use
under similar circumstances. In other words, each Director shall
stand in a fiduciary relation to the corporation.

2.

Reliance on Others. In performing the duties of a Director, a
Director shall be entitled to rely on information, opinions, reports or
statements, including financial statements and other financial data,
presented or prepared by:

3.
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a.

One or more officers or employees of the corporation
whom the Director believes to be reliable and competent in
the matters presented.

b.

Legal counsel, independent accountants or other persons
as to matters that the Director believes are within that
person's professional or expert competence.

c.

A Board Committee on which the Director does not serve,
as to matters within its designated authority, provided the
Director believes the Committee merits confidence and
the Director acts in good faith, after reasonable inquiry
when the need is indicated by the circumstances, and
without knowledge that would cause such reliance to be
unwarranted.

Investments. In investing and dealing with all assets held by
the corporation for investment, the Board shall exercise the
standard of care described above and avoid speculation,
looking instead to the permanent disposition of the funds,
considering the probable income, as well as the probable safety
of the corporation's capital. The Board may delegate its
investment powers to others, provided that those powers are
exercised within the ultimate direction of the Board. No
investment violates this section where it conforms to provisions
authorizing such investment contained in an instrument or
agreement pursuant to which the assets were contributed to the
corporation.

9
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E.

Rights of Inspection
Every Director has the right to inspect and copy during reasonable
business hours all books, records and documents of every kind and to
inspect the physical properties of the corporation, provided that such
inspection is conducted at a reasonable time after reasonable notice,
and provided that such right of inspection and copying is subject to the
obligation to maintain the confidentiality of the reviewed information.

This right to inspect is circumscribed in instances where the right
to inspect conflicts with California or federal law (e.g., restrictions
on the release of educational records under Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act) pertaining to access to books, records,
and documents.

F.

Participation in Discussions and Voting
Every Director has the right to participate in the discussion and vote
on all issues before the Board or any Board Committee, except
insofar as a Director shall be excused from the discussion and vote
on any matter involving: (1) a self-dealing transaction; (2) a conflict of
interest, (3) indemnification of that Director; or (4) any other matter at
the discretion of a majority of the Directors then present.

G.

Duty to Maintain Board Confidences
Every Director has a duty to maintain the confidentiality of all Board
actions taken in closed session of a meeting of the Board, including,
without limitation discussions and votes. Any Director violating this
confidence may be removed from the Board.

VI.

OFFICERS
A.

Officers
The officers of the corporation consist of a President, Vice President,
a Secretary and a Chief Financial Officer (hereinafter "Treasurer").
The corporation also may have such other officers, as the Board
deems advisable.
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1.

President. Subject to Board control, the President has general
supervision, direction and control of the affairs of the corporation,
and such other powers and duties as the Board may prescribe.
If present, the President shall preside at Board meetings.

2.

Vice President. If the President is absent or disabled, the Vice
President shall perform all the President's duties and, when so
acting, shall have all the President's powers and be subject to
the same restrictions. The Vice President shall have other such
10
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powers and perform such other duties as the Board may
prescribe.

B.

005048.00081
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3.

Secretary. The Secretary shall: (a) keep or cause to be kept, at
the corporation's principal office, or such other place as the
Board may direct a book of minutes of all meetings of the
Board and Board Committees, noting the time and place of the
meeting, whether it was regular or special (and if special, how
authorized), the notice given, the names of those present, and
the proceedings; (b) keep or cause to be kept a copy of the
corporation's Articles and Bylaws, with amendments; (c) give or
cause to be given notice of the Board and Committee meetings
as required by the Bylaws; and (d) have such other powers
and perform such other duties as the Board may prescribe.

4.

Treasurer. The Treasurer shall: (a) keep or cause to be kept
adequate and correct accounts of the corporation's properties,
receipts and disbursements; (b) make the books of account
available at all times for inspection by any Director; (c) deposit
or cause to be deposited the corporation's monies and other
valuables in the corporation's name and to its credit, with the
depositories the Board designates; (d) disburse or cause to be
disbursed the corporation's funds as the Board directs; (e)
render to the President and the Board, as requested, but no
less frequently than once every fiscal year, an account of the
corporation's financial transactions and financial condition; (f)
prepare any reports on financial issues required by an
agreement on loans; and (g) have such other powers and
perform such other duties as the Board may prescribe.

Election, Eligibility and Term of Office
1.

Election. The Board shall elect the officers annually at the Annual
Meeting or a Regular Meeting designated for that purpose or at
a Special Meeting called for that purpose, e x c e p t that
o f f i c e r s e l e c t e d to fill vacancies shall be elected as vacancies
occur.

2.

Eligibility. A Director may hold any number of offices, except
that neither the Secretary nor Treasurer may serve concurrently
as the President.

3.

Term of Office. Each officer serves at the pleasure of the Board,
holding office until resignation, removal or disqualification from
service, or until his or her successor is elected.

11
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C.

Removal and Resignation
The Board may remove any officer, either with or without cause, at any
time. Such removal shall not prejudice the officer's rights, if any, under
an employment contract, nor shall such removal affect the officer's
position as a member of the Board unless the Board also removes the
officer as a member of the Board. Any officer may resign at any time by
giving written notice to the corporation, the resignation taking effect on
receipt of the notice or at a later date of specified in the notice.

VII.

NON-LIABILITY OF DIRECTORS
The Directors shall not be personally liable for the corporation's debts,
liabilities or other obligations.

VIII. INDEMNIFICATION OF CORPORATE AGENTS

The corporation shall indemnify any Director, officer, employee or other agent of
this corporation, who has been successful (1) on the merits in defense of any
civil, criminal, administrative or investigative proceeding brought to procure a
judgment against such person by reason of the fact that he/she is, or was, the
corporation's agent, or (2) in defense of any claim, issue or matter therein. In
such case, the corporation will provide indemnity against expenses actually
and reasonably incurred by the person in connection with such proceeding.
If the corporate agent either settles any such claim or sustains a judgment
against him/her, then indemnification against expenses, judgments, fines,
settlements and other amounts reasonably incurred in connection with such
proceedings shall be provided by this corporation but only to the extent allowed
by, and in accordance with the requirements of, the California Nonprofit
Corporation Law.
IX.

INSURANCE FOR CORPORATE AGENTS
The Board may adopt a resolution authorizing the purchase and maintenance of
insurance on behalf of any Director, officer, employee or other agent of the
corporation, against any liability other than for violating provisions of law relating
to self-dealing asserted against or incurred by the agent in such capacity or
arising out of the agent’s status as such, whether or not the corporation would
have the power to indemnify the agent against such liability under the provisions
of the California Nonprofit Corporation Law.

X.

SELF-DEALING TRANSACTIONS
The corporation shall not engage in any self-dealing transactions, except as
approved by the Board and in accordance with applicable law, including,
without limitation Section I 090 and 81000 et seq. of the Government Code
and Section 5233 of the California Nonprofit Corporation Law. "Self-dealing
transaction" means a transaction to which the corporation is a party in which
one or more of the Directors has a material financial interest ("Interested
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Director(s)").
XI.

OTHER PROVISIONS
A.

Fiscal Year
The fiscal year of the corporation begins on July I of each year and
ends on June 30 of the following year.

B.

Execution of Instruments
Except as otherwise provided in these Bylaws, the Board may adopt a
resolution authorizing any officer or agent of the corporation to enter into
any contract or execute and deliver any instrument in the name of or on
behalf of the corporation. Such authority may be general or confined to
specific instances. Unless so authorized, no officer, agent or employee
shall have any power to bind the corporation by any contract or
engagement, to pledge the corporation's credit, or to render it liable
monetarily for any purpose or any amount.

C.

Checks and Notes
Except as otherwise specifically provided by Board resolution,
checks, drafts, promissory notes, orders for the payment of money,
and other evidence of indebtedness of the corporation may be signed
by the President, Treasurer or other officer designated by the Board.

D.

Construction and Definitions
Unless the context otherwise requires, the general provisions, rules of
construction, and definitions contained in the California Nonprofit
Corporation Law and the Brown Act shall govern the construction of
these Bylaws. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, words in
these Bylaws shall be read as the masculine or feminine gender, and as
the singular or plural, as the context requires, and the word "person"
includes both a corporation and a natural person. The captions and
headings in these Bylaws are for convenience of reference only are not
intended to limit or define the scope or effect of any provisions.

E.

Interpretation of Charter
Whenever any provision of these Bylaws is in conflict with the provisions
of any applicable Charter, the applicable Charter shall control. In the
event of any such conflict between these Bylaws and an applicable
Charter, or a conflict among Charters, the Directors shall resolve
such conflict(s) and amend these Bylaws accordingly, including by
taking prompt action to revise these Bylaws to make them consistent
with the requirements of the applicable Charter or seeking a material
revision to the applicable Charter to make the Charter and Bylaws
Consistent.
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F.

Governing Law
These Bylaws shall be interpreted, construed and administered in
accordance with the laws of the State of California.

G.

Dissolution of Corporation and Distribution of Assets
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, upon the
winding up and dissolution of the corporation, including the payment
of and/or adequate provision for the debts and obligations of the
corporation, the remaining assets of the corporation shall be distributed
in accordance with the Articles, as may be amended.

H.

Nondiscrimination
The corporation does not discriminate on the basis of disability, gender,
gender identity, gender expression, nationality, legal or economic status,
primary language or English Learner status, race or ethnicity, religion,
sexual orientation, immigration status or any other characteristic that is
contained in the definition of hate crimes set forth in Penal Code Section
422.55 or any other characteristic protected by law or association with an
individual who has any of the aforementioned characteristics in the
administration of its educational policies, admissions policies, and
athletic and other school-administered programs. The corporation
shall comply at all times with all applicable federal, state and local
anti-discrimination laws.

I.

California Governing Law
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, these
Bylaws shall be subject, in all respects, to applicable law, including,
without limitation, to the extent applicable, the California Nonprofit
Corporation Law, the California Nonprofit Integrity Act of 2004 and the
Brown Act.

XII.

AMENDMENT
A majority of the Directors then in office may adopt, amend or repeal these
Bylaws. However, any adoption, amendment or repeal of these Bylaws may be
effected only when in compliance with the specific provisions for doing so as set
forth in any charter.
Specifically, so long as the corporation is operating Environmental Charter
High School (“ECHS”) under a Charter approved by the Lawndale Elementary
School District (“LESD”), the corporation shall provide written notice to the
LESD Superintendent or designee of any proposed revision(s) to these Bylaws
no less than thirty days prior to the proposed effective date of the
revision(s). Should the LESD Superintendent or designee indicate that LESD
considers the proposed revision(s) to be a material revision to the governance
structure of ECHS and/or the ECHS Charter, the revision(s) shall not become
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effective unless and until the revision(s) is first approved through the process
set forth in Education Code section 47607 for a material revision to the ECHS
Charter. If LESD fails to provide notice to the corporation within 30 days after
submission that LESD considers the revision(s) to be material, LESD will be
deemed to have consented to the proposed revision(s).

CERTIFICATE OF SECRETARY
The undersigned does hereby certify that the undersigned is the Secretary of
Environmental Charter Schools, a California nonprofit public benefit corporation
duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of California, that the
foregoing Bylaws of said corporation were duly and regularly adopted as such by
the Board of Directors of said corporation, which Directors are the only
members of said corporation; and that the above and foregoing Bylaws are now
in full force and effect.

Dated:
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
STUDENT ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY
Environmental Charter Schools believes in the strong educational values of providing electronic services to
students to enhance learning and exchange information. Our goal in providing these services is to promote educational
excellence in the school facilitating resource sharing, innovation, and communication.
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that those using the technology provided by Environmental Charter Schools will do
so in accordance with the mission and educational goals of ECS.
The Internet links computer networks around the world and provides access to a wide variety of computer and information
resources. However, it is important for the users to recognize that the Internet also contains sites that have materials that
are objectionable, adult-oriented or otherwise inappropriate. All users, parents, and guardians are advised that
communications on the Internet cannot be completely monitored by ECS. By participating in the use of the Internet,
students may gain access to information and communications, which they or their parents/guardians may find
inappropriate, offensive, or controversial. While ECS will do everything in its power to insure that this does not happen,
parents/guardians need to be aware of this risk when they allow their students to participate in the use of the Internet. The
user is responsible for his/her own actions while accessing material on the Internet, and may not access, download, or
print from inappropriate sites. The following are our agreements about the use of technology at Environmental Charter
Schools.
Terms of Agreement
Prior to gaining Internet access on Environmental Charter Schools computer networks, students and their
parents/guardians must sign a copy of the Student Acceptable Use Agreement.
1. Vandalism/Hacking: Students will not use their Environmental Charter Schools access or other Internet access to
interfere with or disrupt network users, services, Environmental Charter Schools data or data of another student, or
equipment, either locally or off campus.
2. Unauthorized Entry: Students will not access or try to make unauthorized entry to any machine accessible via the
network or on remote networks. If a student notices a security problem, the student must notify school personnel
immediately.
3. Inappropriate Messages: Students will not use their Environmental Charter Schools access to transmit threatening,
obscene or harassing materials, including chain-letters, solicitations, inappropriate photos, or broadcast messages via
our network or email system.
4. Inappropriate Material: The Internet contains certain material that is illegal, defamatory, inaccurate or potentially
offensive to some people. Students will not use their Environmental Charter Schools access to knowingly visit sites that
contain this material nor import, transmit and/or transfer any of this material to other computers.
5. School Personnel: Students should not post to websites or blogs, images, photos or video of employees of
Environmental Charter Schools. This includes the creation of fan pages or groups on social networking sites.
6. Private Use: Students will not provide their Environmental Charter Schools access or password or share another
student’s password with any other student or non-student. Students may not use another individual’s account or log
onto the Internet as anyone else.
7. Personal Privacy: Students will not communicate their address, phone number or other personal information to any
person or company on the Internet or through email.
8. Unauthorized Programs or Computers: Students may not use, copy, delete, or install any program on a school
computer or save any executable program without the permission of school personnel. Students may not use personal
laptop computers without prior permission from the Director of Operations.
648

9. Copyright: Students are not to post to websites or blogs any photos or logos that are the property (intellectual
property) of Environmental Charter Schools. Students must comply with all copyright laws
10. Lost and Damages: Environmental Charter Schools will not be responsible for any damages (consequential,
incidental or otherwise), which a student may suffer arising from access to or use of the ECS's computers and
computer network, including damages arising as a result of the actions of the ECS. These damages include loss of
data and delayed, lost or damaged electronic correspondence or files due to system or service provider interruptions
and system shutdowns for emergency or routine maintenance of the system. Use or conveyance of information via
ECS computer technology is at the user's own risk.
Any unauthorized technology used for the purpose of bypassing security systems, including internet filtering is not
permitted. This included the use of ssh, proxy-bypass software, remote desktop sessions, anonymizing websites/software
and other technologies.
Any costs, charges, liabilities or damage by misuse of the computers are the individual student’s responsibility. Any
consequences of service interruption or privacy violation, will lead to disciplinary action. Such action can include
suspension and/or expulsion.
Acceptable Use Policy
Student: I have read and agree to follow the ECS Acceptable Use Policy. I understand that any violation of the
procedures may result in the loss of technology privileges for the remainder of the year. Additional consequences may be
determined and carried out by the administration.
Student Signature: ______________________________________ Date: ______________
Parent/Guardian: I have read the ECS Acceptable Use Policy. I understand the access is for educational purposes, and
the ECS system has taken precautions to eliminate controversial material from being viewed by users. However, I
recognize that it is impossible to restrict access to all controversial materials. I will not hold ECS, or any staff member,
responsible for materials acquired over the Internet. I hereby give permission for my child to be given the privilege of
Internet access.
Parent/Guardian Signature: _________________________________ Date: ______________
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ECS Electronic Communication Policy
ECS provides access to and use of assets and electronic communications systems for business/school
purposes. Access is provided to facilitate authorized communications and collaboration among ECS employees
and with outside parties including students, contractors, suppliers, customers and government agencies. Users
are obliged to use the ECS’s Electronic Communications Policy in a responsible, effective and lawful manner.
All information systems such as computer hardware, software, telecommunications equipment and electronic
networks made available by ECS are the property of ECS. Electronic communications residing in those assets
are also the property of ECS. Employees are reminded that they have no personal expectation of confidentiality
or privacy with respect to information transmitted over the ECS’s electronic communications systems, inclusive
of the Internet and Intranet, although they are obligated to maintain the confidentiality of such information for
the benefit of ECS. All computer transmissions originating from, sent through, or terminating at the ECS’s
electronic communications systems are subject to viewing or audit by ECS without notice.
ECS' Electronic Communications Systems are not to be used for any purposes that violate federal, state or local
laws. Employees are expected to comply with the following guidelines:
•

Email:
◦ School-provided e-mail accounts and Internet resources may not be used to access, upload, download,
or distribute pornographic, obscene or sexually explicit materials.
◦ School-provided e-mail accounts and Internet resources may not be used to transmit obscene, abusive,
or sexually explicit language.
◦ School-provided e-mail accounts and Internet resources may not be used to violate any local, state, or
federal statutes.
◦ School-provided e-mail accounts and Internet resources may not be used to violate or infringe on
copyright or to otherwise plagiarize materials.
◦ Chain Letters – Employees must not send or forward "chain letter" e-mails.

•

Password: Password, Passphrase, Passcode and PIN (Personal Identification Number) and the like are
used interchangeably and are referred to in this Policy as a “password”, although their specific meaning is
relative to the relevant application. Passwords will not be shared with, or accessible by, anyone who does
not have a need to know them. All passwords are the property of ECS.
Employees are accountable for all usage under their password of ECS computer systems. The introduction
or use of packet sniffing software or any software intended to capture passwords is prohibited.

•

Offensive or Harassing Use Prohibited: ECS's Electronic Communications System and the
Internet/Intranet may not be used to create, distribute or visit any offensive, harassing or disruptive
message, websites or material. Among those which in the sole discretion of ECS are deemed offensive,
harassing or disruptive are sexual images or cartoons (video or audio medium), hate speech, or material
that ridicules or disparages on the basis of race, creed, religion, color, sex, disability, age, national origin, or
sexual orientation or otherwise is defamatory, derogatory or inappropriate for a business environment.

•

Sexually Oriented Sites: ECSs Internet access system must not be used to visit sexually oriented or
otherwise offensive or inappropriate websites, or to send, display, download or print offensive material,
obscene, pornographic or sexually oriented pictures or any other such materials.

•

Solicitation: ECS electronic communications systems and the Internet/Intranet may not be used to solicit
or proselytize for outside or personal commercial ventures, religious or political causes, outside
organizations, or other solicitations that are not job-related.
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COMMUNICATIONS WITH STUDENTS
ECS recognized that there are occasions when a person in ECS approved position (e.g. employee, coach,
volunteer, or other persons in official or approved ECS positions) may have a legitimate need to communicate
with a student outside of school hours.
Any communication between a person in a district approved position and student via telecommunications, text
messages, emails, and/or any other medium must be professional in content and tone.
Employees should not make any statements or forward information, which could reasonably be perceived to
be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sexually suggestive, obscene, vulgar, or inappropriate in content
Developing an inappropriate relationship with a student; (including sending/receiving an inordinate number
of communications
Communicating at an inappropriate time of day/night)
Harmful to a student
Disruptive of the educational process
In violation of federal or state laws, or district policies; or
In violation of FERPA and other confidentiality requirements

Any communications with students may be subject to review by the ECS if the material violates ECS policy and
comes to the attention of ECS. In the event an employee receives any communication from a student, which is
inappropriate in nature, the employee has an obligation to report such communication to the school
administrator or designee.

SOCIAL NETWORKING
ECS recognized that some employees may engage in social networking, whether through sites such as
Facebook, Google Plus, LinkedIn, or MySpace, maintain blogs, or participate in such media as email groups,
YouTube, or Twitter, or have a public presence on the Internet by similar means. While such activities are not
part of the employee’s work responsibilities, employees may communicate with and/or be identified with
patrons, parents and students of ECS.
Employees are expected to comply with the following guidelines:
•
•
•

An employee must recognize that statements or innuendo publicly displayed on the Internet may have
negative ramifications on that individual’s position as a role model for students of ECS.
An employee should always present himself/herself in a professional manner and exercise good judgment
relative to any information he/she posts or any sites linked to his/her social network page or blog.
Information posted by an employee must comply with the state and federal laws and ECS policies relative to
confidentiality.

Name: ______________________________

Date: _________________________

Signature: _________________________________
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FITNESS FOR DUTY POLICY
A Fitness for Duty Evaluation (FDE) will be only required when the Environmental
Charter Schools (ECS) has a reasonable belief based on objective that evidence, that:
1. An employee’s ability to perform one or more essential job functions may be
mentally impaired by medical condition; or
2. An employee poses a direct threat to his/her safety or that of others due to a
medical condition.
FITNESS FOR DUTY PROCEDURES
When an employee’s responsible administrator or manager reasonably believes an
employee should undergo a Fitness for Duty Evaluation, the following procedures shall
be observed:
1. The principal, manager or designee shall review the employee’s job description
to identify the essential job functions of the position.
2. The principal or designee shall observe and document and/or obtain evidence of
specific behaviors, conduct, actions or activities, or evidence from a health care
professional that indicates, in the opinion of the administrator or manager that:
a. The employee cannot perform one or more essential job functions;
and/or
b. The employee poses a direct threat to students, staff, property or
him/herself.
3. The principal, manager or designee or manager shall forward a request to the ED
that the employee undergo a FDE. The principal, manager or designee shall also
forward all supporting documentation to the ED. The ED shall review the request
and documentation, along with the employee’s job description, the essential job
functions, and any other relevant information.
4. The ED shall make a recommendation regarding the request for a FDE. The ED
shall review the request and the recommendation and issue a decision. If the
request is denied, the ED will suggest alternative strategies to address the issues
of concern.
5. If the ED approves the request for FDE, and he/she or his/her designee shall
select a physician from the ECS’s Medical Provider network to perform the
medical evaluation.
6. The ED, Principal or Designee shall notify the employee in writing that the
Environmental Charter Schools has arranged for the employee to undergo a
FDE. The notice shall include:
a. The nature of the evaluation;
b. The specific reason(s) for the evaluation;
c. The date and time of the evaluation;
d. Assurance that the evaluation will be at the ECS’s expense.
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7. Prior to the scheduled evaluation, ECS shall provide the physician will:
a. A copy of the employee’s job description indentifying the essential job
functions;
b. Relevant documentation giving rise to the need for a FDE;
c. Any additional information needed to familiarize the doctor with the
employee’s job duties and workplace.
d. An information sheet describing the requirements of reasonable
accommodation and defining the term “direct threat”.
e. Information provided by the employee’s own physician concerning
appropriate reasonable accommodation.
8. Following the evaluation, the physician shall provide to ECS a report detailing his
/her findings. The report shall indicate whether the employee is able to perform
the essential functions of the job with reasonable accommodations and, if not,
the specific reasons for the doctor’s conclusions. A copy of the report will be
provided to the employee. The report shall be treated as a confidential medical
record.
9. If the physician concludes that reasonable accommodation is necessary, ECS
reasonable accommodation procedures shall be followed.
10. If the employee is not deemed fit for duty, ECS shall review the results in light of
requirements of Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act and prohibitions
against disability discrimination contained in the California Fair Employment and
Housing Act and Section 44942 of the Education Code.
Prior to taking any disciplinary action the ECS shall consider possible options that may
be available based on the Medical Provider report conclusions.
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Anti-Bullying Policy
Environmental Charter Schools believes that all students have a right to a safe and healthy
school environment. Our organization, schools and community have an obligation to promote
mutual respect, tolerance, and acceptance. Furthermore, the ECS Board believes that a
healthy, positive psychosocial school environment enhances and increases academic
achievement and social-emotional development, and therefore the prevention and effective
disposition of bullying are fundamental to achieving ECS’s mission and vision.
Environmental Charter Schools will not tolerate behavior, such as intimidation, harassment or
bullying, that infringes on the safety and well being of any student. Acts of discrimination,
harassment, intimidation, and bullying based on actual or perceived immigration status,
disability, gender, gender identity, gender expression, nationality, race or ethnicity, religion,
sexual orientation, or association with a person or group with one or more of these actual or
perceived characteristics, are prohibited under this policy.
Bullying is unwanted, aggressive behavior that involves a real or perceived power imbalance.
The behavior is repeated, or has the potential to be repeated, over time. Bullying includes: direct
physical contact, such as hitting or shoving; verbal assaults, such as teasing or name-calling;
and social isolation or manipulation. Bullying can occur via electronic communication or social
media.
Environmental Charter Schools expects students and/or staff to immediately report incidents of
bullying to the principal or designee. Staff who witness such acts take immediate steps to
intervene when safe to do so. Each complaint of bullying should be promptly investigated. This
policy applies to students on school grounds, while traveling to and from school or a schoolsponsored activity, during the lunch period, whether on or off campus, and during a schoolsponsored activity.
To ensure bullying does not occur on school campuses, Environmental Charter Schools will
provide staff development training in bullying prevention and in strategies to cultivate
acceptance and understanding in all students and staff. Environmental Charter Schools actively
work to establish a safe and caring school culture where students are respected for their
differences. This work includes stating clear expectations for student behavior and modeling,
teaching and practicing these expected behaviors, including using lessons and strategies from
Tribes TLC, a research-based process that builds a safe and healthy learning environment.
Teachers should discuss this policy with their students in age-appropriate ways and should
assure them that they need not endure any form of bullying. Students who bully are in violation
of this policy and are subject to disciplinary action up to and including expulsion.

(source CDE Sample Policy)
Rev. 11/20/2018
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Per the Tribes Agreements, students are expected to treat others with respect. Violations the
Tribes Agreements or school expectations may result in disciplinary action.
●
●
●
●

Any student who engages in bullying may be subject to disciplinary action up to and
including expulsion.
Students are expected to immediately report incidents of bullying to the principal or
designee.
Students can rely on staff to promptly investigate each complaint of bullying in a
thorough and confidential manner.
If the complainant student or the parent of the student feels that appropriate resolution of
the investigation or complaint has not been reached, the student or the parent of the
student should contact the principal or the counselor. The school system prohibits
retaliatory behavior against any complainant or any participant in the complaint process.

The procedures for intervening in bullying behavior include, but are not limited, to the following:
●

●
●

All staff, students and their parents will receive a summary of this policy prohibiting
bullying: at the beginning of the school year, as part of the student handbook and/or
information packet, as part of new student orientation, and as part of the school system's
notification to parents.
The school will make reasonable efforts to keep a report of bullying and the results of
investigation confidential.
Staff who witness acts of bullying shall take immediate steps to intervene when safe to
do so. People witnessing or experiencing bullying are strongly encouraged to report the
incident; such reporting will not reflect on the target or witnesses in any way.

(source CDE Sample Policy)
Rev. 11/20/2018
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS SUICIDE PREVENTION POLICY
The Governing Board of Environmental Charter Schools (ECS) recognizes that suicide is a
major cause of death among youth and should be taken seriously. In order to attempt to reduce
suicidal behavior and its impact on students and families, the Executive Director or designee
shall develop preventive strategies and intervention procedures.
The policy has been developed in consultation with ECS and community stakeholders,
ECS-employed mental health professionals, and suicide prevention experts and shall, at a
minimum, address procedures relating to suicide prevention, intervention, and postvention.
Prevention and Instruction
Suicide prevention strategies may include, but not be limited to, efforts to promote a positive
school climate that enhances students' feelings of connectedness with the school and is
characterized by caring staff and harmonious interrelationships among students.
ECS’s programs shall promote the healthy mental, emotional, and social development of
students including, but not limited to, the development of problem-solving skills, coping skills,
and resilience.
The Executive Director or designee may offer parents/guardians education or information that
describes ECS’s social-emotional development programming, the severity of the youth suicide
problem, risk factors and warning signs of suicide, basic steps for helping suicidal youth,
reducing the stigma of mental illness,and/or school and community resources that can help
youth in crisis.
Staff Development
Suicide prevention training for staff shall be designed to help staff identify and respond to
students at risk of suicide. The training shall be offered under the discretion of the Principal or
Board of Directors, under the direction of a school Counselor and/or in cooperation with one or
more community mental health agencies and may include information on:
1. Research identifying risk factors, such as previous suicide attempt(s), history of
depression or mental illness, substance use problems, family history of suicide or
violence, feelings of isolation, interpersonal conflicts, a recent severe stress or loss,
family instability, and other factors
2. Warning signs that may indicate suicidal intentions, including changes in students'
appearance, personality, or behavior
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3. Research-based instructional strategies for teaching the suicide prevention curriculum
and promoting mental and emotional health
4. School and community resources and services
5. School procedures for intervening when a student attempts, threatens, or discloses the
desire to commit suicide
6. Materials approved by ECS for training shall include how to identify appropriate mental
health services, both at the ECS site and within the larger community, and when and
how to refer youth and their families to those services.
7. Materials approved for training may also include programs that can be completed
through self-review or suitable suicide prevention materials.
Intervention and Emergency Procedures
Whenever a staff member suspects or has knowledge of a student's suicidal intentions, they
shall promptly notify the principal and school counselor. The principal or designee shall then
notify the student's parents/guardians as soon as possible and may refer the student to mental
health resources in the school or community.
When a suicide attempt or threat is reported, the Principal or designee shall, at a minimum:
1. Ensure the student’s physical safety by one of the following, as appropriate:
a. Securing immediate medical treatment if a suicide attempt has occurred;
b. Securing Psychological Evaluation Team (PET), law enforcement and/or other
emergency assistance if a suicidal act is being actively threatened;
c. Keeping the student under continuous adult supervision until the parent/guardian
and/or appropriate support agent or agency can be contacted and has the
opportunity to intervene.
2. Designate specific individuals to be promptly contacted, for example the counselor,
advisor, Principal, and/or the student’s parent/guardian, and, as necessary, local law
enforcement or mental health agencies.
3. Document the incident in writing as soon as feasible.
4. Follow up with the parent/guardian and student in a timely manner to provide referrals to
appropriate services as needed.
5. After a referral is made, school shall verify with the parent/guardian that the follow up
treatment has been accessed. If parents/guardians refuse or neglect to access
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treatment for a student who has been identified to be at risk for suicide or in emotional
distress, principal or designee shall meet with the parent to identify barriers to treatment
(e.g., cultural stigma, financial issues) and work to rectify the situation and build
understanding of care. If follow up care is still not provided, school may contact
Department of Child and Family Services.
6. Provide access to counselors or other appropriate personnel to listen to and support
students and staff who are directly or indirectly involved with the incident.
7. Provide an opportunity for all who respond to the incident to debrief, evaluate the
effectiveness of the strategies used, and make recommendations for future actions.
In the event a suicide occurs or is attempted on an ECS school campus, the Principal or
designee shall follow the crisis intervention procedures contained in school’s safety plan. After
consultation with the Principal or designee and the student’s parent/guardian about facts that
may be divulged in accordance with the laws governing confidentiality of student record
information, the Principal or designee may provide students, parents/guardians, and staff with
information, counseling, and/or referrals to community agencies as needed. School staff may
receive assistance from school counselors or other mental health professionals in determining
how best to discuss the suicide or attempted suicide with students.
Students shall be encouraged to notify a teacher, principal, counselor, or other adult when they
are experiencing thoughts of suicide or when they suspect or have knowledge of another
student's suicidal intentions. Whenever schools establish a peer counseling system to provide
support for students, peer counselors shall complete the suicide prevention curriculum,
including identification of the warning signs of suicidal behavior and referral of a suicidal student
to appropriate adults.

ECS Employees Acting Within Scope
Schools shall ensure that employees act only within the authorization and scope of the
employee’s credential or license. Nothing in this Policy shall be construed as authorizing or
encouraging an ECS school employee to diagnose or treat mental illness unless the employee
is specifically licensed and employed to do so.

Instruction
Instructional curriculum may include information about suicide prevention, as appropriate or
needed, taking into consideration the grade level and age of the students. If offered or included
in instructional curriculum, suicide prevention instruction shall be designed to help students:
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1. Identify and analyze signs of depression and self-destructive behaviors and understand
how feelings of depression, loss, isolation, inadequacy, and anxiety can lead to thoughts
of suicide.
2. Identify alternatives to suicide and develop coping and resiliency skills.
3. Learn to listen, be honest, share feelings, and get help when communicating with friends
who show signs of suicidal intent.
4. Identify trusted adults, school resources, and/or community crisis intervention resources
where youth, including those at high risk, such as youth bereaved by suicide; youth with
disabilities, mental illness, or substance use disorders; youth experiencing
homelessness or in out-of-home settings such as foster care; and lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, or questioning youth can get help and recognize that there is no stigma
associated with seeking mental health, substance abuse, gender identity, or other
support services.
RESOURCES
CDE Suggested Publications:
Comprehensive Suicide Prevention Toolkit for Schools
Fact Sheets on Suicide: Adolescents and Young Adults
Youth Suicide Prevention School-Based Guide

School Reentry for a Student Who Has Attempted Suicide or Made Serious Suicidal Threats is a
guide that will assist in school reentry for students after an attempted suicide.
CDE Suggested Resources
American Association of Suicidology
Provides general guidelines for a school-based suicide prevention program, outlining the
necessary components of a comprehensive school-based program including a sample
curriculum. This Web site also contains information about evidence-based programs for suicide
prevention.

American Foundation for Suicide Prevention (AFSP)
The AFSP is the leading national not-for-profit organization exclusively dedicated to
understanding and preventing suicide through research, education and advocacy, and to
reaching out to people with mental disorders and those impacted by suicide.
California Healthy Kids Resource Center
Contains peer-reviewed research-based programs, videos, and books on suicide prevention
and intervention. To access these materials, click on "Health Education Library" and use the
keyword "suicide." These materials can be borrowed from the resource center for four weeks
with free delivery anywhere in California.
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California Mental Health Services Authority (CalMHSA)
The CalMHSA is an independent administration and fiscal government agency focused on the
efficient delivery of California mental health projects. Member counties work together to
develop, fund and implement mental health services, projects and educational programs at the
state, regional and local levels.

Center for Mental Health in Schools-Mental Health Project
The Center for Mental Health in Schools-Mental Health Project at the University of California,
Los Angeles is a thorough resource for school interventions aimed at preventing suicide. It
includes training on causes of suicide, data and statistics, assessing suicide risk, intervention
planning and training, suicide aftermath assistance and prevention of copycat suicides, as well
as other resources and contacts.
Dougy Center
The Dougy Center, National Center for Grieving Children and Families provides support and
training locally, nationally, and internationally to individuals and organizations seeking to assist
children and teens in grief from loss, including suicide.
Jason Foundation, Inc.
The Jason Foundation, Inc. is a nationally recognized leader in youth suicide awareness and
prevention. The Web site contains a wide range of informative, educational materials and
programs available to parents, teachers, youth workers, and others who are concerned about
youth suicide.
Know the Signs
Know the Signs is a statewide suicide prevention social marketing campaign built on three key
messages: Know the Signs. Find the Words. Reach Out. This campaign is intended to educate
Californians on how to recognize the warning signs of suicide, how to find the words to have a
direct conversation with someone in crisis and where to find professional help and resources.
Kognito
At-Risk for Middle School Educators and At-Risk for High School Educators are
research-proven online gatekeeper training simulations designed to prepare teachers,
administrators and staff to recognize when a student is exhibiting signs of psychological
distress, and manage a conversation with the student with the goal of connecting them to the
appropriate support.
Mental Health Services Act
The passage of Proposition 63 (now known as the Mental Health Services Act) provides the first
opportunity in many years for the California Department of Mental Health to provide increased
funding, personnel and other resources to support county mental health programs and monitor
progress toward statewide goals for children, transition age youth, adults, older adults and
families.
My3App
My3App is a mobile application designed to help those who may be having thoughts of suicide,
or who have a history of suicidal behavior stay safe when they are experiencing thoughts of
suicide.
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National Center for Suicide Prevention Training
The National Center for Suicide Prevention Training provides educational resources to assist
public officials, service providers, and community-based coalitions develop effective suicide
prevention programs and policies. It includes facilitated and self-paced on-line workshops that
provide training on suicide prevention.

National Strategy for Suicide Prevention
The National Strategy for Suicide Prevention provides a framework for suicide prevention efforts
across the county. Building on the work of the Surgeon General’s Call to Action, this resource
provides data about suicide, as well as information about suicide prevention efforts throughout
the nation. Information about California’s suicide prevention activities can be found by clicking
on “Federal, State and private activities” and selecting from the drop down menu under
"Prevention Programs."
National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) California
NAMI California is a grass roots organization of families and individuals whose lives have been
affected by serious mental illness. NAMI provides leadership in legislation, policy development,
education and support throughout California.
National Institute on Mental Health (NIMH)
NIMH envisions a world in which mental illnesses are prevented and cured. The mission of
NIMH is to transform the understanding and treatment of mental illness through basic and
clinical research, paving the way for prevention, recovery, and cure.
Signs of Suicide (SOS) - Youth Programs
The Screening for Mental Health's SOS Suicide Prevention Program is a school-based suicide
prevention program targeting. The program educates teens in recognizing the signs of suicide
and outlines action steps for dealing with this mental health emergency. The National
Association of Schools Psychologists and many other national associations endorse SOS.
The Society for the Prevention of Teen Suicide
This resource provides practical information about youth suicide prevention that is relevant to
schools, parents, and students. This national, nonprofit organization increases awareness about
both the problem of youth suicide and increases accessibility to user-friendly resources
available to prevent it.
Surgeon General's Call to Action, 1999
This report promotes awareness and intervention for suicide and its risk factor and includes a
section dedicated to suicide issues and facts among young people.
Suicide Prevention Hotline
This free and confidential telephone service is open 24 hours a day with counselors available to
talk about thoughts of suicide or concerns about someone who may be suicidal.
Trevor Project - Ask for Help
This public service announcement campaign features empowering, first-person accounts of
youth reaching out to friends, parents or counselors to promote the idea that it's ok to ask for
help when you need it.
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Walk in Our Shoes
This campaign utilizes real stories from teens and young adults to teach youth about mental
health challenges and mental wellness. The multifaceted campaign uses positive, authentic,
and appropriate stories told through an interactive Web site, school-based theatrical
performance, and a statewide public education campaign.

Yellow Ribbon Suicide Prevention Program
Part of the Light for Life Foundation, a nonprofit organization dedicated to awareness,
education, and collaboration for suicide prevention. There is a cost for Yellow Ribbon Suicide
Prevention Training and to form local chapters.
Youth Suicide Prevention Programs: A Resource Guide
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention's guide which includes eight different suicide
prevention strategies including school gatekeeper training, community gatekeeper training,
general suicide education, screening programs, peer support programs, crisis centers and
hotlines, suicide restriction methods, and postvention. Although it was created in 1992, the site
remains relevant.
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Environmental Charter Schools
Wellness Policies on Physical Activity and Nutrition
The ECS Board of Directors recognizes the link between student health and learning
and provides a comprehensive program to promote healthy eating and physical activity
for ECS students. The Executive Director or designee shall coordinate and align ECS
efforts to support student wellness through health education, physical activity, health
services, nutrition services, psychological and counseling services, and a safe and
healthy school environment. In addition, the Executive Director or designee shall
develop strategies for promoting staff wellness and for involving parents/guardians and
the community in reinforcing students' understanding and appreciation of the importance
of a healthy lifestyle.
Whereas, children need access to healthful foods and opportunities to be physically
active in order to grow, learn, and thrive;
Whereas, good health fosters student attendance and education;
Whereas, obesity rates have doubled in children and tripled in adolescents over the last
two decades, and physical inactivity and excessive calorie intake are the predominant
causes of obesity;
Whereas, heart disease, cancer, stroke, and diabetes are responsible for two-thirds of
deaths in the United States, and major risk factors for those diseases, including
unhealthy eating habits, physical inactivity, and obesity, often are established in
childhood;
Whereas, only 2% of children (14 to 19 years) eat a healthy diet consistent with the five
main recommendations from the Food Guide Pyramid;
Whereas, nationally, the items most commonly sold from school vending machines,
school stores, and snack bars include low-nutrition foods and beverages, such as soda,
sports drinks, imitation fruit juices, chips, candy, cookies, and snack cakes;
Whereas, schools around the country are facing significant fiscal and scheduling
constraints; and
Whereas, community participation is essential to the development and implementation of
successful school wellness policies;
Thus, Environmental Charter Schools is committed to providing school environments
that promote and protect children’s health, well-being, and ability to learn by supporting
healthy eating and physical activity. The Board shall adopt goals for nutrition promotion
and education, physical activity, and other school-based activities that promote student
wellness. Therefore, it is the policy of Environmental Charter Schools (ECS) that:

•

ECS will engage students, parents, teachers, food service professionals,
health professionals, and other interested community members in
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developing, implementing, monitoring, and reviewing ECS-wide nutrition
and physical activity policies.
•

All students will have opportunities, support, and encouragement to be
physically active on a regular basis.

•

Foods and beverages sold or served at school will meet the nutrition
recommendations of the U.S. Dietary Guidelines for Americans.

•

Qualified child nutrition professionals will provide students with access to
a variety of affordable, nutritious, and appealing foods that meet the
health and nutrition needs of students; will accommodate the religious,
ethnic, and cultural diversity of the student body in meal planning; and will
provide clean, safe, and pleasant settings and adequate time for students
to eat.

•

To the maximum extent practicable, ECS will participate in available
federal school meal programs (including the National School Lunch
Program Fruit and Vegetable Snack Program, and Child and Adult Care
Food Program [including suppers]).

•

Schools will provide nutrition education and physical activity to foster
lifelong habits of healthy eating and physical activity, and will establish
linkages between health education and school meal programs, and with
related community services.

TO ACHIEVE THESE POLICY GOALS:
I. School Health Councils
ECS will create, strengthen, or work within existing school health councils to develop,
implement, monitor, review, and, as necessary, revise school nutrition and physical
activity policies. The councils also will serve as resources to school sites for
implementing those policies. (A school health council consists of a group of individuals
representing the school and community, and should include parents, students,
representatives of the school food authority, members of the school board, school
administrators, teachers, health professionals, and members of the public.)

II. Nutritional Quality of Foods and Beverages Sold and Served
on Campus
For all foods available on each campus during the school day, ECS shall adopt
nutritional guidelines that are consistent with 42 USC 1773 and 1779 and federal
regulations and that support the objectives of promoting student health and reducing
childhood obesity. (42 USC 1758b)

School Meals
2
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Meals served through the National School Lunch:
•

be appealing and attractive to children;

•

be served in clean and pleasant settings;

•

meet, at a minimum, nutrition requirements established by local, state,
and federal statutes and regulations;

•

offer a variety of fruits and vegetables;1

•

serve only low-fat (1%) and fat-free milk2 and nutritionally-equivalent nondairy alternatives (to be defined by USDA); and

•

ensure that half of the served grains are whole grain.3,3

Schools should engage students and parents, through taste-tests of new entrees
and surveys, in selecting foods sold through the school meal programs in order
to identify new, healthful, and appealing food choices. In addition, schools
should share information about the nutritional content of meals with parents and
students. Such information could be made available on menus, a website, on
cafeteria menu boards, placards, or other point-of-purchase materials.
The Executive Director or designee shall provide access to free, potable water
during meal times in the food service area in accordance with Education Code
38086 and 42 USC 1758, and shall encourage students' consumption of water by
educating them about the health benefits of water and serving water in an
appealing manner.
Free and Reduced-priced Meals. Schools will make every effort to eliminate any social
stigma attached to, and prevent the overt identification of, students who are eligible for
free and reduced-price school meals4. Toward this end, schools may utilize electronic
identification and payment systems; provide meals at no charge to all children,
regardless of income; promote the availability of school meals to all students; and/or use
nontraditional methods for serving school meals, such as “grab-and-go” or classroom
breakfast.
Meal Times and Scheduling. Schools:
1

To the extent possible, schools will offer at least one non-fried vegetable and one fruit options
each day and will offer five different fruits and five different vegetables over the course of a week.
Schools are encouraged to source fresh fruits and vegetables from local farmers when
practicable.
2
As recommended by the Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2005.
3
A whole grain is one labeled as a “whole” grain product or with a whole grain listed as the
primary grain ingredient in the ingredient statement. Examples include “whole” wheat flour,
cracked wheat, brown rice, and oatmeal.
4
It is against the law to make others in the cafeteria aware of the eligibility status of children for
free, reduced-price, or "paid" meals.
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•

will provide students with at least 10 minutes to eat after sitting down for
breakfast and 20 minutes after sitting down for lunch;

•

should schedule meal periods at appropriate times, e.g., lunch should be
scheduled from 12 p.m. to 12:35 p.m.;

•

should not schedule tutoring, club, or organizational meetings or activities
during mealtimes, unless students may eat during such activities;

•

will schedule lunch periods to follow recess periods (in middle schools);

•

will provide students access to hand washing or hand sanitizing before
they eat meals or snacks; and

•
Qualifications of School Food Service Staff. Qualified nutrition professionals will
administer the school meal programs. As part of the ECS’s responsibility to operate a
food service program, we will provide continuing professional development for all
nutrition professionals in schools. Staff development programs should include
appropriate certification and/or training programs for child nutrition directors, school
nutrition managers, and cafeteria workers, according to their levels of responsibility.5
•
Sharing of Foods and Beverages. Schools should discourage students from sharing
their foods or beverages with one another during meal or snack times, given concerns
about allergies and other restrictions on some children’s diets.

Foods and Beverages Sold Individually (i.e., foods sold outside of
reimbursable school meals, such as through vending machines, cafeteria a
la carte [snack] lines, fundraisers, school stores, etc.)
Middle Schools and High Schools. In middle schools and high schools, all foods and
beverages sold individually outside the reimbursable school meal programs (including
those sold through a la carte [snack] lines, vending machines, student stores, or
fundraising activities) during the school day, or through programs for students after the
school day, will meet the following nutrition and portion size standards:
Beverages
•

Allowed: water or seltzer water6 without added caloric sweeteners; fruit
and vegetable juices and fruit-based drinks that contain at least 50% fruit
juice and that do not contain additional caloric sweeteners; unflavored or
flavored low-fat or fat-free fluid milk and nutritionally-equivalent nondairy

6

Surprisingly, seltzer water may not be sold during meal times in areas of the school where food
is sold or eaten because it is considered a “Food of Minimal Nutritional Value” (Appendix B of 7
CFR Part 210).
6
Surprisingly, seltzer water may not be sold during meal times in areas of the school where food
is sold or eaten because it is considered a “Food of Minimal Nutritional Value” (Appendix B of 7
CFR Part 210).
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beverages (to be defined by USDA);
•

Not allowed: soft drinks containing caloric sweeteners; sports drinks; iced
teas; fruit-based drinks that contain less than 50% real fruit juice or that
contain additional caloric sweeteners; beverages containing caffeine,
excluding low-fat or fat-free chocolate milk (which contain trivial amounts
of caffeine).

Foods
•

•

A food item sold individually:
o

will have no more than 35% of its calories from fat (excluding nuts,
seeds, peanut butter, and other nut butters) and 10% of its
calories from saturated and trans fat combined;

o

will have no more than 35% of its weight from added sugars;7

o

will contain no more than 230 mg of sodium per serving for chips,
cereals, crackers, French fries, baked goods, and other snack
items; will contain no more than 480 mg of sodium per serving for
pastas, meats, and soups; and will contain no more than 600 mg
of sodium for pizza, sandwiches, and main dishes.

A choice of at least two fruits and/or non-fried vegetables will be offered
for sale at any location on the school site where foods are sold. Such
items could include, but are not limited to, fresh fruits and vegetables;
100% fruit or vegetable juice; fruit-based drinks that are at least 50% fruit
juice and that do not contain additional caloric sweeteners; cooked, dried,
or canned fruits (canned in fruit juice or light syrup); and cooked, dried, or
canned vegetables (that meet the above fat and sodium guidelines).8

Portion Sizes:
•

Limit portion sizes of foods and beverages sold individually to
those listed below:
o

One and one-quarter ounces for chips, crackers, popcorn, cereal,
trail mix, nuts, seeds, dried fruit, or jerky;

o

One ounce for cookies;

o

Two ounces for cereal bars, granola bars, pastries, muffins,
doughnuts, bagels, and other bakery items;

If a food manufacturer fails to provide the added sugars content of a food item, use the
percentage of weight from total sugars (in place of the percentage of weight from added sugars),
and exempt fruits, vegetables, and dairy foods from this total sugars limit.
8
Schools that have vending machines are encouraged to include refrigerated snack vending
machines, which can accommodate fruits, vegetables, yogurts, and other perishable items.
7
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o

Four fluid ounces for frozen desserts, including, but not limited to,
low-fat or fat-free ice cream;

o

Eight ounces for non-frozen yogurt;

o

Twelve fluid ounces for beverages, excluding water; and

o

The portion size of a la carte entrees and side dishes, including
potatoes, will not be greater than the size of comparable portions
offered as part of school meals. Fruits and non-fried vegetables
are exempt from portion-size limits.

Fundraising Activities. To support children’s health and school nutrition-education
efforts, school fundraising activities will not involve food or will use only foods that meet
the above nutrition and portion size standards for foods and beverages sold individually.
Schools will encourage fundraising activities that promote physical activity. ECS will
make available a list of ideas for acceptable fundraising activities.
Snacks. Snacks served during the school day or in after-school care or enrichment
programs will make a positive contribution to children’s diets and health, with an
emphasis on serving fruits and vegetables as the primary snacks and water as the
primary beverage. Schools will assess if and when to offer snacks based on timing of
school meals, children’s nutritional needs, children’s ages, and other considerations.
The home office will disseminate a list of healthful snack items to teachers, after-school
program personnel, and parents.
•

If eligible, schools that provide snacks through after-school programs will pursue
receiving reimbursements through the National School Lunch Program.

Rewards. Schools will not use foods or beverages, especially those that do not meet
the nutrition standards for foods and beverages sold individually (above), as rewards for
academic performance or good behavior,9 and will not withhold food or beverages
(including food served through school meals) as a punishment.
Celebrations. Schools should limit celebrations that involve food during the school day
to no more than one party per class per month. Each party should include no more than
one food or beverage that does not meet nutrition standards for foods and beverages
sold individually (above). ECS will disseminate a list of healthy party ideas to parents
and teachers.
School-sponsored Events (such as, but not limited to, athletic events, dances, or
performances). Foods and beverages offered or sold at school-sponsored events
outside the school day will meet the nutrition standards for meals or for foods and
beverages sold individually (above).

9

Unless this practice is allowed by a student’s individual education plan (IEP).
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III. Nutrition and Physical Activity Promotion and Food
Marketing
Nutrition Education and Promotion. Environmental Charter Schools aims to
teach, encourage, and support healthy eating by students. Schools should
provide nutrition education and engage in nutrition promotion that:
•

is offered at each grade level as part of a sequential,
comprehensive, standards-based program designed to provide
students with the knowledge and skills necessary to promote and
protect their health;

•

is part of not only health education classes, but also classroom
instruction in subjects such as math, science, language arts,
social sciences, and elective subjects;

•

includes enjoyable, developmentally-appropriate, culturallyrelevant, participatory activities, such as contests, promotions,
taste testing, farm visits, and school gardens;

•

promotes fruits, vegetables, whole grain products, low-fat and fatfree dairy products, healthy food preparation methods, and healthenhancing nutrition practices;

•

emphasizes caloric balance between food intake and energy
expenditure (physical activity/exercise);

•

links with school meal programs, other school foods, and nutritionrelated community services;

•

teaches media literacy with an emphasis on food marketing; and

•

includes training for teachers and other staff.

Integrating Physical Activity into the Classroom Setting. For students to receive the
nationally-recommended amount of daily physical activity (i.e., at least 60 minutes per
day) and for students to fully embrace regular physical activity as a personal behavior,
students need opportunities for physical activity. Toward that end:
•

classroom health education will reinforce the knowledge and selfmanagement skills needed to maintain a physically-active lifestyle and to
reduce time spent on sedentary activities, such as watching television;

•

opportunities for physical activity will be incorporated into other subject
lessons; and

•

classroom teachers will provide short physical activity breaks between
lessons or classes, as appropriate.
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Communications with Parents. ECS will support parents’ efforts to provide a healthy
diet and daily physical activity for their children. ECS will offer healthy eating seminars
for parents, send home nutrition information. Schools should encourage parents to pack
healthy lunches and snacks and to refrain from including beverages and foods that do
not meet the above nutrition standards for individual foods and beverages. The home
office / school will provide parents a list of foods that meet ECS’s snack standards and
ideas for healthy celebrations/parties, rewards, and fundraising activities. In addition,
the home office / school will provide opportunities for parents to share their healthy food
practices with others in the school community.
ECS will provide information about school-based physical activity opportunities before,
during, and after the school day; and support parents’ efforts to provide their children
with opportunities to be physically active outside of school. Such supports will include
sharing information about physical activity through a website, newsletter, or other takehome materials, special events, homework.
Food Marketing in Schools. School-based marketing will be consistent with nutrition
education and health promotion. As such, schools will limit food and beverage
marketing to the promotion of foods and beverages that meet the nutrition standards for
meals or for foods and beverages sold individually (above).10 School-based marketing
of brands promoting predominantly low-nutrition foods and beverages11 is prohibited.
The promotion of healthy foods, including fruits, vegetables, whole grains, and low-fat
dairy products is encouraged.
Examples of marketing techniques include the following: logos and brand names on/in
vending machines, books or curricula, textbook covers, school supplies, scoreboards,
school structures, and sports equipment; educational incentive programs that provide
food as a reward; programs that provide schools with supplies when families buy lownutrition food products; and food sales through fundraising activities. Marketing activities
that promote healthful behaviors (and are therefore allowable) include: vending machine
covers promoting water; pricing structures that promote healthy options in a la carte lines
or vending machines; sales of fruit for fundraisers; and coupons for discount gym
memberships.
Staff Wellness. Environmental Charter Schools highly values the health and well-being
of every staff member and will plan and implement activities and policies that support
personal efforts by staff to maintain a healthy lifestyle. ECS should establish and
maintain a staff wellness committee composed of at least one staff member, school
health council member, local hospital representative, dietitian or other health
professional, recreation program representative, union representative, and employee
benefits specialist. (The staff wellness committee could be a subcommittee of the
school health council.) The committee should develop, promote, and oversee a
multifaceted plan to promote staff health and wellness. The plan should be based on
10

Advertising of low-nutrition foods and beverages is permitted in supplementary classroom and
library materials, such as newspapers, magazines, the Internet, and similar media, when such
materials are used in a class lesson or activity, or as a research tool.
11
Schools should not permit general brand marketing for food brands under which more than half
of the foods or beverages do not meet the nutrition standards for foods sold individually or the
meals are not consistent with school meal nutrition standards.
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input solicited from school staff and should outline ways to encourage healthy eating,
physical activity, and other elements of a healthy lifestyle among school staff. The staff
wellness committee should distribute its plan to the school health council annually.

IV. Physical Activity Opportunities
Daily Physical Activity Opportunities. All middle students, including students with
disabilities, special health-care needs, and in alternative educational settings, will
receive daily physical activity opportunities. Over the course of the entire school year,
these physical activity opportunities will amount to 4,200 minutes. All middle school
students participate in physical activity through an interactive course that emphasizes
the principles of movement, rhythm, self-responsibility, group dynamics, and general
wellness. The course addresses the California Physical Education standards and also
integrates themes from the core subjects to deepen student understanding and to
demonstrate the interconnectedness of the disciplines. In 6th grade, students study the
Olympics of Ancient Greece and prepare to be Pentathletes-- running, jumping, javelin,
and wrestling in preparation for an Olympic Festival. In 7th grade, students focus on
team sports and keeping score, learning to outwit an opponent with activities like
jousting, tug of war and “steeple chase”/obstacle course, and preparation for the 7th
grade physical fitness test and Medieval Games. In 8th grade, students engage in Track
& Field events (running, sprinting, long jump), team building challenges, strengthening
exercises, and games from American history.
Daily Recess. All middle school students will have at least 20 minutes a day of
supervised recess, preferably outdoors, during which schools should encourage
moderate to vigorous physical activity verbally and through the provision of space and
equipment.
Schools should discourage extended periods (i.e., periods of two or more hours) of
inactivity. When activities, such as mandatory school-wide testing, make it necessary for
students to remain indoors for long periods of time, schools should give students
periodic breaks during which they are encouraged to stand and be moderately active.
Physical Activity Opportunities Before and After School. All middle and high
schools will offer extracurricular physical activity programs, such as physical activity
clubs or intramural programs. Schools will offer a range of activities that meet the needs,
interests, and abilities of all students, including boys, girls, students with disabilities, and
students with special health-care needs.
After-school child care and enrichment programs will provide and encourage – verbally
and through the provision of space, equipment, and activities – daily periods of moderate
to vigorous physical activity for all participants.
Physical Activity and Punishment. Teachers and other school and community
personnel will not use physical activity (e.g., running laps, pushups) or withhold
opportunities for physical activity (e.g., recess, physical education) as punishment.
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Safe Routes to School. ECS will assess and, if necessary and to the extent possible,
make needed improvements to make it safer and easier for students to walk and bike to
school. When appropriate, ECS will work together with local public works, public safety,
and/or police departments in those efforts. ECS will explore the availability of federal
“safe routes to school” funds, administered by the state department of transportation, to
finance such improvements. ECS will encourage students to use public transportation
when available and appropriate for travel to school, and will work with the local transit
agency to provide transit passes for students.
Use of School Facilities Outside of School Hours. School spaces and facilities
should be available to students, staff, and community members before, during, and after
the school day, on weekends, and during school vacations. These spaces and facilities
also should be available to community agencies and organizations offering physical
activity and nutrition programs. School policies concerning safety will apply at all times.

V. Monitoring and Policy Review
Monitoring. The Executive Director or designee will ensure compliance with
established ECS nutrition and physical activity wellness policies. In each school, the
principal or designee will ensure compliance with those policies in his/her school and will
report on the school’s compliance to the Executive Director or designee.
School food service staff, at the school or home office level, will ensure compliance with
nutrition policies within school food service areas and will report on this matter to the
Executive Director (or if done at the school level, to the school principal). In addition,
ECS will report on the most recent USDA School Meals Initiative (SMI) review findings
and any resulting changes. If ECS has not received a SMI review from the state agency
within the past five years, ECS will request from the state agency that a SMI review be
scheduled as soon as possible.
The Executive Director or designee will develop a summary report every three years on
ECS compliance with its established nutrition and physical activity wellness policies,
based on input from ECS schools. That report will be provided to the school board and
also distributed to all school health councils, parent/teacher organizations, school
principals, and ECS school health services personnel.
Policy Review. To help with the initial development of ECS’s wellness policies, each
ECS school will conduct a baseline assessment of the school’s existing nutrition and
physical activity environments and policies.12 The results of those school-by-school
assessments will be compiled at the home office level to identify and prioritize needs.
Assessments will be repeated every three years to help review policy compliance,
assess progress, and determine areas in need of improvement. As part of that review,
the home office will review our nutrition and physical activity policies; provision of an
12

Useful self-assessment and planning tools include the School Health Index from the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Changing the Scene from the Team Nutrition Program
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), and Opportunity to Learn Standards for
Elementary, Middle, and High School Physical Education from the National Association for Sport
and Physical Education.
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environment that supports healthy eating and physical activity; and nutrition policies and
program elements. The assessment shall include the extent to which ECS schools are
in compliance with this policy, the extent to which this policy compares to model
wellness policies available from the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and a description of
the progress made in attaining the goals of the wellness policy. (42 USC 1758b)
ECS will, as necessary, revise the wellness policies and develop work plans to facilitate
their implementation.
Posting Requirements
Each school shall post ECS policies and regulations on nutrition and physical activity in
public view within all school cafeterias or in other central eating areas. (Education Code
49432)
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VI. Resources for Local School Wellness Policies on Nutrition
and Physical Activity
Crosscutting:
•

School Health Index, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
<http://apps.nccd.cdc.gov/shi/>

•

Local Wellness Policy website, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
<http://www.fns.usda.gov/tn/Healthy/wellnesspolicy.html>

•

Fit, Healthy, and Ready to Learn: a School Health Policy Guide, National
Association of State Boards of Education,
<www.nasbe.org/HealthySchools/fithealthy.mgi>

•

Preventing Childhood Obesity: Health in the Balance, the Institute of Medicine of
the National Academies, <www.iom.edu/report.asp?id=22596>

•

The Learning Connection: The Value of Improving Nutrition and Physical Activity
in Our Schools, Action for Healthy Kids,
<www.actionforhealthykids.org/docs/specialreports/LC%20Color%20_120204_fin
al.pdf>

•

Ten Strategies for Promoting Physical Activity, Healthy Eating, and a Tobaccofree Lifestyle through School Health Programs, Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, <www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/publications/pdf/ten_strategies.pdf>

•

Health, Mental Health, and Safety Guidelines for Schools, American Academy of
Pediatrics and National Association of School Nurses,
<http://www.nationalguidelines.org>

•

Cardiovascular Health Promotion in Schools, American Heart Association [link to
pdf]

School Health Councils:
•

Promoting Healthy Youth, Schools and Communities: A Guide to CommunitySchool Health Councils, American Cancer Society [link to PDF]

•

Effective School Health Advisory Councils: Moving from Policy to Action, Public
Schools of North Carolina,
<www.nchealthyschools.org/nchealthyschools/htdocs/SHAC_manual.pdf>
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Nutrition:
General Resources on Nutrition
•

Making it Happen: School Nutrition Success Stories, Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and
U.S. Department of Education,
<http://www.cdc.gov/HealthyYouth/nutrition/Making-It-Happen/>

•

Changing the Scene: Improving the School Nutrition Environment Toolkit,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
<www.fns.usda.gov/tn/Healthy/changing.html>

•

Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2005, U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services and U.S. Department of Agriculture,
<www.health.gov/dietaryguidelines/dga2005/document/>

•

Guidelines for School Health Programs to Promote Lifelong Healthy Eating,
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
<www.cdc.gov/mmwr/pdf/rr/rr4509.pdf>

•

Healthy Food Policy Resource Guide, California School Boards Association
and California Project LEAN, <www.csba.org/ps/hf.htm>

•

Diet and Oral Health, American Dental Association,
<http://www.ada.org/public/topics/diet.asp>

School Meals
•

Healthy School Meals Resource System, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
<http://schoolmeals.nal.usda.gov/>

•

School Nutrition Dietary Assessment Study–II, a U.S. Department of
Agriculture study of the foods served in the National School Lunch Program
and the School Breakfast Program,
<www.cspinet.org/nutritionpolicy/SNDAIIfind.pdf>

•

Local Support for Nutrition Integrity in Schools, American Dietetic
Association, <www.eatright.org/Member/Files/Local.pdf>

•

Nutrition Services: an Essential Component of Comprehensive Health
Programs, American Dietetic Association,
<www.eatright.org/Public/NutritionInformation/92_8243.cfm>

•

HealthierUS School Challenge, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
<www.fns.usda.gov/tn/HealthierUS/index.htm>

•

Breakfast for Learning, Food Research and Action Center,
<www.frac.org/pdf/breakfastforlearning.PDF>
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•

School Breakfast Scorecard, Food Research and Action Center,
<www.frac.org/School_Breakfast_Report/2004/ >

•

Arkansas Child Health Advisory Committee Recommendations [includes
recommendation for professional development for child nutrition
professionals in schools],
<www.healthyarkansas.com/advisory_committee/pdf/final_recommendations
.pdf>

Meal Times and Scheduling
•

Eating at School: A Summary of NFSMI Research on Time Required by
Students to Eat Lunch, National Food Service Management Institute
(NFSMI) [Attach PDF file]

!

Relationships of Meal and Recess Schedules to Plate Waste in Elementary
Schools, National Food Service Management Institute,
<www.nfsmi.org/Information/Newsletters/insight24.pdf >

Nutrition Standards for Foods and Beverages Sold Individually
•

Recommendations for Competitive Foods Standards (a report by the
National Consensus Panel on School Nutrition), California Center for Public
Health Advocacy,
<www.publichealthadvocacy.org/school_food_standards/school_food_stan_p
dfs/Nutrition%20Standards%20Report%20-%20Final.pdf>

•

State policies for competitive foods in schools, U.S. Department of
Agriculture,
<www.fns.usda.gov/cnd/Lunch/CompetitiveFoods/state_policies_2002.htm>

•

Nutrition Integrity in Schools, (forthcoming), National Alliance for Nutrition
and Activity

•

School Foods Tool Kit, Center for Science in the Public Interest,
<www.cspinet.org/schoolfood/>

•

Foods Sold in Competition with USDA School Meal Programs (a report to
Congress), U.S. Department of Agriculture,
<www.cspinet.org/nutritionpolicy/Foods_Sold_in_Competition_with_USDA_S
chool_Meal_Programs.pdf>

•

FAQ on School Pouring Rights Contracts, American Dental Association,
<http://www.ada.org/public/topics/softdrink_faq.asp>

Fruit and Vegetable Promotion in Schools
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•

Fruits and Vegetables Galore: Helping Kids Eat More, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, <www.fns.usda.gov/tn/Resources/fv_galore.html>

•

School Foodservice Guide: Successful Implementation Models for Increased
Fruit and Vegetable Consumption, Produce for Better Health Foundation.
Order on-line for $29.95 at
<www.shop5aday.com/acatalog/School_Food_Service_Guide.html>.

•

School Foodservice Guide: Promotions, Activities, and Resources to
Increase Fruit and Vegetable Consumption, Produce for Better Health
Foundation. Order on-line for $9.95 at
<www.shop5aday.com/acatalog/School_Food_Service_Guide.html>

•

National Farm-to-School Program website, hosted by the Center for Food
and Justice, <www.farmtoschool.org>

•

Fruit and Vegetable Snack Program Resource Center, hosted by United
Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Association,
<http://www.uffva.org/fvpilotprogram.htm>

•

Produce for Better Health Foundation website has downloadable fruit and
vegetable curricula, research, activity sheets, and more at <www.5aday.org>

Fundraising Activities

•

Creative Financing and Fun Fundraising, Shasta County Public Health,
<www.co.shasta.ca.us/Departments/PublicHealth/CommunityHealth/projlean/
fundraiser1.pdf>

•

Guide to Healthy School Fundraising, Action for Healthy Kids of Alabama,
<www.actionforhealthykids.org/AFHK/team_center/team_resources/AL/N&PA
%2031%20-%20Fundraising.pdf>

Snacks
•

Healthy School Snacks, (forthcoming), Center for Science in the Public
Interest

•

Materials to Assist After-school and Summer Programs and Homeless
Shelters in Using the Child Nutrition Programs (website), Food Research and
Action Center, <www.frac.org/html/building_blocks/afterschsummertoc.html>

Rewards
•

Constructive Classroom Rewards, Center for Science in the Public Interest,
<www.cspinet.org/nutritionpolicy/constructive_rewards.pdf>
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•

Alternatives to Using Food as a Reward, Michigan State University
Extension, <www.tn.fcs.msue.msu.edu/foodrewards.pdf>

•

Prohibition against Denying Meals and Milk to Children as a Disciplinary
Action, U.S. Department of Agriculture Food and Nutrition Service [Link to
PDF]

Celebrations
•

Guide to Healthy School Parties, Action for Healthy Kids of Alabama,
<www.actionforhealthykids.org/AFHK/team_center/team_resources/AL/N&PA
%2032%20-%20parties.pdf>

•

Classroom Party Ideas, University of California Cooperative Extension
Ventura County and California Children’s 5 A Day Power Play! Campaign,
<http://ucce.ucdavis.edu/files/filelibrary/2372/15801.pdf>

Nutrition and Physical Activity Promotion and Food Marketing:
Health Education
•

National Health Education Standards, American Association for Health
Education, <http://www.aahperd.org/aahe/pdf_files/standards.pdf>

Nutrition Education and Promotion
•

U.S. Department of Agriculture Team Nutrition website (lists nutrition
education curricula and links to them),
<www.fns.usda.gov/tn/Educators/index.htm>

•

The Power of Choice: Helping Youth Make Healthy Eating and Fitness
Decisions, U.S. Food and Drug Administration and U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Food and Nutrition Service,
<www.fns.usda.gov/tn/resources/power_of_choice.html>

•

Nutrition Education Resources and Programs Designed for Adolescents,
compiled by the American Dietetic Association,
<www.eatright.org/Public/index_19218.cfm>

Integrating Physical Activity into the Classroom Setting
•

Brain Breaks, Michigan Department of Education,
<www.emc.cmich.edu/brainbreaks>
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•

Energizers, East Carolina University, <www.ncpe4me.com/energizers.html>

Food Marketing to Children
•

Pestering Parents: How Food Companies Market Obesity to Children, Center
for Science in the Public Interest, <www.cspinet.org/pesteringparents>

•

Review of Research on the Effects of Food Promotion to Children, United
Kingdom Food Standards Agency,
<www.foodstandards.gov.uk/multimedia/pdfs/foodpromotiontochildren1.pdf>

•

Marketing Food to Children (a report on ways that different countries regulate
food marketing to children [including marketing in schools]), World Health
Organization (WHO),
<http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2004/9241591579.pdf>

•

Guidelines for Responsible Food Marketing to Children, Center for Science in
the Public Interest, <http://cspinet.org/marketingguidelines.pdf>

•

Commercial Activities in Schools, U.S. General Accounting Office,
<www.gao.gov/new.items/d04810.pdf>

Eating Disorders
•

Academy for Eating Disorders, <www.aedweb.org>

•

National Eating Disorders Association, <www.nationaleatingdisorders.org>

•

Eating Disorders Coalition, <www.eatingdisorderscoalition.org>

Staff Wellness
•

School Staff Wellness, National Association of State Boards of Education
[link to pdf]

•

Healthy Workforce 2010: An Essential Health Promotion Sourcebook for
Employers, Large and Small, Partnership for Prevention,
<www.prevent.org/publications/Healthy_Workforce_2010.pdf>

•

Well Workplace Workbook: A Guide to Developing Your Worksite Wellness
Program, Wellness Councils of America,
<www.welcoa.org/wellworkplace/index.php?category=7>

•

Protecting Our Assets: Promoting and Preserving School Employee
Wellness, (forthcoming), Directors of Health Promotion and Education
(DHPE)

Physical Activity Opportunities:
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General Resources on Physical Activity
•

Guidelines for School and Community Programs to Promote Lifelong Physical
Activity among Young People, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
<www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/00046823.htm>

•

Healthy People 2010: Physical Activity and Fitness, Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention and President’s Council on Physical Fitness and
Sports,
<www.healthypeople.gov/document/HTML/Volume2/22Physical.htm#_Toc49
0380803>

•

Physical Fitness and Activity in Schools, American Academy of Pediatrics,
<http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/cgi/reprint/105/5/1156>

•
Physical Activity Opportunities Before and After School
•

Guidelines for After School Physical Activity and Intramural Sport Programs,
National Association for Sport and Physical Education,
<www.aahperd.org/naspe/pdf_files/pos_papers/intramural_guidelines.pdf>

•

The Case for High School Activities, National Federation of State High School
Associations,
<www.nfhs.org/scriptcontent/va_custom/vimdisplays/contentpagedisplay.cfm
?content_id=71>

•

Rights and Responsibilities of Interscholastic Athletes, National Association
for Sport and Physical Education,
<www.aahperd.org/naspe/pdf_files/pos_papers/RightandResponsibilities.pdf
>

Safe Routes to School
•

Safe Routes to Schools Tool Kit, National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration,
<www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/injury/pedbimot/bike/saferouteshtml/>

•

KidsWalk to School Program, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
<www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpa/kidswalk/>

•

Walkability Check List, Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center,
Partnership for a Walkable America, U.S. Department of Transportation, and
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
<www.walkinginfo.org/walkingchecklist.htm>

Monitoring and Policy Review:
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•

School Health Index, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
<http://apps.nccd.cdc.gov/shi/>

•

Changing the Scene: Improving the School Nutrition Environment Toolkit, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, <www.fns.usda.gov/tn/Healthy/changing.html>

•

Criteria for Evaluating School-Based Approaches to Increasing Good Nutrition
and Physical Activity, Action for Healthy Kids,
<www.actionforhealthykids.org/docs/specialreports/report_small.pdf>

•

Opportunity to Learn: Standards for Elementary Physical Education, National
Association for Sport and Physical Education. Order on-line for $7.00 at
<http://member.aahperd.org/template.cfm?template=Productdisplay.cfm&product
ID=368&section=5>

•

Opportunity to Learn: Standards for Middle School Physical Education. National
Association for Sport and Physical Education. Order on-line for $7.00 at
<http://member.aahperd.org/Template.cfm?template=ProductDisplay.cfm&Produ
ctid=726&section=5>

•

Opportunity to Learn: Standards for High School Physical Education. National
Association for Sport and Physical Education. Order on-line for $7.00 at
<http://member.aahperd.org/template.cfm?template=Productdisplay.cfm&product
ID=727&section=5>
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Environmental Charter Schools
(“ECS”)
STUDENT AND FAMILY PRIVACY RIGHTS POLICY & GUIDELINES
1) INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
a.

This statement of the Board of the Environmental Charter Schools (the “Board”) sets forth the
policies governing ECS student and family privacy rights.

b.

The Governance Committee of ECS (the “Committee”) is responsible for recommending policies and
processes for effective governance at ECS. The policies described here will be used to comply with
California Assembly Bill (AB) No. 699 (O’Donnell and Chiu; 2017-2018 Regular Session)–Educational
equity: immigration and citizenship status.

c.

AB 699 mandates that the Attorney General, by April 1, 2018, publish model policies “…limiting
assistance with immigration enforcement at public schools, to the fullest extent possible consistent
with federal and state law, and ensuring that public schools remain safe and accessible to all
California residents regardless of immigration status.” AB 699 further requires that by July 1, 2018, all
local educational agencies in California, including all school districts, county offices of education, and
charter schools, adopt the policies that are stated below (or equivalent policies).

d.

The Committee will review this statement as needed, but at least annually, to ensure its continued
compliance with federal and state laws. Any changes to this policy must be approved by the Board.

2) COLLECTING AND RETAINING STUDENT INFORMATION
a.

The Committee shall maintain in writing ECS policies and procedures for gathering and handling
sensitive student information, and appropriate personnel shall receive training regarding those
policies and procedures.

b.

If ECS possesses information that could indicate immigration status, citizenship status, or national
origin information, ECS shall not use the acquired information to discriminate against any students or
families or bar children from enrolling in or attending school.

c.

If parents or guardians choose not to provide information that could indicate their or their children’s
immigration status, citizenship status, or national origin information, ECS shall not use such actions as
a basis to discriminate against any students or families or bar children from enrolling or attending
school.

d.

ECS shall not allow school resources or data to be used to create a registry based on race, gender,
sexual orientation, religion, ethnicity, or national origin.

3) INQUIRIES REGARDING IMMIGRATION STATUS, CITIZENSHIP STATUS, AND NATIONAL ORIGIN
INFORMATION
a.

ECS personnel shall not inquire specifically about a student’s citizenship or immigration status or the
citizenship or immigration status of a student’s parents or guardians; nor shall personnel seek or
require, to the exclusion of other permissible documentation or information, documentation or
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information that may indicate a student’s immigration status, such as a green card, voter registration,
a passport, or citizenship papers.
b.

Where any law contemplates submission of national origin related information to satisfy the
requirements of a special program, ECS personnel shall solicit that documentation or information
separately from the school enrollment process.

c.

Where permitted by law, the Committee shall enumerate alternative means to establish residency,
age, or other eligibility criteria for enrollment or programs, and those alternative means shall include
among them documentation or information that are available to persons regardless of immigration
status, citizenship status, or national origin, and that do not reveal information related to citizenship
or immigration status.

d.

Where residency, age, and other eligibility criteria for purposes of enrollment or any program may be
established by alternative documents or information permitted by law or this STUDENT AND FAMILY
PRIVACY RIGHTS POLICY & GUIDELINES, ECS’ procedures and forms shall describe to the applicant,
and accommodate, all alternatives specified in law and all alternatives authorized under this
STUDENT AND FAMILY PRIVACY RIGHTS POLICY & GUIDELINES.

4) INQUIRIES ABOUT SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS OR CARDS
a.

ECS shall not solicit or collect entire Social Security numbers or cards.

b.

ECS shall solicit and collect the last four digits of an adult household member’s Social Security number
only if required to establish eligibility for federal benefit programs.

c.

When collecting the last four digits of an adult household member’s Social Security number to
establish eligibility for a federal benefit program, ECS shall explain the limited purpose for which this
information is collected, and clarify that a failure to provide this information will not bar the student
from enrolling in or attending the school.

d.

ECS shall treat all students equitably in the receipt of all school services, including, but, not limited to,
the gathering of student and family information for the free and reduced lunch program,
transportation and educational instruction.

5) SHARING STUDENT AND FAMILY INFORMATION
a.

ECS shall avoid the disclosure of information that might indicate a student’s or family’s citizenship or
immigration status if the disclosure is not authorized by Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA).

b.

ECS personnel shall take the following action steps upon receiving an information request related to a
student’s or family’s immigration or citizenship status:
i.

Notify a designated ECS official about the information request.

ii.

Provide students and families with appropriate notice and a description of the immigration
officer’s request.
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iii. Document any verbal or written request for information by immigration authorities.
iv. Unless prohibited, provide students and parents/guardians with any documents issued by
the immigration-enforcement officer.
c.

Except for investigations of child abuse, child neglect, or child dependency, or when the subpoena
served on the local educational agency prohibits disclosure, ECS shall provide parental or guardian
notification of any court orders, warrants, or subpoenas before responding to such requests.

d.

ECS shall require written parental or guardian consent for release of student information, unless the
information is relevant for a legitimate educational interest or includes directory information only.
Neither exception permits disclosing information to immigration authorities for immigrationenforcement purposes; no student information shall be disclosed to immigration authorities for
immigration- enforcement purposes without a court order or judicial subpoena.

e.

ECS’ request for written or parental or guardian consent for release of student information must
include the following information: (1) the signature and date of the parent, guardian, or eligible
student providing consent; (2) a description of the records to be disclosed; (3) the reason for release
of information; (4) the parties or class of parties receiving the information; and (5) if requested by the
parents, guardians or eligible student, a copy of the records to be released. ECS shall permanently
keep the consent notice with the record file.

f.

The parent, guardian, or eligible student is not required to sign the consent form. If the parent,
guardian or eligible student refuses to provide written consent for the release of student information
that this not otherwise subject to release, ECS shall not release the information.

6) ANNUAL INFORMATION NOTICE TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS
General Information Policy
a.

ECS must provide an annual notice to parents and guardians of the school’s general information
policies that includes:
i.

Assurances that ECS will not release information to third parties for immigrationenforcement purposes, except as required by law or court order.

ii.

A description of the types of student records maintained by ECS.

iii. A list of the circumstances or conditions under which ECS might release student information
to outside people or entities.
iv. A statement that, unless ECS is providing information for a legitimate educational purpose
under FERPA and the California Education Code or directory information, ECS shall notify
parents or guardians and eligible students—and receive their written consent—before it
releases a student’s personally identifiable information.
Directory Information Policy
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a.

If ECS decides to release directory information, ECS shall provide an annual notice to parents and
guardians, and “eligible students” in attendance, of ECS’ directory information policy that includes:
i.

The categories of information that ECS has classified as public directory information that
may be disclosed without parental consent and which should only include the information
specifically identified in Education Code section 49061, subdivision (c).

ii.

A statement that directory information does not include citizenship status, immigration
status, place of birth, or any other information indicating national origin (except where ECS
receives consent as required under state law).

iii. The recipients of the directory information.
iv. A description of the parent’s or guardian’s abilities to refuse release of the student’s
directory information, and how to refuse release.
v.

The deadline in which the parent, guardian or student must notify the school in writing that
he or she does not want the information designated as directory information.

7) MONITORING AND RECEIVING VISITORS ONTO CAMPUS
a.

No outsider—which would include immigration-enforcement officers—shall enter or remain on
school grounds of ECS during school hours without having registered with the principal or designee. If
there are no exigent circumstances necessitating immediate action, and if the immigration officer
does not possess a judicial warrant or court order that provides a basis for the visit, the officer must
provide the following information to the principal or designee:
i.

Name, address, occupation;

ii.

Age, if less than 21;

iii. Purpose in entering school grounds;
iv. Proof of identity; and
v.

Any other information as required by law.

b.

ECS shall adopt measures for responding to outsiders that avoids classroom interruptions, and
preserves the peaceful conduct of the school’s activities, consistent with local circumstances and
practices.

c.

ECS shall post signs at the entrance of its school grounds to notify outsiders of the hours and
requirements for registration.

d.

ECS personnel shall report entry by immigration-enforcement officers to any on-site school police or
other appropriate administrator as would be required for any unexpected or unscheduled outside
visitor coming on campus.

8) RESPONDING TO ON-CAMPUS IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT
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a.

As early as possible, ECS personnel shall notify the Chief Executive Officer of any request by an
immigration-enforcement officer for school or student access, or any requests for review of school
documents (including for the services of lawful subpoenas, petitions, complaints, warrants, etc.).

b.

In addition to notifying the Chief Executive Officer, ECS personnel shall take the following action steps
in response to an officer present on the school campus specifically for immigration-enforcement
purposes:
1.

Advise the officer that before proceeding with his or her request, and absent exigent
circumstances, school personnel must first receive notification and direction from the Chief
Executive Officer.

2.

Ask to see, and make a copy of or note, the officer’s credentials (name and badge number).
Also ask for and copy or note the phone number of the officer’s supervisor.

3.

Ask the officer for his/her reason for being on school grounds and document it.

4.

Ask the officer to produce any documentation that authorizes school access.

5.

Make a copy of all documents provided by the officer. Retain one copy of the documents for
school records.

6.

If the officer declares that exigent circumstances exist and demands immediate access to the
campus, ECS personnel should comply with the officer’s orders and immediately contact the
Chief Executive Officer.

7.

If the officer does not declare that exigent circumstances exist, respond according to the
requirements of the officer’s documentation. If the immigration-enforcement officer has:
• an ICE (Immigrations and Customs Enforcement) administrative warrant, ECS
personnel shall inform the agent that he or she cannot consent to any request
without first consulting with the Chief Executive Officer.
• a federal judicial warrant (search-and-seizure warrant or arrest warrant, prompt
compliance with such a warrant is usually legally required. If feasible, consult with
the Chief Executive Officer before providing the agent access to the person or
materials specified in the warrant.
• a subpoena for production of documents or other evidence, immediate
compliance is not required. Therefore, ECS personnel shall inform the Chief
Executive Officer of the subpoena, and await further instructions on how to
proceed.

8.

While ECS personnel should not consent to access by an immigration-enforcement officer,
except as described above, he/she should not attempt to physically impede the officer, even
if the officer appears to be exceeding the authorization given under a warrant or other
document. If an officer enters the premises without consent, ECS personnel shall document
his or her actions while on campus.
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9.

After the encounter with the officer, ECS personnel shall promptly take written notes of all
interactions with the officer. The notes shall include the following items:
• List or copy of the officer’s credentials and contact information;
• Identity of all school personnel who communicated with the officer;
• Details of the officer’s request;
• Whether the officer presented a warrant or subpoena to accompany his/her
request, what was requested in the warrant/subpoena, and whether the
warrant/subpoena was signed by a judge;
• ECS personnel’s response to the officer’s request;
• Any further action taken by the agent; and
• Photo or copy of any documents presented by the agent.

10. ECS personnel shall provide a copy of those notes, and associated documents collected from
the officer, to the Chief Executive Officer.
11. In turn, the Chief Executive Officer shall submit a timely report to ECS’ governing board
regarding the officer’s requests and actions and ECS’ response(s).
12. E-mail the Bureau of Children’s Justice in the California Department of Justice, at
BCJ@doj.ca.gov, regarding any attempt by a law-enforcement officer to access a school site
or a student for immigration-enforcement purposes.
9) PARENTAL NOTIFICATION OF IMMIGRATION-ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS
a.

ECS personnel must receive consent from the student’s parent or guardian before a student can be
interviewed or searched by any officer seeking to enforce the civil immigration laws at the school,
unless the officer presents a valid, effective warrant signed by a judge, or presents a valid, effective
court order.

b.

ECS personnel shall immediately notify the student’s parents or guardians if a law-enforcement
officer requests or gains access to a student for immigration-enforcement purposes, unless such
access was in compliance with a judicial warrant or subpoena that restricts the disclosure of the
information to the parent or guardian.

10) RESPONDING TO THE DETENTION OR DEPORTATION OF A STUDENT’S FAMILY MEMBER
a.

ECS shall encourage that families and students have and know their emergency phone numbers and
know where to find important documentation, including birth certificates, passports, Social Security
cards, doctors’ contact information, medication lists, lists of allergies, etc., which will allow them to
be prepared in the event that a family member is detained or deported.
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b.

c.

ECS shall permit students and families to update students’ emergency contact information as needed
throughout the school year, and provide alternative contacts if no parent or guardian is available.
i.

ECS shall ensure that families may include the information of an identified trusted adult
guardian as a secondary emergency contact in case a student’s parent or guardian is
detained.

ii.

ECS shall communicate to families that information provided within the emergency cards will
only be used in response to specified emergency situations, and not for any other purpose.

In the event a student’s parent/guardian has been detained or deported by federal immigration
authorities, ECS shall use the student’s emergency card contact information and release the student
to the person(s) designated as emergency contacts. Alternatively, ECS shall release the student into
the custody of any individual who presents a Caregiver’s Authorization Affidavit on behalf of the
student. ECS shall only contact Child Protective Services if ECS personnel are unsuccessful in arranging
for the timely care of the child through the emergency contact information that the school has, a
Caregiver’s Authorization Affidavit, or other information or instructions conveyed by the parent or
guardian.

11) RESPONDING TO HATE CRIMES AND BULLYING
Adopting and Publicizing Anti-Bullying and Anti-Harassment Policy
a.

ECS shall adopt and publicize policies that prohibit discrimination, harassment, intimidation, and
bullying on the basis of a student’s actual or perceived nationality, ethnicity, or immigration status.
Those policies must be translated in the student’s primary language if at least 15 percent of the
students enrolled in the school speak a single primary language other than English.

b.

ECS shall notify parents and guardians of their children’s right to a free public education, regardless of
immigration status or religious beliefs.
i.

This information shall include information related to the “Know Your Rights” immigration
enforcement established by the Attorney General (see Appendix G).

ii.

ECS shall inform students who are victims of hate crimes of their right to report such crimes.

Processing Complaints of Harassment and Bullying
a.

ECS shall adopt a process for receiving complaints of and investigating complaints of discrimination,
harassment, intimidation, and bullying based on any of the following actual or perceived
characteristics:
i.

disability

ii.

gender

iii. gender identity
iv. gender expression
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v.

nationality

vi. race or ethnicity
vii. religion
viii. sexual orientation
ix. association with a person or group with one or more of the aforementioned characteristics
x.
b.

immigration status

The complaint process must include, but is not limited to, the following steps:
i.

A requirement that, if school personnel witness an act of discrimination, harassment,
intimidation, or bullying, they shall take immediate steps to intervene when safe to do so;

ii.

A timeline to investigate and resolve complaints of discrimination, harassment, intimidation,
or bullying that shall be followed by all schools under the jurisdiction of the local educational
agency; and

iii. An appeal process afforded to the complainant should he or she disagree with the resolution
of a complaint.
iv. ECS shall ensure that complaint procedures contain confidentiality safeguards for
immigration status information.
v.

ECS shall prohibit retaliation against a person who submits a complaint of discrimination,
harassment, intimidation, or bullying.

Training Students, Teachers, and Staff on Anti-Bullying and Anti-Harassment Policy
a.

ECS shall educate students about the negative impact of bullying other students based on their actual
or perceived immigration status or their religious beliefs or customs.

b.

ECS shall also train teachers, staff, and personnel to ensure that they are aware of their legal duty to
take reasonable steps to eliminate a hostile environment and respond to any incidents of harassment
based on the actual or perceived characteristics noted above. Such training should, at minimum,
provide agency personnel with the skills to do the following:
i.

Discuss the varying immigration experiences among members of the student body and
school community;

ii.

Discuss bullying-prevention strategies with students, and teach students to recognize the
behavior and characteristics of bullying perpetrators and victims;

iii. Identify the signs of bullying or harassing behavior;
iv. Take immediate corrective action when bullying is observed; and
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v.

Report incidents to the appropriate authorities, including law enforcement in instances of
criminal behavior.
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Welcome to Environmental Charter Schools!
We are pleased you have chosen to join our team and we look forward to working together with you to
implement our mission, vision, and core values to create opportunities for our students to be successful. We
sincerely hope that you will find your employment at Environmental Charter Schools to be a professionally
rewarding experience.
Since its inception in 2000, Environmental Charter Schools has been providing students with a unique
learning experience that utilizes environmental service learning to inspire students to find authentic meaning
in their studies. The result is students who are prepared for college, motivated to continue their learning, and
inspired to positively contribute to their community.
Our Best Practices to achieve these results include:
● Interdisciplinary Curriculum & Authentic Assessment
● Collaboration with Partners
● Environmental and Experiential Learning
● Relevant & Engaging Instruction
● Small Learning Communities
Please take the time to read carefully through the Environmental Charter Schools Employee Handbook. This
Handbook summarizes the Environmental Charter Schools’ (hereinafter referred to as “ECS”) personnel
policies applicable to all employees. Please review these policies carefully. If you have any questions about
the policies outlined in this Handbook, or if you have any other personnel-related questions, whether or not
related to policies specifically addressed in this Handbook, please consult the Human Resources team. Once
you have reviewed this Handbook, please sign the employee acknowledgement form at the end of this
Handbook and provide it to the Human Resources team. This signed acknowledgement demonstrates to ECS
that you have read, understand and agree to comply with the policies outlined in the Handbook.
ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER SCHOOLS
Chief Executive Officer/Executive Director and Governing Board
Environmental Charter Schools (ECS) is led by its Chief Executive Officer / Executive Director, Farnaz
Golshani-Flechner and Governing Board which consists of Officers (President, Vice President, Treasurer,
Secretary) and Members. The Board serves as the governing body for Environmental Charter Schools.
Mission Statement
Reimagine public education in low-income communities of color to prepare conscious, critical thinkers who
are equipped to graduate from college and create a more equitable and sustainable world.
Core Values
JUSTICE
We examine bias, racism and prejudice. We deliver culturally-responsive curricula. We succeed when
students’ race and class cease to predict their level of achievement.
COMMUNITY
We care. We collaborate. We respect the rights and voices of our stakeholders.
CURIOSITY
We question. We explore. We innovate.
6
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SUSTAINABILITY
We think globally and act locally. We adapt. We encourage systems thinking to create a sustainable future.
LEADERSHIP
We listen. We think critically. We advocate. We shift public discourse. We are our own superheroes.
List of Important Contacts and ECS Schools
Environmental Charter Schools – Home Office (ECS)
2625 Manhattan Beach Blvd, Suite 100, Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Phone (310) 214-3408 Fax (424) 456-7439
Environmental Charter High School (ECHS)
16315 Grevillea Avenue, Lawndale, CA 90260
Phone (310) 214-3400 Fax (310) 214-3410
Environmental Charter Middle School - Gardena (ECMSG)
816 W. 165th Place, Gardena, CA 90247
Phone (310) 425-1605 Fax (310) 217-1096
Environmental Charter Middle School - Inglewood (ECMSI)
3600 W. Imperial Hwy, Inglewood, CA 90303
Phone (310) 793-0157 Fax (310) 680-9843
Accounting - accounting@ecsonline.com
Human Resources - human_resources@ecsonline.org - (310) 214-3408 x2
Payroll – payroll@ecsonline.org
Technology Support - helpdesk@ecsonline.org
To report child abuse in Los Angeles County, California, contact the Child Protection Hotline 24 hours a day, 7
days a week:
Toll-free within California, phone (800) 540-4000
If calling from outside of California, phone (213) 639-4500
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Introduction to ECS
Welcome to ECS. We sincerely hope that you will find this to be a fulfilling and inspiring place to work, with
colleagues and managers who are congenial and cooperative. In joining us, you have become an integral part of
our providing quality education for children. Our constant endeavor is to maintain a team of well-trained,
enthusiastic employees working together for the success of our school. In order to achieve our objectives, we:
1. Treat each of you as individuals, with respect and dignity in everyday work situations;
2. Hire, promote and compensate solely on the basis of merit without regard to race, color, religion, sex age,
marital status, physical handicap, medical condition or national origin;
3. Encourage every employee to take an active interest in their job and to contribute their best efforts and
abilities so that we are successful;
4. Provide a pleasant place to work; and
5. Encourage you to discuss freely all ideas that could improve working conditions, policies and practices.
As an ECS Employee, our guiding principles must reflect those stated in our Mission Statement:
Reimagine public education in low-income communities of color to prepare conscious, critical thinkers who
are equipped to graduate from college and create a more equitable and sustainable world.
As educators and administrators, we model the behaviors we wish our students to learn. We model
appreciation for individual and group differences by treating all of our students, parents, and colleagues with
respect. We model a desire to contribute to a diverse community by our willingness to work as a professional
team to ensure and support that diversity in an open admission policy, in our curriculum, and in our human
relationships. We model competency to adapt and lead by always striving towards increased competency in
our profession, by our willingness to be flexible and adaptive, and by providing productive leadership
whenever called upon to do so.
This handbook is intended as a resource for specific information pertaining to employment. An
understanding of professionalism on our part as people involved in education is assumed, and so it is not
specified in this publication.
ECS reserves the right to modify or eliminate any policies or practices contained in this handbook. If changes
are made, we will notify employees in advance whenever possible.
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SECTION ONE

EMPLOYEE POLICIES

Equal Opportunity Policy
The Governing Board of ECS (“The Board”) is determined to provide employees and job applicants a safe,
positive environment where they are assured of full and equal employment access and opportunities,
protection from harassment or intimidation, and freedom from any fear of reprisal or retribution for asserting
their employment rights in accordance with law. ECS is an equal opportunity employer and makes
employment decisions on the basis of merit. We want to have the best available person in every job. ECS
policy prohibits unlawful discrimination based on race, color, creed, religion (all aspects of religious beliefs,
observance or practice, including religious dress or grooming practices), marital status, registered domestic
partner status, age, national origin or ancestry, immigration status, citizenship, sexual orientation, physical or
mental disability, medical condition (including cancer or a record or history of cancer, and genetic
characteristics), sex (including pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding, or related medical condition), genetic
characteristics or information, gender (including gender identity or gender expression), military status,
veteran status, or any other consideration made unlawful by federal, state or local laws. All such
discrimination is unlawful.
ECS also prohibits discrimination against any employee (including supervisors, co-workers and volunteers) or
job applicant in compensation, terms, conditions, and other privileges of employment and the taking of any
adverse employment action, including, but not limited to, termination or the denial of employment, promotion,
job assignment, or training, against an employee or job applicant based on any of the categories listed above.
Prohibited discrimination on the basis of religious creed includes discrimination based on an employee's or
job applicant's religious belief or observance, including religious dress or grooming practices. In accordance
with Government Code 12940, prohibited discrimination on the basis of religious creed also includes ECS’s
failure or refusal to use reasonable means to accommodate an employee's or job applicant's religious belief,
observance, or practice which conflicts with an employment requirement. However, ECS shall not
accommodate an employee's religious dress practice or religious grooming practice if it requires segregation
of the individual from other employees or the public or if it would result in a violation of this policy or any law
prohibiting discrimination.
Prohibited sex discrimination includes discrimination based on an employee's or job applicant's pregnancy,
childbirth, breastfeeding, or any related medical condition. Harassment consists of unwelcome verbal,
physical, or visual conduct that is based on any of the prohibited categories of discrimination listed above
and that is so severe or pervasive that it adversely affects an individual's employment opportunities, has the
purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with the individual's work performance, or creates an
intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment.
ECS also prohibits retaliation against any school employee or job applicant who opposes any discriminatory
employment practice by EDS or its employee, agent, or representative or who complains, testifies, assists, or
in any way participates in the ECS’s complaint procedures pursuant to this policy. No employee or job
applicant who requests an accommodation for any protected characteristic listed in this policy shall be
subjected to any punishment or sanction, regardless of whether the request was granted. (Government Code
12940)
Complaints concerning employment discrimination, harassment, or retaliation shall immediately be
investigated in accordance with procedures specified in the Uniform Complaint Policy and Procedures. . The
9
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Board has designated the Office of Human Resources as its coordinator for nondiscrimination in
employment. Any supervisory or management employee who observes or has knowledge of an incident of
prohibited discrimination or harassment shall report the incident to the Office of Human Resources as soon
as practical after the incident. All other employees are encouraged to report such incidents to their
supervisor immediately. ECS shall protect any employee who does report such incidents from retaliation.
The Board shall use all appropriate means to reinforce the ECS’s nondiscrimination policy. Training and
information shall be provided to employees about how to recognize harassment and discrimination, how to
respond appropriately, and components of the ECS’s policies and regulations regarding discrimination. The
Board shall regularly review ECS’s employment practices and, as necessary, shall take action to ensure
compliance with nondiscrimination laws.
Any ECS employee who engages in prohibited discrimination, harassment, or retaliation or who aids, abets,
incites, compels, or coerces another to engage or attempt to engage in such behavior in violation of this
policy shall be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including dismissal.
Statement of At-will Employment Status
Employment at ECS is employment at-will. Employment at-will may be terminated with or without cause at
any time by the employee or ECS. Nothing in this Handbook or in any document or statement shall limit the
right to terminate employment at-will. No administrator or employee of ECS has any authority to enter into an
agreement for employment for any guaranteed specified period of time or to make an agreement for
employment other than at-will. Only the Executive Director (ED) and Principals of ECS have the authority to
make any such agreement and then only in writing.
Integration Clause and the Right to Revise
This Employee Handbook contains the employment policies and practices of ECS in effect at the time of
publication. All previously issued handbooks and any inconsistent policy statements or memoranda are
superseded.
ECS reserves the right to revise, modify, delete or add to any and all policies, procedures, work rules or
benefits stated in this handbook or in any other document, except for the policy of at-will employment.
However, any such changes must be in writing and must be signed by the Executive Director or the Principal
of ECS. No oral statement or representations can in any way change or alter the provisions of this handbook.
Nothing in this employee handbook, or in any other personnel document, including benefit plan descriptions,
creates, or is intended to create a promise or representation of continued employment for any employee.
Educational Verification
Newly hired certificated employees must provide official transcripts or submit to an educational verification
search to verify units earned and degrees/credentials received. These requirements must be completed prior
to beginning employment, and the information must be submitted to Human Resources, prior to beginning
employment. Individuals whose educational background does not meet the requirements of the job will not
be considered for employment.
Returning certificated / non-certificated employees are responsible for keeping required certificates,
credentials, licenses and registrations current and in good standing, for paying the costs associated with
renewal, and for providing the Home Office with verification of renewal. Failure to provide these updated
documents to ECS may result in suspension without pay until such time as the necessary documentation has
been provided, or termination of employment.
Criminal Background Checks
As a condition of employment, all applicants are required to submit to a live scan criminal background check
as part of the application process. ECS will not employ a person who has been convicted of a violent or
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serious felony, or a person who would be prohibited from employment by a public school because of his or
her conviction for any crime, unless an applicable exception applies. Individuals who refuse to submit to a
criminal history review will not be offered employment. Conviction of a crime before or during employment
may result in denial of employment or in termination of current employment, at the discretion of ECS. All
fingerprint and background information must be completed and cleared by the Department of Justice (DOJ)
within 10 calendar days of job acceptance. Failure to complete this process will delay the employee’s ability
to begin work.
Subsequent Arrest Notification Service
All employees are subject to “Subsequent Arrest Notification Service” by the DOJ once they have
been fingerprinted. Any time an employee is arrested or convicted of a crime after his or her initial
background clearance for the school, the DOJ will notify ECS by sending a subsequent arrest
notification. Human Resources will evaluate the new information and determine whether it justifies
suspension or termination of the individual’s employment.
Mandated Reporting of Child Abuse
Every employee who works directly with children has a legal duty to understand the requirements to report
suspected child abuse. ECS requires each employee to adhere to the Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting Act
(Penal Code sections 11164-11174.3). Each employee who has knowledge of or observes a child in the
employee's professional capacity or within the scope of employment when the employee knows or
reasonably suspects has been the victim of child abuse shall report the known or suspected instance of child
abuse to a child protective agency immediately or as soon as practically possible by telephone. Each
employee then shall prepare and send a written report to the child protective agency within 36 hours of
receiving the information concerning the incident.
No child abuse report will be made without the knowledge of the Executive Director or Principal. By reporting
the suspicion or knowledge of child abuse quickly to the Executive Director or Principal and the appropriate
authorities, the child is protected from further injury and our School and the employee are protected against
civil and criminal liability for failing to report such instances. Reports of suspected child abuse must remain
confidential.
California Penal Code 11165.7 includes but is not limited to defining a mandated reporter as one of
the following:
● A teacher,
● An instructional aide,
● A teacher's aide or teacher's assistant employed by any public or private school,
● A classified employee of any public school,
● An administrative officer or supervisor of child welfare and attendance, or a certificated pupil
personnel employee of any public or private school.
● An administrator or employee of a public or private organization whose duties require direct
contact and supervision of children.
California Penal Code 11166 States “…a mandated reporter shall make a report to an agency
specified in Section 11165.9 whenever the mandated reporter, in their professional capacity or within
the scope of their employment, has knowledge of or observes a child whom the mandated reporter
knows or reasonably suspects has been the victim of child abuse or neglect. The mandated reporter
shall make an initial report by telephone to the agency immediately or as soon as is practicably
possible, and shall prepare and send, fax, or electronically transmit a written follow-up report within
36 hours of receiving the information concerning the incident.”
California Penal Code 11172 subdivision (e) gives mandated reporters who report suspected cases
of child abuse absolute immunity, both civilly and criminally, for making such reports. However, any
person who fails to report an instance of child abuse as required by the Child Abuse Reporting Act is
guilty of a misdemeanor with a punishment not to exceed six months or $1,000 or both.
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Mandated Reporter Training
All ECS employees are required to complete the Mandated Reporter Training Course within 6 weeks of the
start of each school year. Employees who do not comply may be required to take PTO until proof of
completion is in hand.
Tuberculosis Testing
California State Law (Health & Safety Code section 121525) requires that all employees in public schools
submit evidence of being free of active tuberculosis. Employees must provide proof that is dated no earlier
than 60 days prior to their start date of a physician-signed risk assessment form stating that no risk factors
are present OR proof of a negative tuberculosis skin test result OR physician-signed negative chest x-ray, and
must be repeated once every four years. It is the employee’s responsibility and condition of employment to
provide Human Resources with an updated TB skin test.
Working with Volunteers
Community volunteers in our schools enrich the educational program and strengthen our schools’
relationships with homes, businesses, public agencies and private institutions. The presence of volunteers in
the classroom and on school grounds also enhances supervision of students and contributes to school
safety.
All volunteers must complete an onboarding process with human resources department which includes
criminal backgrounds check and Tuberculosis Testing prior to working with our students and/or staff.
ECS prohibits harassment of any volunteer on the basis of race, religious creed, color, national origin,
ancestry, physical disability, mental disability, medical condition, genetic information, immigration status,
marital status, sex, gender, gender identity, gender expression, age, sexual orientation, or military and veteran
status.
As appropriate, the Human Resources Department or designee shall provide volunteers with information
about school goals, programs, and practices and an orientation or other training related to their specific
responsibilities. Employees who supervise volunteers shall ensure that volunteers are assigned meaningful
responsibilities that utilize their skills and expertise and maximize their contribution to the educational
program.
Volunteers shall act in accordance with ECS policies, regulations, and school rules. The Human Resources or
designee shall be responsible for investigating and resolving complaints regarding volunteers.
ADA Policy
It is the policy of ECS to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) as well as applicable state
and local laws relating to disability issues. We will not discriminate against any qualified employee or job
applicant with respect to any terms, privileges, or conditions of employment because of a person's physical
or mental disability. We will also reasonably accommodate all employees or applicants with disabilities who
are otherwise qualified to safely perform the essential duties of the job unless any such accommodations
would impose an undue hardship on ECS.
Applicants and employees are assured that all information regarding a disability shall be kept completely
confidential except that:
●
●
●

Supervisors and managers may be informed regarding restrictions on work or duties of disabled
employees and any accommodations that have been made;
If the condition requires emergency treatment, first aid and safety personnel may be informed; and
Government officials investigating compliance with federal laws may need to be informed in certain
circumstances.
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●

All employees with responsibilities which may require knowledge of disabilities will be advised that they
are to treat that knowledge with confidentiality.

Any applicant or employee who requires a reasonable accommodation in order to perform the essential
functions of the job should contact ECS’s Office of Human Resources or their supervisor and request such an
accommodation. The individual with the disability should specify what accommodation is needed to perform
the job. ECS will conduct an investigation to identify the barriers that make it difficult for the applicant or
employee to have an equal opportunity to perform their job. ECS will engage in an interactive process with
the employee to identify possible accommodations, if any, that will help eliminate the limitation. If the
accommodation is reasonable and will not impose an undue hardship, ECS will make the accommodation.
Diversity in the Workplace
We strive to maintain a work environment which supports diversity for all employees. We ask our employees
to respect meaningful differences and be aware that people from diverse backgrounds add vitality, creativity,
ideas and growth to an organization. Acceptance and appreciation of other cultures and ideas are valuable
contributions to a productive working environment. We are proud of our diverse workforce and place great
value on diversity of our employees.
Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA)
ECS will not use genetic information to make decisions about health insurance or employment; we will not
request, require, or purchase any applicant’s or an employee’s genetic information. If you feel that you are or
have been subjected to any kind of harassment, coercion or intimidation by anyone, whether by one of your
co-workers, a student, parent or vendor, or a member of our management, we encourage you to file a
complaint with your supervisor. However, if your complaint involves your supervisor, or you are not satisfied
with your supervisor’s response, or if for any reason you do not wish to bring the problem to your supervisor's
attention, you may present your concern to the Director or any other manager immediately. The Director will
assist you in preparing any written documentation necessary. Appropriate action will be taken to deter any
future discrimination, and whatever action is taken will be made known to you. ECS will not retaliate against
you for filing a complaint and will not knowingly permit retaliation by management, employees or your
co-workers.
Your complaint should be specific and should include the names of the individuals involved and the names of
any witnesses. ECS will promptly undertake an effective, thorough and objective investigation and attempt to
resolve the situation. If ECS determines that unlawful discrimination has occurred, effective remedial action
will be taken commensurate with the severity of the offense. Appropriate action will be taken to deter any
future discrimination, and whatever action is taken will be made known to you. ECS will not retaliate against
you for filing a complaint and will not knowingly permit retaliation by management, employees or your
co-workers.
Gender Transition Policy
An employee beginning the transition process should contact the Office of Human Resources and be
prepared to speak about their intentions, needs and concerns. ECS is committed to providing an appropriate
environment for employees undergoing gender transition. Harassment based upon sex and/or gender
identity is prohibited and covered by the company's Unlawful Harassment Policy. Human Resources can
provide assistance regarding gender transition issues pursuant to the property's Workplace Gender
Transition Guidelines, including name and ID changes, dress code and insurance and leave benefits. If you
have questions concerning your rights or responsibilities as an employee or manager, please contact Human
Resources.
Gender Transition Resources and Guidelines
Throughout this process, the employee’s internal resource is the Office of Human Resources. The employee
and Human Resources shall meet to set the name and gender which shall be listed on employment records,
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and when the change will occur. Human Resources also shall coordinate other changes relating to name,
including any changes in the HR database and any issuance of a new email address.
Guidelines
Appearance and Dress Code Standards:
The employee in transition is permitted to dress consistently with their gender identity and it is
expected that appropriate work attire will be worn.
Facilities Usage
The employee and Human Resources shall meet to discuss appropriate facilities usage
arrangements, including as appropriate, bathrooms and changing rooms.
Complaint Procedures
Because some people have not been exposed to gender transition, co-workers may make mistakes,
such as referring to the employee in gender transition by the wrong name or pronouns. Employees in
transition should feel comfortable kindly correcting a co-worker who makes a mistake or in the
alternative may contact Human Resources for assistance. Transitioning employees should be
prepared to help educate their manager, Human Resources and others in order to understand clearly
what their needs may be.
Any employee concerns or complaints, including those by the employee in transition, co-workers,
managers, vendors, customers or others, are to be referred to Human Resources or other appropriate
person as set forth by the Unlawful Harassment policy. Discrimination/harassment based upon sex
and/or gender identity is prohibited and covered by ECS’s Unlawful Harassment policy.
External Resources
• Human Rights Campaign Foundation — www.hrc.org/workplace/transgender
• Transgender at Work — www.tgender.net/taw
• National Center for Transgender Equality — www.nctequality.org
• Out & Equal Workplace Advocates — www.outandequal.org
• Harry Benjamin International Gender Dysphoria Association — www.hbigda.org
Immigration Compliance
ECS is committed to full compliance with the federal immigration laws and will not knowingly hire or continue
to employ anyone who does not have the legal right to work in the United States. In compliance with the
requirements set forth in the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 ("IRCA"), all offers of employment
are contingent upon an applicant's ability to satisfy requirements regarding proof of identity and the lawful
right to be employed in the United States.
Falsification of any documents required for verification of employment eligibility constitutes grounds for
denial of employment to any applicant or, for employees, disciplinary action up to and including termination
from employment, regardless of when discovered.
Employee Status
Every member of the team is designated as a “certificated” or “classified” employee. Employees at ECS are
classified as full-time non-exempt, part-time non-exempt, temporary, or exempt:
Full-Time Non-exempt Employees
Full-time non-exempt employees are those who are normally scheduled to work and who do work a
schedule of 40 or more hours per week.
Part-Time Non-exempt Employees
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Part-time non-exempt employees are those who are scheduled to and do work less than 30 hours per
week. Part-time non-exempt employees may be assigned a work schedule in advance or may work
on an as-needed basis.
Temporary Employees
Temporary employees are those who are employed for short-term assignments. Short-term
assignments will generally be periods of 90 days or less. Temporary employees are not eligible for
benefits, except as required by applicable law, and may be classified as exempt or non-exempt on
the basis of job duties and compensation. The status of a temporary employee may change only if
the employee is notified of the change in status, in writing, by the Home Office.
Exempt Employees
Exempt employees are those whose job assignments meet the federal and state requirements for
overtime exemption. Exempt employees are compensated on a salary basis and are not eligible for
overtime pay. Generally, executive, administrative, professional (including faculty), and certain
outside sales employees are overtime exempt. Your manager will inform you if your status is
exempt.
Certificated Teachers, Counselors, And Psychologists
Certificated employees are those who are required to hold a professional education certificate,
credential, or license including but not limited to administrative, teaching, counseling or Pupil
Personnel Services credential. This category also includes employees in administrative, teaching,
counseling or Pupil Personnel Services who are not legally required to have a professional education
certificate or a credential.
Unlawful Harassment
ECS’ policy is to provide a work and school environment without sexual discrimination or harassment.
Employee-to-employee, employee-to-student and student-to-employee sexual misconduct is especially
serious and will be addressed severely. Fraternization by ECS personnel with students outside the school
environment may create the perception of inappropriate conduct or may lead to allegations or instances of
sexual harassment or child abuse.
On ECS premises or on ECS time, no ECS employee, student or third party may engage in sexual conduct or
other discriminatory or harassing conduct as defined below. ECS will investigate all reports of violations of
this policy and will take steps to stop violations, prevent recurrence, and remedy effects of violations as
appropriate.
●

Prohibited Sexual Conduct On ECS time or on ECS premises, employees, students and third
parties (including agents and patrons) are prohibited from sexually offensive conduct and
sexual discrimination, including but not limited to the following:
○ Sexual advances requests for sexual favors and sexually motivated physical conduct;
○ Subtle pressure for sexual activity;
○ Inappropriate or unwelcome touching, patting, pinching, blocking or brushing against
another’s body;
○ Foul or obscene language or gestures;
○ Display of sexually offensive or suggestive posters, pictures or objects; Sexually
offensive verbal harassment including remarks, questions, teasing, slurs and innuendo;
○ Inappropriate jokes or comments about gender-specific traits;
○ Viewing, printing or transmitting sexually offensive material on a ECS computer; and
○ Conduct that is demeaning or derisive, including, but not limited to, conduct in
connection with a person’s gender or other protected classification.
○ All employees have the right to be free from unlawful harassment while in the employ of
ECS. If you have been harassed by a co-worker, supervisor, agent, vendor or customer
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you must promptly report the facts of the incident (s) and name (s) of the individual (s)
involved to the appropriate parties.
●

Prohibited Conduct Based on race, age, sex, or any other protected classification under
applicable law On ECS time or on ECS premises, employees, students and third parties
(including agents and patrons) are prohibited from engaging in the following conduct if the
offensiveness or inappropriateness is based on race, age, sex, or any other protected
classification under applicable law:
○ Display of offensive posters, pictures or objects;
○ Offensive verbal harassment including remarks, questions, teasing, slurs and innuendo;
○ Inappropriate jokes or comments about traits or characteristics;
○ Viewing, printing or transmitting offensive material on a ECS computer and conduct
that is demeaning or derisive, including, but not limited to, conduct in connection with a
person’s race, age, sex, or any other protected classification under applicable law.

●

Additional Prohibited Conduct for Employees and Students: ECS employees and ECS students
(except student-age employees who are also students at ECS) are prohibited from having any
kind of romantic interaction with each other.

●

Retaliation is Prohibited: ECS prohibits retaliation against any person who reports violations of
this policy or participates in processes under this policy. Retaliation includes, but is not limited
to intimidation, reprisal and harassment, or adverse employment action.

●

Duty to Report & Confidentiality:
o

Every employee has a duty to report violations of this policy. Any employee aware of a
violation of this policy must immediately report to the appropriate ECS official as
designated below. An employee who is aware of a violation and fails to report the
violation of this policy is subject to disciplinary action.

o

ECS officials will respect the confidentiality of reporters and those against whom
reports are made as much as possible consistent with the ECS’ legal obligations and
the need to investigate violations of this policy and take appropriate remedial action.

o

Reporters and those participating in ECS’ investigations will not be subject to unlawful
retaliation by ECS.

o

Persons who knowingly file a false report are subject to discipline, up to and including
termination of employment.

●

Reports about Employee Violations: If you are aware of a violation of this policy by an
employee, report immediately to the Executive Director, Principal.

●

Reports about Third-Party Violations: If you are aware of a violation of this policy by a third
party (a visiting speaker, vendor, patron, etc.), report immediately to the Executive Director,
Principal.

●

Reports about Student Violations: If you are aware of a violation of this policy by a student
against an employee, report immediately to the Executive Director, Principal.

●

Investigation & Remedy
o

The designated ECS official will promptly investigate as appropriate upon receiving a
report alleging violation of this policy. The designated ECS official will take steps as
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necessary to protect the reporter and other students or employees pending completion
of an investigation from unlawful retaliation.
o

The ECS official will consider the context and surrounding circumstances to determine
whether this policy has been violated and to determine any remedy. If this policy has
been violated, the ECS official will take appropriate action based upon the results of the
investigation, including employment termination if necessary.

●

Employee Fraternization with Students
o No employee is authorized to meet alone with a student unless it is necessary in the
performance of professional duties during school hours on school premises, i.e.
counseling, disciplining, instructing, administrative tasks. If an employee assists a
group of students with a school assignment during non-school hours, it must be on
school premises unless the employee has written permission from the Executive
Director or Principal to meet elsewhere.
o Employees are prohibited from being in any private residence with or engaging in any
non-school social activity of any kind with students from the attendance school in
which the employee works without the prior written permission of the Executive
Director. Employee shall write an e-mail to Executive Director informing them of the
place and purpose of the social activity. The Executive Director will issue approval via
e-mail to provide documentation of the approval. Part-time ECS employees under the
age of 19 who are students of ECS schools are exempt from this policy’s prohibition of
social activity with students. The provisions of this policy dealing with student
harassment govern conduct of such part-time employees who are also students.
o School social activities shall, whenever possible, be conducted on school premises.
When it is necessary to hold school activities off school premises during non-school
hours, employees must obtain prior written approval from the school Executive Director
or Principal.
o Nothing in this policy shall preclude an employee from engaging in activities dictated
solely by family, community or church relationships.

●

Providing Transportation to Students
o No employee has authority to provide transportation in a private vehicle to any student
unless the Executive Director or Principal gives express written permission. ECS
employees who receive written permission to provide transportation shall not travel
alone with a student unless the written permission expressly authorizes the employee
to do so.
o No employee shall transport students other than as authorized in this section unless it
is necessary for student safety.
o An employee who knows of an apparent violation of this or the previous section shall
promptly report to the Executive Director or Principal.
o Nothing in this policy shall preclude an employee from transporting the employee’s
child to or from school, from participating in that child’s car pool, or from taking
appropriate, prudent measures for student safety.

●

Dissemination of Policy
o

ECS and site administrators shall take appropriate actions to reinforce this policy,
including:
o
o

Provide annual staff in-service;
Provide for all students to receive a copy of and to discuss this policy in a
classroom setting in age appropriate ways, early in each school year;
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o

●

Distribute a summary of this policy in Employee Handbooks, and notifications
sent to students homes at the beginning of each school year or in Student
Handbooks.

Questions
o

If you have questions about this policy, please contact the Human Resources
Department.

Employee Agreement Renewal
Employment agreements are renewed annually and are based on the employee’s satisfactory performance
as well as ECS’ business related needs. Factors contributing to satisfactory performance and evaluation
process..
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Effective and appropriate communication with students, parents and the community
Collaborative work on school committees
Continuing professional development (e.g. seminars, training courses and conferences)
Commitment to being a positive and contributing member of the ECS community
Professional behavior (e.g. punctuality, consistent attendance, attending to responsibilities)
Compliance with ECS’ policies and procedures as set forth in this manual and as announced or
distributed by the Executive Director and Principal
Achievement of specific goals and objectives outlined by the Executive Director or Principal and agreed
upon at the beginning of the academic year
Effective teaching strategies
Teaching philosophy in agreement with that of ECS
Effective classroom or work area management

Evaluation
Employee performance evaluations will be conducted by the employees’ supervisor at the discretion of their
supervisor. As part of these reviews, employees and their supervisor will assess their accomplishments and
set new performance goals for the coming period. Performance reviews do not result in automatic salary
adjustments. Salary increases are based on overall job performance, including the achievement of individual
performance goals, and the ECS’s budget.
Continued Employment
Continued employment is contingent upon several factors, including but not limited to the current state of
finances, staffing needs, employee evaluations and the terms of the employee’s contract with the School, if
any. Continuing employment is at the discretion of the ECS Leadership and the Board of Directors.
Personnel Records
The Human Resources Office is responsible for maintaining personnel records and performing human
resource functions at the school. Questions regarding insurance, benefits, or wages should be referred to
Human Resources.
ECS is required by law to keep current all employees’ names and addresses. If you have a change, please
make the change directly in your personal Paycom account. The only changes that cannot be made in
Paycom and you must provide to Human Resources are:
● Legal name
● Form I9
Your Personnel File
An employee has the right to inspect his or her personnel file at reasonable times, at a reasonable place, and
on reasonable advance notice to the Home Office, in accordance with Labor Code section 1198.5. Employees
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will not be released from their duties for this purpose. The right to inspect an employee’s personnel file does
not apply to:
(1) Records relating to the investigation of a possible criminal offense;
(2) Letters of reference; or
(3) Ratings, reports, or records that were:
(A) Obtained prior to the employee's employment;
(B) Prepared by identifiable examination committee members;
(C) Obtained in connection with a promotional examination.
Employee References
All requests for references must be directed to the Human Resources Department. No other administrator or
employee is authorized to release references for current or former employees. ECS’ policy as to references
for employees who have left ECS is to disclose only the dates of employment and the title of the last position
held. If you authorize disclosure in writing, ECS will also provide a prospective employer with the information
on the amount of salary or wage you last earned. Any additional information regarding a current or former
employee will be released only upon obtaining a signed release form.
Open-Door Policy
Suggestions for improving ECS are always welcome. At some time, you may have a complaint, suggestion or
question about your job, your working conditions or the treatment you are receiving. Your good-faith
complaints, questions and suggestions also are of concern to ECS. We ask that you take your concerns first
to your manager, following these steps:
1. Within 24 hours of the occurrence, bring the situation to the attention of an administrator who will then
investigate and attempt to provide a solution or explanation.
2. If the problem is not resolved, you may present the problem in writing to the ED who will attempt to reach
a final resolution.
This procedure, which we believe is important for both you and ECS, cannot result in every problem being
resolved to your satisfaction. However, ECS values your input and you shall feel free to raise issues of
concern, in good faith, without the fear of retaliation.
Conflicts of Interest
Situations of actual or potential conflict of interest are to be avoided by all employees. All employees of ECS
are prohibited from romantic involvement with ECS parents or ECS students. Situations of actual or potential
conflict of interest are to be avoided by all employees. Personal or romantic involvement with a supplier or
subordinate employee of ECS, which impairs an employees’ ability to exercise good judgment on behalf of
ECS, creates an actual or potential conflict of interest. Manager-subordinate romantic or personal
relationships also can lead to administrative problems, possible claims of sexual harassment and morale
problems.
An employee involved in any of the types of relationships or situations described in this policy shall
immediately and fully disclose the relevant circumstances to the Executive Director for a determination as to
whether a potential or actual conflict exists. If an actual or potential conflict is determined to exist, ECS may
take whatever corrective action appears appropriate according to the circumstances.
Gifts
Improper personal gain may result not only where an employee or relative has a significant ownership
interest in a company with which the School does business but also when an employee or relative receives
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any kickback, bribe, substantial gift, or special consideration as a result of any transaction or business
dealing involving ECS. The receipt of occasional flowers, candy or gifts worth less than $100.00 from clients,
customers, or vendors fall outside the intent of this policy and acceptance of such items is permissible.
However, employees must obtain written approval from Human Resources before accepting any item worth
in excess of $100.00 from clients, customers, or vendors.
Termination Procedures
Whether voluntary or involuntary, the departure of employees from ECS community is honored in the
following manner. As soon as it has been determined that an employee is not returning to ECS, the ED or
Principal and the employee begin the process of informing the community of the departure. Because the
students’ and community’s adjustment to the loss of a teacher is paramount in this communication, its
timing is extremely important and must, whenever possible, be concluded in a respectful manner by the
Employee or ECS providing at least two (2) weeks notice well before the end of the school year.
Involuntary Termination
Violation of ECS policies and rules may warrant disciplinary action. Discipline may include verbal warnings,
written warnings, or termination. The system is not formal and ECS may, in its sole discretion, utilize
whatever form of discipline is deemed appropriate under the circumstances, up to and including termination
of employment.
Voluntary Termination
An employee who voluntarily resigns their employment or fails to report to work for 2 consecutively
scheduled workdays without notice to, or approval from the Executive Director or Principal, will voluntarily
terminate employment with ECS. All ECS owned property must be returned immediately upon termination of
employment.
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SECTION TWO

BENEFITS
Holidays
School will be closed to observe the following holidays:
New Year’s Day
Martin Luther King, Jr. Birthday
President’s Day
Memorial Day
Fourth of July
Labor Day
Veteran’s Day
Thanksgiving and the day after
Christmas Eve
Christmas
New Year’s Eve
If a holiday falls on a weekend day, it is usually observed on the preceding Friday or the following Monday.
Please refer to school academic calendar for dates.
Religious Holidays
An employee may request to use their paid time off to attend religious services and/or observe religious
holidays. ECS will attempt to make reasonable accommodations of the requests of the Employee based
upon the needs of ECS. Employees should notify ECS at least (2) weeks in advance of such holiday.
Winter Break & Spring Break
ECS is closed for one week for Spring Break, and up to three weeks during Winter Break. Please refer to the
school academic calendar for dates. Exempt and non-exempt full-time 12 month employees are expected to
return to work one week before winter break is over to ensure school is in preparation for spring session.
Time Off Policies
12 Month Full-Time Employees (Exempt, Non-Exempt)
Paid Time Off (PTO)
ECS grants paid time off (PTO) to eligible employees to allow them flexibility to meet both
their work and professional needs. PTO may be used for any reason, including taking time
off to rest and relax away from work, to recover from illness or an accident or to address
other personal needs, such as doctor or dentist appointments.
Eligibility
Exempt and non-exempt full-time 12 month employees are eligible to accrue PTO. Active
service begins with an employee’s first day of work and continues thereafter unless
interrupted by an absence without pay, a leave of absence, or termination of employment.
Part-time and temporary employees are not eligible to accrue PTO.
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Accrual
Such time shall be vested and may accrue from year to year up to a maximum of 30 days. If
an employee reaches this cap, personal time off must be used before further time is
accrued.
Years of Service
Year 1-4
Year 5-9
Year 10+

Accrual per Month
.83
1.25
1.66

Annual Accrual
10 days (80 hours)
15 days (120 hours)
20 days (160 hours)

Max PTO in Bank
30 days
30 days
30 days

Scheduling
PTO requests must be submitted in Paycom at least two weeks in advance of the planned
absence. All PTO requests are approved at the discretion of the employee’s supervisor.
11 Month Full-Time Employees (Exempt, Non-Exempt)
Sick Days
Full-time 11 month employees receive ten (10) sick days off throughout the school year for
periods of temporary absence due to illness or injury. Days are deducted either as a partial
day or as a full day. Partial day deduction are absences that are 4 (four) or more hours but
less than 8 (eight) hours.
Accrual
Employees accrue sick days at a rate of ten (10) days per year, or 7.28 hours per month.
Unused sick days can be “carried over” and used in subsequent years.
However, if employment with ECS is terminated by the Employee or ECS for any reason, the
employee shall not be entitled to payment for any unused sick days unless the criteria
below are met:
ECS will re-purchase any “carried over” but unused sick leave as follows:
●

If the Employee is still employed at the end of 15 years from the date of their original
hire date and has been continuously employed by ECS, then the employee has the right
but not the obligation to have up to 50% of their accrued but unused sick leave
re-purchased by ECS at a value equal to 50% of the average daily pay rate for the
Employee during their employment with ECS.

●

If the Employee is still employed at the end of 20 years from the date of their original
hire date and has been continuously employed by ECS, then the employee has the right
but not the obligation to have up to 75% of their accrued but unused sick leave
re-purchased by ECS at a value equal to 75% of the average daily pay rate for the
Employee during their employment with ECS.

●

If the Employee is still employed at the end of 25 years from the date of their original
hire date and has been continuously employed by ECS, then the employee has the right
but not the obligation to have up to 100% of their accrued but unused sick leave
re-purchased by ECS at a value equal to 100% of the average daily pay rate for the
Employee during their employment with ECS.

●

Eligible Employees accrue sick leave at a rate of ten (10) days per year. Unused sick
leave can be “carried over” and used in subsequent years.
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●

Up to 10 days of any accrued but unused sick leave may be donated to another
employee for their personal use, but not repurchase by ECS.

Certification by your healthcare provider is required for absences of four or more
consecutive work days or for intermittent absences due to the same reason. A health care
provider’s certification is also required prior to reinstatement after one of those absences
and as otherwise required by the school. It is your responsibility to apply for any disability
benefits for which you may be eligible as a result of illness or disability, including California
State Disability Insurance, worker’s compensation, and/or any short-term disability insurance
benefits for which you may qualify.
Sick leave may not be used during holidays, vacation, or hours of work outside and
employee’s regular schedule. Your sick leave benefits will be fully integrated with other
benefits available to you so that at no time will you be paid more than your regular
compensation. If sick leave is misused, sick pay will not be awarded and you may be
disciplined and even discharged. Employees will not accrue sick leave during unpaid leaves
of absence.
Part-Time Non-Exempt Employees
Paid Sick Leave (Healthy Workplace Healthy Family Act 2014)
An employee, hired after July 1, 2015 that works in California for 30 or more days within one
year from the beginning of employment is entitled to three days, or twenty four (24) hours of
paid sick leave per year.
Paid Sick Leave Use
An employee may use accrued paid sick days beginning on the 90th day of employment.
Employees can use paid sick time for any of the following conditions:
Existing health condition or preventative care for themselves, or a family member (child,
parent, spouse or registered domestic partner, grandparent, grandchild or sibling).
Victim of domestic violence, sexual assault or stalking
Procedure
Employee must provide notice as soon as possible to Principal, or supervisor. Sick time
request must be entered in Paycom the day of, or once the employee returns back to work.
Accrual
Employer Policy Lump-Sum Method: Employee accrue 24 hours, or three days of sick leave
at the beginning of employment, or January 1st of each calendar year.
Employees are not able to carry over unused sick days, however will get three new
sick days at the beginning of the following year.
Time Off Around Holidays and Vacations
It is expected that employees work their last scheduled workday preceding the holiday or start of a vacation
period and also work their first scheduled workday following the holiday or completion of vacation period
unless prior approval has been granted or a verified illness or emergency prevented the employee from
working the full scheduled workday(s).
Planned Full Day Absences
All absent requests must be submitted into Paycom at least two weeks in advance of the planned absence.
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All absences are approved at the discretion of the employee’s supervisor, with preference given to employees
who take the following steps:
●
●
●
●

Submit an absence request in Paycom, (2) weeks before the planned absence.
No other Employee has requested the same days off (subject to the discretion of your
supervisor)
Secure a substitute teacher and sub plans are provided or other coverage was secured as
necessary
Planned leave is limited to three (3) consecutive days, also subject to the discretion of your
supervisor. Please note that planned leave beyond three (3) days may be granted pursuant to
the leave provisions included herein.

Unplanned Absences for all Employees except Teachers
When an unplanned absence occurs due to illness or other serious emergency, whenever possible, the
employee should notify the main office, their direct supervisor and Human Resources to ensure proper
coverage of your position in your absence. Absence needs to be entered in Paycom by the employee.
Unplanned Teacher Absences
When an unplanned teacher absence occurs, arrange for a substitute teacher via the ECS Substitute Roster
or via other sub pools. In addition, please report your unplanned absence to the main office so the office can
facilitate the proper substitute coverage. When leaving this message indicate whether you found sub
coverage and all details necessary. Be sure to leave your unplanned absences as phone message first. Of
course you can email this information as well and any detailed instructions but a phone call to the main
office is necessary first so your office team is prepared upon opening the office for the days challenges.
Certification by your healthcare provider is required for absences of four or more consecutive work days or
for intermittent absences due to the same reason. A health care provider’s certification is also required prior
to reinstatement after one of those absences and as otherwise required by the school. It is your
responsibility to apply for any disability benefits for which you may be eligible as a result of illness or
disability, including California State Disability Insurance, worker’s compensation, and/or any short-term
disability insurance benefits for which you may qualify.
Sick leave may not be used during holidays, vacation, or hours of work outside and employee’s regular
schedule. Your sick leave benefits will be fully integrated with other benefits available to you so that at no
time will you be paid more than your regular compensation. If sick leave is misused, sick pay will not be
awarded and you may be disciplined and even discharged. Employees will not accrue sick leave during
unpaid leaves of absence.
It is the employee’s responsibility to submit the absence information required for absence in Paycom. In
addition, teachers are expected to arrange for a substitute teacher in their absence. If a teacher is unable to
contact a substitute, their shall contact the main office and Human Resources.
Leaves of Absence
ECS may grant an unpaid leave of absence to employees in certain circumstances. You shall notify the
Executive Director or Principal in writing as soon as you become aware that you may need a leave of
absence. ECS will consider your request in accordance with applicable law and ECS’ leave policies. You will
be notified whether your leave request is granted or denied. If you are granted leave, you must comply with
the terms and conditions of the leave, including keeping in touch with the Executive Director or Principal
during your leave, and giving prompt notice if there is any change in your return date.
You must not accept other employment or apply for unemployment insurance while you are on a leave of
absence. Acceptance of other employment while on leave will be treated as a voluntary resignation from
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employment at ECS. Benefits, such as vacation and holidays, will not accrue while you are on a leave of
absence. Upon return from a leave of absence, you will be credited with the full employment status that
existed prior to the start of the leave.
ECS may suspend or proceed with any counseling, performance review, or disciplinary action, including
discharge, that was contemplated prior to any Employee’s request for or receipt of a leave of absence or that
has come to ECS’ attention during the leave. If any action is suspended during the leave of absence, ECS
reserves the right to proceed with the action upon the Employee’s return. Requesting or receiving a leave of
absence in no way relieves Employees of their obligation while on the job to perform their job responsibilities
capably and up to ECS’ expectations and to observe all ECS policies, rules and procedures.
ECS does not continue to pay premiums for health insurance coverage for employees on leaves of absence
other than those covered under the Family Medical Leave Act or under the California Family Act. However,
you may self-pay the premiums under the provisions of COBRA. Human Resources can give you additional
information on this subject.
Civil Air Patrol Leave
Employees who are members of the California Wing of the Civil Air Patrol are eligible for 10 days of
unpaid leave per year.
To be eligible the employee must have worked for ECS for at least 90 days immediately prior to
taking leave; the employee must be a volunteer member of the California Wing of the civilian auxiliary
of the U.S. Air Force (commonly known as the Civil Air Patrol); and the employee has been duly
directed and authorized to respond to an emergency operational mission, (within or outside of the
state) of the California Wing of the Civil Air Patrol.
Civil Air Patrol leave for a single emergency operational mission shall not exceed three days, unless
an extension of time is granted by the governmental agency that authorized the emergency
operational mission and the extension of the leave is approved by the employer.
Employees are permitted to use available Sick Leave when taking Civil Air Patrol Leave.
Employee are required to provide the employer with "as much notice as possible" of the proposed
leave dates.
ECS may require the employee to submit certification from the Civil Air Patrol authority of the need
for time off.
Crime Victim’s Leave
ECS will provide time off to an employee to attend judicial proceedings related to a crime, if that
employee is a victim of a crime, an immediate family member (defined here as spouse, domestic
partner, child, stepchild, sibling, stepsibling, mother, stepmother, father or stepfather) of a victim, a
registered domestic partner of a victim, or the child of a registered domestic partner of a victim. ECS
requires when feasible, in advance of taking leave, the employee provide their supervisor with a copy
of the notice of each scheduled proceeding that is provided to the victim by the agency responsible
for providing notice. If advance notice is not possible, the employee is required to provide ECS with a
notice within a reasonable time of the proceeding.
Crime Victim’s Leave is unpaid. Rather than taking unpaid leave, an employee may use accrued Paid
Time Off or Sick Leave.
Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Victim Leave
If an employee or an employee’s family member (defined here as spouse, domestic partner, child,
stepchild, sibling, stepsibling, mother, stepmother, father or stepfather) is the victim of domestic
violence, sexual assault or stalking, time off may be necessary to ensure the health, safety, or welfare
of the employee or their child. This may include time off to:
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●
●
●
●
●

obtain or attempt to obtain any relief, including, but not limited to, a temporary restraining order,
restraining order, or other injunctive relief, to help ensure the health, safety, or welfare of the
associate or associate’s child;
seek medical attention for the associate’s injuries;
obtain services from a domestic violence shelter, program, or rape crisis center;
obtain psychological counseling;
participate in safety planning and take other actions to increase safety from future domestic
violence, sexual assault, or stalking, including temporary or permanent relocation.

Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Victim Leave is unpaid. Rather than taking unpaid leave, an
employee may use accrued Sick Leave. Exempt employees who work during a workweek when they
take this leave will receive their full salary for that week.
When possible, reasonable advance notice of the intention to take time off is required. When an
unscheduled absence occurs, the associate, within a reasonable time after the absence, must
provide one of the following to Human Resources:
● a police report indicating that the associate was a victim of domestic violence, sexual assault,
or criminal stalking;
● a court order protecting or separating the associate from the perpetrator of an act of domestic
violence, sexual assault, or criminal stalking, or other evidence from the court or prosecuting
attorney that the associate appeared in court; or
● documentation from a licensed medical professional, domestic violence counselor, sexual
assault counselor, licensed health care provider, or counselor that the associate was
undergoing treatment for physical or mental injuries or abuse resulting in victimization from an
act of domestic violence, sexual assault, or criminal stalking.
Emergency Duty and Training Leave
If you are a Civil Service volunteer such as a firefighter, a reserve peace officer, emergency rescue
personnel or a member of a disaster medical response team sponsored or requested by the state,
you are eligible for unlimited unpaid leave for the duration of your deployment. You are also allowed
up to fourteen (14) days per calendar year for required training.
Pregnancy-Related Disability Leave
Pregnancy, childbirth or related medical conditions will be treated like any other disability, and an
employee on leave will be eligible for temporary disability benefits in the same amount and degree as
any other employee on leave.
Pregnancy disability leaves are with pay after the third year of service with ECS with a limit up to 8
weeks contingent to State Disability Insurance (SDI). ECS will offer integration benefits (LSDI) to pay
the difference in salary between SDI and employee full pay. You may also utilize accrued vacation
time and any other accrued paid time off during the leave. There is a seven day waiting period when
you file for SDI where you cannot receive any payment from ECS with the exception of paid Sick
Days. It will be up to the discretion of the employee if they want to use their available sick days
during the seven day waiting period. All of those payments will be integrated with any state disability
or other wage reimbursement benefits that you may receive. At no time will you receive a greater
total payment than your regular compensation.
Procedure
All employees shall advise the Executive Director or Principal of their intent to take
pregnancy disability leave as soon as possible. The individual shall make an appointment
with t Human Resources, or Executive Director so that the Human Resources, or Executive
Director may explain the following:
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●

Employees who need to take pregnancy disability must provide at least verbal
notice sufficient to notify ECS that the employee needs to take a pregnancy
disability leave and/or transfer. The verbal notice shall include the anticipated
timing and duration of the leave or transfer. If the need for the leave or transfer
is foreseeable, employees must provide at least 30 days’ advance before the
pregnancy disability leave. Employees must consult with the Executive Director
or Principal regarding the scheduling of any planned medical treatment or
supervision so as to minimize disruption to the operations of ECS. Any such
scheduling is subject to the approval of the health care provider of the
employee. If 30 days’ advance is not possible, notice must be given as soon as
practicable.

●

If requested by the employee and recommended by the employee’s physician,
the employee’s work assignment may be changed as required to protect the
health and safety of the employee and her child.

●

Requests for transfers of job duties will be reasonably accommodated as long
as the requirements of the job can be met and security rights of others are not
breached.

●

Temporary transfers due to health considerations will be granted where
possible. However, the employee will receive the pay that accompanies the job,
as is the case with any other temporary transfer due to temporary health
reasons.

●

Pregnancy leave usually will begin when ordered by the employee’s physician.
The employee must provide ECS with a certification from a health care
provider. The certification indicating disability shall contain:
○
The date on which the employee became disabled due to pregnancy;
○
The probable duration of the period or periods of disability; and
○
A statement that, due to the disability, the employee is unable to perform
one or more of the essential functions of her position without undue risk
to herself, the successful completion of her pregnancy, or to other
persons.

●

Leave returns will be allowed only when the employee’s physicians sends a
release.

●

Duration of the leave will be determined by the advice of the employee’s health
care provider. Disabled employees may take up to four months without
certification. Part-time employees are entitled to leave on a pro-rata basis. The
four months of leave includes any period of time for actual disability caused by
the employee’s pregnancy, childbirth or related medical condition. This includes
leave for severe morning sickness and for prenatal care.
Leave does not need to be taken in one continuous period of time and may be
taken intermittently, as needed.
Under most circumstances, upon submission of a medical certification that an
employee is able to return to work from a pregnancy disability leave, an
employee will be reinstated to her same position held at the time the leave
began or to an equivalent position, if available. An employee returning from a
pregnancy disability leave has no greater right to reinstatement than if the
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employee had been continuously employed rather than on leave. For example, if
the employee on pregnancy disability leave would have been laid off or
terminated had she not gone on leave, or if the employee’s position has been
eliminated or filled in order to avoid undermining ECS’ ability to operate safely
and efficiently during the leave, and there are no equivalent or comparable
positions available, then the employee would not be entitled to reinstatement.
Military Leave
California’s military leave law, found at Military & Veterans Code section 389 et seq. and the
Uniformed Services Employment and Replacement Rights Act (“USERRA”), found at 38 U.S.C. Section
4301 et seq. ensure that employees are not adversely affected in their employment after taking leave
for military service.
Employees who serve in the military and are entitled to military leave of
absence without pay from ECS.
Any employee who requires a leave of absence due to a military leave or duty requirement must
provide written notice of the military leave to the Executive Director unless prevented from doing so
by military necessity or if providing the written notice would be impossible or unreasonable. ECS will
re-employ any individuals returning from military leave unless ECS’ circumstances have changed to
make reemployment unreasonable, or retraining or accommodating the individual would pose an
undue hardship on ECS or the returning employee’s employment prior to the military leave was for a
brief, non-recurring period and there was no reasonable expectation that the employment would
continue indefinitely or for a significant period. Any additional questions regarding military leave shall
be directed to the Executive Director or Principal.
Occupational Disability Leave
You will be eligible for an unpaid occupational disability leave of absence if you are unable to
perform the essential job duties of your position due to a work-related serious health condition.
A leave of absence for an occupational disability shall be extended for the duration of the disability
unless terminated earlier as the result of business realities or business necessity. Such leave will be
considered part of your entitlement to leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and the
California Family Rights Act (CFRA).
Jury Duty or Witness Leave
ECS grants unpaid leave to any employee who is called for jury duty or subpoenaed to be a witness in
a court proceeding. In the event that an employee is subpoenaed to be a witness, ECS requires that
the employee furnish a copy of the subpoena to the Executive Director. Employees who receive a
juror summons shall contact the Principal or Human Resources immediately. All employees serving
jury duty will be required to furnish a copy of the jury summons and documentation provided by the
court for each day served as a juror.
Time Off for Voting
If you do not have sufficient time outside your scheduled working hours to vote in a statewide
election you may, without loss of pay, take up to two hours of working time off to vote. Such time
must be at the beginning or end of a regular working shift, unless otherwise mutually agreed between
you and your administrator. You must notify your manager at least two working days in advance to
arrange a voting time.
School Activities
Any employee who is the parent or guardian of a child who has been suspended from school will be
allowed time off, if requested, to appear at the school in connection with that suspension. Any time
off granted will be unpaid, and the employee must give reasonable notice to the Principal or Human
Resources of the request. Employees who are the parent or guardian of a child in Kindergarten
through grade 12 may have up to forty hours per school year for the purpose of participating in
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school activities. This time off will be unpaid. Moreover, you will be limited to no more than eight
hours off for this purpose in any one calendar month of the school year and ECS will require that you
use unpaid leave time for this purpose. Additionally, ECS requires that employees seeking to utilize
this time off will provide documentation from the school as proof to ECS that the employee
participated in the school activity on the specific date and at a specific time.
Spousal Military Deployment Leave
An employee who works more than twenty (20) hours per week whose spouse is a member of the
Armed Forces, National Guard or Reserves who has been deployed during a period of military conflict
is qualified for as many as 10 days of unpaid leave when their spouse/domestic partner is on leave
from military deployment.
Requests for leave must be presented to your department manager at least two (2) days of receiving
official notice that your spouse will be on leave from deployment when you wish to take leave. You
must also provide your department manager with written documentation certifying your spouse will
be on leave from deployment.
Time off for Bone Marrow or Organ Donation
You may be eligible for paid time off to donate an organ or bone marrow to another person.
In accordance with this policy, employees are permitted to take up to 30 days of paid leave to donate
an organ to another person or up to 5 days of paid leave to donate bone marrow to another person
once in any one-year period. (The one-year period will be a rolling one-year period, measured from
the date on which the employee last took leave for bone marrow or organ donation).
If you wish to take advantage of this important benefit, you must:
●
●
●

Notify ECS about your intent to take time off at least one week before you are scheduled to take
time off;
Submit written documentation to Human Resources certifying that you are making an organ or
bone marrow donation and that there is a medical necessity for the donation; and
Submit written documentation to Human Resources indicating the amount of time off you are
requesting.

If you are taking time off for bone marrow donation, you are required to use five (5) days of any
unused but accrued sick leave benefits during your leave. If you are taking time off for organ
donation, you are required to use two weeks (10) days of any unused but accrued sick leave benefits
during your leave. The remaining time off, up to a maximum of thirty (30) days, will be paid by ECS.
Upon return from your leave, you will be restored to your same position.
Your time off under this policy does not run concurrently with any entitlement to leave under the
Family Medical Rights Act (“FMLA”) and/or the California Family Rights Act (“CFRA”).
As a matter of Company policy, ECS will not retaliate against an employee for requesting or taking
time off to donate an organ or bone marrow.
Family and Medical Leave
About Our Family and Medical Leave Policy
In compliance with the Family and Medical Leave Act (“FMLA”), as amended, and the
California Family Rights Act (“CFRA”), you may be eligible for time off under our Family and
Medical Leave policy.
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The actual amount of time off that you may take will depend upon the reason for the leave
and the amount of family and medical leave which you have already taken in the twelve
month period immediately preceding your requested time off. Most family leave is limited to
12 weeks per year. Military Service Member Caregiver Leave (as defined) may be as much as
26 weeks.
All questions regarding leave entitlement and compensation while out on an approved family
or medical leave must be directed to Human Resources.
Eligibility Requirements
To be eligible for a family leave, you must:
● Have at least one (1) year of service;
● Have worked at least 1250 hours during the 12 months immediately prior to the date
requested for leave; and
● Be employed at a worksite which employs 50 or more employees within 75 miles of
your worksite.
Permissible Uses of Family and Medical Leave
Our Family Leave policy offers you the time off for any one of several qualifying reasons, as
authorized by law. During your employment, you may be eligible for leave under this policy
for one or more of these reasons.
●
●

●

●

●

Family Leave is available for the following reasons: (1) the birth of a child; (2) the
adoption of a child; (3) the placement of a child in your home for foster care;
Medical Leave is available for the following reasons: (1) you are needed to care for a
parent, spouse (defined by the place of celebration), registered domestic partner, or
child who is suffering from a serious health condition; or (2) you are unable to perform
your essential job duties due to a serious health condition which is unrelated to your
pregnancy or as a result of your having suffered a work related injury. (NOTE: If you
need time off due to your pregnancy, childbirth or a related medical condition, or
because you suffered a work related accident or injury, please consult our leave policies
on pregnancy-related disability leave and occupational disability leave.)
As used in this policy, the term “serious health condition” means any illness, injury,
impairment, or physical or mental condition involving either an overnight stay in a
medical care facility or continuing treatment by a health care provider for a condition
that prevents an employee (or qualified relative under this policy) from performing their
job functions or from participating in school or other daily activities. As used in this
policy, the term “continuing treatment” means a period of incapacity of more than 3
consecutive calendar days or incapacity of any duration which is due to pregnancy or a
chronic condition.
Qualifying Exigency Leave is available for the following reasons: when there is a
“Qualifying Exigency” arising out of the fact that your spouse, registered domestic
partner, child, or parent is in the National Guard, Reserves, or any member of the Armed
Forces who is on active duty or ordered to active duty in support of a contingency
operation. For purposes of this policy, a “Qualifying Exigency” includes: (1) short-notice
deployment, (2) military events and related activities, (3) childcare and school activities,
(4) financial and legal arrangements, (5) counseling, (6) rest and recuperation, and (7)
post-deployment activities.
Military Caregiver Leave is available for the following reasons: you are needed to care
for your spouse, registered domestic partner, son, daughter, parent, or next of kin who is
a member of the Armed Forces, National Guard, Reserves or a Veteran (defined as a
person who served in the active military, Naval, or Air Service, and who was discharged
or released there from under conditions other than dishonorable). This leave is available
only when the service member has suffered a serious injury or illness while in the line of
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duty and is undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy. This includes both
inpatient and outpatient treatment or if the service member is on the temporary
disability retired list. For purposes of this policy, a “serious injury or illness” incurred in
the line of duty on active duty is one renders the service member medically unfit to
perform the duties of their office, grade, rank, or rating. For purposes of this policy, a
“serious injury or illness” for a Veteran is one that manifested itself before or after the
member became a Veteran and which occurred any time during the five years preceding
the date of treatment.
Requests for Family Leave
All requests for time off under this policy (or extensions) should be submitted to the Office
of Human Resources.
Where your need for time off under this policy is foreseeable, you must provide at least 30
days advance notice. When the leave is not foreseeable or it is not possible to supply a full
30 days advance notice, you must provide advance notice of your need for leave as soon as
practicable. This means that you should notify ECS of your need for time off as soon as you
become aware that you will need to apply for this benefit.
You must provide complete and sufficient information to enable ECS to evaluate whether the
requested time off qualifies for leave under this policy. Please be sure to indicate if leave is
being sought for a reason which ECS has previously approved or certified.
Certification of the Need for Leave
All requests for a medically related leave under this policy must be accompanied by the
appropriate medical “Certification” form. This form may be obtained from Human
Resources. It should be submitted to your health care provider (in the case of Medical Leave
or Military Caregiver Leave) or the appropriate military personnel (in the case of qualifying
exigency leave) and returned within 15 days. In most cases, we will not process your leave
request until you return the completed medical certification. Please be aware that until the
leave is officially approved, any time off may be deemed an unexcused absence. For
extended absences, you may be required to submit periodic re-certifications of your need for
leave.
If ECS has any concerns over the medical certification you have submitted, ECS may ask you
to cooperate in obtaining a second or third medical opinion. Where a second or third medical
opinion is requested, the cost of the examination will be paid by ECS.
Scheduling of Leave
If you are requesting baby bonding leave following a birth, adoption or foster placement, you
must complete this leave within one (1) year of the birth, adoption or foster placement.
Leave may be taken intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule, where medically
necessary.
Intermittent leave is when the leave is taken in increments, rather than all at once. A reduced
leave schedule is where the leave is taken by reducing the number of hours you work daily or
weekly, rather than being off entirely. Intermittent leave, reduced leave schedules and leaves
which are foreseeable must be scheduled so as not to unduly disrupt ECS’s operations.
Bonding leave may be taken intermittently or on a reduced schedule only if ECS agrees and
in amounts approved by ECS.
If you need to take leave intermittently or on a reduced schedule basis, ECS reserves the
right to temporarily transfer you to an alternative position with equivalent pay and benefits
while taking the leave.
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Maximum Duration of Family Leave
All leaves under this policy will be counted as part of your annual entitlement to leave under
the FMLA and/or the CFRA (where applicable). The maximum leave available for these
purposes is 12 weeks during any 12-month period. Baby Bonding leave may be taken in
two-week increments, and in increments of less than two weeks on two occasions. (NOTE:
for Pregnancy Related Disability Leave, see our policy on Pregnancy Leave, which has special
treatment under the CFRA).
When calculating the 12 week maximum, any other disability leave or family leave taken
during the 12-month period immediately preceding your leave request will be included. The
“12-month period” will be measured on the basis of a rolling 12-month period measured
backward from the date your leave commences.
If both parents are employed by ECS, they may take a maximum combined total of 12
workweeks of FMLA/CFRA bonding leave in a 12-month period.
Military Caregiver Leave also will be counted as part of your annual allotment of Family and
Medical Leave. However, the maximum leave available for Military Caregiver Leave purposes
is 26 weeks during a single 12-month period. When calculating the 26 week maximum, any
other approved leave under this policy taken during the 12-month period will be included in
determining how much leave time you have available. No more than a total of 26 workweeks
of Military Caregiver Leave may be taken in any single 12-month period and, during that
period, no more than 12 workweeks may be taken for other caregiver leaves. The “single
12-month period” for Military Caregiver Leave will be measured from the first day of your
leave and ends 12 months later.
Where a married couple is employed by ECS, they may take a maximum combined total of 26
workweeks of leave during the “single 12-month period” for Military Caregiver Leave.
Where both members of a married couple employed by ECS request Family and Medical
Leave at the same time, ECS may require that the leave be taken at different times if the
business needs of ECS so require.
Outside Employment
Leaves of absence put a strain on ECS and are viewed as an important benefit. When you are on an
approved leave, you may not work elsewhere. This includes volunteer work or other work where you
may not be compensated. Outside employment during your leave will result in immediate
termination.
Use of Paid Time Off
Generally, approved time off under this policy will be unpaid. However, you may use any unused
earned PTO or paid sick leave to supplement your income while out on an approved family or
medical leave under this policy. Similarly, ECS may require that you utilize unused vacation and sick
leave while out on an approved family or medical leave of absence.
Continuation of Health Insurance
Generally, during any leave under this policy, ECS will continue its normal contribution toward your
health insurance premium for a maximum of 12 weeks during the applicable 12 month leave year.
(NOTE: for Pregnancy Related Disability Leave, see our policy on Pregnancy Leave, which has special
treatment under the CFRA).
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In the case of Military Caregiver Leave, ECS will continue its normal contribution toward your health
insurance premium for a maximum of 26 weeks during that FMLA leave taken during the applicable
single 12-month period.
You are required to continue to make your normal premium contribution during the entire leave of
absence. Any insurance payment for which you are responsible must be made to the Human
Resources department by the 1st of each month in which a premium is due. Failure to make such
payment will result in the cancellation of your insurance.
If your request for leave under this policy is due to your having suffered a work-related illness or
injury and your need for time off exceeds the twelve week maximum for Family and Medical Leave
under this policy, ECS will continue its normal contribution towards your health insurance premiums
for a maximum of 6 months. Should this occur, you will be offered the opportunity to continue your
group medical insurance under COBRA, in which case you would be responsible to pay the entire
cost of our discounted group premium. Should that occur, you will receive written instructions from
Human Resources.
We would appreciate as much advance notice as possible if you decide not to return to work upon
the conclusion of your leave. Please note that if you do elect to resign your employment, you may be
required to reimburse ECS for all health insurance premiums paid by ECS during your leave.
Other Benefits Cease Accruing
During an approved leave under this policy, all benefits cease to accrue. In addition, you will not be
eligible to accrue additional sick time, or PTO for periods of unpaid leave. However, your leave of
absence will not be deemed a break in your length of service.
Reinstatement
When you are able to return to work, you should give ECS at least two (2) weeks prior notice. This is
important so that your return to work is properly scheduled. Upon your return, a doctor’s certificate
stating that you are physically able to return to your normal duties will be required.
In most cases, ECS will reinstate you to your former (or equivalent) job with equivalent pay, benefits,
and other employment terms upon the conclusion of your approved leave. Reinstatement will be
without loss of any employment benefit that accrued as of the date your leave commenced.
However, by law you have no greater right to reinstatement or to other benefits of employment than if
you had continued to work during your leave. This means that you may not be reinstated if, for
example, your job was eliminated for legitimate business reasons while you were out on leave. Also,
ECS may not be able to guarantee reinstatement to those who are salaried employees who rank
among the highest paid ten percent of all employees within a 75 mile radius and reinstatement would
cause substantial and grievous economic injury.
If you are unable to return to work due to a disability after being out for the maximum period
authorized by this policy, you may be entitled to additional time off under our disability
accommodation or work related injury policies. Please consult the Office of Human Resources to
discuss your personal situation and whether ECS can reasonably accommodate your need for
additional time off and/or a scheduling adjustment. At that juncture, decisions about additional time
off and reinstatement will be made on a case by case basis.
ECS Responsibilities
Within five business days of determining whether you qualify for leave under this policy, ECS will
notify you of its determination.
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If you are eligible for leave under this policy, you will be told of any additional information required for
to complete the application, as well as your rights and responsibilities. At that time, you will also be
told whether the time off will count against your annual entitlement to leave under applicable federal
and state family leave laws and how that calculation will be made.
If ECS determines that you are not eligible for leave under this policy, we will provide you with the
reason why we have made this determination.
ECS supports your legal right to ask for and use Family and Medical Leave as described in this policy.
ECS shall not interfere with, restrain, or deny you your rights under the FMLA/CFRA or discharge or
discriminate against you for opposing any perceived violations of or participating in any proceeding
relating to the Family and Medical Leave statutes. It is our goal to provide you with the time off you
are entitled to take under this policy, as authorized by law. If, for any reason, you believe that you
have not been afforded your full rights under the FMLA or CFRA, or that your rights under these laws
have been violated, we encourage you to immediately report your concern in writing to Human
Resources, setting forth the details of your concern. Human Resources shall immediately investigate
the matter. If ECS determines a violation has occurred, effective remedial action will be taken and
any employee determined to be responsible for the violation will be subject to appropriate
disciplinary action, up to and including termination.
If you believe that this procedure has not resolved your complaint or you do not wish to utilize this
procedure, it is your right to file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Labor or file a private
lawsuit. The FMLA does not affect any other laws prohibiting discrimination or supersede any other
law or agreement which provides greater Family or Medical Leave rights. For more information,
contact the U. S. Department of Labor at the phone number listed on ECS’s FMLA poster or by
checking the Federal Government listings in the telephone directory.
Insurance Coverage
Group Medical Insurance (medical, dental, vision and life and death)
Employees hired before August 1, 2016
ECS makes contributions towards the cost of all benefits chosen by the employee, including group medical
insurance (medical, dental, vision and life and death) for full-time employees, their families and/or domestic
partner. See employee agreement language for specific benefits provisions. Employees may purchase
medical insurance for their spouse, dependents or domestic partner through this plan. This policy is subject
to change in the future.
See Human Resources for additional information on health care benefits. The employee’s contribution for
dependent coverage will be automatically deducted from their paycheck pursuant to a written authorization
from the employee to ECS.
Employees hired after August 1, 2016
As of 8/1/16 new hires are covered 100% for medical, dental, vision, and life and death when selecting the
benefits below:
● Medical HMO
● Dental HMO
● Vision
● Life and Life AD&D
If an employee selects a difference level coverage they are responsible for paying the difference in cost.
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If an employee chooses to cover their dependent(s) through ECS, the maximum allowance is $7,700 per year
for employee and will be deducted from their paycheck.
Opt Out of Medical Insurance Stipend Option (full-time employees)
Employees who choose to decline coverage will receive a two thousand dollar stipend. The employee must
demonstrate that they have eligible group coverage pursuant to the Affordable Care Act (ACA) to Human
Resources Department.
Additional Insurance Protection
Workers’ Compensation Insurance
ECS, in accordance with state law, provides insurance coverage for employees in case of
work-related injury. The workers’ compensation benefits provided to injured employees may include:
●
●
●

Medical care.
Cash benefits, tax free, to replace lost wages.
Vocational rehabilitation to help qualified injured employees return to suitable employment.

To ensure that you receive any workers’ compensation benefits to which you may be entitled,
you will need to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Immediately report any work-related injury to Human Resources, or Principal.
Seek medical treatment and follow-up care if required.
Complete necessary workers compensation paperwork and return it to Human Resources.
Provide ECS with a certification from your healthcare provider regarding the need for workers’
compensation disability leave and your ability to return to work from the leave.

Under most circumstances, upon submission of a medical certification that an employee is able to
return to work from a workers’ compensation leave of four months or less, the employee will be
reinstated to their same position held at the time the leave began or to an equivalent position, if
available. An employee returning from a workers’ compensation leave has no greater right to
reinstatement than if the employee had been continuously employed rather than on leave. For
example, if the employee on workers’ compensation leave would have been laid off had they not
gone on leave, or if the employee’s position has been eliminated or filled in order to avoid
undermining ECS’ ability to operate safely and efficiently during leave, and there are no equivalent or
comparable positions available, then the employee would not be entitled to reinstatement.
Under most circumstances, upon submission of a medical certification that an employee is able to
return to work from a workers’ compensation leave of more than four months, the employee will be
offered the same position held at the time the leave began, if available. If the same position is not
available, an employee’s return to work will depend on job openings existing at the time of their
scheduled return. An employee’s return will depend on their qualifications for any existing openings.
If, after returning from a workers’ compensation disability leave, an employee is unable to perform
the essential functions of their job because of a physical or mental disability, ECS’ obligations to the
employee may include reasonable accommodation, as governed by the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA).
Workers' compensation disability leaves are without pay. However, you may utilize accrued vacation
time and any other accrued paid time off during the leave. All of those payments will be coordinated
with any state disability, workers' compensation, or other wage reimbursement benefits for which
you may be eligible. At no time will you receive a greater total payment than your regular
compensation.
State Disability Insurance (S.D.I.)
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This state-operated plan pays the employee directly if he or she is out of work due to a
non-occupational illness or injury and is not receiving a salary or sick leave benefit. The protection is
provided through employee contributions (the S.D.I. deductions on your payroll check stub).
Applications for S.D.I. benefits are available from the California Employment Development
Department or the Home Office.
State Unemployment Insurance
This program provides income to employees who are out of work through no fault of their own. The
premiums are paid for entirely by ECS. Eligibility for benefits is determined by state statutes and
regulations.
Continuation of Benefits
If you are on an extended leave or if you leave ECS, you may be eligible to continue your medical
insurance benefits pursuant to federal law (COBRA). Please contact the Human Resources for
details.
Miscellaneous Programs
Employee Development Programs
ECS provides an Employee Development Program for its full-time Employees to enable ECS to
acquire needed competence in designated curriculum areas and to promote and support teaching
effectiveness and Employee professional activities. All Employees are eligible for program awards,
which may be used for seminars, training courses and conference.
Applications are proposed by the Employee. Approval will be based upon availability of funds, needs
of the school and value of the program. Recipients are expected to be available as a resource to
other staff in their development area.
Salary Programs
Rating-in of New Employees
When an employee is hired, salary is determined by the Executive Director or Principal using a
rating-in salary scale approved by ECS Board of Directors. The determination of placement on the
rating-in scale is at the discretion of the Executive Director or Principal and takes into consideration
prior experience and education. Promotions from within ECS are assessed as if they are new
applicants, using the rating-in scale.
Review of Salaries
The Board of Directors convenes to review competitive compensation information. This information
will be taken into consideration by the Board in determining any salary scale changes.
Credentialed Teachers
Please refer to the current year credentialed teachers salary schedule and contract for salary
information.
Classified and Administrative Staff
Please refer to your employee agreement language for salary information.
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SECTION THREE

OPERATIONAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Hours of Work
The Schools offices opens at 7:30AM. Teachers and office employees are expected to be on campus from
7:30AM until 4:30PM, and after school for meetings with students and parents, administration, and other
staff members. Employees in other departments should verify work schedule with their direct supervisor. All
Employees may be required to attend certain meetings, including all weekly department and grade level
meetings and all weekly staff and professional development. There will also be regular meetings involving
each Employee’s team, grade level and special meetings on administrative issues. Your supervisor will
coordinate these meetings and ensure that employees receive timely notice. Employees are also expected to
attend ECS sponsored parent meetings and certain school events for example, but not limited to: Back to
School Night; Admission Open Houses; Prospective Parent Night; and, school sponsored activities/events.
Work Schedule
Check with Principal, or supervisor for your work schedule.
Employees who require time away from campus during the day must advise the Principal or designee of the
anticipated departure time and return time and the reason requiring time off campus (personal, School
related etc.).
Breaks and Meal Periods (Non-Exempt Full Time, Part Time, or Temporary Employees)
Meal Periods
Nonexempt employees who work more than five (5) hours in a workday are provided with an unpaid,
duty-free meal period of at least 30 minutes, to begin by no later than the end of the fifth hour of work
(i.e., by 4 hours and 59 minutes into an employee’s shift). If an employee works more than 10 hours,
a second unpaid meal period of at least 30 minutes, duty-free, is provided to begin by no later than
the end of the tenth hour worked.
Employees are required to accurately enter the time the meal period(s) begins and ends on time
cards.
Employees may complete written meal period waivers each academic year for the following: (1) for a
first meal period when the shifts will last more than five hours and will be completed in six hours or
less, or, (2) for a second meal period if they will more than ten hours, but less than twelve hours and
did not waive the first meal period for such shifts.
If for any reason an employee believes they are unable to take or does not take a meal period as
provided, a supervisor should be notified as soon as possible and within the pay period in which such
event occurs and an employee must complete the meal period exception report. When required by
law, the employer will issue meal period premiums.
Rest Breaks
Nonexempt employees are permitted an authorized to take duty-free rest breaks of net, 10 minutes
during the workday, one for each four hour period of work, or major fraction thereof. Rest breaks are
paid and are not entered on time cards.
There is no rest break for a shift of 3.5 hours or less. For a shift of 3.5 to six hours, there is one (1)
rest break; for a shift of six (6) hours and up to 10 hours in a workday, there is a second rest break;
for a shift of more than 10 hours and up to 14 hours in a workday, there is a third rest break; and so
on. Rest breaks should be taken in the middle of each four hour period of work insofar as
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practicable. For example, a person working an 8-hour shift, would have one rest break in the middle
of the first 4 hours of work and a second rest break in the middle of the second 4 hours of work.
If for any reason an employee believes they are unable to take or does not take a rest break, as
permitted and authorized, a supervisor should be notified as soon as possible and within the pay
period in which such event occurs. When required by law, the employee will issue rest period
premiums.
Both Meal Periods and Rest Breaks
Meal periods and rest breaks are completely duty-free; this means that, during meal periods and rest
breaks, employees are relieved of all duty, are not subject to call or on-duty, have turned off all radios,
or other similar work-communication devices, and are free to leave the premises.
No supervisor is authorized to instruct or encourage an employee to skip a meal period or rest break,
to take a short one, or to take a late one, or to interrupt meal and rest periods (absent rate, true
emergencies), and employees should report any such issues to Human Resources.
Meal periods cannot be combined with or added to rest breaks, and neither meal periods nor rest
breaks are to be used to cover a late arrival or to leave early.
Rest Periods for Nursing Mothers
ECS recognizes that employees who are nursing mothers may require time during the workday to
express breast milk. ECS will therefore, provide a reasonable amount of break time to accommodate
an employee desiring to express breast milk. We will provide a place, other than a bathroom, that is
shielded from view and free from intrusion. The break time shall, if possible, run concurrently with
any rest period the employee is already provided. If it is necessary for an employee to take additional
break time that does not run concurrently with the authorized rest period, the additional time will be
unpaid.
Direct Deposit Procedures
ECS offers the advantage of direct deposit of paychecks and encourages the use of this benefit. With direct
deposit, your paycheck is automatically deposited in the bank account of your choice and you receive a pay
stub detailing your pay and itemized deductions. To start or stop direct deposits, please complete and return
the form that is available from Human Resources and Accounting/Payroll.
Payday and Work Week
Employees are paid bi-monthly on the 15th and the last business day of each month. If the 15th lands on a
weekend, payroll will be processed the prior Friday. Work week begin on Sunday and end on Saturday.
Employees may log into the Paycom online system to view the annual payday calendar for any variations
from the normal schedule.
Pay Advances
ECS does not permit advances against paychecks, against unaccrued vacation or sick leave.
Overtime
When business needs cannot be met during regular working hours, hourly staff may be required to work
overtime. All overtime work must be authorized in advance by the Principal, or supervisor. Working overtime
without prior authorization may result in disciplinary action.
Non-exempt employees will be paid one and one-half times their regular rate for all hours worked over forty
(40) in a workweek, eight (8) hours in a workday or the first eight (8) hours on the seventh consecutive day of
work in a workweek. Non-exempt employees will be paid two (2) times their regular rate for all hours worked
in excess of twelve (12) in a workday or in excess of eight (8) on the seventh consecutive day of work in a
workweek. Paid time off including time off for holidays and leaves of absence (disability leave, personal
leave, etc.) are not considered hours worked for the purpose of computing overtime.
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There shall be no pyramiding of overtime. When more than one overtime premium can be applied to the
same working time (for example, an employee works in excess of eight (8) hours on a particular workday and
the employee’s hours also total more than forty (40) hours for that workweek) only one computation,
whichever is of greater benefit to the employee, shall be used to compute overtime pay.
Exempt Employees are expected to work as much of each workday as is necessary to complete their job.
Exempt employees are not entitled to overtime pay.
Payroll Deductions
The stub on each payroll check shows your gross earnings for the monthly pay period minus those
deductions required by law in addition to those authorized by the employee. It also shows the cumulative
totals of your gross pay and deductions for the calendar year to date.
We are required by law to deduct the following from your pay:
●
●
●
●

Federal Income Tax
State Income Tax
Social Security Contributions (FICA)
State Disability Insurance Premium (SDI)

As annual report is prepared each year showing the earnings including the deductions made from each
individual’s pay. This report (W-2) is for tax purposes and the employee’s permanent record. The (W-2) will be
provided to employees no later than January 31.
Stipends
Stipends are assigned for extra assignments beyond the employee agreements, or job description. Stipends
are negotiated between employee and supervisor. Hourly employees are not eligible for stipends.
Stipends are subject to state and federal withholdings, as well as STRS and PERS deductions. Stipends are
issued separately from regular salary.
●

For teachers/instructional coaches who participate in in-person trainings and conferences:
○ If the PD falls within their contract year (including weekends and holidays)
■ No additional pay will be provided (teachers/instructional coaches are exempt
employees)
○ If the PD falls outside of their contract year
■ A flat rate of $200-$300/day will be paid, depending on the number of hours

●

For teachers/instructional coaches who participate in online trainings and conferences:
○ If the PD falls within their contract year (including weekends and holidays)
■ No additional pay will be provided (teachers/instructional coaches are exempt
employees)
○ If the PD falls outside of their contract year
■ $150/day will be paid

●

Outdoor education trips:
○ Teachers/instructional coaches will receive a flat rate of $125/day
○ Non-exempt hourly employees will receive an hourly wage. Please see Guidelines for Hourly
Employees who participate in School Sponsored Trips for further information
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Wage Garnishments
ECS is required by law to recognize certain court orders, liens, and wage assignments. When ECS receives a
notice of pending garnishment or wage assignment, the Home Office will notify the employee of this change
to their paycheck.
National Board Certification
Teachers seeking National Board Certification (NBCT) may apply to ECS to receive grant money toward their
NBCT fees. If a teacher receives such a grant award, he or she must remain at ECS for three years following
certification and subject to terms in the subsequent MOU. In the event that the teacher receiving grant
money toward their fees doesn’t continue to work at ECS for three years, such teacher will reimburse the
school for all fees at the pro-rated amount in their final paycheck(s). In addition, if the teacher shall withdraw
from the certification process, the teacher will reimburse the school for all monies paid within two months. If
the teacher does not certify in one year, all recertification fees are the responsibility of the teacher. The
teacher is expected to continue the process for as many years as needed to complete certification.
Outside Employment
ECS discourages full-time employees from holding additional jobs outside ECS during ECS calendar year.
However, if the position does not interfere with required school work hours, ECS will not prohibit such
employment. Outside jobs must not be held if they will interfere or conflict with the interest of ECS or
performance of contracted duties.
Hiring of Relatives
It is the policy of ECS not to hire a relative or spouse of any employee if they are in the same line of
supervision or if there is a potential conflict of interest. This policy shall not be applied to employees who
have relatives working for ECS on the effective date of the Employee Handbook.
Safety Procedures
In our ongoing attempt to provide and maintain safe working conditions for all employees, we strive to
comply with all applicable health and safety laws and regulations. School site employees, please refer to your
Safe Schools Plan to review your responsibilities to ensure students are safe, their health is protected and
promoted, and their physical and emotional needs are met.
All employees are responsible for practicing safe work habits to assure the safety of themselves and their
fellow employees, to report immediately any health or safety hazards to the, Principal or Executive Director
and to keep their work area free of dirt, paper or other material which could create a health or safety hazard.
Employees are expected to uphold accident prevention by following these safety guidelines:
●

Observe known or posted safety rules.

●

Report an injury immediately to the Principal or Human Resources. Every work area has access to a first
aid kit and professional treatment is available when needed.

●

Avoid activities which may present a hazard to the safety or welfare of yourself or others.

Housekeeping
We strive to provide a clean, orderly and comfortable working environment for all employees. Your comments
and suggestions for improving all or any part of your working environment are encouraged and shall be
communicated to the Principal.
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No Smoking Rule
ECS will comply with all state and city smoking regulations. Employees may not smoke on campus.
Parking
Please do not park in spaces specifically reserved for other personnel or visitors. Employees may park in
parking spaces provided at each campus, however, please note that ECS cannot assume liability for theft or
damage to your car or personal belongings. Notwithstanding, if your personal vehicle sustains damage while
parked on a street near an ECS campus, ECS will provide reimbursement of up to a maximum of $250 per
incident.
Operation of Vehicles
The use of ECS-owned or ECS-leased vehicles and rental of vehicles for ECS business are limited to
authorized employees. These vehicles must only be used in work-related activities and may not be used for
personal business or activities without the express prior approval of the Principal or Office Manager.
Employees authorized to drive ECS-owned or ECS-leased vehicles or to rent vehicles for use in conducting
ECS business must possess pass a background check and receive clearance from Human Resources. In the
event that the license status or driving record of any Employee whose job responsibilities include driving
becomes unacceptable to management or ECS' insurance carrier, that Employee may be restricted from
driving, reassigned, suspended, or terminated, at management's discretion. Employees who have or
accumulate more than four (4) points as reported to the CA Department of Motor Vehicles in a three-year (3)
period shall be restricted from driving a motor vehicle on school business.
Before driving an ECS-owned vehicle, the following must occur:
1. A valid driver’s license must be submitted to Human Resources for a Department of Motor Vehicles
background check.
2. Successful completion of our online Defensive Driving course.
Upon completion of these requirements, check in with the Campus Engineer at your school site for additional
procedures to request use of a school van.
Certain Employees may drive their own personal vehicles while conducting ECS business. These Employees
must maintain adequate personal automobile liability insurance. Employees doing so shall promptly submit
an expense report detailing the number of miles driven on ECS business. ECS will pay mileage
reimbursement in accordance with applicable reimbursement rates. Employees are expected to observe the
above policies while on ECS business, even if driving their own personal vehicles.
Off Campus Activities
Sports and other types of Activities (including overnight and overseas field trips)
ECS has established a set of field trip procedures, applicable to all employees, to govern all off-campus
activities which include any students. At no time shall a student be a passenger in an employee’s personal
car. All Employees are expected to comply strictly with these procedures as outlined in Paycom. Please refer
to “Documents and Tasks.
Solicitation and Distribution of Literature
ECS has established rules, applicable to all employees, to govern solicitation and distribution of written
material during working time and entry onto the premises and work areas. All Employees are expected to
comply strictly with these rules.
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●

No employee shall solicit or promote support for any cause or organization during his or her working
time or during the working time of the Employee(s) at whom the activity is directed;

●

No Employee shall distribute or circulate any written or printed material in work areas at any time, during
his or her working time, or during the working time of the Employee(s) at whom the activity is directed;
and

●

Non-Employees will not be permitted to solicit or to distribute written material for any purpose on ECS
property, except when required under California or federal law.

As used in this policy, "working time" includes all time for which an Employee is paid and/or is scheduled to
be performing services for ECS; it does not include break periods, meal periods, or periods in which an
Employee is not, and is not scheduled to be, performing services or work for ECS.
Purchase Orders
Before ordering any supplies or purchases, please check with the Principal or supervisor to ensure there is an
appropriate budget allocation remaining. All requests for supplies and purchases for ECS must have prior
written approval. Please submit a purchase request to Principal, or designee for approval.
Reimbursement for Expenses
Within budget guidelines provided, employees are reimbursed for expenses. An expense record form must be
completed and submitted to the Executive Director with receipts attached. No receipts, no reimbursement, no
exceptions.
All reimbursements must be submitted within 30 days of the transaction. Receipts must be dated within 30
days. If this is a mileage reimbursement, then the date of the trip must be within 30 days of the
reimbursement date of submission.
In order to use a School check for a purchase, a check request form must be completed with the exact
amount and the name of the store or supplier provided. Check requests shall be submitted to the Executive
Director no later than two (2) days before the check is needed. Prior approval from the Executive Director is
required before any check can be processed.
Travel Policy
All travel expenses (i.e., hotel, flight, mileage, food) shall be paid by the employee or the site directly. We
encourage you to use your own credit card and seek reimbursement to allow for flexibility in your travel
plans. However, in the event that you cannot use a personal credit card, the school principal may allow use of
the school credit card to book conference registration, flights, and hotel reservations provided booking is
finalized one month in advance. In this event, no changes should be made to the booking once it is finalized.
Prior to purchase, a Purchase Order that has been approved by the Principal must be submitted to ECS
Accounting that includes conference registration costs, flight, hotel, and projected food and mileage costs.
For either employee reimbursement or use of the employee credit card for travel, the following purchasing
limitations apply:
Hotel: Lodging costs may be up to $200 per night during the length of the conference. Lodging costs
will be reimbursed after completion of the stay.
Flight: Flights must be booked at least two weeks in advance of departure. Employee can submit a
Reimbursement Form immediately after the flight has been completed.
Mileage: Employees will be reimbursed at the current Federal mileage rate.
Food: Employee will be reimbursed up to $35 for food per day with itemized receipts.
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Reimbursements including original receipts should be submitted to ECS Accounting within 30 days following
the conference.
Cancellation of Reservations
● If a trip must be cancelled or changed, the traveler must make every effort to cancel/change any
travel reservations. Fees incurred as a result of cancelling/changing a trip will be covered if the
cancellation/change was work related or due to unforeseen circumstances out of the control of
the traveler. A business justification must be submitted and approved by the appropriate
administrator (e.g., your principal, the Executive Director).
● Travelers who are unable to honor a reservation shall be responsible for canceling the
reservation in compliance with the cancellation terms established by the hotel, airline,
conference, etc. The traveler must return any refundable deposits to ECS.
● Charges or lost refunds resulting from failure to cancel reservations, registrations, etc. shall not
be reimbursed unless the traveler can show that such failure was the result of circumstances
beyond the traveler's control. The traveler shall refund ECS for any prepaid reservations,
registrations, etc. that are non-refundable or any charges incurred as a result of the cancellation
unless he or she can show that the cancellation / change was work related or due to unforeseen
circumstances of the traveler.
● The traveler shall be responsible for promptly returning for a refund any unused or partially used
transportation tickets.
Mail
Incoming
All Employees shall check their mailbox, voicemail and email daily. Employees are expected to return
calls to parents within a 24 hour period.
Outgoing
Mail shall be placed in the outgoing mailbox located in the Main Office. All personal mail must have a
stamp on it; postage is not available at ECS for personal mailings.

Use of School Telephones
Incoming Calls
Messages will be delivered to individual mailboxes. Teaching Staff will not be contacted during class
except for emergencies or by prior request. Personal telephone calls shall be kept to a minimum.
Outgoing Calls
All employees are asked to keep personal calls brief and to a minimum.
Personal Letters, Published Article, & Public Affairs
When writing personal letters or articles to be published or when participating in ECS functions, fundraisers,
or public relations, employees are cautioned to avoid embarrassing situations which would reflect negatively
on the employee or ECS. Personal letters must not be written on ECS letterhead for obvious reasons.
Endorsements, testimonials, publications or participation in public relations must be approved by the
Executive Director or Principal if ECS could be associated with the activity.
Employer Property
Desks, computers, printers and other teaching and office support equipment are ECS property and must be
maintained according to ECS rules and regulations. They must be kept clean and are to be used for
work-related purposes. ECS reserves the right to inspect all ECS property to ensure compliance with its rules
and regulations, without notice to the employee and/or in the employee’s absence. Current or terminated
employees are prohibited from removing, destroying, or otherwise tampering with school property, including
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the removal of ECS data or information from ECS property. Violations to this policy will be investigated and
could result in legal action.
Voicemail and/or electronic mail (email) are to be used for business purposes only. ECS reserves the right to
listen to voicemail messages and to access email messages to ensure compliance with this rule, without
notice to the employee and/or in the employee’s absence.
It may be necessary to assign and/or change “passwords” and personal codes for E-mail, Internet and
computer access. These items are to be used for ECS business and they remain the property of ECS. ECS
may keep a record of all passwords/codes used and/or may be able to override any such password system.
For more detailed information regarding E-mail, Internet and computer access please consult ECS’ Computer
Usage Policy and Software Policy.
Prior authorization must be obtained before any ECS property may be removed from the premises.
For security reasons, employees shall not leave personal belongings of value in the workplace. Any personal
property used for an employee’s job duties that becomes damaged or lost will be the responsibility of the
employee. ECS assumes no responsibility or liability for the use of personal items on campus. (Personal
items are subject to inspection and search, with or without notice, with or without the employee’s prior
consent.)
Terminated employees shall remove any personal items at the time they leave ECS. Personal items left in the
workplace by previous employees are subject to disposal if not claimed at the time of the employee’s
termination.
Fitness For Duty Policy
A Fitness for Duty Evaluation (FDE) will be only required when the Environmental Charter Schools (ECS) has a
reasonable belief based on objective that evidence, that:
● An employee’s ability to perform one or more essential job functions may be mentally impaired by
medical condition; or
● An employee poses a direct threat to their safety or that of others due to a medical condition.
Procedure
When an employee’s responsible administrator or manager reasonably believes an employee should
undergo a Fitness for Duty Evaluation, the following procedures shall be observed:
1. The principal, manager or designee shall review the employee’s job description to identify the
essential job functions of the position.
2. The principal or designee shall observe and document and/or obtain evidence of specific
behaviors, conduct, actions or activities, or evidence from a health care professional that
indicates, in the opinion of the administrator or manager that:
a. The employee cannot perform one or more essential job functions; and/or
b. The employee poses a direct threat to students, staff, property or him/herself.
3. The principal, manager or designee or manager shall forward a request to the ED that the
employee undergo a FDE. The principal, manager or designee shall also forward all supporting
documentation to the ED. The ED shall review the request and documentation, along with the
employee’s job description, the essential job functions, and any other relevant information.
4. The ED shall make a recommendation regarding the request for a FDE. The ED shall review the
request and the recommendation and issue a decision. If the request is denied, the ED will
suggest alternative strategies to address the issues of concern.
5. If the ED approves the request for FDE, and their or their designee shall select a physician from
the ECS’s Medical Provider network to perform the medical evaluation.
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6. The ED, Principal or Designee shall notify the employee in writing that the Environmental Charter
Schools has arranged for the employee to undergo a FDE. The notice shall include:
a. The nature of the evaluation;
b. The specific reason(s) for the evaluation;
c. The date and time of the evaluation;
d. Assurance that the evaluation will be at the ECS’s expense.
7. Prior to the scheduled evaluation, ECS shall provide the physician will:
a. A copy of the employee’s job description identifying the essential job functions;
b. Relevant documentation giving rise to the need for a FDE;
c. Any additional information needed to familiarize the doctor with the employee’s job
duties and workplace.
d. An information sheet describing the requirements of reasonable accommodation and
defining the term “direct threat”.
e. Information provided by the employee’s own physician concerning appropriate
reasonable accommodation.
8. Following the evaluation, the physician shall provide to ECS a report detailing his /her findings.
The report shall indicate whether the employee is able to perform the essential functions of the
job with reasonable accommodations and, if not, the specific reasons for the doctor’s
conclusions. A copy of the report will be provided to the employee. The report shall be treated
as a confidential medical record.
9. If the physician concludes that reasonable accommodation is necessary, ECS reasonable
accommodation procedures shall be followed.
10. If the employee is not deemed fit for duty, ECS shall review the results in light of requirements
of Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act and prohibitions against disability discrimination
contained in the California Fair Employment and Housing Act and Section 44942 of the
Education Code.
Prior to taking any disciplinary action the ECS shall consider possible options that may be available
based on the Medical Provider report conclusions.
ECS Key Policy
Purpose
The campus key policy has been established as a basis for a key issue and maintenance system for the
campus.
Issue of Campus Keys
All employees of Environmental Charter Schools are eligible to hold keys for areas to which they need access
on a daily basis to perform their jobs. All requests for permanently issued keys should be made through the
Director of Operations. Requests for temporary keys must have definite issue and return dates and include
the proper authorized signature before they will be processed. Once processed, keys must be picked up in
person by the key holder at the office of the Campus Engineer.
Return of Campus Keys
All keys must be returned by the key holder to Human Resources upon termination of employment. Any keys
not currently used by the school employee should also be returned to reduce the number of keys in
circulation.
Transfer/Loan of Keys
Employees must sign for keys issued to them and should not receive or take into possession any campus
keys that have not been formally issued to them by the Campus Engineer.
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Lost Keys
Lost or stolen keys present an immediate security risk to the entire campus and must be immediately
reported to the Campus Engineer within 24-hours.
A fee of $25.00 shall be assessed on the second incident for each lost key. Fees shall be collected by the Front
Office prior to the issuance of replacement keys. Issuance of replacement keys may be denied to individuals who
have repeatedly lost keys due to carelessness. Refunds for keys found after the fine is assessed may or may not be
returned depending upon whether re-keying costs have been incurred.
Key Duplication
Key holders MUST NOT duplicate any keys issued to them. Disciplinary action may result for unauthorized
key duplication.
Worn or Broken Keys
A replacement for a worn or broken key will be provided at no charge in exchange for the defective key. All
pieces of the key must be returned to the Campus Engineer. All re-keying or installation of new locks must be
requested through Campus Engineer.
Keys for Service Personnel
Short-term contracted vendors to the campus will not be issued permanent keys to the ECS campuses. Keys
will be made available for daily check out from the Main Office. In the event a vendor needs after-hours
access to a part of the campus, arrangements can be made through the Campus Engineer.
Employee Property
An employee’s personal property, including, but not limited to, lockers, packages, purses and backpacks, may
be inspected upon reasonable suspicion of unauthorized possession of ECS property. Any personal property
used for an employee’s job duties that becomes damaged or lost will be the responsibility of the employee,
except if that employee received prior approval by the Executive Director, Principal, or designee ECS assumes
no responsibility or liability for the use of personal items on campus.
ECS Green Policy
It is the policy of the Environmental Charter School (ECS) to continue to actively seek opportunities to
institute workplace practices and purchases that are energy efficient, reduce waste, and minimize
detrimental environmental impacts, without reducing safety or workplace quality. Please refer to
“Documents and Tasks” in Paycom for the full ECS Green Policy.
Press/Media Inquiries
Employees are advised to refer all press or media inquiries to the Development Manager. Use of images of
students, parents or employees for any purpose requires the written authorization of each person in the
photograph or video. For information about Photograph or Video Release Authorization, please see the
Development Manager.
ECS Electronic Communication Policy
ECS provides access to and use of assets and electronic communications systems for business/school
purposes. Access is provided to facilitate authorized communications and collaboration among ECS
employees and with outside parties including students, contractors, suppliers, customers and government
agencies. Users are obliged to use the ECS’s Electronic Communications Policy in a responsible, effective
and lawful manner.
Please refer to “Documents and Tasks” in Paycom for the full ECS Electronic
Communication Policy.
Computer Usage Policy
ECS provides the academic community at its sites with computer systems to support instruction and
research. Access to these computer systems is a privilege offered to the following:
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

ECS faculty,
ECS staff,
ECS administration,
ECS students,
ECS parents,
Certain authorized individuals performing work for institutes and affiliates of ECS, and,
Individuals affiliated with ECS (collectively, “Users”)

ECS may revoke this privilege and/or take other disciplinary action against any individual who fails to comply
with the ECS Computer Usage Policy set forth herein and as it may be amended from time to time (the
“Computer Usage Policy”). Please refer to “Documents and Tasks” in Paycom for the full Computer Usage
Policy. Employees should refrain from using their personal computers for school business. If you require a
computer for school business, please speak with your supervisor.
Software Policy
The purpose of this policy (the “Software Policy”) is to: (1) establish standards of conduct with respect to
software acquisition, copying, transfer and use, (2) apprise each ECS user (“User”) of the seriousness of
software misuse, and (3) set forth procedures for such misuse. Please refer to “Documents and Tasks” in
Paycom for the full Software Policy.
ECS Cell Phone Policy
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Cellular telephones are provided specifically to carry out official ECS business when other means of
communication are not readily available. Cellular telephones may not be used for routine personal
communications other than the exceptions below.
Cellular telephones are not to be used when a less costly alternative is readily available, unless as
otherwise necessary for safety or emergency circumstances.
Personal use of ECS cellular telephones should be limited. Whenever possible, such calls should be
made or received by alternative means.
Cellular telephone conversations involving ECS information of a confidential nature should be minimal
and avoided whenever possible.
Cellular telephones are not to be loaned to others.
Employees issued a cellular telephone are responsible for its safe keeping at all times. Defective, lost or
stolen cellular telephones are to be reported immediately to the Human Resources who will in turn notify
the service provider.
Cellular telephones and accessories issued to employees who work 11 months or less must be returned
to Human Resources at the conclusion of the school year, activity or as otherwise specified.
Exiting employees must surrender ECS provided devices and any accessories, before their departure.
ECS provided cell phone numbers will stay with the ECS.
Cell Phone use while driving any ECS vehicle is prohibited. Employees are reminded that use of
communication devices must be hands-free while driving any vehicle, in compliance with State Law.
Employees provided ECS cell phones are expected to carry the device and keep it charged and available
for use during their normal work hours.
Any charges incurred for the convenience of the employee (e.g. non business related Wireless Web or
Roaming Charges) are the sole responsibility of the employee. Services not covered by ECS rate plans
are charged at higher rates; these include ring tones, games, directory assistance, and other
“convenience” applications. ECS reserves the right to charge employees for these costs.
Employees who have valid, work-related reasons to make international calls are instructed to contact
Human Resources for participation in an appropriate rate plan to minimize costs to ECS.
ECS reserves the right to review and question employee use of ECS provided devices. Employees who
abuse cellular and/or communication privileges are subject to charges, discipline, and/or surrender of
their ECS –provided device.
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Data & Recovery Policy
ECS will provide and maintain a cloud-based backup server. Routine backups will occur daily
● Full backups will store all files specified within ECS’s backup policy, regardless of when they were last
modified or stored.
● Differential-incremental backups will store all files that have changes since the last successful
incremental or full-backup.
● All backups will be stored in a secure area accessible to designated staff.
Files that ECS will back up include, but are not limited to: Please note that this only applies to data
that is essential to the day-to-day operation of ECS.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Documents
Spreadsheets
Databases
ECS digital camera pictures
ECS graphic design work
PDF files

File ECS will not back up include, but are not limited to: Please note that your personal data will not
be stored on the backup server. These personal files greatly increase the costs of our backups and
will slow down your computer performance.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Music
Movies
Digital camera pictures
Graphic design work
Downloaded programs or games
Saved game data

In some instances, such as certain virus infections, the only software repair option available for your
computer may be to reformat the hard drive. Reformatting the hard drive means completely erasing all data
on your computer and performing a clean install of the operating system. In any instance where your
computer is going to be reformatted by ECS, you should try to back up all of your important data to a CD,
external hard drive or other media before dropping off your computer.
ECS is not able to migrate or otherwise back up any currently installed applications or system settings to the
reformatted operating system. You are responsible for re-installing all programs that were not pre-installed
in the computer.
Student Purchased Instructional Materials Policy
Per the student parent handbook, ECS strongly encourages ECS teachers provide all literature materials to
students. ECS teachers cannot require students to purchase literature materials.
Controversial Material Policy
Where a teacher is choosing material that may be considered controversial, he or she must send a note
home to parents three weeks prior to using the proposed material describing the controversial material,
highlighting controversial topics, and if applicable referencing the California Department of Education’s web
page that identifies the literature as “State Approved”. The note shall include a tear off portion for parents to
select from the following options: a) to have their student watch the material in class, b) to have the student
watch/read the material at home with a parent or c) to elect alternative materials to support the same
instructional objectives; and to elect how their student will acquire the necessary materials.
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If movies/videos rated R are to be used either in full or as excerpts to support learning, the teacher is to
secure parent permission for all students prior to showing the movie.
Standard of Conduct
Prohibited Conduct
The following conduct is prohibited and will not be tolerated by ECS. This list of prohibited conduct is
illustrative only; other types of conduct injurious to security, personal safety, employee welfare and
ECS’ operations also may be prohibited.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Falsification of employment records, employment information or other ECS School records.
Recording the work time of another employee or allowing any other employee to record your
time, or allowing falsification of any time card, either your own or another employee’s.
Theft, deliberate or careless damage or destruction of any ECS property or the property of any
employee, student or visitor.
Removing or borrowing ECS property without prior authorization.
Unauthorized use of ECS equipment, time, materials, or facilities.
Possessing, distributing, selling, transferring, or using (or being under the influence of) alcohol
or illegal drugs in the workplace or on work time.
Provoking a fight or fighting during working hours or on ECS property.
Participating in inappropriate horseplay or practical jokes on ECS school time or on ECS
premises.
Carrying firearms or any other dangerous weapons on ECS premises at any time.
Engaging in criminal conduct whether or not related to job performance.
Causing, creating or participating in a disruption of any kind during working hours on ECS
property.
Insubordination, including, but not limited to, failure or refusal to follow the instructions of your
immediate supervisor or member of management, or the use of abusive or threatening
language toward your immediate supervisor or member of management.
Using abusive language at any time on ECS premises.
Failure to notify ECS when unable to report to work.
Unreported absence of two (2) consecutive scheduled workdays.
Failure to obtain permission to leave work for any reason during normal working hours.
Failure to observe working schedules, including rest and lunch periods.
Failure to provide a physician’s certificate when requested or required to do so.
Sleeping or malingering on the job.
Working overtime without authorization when requested or required to do so.
Wearing extreme, unprofessional or inappropriate styles of dress while working. For further
clarification regarding appropriate dress, speak with the Executive Director or Principal.
Violation of any safety, health, security or ECS School policies, rules or procedures.
Committing a fraudulent act or a breach of trust under any circumstances.
Unlawful harassment.

Although employment may be terminated at will by either the employee or ECS at any time, without
following any formal system of discipline or warning, ECS may exercise its discretion to utilize forms
of discipline that are less severe than termination. Examples of less severe forms of discipline
include verbal warnings, written warnings, demotions and suspensions. While one or more of these
forms of discipline may be taken in connection with a particular employee, no formal order or
procedures are necessary.
This statement of prohibited conduct does not alter ECS’ policy of at-will employment. Either you or
ECS remains free to terminate the employment relationship at any time, with or without reason.
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Off-Duty Conduct
While ECS does not seek to interfere with off-duty and personal conduct of its employees, certain
types of off-duty conduct may interfere with ECS’ legitimate business interests.
Employees are expected to conduct their personal affairs in a manner that does not adversely affect
ECS’ integrity, reputation or credibility. Illegal off-duty conduct on the part of an employee that
adversely affects ECS’ legitimate business interests or the employee’s ability to perform his or her
job will not be tolerated.
Dress Code
Although ECS has no employee dress code, there are some guidelines that need to be followed. Our goal is to
represent, at all times, a professional, mature demeanor to our students, our parents, and the public.
Consequently, short skirts, dresses and shorts, bare midriffs, cleavage, see through, low necklines,
inappropriately tight or “sagging” clothing, t-shirts (other than ECS related t-shirts), torn or soiled clothing, and
shoes that are unsafe for working with children are not suitable attire for employees. The Executive Director
or Principal reserves the right to determine what appropriate professional dress attire at ECS is.
Drug and Alcohol-Free Workplace
The Board believes that the maintenance of a drug- and alcohol-free workplace is essential to staff and
student safety and to help ensure a productive and safe work and learning environment. An employee shall
not unlawfully manufacture, distribute, dispense, possess, or use any controlled substance in the workplace.
Employees are prohibited from being under the influence of controlled substances or alcohol while on duty.
For purposes of this policy, on duty means while an employee is on duty during both instructional and
non-instructional time in the classroom or workplace, at extracurricular or co-curricular activities, or while
transporting students or otherwise supervising them. Under the influence means that the employee's
capabilities are adversely or negatively affected, impaired, or diminished to an extent that impacts the
employee's ability to safely and effectively perform their job.
Employees are required to notify Human Resources of any criminal drug and alcohol statute conviction for a
violation occurring in the workplace no later than five (5) days after such conviction.
In accordance with law, Human Resources or designee shall take appropriate disciplinary action, up to and
including termination, against an employee for violating the terms of this policy and/or shall require the
employee to satisfactorily participate in and complete a drug assistance or rehabilitation program approved
by a federal, state, or local public health or law enforcement agency or other appropriate agency.
ECS shall take whatever steps it deems necessary to ensure illegal drugs or alcohol do not enter or affect the
workplace, including, but not limited to:
●
●
●

drug and alcohol testing of employees;
observing the actions of employees; and
counseling and disciplining employees.

If ECS has a reasonable suspicion, (e.g. based upon direct observation of drug use or possession and/or the
physical symptoms of being under the influence, a pattern of abnormal conduct, erratic behavior, or
involvement in an accident, conviction for a drug or alcohol-related offense, or information provided by
reliable or credible sources or independently corroborated) that an employee has violated this policy, an
investigation will be conducted. As part of that investigation the employee will be required to take a blood
test at ECS's expense for evaluation, consistent with any requirements imposed by state law. Any employee
who refuses to submit to a test, switches or adulterates a urine sample, or otherwise fails to cooperate fully
with the administration of a test will be subject to immediate discharge.
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If you have a problem with drug or alcohol abuse or dependency, please contact your manager, the Office of
Human Resources or the Executive Director. ECS will make its best efforts to reasonably accommodate
employees who wish to voluntarily enter and participate in an alcohol or drug rehabilitation program, provided
that the accommodation does not create an undue hardship for ECS. ECS will also make reasonable efforts
to safeguard the privacy of any employee who has enrolled in an alcohol or drug rehabilitation program.
However, ECS also reserves the right to take disciplinary action, up to and including termination, against any
employee who, because of their current use of alcohol or drugs, is unable to perform their job duties, or
cannot perform the duties in a manner which would not endanger their own health or safety or the health or
safety of others or whose behavior has violated ECS policy or otherwise created personnel issues.
Confidential Information
Employee and staff are in daily contact with and have access to confidential and privileged information about
students, their families, faculty, staff, other employees, and business dealings of ECS. To protect the privacy
and integrity of ECS, its faculty, the students and their families, it is imperative that such information never be
divulged or otherwise improperly used by faculty or staff members. Employees are responsible for
safeguarding confidential information obtained during their employment with ECS. Any breach of this policy
will not be tolerated and may result in termination.
Information about ECS, its Employees, students, suppliers, and vendors is to be kept confidential and
divulged only to individuals within ECS with both a need to receive and authorization to receive the
information. If in doubt as to whether information shall be divulged, err in favor of not divulging information
and discuss the situation with your manager.
All records and files maintained by ECS are confidential and remain the property of ECS. Records and files
are not to be disclosed to any outside party without the express permission of the Executive Director.
Confidential information includes, but is not limited to: financial records; personnel and payroll records
regarding current and former Employees; the identity of, contact information for, and any other information
on students, vendors, and suppliers; programs, trade secrets, and any other documents or information
regarding ECS' operations, procedures, or practices. Confidential information may not be removed from ECS
premises without express authorization.
Confidential information obtained during or through employment with ECS may not be used by any Employee
for the purpose of furthering current or future outside employment or activities or for obtaining personal gain
or profit. ECS reserves the right to seek all legal or equitable remedies to prevent impermissible use of
confidential information or to recover damages incurred as a result of the impermissible use of confidential
information. Employees may be required to enter into written confidentiality agreements confirming their
understanding of ECS' confidentiality policies.
To protect the privacy and integrity of ECS, its faculty, the students and their families, it is imperative that
such information never be divulged or otherwise improperly used by Employees. Employees are responsible
for safeguarding confidential information obtained during their employment with ECS. Any breach of this
policy will not be tolerated and may result in termination.
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Acknowledgment of Receipt
I have received my copy of ECS’ employee handbook. I understand and agree that it is my responsibility to
read and familiarize myself with the policies and procedures contained in the handbook. I also acknowledge
that it is my responsibility to ask for clarification if I do not understand any of the policies included in the
Employee Handbook.
I understand that except for employment at-will status, any and all policies or practices can be changed at
any time by ECS. ECS reserves the right to change my hours, wages and working conditions at any time. I
understand and agree, that other than the Executive Director or Principal of ECS, no manager, administrator
or representative of ECS has authority to enter into any agreement, express or implied, for employment other
than at-will; only the Executive Director or Principal of ECS has the authority to make any such agreement and
then only in writing and signed by the Executive Director or Principal of ECS.
I understand and agree that nothing in the employee handbook creates or is intended to create a promise or
representation of continued employment and that employment at ECS is employment at-will; employment
may be terminated at the will of either ECS or me. My signature below certifies that I understand that the
foregoing agreement on at-will status is the sole and entire agreement between ECS and me concerning the
duration of my employment and the circumstances under which my employment may be terminated. It
supersedes all prior agreements, understandings and representations concerning my employment with ECS.

Employee’s
Signature
_______/_______/_________

_______________________________________________________

Employee’s Name (print) ____________________________________________________
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Environmental Charter Schools
(“ECS”)
TRANSPORTATION SAFETY PLAN
Last Revised: 8/6/2019
1) INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
a.

The Education Code requires charter schools that provide transportation to or from school or a school
activity to prepare a transportation safety plan containing procedures for school personnel to follow
to ensure the safe transport of pupils. This Transportation Safety Plan is implemented to meet the
requirements of the statute.

b.

ECS provides transportation to and/or from ECS school activities. As such, it adopts the following
procedures for ECS personnel to follow to ensure the safe transport of pupils.

2) PUPIL ESCORTS
a.

When an ECS vehicle is stopped on a highway or private road for the purpose of loading or unloading
pupils, at a location where traffic is not controlled by a traffic officer or official traffic control signal,
the vehicle driver shall do the following: Escort all pupils in grades 6 to 8, inclusive, who need to
cross the highway or private road upon which the vehicle is stopped.

3) VEHICLE SAFETY PROCEDURES
a.

On approach to a vehicle stop where pupils are loading or unloading from a vehicle, the vehicle driver
shall activate the hazard lights on the vehicle beginning 200 feet before the vehicle stop. The hazard
lights shall operate at all times when the vehicle is stopped for the purpose of loading or unloading
pupils. The hazard lights shall remain on until all pupils are on board the vehicle and the doors are
closed. Pupils will only be allowed to exit or enter the vehicle once the bus driver has determined
that it is safe to do so.

b.

Students shall load or unload the vehicle at stops designated by the Principal, or his/her designee, for
school trip activities. Students who need to cross the roadway upon which the vehicle has stopped
must walk in front of the vehicle as they cross. Before the driver may set the vehicle back into
motion, the driver must ensure that all pupils who have crossed the roadway have done so safely,
and that all other pupils and pedestrians are a safe distance from the vehicle.

c.

Students boarding and exiting a vehicle must do so in an orderly manner. The driver must ensure
that all pupils have taken a seat in the vehicle before setting the vehicle in motion.

d.

The driver of the vehicle shall not exit the vehicle until he/she has visually inspected each seating row
of the vehicle to ensure that no pupil is left unattended on the vehicle.

4) SCHOOL PUPIL ACTIVITY BUS SAFETY PROCEDURES
a.

ECS is committed to ensuring the supervision of its students by an adult at all times. For each type of
use of the school pupil activity bus, the Principal, or his/her designee, will determine how many and
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what kinds of chaperones are needed, recognizing that a higher number of chaperones will be
required for more hazardous activities.
i.

The School will base the number of chaperones on an evaluation considering the number of
students, age and maturity of the students, and types of activities involved.

ii.

There should be a minimum of 1 adult chaperone for every 15 students in grades 6 – 12.
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Environmental Charter Schools
(“ECS”)
CHILD SAFETY ALERT SYSTEM & TRANSPORTATION SAFETY PLAN
1) INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
a.

This statement of the Board of the Environmental Charter Schools (the “Board”) sets forth the
policies governing the ECS child safety alert system & transportation safety plan.

b.

The Governance Committee of ECS (the “Committee”) is responsible for recommending policies and
processes for effective governance at ECS. The policies described here will be used to comply with
California Senate Bill (SB) No. 1072 (Mendoza) – Schoolbus safety: child safety alert system.

c.

The Committee will review this statement as needed, but at least annually, to ensure its continued
compliance with federal and state laws. Any changes to this policy must be approved by the Board.

2) CHILD SAFETY ALERT SYSTEM & TRANSPORTATION SAFETY PLAN
a.

The Board recognizes that transporting students is a regular occurrence at each of ECS charter
schools. Student transportation is necessary for meeting the needs of special education students, as
well as for field trips and other school activities such as sports or competitions. Such off-campus
activities may supplement and enrich classroom learning and encourage new interests among
students.

b.

Student safety is paramount as it relates to student transportation as it is with everything the charter
school elects to undertake.

3) MANDATORY CHILD SAFETY ALERT SYSTEM
a.

All school and activity buses shall either be equipped with a child safety alert system or meet the
requirements specified below if not equipped with a child safety alert system.

b.

If a school bus is equipped with a child safety alert system, upon movement of the vehicle, the child
safety alert system shall be automatically activated. The system shall be mounted to the rearmost
portion of the interior of the vehicle and will require manual activation to turn it off.

c.

A school bus is not required to have a child safety alert system if all of the following apply:
a.

The bus is not used exclusively to transport pupils;

b.

The pupils are accompanied by at least one adult chaperone selected by a school official;

c.

If the adult chaperone is not an employee, the chaperone shall meet the requirements for a
school volunteer as established by school policy;

d.

The adult chaperone has a list of every pupil and adult chaperone, including a school
employee who is on the bus at the time of departure;
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e.

The driver has reviewed all safety and emergency procedures before the initial departure
and the driver and adult chaperone have signed a form acknowledging review of the safety
plan and procedures;

f.

The adult chaperone takes and certifies a “head count” prior to each departure and the
driver and adult chaperone sign a from verifying that all pupils are present or accounted for;

g.

After pupils have exited a school bus and before driving away, the driver checks all areas of
the bus after pupils have exited.

d.

The purpose of this policy is to ensure student safety and specifically to ensure that all students exit
the bus when transportation needs come to an end.

e.

In developing procedures for this policy for use by the School, the Principal or designee shall ensure
that the policy reflects the direction and intent of Senate Bill 1072 (Chapter 721 Statutes of 2016) as
it was written and also the regulations written by the California Highway Patrol.

4) TRANSPORTATION SAFETY PLAN
a.

The School Director or a designee shall develop a transportation safety plan containing procedures
for school personnel to follow to ensure the safe transport of students to or from school or school
activities. The plan shall be available for review by Board members and made available upon request
to an officer of the California Highway Patrol.

5) MANDATORY NOTIFICATION OF DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES REGARDING DISCIPLINED BUS
DRIVERS
a.

The School Director or a designee shall notify the Department of Motor Vehicles within five calendar
days of taking disciplinary action against a driver for leaving an unsupervised pupil on a bus and when
the School found the driver’s action constituted gross negligence.
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